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FOR MINIATURIZATION 
The miniaturization of transformers Fes been a UTC specialty ever 

since the development of the Ouncer series in 1937. The importance 
of this engineering "know how" is refleetec by the large nLnber of UTC 

Miniature components in present military equipment. `ore examples 
of this engineering leadership are illustrated below. 

DC CONTROLLED 
OSCILLATOR INDUCTORS 

e curves below illustrate oscillztd 
frequency variation using two types o 
RF inductors varied by the amount of 
DC through the controlled windiigs. 
These units are available in ouncer size 
and smaller. 
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MINIATURIZED 
AIRCRAFT FILTERS 

The standard 90-150 cycle aircroft filters 
have been reduced in size and weight 
in UTC's miniaturization program. The 
curves below illustrate the frequency 
characteristics of these units. 
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Ouncer case, ncn hermetic, 
is 7/e" diameter e s/e" height. 
Weight - .06 lbs. 

Ouncer case, iermetic, is 

15/16" diameter c 13/e" 
height. Weight - .11 lbs. 

Miniaturized fiter case is 

1 11/16" x 13,'16" x 15/e" 
height. Weight - .3 lbs. 

SM sob-miniotu-e audio 
components, 7/16" x t/z" x 
7/1 6' height. Weight - 
.009 lbs. 

EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40th STREET. N=W YORK 16. N.Y. 
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Filter miniaturization is a peci.lized 
art. The curves below show Iov pass 
filter and a high pass fiber 'sing sup- 
plied in the UTC ouncer rase. 
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EXTREME 
MINIATURIZATION 

Through the use of speciaized mate- 
rials, extremely compact designs are 
possible. The curve blow illustrates 
the O characteristics of z 700 by. low 
frequency reactor housed it the UTC 
ouncer case. 
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The sub-mieiatere audio trans- 
former whose frequency curve 
is shown above, weighs less than 
one -seventh 'f n ounce yet pro- 
vides wide range frequency char- 
acteristics. Ns impedance ratio is 

500 to 50,0(0 ohms or operation 
into o 1/2 msg. -ceded gric. 
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WAVEGUIDE TEST EQUIPMENT COVER 
Test equipment items developed by the Polytechnic Research and Development Co., Inc. permit microwave measure- 
ments over a thirty -to -one frequency range. Photograph by Gerald P. Oddo and Henrietta P. Kravis. (See page 138) 

SELECTING AN INDUSTRIAL TRADEMARK, by A. S. Greenberg 82 
How to save time and money when choosing one 

HORN ANTENNAS FOR TELEVISION, by Dean O. Morgan 84 
Eight -foot receiving horn provides over T4 -db power gain on channel 13 

NEW UHF RESNATRON DESIGNS AND APPLICATIONS, by D. B. Harris 86 
Use as high -power uhf amplifiers for tv and military applications is described 

SOUND WAVES TEST CYLINDER HEADS 90 
Differences in sonic frequencies are used for precision comparison to a standard 

MODIFIED BUTTERFLY UHF -TV CONVERTER, by Matthew Slate 92 
Compact unit provides continuous tuning over proposed uhf television band 

MULTIPLEXED BROADCAST FACSIMILE by John V. L. Hogan and John W. Smith 97 
New York State network employs ultrasonic subcarrier without degrading 15-kc audio programs 
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High degree of accuracy is obtained by using standard WWV tone for comparison 
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Gives gain of 12.5 db over entire range of 470 to 890 me and improves noise figure 4 db 

MINIATURE TRAVELING -WAVE TUBE, by Robert Adler.... 110 
Broad -band amplifier tube is true traveling -wave type operating between 100 and 1,000 me 

WIDE -RANGE SWEEPING OSCILLATOR, by Louis A. Rosenthal 114 
All-purpose single -tone or wobbled audio generator uses thermistor and Thyrite or Varistor elements 

HIGH -POWER UHF -TV KLYSTRON, by Engineering Staff of Varian Associates 117 
Development of 5 -kw cascade tube used in commercial uhf -tv transmitter 
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Advantages of piezoelectric barium titanate units include useful range from 0.022 to 600 g 

AUTOMATIC BROADCAST PROGRAM MONITOR 124 
Remote monitoring device with interesting possibilities in telemetering and radio -relay circuits 

UNIVERSAL DIRECT -COUPLED DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER, by Leonard Goldberg 128 
Provides constant closed -loop gain and low output impedance for mathematical operations in computers 

TEMPERATURE -COMPENSATING CAPACITOR NOMOGRAPH (Reference Sheet), by Thomas T. Brown 132 
Gives directly values required when combining two capacitors to get particular overall temperature coefficient 
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Let 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

MARION RUGGEDIZED 

INSTRUMENTS 

help you ... 
... seal components hermetically 

.. , speed up sub -assemblies 

Marion portable, 

bench -type induction 

soldering unit ... 
SMALL 
COMPACT 
ADAPTABLE 
EFFICIENT 
ECONOMICAL 
EASY -TO -USE 

A PRODUCTION TOOL This unit was designed to simplify and improve 

both the quality and quantity of production of many different 

assemblies in the electronic and electrical fields. It has been used 

successfully for many years in the manufacture of Marion her- 

metically sealed instruments. Assembly applications include 

magnet assemblies, relay armatures, connectors, capacitors and 

transformer cans and germanium diode assemblies; also jewelry, 

watches, toys, automotive parts, household fixtures, etc. 

HERMETICALLY SEALED COMPONENTS Because of the present intense 

interest in hermetically sealed components, Marion offers the 

benefit of its experience in true glass -to -metal hermetic sealing 

with the Marion Induction Soldering Unit and Marion metalized 

(platinum film) glass. Marion platinum film base glass has been 

developed to permit higher sealing temperatures, greater thermal 

shock range and resoldering if necessary. 

PROFIT FROM EXPERIENCE Investigate now. Submit your requirements. 

We will be glad to supply samples and quotations. Ask for 

bulletin. Marion Electrical Instrument Company, 401 Canal Street, 

Manchester, New Hampshire. 

marion meters 
2 
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THIS INTL RESTING QUARTERLY WILL BE 

MAILED FREE TO ANY PART Of THE WORLD 
AUSTRALIA 

Messrs. Watson Victor Limited 
9-13, Bligh Street, 
Sydney, N.S.W. 

BELGIUM 
Paul Groeninckx, 
Avenue Jean Stobbaerts, 43, 
Brussels. 

CANADA 
The J. W. Ellis Industries, 
42, Lombard Street, 
Toronto. 

DENMARK 
Ditz Schweitzer, 
Norre Voldgade, 48, 
Copenhagen, K. 

FRANCE 
Jacques Pérès Fils, 
4, Avenue de l'Opéra, 
Paris I. 

HOLLAND 
Geo. C. F. Kauderer, 
M uiden. 

INDIA Adair, Dutt&Co. (India) Ltd. 
5, Dalhousie Square, 
Calcutta. 

I: 

ITALY 
Ing. Silvio Garrone, 
Piazza Della Marina, I, 
Rome. 

NORWAY 
J. L. Nerlien A/S, 
Nedre Slottgst. 13, 
Oslo. 

NEW ZEALAND 
Richardson, McCabe & Co. 
Ltd., P.O. Box 863, 
Wellington. 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Johnson & Phillips South 
Africa (Pty.) Limited, 
P.O. Box 552, 
Germiston. 

SWEDEN 
I ngeniorsfirma Hugo Tillquist, 
Nybrokajen 7, Postbox 7026, 
Stockholm 7. 

SWITZERLAND 
Camille Bauer, 
Dornacherstrasse 18, 
Basel. 

U.S.A. 
Muirhead & Co. Ltd., 
Eimers End, Beckenham, 
Kent, England. 

TECHNIQUE IS ALSO PUBLISHED IN FRENCH. IF THIS EDITION 
IS REQUIRED, MARK YOUR COUPON "EDITION FRANÇAISE" 

FILL IN THIS COUPON AND MAIL TO US OR OUR AGENTS 

Please mail me, free 
of charge, the quarterly 
journal of instrument 
engineering "TECHNIQUE," 
published by Muirhead and Co. 

Limited. 

e 

(SEE LIST ABOVE) 

NAME 

POSITION 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

MUIRHEAD & Co. LTD. 
PRECISION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS 

BECKENHAM KENT ENGLAND 

ELECTRONICS 55 

PRECISION 

MUIRHEAD 
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS 

J 

Telegrams and Cables: MUIRHEADS ELMERS-END 
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low temperature is 

espies, 

Low temperature coefficient and noise level. 
Meet and beat JAN -R-11 Specifications. 

1/2, 1/2, 1 and 2 watts-available in ±5%, 
±10%. and ±20% tolerance. 

Easily meet critical requirements of television. 

Fully tested by independent agencies under 
actual field conditions. 

,,,,,...- y. 

Any resistor can reduce voltage and dissipate 
heat. Amazingly few can do it without overheating 

themselves! Chief among those who can are IRC 
Resistors. Advanced, yet practical design-unusual 

use of heat -dissipating materials-and a rigid quality - 
control system-all combine to give these resistance units 

low operating temperatures, greater efficiency and longer life. 

Extremely low operating temperature is 
only one feature of Advanced Type BT Fixed 

Composition Resistors. These compact, lightweight, 
fully insulated units actually surpass JAN -R-11 

Specifications at %, 1 and 2 watts' In BT's, the 
resistance material is permanently cured and bonded 

to special glass. Leads extend into filament for faster heat 
conductivity. Molded bakelite seals element against 

moisture and prevents grounding. BT's are 
available in standard RTMA resistance ranges. 

Send for full details in 12 -page technical data Bulletin B-1. 
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essentia 

Qom-' unusually rapid dissipation of heat IRC Fixed 
and Adjustable Power Wire Wound Resistor' give 
balanced performance in every characteristic. special 
cemei' coatings are designed for low range high tempera- 
ture -eq,lirerrents-or for maximum protection cgainst 
extreme atmospheric conditions. For exacting, heavy-duty 
applzat,ons-high voltage bleeders, bias supply, grid 
and ament dropping resistors-PWW's are available 
in a full range of sizes, types and terminals. Leading 
indus'rial, aircraft and broadcasting users have specified 
them for more than 14 years. Technical data Bulle -in C-2 
gives :omplete information. 

Wher- you're in a hot spot and need 
experimental ar mair.tenance quan- 
tities of stanlard resistors double- 
quick, phone your IRC Distributor. 
IRC's Industrial Service Plan pro- 
vides h:m with a full stock of 
uniform_y dependable standard 
resisters: he can give you fast, 
round -the -corner delivery of small - 
order requirements. We'll be 
glad o send you his name 
and address. 

Power Resistors Voltmeter Multipliers 
Insulated Composition Resisters Low Wattage 
Wire Wounds Volume Controls Voltage 
Divider 'recision Wire Wounds Deposited 
Carbon Poseidon. Ultra-HF and High Volt- 
age Ra.ist,rs b+suloted Chokes 

¡eaí tature coefficients covei in IRC 
Ty 2e BW Insulated Wire Wound Resistors. At 1/2, 1 and 2 watts, they 
are exceptionally stable, economical units for low range applications 
sudi as meters, analyzers, spark suppression units, TV circuits, low 
power ignition circuits. Resistance elements are wound uniformly on 
insulated core. Molded phenolic housing protects against humidity 
an I grounding. Noise and aging are negligible. Technical data 
Buletin B-5 contains full details. 

finely fast heat dissipation, the unique mounting brackets 
of -ype MW Wire Wound Resistors actually transfer heat from 
chassis to outside. Other radical departures from conventional design 
giNe MW's widest adaptability to individual requirements. MW's are 
flat wire wound resistor strips, permanently enclosed by high pressure 
mclding in a special mica -filled phenolic compound. Special feet per - 
mi mounting on any flat metal surface. Low initial cost, lower mount- 
inc cost, flexibility in providing taps at low cost, and savings in space, 
all offer amazing economies. Ask for technical data Bulletin B-2. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY 
401 N. Brood Street, Philadelphia S, Pm. 

lia C,wMriie: IdesnealiAnel Residents Cs., Ltd.. Terante, Licenses 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY 
403 N. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA 8, PA. 

Please send me complete information on the items checked below:- 
Advanced BT Resistors (8-1) BW Resistors (B-5) 

Power Wire Wounds (C-2) MW Resistors (B-2) 
( 

I 
Name and Address of nearest IRC Distributor 

A 

NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 
F. F. RNDT CO , AC, AGENCY 
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Again a 

D -H ALLOY 
contributes as 

in new 
ELECTROSTATIC FOCUS 

TV TUBES 

Once more, RCA leads the field! This time, with 
new rectangular picture tubes which require no focusing 
coil or focusing magnet . . . thus effecting important 
savings in critical materials. 

The currently used magnetic focus in TV sets 
requires coils and magnets containing the metals cobalt 
and copper ... both on the Government's restricted list. 

To meet the shortages, RCA engineers have de- 
veloped improved electrostatic focusing for wide - 
deflection -angle TV tubes-eliminating need for a focus- 
ing magnet or coil. Result: The new RCA kinescopes- 
which not only make possible savings in critical 
materials, but introduce advantages that destine them 
to become industry's most widely used picture tubes. 

Such advantages, for example, as: (a) An improved 
electron gun which provides excellent uniformity of 
focus over the entire picture area, and is so designed that 
the focusing electrode takes negligible current-permit- 
ting voltage for the electrode to be supplied easily and 

economically; (b) Focus automatically maintained with 
variation in line voltage and adjustment of picture 
brightness; (c) Simplification of tube installation and 
adjustment for optimum performance. 

When RCA produced its outstanding Image Orthi- 
con, "eye" of the television camera, it called upon the 
superlative Driver -Harris radio alloy Nichrome* V to 
provide 95 % of the metal components of the tube. Now, 
in the case of the kinescopes, a Driver -Harris produced 
alloy fills a need. 

Here are typical examples of how Driver -Harris 
stands ready to serve all industry with alloys necessary 
for new or standard applications. 

During the present emergency, of course, strategic 
materials and the alloys made from them are on strict 
allocation. However, we shall be glad to make recom- 
mendations based upon your specific needs, and serve 
you to the best of our ability. 

Maker' of world.famous Nichrome* and over 80 other alloy' 
for the electronic, electrical and heot.treating field. 

Driver -Harris Company 
HARRISON, NEW JERSEY 

BRANCHES: Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Los Angeles, San Francisco 

In Canada: The B. GREENING WIRE COMPANY, LTD., Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 

6 

T. M. Reg. V.S. Pat. Off. 
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PtASTlt 
CapaIt0 rs 

are worthy of your consider- 

ation where small size, high 

operating temperature and 

high internal resistance are 

a specific requirement. 

By using Plasticon M film capacitors, 
unusual life and resistance are obtained. 
Typical of our NEW Plasticon M capaci- 
tors are the following: 

Miniature hermetically sealed Type MSCM 104-4C 
Capacitance 0.1 mfd. Rated voltage 400 DC 
Size 0.400 Dia. 1-5/16" long 
AFTER 1000 hours life test at 125 'C with 565 VDC applied 
Resistance 12,000 megohms measured with 565 VDC applied in 125 C ambient 

Miniature hermetically sealed Type MACM 104-4C 
Capacitance 0.1 mfd. Rated voltage 400 DC 
Size 0.400 Dia. 1-5/16" long 
AFTER 1000 hours life test at 125 C with 565 VDC applied 
Resistance 40,000 megohms measured with 565 VDC applied in 125'C ambient 

temperature 

Type MAC 25CO5 Rectangular base CP7O style container 
Capacitance 0.5 mfd. Rated voltage 2000 VDC 
Size 21 x 1-3/16 x 23.i" high 
AFTER 1000 hours life test at 85 C with 2500 VDC applied 
Resistance 200,000 megohms measured with 2500 VDC applied in 85 C ambient 

temperature 

MANUFACTURERS 
Glassmike Capacitors 
Plasticon Capacitors 

Hi Volt Power Supplies 
Pulse Forming Networks 

Send specifications 
for 

your requirements. 

All Phones: AMbassador 2-3727 

ondenser rodurls Company 

ELECTRONICS - October, 1951 
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HRH'? 
Problems 
Solved 

EASIER FASTER BETTER 

with Potter & Brumfield's 

ON' I NE'JOB Engineering Service 

IN these days, when you must design under 

pressure of time and the handicap of avail- 

ability ... you need fast, competent ''on-the- 

job" help to get over the rough spots. Call 

the nearest Potter & Brumfield Sales & Engi- 

neering Office. Conveniently located through- 

out the country, these offices are staffed with 

well -trained, competent electrical engineers 

... men thoroughly qualified to assist you in 

development problems and in selecting the 

right relay for your purpose. 

Many relay applications can be solved in 

several different ways. By using the knowl- 

edge of your Potter & Brumfield relay en- 

gineer you are assured of the quickest and 

most practical answer to your problem. 

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

Address Potter & Brumfield in the Following Cities: 

ALBANY 7, NEW YORK, 100 State Street, Albany 3-3628 

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA, 122 N. Fayette Street, Temple 1718 

ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA, 103 Miller Bldg., Hemlock 6161 

BOSTON 16, MASS., 25 Huntington Avenue, Kenmore 6-5580 

BUFFALO 2, NEW YORK, 1124 Prudential Bldg., Mohawk 9222 

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA, 309 Guaranty Bldg.,'Phone: 40833 

CHICAGO 34, ILLINOIS, 3352 N. Central Ave.,'Pensacola 6-6776 

CLEVELAND 15, OHIO, 1836 Euclid Avenue, Main 1-1286 

DALLAS 5, TEXAS, 7322 Marquette Ave., Emerson 6-6286 

DAYTON 2, OHIO, 18 W. Monument Avenue, Hemlock 9661 

DENVER 7, COLORADO, 5528 East Colfax Ave., Freemont 3067 

DETROIT 35, MICHIGAN, 19481 James Couzens H'way, Vermont 8-346C 

INDIANAPOLIS 1, INDIANA, 2208 E. Washington Street, Market 8517 

KANSAS CITY 2, MISSOURI, 1010 Porter Building, Logan 9824 

LOS ANGELES 6, CALIFORNIA, 2230 W. 11th St., Dunkirk 3-4197 

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, 1336 Madison Avenue, Phone 2-1914 

MILWAUKEE 3, WISCONSIN, 744 North 4th Street, Broadway 2-0517 

MINNEAPOLIS 17, MINNESOTA, 5022 29th Avenue, South, Drexel 1895 

NEW YORK 16, N. Y., 13 E. 40th St., Murray Hill 3-7585 

PHILADELPHIA, PA., DREXEL HILL, 3611 Berry Ave., Clearbrook 9-0231 

PITTSBURGH 19, PA., 600 Grant Street, Court 0131 

SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIF., 1234 Folsom Street, Market 1-4166 

ST. LOUIS 5, MISSOURI, 311 Connor Building, Parkview 7622 

SEATTLE 1, WASHINGTON, 2217 Fourth Ave., Main 3750 

SYRACUSE 1, NEW YORK, P. O. Box 1224, Baldwinsville 662 

TORONTO 13, ONT. CANADA, 2273 Danforth Avenue, Oxford 1127 

VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA, 132 W. Hastings St., Pacific 3195 

WILMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA, 4924 Oleander Drive, Phone: 5749 

EXPORT: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 

13 East 40th Street New York 16, N. Y., U. S. A. 

Phone: Murray Hill 9-0200 Cable Address ARLAB 

Peffeli.4 &CP11 
PRINCETON, INDIANA Phone 1208 

Standard P & B Relays are Available at 

Your Local Electronics Parts Distributor 
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NEW 
MINIATURE SWITCHES 

BY CENTRALAB 

Now, Centralab, the first name in Electronic Components, offers new design 
possibilities in an entirely new line of truly miniature, top-quality, rotary 
switches for radio, TV and similar high frequency, low power applications. 

WANT MORE INFORMATION? SEE NEXT 2 PAGES * 
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CE%TIIALIR ANXOU\CEX 1 IO%1VLETE 
FOR COMMERCIAL OR 

New Centralab Miniature Switches Give 
You Top -Quality Construction & Performance 

You'll find these new Centralab miniature rotary switches have every quality - 

construction feature - every quality -performance characteristic as previously 

built into larger size Centralab switches. Switch sections are high -quality, lam- 

inated phenolic or Centralab's own Grade 1,5 Steatite. Clips and contacts are 

self-cleaning, spring brass with heavy silver plating or coin silver. All other 

metal parts are adequately plated to meet commercial or government specifi- 

cations. Switches have positive 30° indexing. What's more, these miniature 

Centralab switches offer identical opportunity with the larger size units for 

having multiple sections on a single shaft. Switches are available with 2 to 11 

positions with stops, or 12 position continuous rotation. Of particular interest 

for AM -FM -TV designers - these miniature switches may be furnished with 

dual concentric shafts coupled with regular line switches and Centralab's 

famous Model 2 Radiohm variable resistors. (See illustrations at right.) 
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E1V DINE OF IIIMATUKE 1iTITCllES 
MILITARY APPLICATIONS 

Now Centralab offers a completely new, unusually small 
rotary switch line - available in a variety of multi -pole, 
multi -position, multi -section models and in combination 

with line switches and variable resistors. 

New l,entralab Series 20, miniature, single steatite section switch. 
Available in 2 to 11 positions with stops, or 12 position continuous 
rotation - and with multiple sections. 

Here's standard Series 20 miniature switch with standard shaft and 
phenolic section with conventional off -on switch added. Also available 
with multiple sections. 

., . 32 NEE. 2 THREAD 

=''Idllllllfrl 
I - 

X= VARIABLE DIMENSION 

111 

052 

j- 
! 

Combination Series 30 miniature switch unit with dual concentric shaft-permits independent operation of miniature switch including 
off -on switch, and Model 2 variable resistor. 

If you need a truly small size, long -life switch, 
Centralab's new miniature Series 20 and Series 
30 switches are the answer. They have been 
specifically designed to meet the modern trend 
toward greatly reduced size in electronic equip- 
ment for high -frequency, low -current applica- 
tions. Extremely compact design and small size, 
plus availability of separate sections and index 
assemblies provide an adaptability that is in- 
valuable to design engineers and manufacturers. 
For complete specification information on the 
new Centralab Miniature Series 20 and Series 
30 Switch line, mail the coupon today. Aínnu- 
Jacturcr's samples promptly. 

Same combination Series 30 unit as shown at left, except that Model 2 
variable resistor is mounted at rear of miniature switch. Position of 
resistor provides convenience of wiring. 

Cen ab 
Division of GLOBE -UNION INC Milwaukee 

mome,e,nmmonnun Mal» 

e 

CENTRALAB Division of Clobc-Union Inc. 
914 East Keefe Avenue, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 

Please send me complete specification information on Centralab's new 
Series 20 and Series 30 Miniature Switch line. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

C 
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for t to 20 kilOwatts ERP* 

TF you plan to start TV station operations I with a modest equipment investment .. . 

and still be sure you get adequate signal 
coverage ... this new "2 kw" is a logical, 
economical solution to your problem. Initial 
equipment expense is lower than that of 
most TV stations on the air today. And tube 
costs are low-because all the tubes are 
standard types. 

Used with RCA's popular and inexpen- 
sive high -gain 3 -section Super Turnstile An- 
tenna, this transmitter produces 5 kilowatts 
ERP-at the lowest cost per radiated kilo- 
watt in TV history. Used with RCA TV 

antennas of higher gain, this transmitter 
provides up to 20 kw ERP ! 

Why not ask your RCA Broadcast Sales 
Specialist to help you with your planning. 
He can tell you precisely what you'll need 
to go on the air-and how to do it at lowest 
cost. Make use of his "know-how." Call 
him today. 

ANNOUNCING-a 64 -page book. on 
RCA's new line of TV broadcast 
equipment for all channels, 2 to 83! 
An indispensable reference for station 
planning. Available only from your 
RCA Broadcast Sales Specialist. 
"Effective radiated power 

For any 711<power to 200 KW- !WAY 
3.12y VHF 

II 

1D half 
3 s 

1 kw 

UHF 
6 - bay 

UHF High -Gain VHF 

a 113e!i111 
20 kw VHF 

50 kw VHF 

3 

5 -bay 

VHF 

10 kw VHF 

The heart of the "2 kw"- 
the forced -air-cooled triode, RCA -5762 

This service -proved triode features sturdy internal 
construction-and a very efficient plate radiator. 
The tube takes less than half the air flow ire- 
viously needed for a tube l-aving the same power - 
handling capability. And it's available through 
any RCA Tube Distributor! 

1__ 
4 

500 w # 2 kw VHF 
VHF 

12 -bay 

VHF 

ENG/HEER/NG PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT CAMDEN N. J. 
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the Circuit 
t5 tanf 

*Manufactured under 
U.S. Patent 2538122 
and other patents 
pending. 

VI 

DEPENDABLE 

Widest possible bias range re- 
sults from grid input, common 
fie -point feed, simple feed- 
back circuit and elimination of 
a complex readout matrix-all 
exclusive Potter features. 

FAST AND ACCURATE 

Absolute accuracy up to 
130,000 counts per second as- 

sured by self -biasing under 
wide excursions of line voltage. 

SIMPLE AND 
STRAIGHTFORWARD 

Minimum number of compo- 
nents, all turret -lug mounted, 
in a true binary-coded decimal 
reset circuit. 

COMPATIBLE 
Binary -decimal coding (1-2-4. 
8) directly usable in computers, 
recorders and data - handling 
systems. 

EASY TO MAINTAIN 
Tube failure "locks - up" the 
decade and furnishes instan- 
taneous identification through 
the on -off synchronization of 
neons and tubes, thus simpli- 
fying replacement. 

"9"."""s 
his REAp0 t5 .. f really counts. 

Four ultra -visible neons, coded 1-2-4-8, are read as decimals 

with unerring ease-provide a swift check on tube operation. 

This unique decimal read-out offers unparalleled observa- 
bility. The lamps are brilliant and significant under high 
ambient lighting at oblique angles and from remote dis- 
tances. No other visual indicator can be read faster or with 
less chance of error. 
The indicating lamps couple with the decade stages and 
follow the true binary progression of count. Trouble in any 
stage is instantaneously reflected in its associated lamp. 
The lamps themselves are free from marginal voltage 
limitations. 
In addition to a space -saving of one-third, the newly minia- 
turized decade provides a read-out adaptable to remote 
mounting. A small plug-in cluster of four neons is optional 
as a tube -servicing feature where frequency dividing, for 
example, makes a read-out unnecessary. 
These electronic counting decades may be obtained as in- 
dividual components. They are also available in complete 
counting, timing, computing or frequency -measuring sys- 
tems. Detailed information or technical assistance will be 
provided upon request to Dept. 6E. 

POTTER INSTRUMENT COMPANY INCOR P OR A T E D 

115 CUTTER MILL ROAD, GREAT NECK, NEW YORK 
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How much can you expect 

an oscilloscope camera to do? 

Scope Image Film Recordi 

Single -frame photography of stationary pat- 
' terns using a continuously running sweep. 

Scope Image Film Recording 

ZSingle -frame photography of single transients 
using a single sweep. 

Scope Image Film Recording 

Continuous -motion photography employing film 3 motion as a tame base. 

Scope Image Film Recording 

Continuous -motion photography employing 4 oscilloscope sweep as a time base. 

FILM MOTION FILM MOTION 

TIME BASE t SCOPE SWEEP 

Continuous -motion photography employing 5 combination of film motion and oscilloscope 
sweep as a time base. 

It's only reasonable that you should expect the oscilloscope camera you buy 
to record what you see on an oscilloscope screen during any period. But can 
it be expected to do any more? We think so. 

For example, did you know that the Fairchild Oscillo -Record Camera-our 
idea of the most versatile 35 -millimeter oscilloscope camera now available- 
can GREATLY EXTEND THE USEFULNESS OF YOUR OSCILLOSCOPE? 

As you know, many non -recurring phenomena occur too rapidly to permit 
adequate visual study. Others occur so slowly that continuity is lost. Some- 
times you have combinations of very slow -speed phenomena and occasional 
high-speed transients. In any one of these cases, the Fairchild Oscillo -Record 
Camera will take over where your eye and the oscilloscope leave off. 

This extremely versatile instrument is now being used daily by many 
hundreds of engineers in widely diver- 
gent fields. For an idea of what it can 
do for you, study the five scope images 
and recordings illustrated at left. Each 
solves a particular problem. 

Oscillo -Record users especially like 
its: 

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL - 
1 in./min. to 3600 in./min. 
TOP OF SCOPE MOUNTING that leaves con- 
trols easily accessible. 

PROVISION FOR 3 LENGTHS OF FILM -100, 
400, or 1000 feet. 

For more data write Fairchild Cam- 
era Instrument Corp., 88-06 Van Wyck 
Blvd., Jamaica 1, N. Y. Dept. 120-16A. 

FAIRCHILD OSCILLO -RECORD CAMERA - 1. 
camera, 2. periscope, 3. electronic control 
unit. Available accessories include external 
400 and 1000 foot magazines, magazine 
adaptor and motor, universal mount for cam- 
era and periscope, binocular split -beam 
viewer. 

VALUABLE RECORDS FOR IMMEDIATE EVALUATION 

The Fairchild -Polaroid® Oscilloscope Camera produces a photographic print in a minute 

Valuable but inexpensive oscillograms for immediate evaluation; automatic one - 

minute processing without a darkroom; a set up time of two minutes or less-they're 

just three of the many advantages that are yours when you use the Fairchild -Polaroid 

Oscilloscope Camera. Wherever individual exposures meet your recording require- 

ments-where you'd like to have permanent records of the traces you're now sketching 

or carrying in your memory, this is the camera that can bring new speed, ease and 

economy to your job. Prints are 3'/4x41/4 and each ritcords two traces exactly one-half 

life size. Write today for details. 

A minute 
after 

you've pulled 
the tab 

a finished print 
is ready 

for evaluation 

///Rti11 I ID 
OSCILLOSCOPE RECORDING CRMERRS 
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Ahead of and beyond JAN. 
Sprague has developed many 

new ways to reduce size and 

weight and to improve the 

high -temperature performance 

of components 
Joint Army and Navy component specifica- 

tions were never meant to limit engineering progress-and, with Sprague, they most cer- 
tainly haven't ! 

The extent of what has been achieved is no 
better indicated than by the fact that much of 
Sprague's vast military -use production is based 
on capacitors, wire -wound resistors and high - 
temperature wire insulation for which no standard 
JAN specifications yet exist! These are, in effect, super-JAN-fully approved via waivers to the equipment manufacturers. Such components 
are being produced and used in ever increasing 
quantities. 

If your problem is one that can be solved by 
smaller, lighter components or by better elevated 
temperature performance, chances are excellent 
that a Sprague application engineer can help you. 

....for new concepts 
of equipment design 

.. 

Typical of Sprague engineering prcgress 
ahead of and beyond JAN limits are these 
famous subminiature, hermetically -sealed, 
metal -encased paper capacitors. Far 
smaler than equivalent JAN styles and 
available in types for 85°C. and 125°C. 
operation, these capacitors have helped 
make possible a long list of military elec- 
tronic equipment, which never could have 
met size and weight limitations prior to the 
development of these capacitors. Sprague 
Bulletin 213-B gives full technical data. 

PIONEERS IN ELECTRIC 
AND ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT 

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS 
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OUTLINE OF ESTABLISHED AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS 

OUTLINE OF APPLICATIONS 
RECOMMENDED 

FERROXCUBE 
MATERIAL 

SHAPE 

1 TELEVISION FLYBACK CIRCUITRY 

a) Flyback transformers 
b) Deflection yokes 
c) Correction coils-to improve sawtooth linearity 

3C 
3C 
3C 

U -Core 
Ring segment 

Slug 

Depends 
upon 

Frequency 
48 

Slug 
Slug 

Rod 

2 RADIO RECEIVERS 

a) I F Transformers 
b) R F Tuning Coils 

i) fixed L 

ii) permeability tuning 
c) Antenna cores 

3 TELEPHONY (Voice Frequency and Carrier) 

a) Interstage transformers 
b) Transformer for matching to co -axial cable 

c) Loading coils 
d) Filter circuits (not limited to telephony) 
e) Delay lines (not limited to telephony) 

3C 
3C 

Special grade 
Special grade 
Special grade 

E -Core 
E -Core 

Pot -Core 
Pot -Core 
Pot -Core 

4 PULSE NETWORKS AND TRANSFORMERS 

a) Signal -shaping 
b) Power-to feed magnetron directly-built up from 

Ferroxcube rods 
c) Low-power-e.g., in computer applications 

Depends 
upon 

Pulse width 
Special grade 

Simple 
closed 

magnetic 
circuit 

5 MODULATION APPLICATIONS 

a) Use of loss effects to achieve AM without FM in 

modulating Klystron output 

4B Rod 

6 APPLICATION OF NON-LINEAR EFFECTS-e.g., in 

saturable core reactors 
a) Permeability tuning of diathermy apparatus 

b) Pulse generation from sine waves 
c) Magnetic amplifiers and saturable core reactors 

4B 
Toroid 

or rod with 
saturating 

circuit #j 

7 RECORDING HEADS 
tt 

6 

8 IGNITION COILS 

a) Automotive 
b) Aircraft 

9 MAGNETOSTRICTION APPLICATIONS 

a) Band-pass filters 
b) Transducers 

üll 

FERROX 
T HE MODERN CORE MATERIAL 

E 

FERROXCUBE CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
A Joint Affiliate of Philips Industries and Sprague Electric Co., Managed by Sprague 

50 East 41st Street New York 17, New York Factory: Saugerties, New York 
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teteet 
j1OW YOU Lo0 

the TURNER I is a better BOOSTER 
From every angle the new Turner Model TV -1 

Booster is the finest on the market today. Under the 
worst possible fringe area receiving conditions, the 
TV -1 consistently produces sharper, clearer pictures 
and crisper, more natural sound. 

There are many reasons for the superiority of the 
Turner Booster, but the two most important are ad- 
vanced electronic engineering and finest construction 
using only high quality component parts. 

Turner's low -noise -level cascode circuit stabilizes 
the picture, reduces noise and snow to a minimum... 
makes viewing a real pleasure. 

The Turner TV -1 is simple in operation. A single 
tuning knob permits fine adjustment for the best 
reception of picture and sound over all 12 TV chan- 
nels. And because it tunes continuously from 54 to 
216 megacycles, you can use the TV -1 to amplify FM, 
aviation and mobile radio signals. Three position 
control switch turns on the TV set only, the TV set 
and Booster, or shuts off both set and Booster. 

The unit is quickly and easily installed. Attaches 
to any television set. Attractive styling and neutral 
finish harmonize with any furniture design. 

THE TU 
THE TURNER 

CHECK THESE SUPERIOR FEATURES 

Continuous Tuning - single knob con- 
trol for finest adjustment to permit 
best possible reception of both picture 
and sound. 

Cascode Circuit - inherent low noise 
level circuit with great stability and 
high signal-to-noise ratio. 

Construction - finest quality materials 
carefully assembled to rigid Turner 
standards assure years of continuous, 
repair -free use. 

Appearance - handsome cabinet de- 
signed to harmonize with any furni- 
ture design and finish. 

Uses - amplifies FM, mobile and avia- 
tion radio signals as well as TV. 

Results - most important, the Turner 
TV -1 produces an excellent picture 
under conditions which nullify the 
best efforts of many other boosters. 

List Price $57.50 

FOR THE BEST POSSIBLE TV RECEPTION, TURN TO 

R N R BOOSTER 
COMPANY, 905 17th Street, 

In Canada: Canadian Marconi Co, 
Toronto, Ont., and Branches 

ELECTRONICS-October, 1951 

N. E. Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Export: Ad. Auriema, Inc. 
89 Broad Street. New York 4 
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NOIE'FuYi YourNeeds 
FOR ALL TYPES 

OF ELECTRIC AND 
ELECTRONIC 

COMPONENT'S 

custom or standard 
the 

guarantee(( 
components 

Split Lugs. For potted 
units where later solder- 
ing is advisable. Also 
standard applications. 
Hole through shaft allows 
top or bottom wiring. Fit 

standard board thick- 
nesses from 11,4" through 
1/4". Mounted heights 
from ' 

SILVER-PLATED BRASS TERMINAL LUGS 

Short Lugs. For low 
"headroom" applica- 
tions. Mounted heights 
from 42". In shank 
lengths for 6 board 
thicknesses, starting 
with .14;1". 

Double End Lugs. 
Provide terminal posts 
on both sides of board. 
Through connection for 
easy wiring. For board 
thicknesses from !gy" to 
h". Mounted heights 
from '3'2". 

Turret Lugs. With 2 

soldering spaces for 2 
or more connections. 
Sizes range from ! 3,." 
to V4' terminal board 
thicknesses. Mounted 
heights from 732". 

Combination Lug. 
Removable screw per- 
mits mounting compo- 
nents directly to screw 
end. Also provides re- 
movable link connec- 
tions at screw end. 3 

sizes, 5jg ' 1142', 3/e" 
diameter. Bright alloy 
plated for easy sol- 
dering. 

HARDWARE INSULATED TERMINALS INSULATED FEED THROUGHS 

Handles in nickel -plated 
brass are available in 3 

sizes ranging from 3í4r;" 
length to 63" length. 
Black 2lumilite aluminum 
handle available in 43/4" 
length. Ferrules available 
on brass and aluminum 
handles. 

Other Hardware in- 
cludes tube clamps, panel 
and thumb screws, com- 
bination screw and sol- 
der terminals, shaft locks, 
terminal board brackets, 
standoff mounts, etc. 

Phenolic. 3/4" diameter, 
in rivet or screw stud 
type. Voltage breakdown 
from 4800 - 11,000 V 
at 60 cycles RMS. 

Ceramic. Silicone im- 
pregnated. 5 lengths of 
dielectric. Voltage break- 
down ratings up to 5800 
V. Over-all heights range 
from s/é ', including lug. 
For high electrical stresses 
over a broad humidity 
range. Cadmium plated 
studs. Brass terminals 
plated for soldering. 

Phenolic. Approved 
XXX material. Brass 
bushings, nickel plated. 
Brass through -terminals, 
silver plated for easy 
soldering. Rugged, with- 
stand shock and vibra- 
tion. Two sizes: for 3/4" 
and 3/á' mounting holes. 

Ceramic. Silicone im- 
pregnated. Threaded 
for 1/4" hole mounting. 
O.A. length '/s" Volt- 
age b-eakdown 4800 
RMS at 60 cycles. 

TERMINAL BOARDS SLUG TUNED COILS R. F. CHOKES 

Phenolic. Available in var- 
ious widths and terminal ar- 
rangements from 1/2" wide to 
3" wide. Thicknesses: 332"; /e", 
3ut;". All boards in 5 sections 
scribed for easy separation. 
Special boards made to your 
spec ificatiois. 

Ceramic. Silicone impreg- 
nated. Type X1986 with 8 lugs 
staked in two rows. Standoffs 
riveted and soldered to ground 
strap for good grounding at 
R. F. frequencies. 11/4" long, 7/e" 
wide. All metal parts plated. 
O.A. mounted height: 3.64". 

Phenolic. 3 sizes: 

2732' 11/4" and 2" 
high. 5 standard wind- 
ings - also special 
windings or as high - 
quality phenolic coil 
forms. 

Ceramic. Silicone im- 
pregnated. 5 sizes, 
mounted heights from 
1'3 2" to 1 tty6", diam- 
eters from 1y;" to Y2" 
Spring lock for slug. 
Cadmium plated mount- 
ing studs. Complete 
with mounting hard- 
ware and high, medium 
or low frequency slug. 

CUSTOM to your specifications or standard government specifications. C.T.C. Engineers 

ENGINEERING It will design all types of Boards, Coils, and Terminal Lugs for production in 

quantity to fill your needs. No extra charge for this service 

WRITE FOR For complete data and engineering drawings on these and other C.T C. 

NEW CATALOG Electrical and Electronic Components and Hardware. No obligation. 

LHC. '-ugh Q iron core 
with 6-32 mounting 
stud. 8 values from 2.5 
mh to 125.0 mh. Wax 
impregnated. 

LAB. Pie wound on 
phenolic core with cot- 
ter p.n terminals. 8 
windings .75 mh to 
15.0 mh. Current rat- 
ing 125 ma. 

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION, 437 CONCORD AVE., CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS. 
West Coast Stock Maintained by: E. V. Roberts, 5068 West Washington Blvd., Los Angeles, California 
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-lip- 200 Series Audio Oscillators 
Six standard models, -hp- 200A and 200B 
have transformer -coupled output delivering 
1 watt into matched load. -hp- 200C and 
200D have resistance -coupled output and 
supply constant voltage over wide frequency 
range. -hp- 202D is similar to 2000, with 
lower frequency range. -hp- 2001 is a 
spread -scale oscillator for interpolation or 
where frequency must be known accurately. 

-hp- 650A Resistance -Tuned Oscillator 
rlighly stable, wide band (10 cps to 10 Inc), 
operates independently of line or tube 
changes, requires no zero setting. Output 
flat within 1 db. Voltage range 0.00003 to 3 
volts. Output impedance 600 ohms or 6 ohms 
with voltage divider. 

-hp- 206A Audio Signal Generator 
Provides a source of continuously variable 
audio frequency voltage with less than 0.1% 
distortion. Very high stability, accuracy 0.2 
db at any level. Specially designed for test- 
ing high quality audio circuits, checking FM 
transmitter response and distortion, broad- 
cast studio performance or as a low distor- 
tion source for bridge measurements, etc. 

Accurate ac test voltages 

'/z to 10,000,000 cps 

INIr.uolwr PerMAlr UM ettaVrM(T WPMOUTPUT lace 

hp 200A Audio tests 35 cps to 35 kc 1 watt 22.5v $120 00 

by 20013 Audio tests 20 cps to 20 Fr I watt 22.Sv $120 00 

hp- 700C Audio and supersonic tests 70 cps to 200 kc 100 mw' 10v $150.00 

-4.92000 Audio and supersonic tests 7 cps to 70 kc 100 mw 10v $ 175.00 

hp 200H Carrier current, telephone tests 60 cps to 600 kc 10 mw Iv $350.00 

hp. 2001 Interpolation and ftequency measurement 6 cps to 6 kc 100 mw 10v $225 00 

hp. 2016 High quality audio tests 20 cps to 70 kc 3 w 42 Su $250.00 

.hp. 2026 

hp 7020 

-hp. 204* 

tow frequency measurements cps to 50 ku 100 mw 10v $350 00 

Low frequency measurements 2 cps to 70 kc 100 mw 10. $275.00 

Portable, battery operated 2 cps to 20 kc 2 5 mw 5, $17500 

hp 205* 

hp* 705AG 

hp 20SAH 

High power audio tests 20 cps to 20 kc 5 watts $390.00 

High power tests, gain measurements 20 cps to 20 kc 5 wotts $425.00 

High power supersonic tests 1 kt to 100 kc 5 watts $550 00 

High quality high occurºcy audio tests 20 cpt to 20 kc 

Wide range video tests 10 cps to 10 me 

+ 15 dbm $550.00 

15 mw 3v $475 00 

Whatever ac test voltage you need-whatever frequency or magni- 
tude you require-there is an -hp- oscillator or generator to provide 
the exact signal desired. 

-hp- oscillators offer complete coverage, 1/2 cps to 10,000,000 cps. 
They are dependable, fast in operation, easy to use. They bring you 
the traditional -hp- characteristics of high stability, constant output, 
wide frequency range, low distortion, no zero set during operation. 

-hp- oscillators and audio signal generators are used by manufactur- 
ers, broadcasters, sound recorders, research laboratories and scien- 
tific facilities throughout the world. For complete details on any 
-hp- instrument, see your -hp- sales representative or write direct. 

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY 
2250A Page Mill Road Palo Alto, California, U.S.A. 

Sales representatives in principal areas. 
Export: Frozar & Hansen, Ltd., San Francisco, New York, Los Angeles 

2250 

HEWLETT-PACKARD INSTRUMENTS 
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How Bing Crosby's Shavex 

Speeds up Electric Shaving 

. THANKS TO VERSATILE SELETRON 
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 

Model 5M4 
Rectifier 

illustrated. 
Current rating 

75MA. Max. 
Input 130V RMS. 

Max. inv. voltage 
380V. Size 1" 

square. 

A wonderful boon to faster whisker removal as smooth as Bing's voice is the Crosby Shavex° 

which changes household alternating current to D.C., thus boosting the power and speed 
of any electric razor as much as 40% ... And built into each unit is a miniature 

SELETRON Selenium Rectifier No. 5M4 for trouble -free operation. 

The Shavex is very small, and excessive heating within such a compact enclosure could be a problem. 
Yet President William H. Burgess of Shavex Division, Elëçtronic Specialty Co., 

Los Angeles 39, says that extensive temperature tests under full load show SELETRON 
rectifiers operate much cooler than other rectifiers tested ... and SELETRON'S 

reliability has been confirmed by successful use of the Shavex under varied conditions of 
temperature and humidity over a period of several years. 

SELETRON builds 'em midget size for radio, TV and other electronic circuits, all the 
way up to the giant stack assemblies for industrial use. Perhaps the unusual 

Shavex application may give you an idea for putting these versatile selenium 
rectifiers to work in some other unique spot . . . If so, SELETRON engineers can 

be of real assistance. Write us today, and request your copy of bulletin 104-D-10. 

Reg. T.M. of 
Electronic Specialty Co. 

SELETRON DIVISION 

RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, INc. 
Sines I 22 /a Radio aged gleelrow/e. 

Sales Dept.: 251 W. 19th St., New York 11, N. Y. Factory: 84 N. 9th St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

Seletron 
T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 
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For lasting insulation strength, 
Sperry counts on HARVEL 912-C 

For more than 10 years, Sperry Gyroscope Company has been insu- 
lating coils and other components with Harvel Internal Curing Var- 
nishes, because of their excellent mechanical and electrical properties. 
Sperry ... world famous for the quality and performance of its instru- 
ments ... reports these specific advantages from the use of Harvel 
912-C, electrical insulating varnish: 

I High mechanical strength. Conductors rigidly bonded into a 
compact mass. No soft, tacky varnish interiors to allow movement of 
conductors. 

2- High dielectric strength . . . 2200 vpm. Electrical properties 
retained at high temperatures-unaffected by oil. 
3 Fast baking time. 912-C cuts baking schedules as much as 50%- 
materially reduces production costs. 
Sperry also turns to Irvington for Class "H" flexible insulations when 
space and weight are at a premium. Running safely at temperatures 
as high as 500°F, these insulations permit using smaller conductors, 
and thus open the way to lighter, more compact designs. It will pay 
you to investigate these Irvington products-mail coupon today for 
the full story. Of-fN40-fleets 

ET.- 10x:, 

Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co. 
6E Argyle Terrace, Irvington 11, N. J. 
Gentlemen: 
Please send me technical literature on: 

Harvel 912-C Varnish D Class "H" Insulation 

Name 

Company 

Street 

Plants: El Monte, California Hamilton, Ontario, Canada City Zone Stale....._ 

Represented in the western states by C. D. LaMoree, Los Angeles, Berkeley, Seattle, Portland; Electric Motor Supply Company, Denver 

Send this convenient coupon now 

Irrington 
VARNISH & INSULATOR COMPANY 

Irvington 11, New Jersey 

Look,. 
IRVINGTON 
for Insulation leadership 

INSULATING VARNISHES 

VARNISHED CAMBRIC 

VARNISHED PAPER 

VARNISHED FIBERGLAS 

l INSULATING TURING 

CLASS "ir INSULATION 

Vow- 
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SINGLE 
Ck.M TIMER 

CAM 
ADJUSTMENT 

MULTI-CAM 
TIMER 

Synchronous Motor Driven 

SINGLE CAM and MULTI-CAM 

RECYCLING TIMERS 

The new Industrial Cam Recycling Timer con- 
tinuously repeats a constant cycle consisting of definite 
ON and OFF periods which can be adjusted from 2% 
to 98% off the cycle. By means of percentage calibra- 
tions on the cam face any desired setting is quickly 
and accurately obtained. The time cycle itself can also 
be changed easily by substituting simple gear -rack 
assemblies,. Thus, from one timer, by using different 
gear racks you can obtain 50 different cycles ranging 
from the lowest cycle of the timer up to nine times 
that cycle. The snap action switch operated by the 
timer is a single pole double throw, totally enclosed 
10 ampere type. We can supply 500 different time 
cycles in this model ranging from one revolution in 
15 seconds to one revolution in 72 hours. 

The Multi -Cam Recycling Timer is identical to 
the Single Cam Timer but operates from 2 to 6 circuits 
and incorporates several additional features. On 
this timer all cams are mounted on a single driving 
shaft which assures a common time cycle for all circuits. 
Each cam, however, is independently adjustable for a 
specific timing sequence. This is accomplished by actu- 
ally rotating the cam with finger pressure using the 
drum calibrations for guidance. Thus a range of timing 
sequences from 0% to 100% is obtainable on each 
circuit with ease. The elimination of cam followers 
and other types of moving parts makes possible this 
compact unit. 11 models are available with time cycles 
ranging from one revolution in 1 minute to one revo- 
lution in 72 hours. 

REMOTE CONTROL FOR SINGLE CYCLE OPERATION AVAILABLE. 

TIME DELAY 
TIMERS 

Send today for complete details-or, if you would 
like to send us specifications, we shall be glad to make 

recommendations based on your particular needs. 

md piede cued de!et. %>st.e/td awe ecapioQd 94w444puy 

INSTANTANEOUS 
RESET TIMERS 

MANUAL 
SET TIMERS 

TANDEM AUTOMATIC 
RECYCLING TIMERS 

RUNNING 
TIME METERS 

INI TRI 
TIMEgÌ INDUSTRIAL TIMER CORPORATION 

1 1 5 EDISON PLACE, NEWARK 5, N. J. 
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PAA adds 3 sittionikto Rd' 
The Collins high frequency radio equipment 

in this 18,000 -pound load which went aboard 
at La Guardia field has now extended PAA 
radiophone operations throughout Africa. The 
three new stations are set up at Leopoldville 
in the Belgian Congo, Salisbury in South - 

*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

ern Rhodesia, and Johannesburg, South Africa. 
Included for each station are a Collins 

231D-20 Autotune* transmitter and four 51N-2 
fixed frequency receivers with remote control 
units, now standard throughout the Pan Ameri- 
can World Airways system. 

For land based radio communications, it's .. 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

11 W. 42nd St.:. NEW YORK 1ß 1937 Irving Blvd., DALLAS 2 2700 W. Olive Ave., BURBANK 
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OO'TH VOLTAGE CONTR 

r 
- the original continuously -adjustable 

auto -transfo -mer - is the ideal device for controlling 
any a -c opera:ed equipment. VARIACS not only supply 

rfectly smcoth control of voltage from zero, but also furnish 
ut voltagea 17',%c above line voltage. VARIACS are correctly deed for many years of trouble -free operation. 

"` trata below are for single-phase operation. .plijdergdssemblies are available. 

Single Phase 

Input 
Type 200-B Voltage KVA 

OUTPUT 

Output 
Voltage 

Amperes 
Rated Maximum 

Type of* 
Mounting Type Price 

115 0.17 0-115 
0-135 1 

1.5 
1.0 1 200-B $12.50 

115 
pe V-5 

0.86 0-115 
0-135 5 

7.5 
5.0 

1 

2 
3 

V-5 
V -5M 
V-5MT 

18.50 
20.50 
25.00 

230 0.60 0-230 
0-270 2 

2.6 
2.0 

1 

2 
3 

V -5H 
V-5HM 
V-5HMT 

21.00 
23.00 
27.50 

115 
Type V-10 

230 

1.5 0-115 
0-135 

10.0 
10.0 

1 

2 
3 

V-10 
V -10M 
V-10MT 

33.00 
35.50 
40.00 

1.2 
0-230 
0-270 4 

5.2 
4.0 

1 V -10H 
2 V-10HM 
3 V-10HMT 

34.00 
36.50 
41.00 

115 3. 
0-115 
0-135 20 

26.0 
20.0 4 V -20M 55.00 

ype V-20 
y - 230 2.4 0-230 

0-270 8 10.4 
g 0 4 V-20HM 55.00 

The trade name Variac is registered at the 
U. S. Patent Office. Variacs are patented 
under U. S. Patent No. 2,009,013 and are 
manufactured and sold only by General Radio 
Company or its authorized agents. 

* 1 Unmounted model. 

2 Protective Case around windings. 

3 Protective Case, terminal cover line switch, 
conven:ence outlet and line cord. 

4 Protective Case, terminal cover and BX outlet. 

5 Two gang assembly - requires type 50-P1 choke - 

115 

Type 

5. 
10. 

0-115 
0-115 

40 
80 

45.0 
90.0 

4 
5 

50-A 
50-AG2 

140.00 
310.00 

50 
230 

7 
14. 

0-230 
0-230 

20 
40 

31.0 
62.0 

4 
5 

50-B 
50-BG2 

140.00 
310.00 

Write for the NEW Variac Bulletin 

275 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 39, Moss. 
90 West Street NEW YORK 6 920 S. Michigan Ave. CHICAGO 5 MOW N. Seward St. LOS ANGELES 38 
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Single 
?base 

Three 
Phase 

ow to Select 
the 

Q 

E2{ki(or the Variac Assembly) for Your Needs 
OUTPUT 

Input 
Volts KVA' VOLTS b) 

Apt PLR 
Ratedc 

LS 
Max.d Type Price Description 

115 ,17 0-115 
0-135 

1.0 
1.0 

1.5 200-B 1.0p f 12.50 Uncased, with terminal strip. 

0-115 5.0 7.5 I 
V-5 18.50 Uncased, with terminal strip. 

115 .86 0-135 5.0 5.0 1 
V -5M 20.50 With case and terminal strip. 
V-5MT 25.00 With case, tenirinal box, line cord, plug and swikh. 

0-115 10.0 13.0 V-10 33.00 Uncased, with terminal strip 
115 1.5 0-135 10.0 10.0 V -10M 35.50 With case and terminal strip. 

V-10MT 40.00 With case, terminal box, line cord, plug and swikh. 
0-115 20.0 26.0 

115 3. 0-135 20.0 20.0 ; 

V -20M 
i 

55.00 With case and terminal box. 

0-115 40.0 45.0 
115 5. 0-135 40.0 40.0 

1 

SO -A 140.00 With case and terminal bor. 

115 6. 
0-115 
0-135 

40.0 
40.0 

52.0 
40.0 V-2062 126.00 2 -Gang for Windin s inparallel. Requires one 50 -PI 

Choke ($12). 
8 4 

115 9- 
0-115 
0-135 

60.0 
60.0 

78.(1 

60.0 V -20G3 182.00 3-Gangfor Windings in 
Choke /l.) and one 50-P2 Choked. 

Requires one 50-P/ 

115 10. 
0-115 
0-135 

80.0 
80.0 0.0 50-AG2 310.00 2 -Gang for Windings in parallel. Requires one 50 -PI 

Choke ($12). 

115 IS. 
0-115 120. 

135. SO-AG3 460.00 3 -Gang for Windings in parallel. Requires one 50-P/ 0-135 120. Choke ($12) and one 50-P2 Choke ($12). 
0-230 2.0 2.6 V- 5H 21.00 Uncased, with terminal strip. 

230 .60 0-270 2.0 2.0 V-5HM 23.00 With case and terminal strip. 
115 0-270 1.0 1.0 V-SHMT 27.50 With case, terminal box, line cord, plug and switch. 

0-230 4.0 5.2 V -10H 34.00 Uncased, with terminal strip. 
230 1.2 0-270 4.0 4.0 V-10HM 36.50 With case and terminal strip. 
115 0-270 2.0 2.0 V-1OHMT 41.00 With case, terminal box, line cord, plug and switch. 

0-230 5.0 7.5 
230 1.7 0-270 5.0 5.0 V- 5G2 49.00 or Winding 2 -Gangs in series. Cannot be used with 
115 0-270 2.5 2.5 grounded load. 

0-230 8.0 10.4 
230 2.4 0-270 8.0 8.0 V-2OHM 55.00 With case and terminal box. 
115 0-270 4.0 4.0 

0-230 10.0 13.0 
230 
115 

3. 0 270 
0-270 

10.0 
5.0 

10.0 
5.0 

V -10G2 79.00 2 -Gang for Windings in series. Cannot be used with 
grounded load. 

230 4.8 
0-230 
0-270 

16.0 
16.0 

20.8 
16.0 V-20HG2 126.00 2 -Gang Jor Windings g in parallel. Requires one type 

115 0-270 8.0 8.0 50-P/ Choke ($12). 

0-230 20.0 26.0 
230 
115 

6. 0-270 
0-270 

20.0 
10.0 

10.0 
10.0 

V-2062 126.00 2 -Gang for Windings in series. Cannot be used with 
grounded load. 

0-230 20.0 31.0 
230 7. 0-270 20.0 20.0 50-B 140.00 With case and terminal box. 
115 0-230 10.0 10.0 

0-230 40.0 62.0 
230 
115 

14. 0-270 
0-230 

40.0 
20.0 

40.0 
20.0 

5OBG2 310.00 2 -Gang for Windings in parallel. Requires one type 
50 -PI Choke ($12). 

230 21. 
0-230 
0-270 

60.0 
60.0 

93.0 
60.0 50-BG3 460.00 g for Windings in 3 -Gann s parallel. Requires one type 

115 0-230 30.0 30.0 50.P1 Choke ($12) and one 50-P2 Choke ($12). 

460 1.2 
0-460 
0-540 22.0 

2.6 V-5HG2 54.00 2 -Gang for Windings in series. Cannot be used with 
grounded load. 

460 2.4 0940 4.0 
5.2 V10HG2 81.00 l -Gang for Windings in series. Cannot be used with 

grounded load. 

460 4.8 46018.04 o- 540 8.0 V-20HG2 126.00 2 -Gang for Windings in series. Cannot be used with 
grouned load. 

460 14. 0_540 20.0 
31.0. 50-BG2 310.00 2 -Gang for Windings in series. Cannot be used with 

grounded load. 

23O(e) l' 0-270 
2.0 
2.0 

2.6 
V-5HG2 54.00 Open Delta Circuit. 

230 2. 
0-230 
0-270 

4.0 
4.0 

5.2 
4.0 V10HG2 81.00 Open Delta Circuit. 

230 3. 0-230 5.0 7.5 V -5G3 68.50 Wye Circuit. Overvoltage connection not recommended. 

230 4. 30 
o-2 0 

8.0lg 
8.0 0 V-20HG2 126.00 Open Delta Circuit. 

230 5. 0-230 10.0 13.0 V -10G3 113.00 Wye Circuit. Overvoltage connection not recommended. 
230 10. 0-230 20.0 26.0 V-2063 182.00 Wye Circuit. Overvoltage connection not recommended. 

230 12. 0-230 
0-270 

20.0 
20.0 

31.0 
20.0 50-BG2 310.00 Open Delta Circuit. 

230 18. 0-230 40.0 45.0 50-AG3 460.00 Wye Circuit. 
460 2. 0-460 2.0 2.6 V-5HG3 76.00 Wye Circuit. Overvoltage connection not recommended. 
460 4. 0-460 4.0 5.2 V-10HG3 116.00 Wye Circuit. Overvoltage connection not recommended. 
460 8. 0-460 8.0 10.4 V20HG3 182.00 Wye Circuit. Overvoltage connection not recommended. 
460 25. 0-460 20.0 31.0 50-13G3 460.00 Wye Circuit. Overvoltage connection not recommended. 

(amine ice toted"'.. éornnuirrlipueWne voÌFáge x maximum output current. 
(b) Maximum output voltage - line input voltage, fcr "Line Voltage 
output connection. 

(e) Rated current (amps) should not be exceeded for the overvoltage connec- 
tion. Output KVA for overvoltage connection + output voltage x rated 
current. 

(d) Maximum current (amps) can be drawn at maximum voltage for the 
line -voltage connection only. 
(e) On 208 -volt circuits, current ratings remain unchanged, but voltage 
range and KVA ratings are reduced in proportion to voltage. Overvoltage 
connections may he used. but are not recommended on 230 -volt Wye 
'onnectiom 
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Self -powered permanent magnets have long 
been preferred for thousands of applications 
in incustry, electronics, communications and 
research . . . preferred because they are so 

compcc-, easy to install and produce uniform 
magnet c force without heat or moving parts. 

Now, THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COM- 
PANY. world's largest producer of permanent 
magnets, offers INDIANA HYFLUX Alnico V- 
the most powerful permanent magnet material 
commercially prodLced. Its 16% greater guar- 
anteed energy prc.duct assists in developing 
new Lses to swell the 30,000 existing applica- 
tions for which THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS 
COMPANY has furnished magnets. 
From Design to Delivery . . . your production 
or design problem may easily-and economi- 
cally-be solved with an efficient, powerful 
INDIANA HYFLUX magnet. 
INDIANA'S engineers will cooperate fully- 
place at your disposal their vast experience at 
no cost to you. 

INDIANA 
PERMANENT 

MAGNETS 

ALNICO V 
... weighing 350 po.inds and develop- 
ing a magnetic field of 8,000 gausses 
in a gap 11/4- long, this giant horn type 
permanent magnet was developed for 
one of the nation's leading university 
research laboratories. It is used in de- 
velopment work in the fields of nuclear 
physics, micro -wave research and poly- 
merization. 

. no extra cost-INDIANA HYFLUX Alnico 
develops the highest energy product of any mag- 
net material-on average of 51 million BH max 
or more, with 51/4 million guaranteed# This means 
greater strength-yet HYFLUX costs no more than 
ordinary Alnico V. You, too, will want to join 
the swing to HYFLUX I 

Let INDIANA'S designing and unified services save 
you time and money-and remember only INDIANA 
makes HYFLUX-the magnet material that at no 

extra cost gives you 16% more guaranteed energy 
for Alnico V. 

Write or Phone Today! Ask for 11A catalog of stock 
experimental magnets. 

THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY 
VALPARAISO, INDIANA Sales Offices Coast to Coast 

SPECIALISTS IN "PACKAGED E N E R ß Y" SINCE 1 9 0 8 
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FOR MILITARY APPL 
'With the increasing cumber of audio filter applications 
in electronic military ecuipment, the importance o= 
stability and curability under extreme service conditions 
creates many rrore problems in the design and manu- 
facture of these networks. 
A filter, which is not really a component, bue an 
assembly of many components $often quite intrica'e 
is affected by the slightest weakness in any of these 
parts. Asa consequence, it has been our greatest task. 
`o either develop or find sources of the highest quality 
for materials tirrployed in the production of filters. This 
project has so far been very fruitful although it neces- 
sarily resulted in increased material cost, much of which 
has been offset by the int-oduction of new and more 
efficient p-oduction and design methods. 
All of this accts up to another step forward for Burnel 
& Company in the production of high quality filter net- 
works for the Nation's military electronic program. 

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF COMMU.UICATIOHS NETWORK COMPONENTS 

)1444141 g 
YONKERS 2, NEW YORK 
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400 CYCLE 
HAYDON research and engineering 

staffs constantly seek to develop new 

and build better products. One example 

is the HAYDON 400 cycle timing motor. 

This is an hysteresis type synchronous 

timing motor, for use as a separate 

motor or in many different types of tim- 

ers. HAYDON personnel and plant are 

equipped to build motors and timers 

using D.C., 60 cycle or 400 cycle for 

military or civilian applications. 

28 
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SYNCHRONOUS 
TIMING MOTORS and TIMERS 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Hysteresis type synchronous timing motor, essentially two phase ... furnished 

with capacitor for self-starting operation on single phase ... standard gear 
trains available, special designs available for quantity production ... speeds 

available with standard gear trains range from 1/60 to 30 rpm . . . weighs 

approximately 6-1 /2 oz. . . . dimensions, except for slightly greater depth, 

closely follow those of HAYDON 60 cycle timing motors. 

FEATURES: 

Inherently accurate approach to timing problems. Not affected by variations in 

temperature, supply voltage, load and altitude. R -F filtering or shielding not re- 

quired. Brush life or wear not a problem. Where primary current supply is 400 

cycle, rectifying equipment and duplication of wiring may be reduced 

or eliminated. 

HAYDON 
AT TORRINGTON 

HEADQUARTERS FOR 

TIMING 

Write for a copy of Engineering Bulletin §2 
for complete information on the 400 cycle motor. 

HAYDON Manufacturing Co., Inc. 
SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL TIME CORPORATION 

2434 ELM STREET 
TORRINGTON CONNECTICUT 

ELECTRONICS - October, 1951 29 
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/NS ra/Hes of CLARE 

when unfailing 

C,P. CLARE a CO. 
SEALED RELAY 

SK 44007 

Connection diagrams clearly and per- 
manently imprinted by silk screen proc- 
ess. Nat just stamped upon top of en- 
closure. 

This small CLARE Type "R" Relay supplies many 

special features responsible for the outstanding 

performance of these new "AN" approved relays. 

The operating "heart" of these two new 

hermetically sealed relays is the CLARE 

Type "R" Relay which is characterized 
by unusual sensitivity and extremely 
long life. 

It combines the advantages of a tele- 
phone -type relay with the small size, 

light weight and resistance to vibration 
required to meet the rigid demands of 
aircraft service. The Type "R" retains 

in :ai improved form the reed armature 
suspension which discerning engineers 
have come to recognize as one of the 
subtler reasons for the superior per- 
formance of CLARE Type "K" relays. 

The Type "R" is 17/16" long, 13,g" high 
and 1" in width. It weighs approximately 

2 ounces. Coil may be single or double - 
wound; armature, single or double -arm; 
operating voltage up to 230 volts d -c. 

CLARE herroeii.:ally 
secled relay ith 
solder terminals. 

Same relay 
with AN Plug 

Connedor 

CLARE Type "R" RELAY 
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RELAYS make them ischoice 
performance is a "must", 

C C 

These two hermetically sealed CLARE RELAYS 

not only meet, but surpass, stringent 

requirements for airborne military use. 

When the safety of a plane costing perhaps millions of dollars, and 
the priceless lives of its crew, may depend upon the unfailing per- 
formance of a relay, the plus values of a CLARE RELAY are of 
tremendous importance. 

These two hermetically sealed CLARE Type "R" Relays were de- 
signed to meet airborne -service specifications so difficult and exacting 
that several months were required to run the rigid performance tests. 
They meet the specifications in every particular-and even exceed 
them in many significant respects! 

The CLARE standard leak test, for example, made with a mass spec- 
trometer, is much more stringent than the immersion test the relays 
are asked to meet. The resistance to vibration inherent in the design 
of the CLARE Type "R" Relay is an important factor in enabling 
these relays to exceed required specifications by a wide margin. 

Outstanding Operational Features 

CLARE Type "R" Relay provides uncom- 
monly wide contact gaps and heavy contact 
pressures without requiring any more oper- 
ating power than ordinary relays of the 
same size. 

Powerful coil and generous use of iron in 
close -coupled magnetic structure enables 
these relays to pull in at 64% of nominal 

operating voltage at 85° C. and yet draw n0 
more than 0.120 amp on 28 volts at 25° C. 

Leakage: Terminal -to-terminal or ter- 
minal -to -frame resistance, 10,000 megohms. 

Cover is rolled and crimped over edge of 
base in a hydraulic press; does not depend 
on solder seam for mechanical strength. 

Clare sales engineers are located in principal cities. Call on them 
or write: C. P. Clare & Co., 4719 West Sunnyside Avenue, Chi- 
cago 30, Illinois. In Canada: Canadian Line Materials, Ltd.; 
Toronto 13. Cable Address: CLARELAY. 

miumul 
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wondering 
about glass ? 

LET CORNING TECHNICAL SERVICES 

HELP SOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS! 

Like most materials, glass for electronic applications must be carefully 

selected and properly engineered to the application involved. When you 

come to Corning for your electronic glass requirements you have avail- 

able complete technical services to help solve these problems. 
Specialists in product engineering, glass working techniques, and de- 

sign are ready to go to work for you. And their experience is backed by 

complete and modern research, pilot plant and manufacturing facilities. 

What's more, Corning has developed hundreds of glasses with widely 

varying electrical characteristics. Whether you need low loss, high di- 

electric constant and strength, or low power factor, Corning has a glass 

to fit your requirements. So why not take advantage of the services 

Corning has waiting for you. For further information, write to depart- 

ment E-10, Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y. 

DESIGN 
ENGINEERING 

PRODUCT 
ENGINEERING 

PYREX 

GLASS 
TECHNOLOGY 

CORNING GLASS WORKS, CORNING, N. vY. 

. ue rf íxea.,re /ze errrre, eic 624 -de 

ELECTRONIC SALES DEPARTMENT - ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION 

1851 100 YEARS OF MAKING GLASS BETTER AND MORE USEFUL 1951 
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fl OReD CSR 5 ..... 
prevent costly errors, save time, 

reduce core selection to a routine 

NOW 
in MANYGRADES ... 

and MANY USES .. . 

ADD 
MANY COLORS . 

G A & F Carbonyl Iron Powders do a precision job-because they are manufactured 
to exacting standards of uniformity ... in particle size, particle shape, purity, 
permeability, "Q"value, etc. With six different grades, there is a powder for every use. 

The cores made from G A & F Carbonyl Iron Powders are designed and made 
for specific jobs in electronics, and on exacting standards. These cores become the 
hearts of accurate instruments and dependable receiving sets ... Each must be 
used for the application for which it was designed. This means that these cores must 
be accurately identified or otherwise protected against costly errors of selection. 

Instead of embossing, engraving or paint -daubing the finished cores - all slow and 
expensive processes-Antara Products now offers the simplest and easiest of all 
possible answers: distinctive, permanent dyes, incorporated with the powder, 
to be built into the cores. With an adequate color choice, these dyes provide the 
fool -proof identification that cuts down costly errors, reduces production costs, 
makes core selection routine instead of a mental hazard. 

The dyes are strong and easily seen; they withstand the heat of the curing; they are 
not affected by humidity or temperature; they are satisfactory at a wide range of 
molding pressures and shapes. They do not improve electrical or magnetic properties, 
to be sure, but any decrease is very minor and more than compensated by the 
production advantages. For further details, kindly contact your core manufacturer 
and write us for Technical Bulletin. 

ANTARA. PRODUCTS 
DIVISION OF 

GENERAL DYESTUFF CORPORATION 
435 HUDSON STREET NEW YORK 14, NEW YORK 

G A & F Carbonyl Iron Powders 
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The Development of 
CARBONYL IRON POWDERS 

Carbonyl Iron Powder is an extremely 

pure form of iron, the metal content 

being over 99.99% iron, produced in 

the form of almost perfect spheres only 

one to fifteen microns in diameter-the 
average diameter being 8 microns 

(.00032 inches). It has been produced 

commercially for some years, primarily 

for use in magnetic cores for electronic 

equipment. Its production is therefore 

now under perfect control to give abso- 

lute reliability in quality and properties. 

The production of Iron Carbonyl, 

from which Carbonyl Iron Powders 

are made, depends on a unique reac- 

tion, which was discovered in 1890 by 

the distinguished British chemist, Sir 

Ludwig Mond. When iron is treated 

with carbon monoxide it reacts to form 

iron pentacarbonyl, a rare case of a 

liquid compound of a metal. Each atom 

of iron combines with five molecules of 

carbon monoxide to give a compound 
with the formula Fe (C0)5. This reac- 

tion leaves behind any impurities in 

the original iron. 
This liquid is vaporized and the va- 

por heated above 200C, when it de- 

composes into its constituents. The 
carbon monoxide is driven off and the 

iron separates from the vapor phase, 
first in the form of free atoms, then as 

ultramicroscopic crystals, finally as 

microscopic, almost perfect spheres. 
The particle size distribution can be 

controlled by temperature, pressure 
and other operating conditions. 

Controlled purity and distribution of 
particle size is essential for use of the 
powder in electronics, where minor 

variations in these properties have ex- 

aggerated consequences in delicate elec- 

trical and magnetic effects. 

The only other elements present arc 

non-metals such as carbon, oxygen and 

nitrogen. In G A & F Carbonyl Iron 

These unique 

properties tell why 

G A & F® Carbonyl 

Iron Powders 

are superior: 

PROPERTY ADVANTAGE 

Spherical structure ... 
Facilitates insulation 
and compacting 

Concentric shell structure 
(some types only) ... 

Low eddy current losses 

High iron content ... 
Exceptional permeability 
and compressibility 

Absence of 
non-ferrous metals... 

Absence of corresponding 
disturbing influences 

Relative absence of 
internal stress; 
regular crystal structure ... 

Low hysteresis loss 

Spheres of small size... 
Low eddy current losses. 
usable for 
high frequencies 

Variations of sphere size... 
Extremely close packing 

Powder, they amount to not more than 
0.8% carbon, 0.9% oxygen and 0.7% 
nitrogen. 

The first large-scale production of 

Iron Carbonyl was undertaken in Ger- 
many shortly after 1920. By 1928 the 

process had been adapted to the con- 
tinuous commercial production of Car- 

bonyl Iron Powder. Subsequently, 
detailed studies and meticulous labora- 
tory -type controls in the plant permitted 
accurate regulation of purity and par- 
ticle size for the needs of the modem 
electronic industry. 

The first commercial Carbonyl Iron 
plant in the United States was opened 
at Grasselli, N. J. in 1941 by the 
General Aniline & Film Corporation, 
primarily to meet the large wartime de- 

mand for electronic equipment. Newer 
and finer grades of the powder were 
developed for use in high -frequency 
electronic equipment for radar and 
television. Later a second plant was put 
into operation at Huntsville, Alabama. 

Thus the G A & F Carbonyl Iron 

Process is now well established and in 

steady operation. It is an outstanding 
case of the succesful precision control 

of a sensitive chemical reaction to pro- 

duce a unique material that must meet 

extraordinary specifications of purity, 

particle shape and size, and uniformity. 

Write today for a free book-fully 
illustrated with performance charts and 

application data. It will help radio 

engineers or electronics manufacturers 

to step up quality, while saving real 

money. Kindly address your request to 

Department #100. 

ANTARA® PRODUCTS 
DIVISION OF 

GENERAL DYESTUFF CORPORATION 
435 HUDSON STREET NEW YORK 14, N.Y. 

G A & F Carbonyl Iron Powders . . . 11[741. PO 0E11 

ASSOCI Al 00 
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High in quality ... yet low in price ... 
General Industries' Model 2 50 Tape -Disc 

Recorder Assembly meets every need for an 
all-purpose sound recorder. It is simple to operate, 

foolproof and dependable-built to the same 
high quality standards which identify all GI Smooth 

Power phonomotors and turntable assemblies. 

Now is the time to investigate the tremendous 
profit possibilities offered by this versatile 

recording assembly. Write today for catalog sheet 
describing both recording and playback 

features of the GI Model 250. 

Model 250 Tape -Disc 

Recorder Assembly 

Suggested amplifier circuit and 
complete amplifier parts list is con- 
tained in a comprehensive service 
manual which accompanies each unit. 

The GENERAL INDUSTRIES CO. G Department B Elyria, Ohio 
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CUSTOM -FITTED 
TO EVERY NEED' 

That's the "why" of Aerovox capacitors. 
For along with these capacitors you can 
get Aerovox Applicstior Engineering 
experience backgroind second to none - in fitting the RIGHT capacitor to the 1) 

RIGHT circuitry for -he LIGHT operating 
conditions. And that's most important. 

THE HOME OF CAPACITOR CRA;TSMANSHIP 

AEROVOX CORPORATION, NEW BEDFORD,, MASS., U.S.A. 
E'port: 41 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Coble: AEROCAP, N. Y. In Canalm: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., Hamilton, Ont.. 

SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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Now! 

Transientfree test voltages down to 

Versatile, general purpose 

generator for subsonic and 

audio work! Continuously 

variable, 0.01 to 1,000 cps, 

5 bands. High stability, dis- 

tortion less than 1%. Radical 

new circuitry offers sine, 

square and triangular waves. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
-hp- 202A Low Frequency 

Function Generator 

FREQUENCY RANGE: 0.01 to 1,000 cps 
in five decade ranges. 

DIAL ACCURACY: Within 2%. 
FREQUENCY STABILITY: Within 1% in- 

cluding warm-up drift. 
OUTPUT WAVEFORMS: Sinusoidal, 

square, and triangular. 
MAXIMUM OUTPUT VOLTAGE: At least 

30 volts peak -to -peak across rated 
load for all three waveforms. 

DISTORTION: Less than 1% RMS distor- 
tion in sine wave output. 

OUTPUT SYSTEM: Can be operated either 
balanced or single -ended. Output 
system is direct -coupled; dc level of 
output voltage remains stable over 
long periods of time. Adjustment 
available from front panel balances 
out of any dc. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Constant within 
1 db. 

HUM LEVEL: Less than 0.1% of maximum 
output. 

SYNC PULSE: 5 volts peak, less than 10 
µsec duration. Sync pulse occurs at 
crest of sine and triangular wave 
output. 

POWER: 115 -volt, 50/60 cycles, 175 
watts. 

DIMENSIONS: 101/2' high, 19" wide, 13" 
deep. 

PRICE: $450.00 f.o.b. Palo Alto, Califor- 
nia. End frames, for table use, $5.00 
per pair f.o.b. factory. (Specify No. 
17.) 

Data subject to change without notice. 

0.01 cps! 

-hp- 202A Low Frequency Function Generator 

Figure 1. Oscillogram shows freedom from 
transients as output frequency is changed. 

-hp- 202A Low Frequency Function 
Generator offers you a compact, conven- 
ient and versatile source of transient -free 
test voltages between 1,000 and 0.01 cps. 
It provides virtually distortion -free signals 
for vibration studies, servo applications, 
medical and geophysical work, and other 
subsonic and audio problems. For such 
applications, the equipment generates 3 
wave forms: sine, square and triangular. 
(Desired wave form is selected on front 
panel switch.) Output is 30 volts peak -to - 
peak for all 3 wave forms. 

NEW CIRCUIT CONCEPT 
-hp- 202A differs from conventional 
low -frequency oscillators in that the sine 
wave is electronically synthesized. A con- 
trolled bi -stable circuit generates a rec- 
tangular wave. This wave is passed through 
a special integrator providing a true tri- 
angular wave (Figure 2a). The triangular 
wave then enters a shaping circuit devel- 
oped by -hp-. Here 6 duo -diodes modify 
or "shape" the peaks and provide a true 
sine wave with distortion of less than 1% 
(Figure 2b). This synthesizing circuit pro - 

Figure 2. Oscillogram of (a) triangular wave 
applied to shaping circuit and (b) resulting 
sine wave. 

vides virtually transient -free output even 
when range switch is operated or fre- 
quency is rapidly varied. This circuit also 
maintains the amplitude constant under 
all conditions. It is not necessary to wait 
long periods for the circuit to stabilize at a 
new level as with conventional oscillators. 

OTHER FEATURES 
The output system of -hp- 202A is fully 
floating with respect to ground. May be 
used to supply a balanced voltage or either 
terminal may be grounded. It will deliver 
10 v RMS to a load of 5,000 ohms or 
greater; internal impedance, however, is 
only 100 ohms. There are no coupling ca- 
pacitors in the output system, and a high 
degree of dc balance is achieved by means 
of a special circuit. 

-hp- field engineers, in most major cities, 
have complete details. Or, write direct. 

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO. 
2325A Page Mill Road Palo Alto, Calif. 

Export: FRAZAR & HANSEN, LTD. 
San Francisco Los Angeles New York 

HEWLETT-PACKARD / INSTRUMENTS 
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the instrument consists of 
the following ¡wits: 
Model LTU -1 
Model LTU -2 
Model .TU -3 
Model -D11-1 
Model -PU-1 
Model 

SPECTRUM 

Polarad's Model LSA Spectrum Analyzer is the result of years of 

research and development. It provides a simple and direct means 

of rapid and accurate measurement and spectral display of an 

r.f. signal. 

T 

t ..IIIIi.illllllli iIIIIIIIiIll.. 

Outstanding Features: 
Continuous tuning. 

One tuning control. 

S KC resolution at all frequencies. 

250 KC to 25 MCS display at all fre- 
quencies. 

Tuning dial frequency accuracy 1 per- 
cent. 

No Klystron modes to set. 

Broadband attenuators supplied with 
equipment above 1000 MCS. 

`Where Used: 
Polarad's Model LSA Spectrum Analyzer 
is a laboratory instrument used to provide 
a visual indication of the frequency of 
distribution of energy in an r.f. signal in 
the range 10 to 16,520 MCS. 

Other uses are: 
1. Observe and measure sidebands as- 

sociated with amplitude and frequency 
modulated signals. 

2. Determine the presence and accurately 

R.F. Tuning iirit-10 to 1000 MCS. 
R.F. Taming Unit -940 to 4500 MCS. 
R.F.Turairg Unit ---4460 to 16,520 MCS. 
Spectrrn Diepay Unit. 
Power Unit. 
Klystn.n Power Unit. 

Frequency marker for measur.ng fre- 
quency differences 0-25 MCS. 

Only three tuning units required -o 

cover entire ange. 

Microwave components used la:est de- 
sign non -contacting shorts for bag 
mechanical Ofe. 

Maximum frequency coverage per dc I - 

lar invested. 

5 inch CRT display. 

measure the frequency of radio and/or 
radar signals. 

3. Check the spectrum of magnetron os- 
cillators. 

4. Measures noise spectra. 

5. Check and observe tracking of r.f. 
components of a radar system. 

5. Check two r.f. signals differing by a 

small frequency separation. 

Write for Complete Details 

Stemmed 
100 Metropolitan Ave. Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

Manufacturers of broadband microwave laboratory instruments. 
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ter, 
REPUBLIC 

ALUMINUM FOIL 
PROCESSES ECONOMICALLY 
Republic makes high quality aluminum foil that works well with pro- 
duction equipment. Straight, clean edges, accurate gage, uniform 
strength are all important . . . Add to these an understanding of 
the abilities and limitations of the machires on which it will be proc- 
essed and in Republic foil you have a product that gives maximum 
performance with a minimum of down tire. 

REPUBLIC FOIL & METAL MILLS 
INCORPORATED 

DANBURY CONNECTICUT 
BRANCH SALES OFFICES: 

209 W. Jack. i Blvd., Chicago 6, Ill. 
666 Mission ;t., San Francisco 5, Calif. 

REPUBLIC 
FOIL 
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You Get All These Advantages 

Extremely Light Weight 

Most Compact Size 

Exceptionally Low Ripple 

Remarkable Voltage 
Regulation 

High Efficiency Power 

Excellent Commutation 

Quiet Operation 

Long Trouble -Free Life 

Minimum Maintenance 

Proved Performance 

EICOR engineering starts with load tests and 
analysis of your power requirements and 
ends only after proof of satisfactory instal- 
lation performance. With complete labora- 
tory testing facilities, every phase of design 
and production is under strict quality control. 

That is why Eicor Dynamotors are standard 
equipment with many manufacturers of radio 
and electronic devices for railroad, aircraft, 
marine, police, and other mobile users. 

WIDEST RANGE OF 

OUTPUT RATINGS 

IN THE MOST COMPACT 

SIZES AND WEIGHTS 

DYNAMOTORS 
dat att teed ad 

etoede 

Engineered by EICOR Specialists 

...Proved through Years of Service 

Every inch ... every ounce . .. every feature of EICOR DYNA- 
MOTORS is engineered to meet the critical demands of mobile 
communication and other D.C. electronic equipment. 

Complete range from the smallest in size to the largest in output 
makes it easier to provide the exact units needed for your applica- 
tion. Available in both open and enclosed types ... with or without 
filters. Supplied with or without metal base, operate satisfactorily 
in any position. 

Hundreds of optional output ratings are completely designed and 
can be produced on short notice. Our facilities are equally adapta- 
ble to the engineering of a single experimental unit or to the pro- 
duction of large quantities. EICOR experience can prove profitable 
and timesaving for you. Check your needs with us now/ 

OTHER EICOR PRODUCTS: Fractional Horsepower D C Motors 
-Alternators, 8 K VA to 34 KVA-Exciters, both integral and 
electronic-Electronically controlled Inverters 100 VA to 5000 VA 
-and many other special items for power conversion (either elec- 
trical to electrical or mechanical to electrical) are engineered and 
manufactured to your specifications. 

1501 W. CONGRESS ST. EICOR 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

nOe.4.11f See.eGslesel £9a6fuotege 

CHICAGO 7, ILL. 

DYNAMOTORS CONVERTERS MOTORS GENERATORS ALTERNATORS 
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Safety margin is high, with less chance 

of arc -backs. ° tubes 
Designers can group these "slim 

compactly. 
Straight -side rectifier tubes are easy to 

handle and 

CLOSE TUBE -ELEMENT SPACINGS 
WARD OFF ARC -BACKS in popular 
G -E rectifier types GL -8008 and GL - 
673, giving improved protection 
from high voltages. The narrow 
straight -side bulb lies close to the 
anode. Spacings between anode, 
cathode, and cathode -shield are re- 
duced. Volume of ionization thus is 
less-deionizing time shortened. 

"SLIM" TUBE CONTOUR HELPS THE 
DESIGNER. Space is at a premium in 
compact modern equipment, and 
GL -8008's and GL -673's will mount 
side -by -side to take up minimum 
panel area. Maintenance men find 
these straight, slender tubes ideal to 
handle; quick to install. 

YOU CAN COUNT ON UNIFORM 
QUALITY, UNIFORM PERFORMANCE. 
G -E know-how in precision -build- 

ing rectifier tubes goes back more 
than 20 years to basic development 
work done by General Electric. Four 
out of the five tubes rated below were 
pioneered by G.E.-these types cov- 
ering most broadcast requirements 
for high -vacuum rectifier tubes! 

G.E. OFFERS YOU A TOP -TO -BOTTOM 
RANGE OF SIZES. Types shown and 
listed here are examples. Whatever 
your rectifier -socket need may be, 
there's a G -E tube to meet that need! 
If your problem is one of circuit 
application, your nearby G -E elec- 
tronics office is ready to offer expert 
counsel. If you are a broadcaster 
wishing replacements, phone your 
nearby G -E tube distributor for fast, 
competent service! Electronics De- 
partment, General Electric Company, 
Schenectady 5, New York. 

Type 
Cathode 
voltage 

Cathode 
current 

Anode peak 
voltage 

Anode peak 
current 

Anode avg 
current 

GL -866-A 2.5 y 5 amp 10,000 v 1 amp 0.25 amp 

GL -8008 5 y 7.5 amp 10,000 v 5 amp 1.25 amp 

GL -673 5 v 10 amp 15,000 v 6 amp 1.5 amp 

01-869-B 5 y 19 amp 20,000 v 10 amp 2.5 amp 

GL -857-B 5 y 30 amp 22,000 v 40 amp 10 amp 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

1 

GL -8 
(also supplied 
with 50 -watt 

base es 
GL -872- A) 

GL -ái3 
(also supplied 
with 50 -watt 

base os 
L -575-A) 
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F OWERSTAT 

TYPE 1126 

POWERSTATS 
excel for SAFETY wherever 
HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS EXIST 

EXP.OSION-PROOF 

POWERSTAT 

TYPE X1126 

THE POWERSTAT is a precision -built variable transformer operated manually or 
with motor drive to deliver any selected output voltage in the range from zerD to or above 
line voltage. 

EXPLOSION -PROOF means that the POWERSTAT is enclosed in a rugged cast 

iron housing to withstand internal gas or vapor explosions and prevent ignition of gas vapors 
surrounding the enclosure. Approved by Underwriters' Laboratories for Class 1, Group D 

service. 

Designed for precise control of a -c power lines, Explosion -proof POWERSTATS a -e widely 
accepted cnJ are at work in the lab, pilot and processing plants ... providing protection in 

hazardous areas to men, equipment and facilities. 

Explosion -proof POWERSTATS possess all the desirable characteristics found in all POWER- 

STATS including excellent regulation, high efficiency, conservative ratings, zero waveform dis- 
tortion, smooth and dependable operation. 

THIS FOLDER CAN HELP YOU SAFEGUARD PLANT INVESTMENTS 
Complete with product and application information, rating charts, circuit 
diagrams and dimensions on variable voltage control equipment. 

THE SUPERIOR ELECTRIC co. 
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT CD 

POWERSIAI VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS YOITBOX A -C POW(' SUPPLIES STABILINE VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
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BRING YOunáur 
UP-TO-DATE ON 

iq/i/eiey 
32-PAGE 

BROCHURE! 

HERMETIC SEAL PRODUCTS' 
headers are available in unlimited shapes 
and with any lumber of terminals as re- 
quired. They are the only seals you can 
hot tin dip at 525°F. for easy assembly 
soldering, for a strain and fissure -free 
sealed part witfi resistance of over 10,000 
megohms. They will also withstand sub- 

yEpLElI IN_a 

This important new brochure is yours 46 

the asking. It is more than merely a cata- 
log; it is the result of years of creative 
effort by the largest exclusive manufac- 
turer of hermetic seals in the world. This 
Company has pioneered and innovated 
almost every development in this highly 
specialized field. It has achieved re- 
markable results in miniature and sub 
miniature plugs and seals. The brochure 
features many illustrations and complete 
technical data to make it easy for yeu to 
determine the right glass -metal headers 
for the components you are planning. 

Remember, too, that Hermetic Seal Products' 
staff of specialist -engineers is eager to help 
you with your problems in the ever-expand- 
ing field of hermetic sealing. 

zero conditions, swamp test, temperature 
cycling, high vacuum, high pressure, salt 
water immersion and spray, etc. / Terminals and Headers re d% are available 

in RMA Color Code. 

HERMETIC SEAL PRODUCTS COMPANY 
31-33 South Sixth Street Newark 7, New Jersey 

Visit Hermetic's Exhibit-Booth 43, 1951 National Electronics Conference, Chicago, Oct. 22-24 
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new navigation and safety devices 

and in producing TO Hi -Q 

MODERNe ound Resistors ELECTRONICS LOOK 
Choke Coils Wt 

Capacitors Trimmers 

In the air, where space and weight are at a premium, the 
value of the minute compactness of Hi -Q Components is 
vividly dramatized. Of equal importance is their never fail- 
ing dependability under any and all conditions. For let a 
single small unit fail, and life itself may hang in the balance. 

The same high engineering standards and unvarying qual- 
ity which have made Hi -Q a leader with producers of air- 
craft equipment, have found equal favor with other 
electronic manufacturers. Individual tests of every single 
component at each stage of production, and as a part of final 
inspection, insure the precise adherence to specifications, 
ratings and tolerances. That is one reason why Hi -Q is now 
serving virtually every leading producer of television, com- 
munications and other electronic equipment. Another is the 
ready availability of Hi -Q engineers to cooperate in the de- 
velopment of new components to meet specialized needs. 

JOBBERS-ADDRESS: 740 Belleville Ave., New Bedford, Mass. 

*Trade Mark Registered, U. S. Patent Office 

Séea5ua , 

Hi -Q TEMPERATURE 
COMPENSATING CAPACITORS 

These high voltage tubular capacitors 
are available in capacities from 25 mmf. 
to 250 mmf. Units with working voltage 
of 3000 V. D. C., are 1.840" long with 
.375" diameter. Those between 500 
V. D. C. and 3000 V. D. C. are slightly 
smaller. All are Durez coated and made 
of temperature compensating materials. 

BETTER 4 WAYS 
v PRECISION 

UNIFORMITY 

DEPENDABILITY 

F(/' MINIATURIZATION 

OLEAN, N. Y. 

SALES OFFICES: New York, Philadelphia, PLANTS: Olean, N.Y., Franklinville, N. Y. 

Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles Jessup, Pa., Myrtle Beach, S. C. 

ell/A 
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Superior Tubular Parts 

... mean Superior 

Electronic Performance 

Superior supplies disc cathodes, cups 
and anodes for the famous Rauland 
"Tilted Offset" Electron Gun used in 
peak -performance picture tubes. This 
new development of Rauland permits 
the use of a single Ion Trap magnet, 
bends the electron beam only once 
and gives the sharpest possible beam 
focus. The new Indicator Ion Trap 
reduces adjustment time to a matter 
of seconds, eliminates the need for 
mirrors or guesswork in Ion Trap ad- 
justment. This "Double Feature" 
gun is a triumph of Rauland research. 

But no electronic device can be better 
than the components of its assembly. 
That's why Rauland and so many other 
electronics manufacturers specify 
Superior tubular parts. 

Here at Superior we combine produc- 
tion know-how, research facilities and 
engineering experience to produce 
tubular parts, in many forms and 
metals, each designed to do tough 
electronics jobs better. We have spe- 
cialty equipment for the high speed 
production of anodes, cups, cathodes, 
grid cylinders and many other parts 
for television and cathode ray gun 
structures. If you are not now a cus- 
temer Q Superior it will pay you to 
check oñ the many ways in which we 
can serve you. Write for information 
-no obligation of course. Superior 
Tube Company, 2500 Germantown 
Ave., Norristown, Pennsylvania. 

Which Is The Better For Your Product... 

SEAMLESS ... ? The finest tubes 
that can be made. Standard produc- 
tion is .010" to .121" O.D. inclusive, 
with wall thicknesses of .0015" to 
.005". Cathodes with larger diameters 
and heavier walls will be produced to 
customer specification. 

Or LOCKSEAM* ...? Produce" 
directly from thin nickel alloy strtl 
stock, .040" to .100" O.D. in standard 
length range of 11.5 mm to 42 mm. 
Round, rectangular or oval, cut to 
specified lengths, beaded or plain. 

Part of Inspection Procedure 
Nickel Cathodes as they come off the pro- 
duction machine. Each cathode must under- 
go many rigid tests before being approved. 

Engineering ... laboratory equipment for 
all kind.., of testing, including emission 
characteristics of nickel cathode materials. 

Ta Guard Against contamination by proc- 
essing lubricants, Superior tubing is thor- 
oughly degreased before each annealing 
operation. 

jee 
E IN BMA TUBING 

THE 
g1G 

Alt analyses .OtO' to ?S" O.D.. 

Cer'auranotyses (.035 max. wall) Up to 11-á'' O.D. 

MMFD. UNDER U.S. PATS. SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY . Electronic Products for export through Driver -Harris Company, Harrison, Sew Jersey 
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Heat -Stable, Moisture -Proof 

SILICONE 
DIELECTRIC MATERIALS 
are available in the following forms: 

LIQUID DIELECTRICS 

DOW CORNING 200 FLUIDS are a series of clear, inert 
liquids, notable for their thermal stability and for their 
remarkably flat viscosity -temperature slopes. Available in 
viscosities from 0.65 to 1,000,000 centistokes. Pour points 
range front -123° to -47°F. and flash points range from 
30° to 600°F. Low dissipation factors at elevated tempera- 
tures or at high frequencies, inertness to moisture, oxidation 
resistance and heat stability make Dow Corning 200 Fluids 
unique among liquid dielectrics. 

DOW CORNING 4 COMPOUND is a nonmelting water- 
repellent dielectric paste which retains its grease -like con- 
sistency at temperatures front -70° to 400°F. It is highly 
resistant to oxidation and to deterioration caused by corona 
discharge. Power factor is less than 0.003 at frequencies up 
to 10,000 megacycles; volume resistivity is more than 10t2 
ohm centimeters at temperatures up to 400°F.; dielectric 
strength is more than 500 volts per mil at a 10 mil gap. 
Dow Corning 4 meets all requirements of Specification 
AN -C -128a. 

411, 

As indicated by these curves, neither 
frequency nor temperature changes 
have any pronounced effect on the 
power factors or dielectric constants 
of Dow Corning 200 Fluids. Power 
factor and dielectric constant of 1000 
cs. fluid at -17°, 23', and 83° C. are 
plotted against frequencies ranging 
from 10 to 101° cycles per second. 

Dow Corning 4 packed in phonograph 
pick-up head cartridges increased. 
crystal service life 20 times. The 
silicone compound prevents Rochelle 
Crystals from deteriorating due to 
absorbed moisture. It also acts as a 
viscous damping medium, thereby re- 
ducing excess vibration and enabling 
the head to handle a much higher 
frequency. 

ELECTRICAL INSULATING VARNISHES 

r 

DOW CORNING 996 VARNISH dries tack -free in not 
more than 3 hours at 150°C. Dielectric strength measured 
with 2 inch electrodes on 2 mil films baked for 16 hours at 
150°C. is 1000-2000 volts/mil, dry, and 500-1500 volts/ 
mil, wet. Heat flexibility is more than 100 hours at 250°C. 
Cured films have good resistance to dilute acids, con- 
centrated hydrochloric acid, and dilute or concentrated 
alkalies. 

Silastic combines the remarkable heat stability and moisture 
resistance of resinous silicones with the physical properties 
of rubber, including resilience, shock and abrasion resist- 
ance, and resistance to both mechanical and electrical 
fatigue. Its dielectric properties show little change over a 
wide range of frequencies, even after aging at high tempera- 
tures. The surface resistivity of Silastic is high, and its 
thermal conductivity is about twice as great as that of either 
organic rubber or resinous insulating materials. 

*T. M. REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

DOW CORNING THERMOSETTING RESINS are used to 
bond inorganic fabrics and finely divided particles such as 
powdered metals or mica. Typical 1/8' silicone -glass lamin- 
ates have a flexural strength of 22,000 to 45,000 psi; water 
absorption after 24 hours of 0.25 %; dielectric strength with 
continuous filament cloth of 250 volts/mil or more; power 
factor of 0.002 at 1 mc; loss factor of 0.007 at 1 mc; wet 
insulation resistance of more than 1012 ohms; arc resistance 
of 300 seconds and a heat distortion value above 250°C. 

MAN. THIS COUPON TODAY! 

DOW CORNING CORPORATION, DEPARTMENT RE -10, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 

Please send me full information on the subjects checked: 

Dow Corning 200 Fluids Dow Corning 4 Compound E Dow Corning 

Electrical Insulating Varnishes E Silastic E Dow Corning Sil, one -Glass 
Laminates E Reference Guide to Dow Corning Silicones 

NAME 

COMPANY 

STREET 

CITY ZONE STATE 

41481titiggilla 

ATLANTA CHICAGO 

CLEVELAND DALLAS 

LOS ANGELES NEW YORK 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

In Canada: Fiberglas Canada 

Ltd., Toronto In Great Britain: 

Midland Silicones Ltd., London 

Flashover in high voltage television 
power supply coils can set ordinary 
organic varnish aflame. To eliminate 
this fire hazard, coils are impregnated 
with Dow Corning 996. Highly re- 
sistant to arcing, 996 provides posi- 
tive protection against carbon 
tracking for the life of the entire set. 

Completely eliminating taped con- 
nections on aircraft antennae, white 
Silastic seals reduce static and corona 
discharge by as much as 90%. They 
retain their resilience as well as their 
dielectric properties, excluding mois- 
ture and foreign matter after long 
exposure to the full range of ground 
and stratospheric temperatures. 

For maximum dependability and long 
service life, silicone -glass terminal 
blocks and contactor bases are being 
used in late model automatic toasters. 
Tests prove that Dow Corning silicone 
resin bonded glass laminates are 
more rigid, more heat -stable, more 
resistant to moisture and easier to 
fabricate and assemble than con- 
ventional materials. 
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Climax 
Molybdenum 

Sylvania Electric Products is producing super -size TV picture tubes 
in this giant merry -go -around. 

Climax Molybdenum uses this high vacuum furnace for metallur- 
gical research. 

Proctor & Schwartz and Dry -Freeze Corporation have developed a 

process for freeze-drying materials which would otherwise be 
damaged by high temperatures. 

Putting o thin layer of metal on cellophane is the job of this 
vacuum coating machine made by Distillation Products Industries. 

Metals are melted and cast to o new high standard of quality 
in this National Research Corporation vacuum furnace. 

Each of these installations is different: each is designed to perform a 

highly specialized task. But all have this in common - all use KINNEY HIGH 

VACUUM PUMPS to get down to low absolute pressures fast and dependably. 

For your vacuum needs, be sure to get a KINNEY, the pump that's seen in 

the best of circles. Send for new Bulletin V51B. KINNEY MANUFACTURING 

CO., 3565 Washington St., Boston 30, Moss. Representatives 

in New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Houston, New Orleans, 
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Son Francisco, Seattle. 

SEND FOR THIS NEW BULLETIN V-518 

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: Gen'I Engineering Co., Ltd., Radcliffe, Lancs., England 
Horrocks, Roxburgh Pty., Ltd., Melbourne, C. I. Australia W. S. Thomas & 

Taylor Pty., Ltd., Johannesburg, South Africa Novelectric, Ltd., Zurich, Switzer- 
land C.I.R.E. Piazza Cavour 25, Rome, Italy. 

s"°11%Proctor & 

Distillation 
Products 

Industries 

Hatio e seseo 
CorP 
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Old P-167 gave 10 years 

of almost continuous service 

CONTI NINTAL AIR LINff, Inc 

1.11.11,0 tC01.01110 

August 9, 1951 

Eitel-YeCullough, 
Ian. 

San Bruno, Californ.a 

Gentlemen, 

We finally had tc replace 
old "P-167." This tube had 

been in continuous use at Continental AirLLines long that 

it almost seemed like 
the passing o oldfriend. 

We here at Cortivental are 
very proud 

ofn 

our 
17 7 year 

safety record and 
ve one that dependable p uro 

dio communications have played an important part in the 

maintaining of this perfect record 

Old P-167 wee installed 
on June 17, 1941, end was re- 

moved July 2a, 19,1. Wring these 10 years the tube bee seen 

almost contir:uous Jee 
at Continental's Denver transmitter, 

eid.ch is the communications control center of the 
airline's 

plane -to -ground relic contact. 

The dependable performance 
of your tubes, as demonstrated 

by old P-167, le ell the evidence we need as to where to buy 

our tubes. We will continue to use e Eiman Tubee, as 
in the 

past. 

r1 $ pervisor 

Ground Communication.. 
Yainterance 

RCF:ere 
Attch. 

Tubee 
7 

and 
e installed at 

me time as 7 lnthe same transmitter r are still goingts 
a 

strong. 

ginitieed. 
ir+ f l7r 

R. C. FRICKEL, Supervisor 

Ground Communication Maint. 
Continental Air Lines 

The :eelings expressed in Continental's letter are 

not unlise the feelings of thousands of other users 

of Eimac tubes. Top performance and a kw cos+ to 

life ratio always make for customer satisfaction. 

The new Eimac 4501 that replaced "Old P -167 - 

in Contnental's transmitter should, because of im- 

proved vacuum tube materials and techniques, give 

even more satisfactory service. 

Eimac tubes invariably do a job better . . . and 

at lower cost. Take advantage of their almost two 

decades of proved performarce. 

A new "Quick Reference" catalog on 
Eimac's Wide Variety of Tube Types 

is yours for the asking. 

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC. 
San Bruno, California 

Export Agents: Fra_ar & Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco, California 
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KARP IS GEARED FOR 
ALL TYPES OF 

SHEET METAL FABRICATION 

To large and small manufacturers alike, the 
Karp Blueprint Man is the symbol of traditional 
excellence in sheet metal fabrication ... hall- 
mark of highest quality and value in every 
class of work, from the most routine to the 
most exacting. 

Our plant, three full city blocks long, is 

equipped with every advanced mechanical 
facility to enhance the superior skills of our 
craftsmen, and to insure speedy and econom- 
ical production. 

Thousands of accumulated dies and jigs are 
at the service of our customers, to save them 
the time and expense of special dies. We do all 
types of welding, including heliarc. Aluminum 
welding is handled with great care and preci- 
sion. Our welders and equipment are certified by 
the U. S. Air Force. Painting and finishing are 
done in a dustproof, water -washed atmosphere. 

No job is too big or too small to merit the 
traditional excellence for which our craftsman- 
ship is known. Write for data book. 

Any Metal Any Gauge Any Size Any Quantity Any Finish 

KARP METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC. 
215 63rd STREET, BROOKLYN 20, NEW YORK 

Specialists in Fabricating Sheet Metal for Industry 
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What's wrong with 

telephone WU 2.1186? 
CHART NO. BL BOB 
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THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT CO. PI.INT.D iN U..A. 

Fast relays checked by BRUSH Analyzer 
A Brush Analyzer drew the graph above when 
one of the subscribers of an eastern telephone com- 
pany picked up his phone and dialed WU 2-1186. 

This record-drawn automatically in the time 
it took to dial the number-shows the timing and 
magnitude of every electrical impulse involved in 
the complex operation. Such records of impulses 
from the dials of both subscribers and operators 
provide the tip-off on equipments which require 
adjustment or repair. 

This check on fast relay operation is but one 

of hundreds of investigations of electrical and 
mechanical phenomena which are being made 
speedily with Brush Analyzers. They record 
instantaneously. They simplify the study of 
strains, displacements, pressures, light intensities, 
temperatures, d -c or a -c voltages or currents. 
48 

Write for time -saving help stating your prob- 
lems. The Brush Development Company, Dept. 
K-6, 3405 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio, 
U. S. A. Canadian Representatives: A. C. Wickman 
(Canada) Limited, P. O. Box 9, Station N, Toronto 
14, Ontario. 

eeti it tin ,urh y ,tviih ,a 
BRUSH RECORDING ANALYZER 

THE 

DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS AND CERAMICS MAGNETIC RECORDING 

ELECTROACOUSTICS ULTRASONICS INDUSTRIAL & RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 
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A MESSAGE TO AMERICAN INDUSTRY ONE OF A SERIES 

Not, PLEASE, 

In the Name of Fairness 

Our national Office of Economic Stabi- 
lization has adopted a policy of gearing 
wages to the cost of living. We are told 
that "escalator clauses," which provide that 
rates of pay shall be adjusted to take account 
of changes in the cost of living, will be gen- 
erally approved. 

If the adoption of this policy had been 
announced as a frank concession to political 
expediency, it would have been quite under- 
standable. There may very well be votes, lots 
of them, in a policy which purports to protect 
the income of a large group against loss 
through the price inflation caused by the 
defense program. 

A case might even have been made for a 
policy of approving escalator clauses on 
grounds of production expediency. The lead- 
ers of some three million organized workers 
now covered by such clauses have indicated 
that they would fight to the limit to keep 
them and thus maintain "real wages," that 
is, wages measured by their purchasing 
power. The leaders of other organized groups 
have indicated they would fight to get the 

benefit of such clauses. Denial of them might 
mean serious strikes. 

Justified "in Fairness" 
However, the policy of approving escalator 

clauses was not based on these relatively low 
grounds of expediency. It was justified on 
high moral grounds, on grounds of "fairness." 
In the words of the President's Council of 
Economic Advisers, "maintenance of real 
wages during inflation cannot in fairness be 
disallowed." 

That proposition is false. 
It would be truthful to say, "main- 

tenance of real wages during inflation 
cannot in fairness be allowed." 

The truth of the corrected proposition be- 
comes evident immediately when you take 
a look at the basic nature of the inflationary 
problem created by defense mobilization. 

We are devoting a large share of our 
national production to defense. The share is 
now scheduled to hit about 20% in 1952. 

Since we are not able to increase our total 
production fast enough to meet defense needs 
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in addition to civilian needs, that means a cut 
in the supply of goods and services that is 

available for civilian consumption. But the 
money paid out for the production of defense 
materials is added to that which is available 
to buy civilian goods. 

Thus, more money is put into the hands 
of the people to buy less goods. So prices go 

up. That is inflation. 

If one group of people then is granted 
enough additional money to offset the price 
increases - and that is the purpose of an 
escalator clause - and thus can continue to 

buy as much as they have been buying right 
along, less goods will be left for other con- 
sumers who are not getting this advantage. 
That is palpably an unfair distribution of the 
sacrifices necessitated by defense mobiliza- 

tion. In fairness, therefore, maintenance of 

real wages in inflation cannot be allowed. 

Organized workers were not the first, of 

course, to get the benefit of an automatic 
adjustment to take account of the increased 
cost of living. The farmers got theirs first. The 

price parity formula is, in essence, an esca- 

lator clause. The federal government under- 
writes increases in the prices of the things 
farmers sell in order to match increases in 
the prices of the things they buy. 

Crucifying the Helpless 

As matters stand, two groups are 
without benefit of escalator clauses. One 

group is composed of manufacturing firms. 

While they have not been nearly as successful 
as the misleading reports of "record -breaking 
profits" suggest, they have been able to look 

after themselves fairly well - thus far. 

But one group is completely without pro- 

tection. It is that numerically large but 
politically unorganized mass of people - 
many of them old and relatively helpless - 
who are trying to live on pensions, annuities 
and other fixed incomes derived from their 
savings. They are at the end of the line when 
the increased costs of inflation are passed 

along. They have no one to whom they can 

pass the buck. They are being progressively 

pauperized by the continuing inflation caused 

by progressive boosting of costs and hence 
prices. 

With the present line-up of pressure groups 

in Washington, protection for the principal 
victims of inflation - those who have saved 
for a rainy day only to find inflation has 
blown away the roof - is obviously an ex- 

tremely difficult business. But to have even 

temporary insulation against inflation 
granted to powerful groups in the name of 

fairness should be offensive to the nostrils 
of a nation that presumes to assert the moral 
leadership of the Western World. 

The only really fair way to handle 
inflation is to prevent it. But once it is 
under way, fairness demands that the 
burdens be as evenly distributed as 
practicable. 

An escalator clause - or a farm parity pro- 
vision - is explicitly a device to enable the 
group favored by it to escape the burden of 

inflation. Whatever concessions we feel we 

must make to political pressures or produc- 
tion expediency, let us at least be honest 
enough not to invoke "fairness" as justifica- 
tion for so arbitrary a discrimination in the 
distribution of the defense burden. 

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc. 
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C 

PORCELAIN 
WATER COILS 

for tube -cooling water .. . 

2 gals. per min... . 

or 90 gals. per min. 

Lapp porcelain water coils are now available in twin -hole types (for water supply and 
return) and single -hole models in a variety of standardized sizes. Of pure white, completely 
vitrified, non -porous, low -loss chemical porcelain, they provide for positive cooling and long 
tube life, because they are permanently non -deteriorating and non-sludging. They permit 
no water contamination, so avoid need for frequent inspection and water changing, eliminate 
possibility of electrolytic attack on fittings with consequent leakage. Compact, too-a 
29 -foot coil of porcelain pipe with two holes of size equivalent to %" pipe, and capable of 
carrying 35 gallons per minute both ways, at 25 pounds water pressure, measures only 12" 
outside diameter by 18" overall height including base mount. 

WRITE for complete description and specifications. Radio 
Specialties Division, Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., Le Roy, N. Y. 

133 
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RANGE - is co ifnuously adjustable 
frcm a minimum of -0.1 to -}-1 my .. . 

up ta a maximun of -2 to 120 mv. 

ei,co+xauoa tucCte - 

lull 
LEEDS LN 

11111 

495 Sten on Ave. 
Philadelphia 4d, Pa. 

NORTHRUP 

ZERO SUPPRESSION - uncalibrated 
coarse and fine ... is continuously ad- 
justable from -50 to -1-50 mv. 

7 8 9 10 
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3 TRUARC RETAINING RINGS LOWER COST... 
IMPROVE PERFORMANCE 

OF REVOLUTIONARY NEW TEXTILE SPINDLE! 

'\ i "I//% Ç1/ `i \ 0T,...% % 'I//iii,ii.,i-Rue 1rG//i i *2.. W., .... .,..,.,,_ .,r.11'1, 
i .1r` Z.i_J I 

OLD CONSTRUCTION. To position 2 ball bearings, an oversize 
diameter rod had to be turned on a lathe to provide 3 shoulders. 
In addition, blade required 2 threading operations ... 2 lock nuts 

. separate tapering operation. Proper pressure of nets against ball 
bearings required skilled labor adjustment., 

The H & B American Machine Company's new anti- 
friction CENTURY spindle is probably the most me- 
chanically advanced spindle on the market today. 
Waldes Truarc Retaining Rings have eliminated many 
of the material, tooling and assembly costs...have 
kept its price competitive. Truarc Rings not only sim- 
plify spindle assembly, they position ball bearings 
accurately...simplify maintenance...eliminate skilled 
labor..,improve performance! And there are Truarc 
Rings to solve any design or re -design problem! 

Redesign with Truarc Rings and you too will cut costs. 

Waldes Truarc Retaining Rings are available for Immediate delivery from 

SEND FOR NEW BULLETINS e 
WALDES 

TRUARC 
REG, U. S, PAT OFF. 

RETAINING RINGS 

Ì\ `\\.mw %/i. 1 ///i/U-i.r-ii.-iiiü i/i/i/i/i/i/ sT.ur E_ IhT , 
ssr,., ¡.r i,-a:..ai.,,,., \ \rveswkwteEmo 

NEW CONSTRUCTION. Standard rod, equal in diameter to finished 
blade is used. Three grooves for Truarc Rings and shoulder are made 
quickly and easily on screw machine. Blade is economically tapered 
by centerless grinding. Truorc Rings maintain correct pressure on ball 
bearings for life of uniti 

Wherever you use machined shoulders, bolts, snap 
rings, cotter pins, there's a Waldes Truarc Retaining 
Ring designed to do a better ¡ob of holding parts 
together. 

Truarc Rings are precision-engineered...quick and 
easy to assemble and disassemble. Always circular 
to give a never -failing grip. They can be used over 
and over again. 

Find out what Truarc Rings can do for you. Send 
your blueprints to Waldes Truarc engineers for indi- 
vidual attention, without obligation. 

stock, from leading ball bearing distributors throughout the country. 

WALDES KOHINOOR, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY 1, NEW YORK 
WALDES TRUARC RETAINING RINGS AND PLIERS ARE PROTECTED BY ONE OP MORE OF THE FOLLOWING 

2,441,846: 2.455.165; 
PATENTS PENDING, 

U S. PATENTS; 2.382.947: 2.382.948; 2.416.852; 2.420.921; 2.428.341; 2.439.785: 
2.483.380: 2.483.363: 2,487.802; 2.487.803: 2,491.309; 2.509.081 AND OTHER 

1 
Waldes Kohinoor, Inc., 47-16 Austel Place, L. I. C. 1, N. Y. 

Please send engineering specifications and data on Waldes 
Truarc Retaining Ring types checked below. E -I03 

Bulletin $5 
Bulletin *6 

J Bulletin *7 
Bulletin 08 

Self-locking ring types 
Ring types for taking up end -play 
Ring types for radial assembly 

Basic type rings 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Business Address 

City Zone State 
5678 L 
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DISPERSIONS o 

da 
DISPERSIONS 

Products bearing the registered trademark "dag" originate only 

with the Acheson Colloids Corporation, Port Huron, Michigan, or 

with Acheson Colloids Ltd., London, England. Acheson Colloids is 

the world's largest producer of colloidal graphite dispersions for the 

metalworking and electronic industries, and also supplies dispersed 

pigments to a large segment of the color -consuming trade. The trade- 

marks "Oildag", "Aquadag", "Prodag", "Glydag", "Castordag", 
"Varnodag" and "Gredag" identify particular products of Acheson 

Colloids Corporation or its affiliates, and are duly registered in the 

United States and in other principal countries of the world. 

Acheson Colloids Corporation, Port Huron, Michigan 
... also Acheson Colloids Limited, London, England 
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WIDE -RANGE, DIRECT - 

READING CAPACITOR ANALYZER 

A laboratory -type Capacitor Ana- 
lyzer meeting the need for a highly 
accurate, wide -range, direct -reading 
measuring instrument capable of de- 
termining the essential characteris- 
tics of capacitors has been announced 
by the Shallcross Manufacturing Co. 
This versatile instrument will de- 
termine capacitance values between 
5mmf. and 12,000 mfd.; insulation 
resistance from 1.1 to 12,000 meg- 
ohms; also leakage current, dielectric 
strength, and percentage power fac- 
tor. A divided panel carrying an out- 
line of the operating instructions 
makes it readily possible to use the in- 
strument without reference to an in- 
struction book. The Shallcross ana- 
lyzer operates on 110 volt, 60 -cycle 
alternating current. Literature giving 
full details will gladly be sent on re- 
quest to the Shallcross Manufacturing 
Company, Collingdale, Pa. 

MULTI -PURPOSE 

TRANSMISSION TEST SET 
In addition to measuring the elec- 

trical characteristics of telephone 
lines and equipment the new Shall - 
cross multi -purpose transmission test 
set may be used for efficiency tests on 
local and common battery telephone 
lines and sets, carbon microphones, 
receivers, and magnetic microphones. 
It also provides a fast, efficient means 
of testing capacitors, generators, ring- 
ers, insulation resistance, dials, and 
continuity. Key switches and dials 
are used to select and control the test 
circuits. The 693 Transmission Test 
Set is powered by external batteries. 
It features compact, substantial con- 
struction and is fully portable, thus 
making it ideal for either field or 
laboratory use. Details may be 
obtained from the Shallcross Manu- 
facturing Company, Collingdale, 
Pennsylvania. 

ADV. 

rReally Smooth-Outstandingly Quiet-Fully Dependable 

ALL STANDARD FIXED AND 
VARIABLE TYPES 

LADDER AND BALANCED 
LADDER CONTROLS 

"T" CONTROLS 

BALANCED "H" CONTROLS 

POTENTIOMETERS 

VARIABLE IMPEDANCE 
MATCHING NETWORKS 

V.U. METER RANGE 
EXTENDING ATTENUATORS 

STANDARD AND SPECIAL 
FIXED PADS 

SPECIAL NETWORKS 

MANY TYPES 
AVAILABLE FROM 

STOCK 
and through 

Shallcross 
parts distributors 

Perhaps you've noticed how 
frequently Shallcross attenuators now 
appear in the finest audio or communi- 
cations equipment? Or how often they 
are chosen for replacement purposes? 

There's a reason! Improved design, 
materials and production techniques have 
resulted in a line that sets new, higher 
standards of attenuation performance for 
practically every audio and communi- 
cations use. 

Shallcross Attenuation Engineering 
Bulletin 4 gladly sent on request. 

Shallcross Manufacturing Co. 
Dept. E-101 Collingdale, Pa. 

RESISTORS- INSTRUMENTS - SWITCHES -ATTENUATORS 
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Brain power, 
experience, 
superb facilities 
all in one package at 

GRAY 

RESEARCH 

Television 

Video and display systems 

Audio and communications 

Teleprinter techniques 

Precise electro -mechanisms 

Aeronautic control devices 

Data transmission and recording 

Facsimile 

In each of the defense -important fields listed here, the Gray organization has recently solved important 

problems. These facilities are available to prime contractors and to the military services as our contribution 

to the national effort in furtherance of communications, engineering or electro -mechanical designing. A 

booklet telling more of the Gray story will be sent for the asking. 

Please wr te for Bulletin RB -10 describing the above equipmen 

CH 
AND DEVELOPMENT CO., INC., 16 ARBOR ST., HARTFORD 1, CONN. 

Division of The GRAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY- 

Originators of the Gray Telephone Pay Station and the Gray Audograph 

,T4A-Z401=- 
residerzt 
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tooling costs reduced 662/3% 

Let Mr. Ray Blakeman, president of Blakeman Bros. Electric Mfg. Co., 
Los Angeles, tell you this story of savings with Plaskon Alkyd Mold- 
ing Compound in the manufacture of his company's commercial and 
residential watt-hour meter -mounting devices. Mr. Blakeman writes: 
"Tooling cost is about one-third using this material as compared to the 
tooling cost of other plastic materials"..."We have found that Plaskon 
Alkyd lends itself very well to automatic molding, giving us a high 
production rate on automatic presses"..."Percentage of reworks and 
breakages is extremely low"..."Our particular device requires a high 
dielectric strength for which Plaskon Alkyd is noted"..."Since using 
Alkyd we have not had one operating failure ... of our product." 

Here is more evidence that parts can be molded better and faster at 
lower cost-with the amazing quick -curing plastic which has created 
new concepts of speed and economy in compression molding. 

It may pay you well to check the possibilities of Plaskon Alkyd 
in relation to your product. We will be glad to send you a complete 
set of the latest bulletins describing the many unusual proper- 
ties of this unusual thermosetting plastic molding compound, 

mold it better and faster with 

PLASKON DIVISION LIBBETOWENS FORD GLASS CO. 

2136 Sylvan Avenue Toledo 6, Ohio 
In Canada: Canadian Industries, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q. 

Branch Offices; Boston, Chicago, New York, Rochester, Los Angeles 
Manufacturers of Molding Compounds, Resin Glues, Coating Resins 

PLASKON® 
ALKYD 

ELECTRON ICS - October, 1951 
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Plastic tape's the choice in 

compact Du Mont cameras! 

See that neat Du Mont camera harness being wrap- 
ped with "SCOTCH" No. 33 Electrical Tape? That's 
typical of over 100 feet of harnessing protected with 
this super -thin plastic tape in every Du Mont Image 
Orthicon Camera Chain assembled at the Allen B. 

Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., Clifton, New Jersey. 

Du Mont finds, like many other manufacturers, that 
"SCOTCH" No. 33 Electrical Tape takes less room to 
do a better job than conventional insulating tapes. It's 

DU MONT TRANSMITTER HARNESSES get the 
same care and attention as the camera 
harnesses. Here's another big job done 
better with "SCOTCH" No. 33 Electrical 
Tape! Replaces bulky, old-fashioned in- 
sulating tapes, cuts costs, saves time. 

easier, faster to work with. Smooth, stretchy backing 
speeds harness installation, leaves plenty of working 
space and stays neat and tight. 

Harnessing cables is just one of hundreds of uses for 

this remarkable tape. High dielectric strength makes 
it ideal for insulating splices on all kinds of wiring. 
Acids can't harm it-resists abrasion, too! Try 
"SCOTCH" No. 33 on your next job. There's nothing 
else like it. 

Quick Facts about 
"SCOTCH" No. 33 Electrical 

Tape 

TOUGH-plastic backing is abrasion - 

resistant, unaffected by water, oil, acid, 
alkalies. 

STRETCHY-conforms to any surface. 

HIGH DIELECTRIC -10,000 volts. 

THIN CALIPER-only .007 inch thick. 

RE3. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

Electrical Tape 
No. 33 

The term 'Scotch" and the plaid design are registered trade marks for the more than 100 pressure -sensitive 

adhesive tapes made in U.S.A. by Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn.-also makers of 

"Scotch" Sound Recording Tape, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating, "Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting, 

"Safety -Walk" Non -slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhesives. General Export: Minn. Mining & 

Mfg. Co., International Division, 270 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. In Canada: Minnesota Mining & 

Mfg. of Canada, Ltd.. London, Canada. 
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A SIGNAL SOURCE 

FOR ALL TV 

OLOR SYSTEMS 

Operating on the principle of the flying spot scan- 
ner, the Du Mont Universal Color Scanner provides 
for the Broadcaster, Receiver Manufacturer, Devel- 
opment Laboratory - tri -color signals from any 
35 mm. 2 x 2" color transparency. Available as out- 
puts are an FCC approved field sequential video 
color signal and three simultaneous video color 
signals which may be fed to any external sampling 
equipment for experimental work with line or dot 

SEND 

FOR 

DETAILED 

TECHNICAL 

LITERATURE 

ALLEN B. DU MONT 

the Du Mont 

UNIVERSAL COLOR 

sequential systems. Horizontal line frequencies may 
be set at 15.75 or 29.16 kc and vertical field rates 
at 60 or 144 fields per second (intermediate values 
may be specified as desired) . This assures a flexible 
equipment embracing both present black and white 
standards as well as FCC approved color standards 
and adaptable for use with any of the other pres- 
ently proposed color systems. 

7Z974eo-e 7ei4/2;4;96 

LABORATORIES, INC. TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DIVISION, CLIFTON, N. .1. 

ER 
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beietelt#4714/ 
A VOLT -OHM- 

MILLIAMMETER 

A PROBE TYPE 

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 

As an a -c probe type 
vacuum tube volt- 
meter, ranges of 3 to 
300 volts, frequency 
coverage extends 
from 50 cycles to 300 

megacycles. Special- 
ly designed RF and 

D -C probes supplied. 

AN ELECTRONIC 

VOLT -OHMMETER ¡t With self-contained 
power source, pro- 

vides 6 d -c voltage Using 115 volts, 60 

cycle external power, ranges (10,000 ohms 

Model 769 is a sta- ' per volt) -6 a -c rec- 

ble electronic instru- tifier type voltage 
ranges (1,000 ohms ment providing 6 

ranges from 3 to per volt) -6 d -c cur - 

1200 volts d -c full I rent ranges and 3 

scale and 6 ohmme- ohmmeter ranges. 

ter ranges to 2000 
megohms full scale. 

ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTRONIC ANALYZER 

Here is a truly versatile, three -in -one instru- 
ment that's a natural for those engaged in 
electronics production or maintenance. The 
entire instrument is protected from external 
RF influences. Its broad range and its complete 
stability make it ideally suited for AM, FM, 
and television testing, as well as for many ap- 
plications in the HF and VHF fields. Uses 
standard commercial tubes, replaceable with- 
out recalibration. Extremely compact, Model 
769 provides greater economy, greater conven- 
ience, because this one instrument provides for 
practically all electronic measurements. Liter- 
ature available . . . WESTON Electrical In- 
strument Corporation, 595 Frelinghuysen Ave- 
nue, Newark 5, New Jersey ... manufacturers 
of Weston and TAGliabue instruments. 

WE STON9e 
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$15 
PLUG IN TYPE HEADERS 

00-8 
'}1.I3 

1k .IY."- Z 1 C.ARAOTERS 
Hr 0w 

050 LD. \ 

71e.7.7111. 
ró,1 'T 

Lma .! rd+la !!I!s 
I-- 1; -+1 I- 1_i t^ , 

FLASH OVER VOLTAGE 6500V PIN TO RIM 94e-- 
6000V PIN TOR1M 

16GHARAGTERS 

MULTIPLE TYPE HEADERS 

1000 SERIES AVAILABLE 
WITH 2 TO IO TERMINALS 

LIMRACM/33 ] aI ---{V-040 

-T :III_ 
v+b 

f- 

FLASH OVER VOLTAGE 
6500V PIN TO RIM 

2000 SERIES AVAILABLE 
WITH 2 TO 6 TERMINALS 

GMARAWERS OCSAINER 
`Is S 

D PIN RIND \\32 
GIRaLE -^ OHO 

\n 
11 

Is 

7` 

0.90 PIN 

-I 

6500V PINTO RIM 

NED SIL HERMETIC SEALS 

INDIVIDUAL TYPE TERMINALS 

E-3 

r Ge1r4 IMINLJ 

1 -1 s4z E,3_J2f 
32 

116 

2500V VOLTAGE 5500V 

TEST DATA 
The result of the Electrical Testing Laboratories 

Inc., Report #330655, dated March 18, 1949, on 
this material shows the following: 

Volume Resistivity at 800 Volts d -c 
Room Temperature 25"C R.H. 30 percent 

Megnbm-i mirs oleo -centimeters 
1.4x10' 3.5x10" 

Dielectric Constant and Dissipation Factor 
Dielectric Dissih.dinn 

Lott Factor t.nnslaat Factor 
? 60 cycles per second 

9.22 .058 
@ 1 megacycle per second 

6.17 .0455 
@ 50 megacycles per second 

5.35 0.20 
Dielectric Strength at 60 cycles 

Volts per mil - 370 
Durometer Average - 80 ± 5 
Temperature - Rated as a Class A material con- 

ively 160' to -70' centigrade. 
the Flashover Voltages indicated were taken at 

a temperature of 68' Fahrenheit, and 47% Rela- 
tive Humidity. 

FLASHOVER 

-1s2 

5.32 

.28 

1.1 

o 

OC -8 and OC -12 

"8 and 12 Pin Octal Type 
Plug In Headers molded 
with NEO -SIL, are applic- 
able for use on MIL require- 
ments. They will withstand 
thermal shocks, vibrations. 
mechanical strains and ex- 
cessive pressures with no 
impairment to the seal or 
other functional character- 
istics. For use with standard 
Octal Type Sockets." 

I/4" SHAFT 
WATERSEAL BUSHING 

"Rotary Waterseal Panel 
Assemblies, with GRAF -SIL 
Packing Glands, have an ex- 
cellent five year customer 
history on gas filled pressur- 
ized components. They are 
available for '/a" shafts and 
for potentiometers and 
switch bushings." 

"NEO-SIL's proven Her,netic sealing components will eliminate 
rejects resulting from breakage, strains, cracks, etc. Each NEO -SIL 
component is pressure checked at 25 psi - to meet military require- 
ments and as applied to our units, NEO -SIL rubber will resist abusive 
temperature cycling, salt water, most acids and alkalies, and with- 
stand high pressures and vacuums." 

"In addition to the items illustrated above, NEO -SIL offers many 
other components, such as Hermetically Sealed Fuse Holders, Her- 
metic Sealing Terminals, Multiple Pin Headers, Hermetically Sealed 
Cables, Hermetically Sealed Line Cords With Plugs for European use, 
Meter Gaskets, Panel Gaskets, Adapters (U. S. to Continental), Coil 
Forms, Crystal Contacts and other molded bakelite and NEO -SIL 
rubber units." 

"Hermetically Sealed Fuse Holders are available for 3 -AG and 
4 -AG fuses. These units are completely sealed from moisture with 
or without the cap or fuse inserted and are applicable for use on 
vacuum or gas filled units." 

Your special problems are solicited. 

CORPORATION 

26 CORNELISON AVE., JERSEY CITY 4, N.J. 
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H- 
UNIT PLANNING SHE( 

C. 

, , 

FROM IDEA 
TO EQUIPMENT FAST! 
If you are designing urgently needed 
electronic equipment that must be produced 
quickly, and in quantity - start with the Alden 
Basic Chassis - follow through with Alden Plug-in 
Units and other components. 

Make your original model with the Alden Basic Chassis 
rather than breadboard - automatically force isolation of 
circuits - ready accessibility, easy replacement - and 
natural functional sub -assemblies. Save vital engineering 
and planning time - machine and tool hours - critical 
material and manhours. 

IT'S AS SIMPLE AS THIS! 

Basic Chassis Construction 
proceed as flat piece - Without 
operator to next, similar to progres 
and plating is done by automatic 
fast delivery - minimum delay. 

NOW rau CAN MOVE 

OMey 

oy.21Y f25M.25y 
OIN'74 tr 20ÿ 150r g.0.5Mt 

0iN.1p 
R) IoOK IOOk 

R. 0.5 h W M t +W 
R110 44 

R,IMG.;try 
ºalOpk 

-IW 
Ri.6oQ _'W 

W 00 1 k IOOW 

414, 

xt.e'+r.r, 

The Basic Chassis frame is 
of strong "U" shape construc- 
tion - designed for utmost 
accessibility in assembly and 
servicing - and for rapid 
manufacture and delivery to 
you from small to large volume. 

Manufacturing technique al- 
lows most of chassis work to 
stacking - it flows from one 

sive die. Bending is last. Finish 
conveyorized equipment. Means 

Terminal cards have been de- 
signed to accommodate tremen- 
dous number of circuit varia- 
tions - to make neat tube and 
component sub -assemblies with 
a minimum of wiring and 
simplified assembly techniques. 
Special Alden Miniature Ter - 

Miniature Terminals - 650 Series minals are new and radical 
punch press configuration - ratchet slot holds various size com- 
ponent leads for soldering - no twisting of leads with pliers. 
Figure "eight" shape accommodates cross wiring and buss leads. 
Punch press parts - so take a minimum of solder, reduce solder 
time, eliminate danger of cold solder joints. 

Alden Terminal Card System ,^ , means minimum of inter -cabling "". - but even this cabling can be 
- laid out easily and proceed as 

simple sub -assembly. Open sided 
chassis construction makes cable 
easy to wire to front panel, 
terminal cards and back con - 

Back Connectors -462 Min Series nectors. The Alden Back 
Connectors are units that can be discretely positioned on the 
back of the chassis - isolating lines with incompatible voltages, 
currents, or frequencies. This design insures accessible solder ter- 
minals for soldering - avoids rat nests of congested conventional 
back connector wiring - Color coded, the Alden back connectors 
provide beautiful operational or service check points for all leads 
to and from chassis. 

@ORGANIZE CIRCUITS 
QUICKLY FOR SYSTEMATIC 
LAYOUT AND CONSTRUCTION 
Schematics of most all electronic equip- 
ment can be broken down into circuit 
blocks of logically associated functions. 
These functional circuit blocks can be 

mounted readily either in the Alden 
"20" plug-in packages or Basic Chassis 
unit. The tube sockets and associated 
components quickly lay out on full 
scale Unit Planning Sheets for mounting 
on terminal cards. These special pre - 

punched, multi -hole terminal cards 
have wide flexibility to take an infinite 
variety of circuit variations. Both sides 

of card can be used to obtain maximum 
component density area. Using the 
Unit Planning Sheets, functional circuit 
units - components and housings - 
are all planned in one step. 

'ïiu III 1111 AJ 

Hinged front panel design of 
chassis - allows rheostats, indica- 
tor lights, jacks, etc. to be mounted 
on panel as another easy -to -work 
sub -assembly. This panel attaches 
easily to chassis - is wired - 
swung up and fastened with Alden 

Target Screws Target Screws. These screws have 
concave head with arced notch so power screw driver locates head 
quickly, no danger of it slipping out and marriñg panel surface yet 
same screw can be unfastened with coin in order to hinge forward the 
front panel for servicing and check in the field. 

Assembled - Basic Chassis simplifies the operation of your equipment - Slashes service and maintenance time. Smooth, positive insertion 
and removal of the chassis is provided by the Alden "Serve -A -Unit 
Lock." A simple twist of the handle and the chassis backs off with 
finger tip ease. It also pilots the chassis back into place - securely 
locking it for operation with the same facility. 

FOR YOUR SMALLER UNITS! 
Get the same ease of layout - 
speed of assembly - ready check 
or replacement - with the Alden 
"20" Plug-in Packages. The Alden 
Terminal Cards with completely 
interwired tube sockets and com- 
ponents' are mounted on special 

20" Non -Interchangeable Base Alden "20"Non-Interchange- 
able Bases. These bases have stubby, strong pins - no molded locating 
boss to break. Units can be made non -interchangeable to prevent mis - 
mating by selected variable pin layouts of less than 20 pins. Using the 
same Alden "20" base - coupled with simple brackets and housing - 
relays, stepping switches, and condensers can be made neat, accessible, 
replaceable units. 

Only recently developed, Alden "20" Packages have already saved 
thousands of vital engineering and construction hours in large computer 
projects. They are natural for extensive, complicated electronic 
equipment. 

4:2 
10 

Rack Mounting Socket, having 
4 extended ears, quickly rivets side 
by side between the channels. 

"20"Rack and Chassis Mounting Sockets Wiring to sockets feeds up from 
cables laid along "U" frame - leaving contacts accessible for soldering 
and checking. Where Alden "20" Packages are mounted on chassis, 
the space saving Alden "20" Chassis Mounting Socket has 4 
mounting ears which rivet within the square area covered by the 
Alden "20" Base. 

K cuit panels can be constructed by 
Whole Alden "20" Packaged cir- 

, simply mounting "U" ' channels 
across racks! The Alden "20" 

ALDEN PRODUCTS COMPANY 
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FROM IDEA TO EQUIPMENT FASE 
FORCE STRAIGHT LINE THINKING 
WITH NEW ALDEN COMPONENTS 
FOR PLUG-IN UNIT 
CONSTRUCTION 

Ilir®GET THE MOST NATURAL, 
EASY SUI -DIVISION OF 
LASOR IN MANUFACTURE 
Solder terminals and sockets quickly 
rivet to Alden terminal cord ding 
to layout on Unit Planning Sheet. Com- 
ponents snap into the special Alden 
Miniature Terminals which hold them 
for soldering. - (No twisting or wrap- 
ping of leads necessary) - With all 
tube sockets and their associated com- 
ponents mounted on one card - the 
wiring and soldering of circuits is an 
open, easy -to -work sub -assembly op- 
eration. 

Shielded 
Construction 

0 

0 

J 

.o 
AAA. 

Mounted 

Decode 

Double 

Portable 

GET LOGICAL FOLLOW THROUGH 
WITH THESE COMPONENTS! 

Use entire Alden Component line for maximum ease of 
service and replacement - 

Indicating Fuseholder - 440-3FH 

Miniature Test Point Jack- 110BCS 

Yet it takes minimum 

Immediately spot blown fuse - quickly replace it. Neon bulb 
glows when fuse blows - is 
molded as integral part of 
crystal clear lens. Compact In- 
dicator Fuseholder rivets or 
eyelets easily to mounting panel - accessible solder tabs for fast 
soldering. 

Beautiful Miniature Test 
Point Jack available for mak- 
ing instantaneous circuit checks 
while equipment is in operation. 
Has 100% insulation around 
the beryllium copper spring con- 
tact. Contact retains its life 
over thousands of insertions 
and doesn't score the test prod. 

of panel space - solders easily to leads. 

°INSURE THE LOWEST 
OPERATING AND SERVICE 
COSTS IN FINAL EQUIPMENT 

The ALDEN "20" PLUG-IN PACKAGE is corn. 
pleted simply by mounting the terminal card on 
the Alden "20" Non -Interchangeable base, dip 
soldering the leads and adding cover or housing 
and handle.... In operation, visual or instrument 
checks are easily mode - if trouble occurs doubt- 
ful units are quickly isolated - these units easily 
unplug and a comprehensive inspection made. 
Spare units can be plugged in so equipment doesn't 
have to be inoperable while repairs are in pr 

The ALDEN BASIC CHASSIS UNIT is rapidly coin 
pleted by mounting terminal cards into the chassis - soldering unit cables and making connections 
to Alden Color Coded Back Connectors and de- 
tachable front panel. Completed unit is easily 
piloted in and out of rock with the Serve -A -Unit 
Lock. Open sided construction, aided by the neat 
direct front and back connections, gives instant 
accessibility for rapid circuit checks and service. 

ALDEN "20" 
PLUG-IN PACKAGE 

ALDEN BASIC CHASSIS 

Pan -i -Lite - 86L 

than 1" overall, it can mount 
Y8" hole. Tiny but powerful 6 

through the high -temperature - 
critical material. 

Here's the indicator light 
you've probably been waiting 
for. The Alden Pan -i -Lite - 
really small - easy -to -service. 
Bulb is made integral part of 
lens. Replaces from the front 
of panel - no digging into 
equipment necessary. Takes the 
absolute minimum of space. Less 

almost anywhere - simply punch 
V. bulb gives brilliant indication 
translucent lens. Use minimum of 

TO GET STARTED QUICKLY! 
'phone our New Products Director for an appointment to visit our plant- 
wire for a sample Basic Chassis at $40.00 or an Open and Closed Alden 
"20" Plug-in Package at $10.00 or write Dept. E for booklet: "Basic Chassis 
and Components for Plug-in Unit Construction". 

117 North Main Street Brockton Massachusetts A -ALO 
www.americanradiohistory.com



AUTOMATIC FEED 

BOOSTS 

PAPERSECTION 

COIL OUTPUT 

MAXIMUM COIL DENSITY An entirely 
new type of delivery shelf is used to in- 
sure coils of extreme accuracy and high 
density. It imparts a uniform backward 
pull to the paper as it is fed into the coil. 

SLOW, CUSHHONED AUTOMATIIC START 
Electronic speed -control automatically 
and smoothly accelerates the winding 
arbor to required speed and maintains 
it. No "jockeying" needed by operator. 
Wire breakage is minimized, tension is 
uniform. 

s,M6646 se* Asea 

25 INSERTS A MINUTE Single or laminated insulating sheets, either paper or acetate, 
are fed into the Leesona No.. 107 Coil Winder at rates as high as 25 per minute. Thus, 
on a coil containing 100 wire turns per layer. the machine can be run at speeds as 
high as 2500 rpm. 

EASY MANUAL OPERATIONS Photo shows coil arbor in position for quick transfer. 
Wire turn counter can be reset quickly. No cam transfers are required when chang- 
ing wire layer length wire spools are easily changed. 

Write for GMCW-15 

UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY 
P. 0. Box 1605, Providence 1, R. I. 

For winding coils in quantity 
accurately . . . automatically 
use Universal Winding Machines 
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is the word for the 
new Erie Style 327 

ERIE adds another outstanding capacitor to the most com- 
plete line of ceramic by-pass units available. Style 327 
Feed-Thru design is a further result of continued Erie devel- 
opment in accomplishing ruggedness in components to meet 
severe military requirements and to give trouble -free service 
in other electronic applications. It embodies the following 
outstanding features: 

1. Mechanically rugged. Tubular ceramic capacitor is 
sealed at both ends in thermosetting low loss in- 
sulation. 

2. Very low and uniform inductance path to ground. 
3. Electrical shielding is provided by means of the 

grounded metal case. 
4. All internal connections are soldered; no pressure 

contacts. 
5. Hook type terminals provide sturdy connection tie 

points; also facilitate precision spacing of leads from 
other components where required in VHF and UHF 
circuits. 

Specifications: 
Standard capacitance values, mmf: 10, 33, 47, 68, 
82, 100, 470, 680, 1000 

Capacitance tolerance: ± 20% or + 80%, -20% 
Rated voltage: 500 WVDC (values through 100 mmf 
also available in 1000 WVDC rating) 

OTHER ERIE FEED-THRU CERAMICONS:***i 
Style 357, rigid hooked wire lead, maximum 
capacitance 1000 mmf. 
Style 362, #20 straight pig -tail wire lead, 
maximum capacitance 1500 mmf. 
Style 2416, rigid wire lead, cadmium plated 
shell for solder mounting, maximum capac- 
itance 1500 mmf. 
Style 2418, no center lead, cadmium plated 
shell for solder mounting, maximum capac- 
itance 1500 mmf. 

51ectzo ú'Q 2,4*le« 
ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA. 

LONDON, ENGLAND . . . TORONTO, CANADA 

4 
28 NP2 THD. 

16 (.050 DIA.) 
TINNED DEAD 
SOFT COPPER 
WIRE 
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Year after year, more motor manufacturers use more 
Cornell-Dubilier A.C. motor capacitors than any 

other. The reason: a great record of trouble -free service in 
the field! Filled with C -D's world-famous Dykanol, and 

conservatively rated for extra dependability. Dept. K-101, 
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp., South Plainfield, N. J. 

O N 5 I 5 T E N T L Y E P E N D A B L E 

CORN ELL 
CAPACITORS 

1910-1991 PLANTS IN SOUTH PLAINFIELD. N. J.: NEW BEDFORD, WORCESTER, AND 
CAMBRIDGE. MASS.; PROVIDENCE. R. I.: INDIANAPOLIS. IND.: FUOUAY 

SUBSIDIARY. SPRINGS. N. C.: AND SUBSIDIARY, THE RADIART CORP., CLEVELAND. OHIO 
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Get out of the Magnetic Doghouse 

with ' 

Write for 

BLUE SHEETS 
on Allegheny Ludlum 
Electrical Materials 

Complete, laboratory - 
certified data on each 
grade-its physical prop- 
erties, electrical charac- 
teristics, uses, methods 
of handling, etc. Write 
for Blue Sheets on the 
materials in which you 
are interested. 

ADDRESS DEPT. E-22. 

SHIELDS 
Mumetal shields will give instant relief 
to interference caused by extraneous 
magnetic fields. This material can cure 
many troubles-solve many a problem 
for you. Always consider it where high 
permeability is required at low flux 
densities, such as in input and micro- 
phone transformers, hearing aid dia- 
phragms, instruments, wire and tape 
recorders, etc. For properly heat treat- 
ing Mumetal, we can also offer com- 
mercial hydrogen annealing facilities. 

A fund of technical data on shields 
and other applications for Allegheny 
Mumetal is available-let us help with 
your problems. 

\\`yif ,- f - \_\___\___ 
___N -__N__\__ 

___\.___.._ 
\___\___ 
\.__\__.__ 

LLEGH ENY 
UDLUM 

STEEL CORPORATION 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

cSrzG/Llaeévo 
ZYte 

ELECTR ICAL 
INDUSTRY 
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Westieghatme Switchboard I1st-umeit 
are used as `stardards" cn this Unive- 
sal Tube Tom# Station morufactired by 

Radio Corparaion of Americc. 

Mr'estinghor se Switc1h fard Instruments 
are available ii àrc.,cr or conven- 
tions scale types for Dny, switchboard 
application. 
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Where instrument accuracy 
is a "Must': . . 

41. specify Westinghouse 
The use of Westinghouse instruments as "standards" on RCA's Master Tube 
Test Stations demonstrates how they measure up to your need for accurate 
measurement of any electrical quantity. 

In order to reliably measure the quality of all types of electronic tubes the 
instruments have to consistently maintain precise accuracy. Westinghouse 
Switchboard Instruments not only fulfill this requirement but provide im- 
portant plus benefits as well: Easier readability-to simplify the operator's 
job ... and co-ordinated space -saving design-to contribute to the functional 
compactness of the unit. 

Here's further assurance of quality: all Westinghouse switchboard panel, 
portable and recording instruments are built to meet the rigid performance 
requirements of the American Standards Association. Moreover, you can 
select from .. . 

The most complete line in the industry ! 
You get a wider selection for every need whether it be a -c or d -c current 

and voltage, single or polyphase circuits, watts or vars, frequency, power 
factor, synchroscopes, temperature indicators, ground detectors or synchrotie 
(position indicators). And you get .. . 

Competent application assistance ! 
Westinghouse Instrument Application Engineers are available to consult 

with and serve you in selecting and applying the proper instruments for your 
application. Simply call your nearest Westinghouse office. 

For complete information about Westinghouse Instruments write for Book- 
let B-4696. Address: Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P.O. Box No. 868, 
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania. J-40400 

you CAN Be SURE.. IF g 

h Westiu ouse 

INSTRUMENTS 
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Type 578-A 
PRECISION COAXIAL 
FREQUENCY METER 

0.925-1.70 kmc/s 

Type 801-A 
UNIVERSAL 
KLYSTRON 

POWER 
SUPPLY 
30x_,500 V 

at 65 ma; 
1.5-3.6 KV 
at 25 ma 

9111Migusgemasuminen 

Type 902 
BROADBAND 
MICROWAVE 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
3.65-7.3 kmc/. 

s 

$ A 
__.. 

4.664, 
K,4)4 

4 M 

Type 854 
UNIVERSAL 
SPECTRUM 
ANALYZER 
8.5--9.6 kmc/s 

Type 904 
VHF -UHF 

NOISE GENERATOR 
.01-1.0 kmc/s 

THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON IN 
Augmented by many new components, the PRD line of RF Test Equipment 
is presently the most complete line available covering the entire frequency 
range from .01 to 40 kilomegacycles per second. The units listed indicate the 
wide diversity and applicability of PRD equipment. In addition to the stand- 
ard line, PRD specializes in the design and manufacture of special equipment 
to meet special requirements. A skilled staff of engineers is available to ana- 
lyze your requirements and to assist in the application of standard or special 
components to your test problem. PRD equipment is engineered and manu- 
factured to the highest attainable standards. No effort has been spared to 
make this equipment the finest available anywhere with the result that PRD 
equipment is now used in leading laboratories all over the world. 

FREQUENCY MEASURING DEVICES 
Frequency 

Meters 
Frequency Range 

(kmc/sec) 
Type 
No. 

Transmission Line Size 
(Nominal O.D.-inches) 

R -Reaction 
T -Transmission 

General 

Purpose 

0.47-0.95 584 3/e T 

3.95-5.85 574 2 z 1 R 

4.00-10.0 562-A 3/8 Detector included 

5.85-8.20 575 11/2 x 3/4 R 

7.05-10.0 576 11/4 x s/e R 

8.45-9.91 551-E 1 x 1/2 R 

8.45-9.91 551-F 1 x 1/2 T 

8.45-9.91 551-G 11/4 x s/e R 

8.45-9.91 551-H 11/4 s s/s T 

In addition to the General Purpose Frequency Meters listed above, PRD manufactures 
a complete line of Precision Frequency Meters covering the entire frequency ronge 
from 0.55 to 39.0 kmc/s. Transmission line sizes include 3/e" coaxial line and all 
standard wove guide sizes from 0.280" x 0.140" I.D. to 2" x I" O.D. All types are 
available in Reaction and Transmission styles. 

The Type 500 Frequency Standard Multiplier is available to generate standard 
frequency signals in the UHF and microwave regions when used with the Type 612-A 

unable Crystal Mount. 

SIGNAL SOURCES AND RECEIVERS 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 

TUBE MOUNTS 
Type 701 
Type 702 
Type 703 

For type 2K28 klystrons, 2.400-3.445 kmc/sec 
For type 2K25 klystrons, 8.50-9.60 kmc/sec, 11/4 x % waveguide 
For type 2K25 klystrons, 8.50-9.60 kmc/sec, 1 x 1/2 waveguide 

OSCILLATORS 
Type r 

Ty ' Covering the frequency range from 7.0 to 11.0 kmc/sec 
Covering the frequency range from 3.6 to 7.3 km/sec 

O ER IES 

T 801-A 
Providing all required electrode voltages to operate a wide variety 
of klystrons, plus internal modulators 

S' CT 
A LYZ 

T e 
Ty 
Type 

Covering the frequency range from 2.40 to 3.40 kmc/sec 
- ering the frequency range from 8.50 to 9.60 kmc/sec 
Co ' ing both of the above ranges in one instrument 

<L 

GENERfs.. 5 
Ty 
Typ 

Coverin e frequency range from 3.65 to 7.30 kmc/sec 
Covering t frequency range from 7.00 to 10.5 kmc/sec 

NOISE 
- 

Ty 90 
For the direct m surement of noise factors in the range of 
10 to 1000 me/s= 

Type 706 
BROADBAND 
MICROWAVE 
OSCILLATOR 

3.6-7.3 kmc/s 

RESEARCH & ELO MENT COMPANY INC 
VISIT US AT THE NATIONAL ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE 
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. , v#7 - 
QUALITY, ACCURACY, DEPENDABILITY 

ITEM 

Variable 
Attenuators 

Uncalibrated 

Dial 

Precision 

Cut -Off 

Fixed Attenuators 
Low Power 

High Power 

Terminations 

Waveguide to 
Coaxial Adapters 

Coaxial 
Transitions 

Directional 
Couplers 

Waveguide 
Stands 

Flange Bolt and 
Nut Assemblies 

Bends and Tees 

COAXIAL 

(Nominal 0.0.-inches) 

y/s s/a 

TRANSMISSION LINE SIZE 

3x1 Ih 2x1 

WAVEGUIDE 
(Nominal O.D.-inches) 

1 1I 3/4 
1 t/4 x5/8 151/3 

0.622x 
0.311 
I.D. 

ATTENUATORS AND TERMINATIONS 

136 series 
142 series 

141, 143 

145 

181, 198 

130 series 
135 series 

144 

139 

171 

174-A 

175-A 

129 

162 

169-A 

170-A 

115 

161 

177-A 

178-A 

121 

160 

184-A 

185-A 

114 

154 

195-A 

180 

140 
series 

116 

188-A 

131 

TRANSMISSION LINE COMPONENTS 

365 

375-A 

369-A 

357 

400 

376-A 

369-8 

356 

404 

377-A 

369-B 

355 

401 

378-A 

369-C 

354 

402 

379-A 

369-D 

462 

4 

405 

386A 

369-E 

s 

0.420x 
0.170 
I.D. 

190 

153-A 

132 

387-A 

0.280x 
0.140 
I.D. 

191 

192 

133 

388-A 

IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT AND TRANSFORMATION 

Slotted Sections 

Tuners 

200-C 
200-D 

The Ty.. 250-A Broad -a 
and 215- -d Sections; Types 
Type 361 R -F Adapter is available 

205-A 
215-A 

306 

Detector Mounts 
Crystal 

Bolometer 

Thermistor 

The Ty 
therm 

209-A 

309 300 

204-A 

305 

202-A 

302 

203-A 

303 

21 

4 

IS/ 
is designed for use with the Types 200-C hroug s --A 

are supp ied with built-in tunable probes. 
for use w Type 250-A Probe. 

DETECTION AND POWER MZ4SUREMENT 

623, 624 6 - 13 
625, 626 62 , - 2 

650 niversal Power Bridge is designed to be t _d for the measurement of absolute power leve 

TYPE No. FOR USE WITH 
610-A 2 , 12-A, 613 
614 210, 2 1, 616, 621 
617 212, 6 8, 620 

-Equipment supplied 
with captive flange 
screws 

s-Available on specie 
order only 

Type 650 
UNIVERSAL 

POWER BRIDGE - 

0.1,1.0,10,100mw 
full scale 

d ê 

BOLOMETERS 
TYPE No. 
629-A 
629-B 
630-A 

601 616 621 

d with any of the bolometers or 

FOR USE WITH 

202 TILLARY ST., 

623 
624 
625 

TYPE No. 

630-B 
631-A 
631-B 

212 

312 

FOR USE WITH 
626 
627 
628 

Type 627 
BROADBAND COAXIAL 
BOLOMETER MOUNTS 

4.0-10.0 kmc/s 

BROO 
in Chicago, October 22, 23 aril 24.booIhh No. 14 

Precision ief 
Test Equipment 
Z 

Type 196-A 
VARIABLE 

ATTENUATOR 
8.20-12.4 kmc/s 

Type 481 
E/H TEE 

8.20-12.4 kmc/s 

Type 211 
PRECISION 

WAVEGUIDE 
SLOTTED 
SECTION 

18.0-26.5 kmc/s 

NEW YOR 

Type 389 
COAXIAL 

TRANSMISSION 
LINE ADAPTER 

0-4.0 kmc/s 

Type 312 
E/H TUNER 

26.5-40.0 kmc/s 

Type 250-A 
BROADBAND 

PROBE 
1.00-12.4 kmc/s 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOG 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
Contains complete information 
on the entire PRD line of pre- 
cision rf test equipment. Write 
for your copy today' on your 
company letterhead = no obli- 
gation; address Dept. E-15. 
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4-900 Series 
1000 V (RMS) 

Disc size 
16 

11 

D 

Available 2 to 9 electrodes. 
Electrode treatment L only. 

a 

eel` ,th 
FUSITE FAMILY 

'MULTIPLE TERMINALS 

5-900 Series 
1500 V (RMS) 
Disc size 

61 D 

Available 2 to 9 electrodes. 
Electrode treatment L only. 

Glass to Steel for a 
True Ft9M'efi HIPr t4: 5er I 

Protect Sensitive Electrical Components from 

DIRT MOISTURE FUMES 

CHANGING PRESSURES 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

materials - - C.R. steel disc and steel 

electrodes. Interfused with glass. 

finish -- fused electoo tin plate. 

voltage test - - see individual ter- 

minal 

Key 

TH 
TURRET 
HEAD 

pressure test - - 12 pounds gauge. 

insulation test - - 10,000 megohms 

after salt water immersion. 

sudden thermal shock test - - 

dry ice to boiling water. 

to Electrode Treatment Available 

FP 
FLATTENED 

AND PIERCED 

H L HTL 

7-700 Series 
2000 V (RMS) 

Disc size 2-0 
Available 2 to 7 electrodes. 

Electrode treatments 
TH, FP, HT and L. 

7-900 Series 
2000 V (RMS) 

Disc size 1 64 D 

Available 2 to 9 electrodes. 
Electrode treatments 
TH, FP, HT, and L. 

el» 

7-1300 Series 2000 V (RMS) 

Disc size 1 D 

Available 10 to 13 electrodes. 
Electrode treatments TH and HT. 

7-2300 Series 2000 V (RMS) 

Disc size 1 BD 

Available 11 to 23 electrodes. 
Electrode treatments TH and HT. 

on These Terminals 

HOLLOW LOOPED HOLLOW 
TUBE TUBE LUG 

THE FUSIT 

NH 
NAIL 
HEAD 

SW 
STRAIGHT 

W IRE 

FOR CATALOG 

of Complete Line 

and Engineering 

Details -- Dept. B 

CORPORATION 
6028 FERNVIEW AVENUE - CINCINNATI 13, OHIO 
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G-610 Triaxial 3 -way 
World's Finest Loudspeaker (15") 

H-510 Coaxial with Acoustic Lens 

World's Finest Coaxial (1 5") 

K-310 Coaxial (15") 

K-210 Coaxial (12") 

Single -Unit Direct Radiator Types 
(5-15") 

how to choose 

a high fidelity loudspeaker 

This trademark* denotes the most comprehensive series of high fidelity 

loudspeakers available today. Every unit has been designed 

with the same objective . . . the achievement of the finest possible 

reproduction of music attainable for the size and type. Every model in the 

series sets a new high standard of performance ... a new value .. . 

makes listening a thrilling new experience. 

what GENUINE JENSEN WIDE -RANGE means 
Mere extension of response to high frequencies is not enough 

to insure truly satisfying reproduction ... good listening which improves 

with closer acquaintance. Much more is required to make music come to life, 

free from annoying factors which might mar the illusion of reality. 

So, by application of the most modern principles of acoustics, confirmed 

by precise measurements and checked by exhaustive quality judgments 

and comparative listening tests, Genuine JENSEN Wide -Range loudspeakers 

give you all 7 Performance Points for enhanced listening pleasure: 

(1) Wide Frequency Range, (2) Balanced Frequency Response, (3) Smooth 

Reproduction, (4) Wide -Angle Distribution, (5) Low Distortion, 

(6) Good Efficiency, and (7) Adequate Power -Handling Capacity. 

Thus Genuine JENSEN Wide Range means much more than wide frequency 

range - it means superior performance all the way - in every attribute 

that makes for enhanced listening pleasure. 

Whatever the limitations on cost or size, the choice of a loudspeaker 

from the Genuine JENSEN Wide -Range series automatically insures 

a maximum of performance to today's new high standards ... a judicious 

choice to meet exact needs. Only in the Genuine JENSEN Wide -Range 

series can you make such an exact choice. 

Write today for free booklet, "Let Music Come to Life." 

It includes a complete listing of 

Genuine JENSEN Wide -Range loudspeakers. 

Jen*en MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Division of The Muter Company 

6601 SOUTH LARAMIE AVE., CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS 

BURTON BROWNE ADVERTISING 
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low -loss miniature 

TUBE SOCKETS 

' HIGH ARC RESISTANCE 

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH 

' ' 
. 

` GREATHIGH DIMENSIONAL STABILITY 

. IMMUNITY TO HUMIDITY 
HIGH SAFE OPERATING 

TEMPERATURE 

air 

-cost no more flan 
PHENOLIC TYPES 

These glass-bcnded mica sockets are pro- 
duced by an exclusive MYCALEX process 
that reduces their cost to the level of phenolic 
sockets. Electrical characteristics are far supe- 
rior to phenolics while dimensional accuracy 
and uniformity exceed that of ceramic types. 
MYCALEX miniature tube sockets, avail- 
able in 7 -pin and 9 -pin types, are injection 
molded with great precision and fully meet 
RTMA standards. They are produced in two 
grades, described as follows, to meet diver- 
sified requirements. 

TRADE MARK REG US PAT UFF 

OFFER ALL THESE ADVANTAGES: 

CLOSER TOLERANCES 

. LOWER DIELECTRIC 
LOSS 

MYCALEX 410 is priced comparable to 
mica -filled phenolics. Loss factor is only 
.015 at 1 mc., insulation resistance 10,000 
megohms. Conforms fully to Grade L -4B 
under N.M.E.S. JAN -1-10 "Insulating Ma- 
terials Ceramic, Radio, Class L." 
MYCALEX 410X is low in ccst but insulat- 
ing properties greatly exceed those of ordi- 
nary materials. Loss factor is only one-fourth 
that of phenolics (.083 at 1 mc.; but cost is the 
same. Insulation resistance 10,000 megohms. 

MYCALEX TUBE SOCKET CORPORATION 
Under Exclusive License of 

MYCALEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20, N. Y. 

MYCALEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Owners of 'MYCALEX' Patents and Trade -Marks 

Executive Offices: 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20 -Plant & General Offices: CLIFTON, N.J. 
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witß. a. 

ES1 

PRESTO has been a byword of discriminating broadcast and recording 

engineers for almost two decades. Recogrized as the designer and 

la -Alder of the finest tape recorders available today, PRESTO stands behind 

this reputation with a complete guarantee of satisfaction on every 

11111111111111111119roth cillellifor maintete, for 

best results ... tape it with PRESTO, the best buy in tape recorders today. 

PRESTO AMPLIFIER 900-A2 
The recommended amplifier for the 

RC -10/24 tape recorder, has a frequency 
response of 50 to 15.000 cps., a low level 

three mike mixer and a bridging input. 
Five -way switch for recording, playback, 

remote, erase current and bias current. 

PRESTO MODEL RC -10/24 
World favorite for relay rack mounting. Accom- 
modates 101/2" reels, three magnetic heads, push- 
button controls, response up to 15,000 cps. Panel 
size 19" x 241/2". Also available in console unit. 

PRESTO PORTABLE PT -920 
Brand new and improved successor to the 

famous PT -900. Three motors, no friction 
clutch or tension adjustments. Fast forward 

and rewind speeds, instantaneous monitoring 
from tape. Compact case contains 10 watt 
amplifier, two speakers, power supply. 

PRESTO PORTABLE RC -10/14 
Portable version of the RC -10/24 with smaller 

panel size (19" x 14") and rotary switch 
selector. Weighs only 68 lbs. Superb audio 
quality, speed control and reliability. 

RECORDING CORPORATION 
RAN, US, NFW JFR5F r 

Ewptlrt QNltaon lrlraten St ree `ew` OaE f. Ni Y Çanndian távttiton 'None, P Down !ad Dominion at note Bldg Mrtul,e.u! 

W O R L C' S LARGEST 
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new! 

ACTUAL 
SIZE 

ef 

PYRAMID 
TINY TYPE' 85LPT 

TUBULAR 

PAPER 

CAPACITORS 

Fit anywhere! 
Suitable for 
85°C. operation! 
CAPACIITANCE RANGE: 

.0001 TO .5 MFD. 

VOLTAGE RANGE: 

200 TO 600 V., INCLusIVE 

Sturdily built in phenolic - 
impregnated tubes. Ends 
are plastic -sealed. 

WRITE FOd COMPLETE LITERATURE 

Representatives and Distributors 
Throughouit the U.S.A. and Canada 

PYRAMID 
PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY 

1445 Hudson Boulevard 

North Bergen, N. 1., L. S. A. 

TELEGRAMS: WUX North Be,yen. N. J. 
CABLE ADDTESS Pyramidusc 

BUSINESS BRIEFS 
By W. W. MacDONALD 

Production Potential of elec- 
tronic equipment manufacturers in 
the Los Angeles -San Diego area is 
very substantial, according to a 
report prepared by the local In- 
spector of Naval Material and for- 
warded to the Electronic Produc- 
tion Resources Agency in Wash- 
ington. 

The report lists 236 active manu- 
facturers of end equipment, sub- 
assemblies and component parts, 
having a total of 6,710,168 sq ft of 
floor space and 45,020 employees. 
The letter of transmittal points out 
that many of the companies listed 
are not using their full manufac- 
turing facilities and that they have 
ample trained personnel to handle 
many military equipment contracts. 
Very few are, however, represented 
at any procurement location, so 
they are frequently overlooked. 

It so happens we will be in Cali- 
fornia on an editorial trip within a 
week after this is written and will 
have an opportunity to see some of 
this productive capacity at first 
hand, not only in the section men- 
tioned but also in the San Francisco 
area. We're looking forward to it 
with interest. 

Presidential Directive to gov- 
ernment departments and agencies 
says that to the greatest extent 
practicable certificates of neces- 
sity, allocation of critical mate- 
rials for construction purposes, 
emergency loans growing out of 
defense production and defense 
contracts should go to manufac- 
turers meeting satisfactory stand- 
ards of plant dispersal. 

Comforting to many in the field 
of electronics who wonder how 
rigorous the standards will be in 
view of the threat of atomic bomb- 
ing are the following excerpts 
from an approved National Secur- 
ity Resources Board planbook: 
"This ... program ... is designed 
to disperse new industry and ex- 
panding industry, not to move 
established industry." Dispersion 
of facilities is suggested "within 
your local marketing area", with 
space, "perhaps only several miles", 

between manufacturing facilities. 
The plan does not contemplate 

mass shifts of manufacturing facil- 
ities from any one section of the 
country to any other. 

Wright Field advises that in- 
creased use of electronic equip- 
ment in military aircraft has re- 
quired revamping of the training 
program to provide men adept in 
the handling of instruments re- 
quired by modern speeds and all- 
weather flying. Ellington Air 
Force Base, in Texas, is the first to 
institute the new observer train- 
ing plan. 

Department Of Army invites us, 
through the mails on their .Form 
49-R275 in duplicate, to bid on re- 
sistors destined for delivery at the 
Lexington Signal Depot. We are 
indeed flattered to be identified 
so closely on Army's mailing list 
with manufacturers of electronic 
equipment whom we serve, but 
must decline. 

Our business is publishing ELEC- 
TRONICS magazine, and it keeps us 
plenty busy. 

TV License Applications on 
hand at the FCC total 400, accord- 
ing to chairman Wayne Coy, who 
thinks at least this many more may 
be expected when the freeze is 
lifted. 

Coy believes it would take a year 
to get the average new station on 
the air, and says consideration will 
first be given to areas with no 
facilities and second to heavily 
populated areas with only one 
station. He estimates that there 
will be 1,500 tv stations in oper- 
ation within five years and per- 
haps 2,500 within 10, with a prob- 
able limit of about 3,000. 

Definition going the rounds: 
CBS-Color Belongs to Stanton. 

TV Picture Tube Sales to manu- 
facturers dropped 20 percent in 
the first six months of 1951 as 
against the corresponding period 
of 1950, according to RTMA. Sales 
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SYLVANIA PLUGS THE 16,000 MC GAP 
with the new 1 N78 

Silicon Crystal Mixer 
Sylvania adds another to the world's widest 
Silicon Crystal Mixer line - the 1N78 for 
16,000 mc, one of the newest SHF bands. This 
new diode is the latest product of Sylvania's 
continuing exploration into frequency con- 
version in microwave regions. 

Better and better performance at existing 
frequency bands and new designs for tomor- 
row's frequencies are both to be expected of 
Sylvania's advanced research and long experi- 
ence in Silicon Diode technology. 

Sylvania also makes Silicon Crystal Video 
Detectors for use aß microwave detectors in 
receivers of non -heterodyne type. Other Syl- 
vania products engineered for radar and SHF 
receivers include magnetrons,TR tubes, ATR 
tubes and hydrogen thyratrons. 

Sylvania Silicon Mixer Diodes 

Design 
Type Construction Frequency (Approx.) 

1N25 Cartridge 1000 mc. 

1 N21 B Cartridge 3000 mc. 

1 N23B Cartridge 10,000 mc. 

1N78 Coaxial 16,000 mc. 

1 N26 Coaxial 24,000 mc. 

1N53 Coaxial 
Miniature Above 30,000 mc. 

u.OÉtE.(;Tfitt: 

Write for this I6 -page book, 
"Microwave Crystal Rectifiers," 
including the new 1N78 charac- 
teristics and ratings. 

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 

IDept. E-1010, 
Emporium, 

Pa. 

the "Microwav 

Crystal Rectt- 

the 11478. 

II 

_J 

please send me data 

fiers" booklet, 
including 

Names- 
Company - 

I 

P,nP ftf 
> 'SYiNANI 

ELECTRONIC DEVICES; RADIO TUBES; TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES; ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT; FLUORESCENT TUBES, FIXTURES, SIGN TUBING, WIRING DEVICES; LIGHT BULBS; PHOTOLAMPS; TELEVISION SETS 
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SHOCKand VIBRATION NEWS 
BARRYMOUNTS FOR ASSURED CONTROL OF SHOCK AND VIBRATION 

SMALL AIR -DAMPED 
BARRYMOUNTS 

for Miniaturized 
Airborne Equipment 

New -series Barrymounts, designed 
to meet requirements for compact 
isolators usable with miniaturized 
equipment, provide effective shock 
and vibration isolation in small space. 

These mountings utilize air damping 
to minimize shock of aircraft landing 
and taxiing and to limit excursion so 
there is no snubber contact, even at 
resonance. 

Upright and inverted types are 
available for two -hole or four -hole 
mounting. Unit mountings are one 
inch in diameter and 1-1/32 inches 
high under maximum rated load. 
Load ratings are 0.1 to 3.0 pounds 
per mount. The mountings weigh 
only 5/16 ounce each. 

Bases using the inverted mountings 
raise the mounted equipment only 
1/2 inch. Either upright or inverted 
unit mountings can be furnished on 
bases that conform to your specifica- 
tions, load -ratings, and dimensions. 

FREE CATALOGS 

502 - Air -damped Barrymounts 
for aircraft service; also mount- 
ing bases and instrument mount- 
ings. 
509 -ALL-METL Barrymounts and 
mounting bases for unusual air- 
borne applications. 
605-606 - Miniaturized air - 
damped Barrymounts for use 

with airborne equipment. 

See our advertisement 

"RUGGEDIZED" 
BARRYMOUNTS AND 

MOUNTING BASES 
Now Available to Meet Shock 

Requirements of AN -E-19 
Barry vibration isolators and 

mounting bases are now available 
in "ruggedized" construction, to with- 
stand the severe shocks of arrested 
landings in aircraft carrier service 
and of crash landings. These units 
are tested to meet the shock -test re- 
quirements of Specification AN -E-19, 
for the equipment sizes listed in 
JAN -C -172A. 

"Ruggedized" Barrymounts are 
available in both the air -damped type 
and the ALL-METL type. Air - 
damped Type 770R covers load ranges 
between 14 lb. and 9 lbs. Air -damped 
Type '780R covers load ranges be- 
tween 4 lbs. and 35 lbs. ALL-METL 
Type 6600R covers load ranges be- 
tween 4 lbs. and 35 lbs. Type M -112R 
covers ranges between 2.and 10 lbs. 

"Ruggedized" mounting bases, 
equipped with Barrymounts of the 
above types, are available in stand- 
ard JAN sizes (JAN -C -172A) and 
in special sizes to meet customers' 
requirements. A conspicuous advan- 
tage of these "ruggedized" Barry 
bases is the gain in strength of the 
base framework itself - beyond JAN 
requirements - achieved with v.ery 
little increase in weight for loads 
up to 60 lbs. by design modification 
of standard JAN bases. For greater 
loads, the "ruggedized" Barry bases 
are of stainless steel instead of 
aluminum. Write for data sheet. 

In Electronic Buyer', Guide poem 240-741 

THE BARRY CORP. 

707 PLEASANT ST., WATERTOWN 72, MASSACHUSETTS 

New York 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES IN 
Rochester Philadelphia Washington Cleveland Dayton Detroit 

Chicago Minneapolis St. Louis Seattle Los Angeles Dallas Toronto 

BUSINESS BRIEFS (continued) 

totaled 2,552,757 as against 3,171,- 
660 units. 

Tubes sold in the first six 
months of 1951 were valued at 
$66,546,932. Some 86 percent of 
them were rectangular in form, 
and 92 percent were 16 inches or 
larger in size. 

American Gas & Electric is 
going in heavily for industrial 
television. The Tidd generating 
station has four units, Sporn has 
six and is adding two more, Tan- 
ners Creek has two and is adding 
two, Twin Branch has two and two 
new generating stations now 
under construction will each have 
four units. 

Bogota, Colombia, has just 
ordered a Marconi television trans- 
mitter, with the Municipal Bank 
of Bogota doing the financing. 
British manufacturer E. K. Cole 
has simultaneously been given an 
order for receivers using the 
American 525 -line standard. The 
sets will be rented. 

West German Officials are seek- 
ing Washington's advice on 
whether to start commercial tele- 
vision service in black and white 
or in color. We hope we eventu- 
ally get to see what should be a 
very interesting reply. 

Quotable Quotes from a speech 
by Edwin T. Gibson of DPA before 
the RTMA : 

"Of the total money available 
during fiscal '51 for electronic 
gear, $2,482,000,000 had been obli- 
gated as of May 1, and the backlog 
of orders as of that date, includ- 
ing some long -lead-time material 
going back to fiscal 1950, 
amounted to $2,784,000,000 

"The expected rate of deliveries 
will be $881,000,000 worth during 
the fourth quarter of this year, 
with much much more to come in 
1952 

Electronic equipment manufac- 
turers are being called upon to 
produce at "a rate approximately 
equal to 85 percent of the peak 
production in World War II 

"About 86 percent of the price 
of a typical 17 -inch television set 
is represented by purchased mate- 
rials and components, labor and 
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engineering representing the bal- 
ance. For a modern airborne fire - 
control equipment, only 49 percent 
represents materials " 

Germanium Diode Production is 
currently in the neighborhood of 
4,000,000 units a year, and the 
units are now standing up well. 
The National Bureau of Standards 
eastern automatic computer 
(SEAC) uses 16,000 of them and 
after 2,500 hours of service only 
5.4 percent of those originally in- 
stalled had to be replaced, most of 
the replacements being for back - 
current drift or creep. The rejec- 
tion rate for several thousand 
diodes purchased in the last six 
months of 1950 was less than 2 

percent. 

Many Products that one would 
not ordinarily think of as being 
saleable to electronic equipment 
makers find a market in our field. 
Fibre -glass erasers, for example, 
are being used to reduce the value 
of resistors in certain printed 
circuits. 

Life lists total investment by 
advertisers in ten top media for 
the six months period between 
January and June 1951 as follows: 

Life 
CBS Radio 
Saturday Evening Post 
NBC Radio 
NBC TV 
ABC Radio 
CBS TV 
Time 
Ladles Home Journal 
Better Homes & Gardens 

$43,089,969 
39,285,216 
34,121,636 
30,000,036 
26,739,532 
17,344,512 
17,069,328 
14,229,834 
11,484,173 
11,413,731 

Radio and tv figures are for net- 
work time only. The italics are 
ours. 

Positions of a two -point switch 
in a circuit diagram currently 
being edited are intriguingly 
labelled. In television as in many 
other fields of endeavor, appar- 
ently, one must still Synch or Skim. 

Editor O'Brien, planning some 
scientific experiment the nature of 
which remains a mystery, returned 
from lunch the other day with a 
white mouse in a cardboard box. 
The box rested on top of a copy of 
our September issue overnight and 
by morning the rodent had gnawed 
his way down to page 132. 

No one, it seems, can digest a 
copy of fact -packed ELECTRONICS in 
one session. 

LINK OR 1(114K 

If it is true that a sensitive relay is an ordinary design in which 

common principles and dimensions have been "squeezed" in order 
to gain performance, it logically follows that even as features of 
merit are accentuated, so also will be an occasional weakness. 

An engineering group charged with the task of making sensitive 

relays successfully perform a variety of jobs (us) can obviously 
assist other groups having specific relay -using jobs to finish (you) 
as much by highlighting weakness as by tub -thumping strong points. 

For one thing, we are very well aware both of the weaknesses and 

of the best defenses against them. For another, we have the great- 
est possible interest in seeing you the user avoid trouble. Naturally, 
the more fully you describe your intended use of our product, the 

better we can help you get the benefit of its advantages. 

It does not occur to us as either wise or useful to "catalog" weak- 

nesses where they have restricted importance, or are complicated 
to understand, or are not fully evaluated. By the same token, we 

are perhaps only human if we call attention only to those appar- 
ently having a bearing on the problem at hand. But if you tell us 

what you are trying to accomplish, we can tell you of more pit- 
falls and how to dodge them in a five-minute telephone conversa- 

tion than you are apt to find out in a month of study on any 

single application. 

IGMA 
SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC., 62 Pearl St., So. Braintree, Boston 85, Mass. 
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 n 
BEFORE 

AFTER 

MALLORY 
SILVER CONTACTS 

Fine and coin silver, while having 
desirable properties for many applica- 
tions, do not provide the physical 
properties required for some applica- 

tions. To cover these applications, 
Mallory has developed a series of silver 
base alloys. These alloys have such 
improved characteristics as greater 
resistance to wear, less sticking or 
metal transfer, and greater hardness. 
Mallory is fully qualified to recom- 
mend the best contact material for 
your design. Write today. 

Electrical Contacts 

ï 

Mallory Engineering 
Suggests 

New Contact Assembly 
.Saves Customer Money 

Hundreds of customers are profiting from Mallory contact 

know-how which simplifies design and production, saves 

valuable time and money. 

A manufacturer of electric toy trains submitted a contact 

assembly job to Mallory which called for large silver contacts 

on a flat section of spring steel. Mallory suggested a re -design 

of the part enabling a great reduction in the size of the silver 

contact and utilizing a Mallory -developed welding technique to 

insure maximum mechanical strength. The customer was given 

improved performance ... at a substantial saving! 

That's result beyond specfcation! 

Mallory contact know-how is at your disposal. What Mallory 

has done for others can be done for you! 

In Canada, madeand sold byJohnson Mattheyand Mallory,Ltd.,110lndustry St.,Toronto 15,Ontario 

and Contact Assemblies 

MALLORY 
R R. MALLORY 8 CO.. Inc. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH 

Electromechanical Products 
Resistors 

TV Tuners 
Switches 
Vibrators 

Electrochemical Products 
Capacitors Rectifiers 

Mercury Dry Batteries 

Metallurgical Products 
Contacts Special Metals 

Welding Materials 
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TV POWER ... As we write, 
the FCC has granted power in- 
creases to 42 television stations, 
ranging from 1.02 times for KPIX, 
San Francisco, to 11.4 times for 
WTVJ in Miami, amid shouts of 
joy from just about everyone con- 
cerned. Before the boost these sta- 
tions had a combined effective 
radiated power of 546 kw; now 
the combined power is 896 kw, an 
average increase of about 64 per- 
cent. This 64 percent is a nice 
juicy bit, as measured by the time- 
salemen's pitch and even as meas- 
ured in the electric light bill. But 
in good old decibels it ain't much, 
only 2.2 db, which is an amount 
the eye can just barely detect by 
looking at the image. All of which 
goes to prove that a mere scratch 
has been made on the surface of 
this power increase business. Some 
stations, those having high towers 
and high -gain antennas, have done 
very well. Others only think they 
have. 

The moral of the story is that 
the broadcaster who soaked a lot 
of money into a high tower, plus 
a lot of antenna gain, when he 
built his station, is now reaping 
the harvest. The ground rules of 
the recent power -boost authoriza- 
tions allow him to turn his final 
amplifier up to its maximum rat- 
ing, whereas the old rules required 
him to turn down the power, the 
higher his tower and the more 
gain stacked into his array. The 
new rules also allow him to put in 
more antenna gain, but this takes 
time, and, if the Empire State story 
is any criterion, plenty of bucks. 

CROSS 

TALK 

So a free hand with the stock- 
holders' money is 'rewarded again, 
as is only right. 

This is, of course, only a prelim- 
inary step, a partial derogation of 
the freeze allowed by an enlight- 
ened (repentant?) government 
body which shall be nameless. 
Much more is in the offing. Post - 
freeze power increases of the order 
of 5 to 10 times above the present 
average level are promised. Then 
we'll have decibels of improvement 
in substantial, rather than liminal, 
numbers. For which praise be to 
Allah 1 

EDUCATIONAL ... The educa- 
tional -tv argument is in the dol- 
drums at the moment, so we'll give 
it a kick to keep it alive. Our 
stand: Television needs educa- 
tional institutions, their facilities 
and personnel, as fulltime program 
sources if it is to serve the people 
fully. We need now, and even 
more we'll need later, a leaven for 
a program fare geared principally 
to the channels of trade. But tele- 
vision will never get such educa- 
tional support while we, and that's 
us, take a parsimonious stand on 
educational expenses in general. 
Every time a taxpayers group in 
your town or mine gets up to op- 
pose increases in teachers' salaries 
or better school facilities, the 
forces against educational tv can 
be seen at work. Broadcasters 
who want channels may relax so 
long as this goes on. But it's bad 
nonetheless. More money, much 
more, is needed for primary and 
secondary schools. If we wake up 

in time, we may have some takers 
for educational channels, and we'll 
all be the richer for it. 

STATESMAN ... President Tru- 
man could not have picked a better 
man as his Telecommunications 
Adviser than Haraden Pratt. The 
job, suggested in the report of 
the President's Communications 
Policy Board, has been filled with 
a man who combines knowledge 
and experience with an ability to 
inspire confidence to a degree un- 
matched in the profession of radio 
engineering. A chairman of the 
FCC, under whom Pratt had 
served at an international confer- 
ence, called him "an honest man, 
absolutely straight"; and from this 
particular chairman that state- 
ment was the accolade. 

In noting the departure of indus- 
try figures for government service 
we try to avoid the style of an 
obituary notice. Nevertheless we 
cannot avoid the statement that 
Haraden will be missed, badly 
missed, by his associates. The 
nature of his new job requires his 
resignation as secretary of the 
IRE, a position he has held since 
1943 and from membership on 
JTAC, in whose work he has 
served as principal moderator 
since its inception. Good luck has 
not figured as a prominent ex- 
planation of his past achievements. 
But, such being the responsibility 
of bringing order out of the 
present chaos in the administra- 
tion of civil and military radio, 
he's going to need it from now on. 
Good luck! 
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Selecting an INDUSTRIAL 

By 

ABRAHAM Sr GREENBERG 
Trademark Attorney 

Radio Corporation of America 
New York, N. Y. 

SELECTION of a trade symbol 
is most important in the field 

of electronics. If advertising funds 
are to be expended, they should be 
used for a symbol which is capable 
of legal protection. If a trademark 
is selected in a haphazard fashion, 
the business or promotion campaign 
based on it will be founded on a 
symbol having little value and the 
symbol will not be easily retained 
as exclusive property of the com- 
pany. 

Trademark Categories 

Trademarks and service marks as 
used in modern trade generally fall 
into the following categories: 

Coined Designations: Coined 
designations are very desirable 
from a legal viewpoint.' Trade- 
marks such as "Kodak" and "Phil - 
co" are readily protected. The in- 
venting or coining of trademarks 
has been studied by A. H. Cousins 
and H. E. Wadsworth in "Trade 
Names ... a Guide to Their Inven- 
tion, Protection and Use", pub- 
lished by Harlequin Press Co., Ltd., 
London, England. 

Picture or Motif: The dog and 
phonograph of RCA, the musical 
clef of Emerson radio and the cat 
of the National Carbon Company 
are familiar examples of valuable 
picture trademarks. By choos- 
ing such a mark, the following 
advantages are gained: perfect ex- 
port use identification, personaliza- 
tion of the product, a source of in- 
teresting themes for advertising, 
and symbolic representation which 
lends itself to television promotion. 

Sounds: Sound trademarks have 
been popularized by radio. One 
good example is the NBC chime - 
like notes (trademark registered 
April 4, 1950, No. 523,616) . 

Letters and Numerals: The mark 
"GE" is an excellent example of let- 
ter type marks. Brevity is their 
virtue. 

Descriptive: Descriptive trade- 
marks should be avoided. The U. Pi. 

Patent Office will not register them 
nor will courts normally protect 
them. The word "Telecolor" has 
been refused registration as de- 
scriptive of television apparatus. 
The mark "Kwickstart" has been 
refused registration for storage 
batteries. The word "Sightmirror" 
was held as descriptive of mirror 
screens for television receivers. 
Sufficient use is required to create 
distinctiveness. After this, the 
trademark may acquire a secondary 
meaning which can be protected. 

Color: Color, as a trademark, 
should be avoided since color -type 
trademarks are not normally cap- 
able of protection. For example, 
the light and dark vertical stripes 
for Burgess batteries was refused 
registration as a trademark. Also, 
a circular red area for phonograph 
record labels was ruled not a valid 
trademark. 

Others: Other trademark cate- 
gories frequently used are geo- 
graphic names, historical names, 
literary references, family names 
and laudatory titles. The latter are 
not too wise to select as they can be 
protected only with great difficulty. 

Searching Sources 

Once a desirable expression has 
been selected for a trademark, it is 

a good plan to do preliminary search 
screening to be certain that the ex- 
pression is clear or available. 
Search facilities which are avail- 
able to the business man are as 
follows. 

RTMA Trade Directory: This 
directory is the most obvious search 
source in the radio and television 
fields and provides a rough screen- 
ing. The members of the RTMA 
list their trade names in the direc- 
tory. 

U. S. Patent Office-Trademark 
Register: The Patent Office Regis- 
ter in Washington contains files 
arranged alphabetically and by 
product and service classes. There 
are also available published notices 
of pending applications and special 
classified files of registered trade- 
mark pictures and symbols. 

Forty -Second Street Library- 
Engineering Section (New York 
City) ; Files of alphabetically ar- 
ranged trademarks are provided up 
to the year 1947. Files are not of 
registered trademarks but only 
those which were published for 
opposition. 

Private Search Services: There 
are a number of private search 
facilities. Three typical ones are 
Thomson and Thomson, 80 Federal 
St., Boston, Mass.; Trade -Mark 
Service Corp., 253 Broadway, New 
York, N. Y. and U. S. Printing and 
Lithograph Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Such organizations maintain files 
of registered trademarks as well 
as files of unregistered trade names 

FUNCTIONS OF A TRADEMARK 

In choosing a trademark, the 
in mind. These functions are 

(1) As an advertisement, 

(2) As a guarantee of the 
company's integrity 

(3) As an identification of 
of a product 

three functions performed by such a symbol should be kept 

as follows: 

the trademark helps sell the product 

quality of a product, the trademark vouches for the 

the manufacturer, the trademark indicates the source 
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TRADEMARK 

Cautious approach to the choice of a trademark for use in 
result in fewer headaches and less wasted money. Proper pr 

with some of the more common pitfalls 

collected from trade periodicals. 
Slogan Searches: Among im- 

portant search sources for slogans 
are U. S. Trade -Mark Association, 
522 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 
and Printer's Ink Clearing House 
of Advertised Phrases, 205 E. 42nd 
St., New York, N. Y. The book 
"American Slogans" by William 
Sunners, published in 1949 by The 
Paebar Co., New York, N. Y., has 
an excellent classified slogan col- 
lection. 

Miscellaneous Sources: If the 
selected word has a "tron" suffix, 
it would be worthwhile to check 
lists appearing in : Electronic 
Industries, January, 1946, page 80; 
Electronic Industries, November, 
1946, page 58; ELECTRONICS, May, 
1950, page 112 and ELECTRONICS, 
June, 1951, page 218. 

Controlling Trademarks 
Every trademark involves an 

initial and continuing investment 
in creating and defending the mark. 
The expense of these items multi- 
plies with the number of marks. 

The initial investment comprises 
many items including selection, 
advertising and marking of prod- 
ucts. In addition, one or more 
trademark registrations are usually 

required in each country, according 
to the variety of merchandise upon 
which the mark is used or is 
likely to be used. The cost of ob- 
taining trademark registrations is 
substantial. 

The continuing investment in- 
cludes renewals from time to time 
at a cost generally equal to that of 
the original registration. Further, 
most successful trademarks are en- 
croached upon either inadvertently 
or intentionally. Much time, effort 
and expense are required to trace 
and stop imitations. 

Every additional mark used dup- 
licates the initial and continuing 
investment and expense and the ex- 
penditures are further multiplied 
by the number of countries in which 
trade is conducted. 

A word of warning is perhaps in 
order. Do not go in for mass trade - 
'mark, slogan and name usage. Dis- 
trict Judge Tuttle once had this to 
say about an advertising man's 
"vice". "... It is like the monkey 
of the fable who reached into the 
jar to get nuts. The monkey was so 
greedy and grabbed so many that 
he couldn't get his hand out of the 
jar and he lost them all. The plain- 
tiff has attempted to adopt so many 
alleged trademarks, trade names, 

REQUIREMENTS FOR A GOOD TRADEMARK 
Experience has shown that certain requirements for a trademark will insure its value to a company. Of primary importance is the consulting of available search material (see text) to reveal le_al clearance over trademarks in the same competitive field. In addition, the trademark should be: 

Easy to remember A selling idea for the product Easy to read and speak Unrestricted to one line of goods Brief and striking Suitable for export use Creative of proper association Pictorial in nature 

the field of electronics will 

ocedure is discussed together 
to avoid 

trade slogans and trade configura- 
tions that, if one were to under- 
stand this fully and speak intelli- 
gently about all of the baits, slo- 
gans, boasts and names that have 
been used, it would be necessary to 
prepare a dictionary of substantial 
size. . . . A manufacturer cannot 
build a business up around a thou- 
sand slogans. . He cannot take a 
thousand words out of the diction- 
ary and build a business around all 
of them . . . because the plaintiff 
has used so many different things 
that the public has never come to 
associate its goods with any of 
those things." 

Before selecting a trade symbol, 
the owner of a new business or the 
merchandise director of a new pro- 
motion campaign should first ac- 
quire an understanding of the 
nature and function of a trademark. 
A simple rule to follow is a com- 
mercial adaptation of the Golden 
Rule. Don't select a trade symbol 
that you would not want a competi- 
tor to select. If this rule is fol- 
lowed, the average business man 
will see why the trade symbol to be 
selected should be unique, not a 
part of the public reservoir of 
words or pictures, not deceptive and 
above all nonconflicting. 

When in doubt about the availa- 
bility of a trade symbol it is the 
best policy to contact the owner of 
the adverse symbol. A simple and 
frank statement of the facts will 
more often than not clear up any 
doubts as to the right to use a 
selected trademark. A wise rule 
for the business man and his coun- 
sel to follow is that when in doubt 
about a selected symbol leave it 
alone. It is not worth the expendi- 
ture of promotion funds. 
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HORN ANTENNAS 
For Television 

Eight -foot equilateral bisectional horn antenna provides over 14 -db gain on channel 13 

compared with isotropic source antenna. Same performance can be obtained for trans- 

mission. Antenna matches commercially available 300 -ohm line 

By DEAN O. MORGAN 
Engineering Section 

Broadcast Engineering 
General Electric Company 

Syracuse, N. Y. 

Experimental modified horn antenna 
made from wood scraps and chicken 
wire. High directivity makes rotator a 

very desirable adjunct to system 

FIG. 1-For reception of channels 2 

through 13. where channel 2 is not 
especially weak, the most practical 
dimensions are W = H = B = 8 feet, 

and O = 60 degrees 

/r OST of the transmitting and 
receiving antennas in use 

today for television and communi- 
cation are of the linear or standing - 
wave variety. Examples include the 
dipole, dipole -reflector -director com- 
binations and multiple stacked ar- 
rays of all sorts. In general, these 
types are characterized by compar- 
atively narrow frequency band- 
width and concomitant matching 
problems. Power gains of 10 db 

are possible only with large struc- 
tures which by their nature become 
more critical toward bandwidth as 
the gain increases. 

Another type of antenna finding 
moderate use where space will per- 
mit, is the traveling -wave antenna. 
This category includes the termi- 
nated long wire, the V and the 
rhombic. These types, however, in 
addition to requiring a large space, 
require more than one supporting 
pole; changes in directivity are dif- 
ficult; many minor lobes exist; and 
feed impedances are generally un- 
desirably high (400 to 800 ohms) . 

Bandwidth in the traveling -wave 
types is often in excess of 3 to 1, 

which is entirely adequate for most 
receiving and transmitting condi- 
tions. 

The antenna shown in experi- 
mental form in the photograph 
offers several advantages over both 
of the types mentioned above. It 
has not, however, found very wide 
application for tv and communica- 
tion on the lower frequencies, ex- 
cept by a few. This antenna will 
be recognized as a modified horn 
type. Since horizontally polarized 
waves are of primary importance 
(for the reception of television and 

f -m signals) two of the usual four 
sides of a horn may be omitted, and 
the resulting two-sided horn may 
be fed by direct excitation. 

A drawing of this antenna is 
shown in Fig. 1. This design con- 
sists of only two vertical side sect- 
ors of the horn. The feed line is 
connected at the apex of the horn, 
one conductor being connected to 
each sector. There are no metallic 
ties between sectors. 

Attenuation to transmission 
transition being gradual, the ap- 
proximate cutoff is determined 
when 

W,, = 0.5>. 

If true unidirectional character- 
istics are wanted, the flare angle A 

should be small. However, a small 
6 would necessitate a long horn. A 

good compromise angle of 60 de- 
grees may be used. In this case the 
dimension B is given by 

W` - 0.5 >b 
B` 2 sin O 

The height of each sector H is 
made equal to the mouth width W, 

so 

Ha 0.5k 

Resistive and reactive compo- 
nents of an equilateral bisectoral 
horn antenna of the type described 
are shown in Fig. 2. It will be 
noted that the resistance ap- 
proaches 377 ohms at infinite fre- 
quency. The reactive component 
similarly approaches zero. 

Line Match 

Since both 300 -ohm and 400 -ohm 
line are commercially procurable, 
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FIG. 2-Universal impedance curves show resistance approaching 
377 ohms and reactance approaching zero ohms as frequency 

Increases 

it follows that an ideal match may 
be secured over a wide band of fre- 
quencies with this antenna. In the 
case of 300 -ohm line, the mismatch 
is only 2 percent in power or 0.8 db 
in addition to the published attenu- 
ation loss of the line, when per- 
fectly matched. At cutoff frequency 
the loss increases to 0.25 percent 
in power or 1.22 db. Below cutoff 
the loss increases rapidly due to the 
decrease in resistance. The use of 
400 -ohm line would decrease these 
losses quite a bit from the infinite 
frequency down to cutoff (being an 
ideal match at three times cutoff, 
or channel 7 and 8). 

Dimensions 

The actual dimensions used will 
depend upon the individual problem. 
For most practical vhf -tv reception, 
cutoff can be taken as 57 mega- 
cycles. For this value of cutoff, 
W,, = B,, = H,, = 8.6 ft. With these 
dimensions the power gain at 213 
me over an isotropic source is 14.7 
db. 

Using a slightly reduced size 
(8 ft) this gain is reduced to 14 
db. This is comparable to the gain 
from 10 dipoles and reflectors in a 
stacked array, or 20 elements with 
their added complexity. 

Figure 3 is a calculated plot of 
power gain, db gain and voltage 
gain. These curves are based on 
the 8 -ft dimension, or a cutoff fre- 
quency of 61.2 mc. Figure 4 shows 
the horizontal and vertical pattern 
of a scaled model at 28.7 cm, which 
had an aperture of slightly less 
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FIG. 3-Curves show calculated gain characteristics (over 
isotropic point source) for 8 -foot 60 -degree modified horn 

antenna 

than 3 times cutoff. Rear radia- 
tion is of the order of 1 percent. 

Performance 
During the course of the experi- 

ments, a 12 -ft model was erected 
at Skaneateles, New York. Good 
pictures and sound were obtained 
on channels 4 (Buffalo and Sche- 
nectady), 5 (Syracuse), 6 (Roch- 
ester), 8 (Syracuse), 12 (Bing- 
hamton), and 13 (Utica). Other 
high -gain types failed to produce 

FIG. 4-Directivity patterns for 28.5 -cm 
model (antenna rotated for vertically - 

polarized signal) 

a usable picture on any channel 
except 5. This particular location 
is down in a valley with hills of 
100 ft or more an all sides. 

The 8 -ft model is almost as good 
as the 12 -ft version, but the lower 
channels were inferior. Also, chan- 
nel 6 could not be enjoyed when 
channel 5 was on the air because 
of adjacent -channel interference 
caused by broadening of the beam. 

It should be pointed out that the 
modified horn type of antenna 
makes an excellent harmonic radia- 
tor when used in transmission 
work. Experiments show that the 
presence of a metal supporting pole 
does not affect operation, and the 
planes may be constructed from 
wire mesh (chicken wire variety 
shown in photograph), spline -type 
construction, woven wire or flat 
sheets. 
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New UHF REBNATRON 
Recent resnatron developments include uhf amplifier operation with high power output, 

and greater bandwidth and gain. Experiments indicate suitability of resnatrons for uhf 

television transmission and certain military applications 

HE RESNATRON PRINCIPLE was 
originally developed' in 1938, 

by W. W. Salisbury, D. H. Sloan, 
'and L. C. Marshall at the University 
of California, in an attempt to find 
a solution to the problem of obtain- 
ing high power outputs at frequen- 
cies in excess of 100 mc. Previous 
designs had always suffered from 
transit time effects, and from diffi- 
culties inherent in the necessarily 
finite inductance of the leads to the 
external terminals of the tube. 

In the resnatron, (the theory of 
which has been discussed by 
Dow") interelectrode spacings are 
so chosen with relation to the op- 
erating voltages on the various ele- 
ments of the tube that the transit 
time ceases to be a disadvantage. 
In general, this demands rather 
high plate and screen grid voltage. 
These are not objectionable, how- 
ever, since one of the objectives of 
design is a tube capable of ex- 
tremely high c -w power outputs. 
Complete electron bunching is em- 
ployed and the phase delay caused 
by the transit time is augmented 
by a controllable phase shift in the 
cathode circuit to bring the cath- 
ode and anode resonating elements 
into the proper phase relations for 
oscillator operation. 

Early models of the resnatron 
solved the lead inductance problem 
by adopting the simple, yet revo- 
lutionary, approach of placing all 
resonating circuits inside the evacu- 
ated envelope of the tube. Supply 
leads, therefore, are not a part of 
the resonating circuits, and their 
inductance has a negligible effect 
on the operation of the system. 

These principles of operation may 

Formerly associated with Collins 
Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

be more clearly understood by ref- 
erence to Fig. 1, which is a dia- 
gram of a resnatron amplifier tube. 
Without describing the operation of 
this tube in detail, it may be pointed 
out that the resonant circuits con- 
sist of two concentric three -quarter - 
wave coaxial lines, with the active 
elements of the tube, including the 
cathode, control grid, screen grid 
and anode, located one -quarter 
wavelength from the shorted end. 
Standing waves are set up along 
these lines, with voltage peaks at 
the location of the active elements. 
There are no leads between the ac- 
tive elements and the resonant cir- 
cuits, as the former are built into, 
and continuous with, the latter. 

It may be observed from Fig. 1 

that the interelectrode spacings in 
the tube are quite large, particu- 
larly in the output cavity, and in 
the screen -grid -control -grid section, 
where high d -c supply voltages 
might cause breakdowns if critical 
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GRID ' ANODE à -FILAMENT 

-SCREEN 

R -F 
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GRID 
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FIG. 1-Cross section of uhf resnatron 
of the grounded -cathode type 

dimensions were involved. Later 
developments have made it possible 
to operate resnatron tubes with 
external tuning elements. 

Wartime Development 

Several years after the original 
conception of the resnatron princi- 
ple, an urgent need arose, in con- 
nection with the radar counter- 
measures program being directed 
by Terman at Harvard's Radio Re- 
search Laboratory, for vacuum 
tubes capable of generating high 
c -w power output levels (20 kilo- 
watts to 100 kilowatts) at fre- 
quencies in the range from 350 to 
650 mc. There was no particular re- 
quirement for frequency stability 
or low noise level. Self-excited os- 
cillators were, therefore, known to 
be satisfactory for the purpose. It 
was immediately evident that the 
resnatron would be entirely suited 
for this application, and a program 
was, therefore, established, under 
the sponsorship of Division 15 of 
NDRC, C. G. Suits, Chairman, for 
the development of resnatron os- 
cillators designed for c -w power 
outputs in excess of 50 kilowatts in 
the frequency range centering at 
500 mc. 

This program finally culminated 
in the development of the Model 4 
resnatron oscillator. This oscillator 
has been operated with a -w power 
outputs as high as 85 kilowatts, a 
figure which could probably have 
been increased to 100 kilowatts if 
an adequate power supply had been 
available. The tuning range is 
from 350 to 650 mc, requiring a 
minor change in the cavity geom- 
etry near the middle of the range. 
Its efficiency is high, measuring 
from 40 to 70 percent, depending 
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Designs and Applications 
By D. B. HARRIS* 

Applied Electronics Laboratory 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 

upon the modulation bandwidth re- 
quired. Plate voltages of the order 
of 15 kv are employed for maximum 
power output. 

The problem of modulation of the 
resnatron was studied in great de- 
tail with the result that, at the end 
of the war, noise -modulated outputs, 
having bandwidths in excess of 
4 mc, had been achieved. This type 
of equipment (called "Tuba") was 
used in connection with the jam- 
ming of airborne interceptor radar 
equipment carried by German night 
fighters over the English Channel. 
In all, three models of the Tuba 
transmitter were delivered to the 
operational theater. 

Resnatron Amplifiers 
Following the war, resnatron 

equipment was used for propaga- 
tion study. When it became evi- 
dent, in 1947, that it would be 
necessary to assign uhf channels 
for television broadcast purposes, 
due to a shortage of vhf channels, 
consideration was given to the pos- 
sibility of adapting the resnatron 
for television transmitter purposes. 
It was known that, due to the 
high frequencies involved, television 
transmitters for the uhf band 
would require much higher power 
output ratings than those previ- 
ously employed in the vhf band. It 
was, in fact, estimated that radi- 
ated powers of the order of 200 
kilowatts would be necessary to pro- 
duce adequate coverage in an aver- 
age service area. Power levels of 
this order could be obtained with 
the resnatron assuming reasonable 
antenna gains. No other known 
tubes were, or are, capable of such 
c -w power outputs with reasonable 
efficiency. 

Partially assembled resnatron shows tube parts, including output waveguide (right). 
The screen grid is visible in gap between upper and lower housings. Vacuum pumps 

are not shown 

Another requirement for uhf tele- 
vision transmitters was a high de- 
gree of frequency stability. It was 
also evident that, for commercial 
operation, efficiency was a matter 
of paramount importance. 

These considerations, studied ac - 
cumulatively, led to the conclusion 
that the prime requirement for 
satisfactory uhf television trans- 
mitter operation was the develop- 
ment of a high -power uhf amplifier 
tube capable of being driven by a 
highly frequency -stable oscillator 
system. 

First Design 

In view of these circumstances, 
a program was instituted by W. W. 
Salisbury, then Director of Re- 
search of the Collins Radio Com- 
pany, for converting a resnatron 
oscillator tube to operate as an 
amplifier. 

In the first tube converted for 
amplifier operation, shown in Fig. 1, 

the cathode was operated at ground 
potential, a high positive voltage 
being placed on the anode. 

It was found that the principal 
problem involved in converting to 
amplifier operation was the design 
of an input circuit capable of feed- 

ing energy into the input cavity 
with good effectiveness. Due to the 
small dimensions of the cathode 
cavity, it was not possible to intro- 
duce a conventional coupling loop of 
any sizable area. A considerable 
amount of experimentation, car- 
ried on under the supervision of 
S. G. McNees, developed the fact 
that one method of obtaining op- 
timum coupling involved the use of 
a metallic connection from the 
center conductor of the input co- 
axial line to the inner wall of the 
cathode cavity. By varying the 
point at which this connection was 
made, an adequate match, result- 
ing in an acceptable standing -wave 
ratio, could be obtained without 
undue complication. 

Using a resnatron oscillator as a 
driver, a tube converted to ampli- 
fier operation in this fashion was 
operated at 570 mc, with c -w power 
outputs of 20 kw, a power gain of 
10 to 1, and an efficiency in excess 
of 75 percent. 

Further experimentation suc- 
ceeded in broadening the bandwidth 
of the tube to 6 mc. This was 
achieved principally by eliminating 
standing waves in the input coaxial 
line. The structure of the input seal 
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was, of course, sufficiently rugged 
to withstand stantling waves of con- 
siderable amplitude, and when the 
first amplifier tests were made, no 
particular effort was exerted to 
avoid standing waves in this sec- 
tion of the system, the standing - 
wave ratio in the input waveguide, 
beyond the input seal, being re- 
duced to a satisfactory level by 
adjusting the tuning plungers at 
the input seal. It was found, how- 
ever, that the coaxial line in the 
input seal had a sufficiently high Q 
so that, if standing waves were per- 
mitted to exist in this section of 
line, the bandwidth was narrowed 
to an unsatisfactory extent. 

By further adjustment of the 
point at which a connection was 
made at the inner wall of the 
cathode cavity, it was found pos- 
sible to eliminate standing waves in 
the input section and produce band- 
widths in excess of 4 mc. Having 
reached this point, it was found 
that the Q of the output circuit 
became controlling; additional ma- 
nipulation of the output seal circuit 
resulted in broadening the over-all 
bandwidth beyond 5 mc. 

Difficulty was experienced on ac- 
count of radio -frequency leakage. 
It was found, under operating con- 
ditions, that as much as 5 to 10 
kilowatts of output power leaked 
out of the output cavity without 
entering the output seal, causing 
undesirably high leakage field 
strengths in the vicinity of the tube, 
and wasting power output. Since 
the anode cavity was isolated from 
ground, shielding was inadequate 
in the section of the tube carrying 
the highest power. It was con- 
cluded that it would be necessary 
to ground the anode to remedy this 
fault completely. 

Improved Version 

A revised design of the tube, in- 
corporating the necessary changes, 
is shown in Fig. 2. In this design, 
which is the result of the joint 
efforts of S. G. McNees, W. J. 
Armstrong, and Roger Borne of the 
Research Division Staff, the anode 
is operated at ground potential, a 
high negative potential being ap- 
plied to the cathode. Under these 
conditions, the elimination of leak- 
age fields due to the anode cavity 
is greatly facilitated, as the output 

FIG. 2-Grounded-anode resnatron 
makes better shielding of high -power 

cavity possible 

coax can be tied down solidly to the 
anode cavity without employing ex- 
ternal chokes. Special arrange- 
ments must be employed in the 
input feed to isolate the external 
parts of the feed from the high 
voltage applied to the cathode, but 
any chokes used in this section of 
the system are operated at rela- 
tively low power levels, and any 
leakage fields which may exist may, 
therefore, be expected to be rela- 
tively low in power. 

Employing tubes of this general 
design, a crystal -controlled uhf 
propagation transmitter for serv- 
ice at 500 me is now being con- 
structed under the general direction 
of R. L. McCreary, head of the 
Vacuum Tube Design Section of 
the laboratory. A prototype of the 
power amplifier stage of this trans- 
mitter, consisting of two resnatron 
amplifiers in cascade, operates at 
a c -w power output of 75 kw, when 
driven with an input driving power 
of 100 watts derived from a crystal - 
controlled driver. No appreciable 
leakage is observed and the band- 
width has been found to be about 
3 mc, without any attempt having 
been made to widèn it. 

As may be inferred from these 
results, it has been found that 
when resnatron amplifiers are op- 
erated with low driving powers, 
gains as high as 70 to 1 are ob- 
tained. As the power input is 

increased, a condition is reached 
where the input feed is no longer 
matched. At a certain point, which 
may coincide with the point at 
which the grid begins to be driven 
positive, the power output flattens 
off, and very little increase in out- 
put power is obtained with further 
increase in driving power. This 
effect, again, is evidently due to an 
imperfect match which starts to 
take effect as soon as the load im- 
pedance of the cathode circuit be- 
comes low. 

Further work in this program 
will, therefore, concern itself prin- 
cipally with the problem of design- 
ing an input feed which will satis- 
factorily match the impedance of 
the cathode cavity when the grid is 
driven positive. It is anticipated 
that even higher gains and power 
outputs can easily be obtained 
through judicious design of the 
input system. 

Characteristics 

Figure 3 shows the static charac- 
teristics of a resnatron amplifier. 
It should be noted from this figure 
that the calculated transconduct- 
ance of this tube is approximately 
15,000-micromhos at a plate voltage 
of 10 kv and a plate current of 3 

amperes. 
In connection with all aspects of 

the amplifier development program, 
emphasis is being laid on tunabil- 
ity. The original oscillator tubes 
function satisfactorily over a tun- 
ing range from 350 to 650 mc. 
Amplifier tests so far made have 
concentrated principally on certain 
spot frequencies, as the particular 
applications for which these ampli- 
fiers are intended have not required 
tunability. 

Tests made for informational 
purposes outside the bands specifi- 
cally required for these applications 
have, however, indicated that the 
broad tunability of the original 
oscillator tubes will also be obtained 
without difficulty. This aspect of 
the matter will be borne in mind 
during the progress of the work, 
and it is intended that any ampli- 
fier tubes produced will have broad 
tuning ranges. 

200 -Mc Resnatron Amplifier 
The Research Division of the 

Collins Radio Company is also en - 
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gaged at present in the design of 
an extremely high power resnatron 
amplifier for linear accelerator ap- 
plications, at a frequency of 202.5 
mc. This work will be done under a 
sub -contract with the University of 
Minnesota, which is operating un- 
der a prime contract with the 
Atomic Energy Commission for the 
development of a large proton lin- 
ear accelerator of the Alverez type. 
This accelerator will include four 
accelerating tanks, driven by four 
resnatron power amplifiers, which 
will deliver, respectively, 1.2, 8.5, 
8.5, and 8.5 megawatts, to the tanks 
with which they are associated. 
The power will be delivered in 
pulses about 160 microseconds in 
length. 

Higher Frequency Tubes 

The usefulness of the resnatron 
is not confined to the uhf range. 
Tubes of the axial flow type, in 
which the electron stream travels in 
a direction parallel to the axis of 
revolution of the tube structure, 
may be expected to reach much 
higher frequencies. Some work 
along these lines has been done at 
Collins, and L. C. Marshall and 
D. H. Sloan, at the University of 
California, have also undertaken a 
program for the development of 
high -power resnatron oscillators 
and amplifiers designed for opera- 
tion at a frequency of approxi- 
mately 3,000 mc. Theoretical con- 
siderations indicate that the 
resnatron principle should still be 
effective at frequencies as high as 
this, and the work of Sloan and 
Marshall has resulted in the con- 
struction of models which promise 
to produce the desired results. 

Other Tube Types 

Only three types of tubes are 
known which are capable of gen- 
erating or amplifying c -w power at 
the levels (20 to 100 kw) required 
for satisfactory operation in the 
uhf band. These are the resnatron, 
the magnetron, and the klystron. 
Of these tubes, the magnetron 
would not seem to be a permanently 
satisfactory solution to the prob- 
lem, since it is not an amplifier, 
although proposals for magnetron 
amplifiers have been made, and, if 
such amplifiers can be developed, 
the magnetron might be found to 

have all of the necessary charac- 
teristics for satisfactory system op- 
eration. 

Both klystrons and resnatrons 
may be operated as amplifiers. 
Klystrons capable of high power 
outputs and utilizing extremely 
high electron stream currents (100 
amperes) have been built. The 
power gains obtainable with tubes 
of this type have also been deter- 
mined to be adequately high, and 
they possess important manufactur- 
ing advantages over the resnatron. 
Their development is also further 
advanced in that sealed -off klystrons 
have been constructed. Never- 
theless, the klystron, at least in its 
present state of development, pos- 
sesses an important drawback: its 
efficiency is low. The electron 
stream efficiency under present 
operating conditions is limited 
to 57 percent, and this figure must, 
of course, be multiplied by the cir- 
cuit efficiency in determining the 
over-all efficiency of the tube. In 
practice, klystrons are seldom op- 
erated with over-all efficiencies 
higher than 25 percent. It is possi- 
ble that the development of multi - 
cavity power klystrons, or changes 
in the operating parameters might 
result in some improvement in elec- 
tron stream efficiency, but it seems 
doubtful whether efficiencies as 
high as those obtainable from tri- 
odes and tetrodes of the type now 
generally used in low -frequency 
transmitter operation will ever be 
obtainable. From a commercial 
standpoint, this characteristic of 
the klystron is an extremely impor- 
tant consideration since, in the 
applications, discussed herein, the 
power outputs are large, and power 
dissipated due to low efficiency is 
excessive and costly. 

The resnatron, in its present 
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FIG. 3-Static characteristics of a res 
natron amplifier. Calculated transcon 
ductance is about 15.000 micromhos at 
10 kv and anode current of 3 amperes 

state of development, already pos- 
sesses excellent efficiency charac- 
teristics. Efficiencies as high as 80 
percent have been obtained in nor- 
mal operation at ultra -high fre- 
quencies. This high efficiency is due 
to the fact that in the resnatron 
the density of the electron stream 
may be completely modulated, while 
in the klystron it can be modulated 
only downward and upward from an 
average current value which, in 
itself, contributes nothing to the 
useful output power and results 
merely in power dissipation. A 
resnatron operated on a class -C 
basis is entirely similar to other 
class -C amplifiers, the plate current 
being entirely cut off during the 
passive part of the driving cycle. 

Resnatrons, like high -power kly- 
strons, have also been demon- 
strated in actual practice to be com- 
paratively noise -free. Noise meas- 
urements were made in connection 
with the tests of a resnatron ampli- 
fier when it was being driven by a 
frequency stable oscillator system. 
It was found that the noise level 
observed at the output of the de- 
tector of a receiver monitoring the 
signal was more than 60 db below 
the d -c level of the carrier, as de- 
termined by measuring the direct 
current in the detector circuit. 
Resnatron class -C amplifiers may, 
therefore, be expected to have noise 
characteristics fully as satisfactory 
as those of conventional tubes now 
in use. 

Summarizing the situation, it 
thus appears that the resnatron is 
best able to fulfill the requirement 
for a high -power, high -gain, high - 
efficiency, ultra -high -frequency am- 
plifier having a low noise figure. 
This conclusion is subject to modi- 
fication in the light of any new 
developments which may be made. 
The traveling -wave tube, for exam- 
ple, shows promise of being able to 
operate at fairly high power levels. 
As yet, however, such tubes have 
not been developed as high -power 
amplifiers. 
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Sound Waves Test 
Cylinder Heads 

Fast, precision testing of tolerances in production is accomplished by translating differ- 

ences in natural sonic frequencies of standard cylinder -head cavity and unknown to 

differences in volume. Rate of inspection is 180 six -cylinder heads per hour 

INDUSTRIAL TESTING of cylinder - 
head tolerances in automobile 

manufacturing has been speeded up 
considerably through the applica- 
tion of an electronic volume com- 
parator known as the Cavitometer. 

The underlying principle of 
volume measurement by the instru- 
ment is that all cavities within a 
certain type of throat opening have 
a natural resonant frequency. If a 
master cavity of known volume is 
used for comparison with an un- 
known cavity and the two cavities 
are made to resonate at their 
natural sonic frequency with the 
frequencies opposing each other, 
then the difference in frequency 
may be interpreted in terms of dif- 
ference in volume as compared with 
the master cavity. The volume va- 
ries as the reciprocal of the square 
of the frequency. 

The difference in sonic frequency 
may be translated into a difference 
in electrical frequency and used to 
deflect a pointer on a dial which is 
calibrated in terms of volume. Any 
change in ambient temperature or 
humidity affects equally the natural 
resonance period of both the cyl- 
inder head being tested and the 
master cylinder -head cavity. 

Principle of Operation 

If a cavity is connected to an 
open tube of small cross-section as 
compared to its length and the 
volume of the tube is very small 
compared to the cavity, then the 

PL ATE 

air contained in the volume of the 
tube can be considered as a piston. 
Because of the minute displace- 
ments of the air piston, it moves as 
a whole. The cavity volume, whose 
diameter is large compared with its 
depth, will suffer compression and 
expansion which will set up a sonic 
wave. The principle is similar to a 
weight hanging on a coil spring. 

A source of sound, such as a 
transducer energized by an oscilla- 
tor, placed just outside the tube or 
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FIG. 1-The closed oscillatory system 
operates at the resonant sonic frequency 
of the cavity. The discriminator trans- 
lates the resonant frequency into direct 
current proportional to volume differ- 
ential as compared with a master 

volume 

air piston and driven at resonant 
frequency will cause the cavity to 
resonate.' If a microphone is im- 
bedded in the cavity wall, then its 
output will experience a sharp rise 
when the cavity resonates. If two 
cavities, one of known volume, are 
opposed, as described previously, 
the volume of the unknown cavity 
can be measured. 

Automotive Application 

In the use of the volume compar- 
ator for automotive application, 
each engine block head slides upside 
down on hardened slides on to a 
fixture table. The engine head 
slides into a predetermined location 
adjacent to a master cylinder head. 
Pushing a button on the control 
panel energizes an electric air valve 
and loads a hydraulic piston which 
clamps the head against transducer 
plates, thus cutting off the cavities. 

The setup for testing an individ- 
ual cavity is shown in Fig. 1. The 
transducer plates are made of steel. 
Imbedded in the plates opposite the 
center of each cylinder -head depres- 
sion are adjustable -length sonic pis- 
ton throats, 4, 6 or 8 as required. 
Back of each piston throat is a 
transducer encased in a sound -ab- 
sorbing housing. Adjacent to the 
sonic piston throats are micro- 
phones also imbedded in the trans- 
ducer plates. Either 4, 6 or 8 mi- 
crophones are used depending on 
the number of cylinders in the head. 

A stepper selector switch corn - 
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Volume comparator in use on the assembly line of the Rocket engine plant of the Oldsmobile Division of General Motors. Cylinder- 
head cavities are held to a tolerance of plus or minus one cubic centimeter 

pares the sonic resonant frequency 
of each cylinder -head cavity in turn 
against the sonic resonant fre- 
quency of the master cylinder -head 
cavity. The difference in frequen- 
cies, if beyond tolerance, is indi- 
cated by HIGH or Low lights supple- 
mented by a dial indication in terms 
of some deviation from master 
cylinder -head cavity volume. 

Operating Procedure 

To start the operation ofthe com- 
parator, a start button is depressed 
which causes the selector switch to 
connect the master cavity to the 
oscillator assembly. This operation 
permits a zero adjust of the instru- 
ment. 

After a period of about two sec- 
onds, automatic operation starts for 
comparing each cylinder cavity in 
turn with the master cavity. Within 
one-half to one second, the dis- 
criminator circuit compares the 
frequency of the voltage from the 
cylinder being tested to that of the 
master cylinder. If the difference 
is within tolerance, the selector 
switch automatically moves on to 
the next cylinder head to be tested. 

The operation is repeated until all 
the cylinder heads have been tested 
or until one is found beyond volume 
tolerance. A signal light shows 
which cylinder head is being tested 
at the moment. 

If a particular cylinder head is 
beyond tolerance, a sequence of 
operations takes place. The selector 
switch automatically stops. The 
signal light, indicating excessive 
negative or positive tolerance as 
the case may be, lights. An indi- 
cating meter automatically indi- 
cates the amount of excess 
volume tolerance. The entire sys- 
tem remains in standby position 
until the inspector makes the de- 
cision about the particular cylinder 
head and restarts the system by 
pressing down on the ADVANCE 
button. 

After a cycle of operation is com- 
pleted, approximately eight seconds 
total time for six cylinders if they 
are within tolerance, the selector 
switch stops at its original position 
and is ready for zero checking be- 
fore inspecting another engine 
head. 

In the event there is a production 

requirement involving double toler- 
ances, one tolerance between any 
two cavities in a given head and a 
second tolerance between the cav- 
ities of any two different heads, an 
electronic memory circuit may be 
added. In this case, when either 
tolerance requirement is violated, 
the system remains in standby 
until the inspector restarts the sys- 
tem by pressing the ADVANCE but- 
ton. 

The instrument can be stopped or 
moved on to any cylinder position 
to let the indicating meter indicate 
the actual difference in volume as 
compared with the master cylinder - 
head cavity by holding a MANUAL 
button until the desired cylinder 
cavity is connected. 

The Cavitometer, manufactured 
by Poole Manufacturing Engineers 
of Dallas, Texas, will inspect cylin- 
der heads at about two seconds per 
cylinder if they are within toler- 
ance. Six seconds are required for 
the operator to take a cylinder head 
off the rack and place another one 
on. Six -cylinder heads can be in- 
spected at the rate of about 180 per 
hour-R.K.J. 
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Modified Butterfly 

Photograph of uhf -tv converter tandem oscillator -mixer and dial drive. Complete con- 

verter contains components shown plus appropriate shielding and power supply, 
and cascode amplifier for converted i -f signals 

UHF ANT VHF ANT 

I ANT -MIXER 
HIGH-PASS 

COUPLING FILTER 
CIRCUIT 

0 VHF 
RCVR 

MIXER -I -F 
MIXER COUPLING 

1-F 
AMPLIFIER 

LOW-PASS 
FILTER 

CIRCUIT 

T 
OSC-MIXER 

COUPLING OSCILLATOR 
CIRCUIT 

FIG. 1-Block diagram of uhf converter. Present FCC allocation plans indicate 
desirability of using vhf channel 5 or channel 6 for first i -f 

THE POSSIBILITY of an eventual 
opening of uhf television chan- 

nels in this country has stimulated 
a number of research programs 
seeking new and better techniques 
for adapting present-day vhf re- 
ceivers for uhf reception. One such 
program resulted in the develop- 
ment of the continuous tuning 
converter to be described. 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram 
of a complete uhf tuner. The three 
essential portions of the tuner are 
the oscillator circuit, the mixer cir- 
cuit and the i -f amplifier. A de- 
velopmental 7 -pin miniature -based 
version of the 6F4 (since desig- 
nated as type 6AF4) was chosen as 
the most likely usable oscillator 
tube to be available and commer- 
cially practical for use in this 
tuner. The only practical mixer for 
the uhf range was considered to be 
a germanium crystal diode. Triode 
mixers are generally inferior to 
crystals at frequencies above about 
500 mc. 

No r -f amplifier is included be- 
cause of the lack of a satisfactory 
tube for commercial use. If such 
a tube should become available, it 
might then profitably be incor- 
porated into the tuner design. 

Tuned Circuit Design 

The primary requirements of a 
tuned circuit design are range and 

FIG. 2 -Typical solid -rotor semi -butterfly (left) and modified version (right) used in converter to increase the frequency range to 

cover the 470 to 890 -mc uhf -tv band 
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UHF -TV Converter 
Converts uhf signals to vhf for reception on existing television receivers. Modified 
butterfly tuned circuits provide good tuning linearity with low noise figure and excellent 

high -frequency oscillator stability over 470 to 890 -me uhf -tv frequency range 

By M. W. SLATE, J. P. VAN DUYNE and E. F. MANNERBERG 
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories 

Bast Paterson, New Jersey 

stability. Both of these factors are 
more critical for the oscillator cir- 
cuit than for the mixer. 

The oscillator tuned circuit range 
is important because the oscillator 
tube has a lower resonant fre- 
quency than the crystal diode, and 
because the high -impedance tube 
must be connected to the high - 
impedance points of the oscillator 
circuit while the crystal, represent- 
ing an impedance of two to three 
hundred ohms, is tapped down on 
the mixer circuit. The wide range 
required makes both inductance 
and capacitance variation desirable. 

Since the i -f bandwidth is much 
less than the r -f bandwidth, the 
stability of the oscillator circuit is 
more important than that of the 
mixer. Stability, both thermal and 
mechanical, in a unit of this type 
is a function both of the basic 

r- 

FIG. 3-Complete assembled oscillator 
unit 

design of the circuit and of the 
materials of which it is made. 
Electrical and mechanical design 
cannot be considered separately. 

It was early decided to use wide - 
range continuously -tuned noncon- 
tacting resonators. The maximum 
obtainable inductance variation is 
désirable to minimize mixer band- 
width variations. The familiar semi - 
butterfly approach was used. 

A typical solid rotor semi -butter- 
fly is shown at left in Fig. 2. The 
rotor is a solid metallic semi - 
cylinder. The stator consists of a 
cylindrical metallic ring with a 
slot near the top plus two end plates. 
at each end as shown. The rotor 
revolves inside the stator with a 
small clearance between the ends 
of the rotor and the end plates at- 
tached to the stator. The points of 
connection to the circuit are at the 

top of the stator across the slot. 
In the low -frequency position the 

rotor is turned upward. A capac- 
itance exists from each side of the 
stator to the rotor through the 
small air gap between the rotor 
and the stator loop and between 
the rotor and the end plates. These 
two capacitances in series form the 
tank capacitance. The inductance 
of the circuit is essentially that of 
the lower portion of the stator loop 
since the upper portion is mag- 
netically shielded by the rotor and 
the end plates. In this position the 
inductance and capacitance are 
both at their maximum values. As 
the rotor is turned somewhat, as 
shown in Fig. 2, the effective 
capacitance area is decreased, de- 
creasing the total tank capacitance. 
The total circuit inductance is de- 
creased because the rotor now 

FIG. 4-Disassembled view of oscillator. Stator consists of silvered area on inside 
of glass -bonded mica housing 
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FIG. 5-Assembled view of mixer used 
in uhf -tv converter 

obstructs the magnetic field of the 
inductance loop portion of the 
stator. The upper portion of the 
stator is still magnetically shielded 
by the end plates to some degree. 
At the highest frequency, with the 
rotor in its lowest position, the in- 
ductance loop of the stator is com- 
pletely shielded by the rotor for 
minimum inductance, capacitance 
also being at a minimum. 

A slight modification of the semi - 
butterfly will serve further to 
increase the inductance variation, 
as shown at right in Fig. 2. 

By removing the portions of the 
inductance loop shown, the low - 
frequency inductance is substan- 
tially increased, while the capaci- 
tance is not affected. In the 
high -frequency position, due to the 
shielding effect of the rotor, varia- 
tions in the width of the stator 
inductance loop have only a second - 
order effect if the gap between 
rotor and stator is small. 

The stator in the modified ver- 
sion is a thin shell. The rotor, 
however, instead of being essen- 
tially semicylindrical is a solid 
cylinder with a single transverse 
slot. No end plates are used. In- 
ductance variation is obtained in 
much the same manner as pre- 
viously. In the low -frequency posi- 
tion the slot on the rotor, which is 
somewhat wider than the narrow 
inductance loop, is adjacent to that 
loop. Because there is sufficient 
space between the slot and the loop, 
the rotor causes little reduction in 
inductance of the loop. The capac- 
itance is essentially that from the 
upper portion of the stator through 
the air gap to the rotor. In the 
high -frequency position the induct- 
ance of the loop is reduced as be- 

fore, but because the upper portion 
of the stator is largely obstructed 
by the solid rotor, its inductance is 
low. The high -frequency capac- 
itance is less than that at the low - 
frequency end because with the slot 
in the upper portion the effective 
capacitance area is less. Capac- 
itance variation, though, is less 
than that of the units previously 
described, and the inductance varia- 
tion is greater. This is basically 
the type of resonator that has been 
used in the units to be described. 

Resonator Materials 
As was previously mentioned, 

one of the most important factors 
affecting the operation of the res- 
onator is the nature of the ma- 
terials of which it is made. For 
reasons both of stability and pro- 
ducibility, it was decided to make 
rotor and stator of a glass -bonded 
mica material with silvered con- 
ducting surfaces. Figure 3 shows 
an oscillator unit made in this 
manner. Figure 4 is a disassembled 
view of the same oscillator unit. 
As can be seen, the stator elec- 
trically consists of the silvered 
areas on the inside and the top of 
the glass -bonded mica stator. The 
rotor consists of a slotted glass - 
bonded mica cylinder entirely 
silvered, and with a shaft inserted 
in place. 

Figure 5 shows a mixer unit 
made in the same manner. The 
glass -bonded mica has several ad- 
vantages over other materials 
which might be used. One is 
stability. It has a low moisture 
absorption and low thermal co- 
efficient of expansion-approxi- 
mately that of steel. This means, 
for example, that in addition to the 
degree of stability expected from 
such a low coefficient, shafts and 
inserts may readily be molded in 
place. These materials can be 
molded to close tolerances- -F- 1 mil 
is obtainable. If closer tolerances 
or shapes which cannot be molded 
are required, the material can 
readily be machined. 

The conducting surfaces were 
applied by means of an air -dry- 
ing conductive silver paint which 
may be applied by conventional 
printed circuit techniques. Firing - 
on paints were unsatisfactory be- 
cause the glass -bonded mica would 

not withstand the required tem- 
peratures. The best air -drying 
paints encountered to date have 
been found to have conductivities 
of the order of 0.1 to 0.05 of that 
of pure silver. Consequently, a fur- 
ther coating of silver was electro- 
plated for improved conductivity. 
Conventional plating techniques 
could not be used because the usual 
acid -copper bath attacked the glass - 
bonded mica base, and because the 
high current densities ordinarily 
used in silver plating produced a 
blistering of the silver paint. Con- 
sequently, silver was directly plated 
onto the conductive paint from a 
cyanide bath at low current den- 
sities, with excellent results. 

One important problem encoun- 
tered in the design of these units 
was that of getting a suitable wear - 
resistant, rigid and accurate bear- 
ing. One approach that was tried 
was the use of a steel or bronze 
sleeve inserted into the glass - 
bonded mica end cap, but a much 
more accurate and durable means 
was found. Although the glass - 
bonded mica is abrasive, it ma- 
chines smoothly. Reamed holes in 
the glass -bonded mica end caps, 
with the steel rotor shafts running 
through them, were found to pro- 
duce excellent bearings. For ex- 
ample, when an attempt was made 
to life -test an oscillator unit with 
a motor -driven rotor and an arm 
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attached to the shaft actuating a 
counter, after 130,000 revolutions 
the metal counter -actuating arm 
wore through, stopping the test. 
When the oscillator unit was dis- 
assembled and carefully inspected 
no wear whatsoever was noticeable 
on either the shaft or the reamed 
bearing hole. 

Oscillator Circuit 
The oscillator unit is basically a 

conventional balanced Colpitts cir- 
cuit. The plate blocking capacitor 
is formed by a sheet of mica under 
the plate contact mount. The grid 
return is taken from a low -imped- 
ance point to minimize loading 
effects. The required range of the 
oscillator is 861.75 to 775.75 mc 
plus whatever overlap and trim- 
ming range is desired. At the high - 
frequency end of the range the 
major portion of the oscillator 
circuit is within the tube, which 
means that the resonator structure 
itself must have a very much 
greater unloaded range. A typical 
tuning characteristic is shown in 
Fig. 6A. More linear curves are 
readily obtained at the expense of 
range. For example, for 50 mc less 
range an almost linear curve may 
be obtained. 

The thermal coefficient of fre- 
quency of these units has been 
found to be essentially constant 
over the tuning range. This means 
that thermal drift is a problem pro- 
portional to frequency. Thermal 
coefficients of frequency of 25 parts 
per million per deg C have typi- 
cally been obtained. A typical 
oscillator warm-up drift charac- 
teristic measured in the upper part 
of the range is shown in Fig. 6B. 
This curve was measured with the 
oscillator unit in a large enclosure 
maintained at a constant tempera- 
ture. The drift therefore is that of 
the oscillator unit alone. The effect 
of enclosure may be determined 
from this drift and from the 
temperature coefficient and the rise 
in temperature of the oscillator 
enclosure. 

The mechanical stability of these 
units has been found to be excel- 
lent. This has been most vividly 
shown by the remarkable freedom 
from microphonics. For example, 
when a complete tuner was placed 
in a vhf receiver with a separate 

FIG. 7-Closeup photograph of oscillator injection transformer (left), i -f take-off coil 

(center), and antenna balanced -to -unbalanced transformer (right) 

sound i -f, slight microphonic effect 
was observed. This, however, was 
no greater than that of the vhf 
tuner of the receiver itself. In one 
instance the speaker was placed 
directly on to") of and actually 
touching the uhf tuner with no 
microphonic effect. Of course a 
test made in a nonintercarrier re- 
ceiver is far more stringent than 
one made in an intercarrier re - 
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FIG. 8-Uncompensated injection char 
acteristic 

ceiver since any frequency modula- 
tion of the uhf local oscillator in 
the latter will affect sound and pic- 
ture carrier equally and hence have 
no significant effect on the sound 
output. 

When a complete tuner was con- 
nected to a frequency calibrator 
and the frequency calibrator ad- 
justed for zero beat with the local 
oscillator, it was found that pound- 
ing on top of the unit produced 
some frequency modulation but it 
still remained within a low audio 
beat. 

Mixer Circuit 
The tuning range required for 

the mixer circuit, if this circuit is 
tuned to a frequency between pic- 
ture carrier and sound carrier, is 
approximately 472 to 886 mc. This 

range, being different from that of 
the oscillator, calls for different 
dimensions than those of the oscil- 
lator resonator, but similar shapes. 

Since the crystal mixer is a low - 
impedance device of the order of 
200 to 300 ohms, a tap down on the 
high -impedance tuned circuit is re- 
quired. The structure (Fig. 5) is 
generally similar to that of the 
oscillator. The capacitive tap -down 
circuit consists of three capacitors 
printed on a sheet of mica. This 
sheet of mica can be seen under- 
neath the two metal plates to which 
the antenna coupling transformer 
is connected. One end of the crys- 
tal is connected to the lug shown, 
which, with a small piece of mica 
underneath it, forms the diode load 
capacitor. The other end of the 
crystal connects to a lucite block, the 
purpose of which is described later. 

The antenna is coupled to the 
mixer by a balanced -to -unbalanced 
transformer shown at the right of 
Fig. 7, consisting of two bifilar- 
wound coils. Each bifilar winding 
may be considered as a coiled -up 
transmission line with a charac- 
teristic impedance of 100 ohms. 

These windings are connected in 
parallel at the unbalanced 50 -ohm 
input end, and in series at the bal- 
anced 200 -ohm end of each coil; 
due to the high unbalanced in- 
ductance the impedance at the 200 - 
ohm end is essentially balanced. 

The oscillator injection was ob- 
tained by using a tapered bal- 
anced -to -unbalanced transformer to 
couple from the high -impedance 
oscillator circuit to low resistance 
in series with the crystal. This 
resistance, which is approximately 
30 ohms, is printed on the previ - 
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FIG. 9-Schematic diagram of oscillator -mixer 
circuit 

ously mentioned insulating block, 
which also serves as one of the 
crystal mounts. 

The injection transformer, 
shown at the left of Fig. 7, is simi- 
lar to the previous one, except that 
instead of each bifilar winding 
having a constant characteristic 
impedance, the two wires are 
wound with slightly different 
pitches, causing the characteristic 
impedance to vary along the length. 
The windings are so arranged that 
the transformer impedance is ap- 
proximately 600 ohms at the high - 
impedance series end and about 30 
ohms at the low -impedance par- 
allel end. Because of the high un- 
balanced inductance, balance is not 
a problem at either end. 

The transformer is coupled to 
the oscillator by the small capac- 
itance between its mounting and 
the oscillator structure and is con- 
nected at the other end to the re- 
sistance in series with the crystal. 

An uncompensated injection 
characteristic is shown in Fig. 8. 
This curve, which has a range of 
5 to 1, shows a cyclical variation 
which should be amenable to cor- 
rection. The absolute value of the 
injection can readily be varied by 
changing the capacitance from the 
injection transformer to the oscil- 
lator. 

The i -f take-off from the mixer 
presented a problem, since with the 
mixer arrangement shown neither 
side of the crystal was grounded 
for either r -f or i -f. The solution 
was to use a bifilar-wound coil 
which acts as an unbalanced choke 
at r -f and a short length of trans- 
mission line at i -f. This length of 
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line and an adjustable series in- 
ductance at the bottom of the coil 
form are the inductance elements 
in the double -tuned bottom capac- 
itance -coupled i -f input circuit. 
This coil is shown in the center of 
Fig. 7. 

Integrated Tuner 

The r -f circuit schematic is 
shown in Fig. 9. The oscillator cir- 
cuit is shown at the top and the 
mixer circuit at the bottom. Be- 
tween the two is the representation 
of the tapered injection trans- 
former, showing the method of 
connection of the windings. The 
antenna -to-mixer unbalanced -to -bal- 
anced transformer is shown at the 
left of the mixer tank and the i -f 
output circuit directly below the 
crystal. 

Figure 10 is the schematic of the 
driven grounded -grid or cascode 
i -f amplifier. A 12AT7 has been 
used in this work, but the newly 
developed 6BQ7 which is designed 
specifically for use in a circuit of 
this type is apt to have a noise fig- 
ure of two or three db less. The 
output circuit is a double -tuned 
bottom capacitance -coupled circuit. 
The primary purpose of the low- 
pass filter in the output of the i -f 
amplifier is to eliminate the vhf 
receiver local oscillator frequency 
and its harmonics from the mixer 
circuit, where small amounts of 
such extraneous signals would pro- 
duce spurious responses. 

The purpose of the high-pass 
filter, shown between the antenna 
and the r -f transformer in Fig. 
1, is to get added rejection to 
undesired low -frequency signals, 

such as those of vhf stations, be- 
yond that rejection due to the 
selectivity of the mixer circuit and 
the essentially broad -band r -f cou- 
pling transformer. 

Performance 

With the unit as described, noise 
figures of approximately 22 db have 
been obtained. With a somewhat 
modified design having a broad- 
band r -f circuit, noise figures of 
approximately 17 db were obtained. 

The 12AT7 i -f circuit has been 
found to have a noise figure of ap- 
proximately 8 db. The use of a 
6BQ7 in place of the 12AT7 may 
be expected to reduce the i -f noise 
figure by about 3 db and the overall 
noise figure by about 2 db. 

Due to the fact that only one 
tuned circuit was used ahead of 
the oscillator in this tuner, local 
oscillator radiation has been a 
problem. The obvious solution and 
one which eventually will be re- 
quired is the use of a double -tuned 
resonator in the mixer circuit. 

In a unit of this type a double - 
tuned input circuit can readily be 
built in one mechanical assembly 
to replace the present single -tuned 
input circuit. It is expected that 
the use of this arrangement will 
give satisfactory oscillator radia- 
tion performance. 

In this paper it has been at- 
tempted to describe several new 
techniques useful in solving the 
problems of uhf operation. We 
have attempted to indicate the ad- 
vantages of these methods, and 
have described a completed tuner 
which has been built incorporating 
them. 
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Multiplexed 
Broadcast Facsimile 

Ultrasonic system now used by Rural Radio Network permits relaying facsimile newspaper 
from New York to Ithaca audience on same f -m channels that provide audio programs up 
to 15 kc. Subcarrier channel has also been successfully tested with ordinary voice mod- 

ulation for Civil Defense commands 

By JOHN V. L. HOGAN 
President 

COMMUNICATION by facsimile 
and document duplication by 

the use of facsimile scanning have 
progressed to an advanced state of 
utility and reliability, but the 
growth of facsimile broadcasting 
has been stunted by a number of 
factors. 

Although the Federal Communi- 
cations Commission, and their pred- 
ecessors, have for many years pro- 
vided frequencies for experimental 
facsimile broadcasting, it was not 
until July 15, 1948 that commercial 
facsimile broadcasts were author- 
ized, for extremely limited periods, 
in place of audio programs on f -m 
stations. Providing there was no 
degradation of the audio below 10 
kc, multiplexed commercial fac- 
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FIG. 1-Equipment used to multiplex 
facsimile with f -m broadcasting 

Hogan Laboratories 
New York, N. Y. 

and JOHN W. SMITH 
Senior Electronics Engineer 

simile programs were permitted for 
three hours during normal listen- 
ing periods'. 

Effective June 13, 1951, multi- 
plexed facsimile became available 
to f -m broadcasters for commercial 
programs on an unlimited time 
basis. The modern development 
demonstrated before the FCC in 
December 1949, and which influ- 
enced the recent ruling, is described 
below. 

The idea of putting both audio 
and facsimile on the same radio -fre- 
quency channel is not new and was 
originally demonstrated at 5 square 
inches a minute by Armstrong', but 
it is not likely that the techniques 
of the earlier days would satisfy 
present requirements. Although 

the 1948 rule of the FCC specified 
no degradation of the audio below 
10 kc, it was felt that a truly satis- 
factory service could be rendered 
only by a system that allowed the 
full 15 kc of audio without impair- 
ment by facsimile on the same 
carrier. 

Various schemes, including low 
percentage amplitude modulation 
of the radio carrier, had been sug- 
gested. Some had been tried suc- 
cessfully in the laboratory but the 
complication and potential high cost 
discouraged further development. 
It was then decided to investigate 
the possibilities of a very simple 
system using an ultrasonic fac- 
simile -modulated subcarrier to fre- 
quency -modulate the radio trans - 

General Electric type 417A radio receiver used in the type FR -1 combination for 
sound and facsimile 
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mitter in the normal manner. It 
was felt that the low inherent dis- 
tortion and wide frequency range 
of f -m modulators and detectors of 
conventional types might make 
such operation possible with a low 
percentage of radio carrier modula- 
tion. If a relatively low facsimile 
level could be used, the loss in the 
audio could be kept to negligible 
proportions in this double modula- 
tion scheme. 

Standard broadcast facsimile re- 
ceiving equipment designed for 
operation with a 10-kc double -side - 
band amplitude -modulated subcar- 
rier was tested with subcarriers in 
the range between 20 and 30 kc and 
satisfactory results were obtained. 
Since it appeared that little except 
complication could be gained by al- 
tering the type of modulation, a 
subcarrier of 25 kc with double- 
sideband amplitude modulation was 
selected for the system. Laboratory 
tests were conducted using a Meas- 
urements Corp. Model 78 f -m 
standard signal generator as a sim- 
ulated broadcast station. Audio 
program signals received on a Pilo - 
tuner at the laboratory from 
WQXR-FM were amplified, high - 
frequency pre -emphasized and low- 
pass filtered to a top of approxi- 
mately 16 kc. These audio signals 
were combined with the facsimile - 
modulated 25-kc subcarrier in a 
simple resistance mixing pad after 
the facsimile signals had passed 
through a bandpass 20-to-30-kc 
filter. The combination output of 
the mixing pad was used to modu- 
late the f -m signal generator. 

At the receiver, the output of the 
discriminator (before the de -em- 
phasis network) was fed to a high- 

pass filter and amplifier and thence 
to the regular facsimile recording 
equipment. Various relative audio 
and facsimile levels were tested. 
Satisfactory facsimile recordings 
were made with full -black radio - 
carrier facsimile deviation as low as 
400 cycles and with simultaneous 
audio deviation of 75 kc. Facsimile 
black deviations as high as 10 kc 
could not be audibly detected in the 
output of standard f -m radio re- 
ceivers. 

Field Tests 

Bench demonstration having 
worked out successfully, the first 
field tests of the system were con- 
ducted over Station WQXR-FM in 
New York in September 1948. A 
full -black facsimile deviation of 5 

kc was used, simultaneously with a 
peak audio deviation of 70 kc. Ob- 
servations on approximately 120 
f -m receivers of more than 20 makes 
scattered throughout the city re- 
vealed no trace of the facsimile sig- 
nals in the audio output of the 
receivers. Furthermore, no report 
of any interference was received 
from the critical WQXR-FM audi- 
ence. Other field tests were con- 
ducted, with similar results, over 
stations WFIL-FM in Philadelphia, 
WEAW, Evanston, Ill., and WMAQ- 
FM in Chicago. 

The complete system for single 
station operation is shown in the 
block diagram of Fig. 1. The trans- 
mitting multiplexer is shown in 
greater detail in Fig. 2. The fac- 
simile preamplifier provides for 
facsimile full -black (peak -level) in- 
put as low as -50 dbm. This input 
signal is received as a standard 
amplitude -modulated 10-kc subcar- 
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rier, which is fed over a wire line 
or STL from the facsimile program 
originating location or studio. In 
all cases, the multiplexer is located 
at the radio transmitter. It will be 
noted that audio as well as the fac- 
simile signal are fed through the 
multiplexer unit. Sufficient noise, 
distortion and direct audio compo- 
nents in the 20-to-30-kc region exist 
in the output of the best of audio 
equipments to necessitate the use 
of the low-pass audio filter. High - 
frequency pre -emphasis of the 
audio can be accomplished before 
feed to the multiplexer, or in the 
unit itself, since both standard pre - 
emphasis and flat plug-in networks 
are provided for the audio ampli- 
fier. Pre -emphasis after combina- 
tion with the facsimile signal is 
not advisable since pre -emphasis 
characteristics beyond 15 kc are not 
normally specified. 

Upon installation, the audio sec- 
tion of the multiplexer is adjusted 
to a gain of approximately unity so 
that it can be cut in or out of the 
transmitter -input circuit by means 
of patch cords or keys without dis- 
turbing the audio level. After 
initial installation adjustment, no 
further attention by the transmit- 
ter operator is required. 

The principal requirement for 
multiplexing with the equipment 
described is that the transmitter 
be capable of being modulated prop- 
erly in the 20-to-30-kc region. It 
is desirable for the output of the 
multiplexer to feed the grid of the 
modulator tube directly. Any in- 
tervening amplifiers introduce the 
possibility of intermodulation dis- 
tortion, causing interference. 

The only equipment required to 
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adapt a standard combination 
sound -and -facsimile receiver to 
multiplex operation is the adapter 
amplifier shown in Fig. 3. The unit 
is designed to plug into a connector 
on the back of a GE 417A radio 
receiver used in the type FR -1 com- 
bination sound and facsimile re- 
ceiver illustrated. The adapter 
amplifier operates successfully with 
other receivers, its output circuit 
being completed through a 3,000 - 
ohm resistor in the RA -3 facsimile 
recorder amplifier used to supply 
the marking current. Total power 
required from the 417A receiver for 
the single miniature tube is 0.3 
ampere at 6.3 volts and 2 to 5 mil- 
liamperes at 100 to 300 volts. 

Filter Construction 

The band-pass input filter (18 to 
32 ko) is assembled from available 
radio -frequency chokes and 20 -per- 
cent tolerance mica capacitors. Ac- 
ceptable units are flat within -}1.5 
db from 22 to 28 kc and down at 
least 40 db at 15 kc. It was discov- 
ered early in the development that 
it is of the utmost importance to 
provide a high-pass or band-pass 
filter directly at the output of the 
discriminator in the radio receiver. 
Any amplifier, even a cathode fol- 
lower, ahead of the filter results in 
sufficient intermodulation with the 
relatively high-level audio signals 
to make subsequent clean separa- 
tion impossible with any type of 
filter. The result is noisy sound - 
degraded facsimile copy. The filter 
shown opens -up at lower frequen- 
cies so that loading of the discrim- 
inator tends to become negligible in 
the audio region. 

Practical Applications 
Satisfactory equipment having 

become available, regular operation 
of multiplexed facsimile is increas- 
ing. A multiplexer installed at sta- 
tion WELD, Columbus, Ohio, in 
1949 is in use on a predetermined 
schedule. A similar installation was 
made in the summer of 1950 at 
WMC-FM in Memphis, Tenn. The 
latter is used to disseminate infor- 
mation from a private weather 
service to planters in the rich 
Mississippi Valley cotton -growing 
region at distances up to more than 
100 miles from the f -m radio trans- 
mitter. In all cases, it has been 

found that satisfactory facsimile 
can be recorded at any point at 
which good 'quality audio can be re- 
ceived, when a facsimile -black de- 
viation of 3 to 5 kc is employed. 
Major E. H. Armstrong and his 
staff have confirmed this observa- 
tion by means of tests from his ex- 
perimental station KE2XCC at Al- 
pine, N. J., to receivers located at 
such points as Poughkeepsie and 
West Hampton, Long Island, N. Y. 

Relayed Multiplex 
The possibility of satisfactory 

radio relay multiplex operation in- 
spired further laboratory experi- 
mentation and field tests in the 
latter part of 1950 and early 1951. 
Two multiplexer units similar to 
the type described were con- 
structed, but with the heterodyning 
modulator and oscillator eliminated 
and a good 20- to 30-kc band-pass 
filter designed to work out of a 
radio receiver discriminator substi- 
tuted therefor. Using three type 
78 f -m signal generators and two 
REL model 646 radio receivers for 
relaying, two -hop -and -broadcast re- 
lay operation was achieved in the 
laboratory. An audio program was 
relayed simultaneously with the fac- 
simile transmission. Thus encour- 
aged, an experimental field test was 
arranged with Major Armstrong 
and the Rural Radio Network. This 
network uses radio relay with fre- 
quency -modulation broadcast sta- 
tions for audio program distribu- 
tion throughout New York State 
and northern Pennsylvania. Dur- 
ing the experiments programs from 
the Columbia University campus 
were sent by 900 -mc STL to KE2- 
XCC, Alpine, N. J. Multiplex fac- 
simile signals on 93.1 me from Al- 
pine were picked up by WQAN-FM 
in Scranton, Pa., and rebroadcast 
multiplex on 92.3 with the regular 
WQAN-FM audio program. These 
signals were received by WHCU- 
FM in Ithaca, N. Y. and there re- 
broadcast multiplex on 97.3 me with 
the regular WHCU-FM audio pro- 
gram. Despite the marginal re- 
ception caused by the long hops 
(Alpine to Scranton is 90 miles and 
Scranton to Ithaca is 95 miles), 
satisfactory facsimile copy was re- 
corded in the Ithaca region a good 
part of the time. 

After these initial tests, com- 

mercial broadcast station WOR-FM 
operating at 98.7 me in North 
Bergen, N. J. replaced KE2XCC. 
This change necessitated another 
link, since WOR-FM could not be 
received satisfactorily in Scranton 
because of adjacent -channel inter- 
ference. The fourth station was 
WHVA-FM on 104.7 me in Pough- 
keepsie (transmitter at Beacon), 
New York. The final network in- 
cludes a wire line that handles the 
10-kc amplitude - modulated sub - 
carrier to WOR-FM. 

An MTA -2 multiplexer at the 
WOR-FM transmitter converts the 
subcarrier to 25 kc. The facsimile 
signals are passed on by MTA -3 
(relay -type) multiplexers from 
Beacon through the rest of the net. 
All links except the New York -to - 
Beacon hop are still in the marginal 
class. Reception is satisfactory a 
large percentage of the time, 
despite this serious handicap. 

The program material prepared 
by supervised students at the Cole 
lumbia School of Journalism is 
actually a miniature four -page to 
eight -page newspaper consisting of 
the news -in -brief, together with 
weather and market information of 
importance to the Rural Radio Net- 
work audience in New York and 
northern Pennsylvania. Each page 
is 9t x 12 in. in size and the four 
pages are transmitted in a period 
of 15 minutes. Photographs and 
typewritten and typeset printing 
are pasted on make-up sheets to- 
gether with late weather maps sup- 
plied by the U. S. Weather Bureau. 
These made-up pages are wrapped 
around the drums of the dual -scan- 
ner FT -3 facsimile transmitting 
console and the scanners are oper- 
ated alternately, in the same man- 
ner as dual -record turntables, so 
that there is no reloading pause be- 
tween pages. 

The possibility of using the mul- 
tiplex relay net with audio rather 
than facsimile has been suggested 
for Civil Defense and similar appli- 
cations. The laboratory relay set- 
up was tested with a voice channel 
and results indicated that such oper- 
ation is perfectly feasible. 

REFERENCES 
(1) A. A. McKenzie, Facsimile Goes 

Commercial, ELECTRONICS, p 97, Aug. 1948. 
(2) E. H. Armstrong, A Method of Re- 

ducing Disturbances in Radio Signaling 
by a System of Frequency Modulation, 
Proc IRE, p 689, May 1936. 
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Variable Pulse Delay 
By JAMES F. GORDON 

Principal Research Engineer 
Research and Development Department 

Bendix Radio 
Division of Bendix Aviation Corporation 

Baltimore, Md. 

lthough there are several meth- 
ods for obtaining variable 

pulse delays, many of them be- 
come impractical where a number 
of general requirements must be 
met. It is possible to design a multi - 
vibrator -type delay' for periods ex- 
tending from a few microseconds 

123.82 -µSEC PULSE SPACING 
CONTROLLED BY 8076.2 -CPS OSCILLATOR 

VOLTAGE PEAK 
AT WHICH 

SAWTOOTH IS 
CUT OFF 

- DELAY PERIOD 

-+I 1.- 0 TO 123.82 -»SEC SPACING CONTROLLED 
BY AUTOSYN PHASE SHIFTER 

FIG. 1 --Basic sawtooth time delay 

up to several milliseconds. These 
delays are entirely satisfactory for 
applications not requiring high 
stability or calibration accuracy. 

For short periods of fixed delay, 
both real and artificial delay lines 
are generally satisfactory. Other 
methods of creating pulse -type de- 
lays may be considered such as the 
phantastron,'' mercury delay lines,' 
and other types wherein an ultra- 
sonic delay` may be accomplished. 

One of the requirements of such 
a delay unit may be to establish 
pulse delays of the order mentioned 
above while maintaining a calibra- 
tion accuracy which is independent 
of the repetition rate of the refer- 
ence input pulse. A system which 
may be made reasonably insensitive 
to repetition rate is that used con- 
siderably in the past several years 
as a means of creating a pulse de- 
lay.' 

This article is based on a paper pre- 
sented at the 1950 National Electronics 
Conference. The Conference paper will 
appear in the NEC Proceedings. 

A brief review of the general 
function of such a system is as fol- 
lows: A delay reference input pulse 
is made to trigger, simultaneously, 
a sine -wave oscillator circuit and a 
sawtooth generator. The oscillator 
feeds a 0 to 360 -deg variable phase - 
shifting circuit, the output of which 
feeds a pulse generator. The pulse 
generator output consists of pulses, 
one for each cycle of the sine -wave 
oscillator. These pulses are super- 
imposed upon the sawtooth circuit 
and appear as shown in Fig. 1. 

By making the sawtooth gen- 
erator trigger itself after it reaches 
a predetermined peak value, saw - 
tooth plus superimposed pulse, and 
by using this peak trigger voltage 
to develop an output pulse, a time 
delay is realized. The time delay is 
essentially equal to the period of 
the total sine -wave oscillations rep- 
resented by the pulse spacings on 
the sawtooth. 

By changing the point at which 
the sawtooth generator triggers it- 
self, it is possible to create a delay 
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Delay unit chassis in one position of the double -hinged relay 
rack. Servo system and helipot are in black case at right 

Delay unit chassis in alternate position showing counter in 
center, fine and coarse servo autosyns and gear assembly 

for Radar Ranging 
Accurate, continuously -variable or fixed pulse delay unit may be used in radar ranging, 
navigation, propagation studies and other similar techniques. Delay is obtained locally or 
remotely with range from a few microseconds to several milliseconds with a maximum 

error of 0.3 microsecond 

which is adjustable in steps, each 
step equal to one cycle of the sine - 
wave oscillator. By virtue of the 
phase shifter following the pulse 
sine -wave oscillator circuit it is pos- 
sible to superimpose upon this saw - 
tooth, pulses equally spaced by one 
cycle of the sine -wave following the 
first pulse. 

The first pulse at the base of the 
sawtooth will be spaced a period 
from the start of the sawtooth by 
a 0 to 360 -deg value depending upon 
the setting of the phase shifter. 
By suitably adjusting the sawtooth 
stopping point and by setting the 
phase shifter it is possible to super- 
impose any number of pulse spac- 
ings plus any part of a pulse space 

on the sawtooth. If the sawtooth 
cut-off point is made to increase 
in synchronism with the corre- 
sponding sine -wave phase shifter, 
the delay period as indicated will 
be continuously adjustable. Since 
this is accomplished in practice by 
a mechanical linkage, the unit is 
referred to as an electromechanical 
pulse delay unit. 

In a unit designed on the fore- 
going basis the total pulse delay 
accomplished is the same as a num- 
ber of individual delays, all of 
which are not immediately appar- 
ent. One of the general sources of 
such individual delays results from 
the existing condition in all pulsed 
timing equipments that any pulse 

must necessarily have a finite rise 
period. The designer should make 
all pulses in the delay chain have 
as short a rise period as possible 
and the amplitude should be gener- 
ous in all cases to reduce the total 
delay in any system and the trig- 
gering action sensitivity to ampli- 
tude variations. Sensitivity of this 
sort is often responsible for a type 
of annoying pulse phase modulation 
generally referred to as jitter. 
Long term variations of the same 
type result in reset inaccuracies. 

The total delay effected by a unit 
of this type must take into consid- 
eration the delay introduced by the 
character of the delay reference 
input pulse and by the effect of the 
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FIG. 2-Input and output waveforms for 
autosyn phase shifter. Resulting distortion 
is not dissipated until the end of the first 

two cycles 
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FIG. 6-An automatically traced error 
curve for a carefully balanced and adjusted 
unit over a 500 to 2,500 -microsecond delay 

delayed output pulse characteris- 
tic upon the circuit to which the 
unit is connected. The total unit 
delay in microseconds for a given 
control setting may be expressed as 
D=d+k+m+106/360f (0-F 9) 
where 

d is the delay in microseconds due 
to the character of the input 
pulse, the effect of the output 
pulse on the driven circuit and 
the delay caused by triggering 
characteristics within the circuit 

B is the phase angle due to sine - 
wave oscillator phase shifter 

p is the total degrees of sine -wave 
oscillator duration between second 
and last pulses on sawtooth, (see 
Fig. 1 and 5.) 

f is the sine -wave oscillator fre- 
quency in cycles 

k is the additional delay, positive 
or negative, created by waveform 
distortion of the initial cycles fol- 
lowing triggering of the sine - 
wave oscillator, (see Fig. 2 and 6.) 

m is the delay due to errors in the 
mechanical system 

As shown in Fig. 2, the oscilla- 
tor output is clean and harmonic 
free following the initial time t, 
and should have a total harmonic 
distortion of less than 1%. The 
sharp wave front caused by start- 
ing the sine wave creates a wave- 
form distortion following the auto- 
syn phase shifter that is not dissi- 
pated until after the first two cycles 
at least, also shown in Fig. 2. De- 
pending upon the adjustment of 
the phase shifter, the total delay 
adjustment for delays less than the 
first two cycles will not have correct 
angular agreement and k will ei- 
ther be a plus or a minus value. 
A linear calibration cannot be made 
for delays appreciably less than 
360 µsec, although the unit is 
capable of about a 30 -µsec mini- 
mum delay. A variation in the 
phase balance of the 90 -deg phase 
shifter by a value of 1 deg will 
create an error of -x-0.4 µsec. For 
delays extending beyond the region 
of distortion shown in Fig. 2, k 
may be neglected. 

Design Limitations 

There are some obvious limita- 
tions to the arrangement as de- 
scribed. The method requires a 
very stable sine -wave oscillator and 
a faithful sine -wave phase shifter." 
The method also requires a rigid 
means of developing pulses from 
the sine -wave oscillator which are 
phase locked to the sine -wave oscil- 
lator. Increasing the delay period 

accentuates these requirements. 
A limitation is presented by the 

maximum amplitude of linear saw - 
tooth that may be generated. This 
maximum amplitude determines the 
minimum sawtooth pulse spacing 
which may be accommodated on 
the sawtooth without danger of am- 
biguous pulse selection. This in 
turn determines the frequency of 
the sine -wave oscillator. 

For the unit described here, the 
sine -wave oscillator operates at 
8,076.2 cycles resulting in a voltage 
separation on the sawtooth of ap- 
proximately 3.5 volts. This repre- 
sents a peak sawtooth voltage of 
3.5 x 40 or 140 for the maximum 
delay of 40 pulse spaces and is the 
condition for a delay of approxi- 
mately 5,000 µsec. The delay is 
readily accomplished with minia- 
ture vacuum tubes and low supply 
voltages. 

Sine -Wave Oscillator 

The sine -wave oscillator shown 
in the circuit diagram is a pulsed 
Hartley type. It is rendered opera- 
tive by removing the impedance of 
a cathode -follower -type clamp from 
across its tank circuit as soon as a 

reference input pulse is applied to 
the unit. The oscillator feedback 
network is adjusted to maintain a 

sine -wave oscillation at the peak di- 
rect voltage determined by the en- 
ergy stored in the inductance at the 
time of release. The oscillator is 
made inoperative by replacing the 
oscillator clamp across it at the end 
of the delay period. 

To obtain both short and long- 
term stability the oscillator is ar- 
ranged to include a high -Q inductor, 
well shielded and rigidly mounted 
within a magnetic shield. Tem- 
perature compensation is provided. 
The 90 -deg phase -shifter circuit 
is utilized primarily because it re- 
quires only one R and one C and is 
less critical to adjust. 

The variable 0 to 360 -deg phase 
shifter is the familiar autosyn.° 
Many phase shifters of this sort 
utilize a rotating capacitor .° By the 
use of the autosyn, a low impedance 
results at the sine -wave oscillator 
frequency plus relatively high-level 
operation. These characteristics 
are desirable in order to reduce the 
total tube requirements. The phase 
accuracy of the arrangement can 
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be made to be of the order of 10 
minutes. 

Use of the Multiar 

In order to phase -lock the pulses 
to the sine -wave output of the auto- 
syn phase shifter, a form of mul- 
tiar' is used. The multiar has the 
advantage of being regenerative 
for voltage increments of one sign 
and insensitive to those of opposite 
sign. This creates a situation 
where, as the sign of the voltage 
changes through zero, the circuit 
becomes immediately operative. 

In the multiar circuit shown, 
the conduction which triggers 
V. is obtained when the sine - 
wave input is going from positive 
to negative with respect to ground. 

The method described performs 
well enough to be satisfactory. The 
multiar output pulse drives a con- 
ventional pulse generator which 
functions to maintain both a con- 
stant level output and a low -impe- 
dance pulse source to feed the 
pulses to the sawtooth generator. 

The sawtooth generator utilizes 
a single feedback follower to pro- 
vide a linear charging current for 
the sawtooth capacitor. The line- 
arity resulting is of the order of 
one -tenth of ose percent. Precision 
resistors and capacitors are used in 
the circuit. 

A triode may be used instead of 
a selector diode. There is a greater 
stability in the cut-off characteris- 
tics of a biased diode which reduces 
the hazards of pulse skipping. 

A second conventional parallel - 
triggered blocking oscillator type 
of pulse generator provides an out- 
put pulse. The pulse is shaped and 
made available as either a positive 
or negative pulse to feed a 90 -ohm 
line. 

To provide rigid synchronization 
of the triggered functions in the 
circuit, an Eccles -Jordan bistable 
type of biased multivibrator8 is ren- 
dered conducting in one direction 
by the delay reference input pulse. 
This is referred to as a gate cir- 
cuit and it remains conducting un- 
til one delay period has been com- 
pleted. The output pulse resulting 
from the delay function triggers 
the Eccles -Jordan circuit back to its 
original position to await the next 
delay reference input pulse. The 
gate circuit control to the sine - 

wave oscillator and sawtooth is ac- 
complished by means of a cathode 
follower to minimize loading effects 
on the gate circuit. 

The smallest disturbance to any 
part of the circuit is likely to af- 
fect the stability and hence the 
accuracy. Since in order to operate 
and calibrate it is necessary to ob- 
serve circuit functions, two fol- 
lower tubes are built into the unit 
as nonloading test connections. 
The follower tubes allow examina- 
tion of the sawtooth and the 
8,076.2-kc derived blocking -oscilla- 
tor output pulse. 

Unit Construction 

The chassis is mounted in a tem- 
perature -controlled oven so that all 
thermosensitive components asso- 
ciated with the accuracy of the de- 
lay are kept at a constant tempera- 
ture. To improve the uniformity of 
component temperature, a small air 
circulator is incorporated within 
the oven. 

The unit uses 16 miniature -type 
vacuum tubes and is arranged to 
provide complete accessibility as a 
relay rack -mounted unit. 

The front panel hinges outward 
exposing first the vacuum tubes and 
adjustments. The component side 
of the chassis and the oven is 
available by hinging back the oven 
cover. Complete hinge -out of the 
chassis and dust cover makes the 
cable connectors accessible. 

By utilizing a counter and suit- 
able gearing, it is possible to ar- 
range a means of directly reading 
the delay period to which the unit 
is adjusted. Accuracy of the read- 
ing depends upon the accuracy of 
the gearing between the counter 
indicator and the delay control 
shaft. The accuracy is excellent 
with precision gearing. The error 
curve for a 120 -µsec section of the 
total delay range is shown super- 
imposed upon the gear error in Fig. 
3. The long -period cyclic gear error 
as indicated by the dotted line may 
be attributed to a large gear in the 
mechanical part of the system. 
The short -period cyclic error may 
be attributed to a smaller gear and 
other mechanical errors. 

The linearity of the unit as a 
function of the position of the con- 
trol shaft is degraded by the "run 
out" in the gearing driving the in- 

dicator but is a minor factor. By 
careful balancing of the 90 -deg. 
phase shifter, the measured results 
shown in Fig. 6 may be obtained. 
Here, the gear -train error becomes 
predominant. 

Remote Control 

The unit may be operated re- 
motely by a servo system compris- 
ing a coarse and fine autosyn sys- 
tem which is designed as an 
integral part of the unit. The er- 
ror curve of Fig. 3 does not take 
into account the errors in the servo 
system. These errors must be added 
algebraically to the results obtained 
with direct control of the unit. 

Units of the type described are 
applicable in radar ranging, naviga- 
tion, propagation studies, coding, 
and other similar techniques. A 
novel application is the use of two 
such units to trigger each other 
to form a very stable pulse genera- 
tor as shown in Fig. 4. In this 
arrangement the pulse output 
period is equal to D, + Dº and may 
be varied by changing the period 
of either or both of the delays. It 
is necessary to start the action by 
causing either of the units to gen- 
erate a pulse. If either of the units 
fail to deliver a pulse, the oscilla- 
tion ceases. The probability of fail- 
ure during normal operation is so 
remote as to be insignificant. 

The successful development of 
the unit described is due to the con- 
tributing efforts of H. A. Straus, 
J. M. Miller, Jr., C. G. McMullen, 
E. C. Nunn, E. L. Gray, W. G. 
Chenoweth and G. M. Trinite. 
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FIG. 2-Block diagram of synchronized stroboscope 

Precision Measurement 
of Shaft Speeds 

Accuracy within a fraction of one percent is obtained when measuring shaft speeds by 

use of 440 -cycle tone from station WWV as standard. Audio oscillator is synchronized to 

submultiple of 440 cycles and used with thyratron to trigger stroboscope 

ARESEARCH PROJECT concerned 
with the design of exit nozzles 

in a hot-air heating system required 
the precision measurement of the 
speed of a cage -type fan providing 
the air pressure for the system. 
Measurements of the nozzle veloci- 
ties were being conducted to a high 
degree of accuracy and long-time 
variations in the velocity were sus- 
pected as being due to the d -c 
motor -driven fan. 

Ordinary integrating tachom- 
eters are averaging instruments by 
nature and were considered not 
suitable for high -accuracy shaft 
speed measurements or for disclos- 
ing the nature of any variation. 
The d -c generator type of tachom- 
eter cannot be more reliable than 
the meter readability or accuracy, 

By OLIVER V. RILEY 
Professor of Electrical Engineering 

Kansas State College 
Manhattan, Kansas 

therefore not much better than one 
percent. The ordinary stroboscope 
is not accurate to better than this; 
thus it appears that most conven- 
tional speed -measuring techniques 
are not suitable for high precision 
work. 

Time Standard 
A search for an accurate time 

standard with which to compare the 
unknown shaft speed indicated that 
the Bureau of Standards station 
WWV was the most convenient and 
accurate standard available. The 
440 and 600 -cycle audio tones trans- 
mitted on alternate 5 -minute inter- 
vals are accurate to one part in 50 
million. 

The first attempt using WWV 
was to take the audio signal 

through a low-pass filter to a type 
5663 thyratron, as shown in Fig. 1, 
and use the thyratron as a switch 
across the contactor terminals of a 
standard stroboscope. The flashing 
light of the stroboscope would then 
monitor a chalk mark on the fan 
pulley. An arbitrary adjustment 
of the d -c motor speed to obtain sta- 
tionary chalk mark positions allows 
any drift in speed to be determined 
quickly. 

The system as described has two 
faults: fading of the signal results 
in faulty firing of the stroboscope 
and the flashing rate is much 
greater than the shaft speed giving 
closely -spaced multiple images of 
the chalk mark on the fan pulley. 
For example, a 1,200 -rpm pulley 
speed and a 600 -cps flashing speed 
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Arrangement of equipment used for measuring shaft speed of a cage -type fan 

would result in 30 chalk mark 
images on the wheel. This ambi- 
guity makés reading difficult. 

An audio oscillator and an oscil- 
loscope were added to the system 
to overcome these two faults. The 
audio oscillator provides the fly- 
wheel effect during signal fading 
and the oscilloscope, through the 
medium of Lissajous figures, pro- 
vides a convenient count -down sys- 
tem. The resulting circuit arrange- 
ment used is shown in Fig. 2. Here 
the receiver audio output signal is 
fed through the low-pass filter to 
the Y input of the scope, while the 
audio oscillator is used to drive the 
thyratron contactor control and 
the X input of the scope. 

Operating Procedure 
As an example of operation, the 

440 -cycle WWV tone is fed from 
the receiver to the oscilloscope and 
a 44 -cycle signal comes from the 
audio oscillator. A 10 to 1 Lissa- 
jous pattern is obtained on the 
oscilloscope and is adjusted to sta- 
bility by synchronizing the audio 
oscillator manually for the proper 
Lissajous ratio. The thyratron bias 
control is adjusted for best opera- 
tion of the stroboscope. The stro- 
boscope flashing rate is then 44 X 
60 = 2,640 flashes per minute. 

A pulley wheel rotating at 880 
rpm will have three images of the 
peripheral chalk mark appearing at 
equal angular intervals. Assuming 
a speed change of 0.1 percent, the 
marks would creep 0.88 part of a 
revolution in one minute. The abil- 
ity to keep the audio oscillator man- 
ually synchronized with the WWV 
tone should be much better than 
this. A frequency drift of one part 
in 4,400 is represented by the coin- 
cidence of wave crests of the Lissa- 
jous patterns at 10 -second inter- 
vals. Manual adjustment within 
these limits is feasible with a stable 
audio oscillator; thus speed stabil- 
ity measurements and precise speed 
measurements are possible. 

This system could be consider- 
ably simplified by the attachment of 
a small permanent bar magnet to 
the rotating pulley and the use of a 
coil of wire placed near the magnet 
path. This coil would have a pulse 
of voltage developed in it which 
could be applied directly to the 
scope Y input. The WWV audio 
tone could then be applied directly 
to the X input. The shaft speed 
would need to be 26,400 rpm for 
a pulse to appear on each complete 
excursion of the trace along the X 
axis. Should the shaft speed be 
440 rpm, the pulse would appear 

only once in 60 traversals of the 
sweep. This limitation may be 
overcome by constructing a 60 -tooth 
wheel and placing the pickup coil on 
a U-shaped magnet, the span of 
which is equal to the slot span of 
the toothed wheel. 

Another system is to feed the coil 
pulse voltage to the Y plates in ser- 
ies with the 440 -cps tone and estab- 
lish a stable Lissajous pattern with 
44 cps applied from the audio oscil- 
lator to the X plates. A drift of 
one rpm in pulley speed would cause 
the voltage pip to move three times 
around the X traversal per minute. 
Since the X sweep is actually mov- 
ing at the rate of 2,640 traversals 
per minute and the pickup feeds in 
pulses at 880 ppm, there would be 3 
traversals per pulse. 

Interpolation 
Interpolation of the speeds using 

these techniques may be done by 
allowing the chalk mark image to 
drift and timing the rate of drift 
with a stop watch over long enough 
intervals to minimize the operator 
error on the stop watch. This 
method is applicable to narrow 
speed ranges about those stable 
image values obtained as an integ- 
ral submultiple of the 440 and 600 - 
cycle tones. 
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R -F Amplifier for 
By B. F. TYSON and J. G. WEISSMAN 

Physics Laboratories 
Sylvania. Electric Products Inc. 

Bayside, N. Y. 

IN THE DESIGN of head -end tuners 
for television receivers, there 

are two important reasons why an 
r -f amplifier stage is usually in- 
cluded. The first reason is to im- 
prove the receiver's noise figure, 
or ability to pick up weak signals. 
The second is to isolate or shield the 
local oscillator from the antenna. 

Tuners for the uhf band of 470 to 
890 me will probably employ crystal 
mixers which intrinsically have 
quite good noise performance. How- 
ever, where the service range may 
be limited by low transmitter pow- 
ers, small receiving antennas and 
inefficient transmission lines, an 
improvement in noise figure by the 
use of an r -f amplifier would be 
most welcome. Also, local oscilla- 
tor excitation power required for 
optimum conversion in crystal mix- 
ers is relatively low, but the radia- 
tion might still be high enough to 
interfere seriously with other tele- 
vision receivers or other services. 

Design of R -F Amplifier 

In order to investigate these 
points and solve the circuit prob- 
lems of covering the wide tuning 
range of the uhf band, an r -f 
amplifier using a Sylvania type 
5768 disk -seal planar triode in a 
grounded -grid circuit was designed 
and built. The physical construc- 
tion of this tube, shown in Fig. 1A, 
results in extremely low lead in- 

ductances and interelectrode capac- 
itances. The grid connection at the 
center is in the form of a disk or 
flange completely encircling the 
tube, so that a low -impedance con- 
nection to ground may be made and 
the shielding between input and 
output maintained. The cathode 
and plate leads on either end are 
0.2 -inch -diameter rods which con- 
tinue right in through the glass, 
coming up close to the flat mesh 
grid. The ends of the rods act as 
the effective cathode and plate sur- 
faces. The grid -cathode input 
capacitance and the grid -plate out- 
put capacitance are only slightly 
over 1 µµf each and the plate - 
cathode capacitance has a maxi- 
mum value of 0.015 µµf. The tube 
also features high gm. and low power 
consumption. A g,n of 6,500 mi- 
cromhos is obtained with 8 ma of 
plate current. The low plate - 
cathode capacitance and high g,, 
together with the high mu of 100, 
are all desirable characteristics for 
grounded -grid amplifier operation. 

The small physical size of the 
5768 and its double -ended construc- 
tion make it readily adaptable to 
concentric line circuitry. Operation 
at frequencies as high as 2,500 or 
3,000 me is possible, so a relatively 
simple circuit arrangement is cap- 
able of producing good results in 
the 470 to 890 me range. 

First, let us look at the input 

impedance of the tube under the 
conditions shown in the simplified 
circuit of Fig. 1B. Assuming the 
output load impedance ZL equal to 
the plate resistance, and neglecting 
loading due to transit time, the 
input admittance is given by: 

(C.+ - 2 
C,t,) 

Substituting the values of g,,. _ 
6,500 micromhos, µ = 100, Co, 

= 1.6 HI, and Co. = 0.015 p,pf, and 
taking a frequency of 700 me near 
the middle of the uhf band gives 
an input admittance of 5 /50° mil- 
limhos. Here Co, is assumed 
slightly higher than the rated value 
to allow for the unavoidable in- 
crease due to stray capacitanse. The 
input impedance is therefore 200 

ohms at a phase angle of -50°. This 
impedance is so low that it was 
decided to feed the cathode input 
directly from the 50 -ohm antenna 
transmission line. The resulting 
mismatch loss is quite low, between 
1 and 2 db. With a direct input 
connection, the mechanical com- 
plexities of providing a tuned input 
matching transformer are avoided 
without appreciable loss. 

The input circuit is untuned, as 
shown in the complete amplifier 
circuit diagram of Fig. 1C. The 
input blocking capacitor and the 
heater and cathode bypass capaci- 
tors are all 100-µµf mica buttons. 
The cathode and heater feed chokes 

GRID. 

CATHODE 

HEATER 

PLATE 

0.2" 

MAX LENGTH= 2 

Cgp= 1.05).1 E r 100 

g = 6,500 MICROMHOS Ep= 250 V 

(A) TUBE DIMENSIONS 

Cpk 

5768 OOiSN¿F 

(B) MISMATCH LOSS 

1 

INPUT 

6.3V - +250V 0.44 

(C) R -F AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

FIG. 1-Dimensions of Sylvania type 5788 triode, simplified circuit used in measuring its input mismatch loss, and circuit of r -f amplifier 

using tube for uhf television 
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UHF Television Tuners 
Design and performance of concentric -line r -f amplifier circuit using disk -seal planar triode 
with grounded grid. Ahead of typical crystal mixer, amplifier gives gain of 12.5 db over 
entire uhf range of 470 to 890 mc, improves overall noise figure by 3 to 4 db and reduces 

radiated local oscillator power 500 times. Chief drawback is high cost of tube 

Setup used to measure noise figure of amplifier. Noise generator, feeding into amplifier. is at upper left; output of amplifier feeds into 
crystal mixer and i -f amplifier at right which also provides operating voltages 

Complete concentric -line uhf r -f amplifier, with covers lifted off to show inner construcäon. Tuning push -rod is at left: input jack is on 
small cover at right; output jack with coupling loop is on longer ccver 
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are 7 turns of No. 22F wire wound 
inch in diameter and inch long. 
In the plate circuit of the ampli- 

fier, a half -wave type of concentric 
line is used as the tuning element. 
Since the gain -bandwidth product 
of an amplifier is limited by total 
circuit capacitance and the capaci- 
tance of a concentric line varies 
inversely with its characteristic 
impedance, the impedance of the 
line is made as high as physically 
possible. The highest practical 
ratio of outer -conductor effective 
diameter to inner -conductor diam- 
eter is about 9 to 1, giving a line 
impedance of approximately 130 
ohms. 

Tuning of the line over the band 
is achieved by sliding a movable 
telescoping section of the inner 
conductor into a fixed hollow section 
connected to the plate rod. The 
amount of fixed line external to the 
tube is determined by the highest 
desired frequency of 890 mc. This 
external length is not a full half - 
wavelength at 890 mc because of 
the equivalent length of line within 
the tube itself. The length of the 
plate rod of the tube itself is ap- 
proximately 2.8 cm. For a line im- 
pedance of 130 ohms the grid -plate 
output capacitance of 1.05 µµf cor- 
responds to a line length of 3.5 cm. 
At 890 mc a half -wavelength equals 
16.8 cm. Subtracting the 6.3 cm 
due to the tube leaves an external 
length of 10.5 cm available for the 
telescopic tuning action. 

The lowest tunable frequency is 
determined by the line length at 
full extension of the telescoping 
section. Allowing e cm of overlap, 
there are 20.5 cm of line external to 
the tube, plus 6.3 cm in the tube, 
or a total of 26.8 cm. A half -wave 
line this long resonates at 560 mc 
and the lower frequency limit of 470 
mc has not been reached. To over- 
come this difficulty, a small length 
of grounded tubing was arranged 

so that the sliding inner conductor 
forms a cylindrical capacitor with 
it at the low -frequency end of the 
range. This capacitive loading ex- 
tends the coverage down to 470 mc. 

Construction Details 

The physical construction of the 
amplifier is shown in Fig. 2. The 
tube is mounted with its grid disk 
firmly grounded between the ends 
of the input and output shield 
boxes. The cathode input connec- 
tions are made as short as possible. 
One side of the input blocking 
capacitor is soldered directly to the 
cathode connector, while the other 
side carries the center pin of the 
type N input jack. The long shield 
box acts as the outer conductor of 
the plate circuit tuning line. The 
fixed portion of the line is sup- 
ported by a small insulating block 
near the output jack. The movable 
portion is driven by an insulated 
push rod. The ground side of the 
low -frequency loading capacitor is 
soldered to the end shield plate. The 
plate circuit r -f choke is connected 
to the tuning line at the point of 
minimum voltage for the center of 
the range. This results in least 
disturbance to the plate circuit. 
The choke is the same as those used 
in the cathode circuit, and the by- 
pass capacitor is another 100-µµf 
mica button. 

Gain and Bandwidth 

Output power is taken from this 
amplifier at an impedance level of 
50 ohms by means of a small loop 
coupled to the tuned line. The 
magnetic field intensity along the 
length of a half -wave resonator 
varies sinusoieally, rising to a max- 
imum at a quarter -wavelength from 
the open ends. Loop coupling is 
essentially electromagnetic so that 
the amount of coupling is a func- 
tion of the position of the loop 
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FIG. 2-Construction details of grounded grid r -f amplifier for 470 to 890 -mc tv band 

along the line. Maximum coupling 
occurs at the region of maximum 
field intensity, resulting in greatest 
amplifier bandwidth at this point. 
This is not necessarily the point of 
maximum gain, which only occurs 
when the output impedance of the 
tube is matched. These effects 
were explored at several frequen- 
cies in the band by cutting a longi- 
tudinal slot in the outer conductor 
of the line so that the position of 
the loop could be varied. 

The curves of Fig. 3 show how 
the amplifier's gain and bandwidth 
depend on the loop position. Ex- 
amination of the 700 -mc bandwidth 
curve, for example, shows that the 
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FIG. 3-Effect of output loop position on 
gain and bandwidth 

bandwidth increases to a maximum 
of 17.5 me with the loop about 8.5 
cm from the grid plane and then 
falls off again. The point of maxi- 
mum bandwidth at 8.5 cm is the 
maximum coupling point for 700 mc, 
but the gain curve shows that the 
8.5 -cm point gives the lowest gain. 
The gain rises on either side, reach- 
ing a maximum when the loop posi- 
tion is about 14.5 cm from the 
grid plane. This is the point where 
the tube impedance is matched, 
while the 8.5 -cm point is actually 
the point of greatest mismatch. The 
curves at other frequencies show 
similar effects except that the gain 
and bandwidth maxima and minima 
come at different loop positions be- 
cause of the change of wavelength. 

Observation of the variation in 
gain and bandwidth with loop posi- 
tion at different frequencies 
throughout the uhf band enables 
one to choose the best fixed position 
of the loop. If the loop is placed 
11 cm from the grid plane, the band- 
width is 7 mc at 500 mc, rises to 
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12 mc at 700 mc, and then decreases 
again to 6 mc at 900 mc. The cor- 
responding power gains are fairly 
constant, ranging between 17 and 
23 times. Any other choice of a 
fixed coupling position would result 
in greater departures from uni- 
formity of either gain or bandwidth 
over the tuning range. 

The table in Fig. 4 lists the final 
measurements of gain and band- 
width with the coupling loop fixed 
at 11 cm from the grid plane. The 
gain is quite constant in the neigh- 
borhood of 12.5 db, with the 3 -db 
bandwidth ranging between 6 and 
12 mc. 

Noise Figure 

The noise figure of this amplifier 
was measured at several frequen- 
cies in the uhf band by the setup 
shown in Fig. 4. The amplifier 
feeds a crystal mixer which is fol- 
lowed by a 3 -db attenuator, a 44 -mc 
i -f amplifier and an output meter. 
The crystal mixer section also in- 
cludes a local oscillator and a cas - 
code -connected i -f preamplifier. To 
measure the overall noise figure, 
NFL, the diode noise generator at 
the input is turned off, the 3 -db pad 
is switched out of circuit and the 
noise output observed on the output 
meter. The 3 -db pad is now switched 
in and the noise input from the 
generator increased until the same 
output reading is obtained. This 
means that the generator is pro- 
ducing noise equal to that of the 
apparatus under test. The ratio of 
this noise to that produced in the 
50 -ohm antenna resistance gives 
the noise figure. The measured 
overall noise figures range between 
11.0 and 11.6 db across the uhf 
band. 

The noise figure of the mixer 
used in these tests was measured by 
the method outlined above and 
found to be 15 db. Therefore, use 
of the r -f amplifier gave an im- 
provement of 3.4 to 4 db over the 
noise figure of the mixer alone. 

The equation under the block dia- 
gram gives the overall noise figure 
of two networks in cascade in terms 
of their individual noise figures and 
the gain of the first. In the case 
discussed here, the amplifier is the 
first network and the mixer is the 
second network. Having measured 
the overall noise figure NFL, the 
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FIG. 4 -Performance data for amplifier, and circuit arrangement used for obtaining 
noise figure data 

noise figure of the mixer NF,, and 
the amplifier gain G it is possible 
to compute the noise figure NF, of 
the amplifier alone. The computed 
values of NF, range between 10.3 
and 11.2 db over the band. 

Oscillator Radiation 
An attempt was made to measure 

the local oscillator power coming 
out of the antenna terminal of the 
amplifier in the same setup which 
was used for noise measurements. 
However, the level was so low that 
reliable measurements could not be 
obtained. Another method was 
tried, with the r -f amplifier turned 
around and inserted between a c -w 
signal generator and a uhf receiver. 
The signal generator output simu- 
lates the local oscillator power en- 
tering the plate circuit side of the 
amplifier. The uhf receiver picks 
up the simulated local oscillator 
power which gets through the 
amplifier, and an output meter in- 
dicates the strength of the signal. 
A 6 -db pad was used ahead of the 
uhf receiver to smooth out any im- 
pedance irregularities in its input. 
In the tests, the amplifier plate cir- 
cuit was tuned to the generator fre- 
quency so the attenuation measured 
is that due to the shielding effect 
of the tube alone. Under those con- 
ditions, the measured reduction in 
local oscillator feed -through is 500 
times in power or 27 db. The 
measured values were about the 
same throughout the entire band. 

It is interesting to estimate the 
local oscillator radiation field 
strength from a receiver using this 

r -f amplifier. Assume that 1 milli - 
watt of local oscillator power is 
available to the plate circuit of the 
amplifier and that the oscillator 
runs at 44 mc above the signal fre- 
quency. At a frequency of 700 mc 
near the center of the uhf band, the 
amplifier 3 -db bandwidth is 12 mc. 
Therefore, at 44 mc off resonance, 
the circuit selectivity will introduce 
about 17 db attenuation to the local 
oscillator. This, added to the 27 db 
due to the shielding effect of the 
tube, makes a total of 44 db. The 
power available for radiation is 
therefore 44 db below 1 milliwatt or 
0.04 microwatt. Assuming that 
there are no other radiation paths 
from the local oscillator and that 
there is no attenuation in the an- 
tenna line, a half -wave dipole radi- 
ating 0.04 microwatt in free space 
would create a field strength of 45 
microvolts per meter at a distance 
of 100 ft. 

Conclusions 

The r -f amplifier described uses 
a tube type which may be too costly 
for application in competitive re- 
ceiver designs. However, the results 
obtained show the possibilities of 
improving tuner performance in 
the uhf television band. Use of 
this amplifier ahead of a typical 
crystal mixer improves the overall 
noise figure by 3 to 4 db and re- 
duces the radiated local oscillator 
power by 500 times. Circuit design 
techniques have been presented 
which are simple and straightfor- 
ward and should prove useful in 
future work. 
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Miniature 
Traveling -Wave Tube 

Gain per unit length and noise figures are good for miniature broad -band amplifier tubes 

operating at frequencies between 100 and 1,000 mc. Operating voltages and currents 
are no larger than those required for other small tubes 

TRE TRAVELING -WAVE tube to be 
described is a wide -band low - 

noise low-level exponential ampli- 
fier for frequencies between 100 
and 1,000 megacycles. The tube 
stands midway between convention- 
al miniature tubes used at the lower 
end of this frequency range and 
traveling -wave tubes built for much 
higher frequencies. 

Perhaps the most powerful tool 
for controlling electrons is the old- 
fashioned grid; it seems promising 
to use this well-known mechanism 
in traveling -wave tubes. This paper 
describes one possible approach. 

Tube Constructions 

The arrangement shown in Fig. 
1 is a model in which the various 
functions are neatly separated; it 
is not a practical tube. Two helices 
are shown. One helix is wound 
around a cathode so that one of its 
surfaces acts like a control grid; 
the other one forms an anode. The 
two helices are so thoroughly cou- 
pled with each other that they con- 
stitute two parallel branches of a 
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FIG. 1-Schematic diagram of a theo- 
retical tube 

By ROBERT ADLER 
Research Department 

Zenith Radio Corporation 
Chicago, Illinois 

single transmission line. This is in- 
dicated in Fig. 1 by the four coup- 
ling capacitances between corres- 
ponding points on the two helices. 
Actually, these capacitances should 
be uniformly distributed and very 
large so that no potential differ- 
ence can exist across them. 

A generator on the left sends a 
wave traveling along both helices 
simultaneously toward a load on 
the right. Corresponding points on 
the two helices are in phase with 
each other; the cathode serves as 
ground return. 

Electrons leave the cathode in ac- 
cordance with the instantaneous po- 
tential distribution along the grid 
helix. If the frequency is so low 
that electron transit time can be 
neglected, each short section of the 
tube acts like a triode with feed- 
back directly from plate to grid. A 
resistance load appears between the 

FIG. 2-Gain-loss characteristics for 
tube of Fig. 1 

helices and ground and the signal 
is attenuated. This remains true 
if generator and load are inter- 
changed. For low frequencies, the 
tube merely acts like a lossy trans- 
mission line. 

If the frequency is increased un- 
til the electron transit angle be- 
comes one-half cycle and the elec- 
tron trajectories are kept straight, 
then in each short section of the 
tube, the half -cycle transit time re- 
verses the phase of the feedback. 
A negative resistance load appears 
everywhere. Again, interchanging 
generator and load has no effect. 
The tube has a negative attenuation 
constant in both directions and be- 
comes unstable. 

But now let the electron trajec- 
tories be deflected toward the left 
in the manner shown in Fig. 1. 
This is done by a magnetic field 
perpendicular to the plane of the 
paper. The amount of deflection is 
chosen so that for a wave traveling 
from right to left, an electron leav- 
ing the cathode while a positive 
voltage peak passes through the 

FIG. 3-Setup for measuring space 
charge coupling 
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In the miniature traveling -wave tube, 
uhf signals enter through button base. 

travel through helix to the top 

grid helix next to it, will rejoin the 
same positive peak upon reaching 
the anode helix. 

For waves traveling from right 
to left, the bend in the electron 
trajectories wipes out the effect of 
transit time. No matter what the 
frequency, the point on the anode 
helix where an electron lands has 
the same phase which its take-off 
point under the grid helix had. 
The phase shift caused by the finite 
speed of wave travel cancels the 
phase shift caused by electron 
transit time. Each section acts like 
a triode with feedback from plate to 
grid. The resulting attenuation re- 
mains the same irrespective of fre- 
quency. 

The case is different for wave 
travel from left to right. With the 
electrons swerving against the di- 
rection of wave travel, the two 
phase shifts no longer cancel; in- 
stead, they add up. At a frequency 
where it takes the electrons one - 
quarter cycle to reach the anode 
helix, the point where they land is 
one -quarter wavelength closer to 
the generator. The phase at that 
point is one-half cycle different 
from what it was on the grid helix 
at take-off. A negative resistance 
load now appears across each sec- 
tion of the tube, producing gain for 
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Cross-sectional view of the construction of the miniature traveling -wave tube. Tube Is 
true traveling -wave type in which energy is carried from input to output along a 

transmission line with the signal increasing exponentially along the way 

signals traveling from left to 
right. 

Gain Considerations 

Full gain is only obtained for the 
frequency at which the two phase 
shifts-electron transit and wave 
travel-add up to one-half cycle. At 
other frequencies, the phase angle 
of the apparent feedback in each 
short section varies in proportion. 
Fig. 2 illustrates the resulting per- 
formance. The maximum forward 
gain is numerically equal to the con- 
stant loss in the reverse direction. 
There is no need for additional 
damping to insure stability. 

The gain per unit length at the 
optimum frequency may be found 
as follows : The apparent resistance 
between line and ground is one-half 
the characteristic impedance Z.. 
The voltage increase in a short sec- 
tion of transconductance Og,,, is 
thus iZ,c1gm. Over many such sec- 
tions the voltage increases expo- 
nentially; the voltage gain is e = 
2.718 or 8.6 db over a length for 
which 1Zag,,, is unity. The gain of 
the entire tube is 4.3Zagm(db), 
where gm indicates the total trans - 
conductance. 

A gm of 1,000 micromho per cm 
length is not unusual and a helix 
with turns closely spaced to make a 

good control grid may have Z,, _ 
1,000 ohms. Therefore, gains of the 
order of 4 db per cm or 10 db per 
inch may be expected. Much higher 
gain is possible if a higher ge, per 
unit length is assumed. 

It was mentioned before that the 
double -helix model of Fig. 1 does 
not represent a practical tube. This 
is true because when waves travel 
along a pair of mutually inter - 
coupled helices, two separate modes 
of wave propagation appear.' They 
may be described as the push-pull 
and in -phase modes. Here, the in- 
terest is in the in -phase mode. Un- 
fortunately, the push-pull mode also 
exists on the same helices and an- 
alysis shows that it would tend to 
render the tube unstable. 

Two separate helices were needed 
because a grid and an anode must 
carry different d -c potentials. If a 
mechanism were available which 
would permit the same potential on 
control grid and receptor electrode, 
a single helix could be used for 
both functions. Fortunately, such 
a mechanism does exist ; it reaches 
its greatest efficiency in the range 
of a few hundred megacycles. It is 
the effect known as space -charge 
coupling. 

Figure 3 shows how this effect 
can be observed with a simple 
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FIG. 4-Two sections through an early 
model of a traveling -wave tube 

tetrode. An electron stream leaves 
the cathode, is subjected to inten- 
sity control by the first grid, ac- 
celerated by a positive electrode 
which may be a screen or, better, a 
solid plate with an opening for the 
beam, and then again retarded by a 
receptor electrode at cathode poten- 
tial. After approaching the re- 
ceptor electrode, the electrons turn 
around and are eventually absorbed 
by the positive electrode. 

In the vicinity of the receptor 
electrode a concentrated negative 
space charge is set up which varies 
in accordance with the signal volt- 
age on the control grid. Electro- 
static induction generates a corre- 
sponding charge in the receptor 
electrode and a charging current 
flows through the tuned load cir- 
cuit back to the cathode. 

The charging current increases 
with frequency and reaches a maxi- 
mum when the electron transit an- 
gle from the positive electrode to 
the receptor electrode is 180 deg. 
The transconductance for space 
charge coupling is then slightly 
higher than the conventional trans - 
conductance, measured with the re- 
ceptor electrode strongly positive. 

A 90 -degree phase advance is the 
trade mark of space charge coup- 
ling; it is maintained at all fre- 
quencies. To match the output 
phase of a triode amplifier with a 
90 -deg transit angle, a space -charge 
coupled amplifier must have a 180 - 
deg transit angle. A substantial 
part of the total transit time may 
be taken up by the trip from the 
positive electrode to the receptor 
electrode, so that the condition for 
optimum transconductance is al- 
most realized. 

Figure 4 shows two sections 

FIG. 5-Gain-loss characteristics for 
tube of Fig. 4 

through an early model of a travel- 
ing -wave tube designed to utilize 
space -charge coupling in a single 
helix. The helix is wound on a 
frame of square cross section in 
such a manner that its top and bot- 
tom surfaces remain exposed. The 
bottom surface forms the control 
grid; the cathode runs alongside 
below this surface. A simple flat 
screen grid is positioned inside the 
helix. Electrons pass through grid 
and screen, approach the top sur- 
face of the helix which acts as the 
receptor electrode of a space -charge 
coupled amplifier, and finally re- 
turn to the screen. 

A weak magnetic field is directed 
across the tube to deflect the elec- 
tron trajectories. The effect of the 
field is best visible on the left in 
Fig. 4. 

The electron paths are so bent 
that at the frequency for which the 
transit angle is an optimum -180 
deg from cathode to receptor elec- 
trode-the displacement of the 
turning point from the starting 
point corresponds to one -quarter 
wavelength. With these relations, 
maximum gain is obtained for wave 
travel from left to right; simul- 
taneously, a corresponding loss ap- 
pears for waves traveling in the op- 
posite direction. 

Gain -Loss Curves 

Figure 5 shows gain -loss curves 
for such a tube. Compared to Fig. 2, 
the useful band is narrowed. At 
low frequencies, both forward 
gain and reverse loss vanish. At 
frequencies above twice the design 
frequency, gain seems to exist in 
both directions so that one might 
expect instability. In practice, fac- 
tors arise which prevent oscillation. 

L 
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FIG. 6-Tube construction virtually free 
from parasitic effects 

The wavelength along the helix be- 
comes too short compared to the 
transverse dimensions of the helix. 
Scattering of electron trajectories 
also helps to destroy undesired gain. 

Tubes built according to Fig. 4 
proved the existence of the sought - 
for effect. They also showed a wide 
variety of parasitic phenomena, 
traceable to the poor accuracy with 
which electron paths were defined. 
The two trajectories shown on the 
right in Fig. 4 may be highly de- 
sirable but many others are possi- 
ble. A large number of electrons 
pass the screen again on their re- 
turn trip, induce signals on the 
grid and some may even go back 
and forth several times. 

Experience gained in the develop- 
ment of the gated -beam tube had 
shown that multiple return trips 
can be almost entirely eliminated if 
the screen is replaced by a solid 
electrode with a narrow slot 
through which an electron sheet is 
focused. This approach led to a 
tube virtually free from parasitic 
effects, shown in section in Fig. 6. 

This is an experimental construc- 
tion. Two auxiliary focusing elec- 
trodes are used to provide maxi- 
mum freedom of adjustment. The 
first focusing electrode, formed by 
two parallel wires located closely 
adjacent to the grid surface, is held 
negative in order to direct the en- 
tire beam through the narrow slot 
in the accelerator. The second fo- 
cusing electrode, a wider slot, 
is strongly positive. It accepts the 
bulk of the return current. The out- 
going beam misses it completely. 
The two channels, supporting mica 
strips on which the helix is wound, 
are operated slightly positive. 

In the range from 300 to 400 mc, 
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FIG. 7 -Single -ended version of minia- 
ture traveling -wave tube 

such tubes give gain of the order 
of 6 to 8 db over a band 40 -mc wide 
and some gain over about 100 mc. 
With such short tubes, the gain is 
hardly high enough to be useful. 
The tubes are strictly of experi- 
mental value. 

To operate in this frequency 
range, 100 to 150 volts are applied 
to accelerator and second focus. 
The combined drain of the elec- 
trodes is about 4 ma for a tube with 
2 -cm active length. For longer 
tubes, proportionately more current 
is needed, at the rate of ma per db 
maximum gain. The transverse 
magnetic field is only about 10 to 15 
gauss. 

The magnetic field intensity re- 
quired depends on the dimensions 
of the tube but not on the frequency 
for which operating voltages are 
selected. This comes about because 
the electron transit time across the 
helix and the amount of deflection 
produced by a fixed magnetic field 
both vary the same way-with the 
inverse square root of the potential. 

With tubes providing about 8 db 
of gain, followed by a triode mixer, 
noise figures of 10 and 12 db have 
been measured at 320 and 370 mc. 
It is interesting to note that the 
helices in these tubes had 100 turns 
per inch. It would be rather diffi- 
cult to obtain noise figures of the 
same order in conventional triodes 
with such coarse grids. 

Other Tube Forms 

It may be of interest to review 
some alternative forms of the tube. 
Figure 7 shows a single -ended ver- 
sion in which both sides of the 
cathode are used, so that the active 
length of the tube is doubled. Be- 
cause the electrons in the two 
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FIG. 8-Drawing of a tilted helix form 
of traveling -wave tube 

helices travel in opposite directions, 
a transverse magnet field of proper 
polarity produces gain from left to 
right in one helix and from right to 
left in the other. With this con- 
struction, at least 20 db of gain can 
probably be obtained in a single - 
ended miniature tube. The fre- 
quency response might be flattened 
by making the two halves slightly 
different (stagger -tuning). 

Figure 8 shows a form of the 
tube in which the tilt of the electron 
trajectories is replaced by an op- 
posite tilt in the turns of the helix. 
The double arrow indicates the posi- 
tion of one turn. The principle of 
operation remains unchanged. The 
design is of interest because it re- 
quires no magnet field to develop di- 
rectional properties. It bears a 
superficial resemblance to tubes 
described by L. M. Field early in 
19502. The mode of operation, how- 
ever, is quite different and the two 
types should not be confused. 

The combination of grid control 
and space -charge coupling is not 
the only known means for operat- 
ing a control element and a receptor 
element at a common d -c potential. 
Another combination consists of a 
pair of beam -deflector electrodes 
followed by a pair of push-pull 
anodes, both pairs operating at a 
common positive potential. The 
transconductance of a beam -deflec- 
tion system is inferior to that of a 
grid but a factor of two, gained 
from push-pull operation, makes up 
for part of the loss. Application of 
this principle leads to surprisingly 
simple designs as shown in Fig. 9 
and 10. Such tubes have been built 
successfully. Because of their in- 
herently low gain, their value re- 
mains in doubt. 

CYCLE H 

,HELICES 

SUPPRESSOR 

-ANODES 

.RIM. 
11 -DEFLECTORS 

I mimmr-ACCELERATOR - Ìj11 'FOCUS 
-CATHODE 

FIG. 9-Cross section of a beam-deflec 
tion system for tube 

FIG. 10-Simplified version of the tube 
shown in Fig. 9 

Measured transmission characteristics 
for typical adjustment of tube. Curve 
marked cold shows imperfections of 
termination, curve marked hot is with 
tube biased off, forward curve is nor- 
mal operation and reverse curve is for 
normal operation with magnetic field 

reversed 

Thanks are due to E. C. Ewing 
for intricate experimental models 
and to J. G. Spracklen for measur- 
ing equipment and measurements. 
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Experimental oscillator chassis. Top view shows Thyrite resistor network mounted on strip with thermistor between binding costs 

WIDE -RANGE 
SWEEPING OSCILLATOR 

Wobbled audio output or variable single tone is obtained over a 20 -to -1 frequency range 

by means of Thyrite or Varistor elements in a modified Wien -bridge circuit. A thermis- 

tor stabilizes bridge amplitude 

THE variable -frequency audio 
oscillator described uses a mod- 

ified Wien network with silicon 
carbide nonohmic resistors as part 
of the frequency -determining ele- 
ment. By controlling direct cur- 
rent through the nonlinear resis- 
tors the frequency of oscillation can 
be varied through a range of better 
than 20 to 1. A nonlinear thermis- 
tor element in the bridge stabilizes 
the amplitude of oscillation and in- 
sures good sinusoidal waveform. 
Although the equipment was de- 
signed for telemetering, it can be 
applied wherever large frequency 
deviations are required. 

By LOUIS A. ROSENTHAL 
Asst. Professor of Electrical Engineering 

Rutgers University 
New Brunswick, N. J. 

A number of articles 1.2' have 
described various methods, most of 
which are incapable of large devi- 
ations or lack amplitude stabiliza- 
tion. Without amplitude control 
poor waveform may result, because 
distortion will adjust the loop gain 
to unity. Vacuum tubes have been 
used as variable -impedance ele- 
ments but do not allow simple cir- 

cuit configurations and are limited 
in the range of nonlinearity. 

Basically all schemes consist of 
an amplifier, feeding back regener- 
atively through a variable phase - 
shift network. The circuit oscil- 
lates at a frequency at which the 
loop phase shift is zero and the Ioop 
amplification is unity. The phase 
shift network must be modulated so 
as to vary the phase shift and so 
the frequency. Since the phase - 
shift network may also change its 
attenuation with frequency, the 
loop gain will have to readjust it- 
self automatically. The phase -shift 
network described is found to have 
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FIG. 1-Modified Wien phase -shift net- 
work used for frequency control 
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FIG. 2-Static and dynamic resistance 
as a function of voltage for GE 

8399401G1 Thyrite 

a constant attenuation and is read- 
ily phase modulated. 

Phase -Shift Network 
Figure 1 is the a -c equivalent of 

the phase -shift network used. Re- 
sistor A is necessary for modula- 
tion purposes and resistors R are 
actually silicon -carbide nonohmic 
resistors called Thyrite by General 
Electric and Varistor by Western 
Electric'. The frequency at which 
the network produces zero phase 
shift is 

o = 1 ( 2R l4 
RC \1 - A / (1) 

and the voltage attenuation at this 
point is 

Vo 1 

- V1 3 + R/A (2) 

The modulating resistor A will 
change the attenuation as R 
changes; the minimum attenuation 
is . Since R has a usable upper 
limit the presence of A increases 
the lowest frequency obtainable. 
These limitations can be eliminated 
by making A another Thyrite ele- 
ment identical to the other two. 
The equations are then 

wo = 3/RC (3) 

and 

Vo/ Vi = 1/4 (4) 
The frequency varies inversely with 
R and the attenuation is a constant 
of 0.25 providing the individual 
Thyrite elements track one another. 

The resistance R is actually the 
dynamic resistance at the static 
operating point for the Thyrite. 
Although the dynamic resistance 
changes with voltages, keeping the 
phase -shift network at a low volt- 
age amplitude point in the feedback 
loop minimizes the harmonic gener- 
ation. Thyrite is a voltage sensi- 
tive nonlinear element. Its volt- 
ampere characteristic is very 
closely of the form 

V = kin (5) 

where n is generally between 0.2 
and 0.4. The static resistance is 

R.= V/I = kIn-' (6) 

and the dynamic resistance or slope 
of the volt-ampere characteristic is 

Rd = dV/dI = knI^-' = nR, (7) 

It can be seen that the dynamic re- 
sistance is n times the static re- 
sistance. The dynamic resistance 
is the resistance to be used in the 
frequency equations since it repre- 
sents the a -c impedance at the oper- 
ating point. Figure 2 is a plot of 
the experimentally - determined 
static and calculated dynamic re- 
sistance as a function of d -c voltage. 
For the Thyrite used (GE 8399401- 
G1) the static characteristic was 
very closely V = 80 I°ZT. An applied 
voltage of 20 volts will dissipate 
the rated power of 0.1 watt and it 
would appear that the usable dy- 
namic resistances can vary from 

1,000 ohms up to infinity. Actually 
because of the modulation scheme 
the maximum voltage was about 16 
volts and the minimum 2 volts. Two 
volts corresponds to a current of 
about 4 microamperes flowing 
through the Thyrite (Rd = 130,- 
000) and is the best cutoff condi- 
tion for the modulator tube (e, _ 
-10 volts). This very large varia- 
tion of resistance will allow cor- 
responding frequency changes. 

The three Thyrite elements are 
connected in series with the supply 
voltage and a triode modulator tube 
as shown in Fig. 3. The same di- 
rect current passes through all 
three elements and it was observed 
that the d -c voltage drops followed 
one another within 5 percent. Neg- 
ative voltages applied to the grid of 
the modulator will reduce the cur- 
rent flowing through the Thyrite, 
increase the dynamic resistance, 
and so decrease the frequency. 

Amplitude Stabilization 
Since the nonlinear elements do 

not track perfectly, the attenuation 
can change from the theoretical 
value of 0.25. Amplitude stabili- 
zation will keep the oscillation level 
constant and insure good wave- 
form. For a simple approach, a 
nonlinear bridge is used. Refer- 
ring to the circuit diagram, the 
bridge consists of two 1,000 -ohm 
arms, a thermistor and a compari- 
son resistor of 470 ohms. The 
bridge is fed through a phase in- 
verter. Initially the cold thermistor 
resistance is high and the bridge 
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FIG. 3-Complete circuit diagram of the oscillator. Range is changed by choice of 
capacitors (C). See Fig. 5 for frequency characteristics 
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is unbalanced, resulting in a high 
loop amplification. Oscillations 
build up, increasing the power dis- 
sipated in the thermistor, decreas- 
ing its resistance, and bringing the 
bridge closer to balance. At the 
stable operating point the loop am- 
plification is unity. Any tendency 
for the amplitude to increase or de- 
crease will be offset by the bridge 
output decreasing or increasing, 
respectively. 

The mechanism can be further 
explained by referring to Fig. 4, 

which shows the bridge character- 
istic as experimentally determined. 
It is plotted in terms of output volt- 
age as a function of applied voltage. 
It requires about 3.35 volts to bal- 
ance this particular bridge. The 
thermistor operates in its negative - 
temperature -coefficient and nega- 
tive -differential -resistance region 
and reduces its resistance as the 
power dissipated in it increases. 
The remaining loop amplification, 
which is the product of the ampli- 
fier gain and loss in the phase -shift 
network, is superimposed as a 
straight line of slope equal to the 
-reciprocal of loop amplification. The 
common intersection is the operat- 
ing point resulting in the bridge 
being sufficiently unbalanced to pro- 
duce an output of 0.22 volt. As 

the loop amplification varies, the 
bridge output, as well as operating 
amplitude, will change to a much 
lesser degree depending on the slope 

of the bridge characteristic at the 
operating point. A greater slope 
and higher loop amplification result 
is greater stability. The rapidity 
with which the amplitude stabilizes 
depends on the thermal time con- 
stant of the thermistor. Elements 
such as lamps with positive temper- 
ature coefficients can be used if the 
positions of the comparison resistor 
and nonlinear element are reversed. 

However, elements with negative - 
differential -resistance regions re- 
sult in bridges with better stabili- 
zation properties. If the loop gain 
were not to change with frequency 
there would be no readjustment in 
amplitude necessary and corre- 
spondingly no limit to the rate of 
frequency modulation. It should 
be noted that the bridge nonlinear 
element is really linear at the fre- 
quency of oscillation and is non- 
linear only to average amplitude or 

FIG. 4-Amplitude stabilizing bridge 
characteristic with superimposed loop 
amplification. The bridge operates at 
the common intersection with an output 
of 0.22 v and applied voltage of 2.8 v 
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FIG. 5-Frequency versus control -grid 
potential for two different phase -shift 

network capacitances 

power instead of instantaneous 
amplitude as in the case of Thyrite. 

Practical Circuit 
In the circuit of Fig. 3, a triode 

voltage amplifier with a gain of 52 

drives the amplitude -stabilizing 
bridge through a phase inverter. 
The bridge contains two electrolytic 
capacitors in order to eliminate d -c 

and keep the bridge balanced. The 
bridge and phase inverter offer a 

low impedance to the phase -shift 
network whose impedance level can 
vary considerably. The modulator 
tube is bypassed so as to put the 
shunt Thyrite element at a -c 

ground potential. After the phase - 
shift network, the loop is closed. 
It is important that the amplifier 
proper have negligible phase shift 
for the variable frequency range so 

that all phase shift takes place in 

the frequency -determining network. 
Voltages measured at various points 
in the circuit for a frequency of 1 

kc were as follows: input to V1, 

0.051 v; output V1, 2.66 v; bridge 
output, 0.208 v; phase -inverter cath- 
ode, 1.48 v. The gain of the ampli- 
fier is therefore 52.2, the phase - 
shift network attenuation is 0.245 

and the bridge is operating close to 
the point described in Fig. 4. Fre- 
quency curves are shown in Fig. 5 

for the control voltage variations 
between 0 and -10 volts. At low 

grid voltages, the Thyrite resist- 
ance is changing at a lesser rate 
and below -8 volts cutoff is ap- 
proached gradually. In the center 
region the frequency variation is 

logarithmic. By self -biasing the 
control tube, the curve can be made 
to start at any convenient fre- 
quency. Like the capacitors the 
curves represent a 10 -to -1 ratio 
down to low frequencies where the 
amplifier phase shift becomes a 
limiting factor. 

The waveform is excellent at all 
times and the amplitude never 
changes by more than 2 percent in 

these typical frequency ranges. 
Frequency stability depends on the 
power -supply regulation and the 
temperature coefficient of the Thy - 
rite which is about -0.5 percent 
per degree centigrade'. The par- 
ticular circuit described was used 
up to 100 kc and with better high - 
frequency amplifier characteristics 
the range can undoubtedly be ex- 

tended. Other nonlinear elements 
can provide a variety of frequency 
characteristics. 

Thanks are extended to the 
United States Air Force, Watson 
Laboratories, who sponsored this 
work under Contract No. AF28- 
(099) -33. The assistance of H. 
Zablocki, Research Assistant at 
Rutgers University, is appreciated. 
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High -Power UHF -TV 

KLYSTRON 

Two -stage klystron provides power gain of 250 with 

bandwidth of 5.6 mc between 1 -db points in uhf tele- 

vision band. Special bombardment cathode design per- 

mits replacement of worn out cathodes to extend life of 

tube almost indefinitely 

By The Engineering Staff of Varian Associates 
Saal Carlos, California 

EXPANSION of present television 
broadcasting facilities to in- 

clude the uhf band is imminent. 
One of the main stumbling blocks 
lying in the path of uhf -tv has been 
the lack of power tubes capable of 
operating at these frequencies and 
having other properties necessary 
for the final amplifier of a television 
transmitter. 

Conventional tubes designed for 
uhf operation require small sizes 
and spacings, requirements incon- 
sistent with high power. Transit 
time becomes a major problem, and 
low gain per stage adds complexity 
in both construction and operation. 
A successful final amplifier tube 
should combine high power capabil- 
ity with high power gain and band- 
width. The klystron has proved to 
be capable of such performance. 

High -power uhf klystrons have 
been built. In 1939, John Wood- 
yard of Stanford University built a 
two -cavity oscillator that had a 
power output of 250 watts continu- 
ous at 750 mc. A three -cavity am- 
plifier tube with two kilowatts out- 
put at 750 megacycles was used in 
a c -w radar, type TPS-7, in 1943. 
A fi -kw tube for 500 mc was de- 
signed and built independently by 
R. Warnecke in the Research Lab- 
oratories of the Compagnie Gen- 

erale de Telegraphie Sans Fil in 
Paris at about the same time that 
the work described below was ini- 
tiated but no data are available con- 
cerning the performance under field 
conditions. 

General Design 

The tube to be described was de- 
veloped by Varian Associates to 
specifications provided by General 
Electric. It is now part of the GE 
uhf -tv transmitter described in the 
June 1951 issue of ELECTRONICS. 

As a starting point in the adap- 
tation of the klystron for television 
transmitter service, the following 
specifications were set up: (1) 5 

kw c -w output, (2) power gain of 
100, and (3) bandwidth of 6 mc be- 
tween 1 -db points. The proposed 
power output and gain were chosen 
to take advantage of conventional 
50 -watt driver tubes of the light- 
house and planar electrode types. 

Other important requirements 
were linearity and freedom from 
noise and spurious modulation. In 
both these respects the klystron has 
inherent advantages. The output 
of a klystron varies with the input 
as a Hessel function of the first 
order. For low levels this is ex- 
actly linear, and it does not depart 

much from linearity until the out - 

Amplifier, complete with cavities, is 
shown ready for shïpping 

Five -kilowatt uhf -tv klysircn is shown 
installed in transraitfer 
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put is approximately 80 percent of 
the maximum power. Even this 
last 20 percent of power need not 
be wasted, however, since only the 
synchronizing peaks occur at this 
level, and these can be predistorted 
to give the desired output shape. 
Thus, in the range where linearity 
is needed for picture clarity, the 
klystron is inherently linear and 
the full peak power can be utilized 
in a transmitter. 

Random noise and spurious mod- 
ulation present no problems in a 
klystron operating at transmitting 
power levels. Since the grids have 
been eliminated, there is no parti- 
tion noise. All the tube structures 
are big and rugged, making the 
tube insensitive to vibration. The 
heater for the cathode is at one end 
of the tube, far removed from 
the interaction space, so the alter- 
nating current in the heater can 
produce no hum. The greatest 
source of spurious modulation ap- 
pears to be the power supply ripple, 
but even the simplest filtering re- 
duces this to a point more than 60 
db below the carrier. 

In connection with the power 
supply, there is another advantage 
of a klystron amplifier to be noted. 
Since the current drain from the 
power supply is independent of the 
r -f level, a regulated or low -imped- 
ance power supply is not required 
to handle modulation peaks. 

Development of a klystron at the 
low end of the uhf band (instead of 
at a higher frequency such as 800 
or 900 megacycles) was a case of 
attacking the harder problem first. 
To klystron designers, 500 mc is a 
very -low frequency rather than an 
ultra -high frequency and presents 
special problems. Cavity sizes at 
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FIG. 3-Response curve shows bandwidth of amplifier 

this frequency tend to become ex- 
cessive. Tubes similar to the one 
described here have produced more 
than 5 kilowatts of c -w power at 
over 1,000 mc. Thus it is clearly 
practical to produce an amplifier 
with more than 5 kilowatts output 
at any frequency between 500 and 
1,200 mc. 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram 
of the new tube, showing how the 
design problem reduces to three 
separate and distinct parts. First, 
there is the problem of producing 
a direct -current beam of electrons 
of suitable size and density. This 
is accomplished by the cathode as- 
sembly. Second, there must be 
structures for the radio -frequency 
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FIG. 2-Bombardment cathode is free 
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CATHODE-, 

INPUT: 

COLLECTOR 

OUTPUT 

FIG. 1-Schematic of triple -cavity (two -stage) klystron amplifier shows inherent 
simplicity and straightforward arrangement of elements 

interaction with the beam. These 
are the cavities. Finally, the dis- 
posal of the residual energy of the 
electrons is accomplished in the 
collector. 

In the triple -cavity or cascade 
klystron, the first stage, as shown 
in Fig. 1, can be likened to a voltage 
amplifier and the stage between the 
second and third cavities acts as a 
power amplifier. The efficiency of 
the cascade klystron is about the 
same as the conventional two -cavity 
(single -stage) klystron, but the 
gain is much higher, being approxi- 
mately the product of the gains of 
two single -stage klystrons. The 
electrons are actually used twice to 
obtain a very high gain from a 
given expenditure of power. 

Cathode Structure 

Expected efficiency, r -f consider- 
ations and physical convenience de- 
termine the diameter and length of 
the drift tube as well as the voltage 
and current of the beam. For this 
tube, the figures came out to be 2 
amperes and 10,000 volts to pass 
through a tube 1 inch in diameter 
and 24 inches long. A cathode de- 
sign to produce such a beam is 
straightforward, using the so-called 
Pierce gun techniques. A magnetic 
field of approximately 200 gauss, 
produced by coils outside the reso- 
nators, is used to keep the beam 
from spreading to the walls of the 
drift tube. 

The physical design of the ca- 
thode is interesting, in that it de- 
parts from the usual oxide emitting 
surface. One of the prime require- 
ments of the amplifier is long life, 
and since practically everything 
else except the cathode consists of 
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Disassembled view shows components of cathode structure 

heavy copper machined parts with 
essentially infinite life, the limiting 
factor on tube life is the cathode 
itself. To eliminate the troubles 
associated with oxide cathodes, our 
engineers developed a form of what 
is called a bombarded cathode. The 
schematic diagram of Fig. 2 illus- 
trates such a cathode. 

The emitting surface of the 
cathode is a piece of tantalum sheet 
0.1 inch thick, supported by tabs 
from the end of a molybdenum tube. 
The moly tube, is supported in a 
kovar-to-glass ring seal. A focus- 
sing electrode is similarly sup- 
ported at this point on another 
cylinder. Behind the tantalum 
cathode button is mounted a heater 
of tungsten wire. Radiation from 
the heater is insufficient to heat the 
tantalum to an emitting tempera- 
ture, so a direct voltage is applied 
between the heater and the cathode. 
This causes a current to flow, as in 
a diode, and the electron bombard- 
ment of the back of the cathode 
button heats it to an emitting 
temperature. 

Bombarded cathodes have been 
used in several klystrons, and they 
give long, trouble -free life. The 
limiting factor on life seems to be 
the evaporation of the tungsten 
heater, but if the heater is operated 
somewhat temperature limited (in 
the bombarding diode) life ap- 
proaching 10,000 hours can be 
achieved. An advantage of this 
type of cathode is that it does not 
poison. The tube can be let down 
to air for repairs and repumped 
without damage to the cathode. 

The usefulness of this tube is not 
limited to the 10,000 -hour life of 
the cathode. Even though all pos- 

sible care has been taken in design- 
ing both cathode and filament, 
failure in one or the other must 
occur eventually. When this hap- 
pens, it is not necessary to scrap 
the entire tube structure since the 
cathode mount has been so ar- 
ranged that it can be easily re- 
moved and replaced with a new 
assembly. This operation costs 
approximately one -sixth the orig- 
inal value of the tube. A tube which 
has been fitted with a new cathode 
is literally as good as new. The 
operation can be repeated, and there 
is no apparent limit to the number 
of times the cathode can be 
replaced. 

In connection with cost consid- 
erations, it is important to realize 
that the klystron reaches the user 
completely fitted with its tank cir- 
cuits. The klystron is actually a 
complete final amplifier requiring 
only the connection of power sup- 
ply voltages and cooling water to 
put it into operation. 

Collector 
The collector is cooled by a 

stream of water flowing at approxi- 
mately 5 gallons per minute. It is 
insulated from the body of the tube 
by a glass seal for the purpose of 
metering the relative currents lost 
to the drift tube and reaching the 
collector. Both the body of the tube 
and the collector are at ground 
potential (both d -c and r -f) since 
the cathode is operated below 
ground. This provides the maxi- 
mum safety to operating personnel 
and avoids the usual troubles of 
electrolysis and of insulation for 
d -c and r -f potentials in the water 
hoses. 

Complete cathode assembly 

The bandwidth of a cascade kly- 
stron is approximately the same 
as that of a single -stage klystron. 
It can be increased beyond that cor- 
responding to the Q's of the cavi- 
ties either by loading the cavities 
to reduce their Q's or by stagger 
tuning. Stagger tuning is generally 
a preferable way of trading gain 
for bandwidth. The three cavities 
are tuned to different frequencies in 
such a manner that the band over 
which gain is obtained is increased, 
but gain is reduced. 

Test results for the tube have 
shown that satisfactory perform- 
ance can be obtained by an 
appropriate stagger tuning scheme 
in which there is no external load- 
ing on the center cavity. This per- 
mits an appreciable simplification 
of construction of the tube since the 
need for a coaxial line coupled to 
the center cavity is eliminated. In 
addition, the radio -frequency power 
which inevitably would have been 
lost in the band -widening load on 
the center cavity is conserved. 

An actual measurement of the 
response curve shows a bandwidth 
of 5.6 me between 1 -db points. This 
curve is plotted in Fig. 3. The 
power gain corresponding to this 
curve was about 24 db or 250 times. 
This can be considered a typical 
performance for a cascade amplifier 
klystron in the uhf television band. 
The adequacy of this performance 
for television purposes was demon- 
strated by the General Electric 
Company when they actually used 
the klystron to amplify a television 
picture. The quality of the picture 
was essentially unchanged by its 
passage through the klystron am- 
plifier. 
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SELF -GENERATING 
Characteristics and advantages of compression and bender -type accelerometers using piezo- 

electric barium titanate elements. Useful range of typical unit is from 0.022 g to 600 g; 

corresponding voltage output range of 1 my to 27 y is readily measured conventionally 

HE PIEZOELECTRIC principle is I particularly suited for accele- 
rometers used in industrial vibra- 
tion studies ranging from ma- 
chinery balancing to performance 
testing of guided missiles because 
the reaction force of a vibrating 
body is proportional to its accelera- 
tion. A relatively new ceramic 
piezoelectric is essentially composed 
of polycrystalline barium titanate, 
which combines sufficient piezoelec- 
tric sensitivity, high capacitance 
and good electrical stability. 

The voltage sensitivity of the 
ceramic is not as high as that of 
Rochelle salt, which exhibits the 
highest sensitivity of all known 
materials. This disadvantage, how- 
ever, is outweighed by a number of 
desirable features. The conversion 
characteristic is hardly affected by 
temperature and humidity. The 
mechanical strength is greater than 
that of Rochelle salt crystals. The 
dielectric constant is higher, which 
gives the transducer a larger elec- 
trical capacitance. This makes it 
easier to match its electrical output 
to the input of electrical measuring 
equipment and permits the use of a 
long cable between transducer and 
equipment. Finally, the material 
can be manufactured easily in any 
desired size and shape. No pre- 

cisely made cuts, as in the case of a 
single crystal, are necessary. 

Ceramic barium titanate already 
had been used for microphones and 
phonograph pickups. It was be- 
lieved that the characteristics of 
the material could be utilized to an 
even larger extent in applications 
where adverse atmospheric and 
temperature conditions were en- 
countered. The use of the material 
for electromechanical transducers 
was studied by the Signal Corps. 
The investigation resulted in the 
development of several types of 
barium titanate accelerometers. 

Accelerometer Design 

These instruments may be de- 
signed in different ways, depending 
upon the kind of stress to which 
the piezoelectric element will be 
subjected. Figure 1 shows a com- 
pression -type accelerometer. The 
base plate of the instrument is rig- 
idly attached to the vibrating body 
under test. The ceramic element 
has silvered plane parallel surfaces, 
the bottom surface resting on the 
base plate. A weight is pressed 
against the top surface by means 
of a spring. The output terminals 
are connected to the two surfaces 
of the element. 

If the vibrating body moves with 

a given acceleration, the weight 
will also be subjected to this accel- 
eration, and the accelerating force 
is thereby transmitted through the 
ceramic element. Thus a compres- 
sional force, proportional to the ac- 
celeration, is exerted upon the ele- 
ment. Because of the piezoelectric 
properties of the material, the com- 
pressional force generates a charge 
at the terminals of the accelerom- 
eter which can be measured. 

From a general viewpoint, the 
accelerometer represents a spring - 
mass system having a spring con- 
stant which is mainly determined 
by the stiffness of the ceramic ele- 
ment. The theory of such systems 
shows that the force which is ex- 
erted upon the spring element is 
proportional to the acceleration of 
the base plate, provided the natural 
frequency of the spring -mass sys- 
tem is high compared with any of 
the frequencies at which accelera- 
tions are to be measured. The elec- 
trical output of the device is pro- 
portional to the force applied to the 
element and, therefore, is a true in- 
dication of the acceleration of the 
base plate, if the above conditions 
can be maintained. 

Since the natural resonant fre- 
quency of a compression -type ac- 
celerometer is very high, such a de - 
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ACCELEROMETERS 
By G. K. GUTTWEIN and 

Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories 
Fort Monmouth, N. J. 

vice can measure accelerations cor- 
rectly up to high exciting frequen- 
cies. The magnitude of the reso- 
nant frequency can be evaluated 
from Fig. 2, which gives the elec- 
trical output of a compression -type 
accelerometer when subjected to a 
transient blow with a lead hammer. 
The output voltage of the acceler- 
ometer was recorded on an oscillo- 
scope having a pulse -triggered 
sweep. Since a vibrating system 
which is excited by a single pulse 
continues to oscillate at its resonant 
frequency, the above method is a 
convenient way of finding such 
resonant frequencies. It can be 
seen from Fig. 2 that the natural 
frequency of this particular unit is 
higher than 6,000 cps. 

The existence of such a high 
resonant frequency is explained in 
Fig. 3A.. Here the vibrating system 
is reduced to its essential parts- 
the mass M, the biasing spring K, 
and the ceramic element of stiffness 
K2, where K2 is determined by the 
dimension of the element and its 
elastic modulus. Figure 3B gives 
the analogous electrical circuit for 
the mechanical system. Masses are 
represented by inductances and 
springs by capacitors, the capaci- 
tance C being related to the spring 
constant K as C = 1/K. Since C2 

A. I. DRANETZ 
Guiton Mfg. Corp. 
Metuchen, N. J. 

is small compared with C1, the reso- 
nant frequency is determined by M 
and C2 and is barely affected by C,. 

Initial Pressure 
The spring is only an auxiliary 

element in the basic function of the 
accelerometer. If the acceleration 
to be measured never exceeds that 
of gravity (1 g), the weight exerts 
sufficient pressure upon the mass to 
insure close contact at all times 
(provided the unit is always used 
in a vertical position) and no 
spring is needed. For the measure- 
ment of an acceleration greater 
than 1 g, an initial pressure is 
necessary which must be equivalent 
at least to the maximum accelera- 
tion force encountered in the sig- 
nal. The spring is a convenient 
means for obtaining this pressure. 

It has been possible to obtain 
natural frequencies ranging be- 
tween 5,000 cps and 25,000 cps with 
the compression -type accelerometer. 
This is due to the high spring con- 
stant of the ceramic element, which 
is of the same order as that of a 
solid piece of metal. For this 
reason, it is possible for the mass 
and elasticity of the housing to 
introduce parameters which will 
affect the output of the accelerom- 
eter, and particular attention must 

be paid to the construction of the 
accelerometer. 

A compression -type accelerom- 
eter constructed by the Gulton 
Manufacturing Corp. for Signal 
Corps Engineering Laboratories 
has a sensitivity of 45 millivolts 
per g and a capacitance of 1,500 
up.f. The natural frequency sur- 
passes 6,000 cps, as shown by Fig. 
2, which was obtained with this in - 
instrument. 

The frequency characteristic 
(open -circuit voltage versus fre- 
quency) of these accelerometers 
can be expected to be flat from the 
lowest frequency up to one-half the 
resonant frequency. In Fig. 4, the 
results of measurements made on 
two compression -type accelerom- 
eters are presented and show a 
very flat characteristic. The meas- 
urements were carried out with an 
electrodynamic vibrator. No at- 
tempts were made to damp the res- 
onant peak. In normal applications, 
the frequency range of interest for 
the investigator seldom exceeds 1,- 
000 cps, which is far below the res- 
onance frequency. 

If desired, an electrical low-pass 
filter can be inserted in the measur- 
ing circuit to eliminate errors 
caused by the resonant peak. A cir- 
cuit diagram and frequency charac- 
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teristic of such a filter are given in 
Fig. 5. It can be seen that the 
filter attenuates the . frequencies 
above 2,500 cps. By the use of 
low -Q coils and resistors inserted 
in the circuit, resonant frequencies 
of the filter itself are damped and 
no ringing of the filter will occur. 

The amplitude characteristic of 
the accelerometer is linear as long 
as the elastic limit of the elements 
and other components is not ex- 
ceeded. Another condition for line- 
arity requires that the voltage gen- 
erated in the element should always 
be small compared with the polariz- 
ing potential as otherwise the 
remanent polarization could be af- 
fected. Both linearity requirements 
can easily be met by proper design. 
Figure 6 shows the amplitude char- 
acteristic as obtained with an im- 
pact -type shock tester. 

The temperature characteristic of 
the compression type units com- 
pares very favorably with any other 
type of accelerometer. Figure 7A 
gives the results of measurements 
where the accelerometer was ex- 
cited mechanically with a constant 
amplitude of 60 cps and its output 
voltage observed at different tem- 
peratures. The deviations between 
20C and 80C were very small. The 
units should not be used above 
100C because the barium tita- 
nate employed in the elements has 
a Curie point at 125C. At this tem- 
perature, the crystalline structure 
changes and the material loses its 
piezoelectric property. At low tem- 
peratures, a decrease of sensitivity 
can be expected but the instruments 
are usable to approximately -50C. 

Amplifier Requirements 
In considering the overall char- 

acteristics of any transducing de- 
vice, one must consider the equiva- 
lent electrical circuit as seen by a 
recording device. The equivalent 
circuit of a piezoelectric transducer 
is given in Fig. 7B. The transducer 
is represented by a constant -volt- 
age generator in series with its 
internal capacitance CA. The trans- 
ducer is connected by means of a 
shielded cable, which itself has the 
capacitance CO, to an indicating in - 
instrument such as a vacuum -tube 
voltmeter, cathode-ray oscilloscope 
or recorder preceded by a vacuum - 
tube amplifier. If the resistive 

Compression -type accelerometer having resonant frequency of 12,000 cps, 
capacitance of 1,500 µµf and sensitivity of 10 my per g, and individual parts used 

in its construction 

load into which the accelerometer 
feeds is too low to obtain proper 
matching at the low -frequency 
end, the amplifier input may be 
shunted with the matching capaci- 
tor Cu. The lower half -power fre- 
quency f . will occur where the im- 
pedance of C + CA + CC equals 
the input resistance of the ampli- 
fier. For R = 1 megohm and f, 
10 cps, the matching capacitor be - 
becomes C = 0.02 µf. This value is 
much larger than the source capaci- 
tance of the generator and a de- 
crease of sensitivity will result. The 
voltage EA applied to the input of 
the amplifier is related to the gen- 
erated voltage EG by E,, = Eo CA/ 

(CA + Cc + Cm) 

To obtain a high sensitivity and 
a good response at low frequencies, 
it is desirable to employ an ampli- 
fier having a high input resistance. 
Figure 7C shows the circuit dia- 
gram of a cathode follower ampli- 
fier which uses a grid leak resist- 
ance of 15 megohms and provides, 
due to the cathode follower action, 
an input resistance of about 100 
megohms. When a transducer with 
1,500-p.uf capacitance is connected 
to its input, a flat frequency char- 
acteristic (3 -db loss point) down 
to 1.2 cps is obtainable. In cases 
where extremely good amplitude 
and phase characteristics at low 
frequencies are desired, a matching 
capacitor can be employed. When 
C = 0.02 p.f is used, the 3 -db point 
is decreased to 0.08 cps and a 5 - 

degree phase deviation will occur 
at 0.9 cps. 

The low -frequency response can 
be extended considerably in this 
manner, so that all requirements 

for normal shock and vibration 
work can be met easily with this 
type of accelerometer. No static 
measurements can be made, how- 
ever, since a piezoelectric trans- 
ducer has no d -c response. 

Bender -Type Accelerometers 

In a bender -type accelerometer, 
a strip of phosphor -bronze is 
clamped at one end of a solid struc- 
ture which is connected to the vi- 
brating body, as shown in Fig. 
8A. Due to its inertia, the beam 
vibrates and generates stresses in 
the barium titanate element at- 
tached to the beam. The two sur- 
faces of the element are connected 
to the output terminals. The ele- 
ment can be made very thin, in 
the order of 1/100 of an inch, and 
hardly affects the flexibility of the 
beam. 

The natural frequency of such an 
arrangement is normally several 
hundred cycles. Figure 8B shows 
the fundamental resonance fre- 
quency of a 0.1 -inch phosphor - 
bronze cantilever beam plotted 
against its length. The graph in- 
dicates that the natural frequency 
of such bender systems is much 
lower than for compression -type 
devices. A means of damping the 
system, such as with silicone oil, 
should therefore be provided. 

Many variations may be em- 
ployed in the construction of a 
bender -type accelerometer. The 
dimensions of the beam and the 
sensitive element can be changed. 
Small weights may be attached to 
the end of the beam. Clamping may 
be provided in the center or at both 
ends. The ceramic element itself 
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may be used as a beam. 
It is not possible, however, to 

employ a homogeneous piece of 
barium titanate. In the latter case, 
the upper portion of the beam 
would be in compression and the 
lower portion in tension, or vice 
versa. The charges generated in 
these two parts would have opposite 
polarity and would cancel each 
other. This difficulty is overcome 
by using a laminated element. For 
example, the beam may consist of 
two sheets of barium titanate, each 
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FIG. 7-Temperature characteristic o 
compression -type accelerometer, block 
diagram of complete transducer system, 
and cathode -follower amplifier circuit 
suitable for matching a piezoelectric ac- 
celerometer to electrical measuring 

equipment 

0.01 inch thick, which are soldered 
to a 0.003 -inch copper armature. 
The natural frequency of such 
a laminated beam is also plotted 
in Fig. 8B. 

The temperature characteristic 
of bender -type accelerometers is 
not as good as for compression -type 
units. A decrease in sensitivity of 
about 0.5 percent per degree C was 
observed with rising temperature. 
This effect is probably caused by 
the bond between element and ar- 
mature. Another temperature ef- 
fect is introduced by the damping 
fluid. 

Bender Applications 

Despite these facts and the very 
satisfactory performance of the 
compression -type units, it can be 
expected that bender -type accel- 
erometers will be helpful in appli- 
cations where special requirements 
must be met. Such requirements 
are: 

(a) High capacitance to obtain 
very low frequency response with 
an indicating device having only 
medium input impedance. It has 
been possible to build benders with 
a capacitance as high as 0.1 µf. 

(b) High sensitivity but a lim- 
ited frequency range. A cantilever 
beam, with small weights attached 
to its end, was built for this pur- 
pose. A sensitivity of about 200 
millivolts per g was obtained. The 
frequency characteristic of an ex- 
perimental model of such a unit is 
given in Fig. 8C. 

(c) Very small dimensions. One 
accelerometer designed to this spe - 
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cification measures only 1* x x 13r 

inches. Its laminated barium tita- 
nate element operates as a bender. 
The sensitivity is 8 my per g 
and the natural frequency ap- 
proaches 3,000 cps. Silicone fluid 
is used as a damping medium. The 
miniature -unit curve in Fig. 8C 
shows the frequency characteristic 
of this unit. 

(d) Capability of measuring ex- 
treme high accelerations, of the 
order of 10,000 g. By using a 
bender type for such an application, 
it is possible to obtain a design 
where a sturdy armature takes the 
full impact of the shock. The cera- 
mic element, which can be made 
very thin and light, is attached to 
the armature and measures its 
deformation. 

Conclusions 

A very desirable feature of all 
barium titanate accelerometers is 
the extremely wide range of accel- 
eration which they can indicate. 
One model can withstand 600-g 
shocks which will generate an out- 
put voltage of 27 volts. On the 
other hand, for measurement of 
small accelerations, it is possible to 
read an output of about 1 millivolt, 
because this voltage is still above 
the noise level of normal measuring 
equipment. Consequently, an accel- 
eration range from 600 g to 0.022 
g (27,000 to 1) can be covered; this 
is an excellent figure for a measur- 
ing instrument. Another desirable 
feature is the fact that the accele- 
rometers are self -generating, which 
makes their output independent of 
external supply voltages. Barium 
titanate accelerometers have al- 
ready been used in many tests in 
the laboratory and in the field. The 
instruments have operated satisfac- 
torily under all conditions and have 
shown reliability and ease of han- 
dling. 
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monitor and sounds alarm if it detects undue noise or distortion. For remote comparison, 

a processed information signal is sent out on same lines with audio hut at higher frequency 

INENGLAND, the British Broad - 
casting Corporation produces 

some ten different sound programs 
that are fed over wire lines to 
nearly 100 transmitters. Monitor- 
ing is required at the several pick- 
up points, as well as at intermedi- 
ate points to insure maintenance of 
level and quality of program. The 
equipment to be described provides 
automatic monitoring at the inter- 
mediate points so that the technical 
staff can be freed for other duties. 

The automatic monitor compares 
program characteristics at two 
separate points in the transmission 
chain. When the two programs 
differ by a predetermined amount, 
the monitor sounds an alarm. 
Often, the programs to be compared 

are available in the same building. 
In other cases, it is necessary to 
convert the information to a signal 
that can be sent back and compared 
with the characteristics of a simi- 
larly processed signal. The simple 
comparison equipment is known in 
the BHC as "automatic monitor 
minor" and the remote comparison 
system as "automatic monitor 
major." 

Since the major monitor, not yet 
in general use, is based upon the 
equipment that is used in the minor 
monitor, the latter will be described 
first. Both types are designed to 
operate an alarm on an arbitrary 
magnitude of defect with respect 
to: transmission equivalent (includ- 
ing complete break) ; background 

noise (including crosstalk) ; fre- 
quency -amplitude response ; and 
overload or nonlinearity. 

By a comparison measurement, 
all these defects may be recognized 
in terms of amplitude. For in- 
stance, a falling -off in response at 
the upper frequencies will be dis- 
cerned as a reduction in amplitude 
of the top notes of music or the 
sibilants in speech. In the low - 
volume passages or gaps in pro- 
gram, noise will also appear as an 
amplitude difference. Such ampli- 
tude comparison is the basic prin- 
ciple on which these monitors are 
designed. 

The transmission circuit may in- 
clude a long line or several ampli- 
fiers. In either case the envelope 
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PROGRAM MONITOR 

Automatic monitor equipment in rack 

of the signal is likely to be distorted 
by phase change, and such systems 
differ in this respect only by the 
degree of phase change. As long 
as the phase or delay distortion is 
within the rather wide limits that 
the ear cannot detect, no correction 
for this is normally made. 

The automatic monitor must com- 
pare two envelopes, one of which is 
distorted, and show a balance so 
long as no defect is aurally notice- 
able. In this respect it must con- 
tend with a time delay in the arrival 
of a pulse of signal and a distortion 

of the envelope of the pulse. An 
instantaneous comparison of the 
amplitude of the signals is not pos- 
sible. There must be integration 
over a period long enough to negate 
the error due to phase -delay 
distortion. 

If the integration period is too 
long, however, the automatic moni- 
tor will be insensitive to the distor- 
tion it is intended to disclose. Al- 
though many periods of amplitude 
distortion apparent to the listener 
will be of short duration, there will 
be a number lasting several milli- 
seconds at least. If the integration 
period does not exceed about ten 
milliseconds, such periods occur 
often enough to give reasonable 
operation of the monitor on fault 
conditions. 

Although the rms value of the 
wave might give an ideal compari- 
son, it is more practical to use recti- 
fiers with suitable time constants. 
The discharge time has been made 
longer than the charge time, so 
that comparison of amplitude dif- 
ference may be delayed until both 
program -pulses approximate their 
maximum values. This method of 
measurement normally produces 
good monitor balance on fairly 
short transmission circuits if there 
is no audible distortion between the 
points at which the program is 
being compared. 

Bridge -Balance Detector 

Voltages from the reference sig- 
nal supply one arm of the bridge 
shown in Fig. 1 and those of the 
compared signal feed another arm. 
The output of these arms is applied 

to the tubes of a differential de- 
tector. Detector output (zero if 
both voltages are so nearly alike as 
to produce no appreciable unbal- 
ance) operates a relay that actuates 
a buzzer or bell. Thus, a warning 
is given when the compared signal 
suffers a predetermined amount of 
deterioration, owing to any of the 
factors mentioned. 

The whole volume range of refer- 
ence or compared signal is not 
needed to detect defects. Signals in 
the larger volume levels give 
indications of overload and de- 
fects in frequency response and 
transmission equivalent. The low - 
volume levels disclose the faults 
mentioned but show noise rather 
than overload distortion. Inter- 
mediate volume levels are not re- 
quired, for they convey no informa- 
tion not given by the others. 

The requirement for an ampli- 
fier with two different gains in- 
spired the development of the 
volume -folding -and -limiting ampli- 
fier (VFLA). This apparatus re- 
ceives voltages resulting from the 
whole range of volume levels. For 
a fault just serious enough to mar 
reception by the average listener it 
must have the same output whether 
the indications are conveyed by the 
high -volume of low -volume portions 
of the signal. Overall response òf 
the VFLA must approximate that 
of the ear of the average listener. 
It must be able to gloss over faults 
(such as brief overloads) that 
would not distress the listener, but 
it must be infallible in calling at- 
tention to defects that annoy him. 

The term `volume" applies here 

Broadcasting in the United Kingdom is different in several 

respects from that to which engineers in the United States and 

Canada are accustomed. Among others, the American engi- 

neer is accustomed to feeding an audio program at a certain 

maximum level into a telephone line and having it come out 

at the other end, often many hundreds of miles away, with 

predetermined level and characteristics. The problems of 

maintaining the standard of transmission have been paid for 

according to Telephone Company rates previously approved 

by the Federal Communications Commission. 

In Great:_ Britain, where the British Broadcasting Corpora- 

tion operates all broadcasting on funds collected by the 

government from receiver owners, the Corporation must in 

many cases maintain long -line audio levels and quality. In 

addition, the BBC is allowed to operate remote, unattended 

transmitters in a manner not permitted in the States by 

the FCC. 

Automatic monitoring equipment of the type used by the 

British and described here may find interesting applications 

in the fields of telemetering, microwave relay, and remote 

control of satellite f -m broadcast transmitters, in addition to 

the application for which the system was devised 
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SUPPRESS ALARM 

to signal indicated by the peak pro- 
gram meter used at the BBC. This 
measures the rectified peak value of 
signal with a charge time -constant 
of 2.5 milliseconds and a discharge 
time -constant of 1 second. 

The two different gains at which 
the VFLA operates are selected by 
the amplitude of the applied input 
signal. This is accomplished by 
diodes D. and D. (Fig. 1) in the 
negative -feedback path of the am- 
plifier section of V, and V,. The 
diodes are back -biased from the 
high -voltage supply so that, below 
a predetermined signal amplitude, 
they do not conduct. 

When they are not conducting, 
the gain of the amplifier is ap- 
proximately 1 + R./ R. where R. 
is the resultant cathode -to -ground 
resistance. When the applied input 
signal is large enough to cause the 
diodes to conduct, the gain of the 
amplifier is reduced to approxi- 
mately 1 + (R1R2)/R,(R, + R2). 
The amplifier formed by V, and V, 
has approximately a linear input- 
output law at low -volume input and 
represents an amplifier of less gain 
above the volume at which the 
diodes operate. 

The differential detector operates 
when a certain output -voltage dif- 
ference between the two VFLA's is 
reached or exceeded. This value of 
voltage is to be attained for the 
same input volume difference, 
whether this occurs at low or high 
volumes. The critical value of volt- 
age difference for operation is fixed 
by the volume at which noise should 
cause operation and that at which 
the diodes in the feedback path of 
the amplifier containing V, and V, 
switch to reduce gain. 

This is seen more clearly by the 
following example : 

Let the volume at -40 db give the 
6 -volt output necessary for the 
detector to operate. Let a 3 -db 
difference (or an excess of this dif- 
ference) between the reference pro- 
gram v1 and the compared program 
y, be required to cause the detector 
to operate. The gain of the ampli- 
fier must be reduced at that critical 
volume above which a change of 3 
db in input gives more than a 
6 -volt change in output. 

20 log v,/v, = -3 db 
v1-v,=6y 

v1 = 21 v (approximately) 
This output voltage corresponds to 
an input volume of about -29 db 
and this is the point at which diodes 
D. and D. operate. 

The effective ratio between the 
gain of the amplifier with the 
diodes operated and that without 
the diodes operated will determine 
the higher volume at which a 3 -db 
difference between v, and y, will 
again provide 6 volts in output. 
Above such a volume there must 
again be a reduction in gain, or this 
3 -db sensitivity will be exceeded. 
In the automatic monitor, this re- 
duction is provided by rectifiers 1 

and 2. These are back -biased so 
that they conduct at, and above, 
this second critical volume and 
place a shunt across the amplifier 
input containing V, and V,. 

Maximum Gain Reduction 

A further and final reduction in 
gain occurs at the maximum input 
level to be experienced, or zero 
volume. At this level, diodes D, and 
D. conduct and almost short-circuit 
the input of the amplifier. This 

LEADS TO DIFFERENTIAL DETECTOR 

PROGRAM 
3 NPUT 3,000 

1,900 

o 

FIG. 2-Overmodulation-alarm suppressor prevents warning on occasional peaks 
but allows alarm to operate if they are frequent 

final limiting of the sensitivity of 
the monitor to the maximum value 
of signal that can be handled by the 
transmitter reduces its monitoring 
sensitivity to overload distortion at 
such volumes. This reduced sensi- 
tivity is compensated by an auxil- 
iary device. 

The amplitude input-output law 
of the VFLA unit has been de- 
scribed without regard to the fre- 
quency of the input signal. If the 
monitor is to correspond in its 
operation to the audibility of de- 
fects, it must be suitably graded 
in sensitivity with respect to fre- 
quency. The predistortion network 
determines the lowest volume with 
respect to frequency at which the 
VFLA gives sufficient rectified out- 
put to operate the differential de- 
tector. Its response is designed so 
that operation of the alarm cor- 
responds approximately to aural 
sensitivity at noise volume. 

The circuit to be monitored may 
contain about a hundred miles of 
cable. In such circumstances, the 
rectified outputs of VFLA units 
will not synchronize, and will pro- 
vide momentary amplitude differ- 
ences. The action of the differen- 
tial detector is therefore delayed 
by C, of Fig. 1. Although programs 
are monitored at their source, so 
that compression of peaks at the 
transmitter is kept at a reasonable 
minimum, the frequency of com- 
pression on some types of program 
is relatively high. It is not desir- 
able that the automatic monitor 
should give alarms on such defects 
unless they become abnormal. Si- 
lencing of the alarm by action of 
D, and D. brings an integrator into 
operation so that, if this kind of 
defect is too frequent or persistent, 
the alarm is sounded. The circuit 
used if a transmitter is included in 
the chain is shown in Fig. 2. 

Overmodulation-Alarm 
Suppressor 

The program is amplified and 
rectified to provide opposing bias to 
a back -biased detector. At a criti- 
cal volume of program, the current 
in the anode of the detector oper- 
ates a relay, the contacts of which 
are interconnected with the alarm 
circuit in the differential detector 
unit. When this relay operates, the 
differential detector alarm is sup - 
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FIG. 3-Automatic monitor used to compare signals separated by long telephone lines. Essential information is encoded by modulator 

pressed. A time delay in the relay 
operation in the differential de- 
tector circuit is provided for this 
purpose. If, however, this plate 
relay operates with undue fre- 
quency of persistency, the capacitor 
in the grid -plate circuit of the inte- 
grator (final stage of Fig. 2) has its 
standing charge sufficiently dis- 
turbed to operate its plate -circuit 
relay, giving an alarm. A super- 
visory lamp indicates the nature of 
the fault. 

When a radio link returns the 
program to be compared, it is de- 
sirable to prevent static from oper- 
ating the monitor alarm. A second 
receiver fed from the monitoring 
receiver antenna is tuned to a near- 
by wavelength on which there is 
normally no appreciable back- 
ground signal. The audio output 
of the static receiver is connected 
to a circuit similar to that of the 
overmodulation-alarm suppressor. 
Incoming static will thus operate a 
relay and suppress the monitor 
alarm, but. an integrator circuit is 
again included, so that persistent 
or unduly frequent suppression 
from any cause sounds the alarm. 

Automatic Monitor Major 
The major monitor has been de- 

signed to perform a function simi- 
lar to that of the minor, but uses 
specially derived signals rather 

than regular program for its moni- 
toring function. In practice, both 
program and a low-level reference 
signal are sent over the program 
line. The block diagram of a repre- 
sentative major monitor system is 
shown in Fig. 3. The program 
is sent out on the line through a 
low-pass filter and at the same time 
through a pair of phase networks 
into two VFLA units similar to 
those used in the minor monitor 
system. 

The combined rectified outputs 
are fed into a modulator that con- 
verts the signal into an a -m carrier 
between 7 and 8 kc. Bandwidth of 
the resultant signal is about ±1.50 
cycles. The processed signal is fed 
onto the program line through a 
band-pass filter at a level some 20 
db below that of the program. At 
the transmitter end, the program as 
picked up on a monitor receiver is 
similarly processed, put through 
a delay network and compared with 
the incoming processed signal. Any 
marked discrepancies of quality 
cause the differential detector to 
operate the alarm. 

To keep the reference signal 
stable and avoid the effects of 
transmission -equivalent drift a 
special form of automatic gain con- 
trol with a long time constant is 
employed. This age provided by 
the reference signal keeps the bal- 

ance constantly adjusted. It is 
made to operate only at low volume 
and so does not mask defects that 
need correction. 

Another problem of some magni- 
tude is that if the program signal 
contains two frequencies such that 
f2 ± nf1, a low -frequency amplitude 
modulation may be produced in the 
reference signal. This is counter- 
acted by making the processed sig- 
nal the sum of two signals with a 
phase shift between them of a/2. 
It is for this reason that pairs of 
VFLA's are used in major monitor 
systems for dealing with both refer- 
ence and compared signals. 
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DIRE CT -COUPLED negative -feed- 
back amplifiers are commonly 

used in analog computers and else- 
where to obtain a constant closed - 
loop gain and a low output imped- 
ance. One of the more basic char- 
acteristics of this type of circuit is 
the fact that the gain is negative. 
Whereas the necessity to accept 
this sign inversion is frequently 
undesirable, it heretofore has been 
considered an inevitable feature of 
feedback circuitry. 

This paper presents a universal 
amplifier that may, with or without 
sign inversion, attain a constant 
closed -loop gain and low output im- 
pedance. Some of the mathemat- 

ical operations made possible 
through the use of this circuit are 
listed and described. Circuit prop- 
erties are derived, and test data is 
given for an actual circuit. 

Basic Amplifier 
The circuit herein described con- 

sists of a basic direct -coupled am- 
plifier with two input terminals and 
one output terminal, as illustrated 
in Fig. 1. The manner in which 
the input and overall loop feedback 
are connected determines the func- 
tion the amplifier is to perform. 
This type of circuit is currently 
employed to perform a limited num- 
ber of its potential functions, as 
illustrated by the block diagrams in 
Fig. 1. This paper extends the use 
of this valuable basic circuit to in- 
clude several new applications. 

As used in this paper, the defini- 
tion and requisites of a basic ampli- 
fier are that it be direct coupled and 
use a differential first stage with 
both grids thereof accessible. The 
gain to the output is positive from 
input grid g, and negative from 
input grid g_. The output voltage 
is sensitive only to the difference 
between the two inputs and not 
to their absolute level relative to 
ground. The circuit will be ana- 
lyzed for three different operating 
conditions, wherein the closed -loop 
gain is +1, greater than +1 and 
less than +1. 

Closed -Loop Gain = +1 
To attain a gain of one so that 

E. = E simply connect the grid 
of V2 directly to the output, as in 
Fig. 2. No additional resistors are 
required. To calculate the closed - 
loop gain G without external load, 
assume that load resistance RL is 

0o and that grid current 1, is 0, 
so that E=E, and E=E,. The 
basic circuit equation is (E - E,º) 
A = E., where A is the open -loop 
gain of the basic amplifier. For 
unity gain, this becomes (E, - Eo) 
A = E.. The closed -loop gain is 
then G = E,/E, = A/ (A + 1). If 
A is made sufficiently large, this 
figure closely approximates 1. 

To calculate output impedance 
Z., assume only that I, = 0, so that 
E, = E,,. Then (E, - E,) A = 
E,,, and E. = E.RL/ (RL + Z.) . 

This gives the exact expression 
E. RL 
E, 

(Z./A)+ RL(A+1) 
A 

If A is made sufficiently large, the 
term [(A + 1)/A] approximates 
1 and the equation becomes 

E.1 RL RL (2) E, Z. + RL 
Z.+ RL 

A 
This shows that the closed -loop out- 
put impedance is equal to the open - 
loop output impedance divided by 
the open -loop gain of the amplifier, 
or Z. = Z./A. This value is very 
low, which is characteristic of neg- 
ative -feedback amplifiers. 

In the amplifier under consider- 
ation, A is the drift referred to the 
grid; in other words, with one in- 
put grid grounded, it is the voltage 
necessary at the other input grid 
to maintain E. = 0, to accommo- 
date for drift due to such factors 
as power supply variations, temper- 
ature and aging. Ai is the drift 
referred to the input, or the voltage 
necessary at the input to a closed - 
loop circuit to maintain E. = O. A. 

is the drift referred to the output, 
or the voltage variation at the out- 
put of a circuit, where the input 
is grounded. 
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Differential Amplifier 
Analysis of basic circuit capable of providing constant closed -loop gain and low output 
impedance, with or without sign inversion, for applications requiring a high -gain differ- 

ential amplifier. Mathematical uses in analog computers are summarized 

Then A. = G A,. The designation 
d refers to a change; thus, I,d 
means the change in I. 

The total drift (zero shift) of 
the circuit of Fig. 2 (A, and 0,) 
is equal to the sum of the drifts 
contributed by grid current in the 
first stage, and by A (where A is an 
independent variable not affected by 
external circuitry). 

To calculate the drift due to A, 
observe that since the input signal 
is fed directly in g1, to which point 
A is referred, A, of necessity is 
equal to A and A. = A, = A. 

To calculate the drift due to grid 
current, observe that: (a) 1, will 
cause no zero shift, as g, is con- 
nected to E. which is a source of 
low impedance; (b) h will cause a 
constant zero shift of amplitude 
I,R which effect may be completely 
nullified by the setting of a manual 
zero adjustment within the ampli- 
fier; (c) ha will cause no zero shift 
for the same reason as in (a) ; (d) 
ha will cause a zero shift referred 
to the input equal to I1dR hence it 
is desirable that the source imped- 
ance be kept to a minimum; (e) 
should the source impedance vary 
by an amount R,d, it will cause a 
zero shift equal to I1R,d. It is 
therefore desirable that the grid 
current in the first stage be kept to 
a minimum. 

The total drift of the amplifier 
from all causes is A. = Al = A + 
I1R,d + I1dR which for most ac- 
tual circuits is approximately A. 

Since the input is fed onto a grid 
whose only ground return is 
through the source itself, the in- 
put impedance Z, is infinite, except- 
ing the effects of grid current 
which may in most cases be con- 
sidered negligible. 

An infinite input impedance is of 
particular advantage where the 
source impedance is variable, for 
the gain is completely independent 
of the value of the source imped- 
ance and therefore of any change 
in source impedance. 

Summarizing these results, the 
characteristics of the circuit of 
Fig. 2 are: (a) Function is that of 
an isolation amplifier, where accur- 
acy and output impedance require- 
ments will not allow for the use of 
a cathode follower; (b) gain G - 
A/ (A -I- 1) ; (c) output impedance 
Z. = Z,/A; (d) drift A. = Al = 
A + Il R,d + I,d R, ; input imped- 
ance Z, = co. 

Closed -Loop Gain > +1 
To attain a gain greater than 

one, two precision resistors are re- 
quired, connected as in Fig. 3A. 
The exact expression for gain in 
this case is 

Rs+R4 
Er Rs + R4 

A 

If A is made sufficiently large, 

E. _ R, + R4 

R4 

(3) 

(4) 

Observe that the amplifier will 
always adjust itself such that E,1 

E,,. Utilizing this information 
as a tool for calculation, Eq. 4 and 
many other circuit properties may 
be less rigorously calculated with 
greater ease. 

To calculate Z which is depend- 
ent upon open -loop gain, a more 
rigorous approach is needed. Fig- 
ure 3B represents the equivalent 
circuit when closed -loop gain G 
without external load is greater 
than 1, where RL is the total load 
from E. to ground. Here the exact 

expression for gain is 

E. G RL 
(Z, G/A4 RL (A + G)/A 

If A is made sufficiently large, the 

(5) 

FIG. 3-Circuit connections and equiva 
lent circuit giving gain greater than one 
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equation becomes 

E. GRL GRL 
Et - (Z. G/A) + RL Z. + RL ( ) 

from which it is determined that 
the closed -loop output impedance is 
equal to the open -loop output im- 
pedance divided by the ratio of open 
to closed loop gain, or Z. = Z.G/A. 
For G = 1, this value is identical to 
that previously derived. 

To calculate A, (drift referred to 
the input), the same reasoning may 
be applied as for the case where G 

= 1, with almost identical results, 
the only difference being in the case 
of grid current in V2. As before, 
any steady grid current 12 may be 
counteracted by the manual zero 
adjustment, whereas the zero shift 
due to 124 is simply 124 times the 
parallel impedance offered by R, 
and R4. Because R, and R4 must be 
precision resistors to maintain con- 
stant gain, it may be safely as- 
sumed that no zero shift is to be 
expected from their change. How- 
ever, in the event of any change, 
the zero shift is 12 [R2R4/(R2 + 
R4)14. 

The total drift of the amplifier 
from all causes is 

eI = A+IIaR.+IIR.a+ 
R3 R4 R4 Rd 

ltd 14+ R4\ )a (7) 

Then A. = GA,, which for most 
actual circuits is approximately 
A, = A. 

Closed -Loop Gain < +1 
Two methods of attaining a gain 

of less than one are illustrated in 
Fig. 4. Because of its low drift 
factor, the circuit of Fig. 4A is 
recommended for all cases where 
RL is constant, since any change in 
RL alters the output voltage accord- 
ingly; here E. = E,RL/(RL + R.). 
The circuit of Fig. 4B is recom- 
mended for use with a variable 
load. 

For the same overall gain G, the 
circuit of Fig. 4A yields better per- 
formance in terms of drift and 
input impedance, whereas the cir- 
cuit of Fig. 4B is better in terms of 
output impedance. The applicable 
circuit must therefore be chosen to 
fit individual requirements. 

Some of the operations made 
possible through the use of this 
type of amplifier are listed in Table 
I, along with pertinent equations. A 
wider variety of functions may be 
had by using more complex external 
circuitry. The book "Electronic 
Time Measurements", Radiation 
Laboratory Series, p 292-293, con- 
tains an unusually long list of func- 
tions made available through use 
of the conventional inverse gain 
amplifier. The universal amplifier 
may be used to yield all of these 
functions by grounding input grid 
g plus at least an equal number of 
functions by ungrounding gI and 
feeding an input signal thereto. 

Mathematical Operations 
Table I, example 1 is the con- 

ventional feedback circuit as illus- 
trated in Fig. 1C. It yields any 
desired inverse gain. 

Examples 2, 3, 4 and 5, all previ- 
ously described, yield any desired 
gain without sign inversion. 

Example 6 is the general case of 
subtraction of two variables, each 
with its own constant of multiplica - 

Table I-Partial List of Mathematical Operations Made Available Through Use of Universal Amplifier 

MATHEMATICAL FUNCTION 
AND CIRCUIT EQUATION 

CIRCUIT 

(I) MULTIPLICATION 
BY A NEGATIVE 
CONSTANT 
E -GE2 02 _ Eo 

DC AMP 

E 
R GR 

(2) MULTIPLICATION 
BY A POSITIVE 
CONSTANT 
LESS THAN ONE 
E0 =GE 

R 
EI 

G 
(I-G)R 

E0 
D GAM 

(3) MULTIPLICATION 
13Y A POSITIVE 
CONSTANT 
LESS THAN ONE 

E0 GE 

Eo R 
D AMP - EI . 

(I G¡ R 

(4) MULTIPLICATION 
BY ONE 
E0 El 

EI D -C E0 

(5) MULTIPLICATION 
BYA POSITIVE 
CONSTANT 
GREATER THAN ONE 

E0 GE, 

2123 .Eo 

EI ME (G-I)it 

R 

(6) MULTIPLICATION OF TWO 
VARIABLES, ONE BYA 
POSITIVE CONSTANT AND 
ONE BYA NEGATIVE 
CONSTANT 
E0 GIEI-G2E2 

R 

EI 

\ 

( 
GIG R 

E2 D 

G 

R 

E2 

2 GI+I 

= 

MATHEMATICAL FUNCTION 
AND CIRCUIT EQUATION 

CIRCUIT 

(7) SPECIAL CASE OF 

EXAMPLE 6 
E0 (G+I)EI-GE2 

EgoD-GAMP' E -- 
E2 

R GR 

(8) SIMPLE SUBTRACTION 

E0, El- E 
2 

R 

EI' 

R 

E0 D-GAMP 

R 
R 

E2 

(9) MULTIPLICATION OFn 
VARIABLES,EACH BY A 
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE 
CONSTANT 
Eo. (GI EI+G2E2t...G,E,) 

-(G 6 E pp +... GbEb) 

EI 

E2 

E.> --A. :"r-' 

Co 
D AMP 

i l , 
. é 

EQ ER Eb 

(10) INTEGRATION 

%t 
RC J EI (t)-E2(t l]dt 
' t=0 

E0 AMP El 

E2 R 

DC 

H 
(II) DIFFERENTIATION 

EE + Ed t 

RCdt CEI(t)-E2(t), 

EI- 
E 

D-G AMP , 

E2 R 
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FIG. 6-Universal direct -coupled negative -feedback differential amplifier circuit 
used to verify the mathematical analysis 

tion. The equation is valid only 
when G, is less than (G, + 1). 
When it is desired that G, _ (G, -}- 

1), the input -shunting resistor be- 
comes infinite, and the circuit is 
transformed into the special case 
illustrated as example 7. 

In order to make G, greater than 
(G, + 1), the inputs must be re- 
versed and resistors adjusted ac- 
cordingly. The sign of the output 
will then be inverted. 

Example 8, for simple subtrac- 
tion, is merely a special case of ex- 
ample 6 where GI = G. = 1. 

Example 9 is the most general 
example of subtraction, wherein 
any number of inputs may be multi- 
plied, each by its own constant, and 
mutually added and subtracted. The 
same limitation for gain is valid 
for this circuit as for example 6. 

Example 10 yields either positive 
or negative integration, or, using 
two inputs as shown, integration 
as a function of the difference be- 
tween two variables. Grounding 
input E a conventional negative - 
going integrator is obtained, with 
both E, terms dropping out of the 
equation. 

Grounding input E the E, term 
drops out and the circuit equation 
is no longer a case of simple inte- 
gration. Circuit action under this 
condition is shown in Fig. 5. Note 
that as an integrator, the output 
remains constant at whatever volt- 
age it happens to be whenever the 
input is zero. 

Example 11 yields either positive 
or negative differentiation, or us- 

ing two inputs as shown, different- 
iation as a function of the differ- 
ence between two variables. If in- 
put E, is grounded, both E1 terms 
drop out of the equation. Simi- 
larly, with E, grounded the E, term 
drops out. 

Test Results 
Figure 6 shows the circuit of an 

amplifier which was constructed 
and thoroughly tested, and which 
gave results according to theory. 
Open -loop gain A = 10,000; I, = 
h 10-1° amp; lid = I,d = 10' 
amp; Z, = 12,000 ohms; A as a 
function of variation of the +300-v 
supply = ±0.4 mv per v; 0 as a 
function of variation of the -300-v 
supply = ±0.35 mv per v; t as 
a function of variation of the fila- 
ment supply = ±5 mv per v; ä as 
a function of variation in ambient 
temperature = ±0.1 mv per deg C. 

The zero shift as a function of 
the level of the input signal (com- 
mon mode effect), when connected 
for G = 1, is shown in Fig. 7. 
Observe that the amplifier operates 
over an input range of from -50 
to +50 volts. Curve A shows the 
theoretical input-output curve when 
A = 10,000 and tubes V, and V2 
have identical characteristics. Curve 
B shows the actual results of the 
amplifier using a random 12AX7 in 
the first stage, while curve C shows 
the corresponding results using the 
same tube in reverse position. The 
deviation of curves B and C from 
curve A is caused by tubes V, and 
V, not having identical characteris- 

FIG. 7-Curves show;ng zero shift at various 
input levels for three combinations of tubes 

tics throughout the operating range 
of the first stage. 

Note, however, that the ampli- 
tude of the zero shift for input sig- 
nals of ±30 volts is only 2, 10, 17, 
or 25 millivolts in Fig. 7; this is at 
worst an error of less than 0.1 
percent. 

The primary purpose of present- 
ing a particular circuit with test 
results is to make clear the fact 
that no trick circuitry is required, 
and that it is a simple matter to 
construct a reliable, low -drift am- 
plifier. 

Conclusion 
In essence, the new circuit design 

lies in the use of a differential first 
stage wherein both grids are em- 
ployed to receive input signals, 
rather than grounding one grid as 
is conventional in inverse gain 
circuitry. Since it is a basic open - 
loop amplifier, the circuit is cap- 
able of great versatility, and may 
be operated to perform any one of 
a multitude of functions by the 
proper choice of external circuitry. 
Some of the functions available are 
addition, subtraction, multiplica- 
tion by a positive or negative con- 
stant, positive or negative integra- 
tion or differentiation, and when 
connected open -loop, a high -gain 
differential amplifier. 
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Temperature -Compensating 
Capacitor Nomograph 

By THOMAS T. BROWN 
Aircraft ''1 raasvaitter Department 
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. 

Writtle, Essex, England 

Gives directly with one setting of a celluloid triangle 

the capacitance values required when two tempera- 

ture -compensating capacitors are paralleled. Solves 

problem of compensating a tuned circuit when a 

single capacitor having the required temperature 
coefficient is not available 

I I I 11I1IIII I I f I IIIIII{{II I{ I{ IIIIII I I I II1111{ 1 I 11I I11 

10 15 20 30 40 50 60 7080 100 150 200 31* 400 500 700 1.000 

CT IN yl}tF 

I 
1 I I IIIIII{ 1 I I4IIIIIIF+I I{ II111{1/11I I{III1I 11 I IIIIIIIIIII I{ II 1I1I1{ 

10 13 20 30 40 50 60 70 100 150 200 300 400 500 700 1,000 

Cs OR CA IN x11F 

IF Ce IS USED, 
READ TA- TT 

IF CA IS USED, 15 

READ TT-T8 

NOMENCLATURE 

10- 

20 
'90° 

30 

40 

CT= TOTAL CAPACITANCE 
60_ 

TO BE USED FOR 70 

COMPENSATION 80 = 
CA 8 CA= REQUIRED 100- 
CAPACITANCE VALUES FOR - 
PARALLELING TO GET CT 

TT= REQUIRED OVER-ALL 
TEMPERATURE 

COEFFICIENT OF CT 

150 

TAS TEMPERATURE 
200 

COEFFICIENT OF CA 

TB TEMPERATURE 
COEFFICIENT OF Ce 

TA-TT 
OR 

TT-Te 
IN PPM PER °C 

300- 

400= 

500= 
600- 
700 
800 = 
900 = 
,000= 

0 

15 

20 

40 

50 

60 
70 
80 
90 
100 

150 

200 

400 

500 

600 
700 
800 00T T 

1,0001, IN PPM PER ¶ 
Set -square nomograph, used with right-angle sides of any celluloid triangle 

ONE of the most common 
ways of compensating for 

the effect of temperature coeffi- 
cients of coils or capacitors on 
the frequency of a tuned circuit 
is by the use of ceramic capaci- 
tors of large negative coefficient 
in parallel with the normal mica 
or air -spaced capacitor. The val- 
ues of these components are 
usually estimated by proportion 
and trial and error to get an 
overall temperature coefficient of 
zero. The accompanying chart 
gives these values directly. 

To use the chart, set a triangle 
or set square to join two known 
values on two parallel scales. 
Then move the triangle back or 
forward along the line of inter- 
section until its right - angle 
edge cuts the third value on the 
other scale. The unknown value 
is then read off where this edge 
cuts the remaining scale; i.e., 
each side intersects two values. 
A setting of three values on one 
edge is not valid. 

The algebraic sign of an un- 
known value obtained from a 
vertical scale will be the same as 
that of the known value on the 
other vertical scale. 

The range of the chart can be 
readily extended by multiplying 
the scales by factors of ten in 
any of the following four ways: 
all four scales, two parallel scales, 
top horizontal and right vertical 
or lower horizontal and left ver- 
tical pairs of scales. 

Example 1 

A fixed -frequency oscillator is 
tuned by a 400-µµf capacitor to 
2 mc. The coil has a tempera- 
ture coefficient of + 40 parts per 
million per degree C, and it is 
required to compensate this to 
zero drift. Capacitors rated at 

(Continued on page 134) 
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MANY ELECTRONIC COMPONENT 

"FIRSTS" ARE THE PRODUCT OF 

CINCH ENGINEERING AND MANY 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MAKE 

CINCH COMPONENTS FIRST CHOICE - 

Consult CINCH 

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois 
Subsidiary of United -Carr Fastener 
Corporation, Cambridge, Mass. 

CINCH facilities and engineering ex- 
perience and ability assure the satis- 
factory fulfillment of any assignment 
for an electronic component. 

Available at 
leading 
electronic 
jobbers- 
everywhere. 

The terminal strip de- 
signed by CINCH in 
the early days of 
sound transmission, 
then a "first", is to- 
day a standard elec- 
tronic component. 

CINCH invites you to 
submit your specific 
need, or problem, for 
immediate consider- 

ation and recom- 
mendation. Con- 

sult CINCH. 
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Temperature -Compensating Capacitor Nomograph (continued from page 132) 

+20 ppm and -220 ppm are 
available. What are the values 
required? 

Solution. CT = C,, + C. TT 

= -40 ppm, TA = +20, TB 

-220 and CT = 400, so that 
TA - TT = +60 and TA - TB 

= +240. 
With one of the right-angled 

sides of a set -square or triangle 
on the nomograph, join the point 
60 on the TA- TT scale with 240 
on the TA - TB. Now advance the 
perpendicular edge of the set - 
square until it cuts the CT scale 
at 400 µµf, still keeping the 
other two points intersected, and 
read the required value of CB as 
100 µµf at the intersection on 
the CB scale. The required 
values are thus a 100-µµf capac- 
itor with -220 ppm temperature 
coefficient and a 400 - 100 =- 

300 µµf capacitor with +20 ppm 
coefficient, connected in parallel. 

Example 2 

In a particular wave analyzer, 
the low -frequency waveform is 
heterodyned by an oscillator 
working between 500 and 550 kc, 
and the harmonic components of 
the modulated wave are separ- 
ated by a crystal filter. It is 
desirable to have this oscillator 
free from frequency variation 
due to changes in ambient tem- 
perature. The tuning capacitor 
to be used has a range of 50 to 
300 µµf with the low -tempera- 
ture coefficient of +20 ppm. The 
coil is wound on a ceramic form 
and has a coefficient of +80 ppm. 

Since only a 10 -percent fre- 
quency sweep is required, it will 
be necessary to pad out the 
capacitor to reduce the capaci- 
tance sweep to 20 percent; at the 
same time this capacitor can be 
used to provide temperature 
compensation. A 950-µµf unit 
in parallel with the variable ca- 
pacitor gives a sweep of 1,000 to 
1,250 µµf providing slight over- 
lap at the ends of the scale. Ex- 
act temperature compensation is 
to be provided at the center of 

the band, which is 1,125 µµf. 
Solution. Let CT = 1,125 

µµf, CA = 950 µµf, CB = 175 
µµf, and TB = +20. 

The overall coefficient of the 
capacitor combination to com- 
pensate for the +80 ppm of the 
coil will be given by TT = -80, 
and therefore TT - T = - 100. 

Multiplying scales CT and CA 

by a factor of 10, with 112.5 µµf 
on the CT scale joined to 95 µµf 
on the CA scale by one edge of 
a right-angle triangle, the other 
edge is advanced to intersect 
100 on the TT - TB scale, whence 
TA - TB is read as 118. (Note 
that since the scales are log- 
arithmic, the signs of the prod- 
ucts of the right and left hand 
scales will be the same; thus TA 

-TB = - 118 since TT -T.= 
-100. Should the corner of 
the triangle fall between the 
scales, as happens in this case, 
the perpendicular edge can be 
extended by bringing a rule or 
another triangle up to it. Scales 
CA and TT - TB, and scales CB 

and TA -TT may only be used 
together, otherwise incorrect re- 
sults will be obtained.) 

Now TA - TB = -118, so that 
TA = -98 ppm, which is the 
required coefficient for the 950- 
µµf capacitor. 

It is interesting to check the 
total drift at the two ends of the 
band. When CT = 1,250 µµf, CA 

=950µµf and TA-TB=-118 
and from the nomograph TT - 
TB = -90 and TT = -70 ppm. 

When CT = 1,000, CA = 950 
µµf, TA -TB = -118 and from 
the chart TT - TB = -114 and 
TT = -94 ppm. 

Therefore, adding these values 
to the +80 ppm of the coil, it is 
seen that the drift varies over 
the band from -14 to +10 ppm, 
being zero at the center fre- 
quency. Frequency drift would 
be half these figures. 

A 950-µµf capacitor with a 
negative coefficient of 98 ppm is 
not readily available, so this 
again will have to be another 

parallel combination of two ca- 
pacitors. Since a silvered mica 
capacitor is generally a more 
stable component than a ceramic 
capacitor, it will be better to use 
a large mica capacitor with a low 
positive coefficient and a small 
ceramic with as large a negative 
coefficient as is available. As- 
sume this to be -680 ppm, and 
that of the silvered mica to be 
+20 ppm. Then TA - TB = 700 
and TA - TT = 118, and from 
the nomograph CB = 100 µµf 
(ceramic) and CA = 950 - 160 
= 790 µµf (mica). 

Appendix 

Considering the incremental 
change in capacitance of two 
capacitors in parallel having 
different temperature coeffi- 

cients, the following relationship 
holds: CA = nCB = [n/ (n +1)] 
CT, where n = (TB - TT)/(TT 
- TA) . By taking logs and put- 
ting x = log CT, y = log (TA - 
TB) and z = log CB, four simul- 
taneous equations of the form 
Ax + By + Cz + D = Dare 
obtained, which in determinant 
form are 

1 0 0-log CT 
0 1 0 - log (TA - TT) 
0 0 1-log CB 
1 1 -1-log (TA - TB) 

These can be converted into 

log (TA - Ts) 1 1 1 

log (TA - Tr) 0 1 1 

log CT 1 0 1 

log Ca 0 0 1 

and are now in standard de- 
terminant form 

f(a) g(a) 
f(b) g(b) 
f c) g(c) 
f(d) g(d) 

1 1 
1 1 
0 1 
0 1 

satisfying the conditions of co - 

linearity of the coordinates of 
any four variables a, b, c and d 
to permit the construction of a 
set -square nomograph. The sec- 
ond determinant can thus be in- 
terpreted as two vertical pairs of 
logarithmic scales spaced unit 
distance apart, in the x, y and 
jx, jy planes respectively. 
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Ser 
ilegood 
'file Sole! 

MAL 
MIDGETROL DUAL 

1. Combines two quiet, compact con- 
trols on concentric shafts. 

2. Insulated for the higher voltages 
encountered in television. 

3. Special low -drift resistance ele- 
ment meets temperature -humidity 
drift problem. 

4. Only dual control with two -point 
shaft suspension, which means- 
shorter bushing may be used, 
more stable resistance values are 
obtained, less danger of damage 
in assembly, longer life, longer 
shafts may be safely specified. 

S. Available now for prompt deliv- 
ery, competitively priced. 

Precision Electronic 

Add Adaptability To The 
Pace -Setting Features Of The 

Mallory Midgetrol* 
Once again Mallory engineering gives you extra service .. . 

this time, by providing the Mallory Midgetrol with outstanding 
new versatility in its applications. 

Smooth tapers, quiet operation, accurate resistance values are 
now enhanced by the incorporation of a tubular, universal 
shaft. It can be made to conform quickly and inexpensively to 
your standard knobs, in any specified shaft length. As a result, 
your emergency orders ... for production fill-in or for replen- 
ishing service stock ... can be handled in a minitxtum of time 
and at low cost. Available in resistance values from 1,000 ohms 
to ten megohms, for loads up to M watt, the Mallory Midgetrol 
is more than ever before the carbon control that satisfies your 
specific needs, quickly and at low cost. 

That's service beyond the sale! 

Mallory's electronic . know-how is at your disposal. What 
Mallory has done for others can be done for you! *Trade Mark 

Parts -Switches, Controls, Resistors 

MALLORY 
P R. MALLORY a co., Inc. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH 

Electromechanical Products 
Resistors Switches 

TV Tuners Vibrators 

Electrochemical Products 
Capacitors Rectifiers 

Mercury Dry Batteries 

Metallurgical Products 
Contacts Special Metals 

Welding Materials 
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TUBES AT WORK 
Including INDUSTRIAL CONTROL 

Edited by RONALD K. JURGEN 

A -C Null Indicator 136 

Synchronized Pulse Generator 164 

X -Ray Liquid -Level Gage 172 

Gated -Beam Mixer 196 

Nylon Tubing for Thermistors 212 

Application of Tubes in Heating Equipment 216 

Electronics Aids Sugar -Beet Growth 240 

A -C Null Indicator 

BY JOSEPH C. FROMMER 

Electronic Consultant 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

Earphone null indicators provide 
an audible signal from low power 
but tie the operator to the appara- 
tus. Speakers are more convenient 
in use but neither speakers nor ear- 
phones indicate phase or direction 
of the unbalance and the presence 
of uncancellable harmonics often 
makes it difficult to locate the exact 
null with the minimum of sound. 

The advantages of observing the 
output of a -c -bridges on a cathode- 
ray tube were recognized early. To 
obtain information on the phase and 
the direction of the unbalance, the 
deflecting signal has to be syn- 
chronized with the bridge input. 
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of 
synchronized deflection. If the 
bridge input voltage is applied un - 

BRIDGE AMPLIFIER 

OSCILLATOR 

CRT 

DEFLECTING 
CIRCUIT 

FIG. 1-Block diagram of setup used 
to obtain synchronized deflection of crt 

changed as a deflecting signal, with- 
out being altered by the deflection 
circuit, the pattern on the crt 
screen assumes the shape of an 
ellipse. 

To get full advantage of syn- 
chronous deflection, the phase shift 
of the amplification of the signal to 
the horizontal plates has to be made 
equal to the phase shift of the sig- 
nal to the vertical plates of the 
crt. With such an arrangement, 
the ellipse degenerates into a 
straight slanting line when the 
bridge output is in phase with the 
bridge input or when the bridge is 
properly balanced for phase and 
needs adjustment for ratio only. 
The principle axes of the ellipse are 
horizontal and vertical when the 
bridge output is 90 -deg off phase, 
then the bridge is properly ad- 
justed for ratio and needs readjust- 
ment only for phase. 

Sketches al to a5 of Fig. 2 show 

RADAR PICTURES CALIFORNIA HARBOR 

Radar presentation of Long Beach Harbor (left) as compared with map of harbor (right). Outlines of breakwater, shore line and the 
many ships in the water are visible. Sperry Mark 'II, Model O radar used operates in the 3 -cm band with frequency range of 9,320 to 

9,430 mc, pulse rate 1,000 per sec. 0.25 µsec in width. Antenna on 120 -foot tower has 4 -ft reflector with beam width of 2 deg 
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NEW KE STE R 
RESIN CORE SOLDER. 
ESPECIALLY FOR TV ... RADIO WORK ... 
EVERYTHING ELECTRONIC 

In speed of action for fast soldering, this product far surpasses 
anything in the Industry today. Unbelievably more active and mobile ... absolutely non -corrosive and non-conductive. 

For an actual demonstration in your plant, contact 
Kester's Technical Department. 

Conforms with following specifications: 
Federal QQ-S571b 
Army -Navy -Air Force Mil -S-6872 (AN -S-62) 
U. S. Air Force No. 41065 -B -Method 31 

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY 
4204 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 39 

Newark, N. J. Brantford, Canada 
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THE PRECISELY FABRICATED test -equipment items shown were 
developed and produced by the Polytechnic Research and Develop- 
ment Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., for use in the design and testing 
of the waveguide components of microwave radar and communi- 
cations systems. The smallest units, operating in the so-called 
millimeter region of the electromagnetic spectrum, find additional 
use as components of microwave spectroscopes for the detection 
of molecular resonances. 

The equipment pictured includes items in most of the commonly 
used waveguide sizes having major inner dimensions from approx- 
imately 3 inches for the largest to slightly over it inch for the 
smallest. Item identification and the operating ranges in wave- 
length are shown on the accompanying drawing. 

the patterns obtained when the sine 
wave shown in sketch a is applied 
both to the bridge input and to the 
horizontal deflection. Sketch a, as 
well as sketches b and c, is drawn 
with a vertical time axis; the vari- 
ous bridge outputs are shown on 
sketches 1 to 5 with horizontal time 

axes. The patterns in the body of 
the figure are obtained by horizon- 
tal projection of points of the 
bridge output curve and vertical 
projection of the points of the de- 
flecting signal curve pertaining to 
the same instant. 

Sketch al shows the pattern ob- 

tained when the bridge is substan- 
tially off balance both for ratio and 
phase; a2 shows the pattern after 
balance of ratio is obtained without 
balance of phase; a3 shows the bal- 
ance of phase without the balance 
of ratio ; a4 shows a position very 
close to balance and a5 shows per- 
fect balance. 

The ultimate zero does not show 
up as sharply as could be desired, 
because the slightly slanting line 
a4 is very little different from the 
perfectly horizontal line a5, and a 
slight movement of the crt with 
respect to the graduated screen in 
front of it may cause a correspond- 
ing error in zero reading. 

To obtain an unmistakable sharp 
indication of zero, the patterns a1 
to a5 may be "folded over" into 
those of b1 to b5 by inverting the 
polarity of one half of the deflect- 
ing signal a as shown in sketch b. 

Any slight unbalance as shown in 
b4 shows up clearly against perfect 
balance, b5. Patterns bl to b4 how- 
ever give no information on the 
polarity of the unbalance, in other 
words in which direction adjust- 
ment has to be made to approach 
balance. Such information speeds 
up the operation of the bridge, 
especially if it is desired to apply 
age to the vertical amplifier or if 
it is impossible to balance the 
bridge perfectly and interpolation 
has to be made between the two 
nearest values. 

To obtain information on the di- 
rection of the unbalance it is neces- 
sary to tell one leg of the pattern 
from the other. This can be 

(Continued on p 156) 

4 

5 

O4 b4 

o5 b5 

c4 

c5 

FIG. 2-Patterns obtained on cathode- 
ray tube. Explanation Is given in text 
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SOLA 

CONSTANT 
VOLTAGE 

TRANSFORMERS 
are used in the A.E.C.'J plant at 

OAK RIDGE 
APPLICATIONS UNLIMITED FOR THE SOLA CONSTANT VOLTAGE PRINCIPLE 

Splash 
Proof 

Hermetically 
Sealed 

Frequency 
Compensated 

Harmonic 
Filtered 

REPRESENTATIVE TYPES - STANDARD AND CUSTOM 

Many laboratory and production control instruments 

at Oak Ridge require closely regulated supp y voltages 
for proper performance. Scores of SOLA Constant 

Voltage Transformers of various types have already 
been delivered to Oak Ridge. This applicati i of SOLA 

regulators indicates their reliability and the degree to 

which they stabilize voltage under the most exacting 
requirements. 

SOLA voltage regulating transformers, cs a built-in 

4 

11", b1 --P e` `" 
41I te af r 

Made under one or more of the following 
patente: 2.143.745; 2.21 2.198; 
2.346,821i 2,552.111; 2.489,245; and 
patenta pending. 

or accessory unit, guarantee output +1% with line 
voltage fluctuations as great as 30%. SOLA Constant 
Voltage Transformers are ideal for production lines 

and laboratories in defense plants in addition to use in 

military components since they: regulate automatically 
aid instantaneously ... contain no moving or expend- 
able parts ... require no manual adjustment or mainte- 
nance ... and are self protecting against overload. 
Write to us for specific information regarding your 
requirements. Your inquiry will be promptly answered. 

Transformers for: Constant Vo ye Fluorescent' Lighting Cold Cathode " " g ng Series Lighting Luminous Tube Signs 
Oil Burner Ignition X -Ray Power Controls Sigal Systems etc. SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 4633 W. 16th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois 
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THE ELECTRON ART 
Edited by JAMES D. FAHNESTOCK 

Checking Calibration oí Loop Antennas 140 

R -F Standard Capacitors for Minute Increments 250 

A New Damper Diode 262 

Floating -Core Capacitor AFC System 270 

Barium Titanate Accelerometer 274 

Checking Calibration of Loop Antennas 

BY P. C. GARDINER 
General Engineering Laboratory 

General Electric Company 
Schenectady, N. Y. 

FIELD -INTENSITY instruments, with 
loop antennas, are generally cali- 
brated out in the open where field 
distortion is certain not to intro- 
duce error. A laboratory method 
of checking calibration, where loops 
are involved, developed in the Gen- 
eral Engineering Laboratory of the 
General Electric Company has 
proved very satisfactory. 

The usual laboratory calibration 
of field -intensity instruments using 
dipoles is satisfactory if the dipole 
signal output is simply replaced by 
a low -impedance signal generator 
output through a dummy impedance 
to obtain the gain of the instru- 
ment. The known dipole factor is 
then multiplied into this signal 
generator figure. The dipole is 
checked visually for change or dam- 
age. In the case of loops the loop - 
coupling transformer and associ- 
ated circuits generally require an 
overall check of the calibration. 
Since an overall check including the 
loop normally involves a loop setup 

FIELD 
INTENSITY 

METER 

[TRANSMITTER 

,O' RECEI V INO 
LOOP 

THERMOCOUPLE 
METER 

TRANSMITTING 
LOOP 

FIG. 1-Spaced loop arrangement 

out in the open rather than in the 
confined copper -lined space of the 
laboratory, such a check is often 
omitted unless thought to be abso- 
lutely necessary. 

The National Bureau of Stand- 
ards uses the spaced -loop method to 
establish a standard free -space 
quasi -static magnetic field, Fig. 1, 

with a single turn transmitting 
loop of a 10 -cm radius wherein the 
current is measured by means of a 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

FIELD 
INTENSITY 

METER 

RECEIVING 
LOOP. 

PRIMARY' 
LOOP 

FIG. 2-Close-coupled loop arrangement 

thermocouple. Loops are in parallel 
planes at right angles to axis 
through loop centers. This cali- 
brating setup is made in a cleared 
space where a distance of at least 
three times the spacing between the 
loops exists to the nearest metal 
wall or large metal object. 

The following expression is used 
to give field intensity at the receiv- 
ing loop : 

E 
- 60aNl ris Ir 

(Dº + r12 + rt9) 

1+(2xD1R `` >, 
J (1) 

where 

E = equivalent free -space electric field, 

FIG. 3-View of typical 12 -inch diame- 
ter receiving loop showing temporary 
jig -mounted primary coil at approxi- 

mate center 

in microvolts per meter, (effectively 
at the receiving loop), 

rl = radius of transmitting loop, in 
meters. To keep a uniform current 
in the transmitting loop make 
rl < 0.02x, 

r2 = radius of receiving loop, in meters. 
If receiving loop is rectangular use 
equivalent radius of circle having 
same area, 

D = spacing between loops, in meters, 
I1 = transmitting loop current, in micro- 

amperes. 
Ni = number of turns in transmitting 

loop, and 
X = wavelength, in meters. 

The expression under the radical 
is usually neglected below 10 mega- 
cycles and is less than 1.05 below 
approximately 15 megacycles. This 
formula gives approximately one - 
percent accuracy up to 30 mega- 
cycles. 

The first term of the expression 
generally is not accurate for much 
closer spacing than 1 meter. On 
the other hand the distance D ap- 
pears under the radical in such a 
way as to make it desirable to use 
D as small as possible for higher 
frequencies. 

The mutual inductance between 
two such spaced loops may be cal- 
culated by formula 187 of Bureau 
of Standards Circular 74 and then 
used as described later in this arti- 
cle to calculate the effective field 
intensity at the receiving loop, as 
an alternative in place of the pro- 
cedure with Eq. 1. 

Close -Coupled Loop Method 

Centering the primary loop 
within the receiving loop, with a jig 
mounting, provides a convenient 
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A Conductance Measuring Instrument 

m eter 
Type 192-A 

MEASURES: 

Conductance values of low loss 
dielectric materials. 

Q of small high quality capacitors. 

Capacitance of dielectric materials 
and capacitors. 

RF resistance of large value 
resistors. 

Dynamic impedance of resonant 
circuits. 

The G Meter, 192-A, may be used to obtain values of 
dielectric constant and power factor of test samples to 
the degree of refinement required in standard testing 
methods such as ASTM specification D -150-47T. Test 
samples with very small losses and capacitances may be 
accurately measured. The instrument is self-contained 
and requires no external generator or detector for its 
operation. 

The G Meter, 192-A, employs a crystal controlled os- 
cillator to supply a constant amplitude voltage to a high 
quality reference tuned circuit. A calibrated precision 
loss circuit and a differential VTVM are internally con- 
nected across the resonant circuit. External means are 
provided for connecting test samples across the same 
resonant circuit. By substituting internally connected 
values of calibrated loss and capacitance for the test 
sample, to secure a reference voltage, the conductance 

and capacitance of the sample may be determined. The 
differential VTVM provides very great sensitivity to 
changes from the reference voltage allowing very ac- 
curate settings of the conductance and capacitance dials. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

CONDUCTANCE RANGE: O to 35 micromhos-Direct reading in 
seven ranges. 

CAPACITANCE RANGE: 0 to 100 micro-micro-farads-Direct reading. 
(Simple indirect method allows measurer -rents to 1000 mmf.) 

FREQUENCIES: 1 mc. and 30 mc. crystal controlled. 

SENSITIVITY: 10% Deflection of Panel i..ettr results from conductance 
change of 0.003 micromhos ai 1 mc. and 0.03 micromhos at 30 mc. 

VOLTAGE ON TEST SAMPLE 20 to 35 volts RMS. 

LINE VOLTAGE: Internal regulation permits operation over range of 
105-125 volts. 

Write for further information 

BOONTOer RADIO 
- ete 

BOONTON, N.J. U.S.A. 
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arrangement with a signal gener- 
ator that can be set up in the 
laboratory so rapidly and easily 
that loop -calibration -check may be 
used as a routine rather than as an 
exceptional elaborate measurement. 

This procedure, of course, de- 
pends upon whether or not such 
close coupling of the primary con- 
stants can be kept from appreciably 
influencing the receiving loop cir- 
cuit constants and further on 
whether or not close metal wall 
reflection can be avoided. A high 
primary circuit impedance is ob- 
tained with the use of considerable 
primary resistance and wall reflec- 
tion is found to be negligible at two 
or more loop diameters. 

Figure 2 represents the relative 
proximity of the two loops and em- 
phasizes that with this arrange- 
ment it is not necessary to use a 
transmitter nor a thermocouple 
meter. In a radio laboratory one 
thing above all others that must be 
depended upon is the signal gener- 
ator. A calibrated voltmeter may 
also be used across the signal -gen- 
erator output terminals. 

The primary (the signal gen- 
erator loop) does not need to trans- 
fer appreciable proportion of its 
constants into the receiving loop. 
If the receiving loop is not shielded, 
special precautions must be taken 
to avoid capacitive effect, such as 

the balancing of both loops. 
In the cases of primary concern 

here, namely where the receiving 
loop is shielded to eliminate antenna 
effect, both loops may be unbal- 
anced with only the precaution that 
the primary loop should be of one 
turn and of approximately 6 -inch 
diameter in the range 100 kc to 30 
mc. Below approximately 100 kc 
the use of several turns in the 
primary loop does no harm. 

It is well known in radio trans- 
former design that a primary wind- 
ing, placed concentrically and coax- 
ially with the secondary, is not 
critical as to exactness of position. 
Such a primary loop may therefore 
be mounted with a jig for rapid 
placement into the center of the 
receiving loop for quick laboratory 
calibration. The jig mounting 
may be simple, consisting of two 
hooks for hanging and a stop -arm 
at the bottom for three-point sup- 
port as shown in Fig. 3. 

The basic relationship giving the 
effective field intensity delivered to 
the receiving loop by this primary 
loop is : 

wM10I_ 
E 

H 1.35 A f 10'1' 

2irfM(R) 
= 1.357rr22 N f 10-6 

= 148,000 M e0 
rs N R 

HEAT MEASUREMENTS ON LIMPING HOG AID 
MEDICAL RESEARCH 

Seeking information on causes and cures for arthritis has led a group of Purdue 
University researchers to use electronic measuring equipment to determine the heat 
within the joints of an afflicted hog. Tests show similarity between symptoms dis- 

played by humans and hogs 

(2) 

+4 
+2 

o 

2 

2 

4 

_LOWER RANGE 
LOOP 

002 004 0.06 01 0.15 0.2 
FREQUENCY IN MC 

HIGHER RANGE 
LOOP 

0.3 06 I 1.5 2 3 
FREQUENCY IN MC 

FIG. 4-Actual performance of sample 
jig -mounted calibration loops shown as 
percent deviation from standard ob- 

tained with method of Fig. 1 

V 
= 23,6°° ' rs° N f 10-6 

where 

V = induced signal value in receiving loop 
in microvolts and may be measured 
directly thereby avoiding the use 
of M, 

H = effective height of receiving loop in 
meters, 

A = area of one turn of receiving loop 
winding in square inches, 

N = number of turns in receiving loop, 
f = frequency in cycles, 
M = mutual inductance between trans- 

mitting loop and receiving loop in 
microhenrys, 

R = resistance in series with primary loop, 
in ohms, 

I = current in transmitting loop in 
microamperes, and 

e, = signal generator output in micro- 
volts. 

Compairing Eq. 1 and 2 it is 
evident that in Eq. 1 the only con- 
stant of the receiving loop that 
must be known is the effective 
radius, and that value may be very 
approximate where the loop spac- 
ing is substantially greater. 

In Eq. 2 the number of receiving 
loop turns must be known and this 
is generally available. The mutual 
inductance between the two loops 
must be calculated or measured, 
but once this is obtained, the 
measurements thereafter are ex- 
tremely simple. 

The disadvantages with the 
spaced loop method are namely: (1) 
the open space set up for every 
calibration, (2) the accurate spac- 
ing between loops, (3) the require- 
ment of a low radiation transmit- 
ter, (4) the careful use of a ther- 
mocouple meter, all add up to more 
than offset the original ascertain - 

(Continued on p 244) 
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AN approved (3303-1) 

ELECTRONIC AND 

COMMUNICATION RELAYS 

Hundreds of thousands of R -B -M telephone type 
relays saw Government service in World War II. Now 
most of these relays are available in hermetically 
sealed enclosures designed to meet AN specifications. 

R -B -M hermetically sealed telephone type relays 
are available in contact forms up to and including O- 

pole, double throw, 3 ampere, 28 Volts D.C. construction. 
Also 10 ampere rating up to and including 2 -pole 
double throw at 28 Volts D.C. All relays available with 
approved AN plug connector, or solder connections. 

e«914eeezutl What is YOUR hermetically sealed relay re- 
quirement? R -B -M is developing new and smaller relays to 
meet Armed Services requirements. Perhaps one of these 
will solve your problems. Write giving complete relay spec- 
ifications, application, quantity and AN specifications ap- 
plying. Address Dept. F-10. 

AN approved (3304-1) 

R -B -M Production and En- 
gineering facilities in two 
plants, located in different 
states, (over a quarter 
million square feet), can 
assist you in the develop- 
ment and production of 
special electro - magnetic 
devices for Armed Serv- 
ices application. 

R -B -M DIVISION ESSEX WIRE CORP. Logan sport, Indiana 

MANUAL AND MAGNETIC ELECTRIC CONTROLS -FOR AUTOMOTIVE, INDUSTRIAL, COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRONIC USE 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
Edited by WILLIAM P. O'BRIEN 

Instrument Production Continues Strong . . . Latest Components 

and Accessories Are Featured . . . Read Twenty -Two Reviews 

of Industry Literature 

Midget Chopper 
AIRPAX PRODUCTS CO., Middle River, 
Baltimore 20, Md., has released a 
new midget 400 -cycle chopper, sim- 
ilar to its regular chopper but 
smaller and lighter. Weight is 37 
grams. Model C747, illustrated, has 
a 6 -volt 400 -cycle drive, spdt con- 
tacts, contact phase angle of 65 deg 
and residual noise less than 1 mv. 
It is hermetically sealed and is de- 
signed to comply with AN specifica- 
tions. 

Magnetic Sound 
Projector 
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, Camden, 
N. J. Model 400 recorder -projector 
provides a means of directly record- 
ing sound magnetically on the edge 
of 16 -mm picture film. In addition 

Film 

to recording and reproducing mag- 
netic sound it can also be used to 
reproduce optically recorded sound. 
Three main features are: (1) To 
record it is necessary only to turn 
a switch and talk or play music into 
a plug-in microphone. (2) After 
completing the recording another 
control may be set for immediate 
playback. (3) If revisions are 
needed or re-recording desired, an 
electronic erase head may be acti- 
vated by another control. The 
equipment permits recording and 
reproduction of sound over a fre- 
quency range of 80 to 7,200 cycles 
with background noise virtually 
eliminated. 

High -Speed Oscillograph 
OFFNER ELECTRONICS INC., 5320 
North Kedzie Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
The Dynograph, a direct -writing, 
high-speed oscillograph, designed 
for applications where there is a 
need for simultaneous recordings of 
rapid transients, is capable of re- 
placing photographic recording of 
many variables. Features include a 
pen -deflection linearity of 1 percent 
with pen response of 1/120th of a 
second ; sensitivity of 150 Itv d -c 
per cm of pen deflection; stability 
and drift -free operation through a 
special chopper -type amplifier; no 
extra equipment needed with reluc- 

tance -type pickups and true difter- 
ential input obtained through spe- 
cial transformer coupling. 

Preamplifier 
FISHER RADIO CORP., 41 E. 47th St., 
New York, N. Y., has designed 
model PR -4 high -quality preampli- 
fier to meet the need for a self -pow- 
ered, moderate -cost unit. It can be 
used with low-level magnetic pick- 
ups of any make, and can also be 
used as a microphone preamplifier. 
Outstanding features are : hum 
level better than 60 db below 1-v 
output in both phonograph and 
microphone use; frequency re- 
sponse, uniform within 2 db from 
30 to 20,000 cycles on all applica- 
tions; high -gain --on phonograph, 
20 my input to produce one -volt 
output, and on microphone, 5 mv 
input to produce one -volt output. 
Complete installation and service 
manual, as well as all necessary con- 
necting plugs, are supplied with 
each unit. 

Flexible Coax Cables 
COLUMBIA TECHNICAL CORP., 5 E. 
57th St., New York 22, N. Y., has 
available a line of German -made 
coaxial cables designed for installa- 
tion in electronic apparatus and in 
transmission systems particularly 
around bends and where space is 
limited. These flexible cables fea - 
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RAYTHEON 

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES 

PERFORMANCE 

FEATURES: 
Superior humidity charac- 
teristics 

No wax or filler to affect operation even up to 
100° C. 

Improved Resistance -Temperature characteristics 

Small size - 9/64" diameter, 25/64" length 

Distinctive color coding 

Smaller, more flexible leads for easier wiring 

Completely insulated body for compact assembly 

ERFORMAN'E FATS: 

The following types are available in production quantities at 
Newton and Chicago, and in smaller quantities at our 310 
Special Tube Distributors. 

CK705 CK706 
General Video 
Purpose Detector 

CK707 
50 V. dc 
Restorer 

CK708 
100 V. dc 
Restorer 

CK710 
UHF 

Mixer 

1N66í 
General High 
Purpose Resistance 

1N67í 
Back 

1N68í 
100 V. dc 
Restorer 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (at 25°C.) 
DC Inverse Voltage (volts) 60 40 80 100 5 60 80 100 
Average Rectified Current (ma.) 50 35 35 35 25 50 35 35 
Peak Rectified Current (ma.) 150 I25 100 100 75 150 100 100 
Surge Current (for 1 sec.) (ma.) 500 300 500 500 500 500 500 
Ambient Temperature for all types - 50 to +100°C. 

CHARACTERISTICS (at 25°C.) 
Max. Inverse Current at - 0.5 volts (ma.) 0.2 
Max. Inverse Current at -5 volts (ma.) 0.008 0.005 
Max. Inverse Current at - 10 volts (ma.) 0.05 0.05 
Max. Inverse Current at -50 volts (ma.) 0.8 0.10 0.8 0.05 
Max. Inverse Current at -100 volts (ma.) 0.625 0.625 
Min. Forward Current at +1 volt (ma.) 5.0 3.5 3.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 
Min. DC Reverse Voltage for Zero Dynamic 

Resistance (volts) 70 50 100 120 70 100 120 
Shunt Capacitance (uuf) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Rectification Efficiency at 54 mc (approx. %) 60 
Rectification Efficiency at 100 mc (%) 35 (min.) 
Oscillator injection current (ma.) 0.75 * 

"Conversion loss at 500 mc. and noise factor comparable with 1 N21 B 

-11N66, 1 N67 and 1N68 must also pass humidity tests. 

Other types are available for special applications. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTUR NG COMPANY 
RADIATION COUNT 

RAYTHEON 

t0 - 5 tr ryrl/Fièro f.tr ér.e!3osrscd 
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ture a semi -solid polyethylene base 
dielectric. At present several types 
of coax cables in the 50 and 70 -ohm 
groups are available, their electri- 
cal characteristics and physical di- 
mensions corresponding to those of 
American type RG58U, RG5U, 
RG8U, RG59U and RG11U cables. 

Control Thyratron 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Syracuse, 
N. Y., is now producing the GL - 
6044 heavy-duty thyratron designed 
especially for the exacting require- 
ments of airborne electronic -con- 
trol equipment. Instead of the 
usual prong -type base, it has con- 
tact terminals extending at right 
angles from heavy support rods at 
the bottom on the tube. This helps 
secure bolting to a control panel 
and avoids vibration trouble. The 
tube will operate efficiently from 
temperatures as low as -55 up to 
120 C at normal atmospheric pres- 
sure. It is inert -gas -filled and has 
a current rating of 6.4 amperes. 
The indirectly heatéd cathode is 
rated at 2.5 volts at 17 amperes. 

Grid Dip Meter 
SYLVAN ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES, 

INC., Broadalbin, N. Y. Type 
GDO-1 grid dip meter covers the 
frequency range from 1.5 to 300 mc, 
with 7 plug-in coil ranges. The 
unit features a probe -type oscilla- 
tor, built-in coil storage compart- 

ment, a large easily -read 4i -in. 
microammeter, internal modulation 
and a calibration accuracy of 0.02 
percent measured at 30 mc. 

Regulated Power Supply 

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS CO., 2012 
South Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles 
25, Calif. Model 100A compact reg- 
ulated power supply furnishes from 
0 to 200 ma at voltage continuously 
variable from 0 to 325 IT d -c without 
switching. Bias voltage supplied 
can be varied from 0 to 150 IT with 
2 ma maximum. Also furnished 
from the unit are two independent 
outputs of low a -c voltage that may 
be used separately or combined to 
furnish either 12.6 v at 3 amperes 
or 6.3 v at 6 amperes. The high 
voltage varies less than 0.2 v from 
no load to full load. Internal imped- 
ance is less than 1 ohm d -c and less 
than 0.2 ohm from 20 cycles to 50 
kc. 

UHF Radio Noise & Field 
Strength Meter 
MEASUREMENTS CORP., Boonton, 
N. J., has incorporated the "slide - 
back" technique in the vtvm circuit 
of their model 58 uhf radio 
noise and field strength meter. 
This new feature makes possible 
more accurate noise measurements 
of short pulses having a slow repeti- 
tion rate, or a random variation in 
magnitude over a considerable 

period of time. The unit, covering 
the 15 to 150 -mc range is widely 
used for the measurement of steady 
carrier voltages or fields; line loss; 
front -to -back ratios of directional 
antennas; signal-to-noise ratios of 
antennas ; effectiveness of noise filt- 
ers and for the investigation of 
ignition and other types of radio 
noise. 

TV Replacement Unit 
STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORP., 

3578 Elston Ave., Chicago 18, Ill. 
The A-8130 horizontal deflection 
output and high -voltage trans- 
former is for use in pulse -operated 
single -rectifier power supplies to 
deliver up to 14,000 volts of anode 
potential with adequate sweep for 
full horizontal scan of 65 to 70 
deg kinescopes having up to 24 -in. 
screens. It may be used for con- 
version of older tv receivers to take 
newer picture tube types, and re- 
quires 3-27 mh width control coil. 
Overall height of the unit is 4 

in., with a base area of 24 in. x 2? 
in. 

Balanced -Armature Relays 
ELECTRO -MECHANICAL SPECIALTIES 

Co., 6819 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 
38, Calif., has announced a line of 
relays emphasizing balanced arma- 
ture and available up to 3 -pole 

(Continued on page 278) 
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REG. TRADE MARK 
ACTUAL 
SIZE 

HERMETICALLY- 
SEALED 

TUBULAR PAPER CAPACITORS by PYRAM I D 

Pyramid Type PG "GLASSEAL" miniature paper capacitors 

are assembled in metal tubes with glass -metal terminals. 

They will fully meet the most exacting demands of high 

vacuum, high pressure, temperature cycling, immersion 

cycling and corrosion tests. 

Your inquiries are invited 

TEMPERATURE 

RANGES: -55° to + 125°C. 

CAPACITANCE 

RANGE: .001 mfd. to 1.0 mfd. 

VOLTAGE RANGE: 100 to 600 
v.d.c. operating 

PYRAMID Electric Company 
GENERAL OFFICES and PLANT NO. 1 PLANT NO. 2 

1445 HUDSON BLVD. NORTH BERGEN, N. J. 1 SS OXFORD ST. PATERSON, N. J. 
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY 
Edited by WILLIAM P. O'BRIEN 

Air Force Commissions available 

AN OPPORTUNITY to step directly 
from civil life into a commission in 
the Air Force Reserve has been held 
out to men with a university degree 
and qualifying experience in elec - 

trical, communications, radio -ir 
electronics engineering, or who 
have a science degree and majored 
in one of tho foregoing engineering 
fields. 

These men, according to Major 
Charles D. Morat, director of per- 
sonnel procurement of the First Air 
Force, at Mitchel Air Force Base, 
N. Y., will, if they qualify, be com- 
missioned from second lieutenants 
to majors, depending on age, as 
Electronics Officer, Air. Applicants 
for second lieutenants must have a 
master's degree in one of the speci- 
fied fields, or a bachelor's degree 
plus a full year of qualifying ex- 
perience. 

Further inquiries should be ad- 

dressed to : Dept. of Military Per- 
sonnel Procurement, Headquarters, 
First Air Force, Mitchel Air Force 
Base, New York. 

Mobile Relay Stations 
THE Federal Communications Com- 
mission has adopted final rules to 
govern the licensing of Mobile Re- 
lay Stations in the Industrial and 
Railroad Radio Services. The sta- 
tions themselves will be fixed but 
will relay signals from one mobile 
unit to another. With such sta- 
tions, never before licensed, it will 
be possible to relay messages auto- 
matically between cars or locomo- 
tives up to 50 miles apart. 

In general, such relay operation 
will be confined to messages re- 
ceived on frequencies above 47 me 
in special situations where the ap- 

TRANSCONTINENTAL TV-PLUS 

These images of the opening of the Japanese Peace Treaty Conference, photo- 
graphd by Don Fink while on vacation in the White Mountains, represent the end 
of the line during the inauguration of the A. T. and T. transcontinental microwave 
relay system on September 4th. Involved in the transmission were 107 relay sta- 
ffons from San Francisco to New York. plus seven similar microwave stations from 
New York to Boston, plus a 140 -mile direct hop on channel 7 to the Summit House 
atop Mount Washington (altitude 6493 feet). The last hop was terminated in a 
double -V antenna (lower left) which fed a standard 17 -inch table model receiver 

(lower right) without benefit of booster 

plicant for such service can show a 

real need. In addition, the new re- 
lay stations must, in general, select 
for transmission only those mes- 
sages specifically directed to them. 

Details of the proposed operation 
will be resolved after hearings for 
which all notices must be filed by 

October 15, 1951. 

Tube Salvage Announced 
IT is now possible to salvage used 
Eimac tubes, according to a recent 
announcement by Eitel -McCullough, 
Inc., San Bruno, Calif. Maximum 
salvage values have been listed for 
54 tube types, ranging from 25 

cents to 30 dollars, depending on the 
type. 

Some of the better known types in 

the tube list are: 2-150D, 2C39, 
3C24, 3X2500A3, 4-125A, 4-1000A, 
6C21, 35T, 75TH, 100TH, 100TL, 
250R, 304TH, 450TH, and 1000T. 

In order that customers may get 
the maximum allowance for tubes 
returned, the company advises that 
(1) no salvage value is attached to 
the glass envelope, but metal parts 
must be received in good condition ; 

(2) filaments are not repairable and 
hence a broken filament does not 
detract from the salvage value; (3) 
tungsten leads and supports are 
used and the plate may usually be 
reprocessed; therefore, these should 
be received in good condition. 

Manpower Convocation 
A CONVOCATION of engineers, edu- 
cators and industrialists to discuss 
what must be done to maintain and 
increase the national supply of en- 
gineers needed both for the civilian 
economy and the armed services 
will be held September 28. The meet- 
ing has been organized by the Engi- 
neering Manpower Commission of 
Engineers Joint Council and will 
take place in Stephen Foster Me- 
morial Hall on the campus of the 
University of Pittsburgh, Pitts- 
burgh, Pa. 

Purpose of the convocation is to 
establish a grass -roots program to 
convince the general public of the 
vital importance of the technical 
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A1MC () PRODUCTS COMPANY 
36 Oak Avenne, Thc.kaboe, N. Y. 

eiephone: Tuckaboe 3-93)1 

Made by Birmingham Sound Repr3ducers Ltd., Old Hilf, Staffs. England Grans: 'Electronic Olc Hill, :radley Heath: 
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man to our way of life. Repre- 
sentation will include educators and 
engineering delegations from other 
areas throughout the country. 

According to reliable estimates, 
with present schedules the total 
likely engineering graduates avail- 
able in 1955 will be less than 20,000, 
whereas our expanded industrial 
and military personnel needs may 
require anywhere from 45,000 to 
80,000. 

Audiometer Standard 
Published 
MANUFACTURERS and laboratories 
testing audiometers for general 
diagnostic purposes now can rely 
on a newly published American 
Standard to assure a uniform 
method of testing. The new Amer- 
ican Standard Specifications for 
Audiometers for General Diagnos- 
tic Purposes was developed under 
the sponsorship of the Acoustical 
Society of America, and approved 
by the American Standards Asso- 
ciation. 

This document describes a stand- 
ard audiometer and standard pro- 
cedure for measuring hearing that 

MEETINGS 

Oct 2-4: Twenty -Eighth An- 
nual Session of the Communi- 
cations Section of the Associ- 
ation of American Railroads, 
Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, 
Canada. 

OCT. 4-6: Fourth Conference on 
Gaseous Electronics, General 
Electric Research Laboratory, 
Schenectady, N. Y. 

OCT. 8-10: Joint Meeting of the 
U.S.A. National Committee of 
URSI and the IRE Profes- 
sional Group on Antennas 
and Propagation, Cornell Uni- 
versity, Ithaca, N. Y. 

OCT. 8-10: AIEE Conference on 
Aircraft Equipment, Holly- 
wood Roosevelt Hotel, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 

OCT. 15-19: 70th Semiannual 
Convention of the Society of 
Motion Picture and Television 
Engineers, Hollywood Roose- 

velt Hotel, Hollywood, Calif. 

OCT. 22-24: 1951 National Elec- 
tronjcs Conference, Edge- 
water Beach Hotel, Chicago. 

OCT. 22-26: AIEE Fall General 
Meeting, Hotel Cleveland, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

OCT. 29-31: Radio Fall Meeting, 
sponsored by IRE and RTMA, 
King Edward Hotel, Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada. 

Nov. 1-3: Th:rd Annual Con- 
vention and Audio Fair Exhi- 
bition of the Audio Engineer- 
ing Society, Hotel New 
Yorker, New York City. 

Nov. 12-15: NEMA Convention, 
Haddon Hall, Atlantic City. 

DEC. 10-12: Joint AIEE-IRE 
Computer Conference, Benja- 
min Franklin Hotel, Philadel- 
phia, Pa. 

will give doctors and others using 
such audiometers a dependable com- 
parison with the normal threshold 
of audibility, as a basis for pre- 
scribing hearing aids or other 
remedial measures. 

FCC ENGINEERS VIEW UHF TV 

George F. Metcalf (right), manager of the GE Commercial and Government Equip- 
ment Department, explains operation of world's most powerful uhf tv transmitter 
operating experimentally at Electronics Park to Edward W. Allen (left), FCC chief 
engineer, and Curtis B. Plummer, chief of the FCC broadcast bureau, during a recent 

visit to the Park 

The threshold values by which 
normal hearing is measured are 
based on a study made in 1935-36 
by the National Health Survey. 
This survey contains the only 
authoritative data to date available 
on this subject. 

The audiometer described in the 
new Standard is an electroacoustic 
generator with associated air- and 
bone -conduction receivers, and pro- 
vides pure tones of selected fre- 
quencies and intensities which cover 
the major portion of the auditory 
range. The results of measure- 
ments with this audiometer deter- 
mine an individual's auditory thres- 
hold as a function of frequency. 

Copies of the American Standard, 
designated Z24.5-1951, can be ob- 
tained from the American Stand- 
ards Association, 70 E. 45 St., New 
York 17, N. Y., at 50 cents each. 

Aircraft Channel 
Discontinued 
DESPITE the fact that use of 111.1 
me for reply to private aircraft was 
discontinued effective August 1, 

some pilots still fail to listen on the 
new frequency of 122.2 mc. The 
new channel is now in use by all 
interstate airways communications 
service stations (INSACS) that do 

(Continued on p 312) 
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PREMIUM PERFORMANCE SUBMINIATURES ... 
SYLVANIA OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE FOR GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS 

SYLVANIA PREMIUM PERFORMANCE SUBMINIATURE TUBES 
*Armed Services Preferred Types 

Type Description Ef 
(Volts) 

If 
(ma) 

Eb 
(Volts) 

Ec2 
(Volts) 

gm 
(,umhos) 

µ Po 
(Watts) 

PENTODES 
5636 Pentode Mixer 6.3 150 100 100 1250 (gc) 

*5639 

'5840 (5901) 

Video Pentode 

Sharp Cut-off 
UHF Pentode 

6.3 

6.3 

450 

150 

150 

100 

100 

100 

9000 

5000 

1.0 
(Rr.=9000n) 

*5899 (5900) Semi -remote Cut-off 
UHF Pentode 

6.3 150 100 100 4500 

*5902 Audio Beam 
Power Pentode 

6.3 450 110 110 4200 1.0 
(Rc = 3000Cí) 

*5905 Sharp Cut-off 
UHF Pentode 

26.5 45 26.5 26.5 2850 

*5906 Sharp Cut-off 
UHF Pentode 

26.5 45 100 100 5000 

'5907 Remote Cut-off 
UHF Pentode 

26.5 45 26.5 26.5 3000 

*5908 
*5916 

Pentode Mixer 
Pentode Mixer 

26.5 
26.5 

45 

45 
26.5 

100 
26.5 

100 
1000 (gc) 
1280 (gc) 

TRIODES 
*5718 

(5897) 
*5719 (5898) 

Medium Mu 
UHF Triode 
High Mu Triode 

6.3 
6.3 

150 

150 

100 

100 
5800 
1700 

27 

70 

0.9 
(500 Mc Osc) 

5977 
5987 

*5904 

Medium Mu Triode 
Low Mu Power Triode 
Medium Mu UFH Triode 

6.3 
6.3 

26.5 

150 
450 
45 

100 

100 

26.5 

4500 
1850 

4700 

16 

4.1 
20 

6021 Medium Mu Double Triode 6.3 300 100 4800 35 

0.06 
(400 Mc Osc) 

6111 Medium Mu Double Triode 6.3 300 100 4750 20 
6112 High Mu Double Triode 6.3 300 100 1850 70 

DIODES 
*5641 

*5647 

*5896 

*5903 

6110 

Single Diode 

Single Diode (T1) 

Double Diode 

Double Diode 

Double Diode 

6.3 

6.3 

6.3 

26.5 

6.3 

450 

150 

300 

75 

150 

930 peak inverse plate volts 
50 ma dc output 

460 peak inverse plate volts 
10 ma dc output 

460 peak inverse plate volts 
10 ma dc output per plate 

460 peak inverse plate volts 
10 ma dc output per plate 

460 peak inverse plate volts 
4.4 ma dc output per plate 

GAS TUBES 
5643 

*5644 

Tetrode Thyratron 

Voltage Regulator 

6.3 150 Average Anode Current = 22 ma 
Peak Anode Current = 100 ma 

Operating Voltage = 95 volts 
Operating Current = 5-25 ma 

SYLVANIA v 
RADIO TUBES; TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES; ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS; ELECTRONIC TEST 

EQUIPMENT; FLUORESCENT TUBES, FIXTURES, SIGN TUBING, WIRING DEVICES; LIGHT 

BULBS; PHOTOIAMPS; TELEVISION SETS 

Long life ... fatigue tested... 
High "g" vibration tested... 
Impact resistant ... stabilized 

by burn -in period. 

Twenty-five different types of Preniium 
Performance Subminiature Tubes are now 
offered by Sylvania. 

All are cathode types and are suitable 
for use in military communications equip- 
ment operating up to 400 mc. Engineered 
to function under severe conditions of vi- 
bration, shock, and high temperatures, they 
are excellent for rugged duty in guided 
missiles as well as in military signal equip- 
ment, fire control, etc. 

Manufactured with either long or short 
leads in circular arrangement. At present, 
available only on DO or CMP rated orders. 
For complete data concerning characteris- 
tics and applications, mail the coupon now! 

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 
Dept. R-1110, Emporium, Pa. 

Please send me illustrated folder describing 
the complete line of Sylvania Subminiature 
Premium Performance Tubes. 

Name 

Company 

Street 

City Zone_State 
L J 
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There's safety in positive, 
non -slip driving, weld - 
like grip under vibration 
and stress and absence 
of protruding heads. 
These features protect 
your own employees, the 
product you make and 
the people who use it. 
Allen o Head screws and 
keys help keep both men 
and machines on the job. 

WARNING 
pllea 1YPe 

sAeWS lleaMade 

Cet geHiner'Preswrfamd" 

pllenQHead 
screws 

in 

the black 
Gd silver 

box' 

'THE 

ALLE 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Hartford 2, Connecticut, U. S. A. 

NEW BOOKS 

Servónleehanisms and 

Regulating System Design 

By HAROLD CHESTNUT AND ROBERT W. 
MAYER. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New 
York, 1951, 505 pages, $7.75. 

THIS first volume of a two -volume 
series written in the interest of the 
Advanced Course in Engineering 
of the General Electric Company is 
an extremely worthwhile contribu- 
tion to servomechanism literature. 
It is so definitely written as an ad- 
vanced textbook, however, that it 
suffers severely from its interde- 
pendence with the associate volume 
and required instructor clarifica- 
tion, when considered as a passible 
engineering college classroom text. 

This book provides an exception- 
ally fine presentation of the mathe- 
matics applied to servomechanisms 
and servo -systems, including that 
of La Place Transforms and the Ny- 
quist Stability Criterion. The com- 
pleteness of this presentation is 
greater than this reader has found 
in any other text or reference on 
the same subject. 

Presentation of the subject mat- 
ter is well done with many graphs 
and block diagrams treating sev- 
eral theoretical basic regulating 
systems and servomechanisms. 
However, in spite of 505 pages of 
comprehensive text material, this 
volume is inadequate in coverage or 
scope for use as a textbook capable 
of standing alone as a complete in- 
dependent text for a oourse in 
servomechanisms. 

The book is lacking in the defini- 
tive requirements of a text for 
training unpracticed engineering 
students in design of servomechan- 
isms. There is no mention or ex- 
planation of the common building 
block components essential to such 
design theory, such as synchros, re- 
solvers, rate generators and low - 
inertia induction motors. In short, 
a student taught strictly by this 
text would not recognize by sight 
or description a large majority of 
servomechanism components or 
systems in common use for the past 
15 years. 

This volume would have been bet- 
ter entitled Servomechanisms and 

(continued on page 320) 

WITH SIGNAL 
GENERATORS 

by 

AIRCRAFT RADIO Corporation 

TYPE H-14 10e-132 MEGACYCLES 

Standard signal source for complete 
testing of VHF airborne omnirange 
and localizer receivers in aircraft or 
on the bench is ARC's Type H-14 
Signal Generator. It checks up to 24 
omni courses, omni course sensitivity, 
to -from and flag -alarm operation, 
left -center -right on 90/150 cycle and 
phase-localizers, and all necessary 
quantitative bench tests. Permits 
quick, accurate, check-out of aircraft 
just before take-off. For ramp checks 
RF output 1 volt into 52 ohm line; 
for bench checks, 0-10,000 micro- 
volts. AF output available for bench 
maintenance and trouble shooting. 

Price $885.00 net, f.o.b. Boonton, N.J. 

Type H-12 VHF Signal Generator 
900- 2100 mc-source of cw or pulse 
amplitude -modulated RF. Power level 
0 to -120 dbm. Internal pulse cir- 
cuits with controls for width, delay, 
and rate, and provision for external 
pulsing. Frequency calibration better 
than 1%. Built to Navy specs for 
research, production testing. Equal to 

Military TS -419/U. 

Price: $1,950.00 net 
f.o.b. Boonton, N.J. 

AIRCRAFT RADIO CORPORATION 
Boonton New Jersey 

Dependable Electronic Equipment Since 1928 
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Looking fora material 

to withstand 
EXTREME THERMAL SHOCK? 

OITUP flffff1gJ 
is your answer ! 

100 cycles without harm- 
From a furnace at 

into liquid air 

LIQUID 
AI It 

with no failure, and no 

apparent damage to 

the STUPALITH ceram; _ 

Remarkably low thermal - 
expansion characteristics make 
STUPALITH ideal for applica- 
tions where conditions of 
extreme thermal shock are 
present. 

Stupalith may be formulated 
and processed to possess Zero, 
Low -Positive and Low -Nega- 
tive expansitivities. Formed by 
conventional methods-press- 
ing, extrusion or casting- 
STUPALITH may be machined 
or ground to precision toler- 
ances. Can be safely used at 
temperatures up to 22000 F. 

The demonstration described 
in the illustration at the left 
shows the amazing ability of 
STUPALITH to withstand ther- 
mal shock. 

We will be glad to send you a copy of Bulletin 
849, which gives full details of this remarkable 
group of ceramics. 

STLTPAKOFF 
PRODUCTS 

For LE/ectnCal and 
&ectrot2 cs A,r o/cotions 

A SSE MBLIES-Siupakott assemblies in- 
clude Induction COILS for radio receivers 
and transmitters; SHAFTS for air -tun- 
ing condensers; METALLIIZED PLATES 
for making fixed rigid assemblies. 

CERAMICS-Stupakofi has long been a 
leading supplier of ceramic products for 
a wide variety of electrical and electronic 
applications-precision made for all volt- 
ages, frequencies and temperatures. 

RESISTOR CERAMICS -S t u p a k o f f 
Temperature -Sensitive Resistors are 
used for temperature indicating or meas- 
uring equipment such as Radiosonde 
for infra -red light source and for heating 
elements. Supplied complete with termi- 
nals, in the form of rods, tubes, discs,, 
bars, rings, etc. 

SEALS-KOVAR METAL TO GLASS 
-Terminals; Lead-ins; Standoffs-for 
hermetically sealing for mechanical con- 
struction in radio, televisi-an, electronic 
and electrical apparatus. Single or multi- 
ple terminal units, in a wide variety cf 
sizes and artings. 

KOVAR METAL-Kovar is the ideal 
alloy for sealing to hard gllass. Used for 
making hermetic attachments for elec- 
trical and electronic products. Available 
in the form of rod., wire, sheet, foil-or 
as cups, eyelets or other fabricated shapes, 
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TYPE BH6A 
RANGE: 1.4 - 75.0 mo 
Supplied per Mil 
type CR -18; CR -19; 
CR -23; CR -27; CR - 
28; CR -32; CR -33; 
CR -35; CR -36 when 
specified. 

'.Dependability is a composite virtue 
that Bliley builds into all crystals. From 

raw quartz to finished crystal, exacting 
inspection assures dependable per- 
formance. That's why Bliley methods 
and techniques are a "natural" for 

military as well as civilian applications. 

TYPE MC9 
RANGE: 

1.0 - 10.0 me 
Supplied per Mil 
type CR -5; CR -6; 
CR -8; CR -10 when 
specified. 

-X TYPE SR5A 
RANGE: 

2.0 - 15.0 me 
Supplied per Mil 
type CR -1A when 
specified. 

* TYPE AR23W 
RANGE: 0.080 - 

0.19999 me 
Supplied per Mil 
type CR -15; CR -16; 
CR -29; CR -30 when 
specified. 

-j( TYPE BMA 
RANGE: 

15.0 - 50.0 me 
Supplied per Mil 
type CR -24 when 
specified. 

CRYSTALS 
BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY 
UNION STATION BUILDING 

ERIE, PA. 

Backtalk 
This department is oper- 

ated as an open forum 

where our readers may 

discuss problems of the 

electronics industry or 

comment upon articles 

which ELECTRONICS 

has published. 

More Information 
DEAR SIRS: 
A FEW months ago we undertook 
an instrumentation problem for 
which ceramic dielectric capacitors 
of the type designed to have zero 
temperature coefficient appeared 
ideally suited. Specifically, we were 
investigating the use of Wein -bridge 
oscillators and associated power 
units for operating synchronous 
motors to drive our telescopes at 
precisely controlled rates. Rate -sta- 
bility of about 10 parts per million 
per degree C within a temperature 
range from -10 C to +20 C was 
required. Since it is necessary to 
vary this rate over a span of about 
2 percent to accommodate differen- 
tial atmospheric refraction at vari- 
ous telescope orientations, a tem- 
perature -stabilized Wien -bridge os- 
cillator appeared. to be the simplest 
solution. 

Using suitable wire -wound resis- 
tors together with an array of ca- 
pacitors made by a well-known 
manufacturer, we constructed an 
experimental model designed for a 
central frequency of 50.137 cps. 
However, the frequency of this os- 
cillator was found to be unstable 
and to possess a scandalous tem- 
perature coefficient. With make- 
shift apparatus, temperature test- 
ing is slow and tedious; much time 
was consumed testing and retesting 
in an effort to find the source of the 
difficulty. Since we trusted the ca- 
pacitors, every other possible fault 
was checked first. Finally as a last 
resort, we checked the capacitors 
and found them to have an average 
temperature coefficient of roughly 
6,000 ppm per deg C positive, which 

(Continued on page 328) 

A motel for e..eri use. 

10 - 500 :les AC 

Meets AN Spa :ifkations 
als) 60 c,cles 

Single p )Ie and cot He pole 

Make-before-brevk contacts 

Contacts n air or in liquid 

AG GHCffP 

These Choppers convert low level 
DC into pulsating DC or AC so that 
servo- mechanism error voltages 
and the output of thermocouples 
and strain gauges, may be amplified 
by means of an AC rather than a 
DC amplifier. 

They ore hermetically sealed, 
precisl:on vibralon hawing special 
features which contribute to long 
life and low noise level. 

WRITE FOR T-IESE 

GATALOGS .. . 

$180 
10-5)0 cycles 

60 odes 

STEVE 
ARNOLD 
NCORPDZATED 
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lii¡br 
TAYLOR FIBRE CO. 
NORRISTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 

WEST COAST FACTORY: LA VERNE, CALIF. 

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

It's as simple as that when you rely on Taylor 

full -line service. Here's how and why: 

1. If your problem demands 
vulcanized fibre that is excep- 
tionally tough, high in dielec- 
tric strength, light in weight, 
easily machined, attractive in 
appearance, insoluble to most 
solvents and withstands abra- 
sion, you can solve it with 
Taylor Vulcanized Fibre in 
sheets, rods, strips, or coils. 

2. If your problem calls for 
phenol fibre or glass melamine 
and silicone laminates to meet 
specific electrical, physical, 
chemical or mechanical char- 
acteristics, you'll find the 
material you need in our 
wide range of grades. These 
versatile materials, too, are 
available in sheets, tubes, rods 
and strips. 

3. If you are looking for a 

dependable source of supply 
for parts fabricated to your 
specifications, Taylor Fabri- 
cating Service is equipped to 
turn out precision -made parts 
on time, ready for your pro- 
duction line. 

Next time you require laminat- 
ed plastics, remember Taylor's 
full -line service - you'll save 
yourself time, trouble, money, 
and a lot of worry ! 

Here is the new Taylor 62 page 
catalog. It contains specifications 
and description of Taylor 
Laminated Plastics. See for 
yourself how you can make your 
product or part better with the use 
of these plus-value materials. 
¡r7rite today for Catalog E10. 
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AmPhenO1 
are backed 

CABLES 
produced by majority 

utilize 

gG CA$anufacturing experience. ce. Tl dielectric 
proper- 

ties 

Teflon di- 

electric, 

Years which possesses s 
guided 

polyethylene 
mechanical and 

low loss, for he n eeds of jet aircraft 

tíea _ for 
designed to operate efficiently 

up 

electric. developed others 
missiles, is used in test 

500° F. RS for instruments, 
to N7. " C i O circuits. Extensive 

research 

Sr CO of radio henol RF Con- 

nectors 

types have made Amer leakage Paths, 
equipment 

and facilities have long 
and manufacturing design. They 

outstanding 
performance.signal and Hectors outstanding 

in 

resulting in+ CTORS for power, signaleand lower loss NNE equipment. 
AN CO electronic co nectors, leads with 

in aircraft and 
quality 

Connectors 
for all 

with 

control 
tfar the largest supplier of of AN Con- 

nectors 

hen's 5Nengtl 
the broadest availability applications. 

Am phenol's 
tensile 

IL - 

shell styles and aPP extra 
C-5015 ilivoll drop. 

nectors Insure lowest m assembly 

polarized shells and simple 

Now gvunable 
contains complete engineering 

henol RF Cables and Connectors 
Catalog 132 

receipt of a 

data on Amp be sent upon agency la 
This catalog or government 
request on 

company 

letterhead. 

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION 
1830 South 54th Avenue 

Chicago 50. t11i^oi> 

TUBES AT WORK 
(continued from page 138) 

achieved by brightness control of 
the spot so synchronized with the 
bridge input that one half of 
the pattern appears substantially 
brighter than the other'. Such 
brightness control necessitates de- 
parture from the optimum com- 
promise between visibility and tube 
life and usually detracts from the 
sharpness of definition for either 
the brighter or the dimmer portion. 
Optimum brightness and optimum 
definition can be maintained if dis- 
crimination is made by extending 
one leg beyond the other in the hori- 
zontal direction, as shown in sket- 
ches cl to c5.' This is achieved by 
bringing one crest of the deflecting 
wave slightly beyond the other 
crest of the deflecting wave and 
by bringing the furrow follow- 
ing the first half wave slightly 
beyond the furrow following the 
second half wave, as shown in 
sketch c. Whether the portion 
extending farther to the right on 
patterns cl to c4 is above or below 
the portion extending less far 
toward the right tells whether the 
ratio adjustment has to be done in 
one direction or the other. Whether 
the portion extending farther to 
the left is above or below the portion 
extending less far toward the left 
tells whether the phase adjustment 
has to be done in one direction or 
the other. 

A circuit to obtain a deflecting 
wave as shown in sketch c of 
Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. It com- 
prises a 6SN7 twin triode acting 
as a phase splitter and a 6H6 twin 
diode to select one phase in one half 

0005 

0002 
C3 

-\ ' ' 
.-1( G 

I(r- 
} 

Q001 
Ci 

15 VOLT`., 
I KG 

0.33 
MEG 
R. 

TO 
HORIZONTAL 
INPUT Cy 

SCOPE 

--- 0.5 MEG P, 

---0.001 Cz 
A 

--470,000 R. 

FIG. 3-Circuit used to obtain a deflect- 
ing wave as shown in c of Fig. 2 
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Photography makes this engineer's notes 
an indisputable record 
It's the photograph of the oscillograph traces 
in this engineer's notebook that makes the 
page an indisputable record of wave form 
variations in passing from second harmonic 
distortion, through a nearly pure sine wave, 
to third harmonic distortion. 

With photography, your oscillograph is 
much more than a testing and measuring de- 
vice. It becomes, in addition, an instrument 

that preserves a record of performance long 
after the circuit has been torn down, and re- 
tains it for detailed study whenever you wish. 
Eastman Kodak Company, Industrial Photo- 
graphic Division, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

PHOTORECORDING 
... an important function of photography 
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AVAILABLE IN 

SHEETS 
RODS, TUBES 

PUNCH INGS 
GEAR BLANKS and 

Fabricated Parts 
In Many Grades 

and Sizes 

MELROSE PARK, 

ILL. 

NEWNAN, GA. 

SIX 
RICHARDSON 
PLANTS 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

TYLER, TEX. 

J 
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. 

OGDEN, UTAH 

INSUROK laminated plastics comprise a great family 

of valuable materials with many diversified uses in the 
electrical, mechanical, and chemical industries. These 
precision -made laminates are available in more than fifty 

grades, including NEMA grades, grades that meet the 
requirements of military specifications, and special grades 
-a few of which are described on the opposite page. 
Each special INSUROK laminate has a combination of 

properties developed by Richardson engineers for superior 
performance in specific applications. Further information 
on these special grades, or on any INSUROK laminate, 
is available without obligation. 
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GRADE 

FEW INSUROK GRADES 

DESCRIPTION 

FOR 

Moisture 
Absorption 

(24 hrs.) 

SPECIALIZED 

Power 
Factor 

Dielectric Strength 
(v/mil) 

PURPOSES 

Insulation Loss 

Factor 
at 1 MC 

Dielectric 
Constant 

Short 
Time 

Step by 
Step 

Resistance 
(Megohms) 

v J T-805 
A paper base NEMA PC laminate, for 
cold -punched electrical and mechanical 
parts involving nominal voltage-fre- 
quency-humidity relationships. 

4.0% 0.060 550 425 400 0.30 5.0 

T-838 
A paper base laminate, suitable for many 

mlents 
ectricfor 

NEMA 
applica}Grade 

XX. 
Meets 

SHos 

uire- 

machinability. 
1.3 % 0.040 700 500 2,000 0.20 5.0 

T-640 
A paper base laminate, for electrical and 
mechanical uses. Possesses low moisture 
absorption, excellent mechanical strength 
and machinability. 

0.67% 0.0312 675 590 30,000 0.147 4.70 

paper base laminate, for superior high- 

tab litycyunlderrovary humidity. Hot 
tion. Maximum 

Hot - 
punches into intricate shapes. 

0.42 % 0.030 700 600 121,000 0.134 4.46 

< LI 
72 

V 
t3J J 
W 

T-606 
A fabric base laminate, meeting NEMA 
G de CE re ments. For lectrical 
plracations requli¡r ng greater emoisture are -p- 

sistance than Grade C provides. 

2.2 % 0.055 360 280 100 0.28 5.0 

T-712 
A continuous -filament Fiberglas laminate, 
bo with 

ndarrcresdistance imes va ulne abler in 
esinmants 

y elech 
trical applications. 

1.6 % 0.013 475 375 25,000 0.08 6.4 

Ñ 
in 
d 
C 

-C t- 
` 

\ 
smooth, 

4 
cc 

J 
Q 

GRADE DESCRIPTION 
Tensil Strength 

(Psi) 

Flexural 
Strength 

(psi 

Main) 
Direction 

Compressive 

(psi) 
Strength 

Flatwise 

Impact Strength 
Main Direction 

(Ft Lb/In.) Moisture 
Absorption 

(24 hrs.) 

Main 
Direction 

Cross 
Direction Flatwise Edgewise 

T-689 
A fine -weave fabric base laminate espe- 
cially suited parts uiring 
great strength rsuchlastefine-pitchggearss. 
Good dimensional stability. 

18,000 11,200 29,000 42,000 --- --- 0.5 

T -733 
A linen base NEMA Grade L laminate, 
for mechanical and electrical ports re - 
quiring fine machining, dimensional sta- 
bility, and physical strength. 

14,000 9,500 22,000 38,000 4.6 2.3 0.7% 

T-81 5 
A cotton -fiber, mat base laminate, tea- 
turing uniform strength in all directions 
in the plane of the sheet surface. For 

high -strength, machined parts. 

15,000 15 000 r 22,000 45,000 3.0 1.4 0.7% 

T-601 
A strong, tough, fabric base laminate, 
suitable for gears and other mechanical 
parts subject to high impact loads. Meets 
requirements for NEMA Grade C. 

11,000 11,000 21,000 40,000 4.2 2.5 0.9% 

V 
A 

= 
V 
W 

T-682 
fabric base laminate, designed for 

valve dles, etc 
discs, 

slhandlp g oragitator cold water, 
ad - 

gasoline, oil, and some mild acids. 

10,700 9,700 19,800 37,400 4.2 2.5 0.8 % 

e 
T-602 

A canvas base laminate, with a high nat- 
suitable 

forural bearingts and 
e 

t otiher parts subyjectto 
friction. 

8,000 7,000 16,500 35,000 2.6 1.8 0.5 % 

C7A RICHARDSON COMPANY 
Write for 

20 -Page Booklet 

/ 
"Laminated Plastics" 

FOUNDED 1858 -LOCKLAND, OHIO 

2797 Lake St., Melrose Park, Illinois (Chicago District) 

SALES OFFICES: Cleveland Detroit Indianapolis Lockland, Ohio Los Angeles 
Milwaukee New Brunswick, (N. J.) New York Philadelphia Rochester St. louis 

on Any 
Specific Grade 
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losses 

J Highe 
efAcie 

1/Lower ope 
temperatur 

J Lighter weig smaller sii 
Less corona effect 

F 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DIVISION 

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, St. Marys, Pa. 

FIXED RESISTORS VARIABLE RESISTORS 

IRON CORES CERAMAG CORES LINE 

and SLIDE SWITCHES": MOLDED COIL 

FORMS GA "GIMMICICAPACITORS, etc. 

TUBES AT WORK (continued` 

FIG. 4-Ve:tor diagram used for phase 
determination 

period and the other phase in the 
other half period. Discrimination 
of one half wave against the other 
is achieved by the capacitor -resistor 
combination C, R,. 

Terminals A and B of Fig. 3 are 
connected to the bridge input term- 
inals. The network C,, C., C3, P. 
and R, provides a voltage of the 
same frequency but of adjustable 
phase between points F and G. Re- 
ferring to the vector diagram 
shown in Fig. 4, the endpoint of the 
vector of the voltage at F may 
move along the arc AFE when P. 
is varied from zero to maximum 
resistance. The endpoint of the 
vector of the voltage at point G of 
the circuit would be at point D of 
Fig. 4 if conventional voltage halv- 
ing would be done by C, C. alone. 
It is seen that the vector DF can 
turn by only less than 180 deg, so 
that in this way phase compensa- 
tion can not be obtained for all pos- 
sible phase shift angles in the verti- 
cal amplifier. 

Resistor R. shifts the position of 
the endpoint of the vector of the 
voltage at point G of the circuit to 
point G of Fig. 4. When the vector 
endpoint F travels on arc AFE, the 
voltage vector between points F 
and G covers over 180° and allows 
phase balancing for all possible 
values of phase shift in the vertical 
amplifier. 

The two grids of the 6SN7 and 
capacitance coupled to points F and 
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TYPE 2001-2, BASIC UNIT 
Frequencies 200 to 2500 cycles. 
Dividers and Multipliers available 
for lower and higher frequencies. 
Miniaturized and JAN construc- 
tion. Output, 6 volts. 

k ---------Th 

GUARANTEED 
ACCURATE 

TO 1 PART IN 100,000 (.001 %) 

TYPE 2005, UTILITY UNIT 
Consists of Type 2001-2 and booster 
to provide 10 watts at 110V at pre- 
cision frequencies from 50 to 500 
cycles at input power frequencies 
of 50 to 500 cycles, 45 watts. 

, , 

FilE QILTE1,TCIE S 

THE basis of these frequency standards is an elec- 
tronic fork which is temperature -compensated and 

hermetically sealed against humidity and barometric 
pressure. 

Type 2001-2 and similar units are available inde- 
pendently. Complete instruments of our manufacture 
are used extensively by industry and the armed forces 
where unvarying, dependable high precision is re- 
quired, such as for bombsights and fire control. 

WHATEVER YOUR FREQUENCY PROBLEMS, 
OUR ENGINEERS ARE READY TO COOPERATE. 
PLEASE REQUEST DETAILS BY TYPE NUMBER. 

TYPE 2121-A, LAB. STANDARD 

Outputs, 60 cycle, 0-110 Volts, 10 
Watts; 120-240 cycle impulses. In- 
put, 50-400 cycles, 45 Watts. 

TYPE 2111, POWER UNIT 
50 Watt output. 0-110-220V at 60 
cycles, or any frequency 50 to 
1000 cycles. Input, 50-100 cycles, 
275 watts. 

WIDELY USED 
IN SUCH FIELDS AS: 

Aviation 
Astronomy 

Ballistics 
High -Speed Photography 

Viscosity Measurement 
Nuclear Physics 
Telemetering 

Radiation Counting 
Fluid Flow 

Chemical Reaction 
Navigation 

School Laboratories 
Industrial Research Labs. 
Accurate Speed Control 

American Time PMc 
580 Fifth Avenue OPERATING UNDER PATENTS OF New York 19, N. Y, 

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
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a versatile 

High Vacuum `Packaged System" 

for leak detecting, 

gas filling, sealing 

DPi's 10 -PORT VACUUM MANIFOLD SYSTEM is 
greatly improving the efficiency of processing sealed relays, 
small containers, and delicate mechanisms in the electron- 
ics industries. 

Used specifically for leak detecting, gas filling, and seal. 
ing, it is particularly effective in checking units for micro- 
scopically small leaks. (A Consolidated Leak Detector, 
which is connected to the system, can sound an alarm for a 
leak so small that a thimbleful of air would take 30 years 
to get through.) 

The Vacuum Manifold System is a completely contained 
"packaged unit," designed to operate from any 110 -volt, 
60 -cycle line capable of handling 35 amperes. 

Two mechanical pumps serve as the roughing and the 
backing pumps for the unit. The roughing pump evacuates 
the ports to a pressure within the operating range of the 
diffusion pump. The backing pump maintains a forepres- 
sure on the diffusion pump that is well below the required 
pressure for efficient diffusion pump operation. And three 
electrically energized solenoid valves on each port of the 
manifold permit continuous operation of the diffusion 
pump during the entire processing cycle. 

This diffusion pump, DPi model MC -275, is capable of 
producing an ultimate vacuum of approximately 5 x 10-5 
mm Hg. 

The unit is equipped with a two station Pirani gauge and, 
a PHG-1 Philips gauge. 

If you would like complete technical data on this unit, or 
perhaps information on some of the many other ways in 
which DPi is putting high vacuum at industry's service, 
simply write to Distillation Products Industries, Vacuum 
Equipment Department, 727 Ridge Road West, Rochester_ 
3, N. Y. (Division of Eastman Kodak Company). 

high vacuum research 
and engineering 

DPi's 10 -Port Vacuum Mani- 
fold System in use at Barber - 
Colman Company, Rockford, 
Illinois. 

Also...vitamins A and E... distilled monoglycerides... more than 3400 Eastman Organic Chemicals for science and industry 
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AMP PRE -INSULATED DIAMOND GRIP* 

Solderless Terminal 

U.S. Patent Nos. 2,410,321, 

2,379,567, 2,405,111, 2,468,169, 

other U.S Patents Pending 

*Trade -Mark 
AMP Trade -Mark Reg U S Por Off 

AMP SOLISTRAND* Solderless Terminal 

U.S. Patent No 2.535,013, other U.S Patents Pending 

you 
can 
be 
sure 
if it's !Ma 

Wire termination in military equipment 
can be just as important as each mis- 

sion, each flight or each engage- 
ment. Successful operation depends on 

the proper function of every part. That's 

why AMP solderless terminals and pre- 
cision installation tools are specified 

and approved for all critical installa- 
tions. Write for new TECHNICAL DATA 

CATALOG and approval lists. 

AIRCRAFT -MARINE PRODUCTS INC. 
2100 Paxton Street, Harrisburg 10, Pa. 
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into the manufacture of every Taylor Custom Built 

Tube goes an extra measure of careful and detailed 
consideration. We call this determination of trying to 
do every job just a little better, the "TQS"-Taylor 
Quality Standard. It takes a little more effort this way, 

but after all, knowing they're right for the jobs they 

have to do is what counts most with us and with you. 

* TRANSMITTING * INDUSTRIAL 
* RECTIFIER * ELECTRONIC 

As always, Taylor is producing tubes of superior quality 
and outstanding performance. The Taylor Representative 
nearest you is ready and willing to discuss your particu- 
lar requirements. Call on him for information any time. 

TAYLOR TUBES INC., 2312-18 WABANSIA AVE., CHICAGO 47, ILL. 

Export: Royal National Company 
75 West St., New York 6, N. Y. 

NATVARNCO, NEW YORK 

TUBES AT WORK (ccntinued) 

G. The d -c potential of the grids 
is held at +150 volts. The two 
cathodes are interconnected and are 
connected through 47,000 ohms to 
the zero line. They assume a volt- 
age substantially equal to the aver- 
age between the signals on the two 
grids. The grid to cathode signals 
appearing in the two triode systems 
therefore will be equal in magni- 
tude and opposite in phase. These 
two signals cause two equal waves 
of opposite polarity on the two 
plates. The two waves are brought 
to the diode plates through capaci- 
tor coupling. 

The two diode cathodes are inter- 
connected, so that the common 
point assumes the volta,,e of that 
diode anode which is more positive, 
the positive half of one triode 
plate's signal during one half of the 
cycle and the positive half of the 
other plate's signal during the other 
half of the cycle. The plate resist- 
ors of the diode are connected to 
the B+ line to prevent periods in 
which both anodes would be more 
negative than the common cathode. 
The magnitudes of the two half 
waves are equalized by a potenti- 
ometer. In this way a waveshape 
as shown in sketch b of Fig. 2 is 
obtained on the diode cathodes. To 
increase one crest above the other 
and to make one furrow deeper 
than the other, a 45 -deg wave is 
added through C. and R2. Resistor 
R3 between diode cathodes and out- 
put terminal provides the imped- 
ance necessary for proper mixing 
ratio. The waveshape on the out- 
put terminal will be the one shown 
in sketch c of Fig. 2. 

With this simple deflection cir- 
cuit it is possible to speed up the 
operation and to increase the accur- 
acy of null detection. 

REP'rRtENCES 

1) D. G. C. Luck, U. S. Patent No. 
2,328,985. 

2) J. C. Frommer, U. S. Patent No. 
2,566,699. 

Synchronized Pulse 
Generator 
HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY, employ- 
ing spark gaps and flash tubes, 
often necessitates the use of bulky 
and expensive components for high - 
voltage circuitry. Ordinarily, in 
such cases, the high -voltage pulse 
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¶&t the ig us{ Ca2C CPeoePa,d 

FTR TYPE: 
No. I003 

MINIATURE 
SELENIUM 
REGT 

imam 

CLEVE LITE' 
is used in Federal Selenium Rectifiers to insulate the live electrical 
parts of the rectifier from the central eyelet upon which the 
rectifier is mounted. 

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation is known as 

America's oldest and largest manufacturer of Selenium 
Rectifiers. 

CLEVELITE and COSMALITE* high quality ... low 

cost Phenolic Tubing is the first choice of the Radio 

and Television Industries. 

Low Moisture Absorption ... Dimensional Sta- 

bility ... High Dielectric Strength . . , 

Loss . . . Great Physical 

Strength ... Good Machine - 

ability ... Why Pay More? 

Your inquiry will receive 

immediate attention. 

Low 

Our tubing is available in 
Diameters 1/8 inch to 8 inches. 
Lengths 1/8 inch to 81/º feet. 
Wall thicknesses, .008" to .0250". 
Colors: Natural and Black. 

FREE SAMPLE made to your exact 
specifications gladly furnished. 

CLEVELAND CONTAINER6 
6201 BARBERTON AVE. CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 

PLANTS AND SALES OFFICES at Plymouth, Wisc.. Chicago, Detroit, Ogdensburg, N.Y., Jamesburg, N.J. 
ABRASIVE DIVISION of Cleveland, Ohio 

CANADIAN PLANT: The Cleveland Container, Canada, Ltd. Prescott, Ontario 

REPRESENTATIVES 

NEW YORK AREA R. T. MURRAY, 604 CENTRAL AVE. EAST ORANGE. N. J. 

NEW ENGLAND R S. PETTIGREW i CO. ION MAIN ST.. WEST HARTFORD, CONN. 

CHICAGO AREA PLASTIC TURING SALES. 5215 N RAVENSWOOD AVE. CHICAGO 

*Trade Marks 1 
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'.4 ewtGl&v 
TELEVISIC K 

GEN. KIT 

e i 
..pza.tliQct 
LECTIONIC 
SAVIT}1 I:IT 

s 
9 

AUDIO 3EN. 

KIT 

L . 

410 U : e 

;71e-zt-cZe 
CC NDEN iER Q 
C!{E(EF F;I? 51 7 SQ 

eatiút 
5"OSCILLOSCOPE KIT 

New "spot shape" control for spot adjustment - to give really sharp 
focusing. 
A total of ten tubes including CR tube and five miniatures. 
Cascaded vertical amplifiers followed by phase splitter and balanced 
push-pull deflection amplifiers. 
Greatly reduced retrace time. 
Step attenuated - frequency compensated - cathode follower ver- 
tical input. 
Low impedance vertical gain control for minimum distortion. 
New mounting of phase splitter and deflection amplifier tubes near 
CR tube base. 
Greatly simplified wiring layout. 
Increased frequency response - useful to 5 MC. 
Tremendous sensitivity .03 RMS per inch Vertical .6V RMS per inch Hor. 
Dual control in vernier sweep frequency circuit - smoother acting. 
Positive or negative peak internal synchronization. 
Multivibrator type Wide Range Sweep Generator. 

A brand new 1952 Heathkit Oscilloscope Kit with a multitude of out- 
standing features and really excellent performance. A scope you'll truly 
like and certainly want to own. 

The kit is complete with all parts including all tubes, power trans- 
former, punched and formed chassis, etc. Detailed instruction manual 
makes assembly simple and clear - contains step-by-step instructions, 
pictorials, diagrams, schematic, circuit de- 
scription and uses of scope. A truly . out- 
standing value. 

MODEL 0-7 
SHIPPING WT. 24 LBS. 

..+..- 

».eat`r4c't 
R. F. SIGNAL 
GEN. KIT 

ee $19" 

e2td%c't 
A.C. VOLTMETER 

KIT 

$2950 

2q 

4 
7 Gi n 

r7'ea tc 4ÍL' 
SQUARE WAVE 

GEN. KIT 

$2950 

$43so 
eA¢i¿` VACUUM TUBE 

VOLTMETER KIT 
New styling - formd case for beauty. 
New truly compact size-Cabinet 41/8" deep x 4-1/16" wide 
x 73/a" high. 
Quality Simpson 200 microamp meter. 
New ohms battery holding clamp and spring clip - assurance of 
good electrical contact. 
Highest quality precision resistors in multiplier circuit. 
Calibrates on both AC and DC for maximum accuracy. 
Terrific coverage - Reads from t/ºV to 1000V AC, 1/sV to 1000V 
DC, and .1 to over 1 billion ohms resistance. 
Large, clearly marked meter scales indicate ohms, AC Volts, 
DC Volts, and DB - has zero set mark for FM alignment. 
New styling presents attractive and professional appearance. 

The 1952 Model Heathkit Vacuum Tube Voltmeter! 
Newly designed cabinet combines style and beauty 
with compactness. Greatly reduced size to occupy a 
minimum of space on your work -bench. Covers a tre- 
mendous range of measurements and is easy to use. 
Uses only quality components including I% precision 
resistors in multiplier circuit for greatest accuracy, 
Simpson 200 microamp meter with easy to read scales 
for fast and sure readings. 

All parts come right with kit, and complete 
instruction manual makes assembly a cinch. 

MODEL V-5 
SHIPPING WT. 5 LBS. 24P 

Meath c't f led4,cct 
INTERMODULATION AUDIO FRED. 

ANALYZER 
j3(, 50 

METER KIT $34 50 

YOU SAVE ORDERING DIR=ECT FROM MANUFACTURER 

tT103E ASIA- 

ROEKE INTERNATIONAL iCAP.. 
Il E. AANIn ST. 

NEW YOFK CITY (16; 
TM. EE31E43r. 

. . BENTON HARBOR 14, MICHIGAN 
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to solve the shortage puzzle 

replace key pieces with LaA41,coi4i 

LAM1cotD, a thermosetting plastic laminate, has 
already proved itself for such uses as terminal 
blocks, panels, dials and many other applications. 

The same qualities that make it adaptable to 
these uses may also provide practical answers to 
your material shortage problems ... and perhaps 
even bring you savings or improvements! 

For example, you can obtain LAMICOID in a wide 
variety of forms and grades which are almost cer- 
tain to possess the exact characteristics your product 

High Dielectric Strength 

Low Power Factor 

Heat Resistance 

Low Moisture Absorption 
High Impact Resistance 
Dimensional Stability 
Light Weight 
Tensile Strength 
Resistance to Abrasion 

requires. This versatility is possible because LAMm- 

cotn is produced through the use of many different 
fillers such as glass, nylon, fabric, paper, etc. with 
a variety of resins. 

LAMICOII is supplied in standard sheets, rods and 
tubes, or fabricated into parts to your specification. 
We will be pleased to put our 58 years of experience 
to work on your electrical insulation problems. 
Send your blueprints and specifications today for a 
prompt quotation. 

MICA 91Aelhe'L COMPANY 

LAMIttlIb (Laminaled Plastic) . 

Schenectady 1, New York 

Offices in Principal Cities 
MICANITE (Built-up Mica) EMPIRE (Varnished Fabrics und Paper) FABRICATED MICA 
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eddi 
ROBINSON Series 7001 

1 SIZE CUP TYPE UNITS 

,ACTUAL SIZE 

Vetatios isdatioh and deck 
p eotectim Pe Air;Peree equiteneet 

For the first time, dependable MET -L -FLEX all -metal 
mounts are available for many different applications requir- 
ing #1 cup type units. New standards of equipment 
performance, previously unattainable with conventional 
mounts, can be obtained without sacrificing weight or cost. 
High damping and axial -lateral stability, inherent features 
of MET -L -FLEX, provide added protection for delicate 
avionic equipment. Write today for full performance and 
engineering data on the complete line of Robinson 
MET -L -FLEX vibration isolation and control systems. 

*Load ranges from Y/2 lb. to 10 lbs. per mount. 
Built-in damping with auxiliary cushioning for 
overload and shock. 

Overload and underload capacity as great as 50%. 
Minimum ultimate structural strength 700 lbs. 
per unit. 

Temperature range -90°C to +175°C. 

Available in complete 
Unit Mount Bases 

including the popular SI and 
S-2 mounting tray sizes. Write 

today for information. 

(-ROBINSON AVIATION 
E 

INC. 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

FIG. 1-Schematic diagram of the high - 
voltage pulse generator 

is transformed, rectified and finally 
controlled. 

The system to be described makes 
use of inexpensive components for 
rectifying and controlling pulse 
voltages on the low -voltage side of 
the transformer. The apparatus is 
suitable for general application as 
a source of synchronized high -volt- 
age pulses. 

Circuit Analysis 

In the circuit shown in Fig. 1, T, 
is an ordinary power -supply trans- 
former used to charge the 80-1,f 
capacitor C through a full -wave rec- 
tifier to 375 volts. A resistor of 
at least 50 ohms is used to prevent 
overloading the rectifier during the 
charging cycle or in case C should 
become short-circuited. 

The capacitor discharges through 
the primary of a six -volt automobile 
ignition coil whenever switch S is 
closed to remove bias from the thy- 
ratron. Discharge of C is rapid 
because of the low resistance of the 
primary circuit and, as a result, a 
high voltage appears across the 
terminals of the T_ secondary as 
long as current flows in the 
primary. The open -circuit form of 
the high -voltage pulse is essentially 
rectangular and is unidirectional. 
The maximum voltage obtainable 
with the circuit elements shown is 
about 35 kv as evidenced by sphere - 
gap measurements at A -B. 

A capacitor may be added across 
terminals A -B or from term- 
inal A to the cathode terminal of 
the thyratron in order to decrease 
the discharge time for photographic 
applications involving the type of 
transient phenomena for which a 
flash tube is particularly suited. 
With the additional capacitor added 
to the circuit; the discharge time is 
controlled by the value of the added 
capacitor and the resistance of the 
spark discharge path. The maxi- 
mum voltage obtainable is reduced 
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moo MIMI. 

"You've heard 
There you are, stretched out in perfect 
comfort. Feet up-pipe lit-a glass of 
the "brew that cheers" close by. You 
lean a little to the left, turn the knob, 
and your favorite program comes in. 
Just as the results from Santa Anita 
start - silence - then music and this 
announcement-"Due to circumstances 
beyond our control ... " Only an an- 
noyance to you, but a major concern to 
the broadcasting studio. You won't 
learn what happened, but the studio 
executives will make it their business 
to find out. Woe to the equipment man- 
ufacturer if it was just a vital piece of 
electrical insulation that hadn't been 
able to stand the gaff. 

Electrical equipment is only as good 
as the insulation which protects it. Over 
37,000,000 feet of BH Extra Flexible 
Fiberglas* Sleeving are safeguarding 
products of American industry. Heat, 
cold, age or vibration have little effect 
on BH Ex Flex (as it is known to the 
trade). Patented manufacturing processes 

ittoo... 
make it non -fraying and non -raveling, 
even when cut in short lengths. 

Flexibility is constant through a tem- 
perature range of -70° F to +1200° F, 
because no hardening varnish is used. 
The easy -to -handle tubular shape ex- 
pands readily to cover knobs, terminals 
and irregular obstructions. 

Tough and long lasting, BH Ex Flex 
is available in colors, with color reten- 
tion up to 300° F. 

BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleev- 
ing is one of a family of electrical 
insulations, each designed to meet 
particular conditions in service. Give 
us a few facts about your requirements - products, temperatures, voltages - 
we will gladly furnish free samples for 
testing purposes. 

Address Dept. E-10 

Bentley, Harris Manufacturing Co. 
Conshohocken, Pa. 

9 9 

BH Non -Fraying Fiberglas Sleevinga are made by an exclusive Bentley, Harris process (U. S. Pat. No. 2393530). "Fiberglas" is Reg. TM of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. 
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What DC Power Equipments do 

You Need for Military End -Use? 
You can meet your 
requirements with- 

SELENIUM 
RECTIFIERS 

TY 

DEC NLD 
BY 

fFEDERALMILITARY 

Q 
u AND PRODUCED $ 

FEDERAL Aircraft 
Portable and 
borne stationary ground 

Air-ypower supplies and ßO units 
e 

power 
regulators 

En- 

Ground 
Automatic 

and manually -controlled 
battery chargers 

Filtered rind regulated 
power supplies 

Radarer 

supplies 
power supplies 

Tele- 

phoneby 
eliminators 

Teletype and telegraph 
supplies 

No mai 
Shipboard 

and 

mentpow er 
supplies s Power supplies 

fohore 

powerlies 
with magnetic amplifier 

Control equip. 

Manufactured to Military Specifications 
to provide ANY DC OUTPUT! 

WHEREVER your government specifications call for conver- 
sion of AC to DC-be sure to give the job to a Federal Selenium 
Rectifier Equipment ... compact, rugged, completely self- 

contained ... ready to connect to AC .. . ready to deliver de- 
pendable DC power! 

Today, Federal Equipments are serving in a wide range of 

applications ... from aircraft to submarines ... from special 
subminiature to heavy-duty power equipment ... operating 
quietly, efficiently, reliably. All are powered by Federal sele- 
nium rectifiers . .. famous for long life and trouble -free service 
-.. without expendable parts that require frequent replacement. 

MAIL your specifications to Federal today! Get the benefit 
of Federal's years of experience in selenium rectifier de- 

sign and production. Remember, Federal is the pioneer com- 

pany-the first to introduce selenium rectifiers to American 

industry. For quick service, write Dept. E -713A 

America's Oldest and Largest 
Manufacturer of Selenium Rectifiers 

oER 

Heavy-duty Federal 
Selenium Rectifier 

FTR 3146 -BS 

Aircraft Power 
Supply 

FIR 3414 -AS 
Ground Aircraft 

Power Supply 

FTR 3141 -CS -03 
Clip -in Voltage 

Regulator 

Federal Telephone and Radio corporation 
BI 

' ' ). x,l SELENIUM-INTELIN DIVISION, 100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 

o>j In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q. 

Expert Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N.Y. 
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Illoabdng usual loops. 
Spell new reception 
standards. Permit 
mounting on chassis, 
and final test before 
placement in cabinet. 
^G" of order of 250 
os against 80 for 
crecll leaps. Usual 
Crafey radio rod is 
8" L by /a" d. Other 
sixes available. 

CRDLOY CORES 
Raided in widest 
naive of shapes and 
arm. Deflection yokes 
exannd TV-tebe de - 
flotation angles with - 
o u t corresponding 
eci rage increase. 
Crab} cores slash TV 
t+ctsfornar bulk. 

CRDLOY 
RADIO CORES 

Cooley dug tuners 
end I.F. coils reduce 
cat and raise gain. 
Made in widest yari- 
et( of designs, sizes 
mac modifications. 
Nigh screw inserts; 
wti threaded bodies; 
cep -shooed; tiny 
closed :ores; etc. 
CLeice f compos- 
tiemc to meet e lectro- 
nk clam cteristics. 

EXT3UDED 
CROLITE 

From tiry tubes no 
bigger than pencil 
iesd and with one or tw losgitudinal 
heiss, to tubes, rods 
aec blodcs up to 6" 
As Widest variety of 
cross-, ectional 
stapes. This Crowley 
eat-usiarfn fc$s,jque 
ssindrezes machining. 

a r ',RESSED 
3. CROLITE 

red in standard 
4c stod. molds into 

vadust choice of 
es and sizes, 

ereby minimizing 
achining. High 

. J gree df accuracy to 
- 'erith petal parts in 

asssmbly. Plain 
ted finish. 

'T1ACHINED 
CROLITE 

Ebaerate shapes, in - 
chiding grooves, bob- 
brs, hobs, threads, 
Fins and other fea- 
tures, cos be included 
it Crolie machined 
pieces. Precision 
it hined tools in the 
hands a skilled spe- 
c c lists, insure the 
rretching of rigid 
ase:hanical specifics - 
Kane. 

arts from powders 

Consider Crowley 
MO source of supply for magnetic and ceramic 

' pi7;`tè .. Far here, under one roof, are specialists who 
; liove pioneered the "parts from powders" art for the 

radio -electronic industry. 

Crowley, means production facilities that have sup- 
plied `.the; major portion of magnetic cores in peace 
crhd war alike. Here are extrusion, molding and 
machining facilities that can provide steatite and other 
severe -service insulators in the widest range of char- 
acteristics, sizes, shapes. 

By all means try Crowley! You can save time, money 
and trouble, just as other electronic designers, engi- 
neers and production men are doing. 

Let us collaborate 
on your TV, radio or electro tic 

problems. Samples, 
neering aid, and quotations, 

on request. 

HENRY L. CROWLEY & COMPANY, INC. 
Pioneering POWDER -IRON and STEATITE products 

1 Central Avenue 
West Orange, N. J. 
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MEET JOINT 
ARMY- NAVY 
SPECIFICATIONS 

MOST COMPLETE 
STOCK IN THE NATION! 

UG and AN CONNECTORS 

RG CABLE and WIRE 

JAN CONDENSERS 

JAN RESISTORS 

JAN TRANSFORMERS 

JAN and SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES 

JAN SWITCHES 

JAN RELAYS 

JAN PARTS of ALL TYPES 

MILO has 

e 
MILO stocks the products of over 200 
nationally -known electronic equip- 
ment manufacturers, including their 
complete lines of JAN parts, which 
meet the rigid Joint Army -Navy Speci- 
fications. No matter what your need in 
any electronic category, MILO has it! 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
-from STOCK! 

All Types SYLVANIA 
SILICON CRYSTALS 

GERMANIUM XTAL DIODES 
Avoid production delays! We stock all 
standard types and sizes - for all 
applications. 

w195 CATALOG! 
READY SOON! 

Over 1100 Pages! 
Purchasing Agents.' Chief Engineers! 
Reserve your copy NOW of our new 
1952 catalog, listing all the latest 
equipment in the industry. Over 75,000 
items, 7000 illustrations. An invaluable 
aid in your work. Write on your com- 
pany letterhead, stat- 
ing your official posi- 

NE 

MILO offers SERVICE! onD pt.OE.ess 

PRICES and INFORMATION ON REQUEST 

PHONE -15. TRUNK LINES 

DIRECT W.U. WIRE-MILO-WUX-N.Y. 
TELETYPE - TW X -NY 1- 1 839 

Send Today for This 
Valuable Book ! 

& ELECTRONICS CORP. 
200 GREENWICH STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y. Tel. BEekman 3-2980 
Cable Address: MILOLECTRO The ONE Source for ALL your electronic needs. 

TYBES. AT WORK (continued) 

to about 12 kv with the addition of 
a 0.02-1Lf capacitor but spark intens- 
ity is enhanced since the capacitor 
will discharge through a needle gap 
in air in less than one microsecond. 

The switch S may be a micro- 
phone, photocell or other sensing 
instrument whose signal is suit- 
ably amplified to the lift bias of the 
thyratron for single -shot synchro- 
nization. For electrical synchroniza- 
tion, attention must be paid to the 
over-all delay through the appara- 
tus. This delay is essentially con- 
trolled by the value of C and the 
setting of A -B. The delay is short 
enough to be compensated for in 
the usual way by adjusting the 
position of the sensing instrument 
along the time axis of the phenom- 
enon under observation. 

The material in this article was 
abstracted from an article entitled 
"A Synchronized High Voltage 
Pulse Generator" by C. F. Johnson 
which appeared in the July 1951 
issue of The Review of Scientific 
Instruments on page 541. 

X -Ray Liquid -Level Gage 

By JoHN E. JACOBS and R. F. WILSON 

Coolidge Laboratory 
General Electric I -Ray Corp. 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

GAGING of the level of liquids in 
opaque or inaccessible vessels im- 
poses many problems in technique 
used as well as associated instru- 
mentation. This discussion will be 
limited to those problems which at 
the present time are dependent on 
the use of x-ray for their solution. 

The objective of the gage to be 
described is to measure the height 
of fill of large vessels or to control 
the process by which they are filled. 
In most cases the problem is to fill 
or check height of fill of vessels in 
an inaccessible location under con- 
ditions which render contact -type 
instruments unsuitable. Instru- 
mentation in the gage may be ar- 
ranged to operate an audible or vis- 
ual indicator, to actuate reject or 
control mechanisms or to record in- 
spection information. 

The gaging of liquid levels by use 
of x-ray absorption places rather 
strict requirements on the x-ray de- 
tectors used. In most applications, 
wall thickness of the container 
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C 

Here's Why 111 

Daven Switches 

Low and unifor 
contact resistance. 
Minimum thermal 
noise. 
High resistance to 
leakage. 
Trouble -free opera- 
tion and long life. 
Roller -type positive 
detent action. 
Depth of unit not 
increased by addi- 
tion of detent. 

are a DN . 

; 
.. ;Ii,o 

And the "specialty of the house" is double-barreled 
. . . first, choose from hundreds of standard units to 
satisfy your needs-for quick switch delivery . . . 

second, Daven can effect quick ' switches' or charges 
from standard unfits to special switches, by using com- 
ponents at hand. Standard parts can be adapted for 
your switch. That too makes for speed, dependability, 
economy. Write for more detailed data. 

Standard Daven Switches may be the answer to many of your 

probls. Therefore, check this list below for many of the 

popular types that are readily available. 

Operation 

GIA Make before break 

CIA Make before break 

C2B Break before make 

DiA Make before break 

D7A 
Make before break 

DBB Break before make 

D9A Make before break 

ESA Make before break 

EBB Make before break 

El IA Make before break 

FiA Make before break 

(HE 

19l CENTRAL AVENUE 
NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY 

Maximum 
Poses 

per Deck 

CO. our copy c 
Daven's conpfete, 
new bulletin 
o tk switcbes. 
Wale for it today. 
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N Ew Miniature Telephone Type Relay 

MOUNTING: End mounting for back 

of panel or under -chassis wiring. Inter- 
changeable with standard "Strowger" 
type mounting. 

UM1 AGT': Standard 2 amperes, 

special up to 5 amperes. 2 amperes up 

to 6 P.D.T. 5 ampere contacts (low volt- 

age) up to 4 P.D.T. Special 20 ampere 

power contacts S.P.S.T., normally open, 

paralleled. 

DIMENSIONS: 
11/2" HIGH, 27/32' LONG, 

13/32" WIDE 

These are the dimensions 
for the 6 pole relay. 

Will meet Army and Navy 
aircraft specifications 
as a component unit. 

Can be furnished 
hermetically 
sealed with 

solder terminals. 
PLUG-IN MOUNTING - 

SPECIAL. 

MOUNTING: Front of panel mount 
ing and wiring. 

COIL POWER: From 100 milliwatts 
to 4.5 watts D.C. 

CONTACTS: Some as "LK". 

DIMENSIONS: 11/2" HIGH, Wu,, 
LONG, 31/32" WIDE. 

Mess are the dimensions 
for the 4 pole relay. 

Will meet Army and Navy 
aircraft specifications 
as a component unit. 
CAN ALSO BE FURNISHED 

HERMETICALLY SEALED 

WITH SOLDER TERMINALS. 

PLUG-IN-SPECIAL. 

ALLIED CONTROL CO. INC. 2 EAST END AVE., NEW YORK 21, N. Y. 
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TL'NG-SOL CHANGES ITS NAME 

same trademark 

same tradename 

same products 

same quality 

same service 

TUNG-SOL 

but a brand new corporate name ..TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC. 
(FORMERLY TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS INC.) 
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I TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

THAT RARE JEWEL IN BUSINESS 

.. A SOURCE 
. / 

YOU CAN DEPEND UPON ! 
It isn't just a matter of supplying 

high quality products . . . or keeping 

delivery promises . . . or being ready 

to render a special service upon occa- 

sion. What we have in mind when we 

speak of a dependable source is a 

supplier whose facilities, manpower 

and technical standards are such that 
you can always turn a difficult engi- 

neering and manufacturing problem 

over to that source ... and DEPEND 
upon that supplier to follow through. 

Our exceptionally complete and 
modern plant, competent engineering 

staff and comprehensive test equip- 

ment qualify us to offer such service 

to a group of top manufacturers in the 

electrical and electronic fields. We in- 

vite you to unload that defense -urgent 

coil, transformer or magnet wire 
problem on us. 

WHEELER 

MAGNET WIRE 

COILS 

COMMUNICATIONS 
EQUIPMENT 

TRANSFORMERS 

MAKES THESE PRODUCTS A 

THE WHEELER INSULATED WIRE CO., INC., 1101 EAST AURORA ST., WATERBURY 20, CONN. 

Division of The Sperry Corp. 

FIG. 1-Magnified view of a cadmium - 
sulfide crystal 

reaches a value where only x-radia- 
tion of short wave length is trans- 
mitted. All of the information as 
to the location of the liquid level is 
contained in the radiation trans- 
mitted, therefore, the detector used 
should be an efficient absorber of 
short -wave -length radiation. 

The commonly used electronic de- 
tectors of x-radiation are the gas - 
filled ionization chamber and the 
fluorescent -screen photomultiplier 
combination. The gas -filled chamber 
exhibits extremely low absorption 
of the radiation encountered. The 
fluorescent -screen photomultiplier 
tube is better in this respect if the 
phosphor layer is made thick 
enough. However, this system suf- 
fers from the fact that the imping- 
ing radiation must first excite light 
in the phosphor, this light then 
being used to eject the photo elec- 
trons which constitute the usable 
signal. Practically, the two sys- 
tems described are essentially 
large -angle detectors in that they 
function satisfactorily only if a 
relatively large beam area is 
scanned. In some applications 
where relatively low angular reso- 
lution is needed they will serve as 
a satisfactory detecting unit. 

Semiconductors 

Recently, semiconductors have 
received considerable attention as 
radiation detectors because of their 
unique properties as compared to 
the commonly used x-ray detectors.' 
Inasmuch as the gage described by 
this paper is made possible by the 
use of cadmium -sulfide crystal de- 
tectors, it is though advisable at 
this time to briefly describe the 
properties of cadmium sulfide when 
used as a detector of x-radiation. 

The fact that CdS changes its re - 
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Unit switch construc- 
tion houses precision 
resistors in insulated 
recesses. 

Direct connections-no har- 
ness cabling-no shorts. 

Easy -to -change standard batteries. Double 
spiral springs give permanent connection. 

Y 

Molded selector switch 
fully enclosed. Spiral 
spring index control-over 
150,000 cycles without 
breaking. 

t 

Here's why top engineers and 

technicians use Model 630 
Features like those shown above are what make this popular V.O.M. so outstandingly 
dependable in the field. The enclosed switch, for instance, keeps the silvered contacts 
permanently clean. That's rugged construction that means stronger performance, 
longer life. And tests show that the spiral spring index control, after more than 
150,000 cycles of switch rotation, has no disruption or appreciable wear! Investigate 
this history -making Volt -Ohm -Mil -Ammeter today: 33 ranges, large 51/2" meter. 

ONLY 

$39.50 
AT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

FOR THE MAN WHO TAKES PRIDE IN HIS WORK 
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NOW THERE ARE 3 
They do everything you want! 

They make tough jobs easy! 

O 

for TV... Broadcasting ... Recording ... PA 

... for wide range high fidelity 

response ... for fixed position 

or man -in -motion ... for ruggedness 

and versatility ... for exclusive 

Acoustalloy diaphragm ... for pop - 

proof pick-up indoors and outdoors 

You see ... and hear ... the E -V Slim - 
Trim on network and local telecasts 
and broadcasts. You find it in studios 
and on remote hook-ups. You find it 
on important PA jobs, too. And you 
know it's there because it has met the 
most exacting tests... because it serves 
so superbly in every way for voice and 
music. First in dynamic, it has features 
only Electro -Voice can provide. 3 
models meet every need! 

Ask your E -V Distributor 
or Send for Full Facts Now! 

FOR TELECASTING -BROADCASTING 
"655"-Response 40-15,000 c.p.s., 
±2.5 db. Power rating -53. Omnidirec- 
tional. Changeable low impedance. 
Removable swivel. List $200 
"654"-Response 50-14,000 c.p.s., 
substantially flat. Power rating -55. _y 
Omnidirectional. 50-250 ohm imped- 
ance selector. Swivel head. List $90 
FOR PUBLIC ADDRESS 
"636"- Response 60-13,000 c.p.s., 
substantially flat. Power rating -55. 
Omnidirectional. High or low imped- 
ance. Swivel head. List $65 

401 CARROLL ST. BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN 
Export: 13 E. 40th St., N.Y. 16, U.S.A. Cables: Arlab 

MICROPHONES PHONO -PICKUPS en SPEAKERS SELF -TUNING TY BOOSTERS 

The monstrous Joy Continuous Coal Miner 
"snakes" through the earth gathering 2 tons 
of coal per minute. This production miracle 
is dependent on highest quality components. 
Not the least of these is the rugged 21/ lb. 
solenoid coil, shown below, which actuates 
the controls and is made from non -corrosive 
and inert materials to withstand the extreme 
voltage differentials, moisture, dampness, 
and acidity encountered in operation. 

Thml£941144«* 
When you need electrical coils, 
why not take advantage of 34 
years of experience, engineering 
competence, and modern produc- 
tion facilities. Coto coils are built 
for you, to your specifications. 

COTO -COIL CO .inc 
COIL SPECIALISTS SINCE 1917 

65 PAVILION AVE 
PROVIDENCE 5. R1. 
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Boeing B-47 

OF A LINE... 
FOR ARMED FORCES 

COMMUNICATIONS... 

SERIES 

795 D.C. 
TELEPHONE TYPE 

RELAY 

"GUARD -A -SEAL" C O N T R O L S ))> 
Guardian engineering developments 
of hermetically sealed containers 
spccificc ly designed for aircraft. 

A. N. CONNECTOR SCREW TERMINAI LUG HEADER OCTAL PLUG 

NEW CATALOG on Hermetically Sealed Guardian Relays 
with various containers is yours for the asking, 

AN -3320-1 D.C. 

In presenting the Series 795 D. C. Telephone Type Relay, Guardian 
Electric offers to designers of finest precision communications 
equipment a relay that integrates ideally with every communica- 
tions circuit ... hermetically sealed to withstand vibration, impact, 
heat, cold, moisture, salt air, sand, dust and mold. Name your need 
-"Guard -A -Seal" relays to fly the mighty B-47 or a tiny sub- 
miniature control assembly; jet fighter flight switches or switches 
for vending control; mechanisms for a giant big -league scoreboard 
or a compact liquid level control-get them all at GUARDIAN. 
Over 35,000 standard parts to speed orders-plus a TOP ENGI- 
NEERING STAFF to solve "special problems". The Series 795 D. C. 
is available in Lug Header containers and to specifications in A.N. 
Connector, Screw Terminal or Octal Plug housings. Also obtainable 
with open mountings. 

AN -3324-1 D.C. Series 595 D.C. Series 610 A.C.-615 D.C. 

ALSO MINIATURE AND SUB -MINIATURE CONTROLS --WRITE 

GUARDIAN Cc; ELECTRIC 
1625-L W. WALNUT STREET v CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS 

A COMPLETE LIRE OF RELAYS SERVING AMERICAN INDUSTRY 

Series 695 D.C. 
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PLACE 

BRAND QUALITY 
IN THE. HANDS OF MEN 

AT THE BENCH 

LET PERFORMANCE PROVE 

TURBO PLASTIC TUBING 
C `4e4ctdeet9 

FOR QUALITY EASE OF HANDLING 
COST REDUCTION 

The TURBO line of extruded plastic tubing is being speci- 
fied and used by more and mo-e people interested in 

tough, flexible and versatile tubing to form a deteriora- 
tion resisting dielectric barrier. 

HEAT RESISTANT TUBINGS Turbotrans 105 and Turbo - 
therm 105 are U. L. recognized 105'C. tubing. Turbotrans 
105 is a specially processed tubing highly recommended 
for potting, baking and similar applications involving 
high heat. 

LOW TEMPERATURE TUBING Tuirbazone 47 provides un 
usual flexibility in sub -zero temperatures and is specially 

compounded to meet AAF 12047A specifications. 

GENERAL PURPOSE TUBING Turbolee 63 meets MIL -I-631 

specifications. While not recommended for high heat or 

oil applications, it features low temperature properties, 
and good dielectric with flexibility. -urbolex 85 is an 

ideal general purpose tubing used where moderate heat 
and occasional exposure to oil may be encountered. 

Available in 36 popular sizes from 022" to 1.5" inside 

diameters in continuous lengths and in 7 standard colors 
plus transparent. 

WRITE FOR TUBING SAMPLES AND DESCR PT,IVE LITER- 

ATURE COMPLETE WITH PHYSICAL AND ELECTRICAL 

PROPERTIES, DIAMETERS, TOLERANCES AND COLORS. 

TURBO 

THE WILLIAM 

INSULATING MATERIAL 

AND CO., INC. 

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1920 

106 VALLEY STREET, WILLIMANTIC, CONNECTICUT, U. S. A. 

Plastic nsulated Wire Multi -conductor Cables 
Extruded Tubing Varnished Tubing Saturated Sleeving 

Glass Sleeving and Tubing Cambric Cloths, 
Tapes and Papers Mica Prodlucts Wiring Harnesses 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

sistance when irradiated with 
x-rays was first noted in 1946 by a 
German physicist, Dr. R. Frerichs.' 
He further noted that the current 
passed by the crystals is of greater 
magnitude than one would expect 
from primary ionization of the 
crystals by the incident x-radiation. 

Natural occurring CdS in the 
form of the mineral, Greenockite, 
is so rare that crystals must be pro- 
duced artificially' This is best done 
by vaporizing cadmium metal in an 
atmosphere of hydrogen sulfide so 
that CdS is produced in the vapor 
phase. This vapor then is caused 
to seed out forming hexagonal crys- 
tals shown in Fig. 1. The CdS pro- 
duced by reaction in aqueous solu- 
tion is of the cubic form and does 
not exhibit photoconductivity. 

There are several advantages 
gained by using a solid detector of 
the CdS type for detection of x-ra- 
diation. The most outstanding 
being the high efficiency of absorp- 
tion of the incident energy. 

On the basis of pure absorption 
of energy, only 7.4 mm of CdS is 
needed to absorb 99 percent of the 
energy at 0.13A, a wave length 
which corresponds to approxi- 
mately 100 kvp, while to achieve the 
same efficiency with an air chamber 
requires a chamber 300 meters long. 

A second factor in the conversion 
of incident x-ray energy to useful 
current is that the electrons in 
the case of CdS are released in the 
crystal itself, as compared to 
the several intermediate steps of 
the photocell combination. 

The crystals have a further ad- 
vantage of exhibiting a natural 
amplification which in many cases 
exceeds 10°. This is best illustrated 
by placing a crystal in the basic 
circuit shown by Fig. 2. With an 
applied crystal potential of 100 

CdS 
CRYSTAL 

O 

OUTPUT 

FIG. 2 --Basic circuit for use of CdS 
crystal as a detector 
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P¢ecidlag 

2.>ctiazestouece 

+. 
y 

am-Jr 

T 7o,r9cie / iierafiG 

Power 
lUezit 

A 
FOLLOW THROUGH 

PROGRAM GEARED TO 
KEEP PACE WITH 

YOUR PROGRESS 
You are constantly searching for improved methods of 

electro -mechanical power conversion to suit the changing 

demands of the aviation industry. We offer an engineering 

and production skill you can use! A staff of trained field 

engineers is at your disposal to work with you ... to follow up 

and follow through on your problems. Electric motors have 

been our specialized business for more than 25 years. Call 

on us to help you select the motor best suited to your job. 

JOHN OSTER 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

AVIATION DIVISION 
RACINE, WISCONSIN 
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use S.S. WHI TE Flexible Shafts 

for greater reliability, 
added economy, extra adaptability 

THE 

S.S.White remote control flexible shafts satisfy every 
need for easy installation and smooth dependable serv- 
ice in all types of electronic equipment. And this applies 
whether the distance involved is a few inches or 50 feet 
or more. 

Especially engineered for remote control service, 
S.S.White flexible shafts require no alignment or adjust- 
ments. They give you all the freedom you need in locat- 
ing coupled parts where desired to conserve space, to 
simplify assembly and servicing, or to provide more 
convenient operation. With proper application they'll 
give you any required degree of sensitivity, since their 
design and construction insures minimum "backlash" 
in either direction of rotation. 

GET THE FACTS! 
Bulletin 5008 has essential facts and 
data on flexible shafts and how to select 
and apply them. Write for a copy today. 

DENTAL MFG. CO. 
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 

Dept. E, 1.0 East 40th St. 

NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 

Western District Office Times Building, Long Beach, California 

ELECTRONIC 

DESIGN ENGINEERS 

TECHNICAL WRITERS 

DESIGN DRAFTSMEN 

PHYSICISTS 

Westinghouse 
offers you 

SECURITY AND 
OPPORTUNITY 

EE's and ME's with over 3 years 
experience ... a number of excellent 
positions are now available in our 
Electronic & X-ray and Air -Arm 
Divisions for work on: 

Broadcast Transmitters 
Power Line Carrier 
Communication Equipment 
Railroad Radio 
Radio Frequency Heating 
Medical and Industrial X-ray 
Commercial Radar 
Balancing Equipment 
Military Radar (ship, ground, 
airborne) 
Military Transmitters 
Specialized Electronic 
Equipment 
Fire Control Systems 
Automatic Pilots 
Guided Missiles 

Check These Outstanding Benefits: 

Top pay, ideal working conditions, 
advancement on merit, graduate 
study opportunities, employee 
scholarships, paid re -location ex- 
penses, Baltimore location. 

Send resume of experience and edu- 
cation to: Manager of Industrial 
Relations, Westinghouse Electric 
Corp., 2519 Wilkens Ave., Balti- 
more 3, Md. 

YOU CAN BE SURE-IF IT'S 

éstinghouse 
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practical imagination 

"welded" assembly makes large plastic parts 

practical and economical 
Look at this large, laminated plastic part. It is 19" long with two concentric diameters 
of 131/2" and 91/2" connected by a flat ring. Think of the cost of molds for making such 
a piece-- and then consider the fact that only a few such parts are required. The cost 
would be prohibitive. 

It is on problems like this that Continental -Diamond's knowledge of plastics and 
their fabrication pays off for you. C -D engineers took two Dilecto tubes of the required 
diameters and wall thicknesses and then cut a ring from a sheet of Dilecto to just fit 
the O.D. of the smaller tube and the I.D. of the larger. 

These three parts were then literally "welded" together into a strong, low cost part. 
The material used to do the "welding" is one of the compounds developed by C -D in 
their vast experience of fabricating parts of Fibre, Vulcoid, Celoron, Micabond, Dilecto 
and combinations of all of them. 

If you have a problem- or a standard application for plastics, it will pay you to 
check with your nearest C -D office. 

YourEl C1::7 
partner n pr°d°sing 

better pr°dcis 
DILECTO (Laminated Thermosetting Plastic) 
CELORON (Molded High -Strength Plastic) 
DIAMOND FIBRE (Vulcanized Fibre) 
VULCOID (Resin Impregnated Fibre) 
NIICABOND (Bonded Mica Splittings) 

BRANCH OFFICES: NEW YORK 17 CLEVELAND 14 CHICAGO 11 SPARTANBURG, S. C. SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE: MARWOOD LTD., SAN FRANCISCO 3 IN CANADA: DIAMOND STATE FIBRE CO. OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO B 

¡Cl,» (12GC! FIBRE COMPANY 
Established 1895.. Manufacturers of Laminated Plastics since 1911-NI 1 11'.11 It) WI ,111 ,1 it I 
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TUBES AT WORK (continued BALLANTINE 
STILL THE FINEST 

in 

ELECTRONIC VOLTMETERS 
Ballantine pioneered circuitry and manufacturing 

integrity assures the maximum in 

SENSITIVITY ACCURACY STABILITY 

All models have a single easy - 
to -read logarithmic voltage 
scale and a uniform DB scale. 

The logarithmic scale assures 
the same accuracy at all 
points on the scale. 

Multipliers, decade amplifiers 
and shunts also available to 
extend range and usefulness 
of voltmeters. 

Each model may also be used 
as a wide -band amplifier. 

MODEL FREQUENCY RANGE VOLTAGE RANGE INPUT IMPEDANCE ACCURACY PRICE 

300 10 to 150,000 cycles 
1 millivolt to 
100 volts 

1/2 meg. shunted 
by 30 mmfds. 

2% up to 100 KC 
3%a above 100 KC 

$210. 

302B 
Battery 

Operated 
2 to 150,000 cycles 

100 microvolts to 
100 volts 

2 megs. shunted by 
8 mmfds. on high 
ran es and l5mmfds. 9 
on low ranges 

3%from 
5 to100,000 cycles; 
3% elsewhere 

$225. 

304 
30 cycles to 
5.5 megacycles 

1 millivolt to 100 
volts except below 
5 K C where max. 
range is 1 volt 

1 meg. shunted by 
9 mmfds. on low 
ranges. 4 mmfds. on 
highest range 

3% except .5% for 
frequencies under 
100 cycles and over 
3 megacycles and 
for voltages over 1 

volt 

5235. 

305 

Measures peak val- 
ues of pulses as 
short as 3 micro- 
seconds with a repo - 
titian rate as low as 
20 per sec. Also 
measures peak val- 
ues for sine waves 
from 10 to 150,000 
cps. 

1 millivolt to 1000 
volts Peak to Peak 

Same as 
Model 3028 

3% on sine waves 
5% on pulses 

$280 

310A 10 cycles to 
2 megacycles 

100 microvolts to 
100 volts 

Same as 
Model 3028 

3% below 1 MC 
5% above 1 MC 

5º35. 

For further information, write for catalog. 

BLLJt1TIE LABOILATU1IffS, INC 
100 FANNY ROAD, BOONTON. NEW JERSEY 

Iee 

O=' s H- 

áe60 

2 ocn 
cart 

0 D 0 005 0.10 0.15 0.20 
INCREASE IN WATER LEVEL IN INCHES 

FIG. 3-Resolution of gaging station 

v/cm under a low -intensity x-ray 
source, an output current of the 
order of hundreds of microamperes 
is obtained. No other device is 
know that will respond in this 
manner to x-radiation. 

Physically the crystals may have 
an effective area in the order of a 
few square millimeters. It has been 
found that the natural amplification 
occurs over a distance of a few 
atomic spacings, therefore, the 
crystals may be reduced to what 
practically is the size of a pin head 
and yet retain this amplification. 

Over the intensity range en- 
countered in this application, the 
output current is linear with in- 
tensity. Crystals are usually oper- 
ated with a potential gradient such 
that a current of less than 100 mi- 
croamperes is obtained under oper- 
ating conditions. This value of 
crystal current has been selected 
to assure that the crystal is not 
called upon to handle more power 
than 10 milliwatts per mm3 of 
crystal volume. It has been found 
experimentally that this power 
limit is a safe one for crystal oper- 
ation. 

When the crystals are properly 
processed there appears to be no 
change in crystal characteristics 
with use. This is to be expected as 
no apparent physical change may 
be seen in the crystals following 
prolonged irradiation. 

Liquid -Level Detecting 

The crystals, because of their 
small physical dimensions, permit 

Mechanical drawing of the setup used 
with level gaging 
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another importa first from du mont: 

the tube that is always in focus 

...the tube that needs no 

focusing circuits or components 

...the tube that replaces either 

electromagnetic- or electrostatic -focusing tubes 

...the tube the whole industry has 

wished for...the 1 

Complete Technical Information 

on Request: 

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DIVISION, 

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., 

CLIFTON, N. J. 
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R ¢ 

makers of the finest sets use 

MOLDITE 
IRON CORES 
Where it's a matter of protecting a maker's 
reputation for quality performance . . . of 
unquestioned dependability on the battle- 
field or in the community-engineers don't 
gamble. They specify precision -made, per- 
formance -tested cores by MOLDITE. 

MOM 
Samples promptly 

submitted upon request 
for design, pre -production, 

and test purposes 

SEND FOR CATALOG 110 

Robert T. Murray 
614 Central Ave. 

East Orange, N. J. 

Jerry Golten Co. 

2750 W. North Ave. 

Chicago 22, Ill. 

NATIONAL 

COMPANY 
1410 Chestnut Ave., Hillside 5, N. J. 

Martin P. Andrews 

Mott Road 

Fayetteville, N. Y. 

Perlmuth-Colman & Assoc. lose luis Pontet 

1335 South Flower Cordoba 1472 

Los Angeles, Cal. Buenos Aires 

ULANET RUGGEDLY DESIGNED 

Miniature 
THERMAL TIMERS 

Provide timing ranges of 
2 seconds to 3 minutes 

* These miniature units actually require 
a space less than 15/8" x 5/8" x 1/2", yet 
the sturdy design contributes to long life. 

A Steatite base provides dimensional 
stability while mounting is accomplished 
thru a Bakelite bracket which furnishes 
complete insulation as well as elimination 
of pressure on the ceramic member. Elec- 
trolytic silver contacts insure best con- 
ductivity and longer operation. Stable ad- 
justment is provided for by the clinch - 
type bracket which holds the adjustment 
screw. Contact rating is 100 watts 115-230 
volts ac. 

Of course the Ulanet line includes many 
other Timing and Thermostat units. Why 
not investigate the vast line of miniature 
and sub -miniature designs available. State 
application or requirements when writing, 

GEORGE ULANET 
COMPANY 

417 MARKET STREET 

NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY 

If your problem is Heat Control 
your solution is Ulanet- 

Precision Thermostats & Thermal Timers 
Exclusively Since 1931 
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PLATE TRANSFORMER SHOWN 
(I to r) WITH POWER, FILAMENT, 
CHOKE, DRIVER, FILAMENT AND 
SMALLER PLATE TRANSFORMERS 
ALL BUILT TO MIL -T-27 SPECIFICA- 
TIONS HERMETICALLY SEALED 

POWER TRANSFORMER 
SHOWS CONSTRUCTION 
BEFORE PUTTING IN 
STEEL CASE. BUILT 
TO MIL SPECIFICATIONS. 

FILAMENT 
AUDIO 

TRANSFORMERS 

FILTER REACTORS 

ISOLATION -STEP-UP 
STEP-DOWN 

TRANSFORMERS 

WINDINGS 

It's a good feeling, when you order a quantity of 
GRAMER Transformers, to know that each unit is 
physically and electrically in keeping with your speci- 
fications. This is usually achieved by first arranging for 
a production sample GRAMER Transformer (hermeti- 
cally sealed to MIL -T-27 Government specifications, 
or one of open type construction). Such procedure per- 
mits putting your GRAMER production sample to any 
test in your electrical equipment. Precision manufactur- 
ing assures physical and electrical correctness, uniform- 
ity for easy assembly and substantial savings on your 
quantity orders. 

One good Turn-or o Million 

AMER 
TRANSFORMER CORPOR ATION 
1632-L N. PULASKI ROAD CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS 

SEND YOUR 

B/P 
SPECIFICATIONS 
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can old age 

"cri ppl;your 

important drawings? 

Not if you put them on Arkwright Tracing Cloth. Arkwright 

Cloth is the best insurance you can get that your drawings 

will never become brittle or opaque with age - never get paper - 

frayed around the edges to spoil your work. 

Arkwright's extra quality shows right from the start. You 

can re -ink clean, razor-sharp lines on Arkwright Tracing 

Cloth over the heaviest erasures without feathering or "blobbing". 
And you can get clean, clear blueprints - if you need to - 
for years and years to come. 

All good reasons for you to 
remember: if a drawing is worth 
saving, put it on Arkwright 
Tracing Cloth. Write for samples 
now to Arkwright Finishing 
Co., Industrial Trust Bldg., 
Providence, R. I. 

AMERICA'S STANDARD FO 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

FIG. 4-Detecting assembly of eight 
crystals mounted on 1/2 -in. centers 

high degrees of precision in gaging 
applications. As may be seen by 
reference to Fig. 3, it is relatively 
easy to detect the level of the liquid 
within Ye in. of a base line. Be- 
cause such a large change in crystal 
current is obtained as the liquid 
level changes, the need for regu- 
lation of the x-ray source is mini- 
mized. 

The gage described in this paper 
was designed to indicate the level 
in is -in. steps over a 1 -in distance. 
Figure 4 shows the detecting as- 
sembly consisting of eight crystals 
mounted on *-in, centers. This 
head is mounted with tantalum 
strips between the crystals to re- 
move any scattered radiation and 
thus increase the resolution of the 
head. 

The output of each crystal in the 
head is fed to a channel amplifier 
consisting of a triode and thyratron 
stage as shown in Fig. 5. Here 
again is illustrated the advantage 
of using the crystals having high 
sensitivity as the instrumentation 
is extremely simple. 

The relay contacts for each crys- 
tal channel are used to control the 
filling operation to a selected height 
or to furnish signals to operate 
ejection mechanisms when previ- 
ously filled containers are inspected; 

'EARS 
FIG. 5 Circuit of on inspecting station 

for gage 
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METAL. -CERAMIC COMBINATIONS 

American Lava Corporation has the skill and equipment and the 

experience required to produce PRECISION metal-cenanric combinations. 

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION 
AI gnment of metal ceramics 
checked by contour projector. 

SOTH YEAR Of CFRAMIC l E A D E R S H P P 

CHATTANOOGA 5, TENNESSEE 

CFFICES: METROPOLITAN AREA: 071 3rond St., Newark, N. J., Mitchell 2-8159 CHICAGO, 228 North LaSalle St., Central 6.1721 HILA)ELPHIA 1649 North Broad St., Stevenson 4.2823 LOS ANGELES, 232 South pill St., Mutual 9076 
NEW ENGLAND, 1374 Motsachuaettt A+e., Cambridge.. Mass., Kirkland 7.4498 5T. LOUIS, 1123 Washington Ave., Garfield 4959 
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Imeneo 

DO YOU MAKE 

FE ITES? 
If so, you'll be well repaid by getting the 

facts on a special group of Pure Ferric 

Oxides, developed by Williams and manu- 

factured especially for this purpose. 

Williams Ferric Oxides analyze better than 

99% Fe2O3. They contain a minimum of 

impurities. They are available in a broad 

range of particle sizes and shapes. Among 

them, we're certain you'll find one that's 

"just right" for your requirements. The 

proper application of Ferric Oxides to the 

manufacture of Ferrites is our specialty. So 

write today, stating your requirements. 

We'll gladly send samples for test. Chances 

are good that our Ferric Oxide "Know 

How" can save you considerable time and 

money. Address Department 25, C. K. 

Williams & Co., Easton, Pennsylvania. 

WILLIAMS 
COLORS Er PIGMENTS 

C. K. WILLIAMS & CO. 

Easton, Pa. East St. Louis, III. Emeryville, Cal. 

Kiinvon 
TRANSFORMERS 

For Aia 

ARMY 
NAVY 

SPECIFICATIONS 

There's a Kenyon quality 
transformer to meet almost 
any standard or special 
application. 

RADAR 
BROADCAST 

JAN APPLICATIONS 
ATOMIC ENERGY 

EQUIPMENT 
SPECIAL MACHINER]' 

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS 
EXPERIMENTAL 
LABORATORIES 

For fall details- 
Contact Kengon todag 

Ktnvon 
Transformer Co., Inc. 
840 Barry St. New York 59, N. Y. 
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WIDE TUNING RANGE with 
LOW -VOLTAGE KLYSTRON 

14,000 to 17,500 MC at 300 VOLTS 

Type SRU-55 is a low -voltage, 
reflex klystron oscillator with radio 
frequency output of 15 to 60 milli - 
watts, operating over the frequency 
range of 14,000 to 17,500 mc. This 
Sperry tube can be used as a local 
oscillator for microwave receivers 
or as a bench oscillator in the 
measurements laboratory. 

Operating at a frequency of 16,000 
mc with a beam voltage of 300 
volts, this tube provides 25 milli - 
watts of output power. Under these 
conditions the modulation sensitiv- 
ity is approximately 1.3 megacycles 

per volt.The electronic tuning range 
measured between 3 db points is 75 
megacycles per second. 

Physical characteristics of Sperry 
Type SRU-55 are: weight, 31/4 oz. 
-height, 3 1/16"-mounting, 
standard octal 8 -pin socket (in any 
position). The r -f connection is a 
standard UG-419/U fitting for 
0.702" x 0.391" waveguide. Its 
cathode is of the oxide coated, 
unipotential type. For ambient tem- 
peratures below 70°C, only free 
convection cooling is required. The 
tuning adjustment on this tube is 

sp[H 1:1 y GYROSCOPE COMMIT 
DIVISION OF THE SPERRY CORPORATION 

driven by a 1/4" shaft containing a 
screwdriver slot. 

For additional information on Type 
SRU-55 and other Sperry Klystrons, 
write our Special Electronics Depart- 
ment. 

MODEL SRU-55 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

1 req. Range 14,000- 
(mech. tuning) 17,500 

Heater Voltage (ac or dc) 6.3 v. 
Heater Current 0.6 amp 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Ream Voltage 
Rcan: Current 
Reflector Voltage 
I/eater-Cathode Voltage 

(peak) 

MC. 

350 r. 
35 ma. 
0 to -350 v. 

45 v. 

GREAT NECK, NEW YORK CLEVELAND NEW ORLEANS BROOKLYN LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE 

IN CANADA-SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD., INTERNATIONAL AVIATION BUILDING, MONTREAL 
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APPROVED BY UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES AT 9 0° 

"NOFLAME-COR" 
the TELEVISION hookup wire 

fits perfectly 
into this 

picture 

Meets government 
specification 

AN -J -C -48a 

FLAME RESISTANT 

HEAT RESISTANT 

HIGH INSULATION 

RESISTANCE 

EASY STRIPPING 

HIGH DIELECTRIC 

FACILITATES 

POSITIVE SOLDERING 

Also 
is not affected by the 

heat of impregnation .. . 

making it an ideal wire 

for use in connection 

with coil and trans- 

former leads 

CORNISH 

"made by 
engineers 

for engineers" 

No "Nicking" problem in using this 
proven wire. Not being an extruded 
plastic, its diameter uniformity can be 
absolutely guaranteed. This eliminates 
nicking of conductors and constant re- 
setting of blades in the cutting process. 
Available in all sizes, solid and 
stranded, in over 200 color combina- 
tions . . . "NOFLAME-COR" assures 
maximum output and minimum rejects. 

No "blobbing" of insulations under soldering heat, because 

"NOFLAME-COR" is NOT an extruded plastic. Production executives 

specify it as the most efficient heat -resistant wire yet 

developed. Save time, money and assembling headaches. Investigate( 

CORNISH WIRE COMPANY, Inc. 
50 Church Street, New York 1, N. Y. 

Branch Offices 
PHILADELPHIA BRIDGEPORT CLEVELAND CINCINNATI CHICAGO 

DETROIT MINNEAPOLIS ST. LOUIS ATLANTA 
DALLAS DENVER LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE 

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY WIRES AND CABLES FOR THE ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIESI 

TUBES AT WORK 

FIG. 6-Control equipment for liquid 
level gaging. Control box on right has 
eight pushbuttons for the different levels 

of fill desired 

this is best explained by refer- 
ences to Fig. 6. Here the control 
box is seen to have eight push-but- 
ton stations adjacent to indicator 
lamps. The height of liquid in the 
vessel being gaged is continuously 
indicated on the front panel by 
the illumination of the indicator 
lamps. In a filling operation, the 
push button corresponding to the 
level of fill desired is depressed. 
When this level is reached, a signal 
is available which will terminate the 
filling process. 

To inspect previously filled ves- 
sels, the acceptable filled range is 
determined and the two push-but- 
ton stations at the limits of accept- 
ability are depressed. As the ves- 
sels pass for inspection, those fall- 
ing out of the acceptable limits will 
be marked or rejected. 

The size vessel that may be in- 
spected or filled by this gage is 
determined by the x-ray generator 
used. Generally speaking, for thick- 
nesses of vessel wall up to in. of 
steel or its radiographic equivalent, 
an x-ray generator which runs at 
100 kvp is needed. For wall thick- 
nesses up to in. of steel or its ra- 
diographic equivalent, an x-ray gen- 
erator capable of running to 250 
kvp should be used. Should ves- 
sels having a thicker wall be in- 
spected, a generator having more 
penetration will be needed. 

As constructed, the gage is a ver- 
satile, rugged instrument that 
satisfies a long standing need for 
a precise method of determining 
level in remote locations or loca - 
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Problem s 
Your present DC source gives you 

6VDC 

10 15 AMPS 

What you require is All, 
6VDC 41111111111111111111 

5 

Solution . 
AMPS 

Sorensen NOBATRONS provide regulated DC voltage, 
stabilized ago nst LOAD changes as well as LINE 
fluctuaticns. A wide range of standard models are 
available in capacities from 7 to 200 VDC, 5 to 350 
amps. 

Model E-6-15 

COMMON NOBATRON SPECIFICATIONS 

Input Voltage 
range 

55-130 VAC, single rp, 50-60 - High -current units 
208/115, 3,p, 4 -wire, wye. 

Output voltage 
range 

Adjustable -4- 10% with rated accuracy, 
with lesser accuracy. 

- 25% 

Regulation ac racy -^- 0 2% from 1/10 to full load. 

Ripple voltaçe 1% RMS. Time constant 0.2 seconds. 

'Reg. U. S. Pat. Off, by Sorensen & Co., Inc. 

1-27 r 

---- 5OeEA/551V 

IfrG1( 

tlf& leitteled Ranger 

SR10 

Nobatron-RANGERS are continuously cd¡ustable over 
wide output ranges, yet provide regulation accuracy 
of + 0.25%. Other specifications are identical to 
those of the standard NOBATRONS. 

Standard models with adjustable outputs of 3-30VDC, 
3-135VDC, 200-300VDC. 

Write for full information on Nobatrons, Noba- 
tron-Rangers, and other Sorensen Isotronic± 
products. 

-lsotronic is a trade-rnartced word per- 
taining to the electronic regulation and 
control of voltage, current, power, or 
frequency. 

Sorensen & Company, Inc. 375 Fairfield Ave., Stamford, Connecticut 
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One piece drawl 
transformer cons witi 

or withet t covers 

TRANSFORMER (ANS 
STOCKED IN STANDARD SIZES 

We can save you die costs on all stock size transformer cans, 
and will make IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. A full range of sizes are 
available with or without covers. List of stock sizes and prints 
furnished on request. 

SPECIAL SHAPES AND SIZES 
We are also equipped to fabricate special sizes and shapes (round, 

square and rectangular) to your own specifications. Tell us your trans- 
former can requirements and we will be glad to submit estimates. 

f 
Craft Transformer Cans are 

drawn in one piece. 

MANUFACTURING CO. 
3949 W. Schubert Ave., Chicago 47 

MODEL 539-A 

esfieci made 
Dynamic Mutual Conductance .. 
Reading in Micromhos. 

Permits choice of 3 A.C. signals, .25, 
.5, and 2.5 volts. 
Vernier adjustment permits accurate 
setting of grid voltage. 
Optional self -bias arrangement. 
Provision for insertion of plate milli - 
ammeter for measuring plate current. 

Separate A.C. meter measures line 
voltage at all times. 
D.C. grid bias and D.C. plate and 
screen voltages. 
Tube life and gas test. 
Separate voltmeter measures grid 
bias. 
Tests all tubes normally encountered 
in all phases of electronic work. 

Designed with professional accuracy 
for engineers and engineering tech- 
nicians. 

See the Model 539-A at your jobbers or 
write for additional information today! 

7/re HICKOK ELECTRICAL 
INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
10527 Dupont Ave., Cleveland 8, Ohio 
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/dlll''II 1N1/\TES News 
News of General Electric Laminated Plastics that can be of importance to your business. 

G.E.'S ULTRAMODERN OHIO 
PLANT SCENE OF LATEST 
LAMINATING TECHNIQUES 

The General Electric Laminated Plastics Plant at Coshocton, 
Ohio-The latest techniques for producing laminated plastics 
are employed at this ultramodern, 1/4 -million -square -foot 
G -E plant. 

Strict quality control, continuous research and modern 
manufacturing methods-at one of the country's newest 
and largest laminating plants-combine to give you 
top value in G -E Laminated Plastics. 
You can depend on the complete General Electric 
service, including assistance in engineering, design 
and product development to supply you with 
laminates having exactly the right electrical, 
chemical and physical properties. For full 
information, write Section Y-5, Chemical Division, 
General Electric Company, Pittsfield, Mass. (Also, 
send ten cents for the new G -E Laminates 
Comparator-a quick, easy reference to grades, 
characteristics and uses of laminated materials.) 

You can T:tf 

GENERAL 

Extensive laboratories f sr research and product testing. 

Air conditioning protects quo iiy of industrial grate treated mate- 
rials in this storage boy. 

Presses .. . Presses ... Presse; 

Medium Size . . Big Size ... Giant Size 

THE COMPLETE 
LINE OF G_ 

PLASTICS FOR Sheets, 

eet , tube or special 
and 

INDUSTRY 
molded DEFENSE 

cations. penal bases fo- a 
forms, with cloth Pape Wide variety of 

p ALSO-look 
to General apples insulating var Electric 

insulation, 
cloths 
sealing 

-apes, 
compounds, 

ne 

pOV^cls, mica 
n varnished 

g 
ano filli insulation 
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"as specified" 

Because all Leach Relays are quality 
engineered for dependable duty... 
they are specified first by leading 
manufacturers of industrial equip- 
ment of all types. If your equipment 
demands relays that are first and 
foremost, more dependable and 
longer lasting, specify Leach Relays 
... they're more dependable... per - 
f ormance proves it. Whatever your 
relay control problem... ii s a chal- 
lenge to Leach. Illustrated are but a 

few of the wide selection Leach 
provides industry, as standard 
equipment. 

RELAYS SHOWN ABOVE CAN BE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS 

CONTACT ARRANGEMENTS. WRITE FOR DETAILS. 

BETTER CONTROLS THROUGH BETTER RELAYS 

,MOTOR STARTING 
RELAY 

/OVERLOAD TRIP 
v LIGHT DUTY 

, /HERMETICALLY 
v SEALED 

ANTENNA TRANSFER 

1/ MULTIPOLE RELAY 

CIRCUIT CONTROL 

j .,l f 
GSL ZF.3 ` Cs t i CC oO o 

$915 AVALON BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES 3, CALIFORNIA 
Representatives in Principal Cities of U. S. and Canada 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

tions where the nature of the fill 
makes it hazardous for personnel. 
It is accurate, fast in response and 
entirely automatic in operation. 

Grateful acknowledgement is 
made to D. Cameli and J. Howell of 
the Engineering Laboratory for 
their valuable assistance in the 
construction and testing of the 
gage. 
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Gated -Beam Mixer 
BY S. RUBIN AND G. E. BOGGs 

Central Radio Propagation Laboratory 
National Bureau of Standards 

Washington, D. C. 

THE PROBLEM of isolation between 
the signal and oscillator circuits in 
a mixer is often of serious propor- 
tions for many high -frequency ap- 
plications. The gated -beam tube as 
exemplified by the 6BN6 may be 
satisfactorily used as a mixer and 
results in improved signal circuit 
isolation. 

With the usual mixer configura- 
tions and a high impedance in the 
signal grid circuit, a voltage of os- 
cillator frequency on the signal grid 
may well cause grid -current flow. 
This will of course alter the tube 
characteristics. In addition, the os- 
cillator voltage present in the sig- 
nal circuit may assist in the switch- 
ing or modulating of the tube and 
may change the shape of the switch- 
ing function. If the signal circuit 
is returned through the ave bus, 
the oscillator voltage appearing on 
the signal grid may bias this grid 
thus reducing the conversion trans - 
conductance. 

In practice the problems aris- 
ing from poor isolation between 
the signal and oscillator circuits are 
frequently met by maintaining a 
low impedance in the signal grid 
circuit. Unfortunately, this is a 
poor solution, since it may dras- 
tically reduce the gain ahead of the 
mixer. 

In tubes where the signal is in- 
jected on one grid and the oscillator 
on another, the coupling between 
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HEAT 

(XX 

THERMOCOUPLE 

RESISTANCE 

STRAIN AND ?IRANI GAUGES 

PRESSURE / 
ION ZAT ION GAUGE 

»1,14 

LIGHT 

PHOTOCELL 

OF AMERICAN D. C. AMPLIFIER ... 
WITH THE MICROSEN BALANCE . . 

CREATES NEW APPROACHES FOR RESEARCH 
AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 

The American D. C. Amplifier -a new, unique electro 
mechanical feedback amplifier - assures stable, accurate 
D. C. amplification so vital in engineering and process 
research. 

The heart of this precision instrument is the power - 
actuated Microsen Balance, a unit extremely sensitive 
to low power input - insensitive to line voltage varia- 
tions. It maintains continuous equilibrium between the 
forces created by the input current and those resulting 
from the output current. Consequently, the result is pre- 
cision D.C. amplification. 

The American D. C. Amplifier is highly versatile. Some 
fields of measurement in which it is applied are: elec- 
tronics, electrical bridges, electrolysis, gas analysis, pho- 
tometry, and thermometry. It has been used with Pirani 
gauges, photocells, and ionization gauges. Standard units 
include Voltage, Current, and Potentiometer Amplifiers, 
D. C. Converters and D. C. Transformers. 

The American D. C. Amplifier is low in 
cost, easy to operate, compact, portable. 
Special designs can be engineered, if 
specific details are supplied. Mail the 
coupon for complete details. 

AMERICAN 

4 

POWER 

MOTOR 

MEASUREMENT 

RECORDER 

RESPONSE 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

CONTROL 
o I 

RELAY 

r 
MANNING, MAXWELL 8 MOORE, INC. 

I 250 East Main Street, Stratford, Connecticut 

P Please send me American D. C. Amplifier bulletin. 
Application specifications and/or specific queries 
attached. 

I NAME 

I TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY/ZONE- STATE 

L 

2 IINS*RYMEN*S 
A product of MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE, INC. STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 

MAKERS OF 'AMERICAN' INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS, 'HANCOCK' VALVES, 'ASHCROFT' GAUGES, 'CONSOLIDATED' 
SAFETY AND RELIEF VALVES. BUILDERS OF "SHAW -BOX" CRANES, 'BUDGIT' AND 'LOAD LIFTER' 
HOISTS AND OTHER LIFTING SPECIALTIES. 
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MORE GEO. STEVENS COIL WINDING 
EQUIPMENT IS IN USE THAN ALL 

OTHER MAKES COMBINED! 

MORE OUTPUT... LOWER 
COSTS ... from EXCLUSIVE SPEED 
FEATURE. Universal motors permit 
variable speeds without changing 
belts and pulleys. Coil design per- 
mitting, speeds as high as 7500 
RPM are not uncommon. 

PORTABILITY. Conveniently car- 
ried from place to place. Machines 
come mounted on bases to constitute 
one complete unit. 

MUCH LOWER ORIGINAL 
COST. The same investment buys 
more GEO. STEVENS machines than 
any other coil winding machines. 
a LONG LIFE. Most of the original 

GEO. STEVENS machines bought 14 
years ago are still operating daily 
at full capacity. 

MUCH FASTER CHANGING OF 
SET-UPS than any other general 
purpose coil winding machine. 
Quickly changed gears and cams 
save time between jobs. 

VERY LOW MAINTENANCE. 
Replacement parts are inexpensive, 
can be replaced in minutes, and are 
stocked for "same day" shipment, 
thus saving valuable production time. 

EASIEST TO OPERATE. In one 
hour, any girl can learn to operate 
a GEO. STEVENS machine. 

Transformer winder Model 37S multiple winds power, audio, automotive, fluor- 
escent ballast and similar types of coils. Winds wire from No. 18 B&S to 46 B&S 
up to 9" O.D. Maximum economy is possible by using mandrels up to 30" long. 
Thirty or more coils may be wound at one time. All turns are accurately registered 
by Model 50 or 51 6" full vision clock face Dial Counter. Set-ups can be changed 
in less than 5 minutes. A gear chart is furnished to quickly determine wire spacing. 

No loss of turns (an exclusives feature) and accurate margins are assured by a 
screw feed traverse and an electrically controlled clutch. Highly polished wire guide 
rollers are ball -bearing mounted for free running. Traverse is quickly adjusted from 
M6" to 6". 

Paper feed:-A tilting table for pre-cut paper is furnished making paper feed 
simple and fast, or a new roll paper feed for extra economy is available at a small 
additional cost. 

Motor equipment:-Variable speed, uniform torque 1/2 H.P. motor with foot 
treadle control. 

Tension equipment: -12 T-1 tensions and spool rack. Tensions will handle 6" 
spools. 

Mounting:-Ground steel channel base ensures rigidity and permanent align- 
ment. Machine is shipped mounted on bench ready for use. 

There is a GEO. STEVENS machine for every coil winding need. Machines that wind ANY 
kind of coil are available for laboratory or production line.... Send in a sample of your 
coil or a print to determine which model best fits your needs. Special designs can be made 
for special applications. Write for further information today. 

em2ld4 yaerebi.iemcciach4432 
oi Woe" itGindinS a.laclu'nea 

REPRESENTATIVES 

Frank Tatro 
6022 No. Rogen Ave., Chicago 30, Illinol: 

Ralph K. Reid 
1911 W. 91h St., Los Angele. 6, California 

R. A. Staff d Co. 
1213 W. 3rd St., Cleveland 13, Ohio 

4GEDS STEVENS 
MFG. CO., INC. 

PalosI i Rood at Peterson 

Chicago 30, Illinois 

ENGINEERS 

DESIGNERS 

PHYSICISTS 

THE Aerophysics & Atomic Energy 

Research Division of North Ameri- 

can Aviation, Inc. offers unparalleled 

opportunities in Research, Development. 

Design and Test work in the fields of 

Long Range Guided Missiles, Automatic 

Flight and Fire Control Equipment and 

Atomic Energy. Well -qualified engi- 

neers, designers and physicists urgently 

needed for all phases of work in 

Supersonic Aerodynamics, 

Preliminary Design & Analysis. 

Electronics, 

Electro -Mechanical Devices, 

Instrumentation, 

Flight Test, 

Navigation Equipment, 

Controls, 

Servos, 

Rocket Motors. 

Propulsion Systems, 

Thermodynamics, 

Airframe Design, 

Stress & Structures. 

Salaries Commensurate with 

training & experience. 

Excellent working conditions. 

Finest facilities and equipment. 

Outstanding opportunities 

for advancement. 

Write now-Give complete resume of 

education, background and experience 

PERSONNEL DEPT. 

AEROPHYSICS & ATOMIC ENERGY 

RESEARCH DIVISION 

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION 
INC. 

12214 LAKEWOOD BLVD. 
DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA 
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STORES 

Send for FREE Stokes 

Vacuum Calculator. This 

slide rule determines needed 

pump capacity for any job... shows 

Centigrade to Fahrenheit conversion. 

Other useful conversion tables 

and scales on reverse 

of rule. 

11,/ 

Stokes Microvac Pumps 
are known for their low power 

consumption...high mechanical 
and volumetric efficiency. 

Long trouble -free service can be expected from Stokes 
Microvac Pumps, perfected during more than 40 years of practical 
experience in the development of complete vacuum processing systems. 
The four simple moving parts are easily accessible. All parts are 
precision -finished, standard, and interchangeable. Lubrication is fully 

automatic to all friction surfaces. 
The large full -opening exhaust valve of corrosion -resistant Teflon is 

highly sensitive to pressure differential ... exhausts air completely at each 
stroke without re -expansion. 

An Oil Clarifier and a Devaporizer are available for continuous purification of 
lubricating oil when dirt and solvent vapors are present. 

Stokes Microvac Pumps, air-cooled in the small sizes and water-cooled 
in five larger sizes, range in capacity from 15 to 500 cfm. 

Stokes is the only manufacturer of equipment for complete vacuum systems, including 
Microvac mechanical pumps, oil diffusion pumps, McLeod Gages and Valves. 

Consult with Stokes on the application of vacuum to rotary 
exhaust machines, house vacuum 

systems, vacuum impregnation, 
vacuum furnaces, vacuum 

metallizing, and to other ap- 
plications in which vacuum 

deserves exploration. 

STOKES 
F. J. STOKES MACHIN 

STOKES MAKES 

Plastics Molding Presses, 

Industrial Tabletting 

and Powder Metal Press 

Pharmaceutical Equipment, 

Vacuum Processing Equipment 

High Vacuum Pumps and Gages, 

Special Machinery 

E COMPANY, 6046 TABOR ROAD, PHILADELPH IA 20, PA. 
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HELI-COIL Inserts Eliminate Electrolysis; 

Provide Easy Assembly and Disassembly 

Heli-Coil Inserts, precision -formed of stainless steel or phosphor bronze 
wire, permit freer use of aluminum and magnesium without risk of 
electrolysis ... outlast the product. They strengthen assemblies with- 
out use of heavy bushings ... are completely free from vibration wear. 
Lighter assemblies and more compact designs are possible when Heli- 
Coil Inserts are used ... and they never strip, gall, seize, or corrode. 

In cover plates, connectors, radar pick-up screens, stroboscopic and 
X-ray equipment-wherever light metals are used in communications 
and electronic equipment-Heli-Coil Inserts allow wide use of light 
metals with assurance of permanent, non -wearing threads. Assembly 
and disassembly are quick and easy, however frequently needed. No in- 
ventory of oversize bolts, studs, and nuts is required when Heli-Coil 
Inserts are used ... salvage, repair, and maintenance are simplified. 

Heli-Coil Screw Thread Inserts guarantee permanent freedom from 
tapped thread troubles. Made in National Coarse and Fine Thread 
Series, Unified Thread Series, and pipe thread sizes ... meet all indus- 
trial, military, and aircraft specifications. Class 3 fits are standard; 
tools and inserts available to suit pitch and major diameter for Class 2 

and 2B fits. 

HELI-COIL 
Hell -Coil 

is a Registered 
II. 8. Trademark 

1111!!lIIl111 

Protecting Screw Threads for Industry 

CORPORATION 

HELI-COIL CORPORATION 
Danbury, Connecticut 

Please sera me 

Bulletin 650-R on Design Data 

LI Bulletin 349 on Salvage and Service 

NAME 

FIRM 

STREET_ 

CITY ZONE STATE 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

grids is made up of two components, 
capacitance between the signal and 
oscillator grid and space -charge 
coupling. Tubes utilizing the inner 
grid for oscillator injection have 
relatively large space -charge coup- 
ling at high frequencies and hence 
are not suitable for applications 
where good isolation is imperative. 

Outer -Grid Mixer 

When the signal is applied to the 
first grid and the oscillator to an 
outer -grid the combination has 
come to be known asan outer -grid 
mixer. This arrangement exhibits a 
space -charge coupling effect of only 

to i'e of that present with tubes 
employing inner -grid injection.' It 
should be noted that with an outer - 
grid mixer, the voltage induced on 
the signal grid, due to space -charge 
coupling between the two grids, 
adds to the oscillator voltage on the 
signal grid which is due to capaci- 
tive coupling. This is opposite to 
the effect when using inner -grid in- 
jection. 

Since the 6BN6 has two rather 
high transconductance control grids 
it may be employed as either inner - 
grid or outer -grid mixer. Maximum 
isolation is obtained when the tube 
is used as an outer -grid mixer with 
the oscillator injected on the third 
grid. This grid fortunately will not 
develop a high bias since the grid 
current is limited by tube design. 
The grid -current limiting feature 
of this tube results in very low os - 

I.0 

Eb -160V 

Ec2- 90V 
EK . 2V 

0.8 E, -6.3V 

Ecf 8.0V RMS 

0.6 
E 

W 
> AVERAGE VALUE 

J _-- 

02 

00 60 120 180 240 300 360 
OSCILLATOR PERIOD 

FIG. 1-Switching function characteristic 
for 6BN6 
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Our new crazeless gray enamel puts 

E RIBB 
S1STOR; E 

STILL PARTNER AHEAD! 
Our Blue Ribbon Resistor-designed in 1939-was 
the first flat or strip resistor in the field. And now, 
though there are others of similar type, the Hardwick, 
Hindle Blue Ribbon still holds first place-and is still 
winning "blue ribbons." 

Although its basic design is the same, recent im- 
provements assure you the finest flat resistor made. 

Our new crazeless gray enamel completely elimi- 
nates the disastrous crazing which results in failure of 
the resistive element due to moisture penetration from 
humidity, salt and other severe atmospheric condi- 
tions-thus giving greater dielectric strength. 

The aluminum thru-bar, in contact with the internal 
surface of the ceramic core, distributes the heat more 
uniformly along its entire length-than conventional 
tubular resistors. 

The studs-corrosion and rust resistant-are peened 
to serve as mounting supports and also to permit the 
stacking of two or more units when space need be 
saved. And our unique method of fastening the tube 
to the thru-bar prevents loosening under vibration. 

As compared to the conventional tubular resistor 
Blue Ribbons give you: 

1. Higher wattage rating per unit space require- 
ment. 

2. Reduction in space behind the panel or mount- 
ing surface. 

3. Sturdy but simple mounting, either single or 
stacked. 

4. Lighter weight. 
5. Lower induction. 

Our Blue Ribbons are designed for and manufactured 
in accordance with JAN -R -26A specifications. 

Send for our catalogue, showing these and other 
Hardwick, Hindle resistors of distinction. 

HARDWICK, HINDLE, INC. 
Rheostats and Resistors 

Subsidiary of 
THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY 

Established 1886 
NEWARK 5, N. J. 

the mark of quality 

For more than a quarter of a century 

U.S.A. 
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MANUFACTURERS AND DESIGNERS OF 

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE 
REGULATED DC SUPPLIES 

MODEL 

D6 -DUAL, 

HEAVY DUTY 

DUAL regulated outputs, continuously variable, 
0 to 600 volts. 
Maximum current 200 milliamperes each, 
or 400 combined. 

t/ Regulation better than .5%. 
t/ 6.3 volts AC at 10 amperes center -tapped. 

Ripple voltage less than 10 millivolts. 
4 Stabilized bias supply. 
4 Request Bulletin 53 for Detailed Information. 

MODELS 

A3 AND A3A 

t/ Continuously variable, 0 to 350 volts. 
Ripple voltages less than 10 millivolts. 
Regulation better than .5 %. 
Maximum current 200 milliamperes. 
Stabilized variable bias supply. 
6.3 volts AC at 5 amperes. 

t/ Request Bulletin 52 for Detailed Information. 

O'u9ac_ ELECTRONICS 
206 S.W. WASHINGTON ST., PORTLAND 4, ORE., U.S.A. 

202 

Quality - Specialty 

TRANSFORMERS 
For years we have supplied leaders 

of the Electronic and Electrical industries 

with superior specialty transformers. 

Let us quote on your special commer- 

cial and military requirements. 

A reliable source since 

1941 

Write us today-or 
telephone Granite -4-8000 

AIRDESIGN, INC. 
241 Fairfield Avenue 
Upper Darby 2, Pa. 

RESEARCH +. ELOPMENT 

impedance radiation 

pattern r> eas"9ments model - 

making f mies engineering 

and fpbri n maajijacturers 

cef ran r model f fers 
and illuminators. 

INQUIRIES REGARDING OUR SERVICES OR 

YOUR PROBLEMS ARE INVITED...WRITE TODAY! 

electrons('fgnetics 
RESEARCH CORPORATION 

3210 WINONA AVENUE BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 
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MODELS F, G AND J PRECISION 
SINGLE -TURN POTENTIOMETERS 

Feature both continuous and limited me- 
chanical rotation, with maximum effective 
electrical rotation. Versatility of designs per- 
mit a wide variety of special features. 
F-3.5/16" dia., 5 watts, electrical rotation 
359°-resistances 10 to 100,000 ohms. 
G-1-5/16" dia., 2 watts, electrical rotation 
356°-resistances 5 to 20,000 ohms. J-2" dia., 5 watts, electrical rotation 357° 
-resistances 50 to 50,000 ohms. 

A B C 

MODELS A, B, J: C HELIPOTS 
A-10 turns, 46" coil, 1.13/16" die., 5 watts- 
resistances from 10 to 300,000 ohms. B-15 turns, 140" coil, 3.5/16" dia., 10 watts 
-resistances from 50 to 500,000 ohms. 
C-3 turns, 13.1/2" coil, 1.13/16" dia., 3 watts-resistances from 5 to 50,000 ohms. 

LABORATORY 
MODEL HELIPOT 
The ideal resistance 
unit for use in labora- 
tory and expert 
mental applications. 
Also helpful in coli-. 
brating and checking 
test equipment. Com- 
bines high accuracy 
and wide range of 
10 -turn HELIPOT with 
precision adjustability of DUODIAL. Avail. 
able in eight stock resistance values from 
100 to 100,000 ohms, and other values on 
special order. 

FOR PRECISION 
POTENTIOMETERS 

come to 

elipot 
...world's largest manufacturer of such equipment! 

O E 

MODELS D AND E HELIPOTS 
Provide extreme accuracy of control and ad 
justment, with 9,000 and 14,400 degrees of 
shaft rotation. 
D-25 turns, 234" coil, 3.5/16" dia., 15 watts 
-resistances from 100 to 750,000 ohms. 
E-40 turns, 373" coil, 3-5/16" dia., 20 watts 
-resistances from 200 ohms to one megohm. 

(4)) 
MODELS R AND W DUODIALS 
Each model available in standard turns -ratios 
of 10, 15, 2.5 and 40 to 1. Inner scale in- 
dicates angular position of HELIPOT sliding 
contact, and outer scale the helical turn on 
which it is located. Can be driven from knob 
or shaft end. 
R-2" diameter, exclusive of index. 
W-4-3/4" diameter, exclusive of index. Fee. 
tures finger hole in knob to speed rotation. 

For many years The HELIPOT Corporation has been a 
leader in the development of advanced types of potentiom- 
eters. It pioneered the helical potentiometer-the potentiom- 
eter now so widely used in computer circuits, radar equip- 
ment, aviation devices and other military and industrial 
applications. It pioneered the DUODIAL*-the turns -indicat- 
ing dial that greatly simplifies the control of multiple -turn 
potentiometers and other similar devices. And it has also 
pioneered in the development of many other unique potenti- 
ometric advancements where highest skill coupled with ability 
to mass-produce to close tolerances have been imperative. 

In order to meet rigid government specifications on these 
developments-and at the same time produce them economi- 
cally-HELIPOT* has perfected unique manufacturing facilities, 
including high speed machines capable of winding extreme 
lengths of resistance elements employing wire even less than 
.001" diameter. These winding machines are further supple- 
mented by special testing facilities and potentiometer "know- 
how" unsurpassed in the industry. 

So if you have a problem requiring precision' potentiom- 
eters your best bet is to bring it to The HELIPOT Corporation, 
world's largest manufacturer of such equipment. A call or 
letter outlining your problem will receive immediate attention! 

*Trade Marks Registered 

3 -GANGED MODEL A HELIPOT AND 
DOUBLE SHAFT MODEL C HELIPOT 
All HELIPOTS, and the Model F Potentiometer, 
can be fi.rnished with shaft extensions and 
mounting bushings at each end to facilitate 
coupling to other equipment. 
The Model F, and the A, B, and C HELIPOTS 
are available in multiple assemblies, ganged 
at the fac-ory on common shafts, for the con- 
trol of associated circuits. 

F 

MULTITAPPED MODEL B HELIPOT AND 
6 -GANGED TAPPED MODEL F 
This Model B Helipot contains 40 taps, placed 
as required at specified points on coil. The Six - 
Gang Model F Potentiometer contains 19 addi 
tional taps on the middle two sections. Such 
taps permit use of padding resistors to create 
desired non-linear potentiometer functions, with 
advantage of flexibility, in that curves can be 
altered as required. 

j 

THE e I Ol CORPORATION, SOUTH PASADENA 2, CALIFORNIA 
field Offices: Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Rochester, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Los Angeles and Fort Myers, Florida. Export Agents: Fratham Co., New York 18, N.Y. 
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HANDBOOK 
of 

POWER RESISTORS 

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO 

KNOW ABOUT RESISTORS? 

This new Ward Leonard handbook 

illuminates a hitherto neglected subject 

Somehow-resistors, particularly power resistors, have 
never been given adequate attention in electrical industry 
literature. 

Now Ward Leonard engineers have filled in the gap 
with the new Handbook of Power Resistors-nearly 200 
pages packed with everyday, useful information on re- 

sistor types, characteristics, criteria for selection, other 
helpful data. 

Example: For the 99 out of 100 applications where 
catalog ratings do not apply, derating curves are furnished 
to help you select the proper resistor for each case. 

This handbook is modestly priced at $3.00. Order 
from WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO., 31 South Street, 
Mount Vernon, N. Y. Offices in principal cities of U, S. 

and Canada. 

WARD LEONARD 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Remit-- E xy,.ca.. ea Com. SNEee 1892 

RESISTORS RHEOSTATS RIIAYS - CONTROL DEVICES 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

cillator power requirement and it is 
found that six to ten volts rms pro- 
vides adequate oscillator excitation. 

A typical switching function for 
the 6BN6 is shown in Fig. 1. The 
tube has about a 10 -percent im- 
provement in conversion efficiency 
compared to the 6SA7. 

Transconductance 

Since grid current in the 6BN6 
is limited by the design of the tube, 
the bias voltage built up on the 
oscillator grid is very small, result- 
ing in a higher value of peak trans - 
conductance. With low bias voltage 
on the oscillator grid, the magni- 
tude of the grid resistor is not criti- 
cal within limits. Also, the g, is 
practically constant with changing 
oscillator excitation voltage after a 
threshold value has been reached, 
which in this case is about 8 volts. 

At 30 mc, with 120 v on the plate 
and 70 v on the accelerator, the con- 
version transconductance was lower 
than anticipated. The low g, is at- 
tributed largely to transit time 
since raising the plate and acceler- 
ator voltages to 155 and 90 v respec- 
tively increased the conversion 
transconductance to 790 (.mhos. 
With a high -impedance input to the 
signal grid, some loading of the in- 
put circuit was observed, as would 
be expected with outer grid injec- 
tion. While no input admittance 
measurements have been made, it 
would be reasonable to assume that 
good performance can be obtained 
with this tube in the lower vhf 
range. 

A typical circuit used during the 
course of this experimental work is 
shown in Fig. 2. No special pre- 
cautions were found necessary, but 
a metal shield across the tube socket 
between pins 4 and .5 and pins 1 

and 7 is recommended to maintain 
low capacitance between the two 
signal grids. 

Since the 6BN6 may be employed 
as an outer -grid mixer, it may be 
assumed that the method described 
by Aske', where a tuned circuit is 
placed between the plate and screen, 
may be used to double the conver- 
sion transconductance. If desired 
the single tube may be used as a 
converter by using the number 3 

grid in an outer space -current local 
oscillator. 

It is interesting to note that 
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Eight ML -5682's mounted in a Doherty high efficiency linear amplifier designed for 500 kITV output. 

The ML -5682 
A High -Power Coaxial Triode for 

Full -Power Operation to 88 me/sec. 

The development and commercial production of the 
ML -5682, a new water- and air-cooled coaxial triode for 
very high power operation, is an important contribution 
to all phases of modern electronic development. It is of 
particular significance in the present effort to provide the 
highest possible power in international broadcast applica- 
tions. It finds wide application in high power AM, FM and 
TV broadcasting, in particle accelerators and in electronic 
heating. It is the key tube type in the highest power AM 
transmitters being built today.* 

The ML -5682 is an unusually compact, rugged, high - 
power electron tube ideal for all high -frequency applica- 
tions. It is an all -ring -seal triode capable of long -life 
operation at 9kVdc plate voltage and 170 kW plate input 
at a frequency of 88 mc/s. Operation at 16 kVdc plate 
voltage and 300 kW plate input is permissible up to 30 
mc/s. This tube is ideal for cavity operation and its low 
impedance makes it advantageous for broad -band service. 
*Includes State Department's Voice of America Transmitters. 

MnfHLETT 

Outstanding design features include: 
High -conductivity, gold plated kovar 

glass -to -metal seals. 

Sturdy electrodes. 

Integral anode water jacket. 

Quick -change water coupling. 

High -conductivity, heavy -wall copper 
anode designed to dissipate in excess 
of 100 kw. 

Muplti-strand thoriated-tungsten fila- 
ment cathode completely balanced 
and stress free throughout tube life. 

Grid capable of unusually high heat 
dissipation contributing to maximum 
stability of tube performance and 
circuit operation. 

For full technical information on the ML -5682 
or other Machlett tube types write to Machlett 
Laboratories, Inc., Springdale, Connecticut, or con- 
tact your nearest Graybar or Westrex office. 

Export Distributor 

OVER 50 YEARS OF ELECTRON TUBE EXPERIENCE 
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ECLIPSE -PIONEER 
Announces the New Line of 

PYGMY 
SYNCHROS 

Size of pygmy 
as compared 
to AY -200 

series outline 

Eclipse -Pioneer has added a tiny new member to its great family 
of famous Autosyn* synchros. It's the new AY -500 series, a 
precision -built pygmy weighing only 13/4 oz. while scaling only 
1.278" long and .937" in diameter (the same diameter, inci- 
dentally, as a twenty-five cent piece). Its accuracy and depend- 
ability are assured, thanks to Eclipse -Pioneer's 17 years of 
experience and leadership in the development of high precision 
synchros for aircraft, marine and industrial applications. For 
more detailed information on the AY -500 and otherE-PAutosyns, 
such as the remarkably accurate AY- 200 series (guaranteed 
accuracy to within 15 minutes on all production units), please 
write direct to Eclipse -Pioneer, Teterboro, N. J. 
*REG. TRADE MARK BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION LOOK FOR THE PIONEER MARK OF QUALITY 

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

Typical Performance Characteristics 

INPUT 
Voltage 
Frequency 
Current 
Power 
Impedance 

OUTPUT 
Voltage Max. 
(rotor output) 

Voltage at null 
Sensitivity 
Voltage phase shift 
System accuracy 
(max. possible 

spread) 

One AY -201-3 Driving One AY -500-3 Driving 

One AY -500-3 
Control Transformer 

Two AY -500-3 
Control Transformer 

One AY -500-3 
Control Transformer 

26 -volts, single-phase 
400 cycles 
88 milliamperes 
0.8 watts 
105+j280 ohms 

17.9 volts 
40 millivolts 
310 millivolts/degree 
23 degrees 

0.6 degrees 

26 -volts, single-phase 
400 cycles 
110 milliamperes 
1.2 watts 
100+j220 ohms 

16.2 volts 
40 millivolts 
280 millivolts/degree 
26 degrees 

0.6 degrees 

26 -volts, single-phase 
400 cycles 
55 milliamperes 
0.9 watts 
290 -E -j370 ohms 

14.1 volts 
40 millivolts 
245 millivolts/degree 
44 degrees 

0.75 degrees 

Other E -P precision components for servo mechanism and computing equipment: 

Servo motors and systems rate generators gyros stabili- 
zation equipment turbine power supplies remote indicating - 
transmitting systems and special purpose electron tubes. 

For detailed information, write to Dept. C 

ECLIPSE -PIONEER DIVISION of 
TETERBORO, NEW JERSEY AVIATION CORPORATION 

Export Sales: Bendix International Division, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y. 

20 WATTS 
(peak: 40) 

20W-2 
$149.50 

PROFILING 

MODELING 

GREEN 
ENGRAVER 
Proved Profitable - 

Machine Tool, Radio, Electrical 
and Instrument Mfrs., Sales Pro- 
motion and Advertising. 

Fast, rugged, convenient-and inexpensive. The 
Green Engraver is tops for low-cost performance 
-zips out precision work on metal, plastics or 
wood . . . cuts four lines of letters from 3/64" 
to 1" on curved or flat surfaces . operates 
by tracing . makes anyone an expert . 

engraves panels, name plates, scales, dials, 
molds. lenses and instruments. (Also widely 
used for routing, profiling and three dimen- 
sional modeling.) Electric etching attachment 
available. 

Special attachments and engineering service avail- 
able for production work. 

FREE-Fact-packed folder. Send for yours, today 

GREEN INSTRUMENT COMPANY 

363 PUTNAM AVENUE 

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

50 WATTS(Peak:100) 
50W-2 - - $249.50 

50 WATT AMPLIFIER 
Unequalled for qualify reproduction 
of any sound source, the McIntosh 
is the most advanced amplifier of 
the day. Its unique, compact design 
offers: HIGHEST EFFICIENCY - over 
65%; LESS THAN 1% DISTORTION 
AT PEAK POWER; DYNAMIC RANGE: 
OVER 70db; FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 
20-20,000 cps. 

AE -2 Amplifier 
Equalizer - $74.50 

SEND FOR zee CATALOG Dept. B-3 

McINTOSH Engineering laboratories, Inc. 
320 Water Street, Binghamton, N. Y. 
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MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS MAGNETIC CONTROLLERS AC & DC MOTORS 
AC & DC GENERATORS VOLTAGE & SPEED REGULATORS SWITCHBOARDS 

Do You Have Use For Practically Pure 
400 CYCLE POWER 

Less than 1/2% toto/ Harmonics? 

* For use in Laboratory and Pro- 
duction testing of high perform- 
ance electronic equipment Bogue 
has developed a line of single and 
three phase 400 Cycle Synchro- 
nous Motor -Generator Sets rang- 
ing from 3 to 100 KW with total 
harmonic content less than 1/2olo 
This extreme quality in wave form 
is secured thru precision design, 
careful selection of material and 
quality control in manufacture. 

Special units with less than 
1/10% total harmonics available. 

QUALITY MAGNETIC 

These sets can also be fur- 
nished with magnetic amplifier 
static voltage regulators when the 
utmost in reliability and constancy 
in voltage regulation is required. 
Output frequency is exactly 400 
cycles at any load-no load to 
full load! 

If you are interested in this 
type power, Bogue engineers will 
be glad to furnish oscillograms 
and wave analyses of typical sets 
buill for this requirement. You can 
always depend on ... 

AMPLIFIER CONTROLLED 

BOGUE ELECTRIC 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

Where Precision Coordinated Design... Counts! 
50 IOWA AVENUE PATERSON 3, NEW JERSEY 

Q 
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"Black boxes" to your specifications 

RESEARCH - DEVELOPMENT- PRODUCTION 

mom, W J 
STest Equipment 

l'TrTTITI 

O o o::: mmm 

Iiu' ì;m 
Mean 

Plotting Boards-such as the Vari - 
plotter Model 205 Series for accu- 

rately presenting X vs Y, curve 

following, point plotting, etc. 

Computer Potentiometers 

Radar Modifications 

U.H.F. Equipment 

Regulated Power Supplies 

Electronic Associates, Inc., is a co- 
ordinated group of electronic engi- 
neering consultants fully equipped 
to perform electronic research, de- 
velopment and production. They 
include engineering, production, and 
administrative personnel capable of 
handling a wide range of problems 
including design studies, applied re- 
search, and the production of highly 
complex electronic devices. 

Plant facilities comprise laboratories; 
model, welding and machine shops; 
paint, anodizing, and test depart- 
ments; assembly and tool rooms; 
foundry and other contributing func- 
tions of production. 

A few of the many products the 
Concern has manufactured are illus- 
trated here. 

See us in Booths 29-30 at the 
NATIONAL ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE 

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago 
October 22.23.24 

More detailed information will be furnished on request. 

ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC. 
Long Branch, New Jersey 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

FIG. 2-Schematic diagram of the 6BN6 
mixer 

above a given supply voltage the 
conversion gain is essentially con- 

stant with increasing supply volt- 
age. Thus in some applications it 
may be desirable to operate this 
tube at higher voltages than neces- 
sary in order to obtain good voltage 
stability. 

If the 6BN6 is operated at very 
low voltages, the linearity will suf- 
fer. When grid voltages as high as 
one volt are necessary, the accelera- 
tor voltage should be rather high, 
in the order of 90 v. 

Conclusion 

The 6BN6 has been shown to 
perform well in mixer service. It is 
one of the very few commercially 
available high-transconductance 
tubes for outer -grid injection. The 
greatest advantage obtained with 
this tube is the reduced space - 
charge coupling and low capacitance 
between control grids. This allows 
higher frequency operation with a 

fairly low value of i -f without re- 
sulting in excessive values of os- 

cillator voltage appearing on the 
signal grid. 

The tube has a conversion trans - 
conductance of approximately 800 

mhos with less cathode current 
than that taken by many existing 
pentagrid tubes. In addition the 
6BN6 can probably be used in the 
gain -doubling circuit of Aske' to 
further increase its utility. The 
6BN6 exhibits positive input load- 
ing as do all outer grid mixers. At 
vhf the relatively high value of 
input conductance may result in a 

serious loss in gain. While no meas- 
urements have been made of input 
conductance, experimental results 
at 30 me indicate little input load- 
ing. 

In the course of the experimental 
work it was found that there is a 

considerable variation in the char - 
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For last production and tine performance, 
Allis-Chalmers uses TEMFLEX 105 TUBING 

"Our No. 1 reason for using Temflex 105 Tubing," says Allis-Chalmers 
Manufacturing Company, "is the way it speedsup our general pur- 
pose motor production in assembling insulation on coil leads, stubs 
and neutral, jumper and lead connections." 

Of course, that's just one of the advantages that Allis-Chalmers- 
and so many other world-famous makers of electrical equipment- 
get from using Irvington's Temflex 105. Temflex 105 also offers such 
outstanding service features as: 

Continuous operation at temperatures up to 105°C. 
Exceptional flexibility down to -40°C. 
High dielectric strength of 1200 vpm. 
Excellent chemical stability. 

This flexible plastic tubing produced by Irvington Varnish & Insu- 
lator Company in all standard colors, is readily identified by the 
continuously printed name on the smooth tubing surface. Be sure 
you identify it by name when you buy! Technical literature is yours 
for the asking. 

Leek Pe 

IRYINtQTON 
For Insulation Leadership 

INSULATINS VARNISHES 

VARNISHED CAMBRIC 

VARNISH30 PAPER 

VARNIsFEs FIIERGLAS 
INSULATING TUNING 

CLASS "N" INSULATION ff-f--f 
EI, 

-10/51 

Send this convenient coupon now Irvington Varnish & Insulator Company 
6E Argyle Terrace, Irvington 11, N. J. Irvin ton Gentlemen: 
Please send me technical literature on TEMFLEX 
105 Tubing. 

Name..._.. Title VARNISH & INSULATOR COMPANY 
Company..._._ 

Irvington 11, New Jersey Street.._.__........_..»». _. 

Plante: El Monte, California Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 
For Further Information, Consult pages 92.93 in the 1.951.1952 Electronics Buyers' Guide 
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CHICAGO 

OIL IMPREGNATED 

VACUUM FILLED 

CAPACITORS 

CHICAGO 
CONDENSER 
CORPORATION 
OIL CAPACITOR 

2 Mfd. 6001O.C: 
TYPE 66C 2 

RECTANGULAR TYPE 

APPLICATIONS 
INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTING 
POWER FACTOR CORFECTION 
MOTOR CAPACITORS 
SIGNAL INSTRUMENTS 

CHICAGO CONDENSER'S rectangular type 
capacitors are hermetically sealed and 
tested at twice -rated voltage. 

BATHTUB "TYPE 

APPLICATIONS 
RADIO INTERFERENCE 
MOTORS ELECTRONICS 
SPECIAL TIMMING 

CHICAGO CONDENSEF'S bathtub type 
capacitors are hermetically sealed and 
tested at three -times voltage. 

CHICAGO CONDENSER has engineering 
and plant facilities to meet specialized 
military requirements. 
Drawings and specifications submitted will 
receive immediate atterrtion. 

CHICAGO 

CONDENSER 

CORPORATION 
General Offices and Factory 

3255 WEST ARMITAGE AVENUE 
CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS 

GAIR 
FOLDING CARTONS 

4,4"/ 
Smartly designed and brilliant 
multicolor Folding Cartons by 
GAIR are solving packaging 
p-rblems for many manufactur- 
ers who are as meticulous about 
their packaging as they are 
about their famous products. 

Sales, profits and prestige are 
increased with the SELL -ON - 
SIGHT magic of GAIR MULTI- 
COLOR CARTONS. 

WRITE TODAY for samples and 
technical information. 

ROBERT GAIR COMPANY, INC. 
155 EAST 44TH STREET, NEW YORK TORONTO 

PAPERBOARD FOLDING CARTONS SHIPPING CONTAINERS 

MANUFACTURERS 
MOLDED AND FABRICATED 

INDUSTRIAL RUBBER PRODUCTS 
BUMPERS BUSHINGS EXTRUSIONS 
GASKETS GROMMETS MOLDS RINGS 
ROLLS SHEET SLAB SPRING SPONGE 
TIRES TUBING VACUUM CUPS WASHERS 

THOUSAND OF ITEMS IN CHICAGO STOCK 

DEFENSE ORDERS 
GIVEN PROPER 

ATTENTION 

ATLANTIC INDIA RUBBER \'ORK,ic. 
571 WEST POLK STREET CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS. 

Write Dept. E for Complete Catalog .51-All Phones: HArrison 7-8290 

INDUSTRIAI 

RUBBER 

MOULTS 

The Key to SUBMINIATURE 

TRANSFORMER PROBLEMS 

DIMENSIONS 7/16" x ?a" x sjg" 
WEIGHT: Less than 1/3 of an ounce 
TYPES input, interstage, output, reactor 

These transformers flt into the smallest Mil -T-27 Case A.F, 

Prompt Engineering Attention 
To Your Subminiature Problems 

UNION ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CO. 
24 EDISON PLACE NEWARK 2, N. J. 
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WE'RE LIFTING THE BUSHEL BASKET 
AND LETTING OUT OUR LIGHT! 

Probably you didn't know it because we haven't told you. BUT-for 
the past five years we've been building car and truck radios for General 
Motors. In 1950 alone we built nearly 2,000,000 radios for prac- 
tically all types of vehicles. Our production tops that of any other 
car radio manufacturer. 

Since we stopped making radio and electronic equipment for the 
armed forces during World War II, we've concentrated on making 
our facilities the largest and our products the finest in the industry. 
Unlike most others, we're not just an assembly plant. We make 
practically all the parts that go into our products. Our design 
and research engineers are tops in their field. Our laboratory and 
production equipment is the finest that can be obtained. 

With our vast experience, our facilities, engineering know-how, our 
productive manpower bigger and better than ever before, we be- 
lieve we can be of service to our country. We are ready to go to work 
immediately for national defense and count it a privilege to volun- 
teer for service. 

Dellce 
DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 

KOKOMO, INDIANA 
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precision built... 

TYPE SX SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 

A permanent magnet type motor producing an 

exceptionally high torque, the Cramer Type SX 

Synchronous Motor is widely used with timing devices, 
recording instruments, communications equipment 

...and for many other applications throughout the 

instrument and control fields requiring a constant 
speed at a gives frequency. Self-starting 

.. operates at synchronous speed only. 
Compact ... precision -built ... available with output 

speeds fron 60 R PM to 1 24 R P H. 

TYPES SCS 8 SCR CLUTCH MOTORS 

Designed to meet the needs of many 

" r timing, recording, indicating, and 

I switching applications where an 

accurate reset operation is essential, 

Cramer Clutch Motors combine the Type 

SX Motor and a differential gear 
drive. Two basic types ... Type SCS 

equipped with direct -acting clutch . . . Type SCR with reverse -acting 
clutch . . . each available in a wide range of speeds. 

Cramer motors are also available as Reversible and 

Cl -art Drive Types. Write for complete information. 

OX 3, CENTERUROOK, CONN. 

/.)rrilders of deperuduhfe /inung dcrices jor mure (Lai: 25 years. 

INTERVAL TIMERS TIME DELAY RELAYS RESET TIMERS CYCLE TIMERS 

PULSE -IMERS RUNNING TIME METERS PERCENTAGE TIMERS 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

acteristics between different tubes. 
In particular, the signal -grid trans- 
fer characteristic exhibited consid- 
erable variation. This is no doubt 
due to the fact that this tube is not 
tested for this type of service. It 
may, therefore, be suggested that 
the 6BN6 could be rated for mixer 
or converter service by the manu- 
facturer and a portion of these 
tubes sold for ,this purpose. 

While the 6BN6 makes a very. 
satisfactory mixer, for many appli- 
cations, it is thought quite possible 
that a gated -beam tube could be 'de- 
veloped which would have superior 
characteristics for mixer applica- 
tions. 

REFERENCES 

(1) B. W. Herold, The Operation of 
Frequency Converters and Mixers for 
Superheterodyne Reception, -Proc. IRE. 
30, p 84, Feb. 1942. 

(2) V. H. Aske, Gain -Doubling Fre- 
quency Converters, EL1:C icON1Ga, 2 , lb 
92, Jan. 1961. 

Nylon Tubing for 
Thermistors 
EXTRUDED NYLON TUBING is now 
being used with thermistors. Tub- 
ing about the diameter of an ordi- 
nary lead pencil is used to encase 
one type of glass -enclosed bead 
thermistor used in time -delay. cir- 
cuits. 

The thermistor is inserted in a 
length of tubing and the ends of tee- -! 

tubing pressed flat under heat xìà 
hydraulic press for a given lem h:; 

of time to give the Nylon the" ̀ set' ̀
, 

desired. Figure 1 shows the Nÿlìl<, 
tube, the thermistor and the cou 
pleted assembly. 

Connecting leads ttencl,,oùtside 
the Nylon casing. The tubing pro- 
vides mechanical prateetion of the 
glass bulb, electrical insulation (no 
metal end caps are required) and 
protects against staining the glass 

FIG. 1-Nylon tubing, thermistor and 
assembly of the two components 
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...and here a 
Counter that ta/Ies 
to Jet steYs 

in their own /angLlaqe... 

y_ emane Can Count on 

VEEPER-RO 
This technician is reading an elec- 

trically operated counter, used to re- 
cord data in test instruments that 
check aircraft performance. 

And this counter is one of innu- 
merable Veeder-Root specials now on 
duty in every arm of the service. If 
you can use such counters (or need 
counters of special design) on D-O- 
rated orders, then you can count on 
Veeder-Root to help you with all 
possible dispatch. 

VEEDER-ROOT INCORPORATED 
"The Name That Counts" 

HARTFORD 2, CONN. GREENVIIJ.F, S.C. 

Montreal 2, Canada Dundee, Scotland 
Offices and agents in principal cities 

YEEDER-ROOT oEooa000 hunt fueeíltigq orc á7/9/1 
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-£ geed, t elfz ;de", ea,ri-ie 4. e 

This new IMPROVED brochure 
presents an interesting back- 
ground of the lamiration 
process and its application to 
industry, particularly in the 
field of electrical parts and 
equipment manufacture. We 
invite you to send for your 
copy. 

;the StFy 
;rakea 

,a 
Matera 

The Home of IMPROVED Service 

The IMPROVED SEAMLESS WIRE COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 1898 

Dept. 1-A 775 Eddy Street, Providence 5, Rhode Island 

"Gai BIRTCHER TUBE CLAMP 
FOR MINIATURE TUBES 

POSITIVE PROTECTION 

AGAINST LATERAL AND 

VERTICAL SHOCK! 

The New Birtcher Type 2 Tube 
Clamp holds miniature tubes in their 
sockets under the most demanding 
conditions of vibration, impact and 
climate. Made of stainless steel and 
weighing less than 1/z ounce, this 
New clamp for miniature tubes is 
easy to apply, sure in effect. The base 
is keyed to the chassis by a single 
machine screw or rivet...saving time 
in assembly and preventing rotation. 
There are no separate parts to drop 
or lose during assembly or during 
use. Birtcher Tube Clamp Type 2 is 

all one piece and requires no welding, brazing or soldering at any point. 
If you use miniature tubes, protect them againstdateral and vertical shock 

with the Birtcher Tube Clamp (Type 2). Write for sample and literature. 
Builder of millions of stainless steel Locking Type Tube Clamps for hundreds 

of electronic manufacturers. 

77ie BIRTCHER eazftazatiocc 
N D., , E I OS e:GE EE S 37 

214 

ordad 
Acw,b4 

MAGNETIC 

RECORDING 

RUBBER 

art/ate rz 

Recording medium of amazing 
versatility 

Practically no wear factor, either 
to recording head or magnetic 
medium 

Permanently self-lubricating 

For sound and pulse recording 

RECORDING COMPONENTS 

Brush makes a full line of magnetic 
recording components, from single, 
wafer-thin, to multichannel heads. 
For information about stock or 
made -to -specification magnetic 
recording components, write 

THE BRUSH 
DEVELOPMENT 

COMPANY 
3405 PERKINS AVENUE 
CLEVELAND 14, OHIO 

ae e ite41,, iÓ Wee frfuie " 
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NO 1060 VACUUM 
TUBE VOLTMETER 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 
50 MEGOHMS 

NO. 1030 LOW 
FREQUENCY "Q" 

INDICATOR 

TRANSFORMERS 
& INSTRUMENTS 

HIGH FIDELITY 
TRANSFORMERS 

1/2 DB 20 CPS TO 30 KC 
DISCRIMINATORS 

IO CPS TO 1 MC 

COMMERCIAL 
COMPONENTS 

QUALITY - 
DEPENDABILITY -PRICE 

NO 1140 NULL 
DETECTOR 

COMPLETE WITH 
SELECTIVE CIRCUITS 

NO.1020 MEGOHMMETER 
2.000.000 MEGOHMS 

DIRECT READING 

HERMETICALLY 
SEALED COMPONENTS 

TO MEET MIL -T-27 SPECS. 
TOROIDAL INDUCTORS 

60 CPS TO 1 MC 
MINIATURE INDUCTORS 

1000 CPS TO 100 KC 

NO. 1210 NULL 
DETECTORS VACUUM 

TUBE VOLTMETER 
DECADE INDUCTORS 

30 CPS TO 300 KC 

SUB MINIATURE 
HERMETICALLY SEALED 
TOROIDAL INDUCTORS 

SUB MINIATURE 
HERMETICALLY SEALED 

COMMUNICATION 
COMPONENTS 

SLUG TUN D 
COMPONENTS 

1000 CPS TO 1 MC J 

NO 1150 UNIVERSAL 
BRIDGE 

5 A.0 BRIDGES IN ONE 
UNIT 

NO 1010 COMPARISON 
BRIDGE 

FAST, ACCURATE, 
RELIABLE 

STE PDOWN 
TRANSFORMERS 

SO WATTS TO I KW 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 
FROM WATTS TO 

MEGAWATTS 

POWER 
TRANSFORMERS 

RUGGED, DEPENDABLE. 
INEXPENSIVE. 

1170 D.C. SUPPLY 
DIRECT CURRENT UP TO 

500 MA. 

NO. 1110 A INCREMENTAL 
INDUCTANCE BRIDGE 

A NECESSITY FOR EVERY LAB 

PRECISION FILTERS 
I0 CPS. TO I MC. 

CHANNEL MOUNTING 
INEXPENSIVE -RELIABLE 

FREEDSEAL TREATMENT 
ANE-I9 SPECS 

SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG! 

FREED TRANSFORMER CO., INC. 
DEPT. OE 1718-36 WEIRFIELD ST., (ßIDGEW00D) BROOKLYN 27, NEW YORK 
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TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION 
fi LABORATORY on PRODUCTION LINE! 

DECIMAL COUNTING UNIT, MODEL 700 is a direct reading electronic 
counter capable of operating at speeds up to 30,000 counts per second. 
Digits from 0 to 9 are presented on illuminated front panel. Electrical 
reset to zero. Plug-in octal mounting for easy interchangeability. The 
counter operates on input pulse of 100 volt neg. with 2 microsec. max. 
rise time. Output will drive following unit in cascade. Dimensions 
13/8" x 5" x 51/4". Wt. 12 oz. Other models to a million counts per second. 

ELECTRONIC COUNTER, MODEL 10 was developed to meet the 
need for a rugged industrial counter operating at speeds up 
to 6000 counts per minute. Total count is displayed on the 
Decimal Counting Unit and the mechanical register to a maxi- 
mum capacity of 9,999,999. Unit may be operated from closing 
contacts, photocell, or any means that will supply a positive 
potential of at least 3 volts. All circuitry moisture and fungus 
proofed. Unit is available in a variety of vapor -proof and 
explosion -proof housings to meet individual requirements. 
Dimensions 61/4" x 71/4" x 61/2". Weight approximately 6 lbs. 

PRESET COUNTER consists of a series of scale -of -10 
electronic counting units each in parallel with a 10 - 
position push-button switch. This instrument accepts 
counts in the conventional manner at rates up to 
10,000 cps. Any number from 0 to maximum capa- 
city may be preset merely by depressing appropriate 
push-button in each column. Upon reaching the pre- 
set count, the unit supplies an output pulse to drive 

a register, close a gate, divert a production line or perform any other desired function. 
It then resets to 0 and recycles automatically. Available in any desired capacity. 

EVENTS PER UNIT TIME METER, MODEL 554 will 
automatically count and display the number of events 
that occur during a precise one second interval at 
rates up to 100,000 events per second. Accuracy is ± 
one event. Will operate either manually or auto- 
matically to count any mechanical, electrical, or 
optical occurrences, regularly or randomly spaced, 
that can be converted into changing voltages. Instru- 
ment counts for one second and displays the results 
on illuminated five -digit panel. Will recycle continuously on automatic operation. 
Convenient test switch permits 2 second self -check of entire unit. Dimensions 203/4" 
x 101/2" x 15". Weight approximately 68 lbs. 

TIME INTERVAL METER, MODEL 510 provides a 
direct reading of elapsed time between any two 
events in the range of 0.000010 to 1.00000 sec- 
onds. Accuracy is ± 10 microseconds. Any oc- 
currences that can be translated into changing 
voltages may be so timed. Timing may be started 
and stopped by independent voltages, the polar- 
ity of which may be selected by means of toggle 
switches. Sensitivity control permits selection of 

the amplitude of start or stop voltages at optimum level for elimination of interfer- 
ence. Dimensions 203/4" x 101/2" x 15". Weight approximately 58 lbs. 

SINGLE/DOUBLE PULSE GENERATOR MODEL 903 is a 
general purpose laboratory instrument that supplies 
either single or paired pulses individually variable in 
amplitude, width and polarity. Pulse spacing is contin- 
uously variable from 0 to 10 microseconds, pulse width 
from 0.10 to 1.6 microseconds and pulse amplitude 
from 200 volts maximum negative and 50 volts maxi- 
mum positive for 1000 ohm load, and 10 volts maxi- 
mum negative and 50 volts maximum positive for 50 
ohm load. Single or double pulses are available through separate panel connectors. 
Repetition rate internally controlled 1 to 1000 cps. Push-button control single cycle. 
External signal control for any rate up to 1000 cps. 

These are basic descriptions of representative standard instruments. 
A variety of modifications, both standard and special, are available 
to meet specific requirements. For complete details write Dep't. E. 

2200 WRIGHT AVE. RICHMOND, CALIF. 
A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION 

bulb through flexure of the connect- 
ing leads. Nylon readily takes the 
shape desired and is heat resistant. 
Assembly is rapid and simple and 
cost reduction have been achieved 
by using the Nylon tubing instead 
of a phenolic cartridge with metal 
end caps. 

Heat resistance is important be- 
cause the connecting leads are 
soldered during assembly into cir- 
cuits and the apparatus in which 
the thermistors are used must oper- 
ate properly over a wide range of 
temperatures. 

The thermistor application is 
just one of many possible uses for 
the tubing in the electronic indus- 
try. The tubing itself is manufac- 
tured by Anchor Plastics Company, 
New York, N. Y. 

Application of Tubes 
in Heating Equipment 

By H. J. DAILEY and C. H. ScuLLIN 
Electronics Engineering Department 

Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Bloomfield, New Jersey 

ONE OF THE MAJOR PROBLEMS con- 
fronting the designers of induction 
and dielectric heating equipment is 
to provide for the tubes a physical 
and electrical environment which 
will favor long life and maximum 
reliability. 

Load Variations 

An important consideration in 
the usual r -f heating setup is the 
effect of expected load variations on 
tube -element dissipations and emis- 
sion requirements. As the loading 
increases, the plate and grid voltage 
swings decrease and the plate cur- 
rent increases. The tube draws 
more power input so that the anode 
dissipation increases. Thus, the 
maximum load variation above nor- 
mal should be such that neither the 
maximum plate dissipation nor 
maximum plate -current ratings are 
exceeded. The latter are of particu- 
lar importance in the case of-tho- 
riated-tungsten filaments. 

As the loading decreases the plate 
swing, the grid swing and the grid 
current both increase to give rise to 
higher grid dissipations and require 
higher peak emission currents from 
the cathode. In extreme cases, the 
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ale MONEY -SAVING 

REPLACEMENT 
FOR MICA AND 

CERAMIC TUBULAR CONDENSERS 

RMC DISCAPS are approved and used by 
leading manufacturers of TV sets and 
tuners, radio receivers and high frequency 
electronic equipment. In addition to their 
lower cost, they offer the advantages of small 
size, low self inductance, low power factor, 
high working voltage, greater mechanical 
strength and faster production line handling. 

TYPE B DISCAPS 
GMV By -Pass Series 

Type B DISCAPS are the finest high frequency 
by-pass capacitors available and are engi- 
neered to exceed guaranteed minimum capac- 
ity at 85° C with 250 applied V.D.C. Capac- 
ity change between room temperature and 
65° C is only +18 % ,-0 r/.. Available in all 
standard capacities from .001 MFD to .02 
MFD and in a number of dual capacity types. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
POWER FACTOR. ...........1.5% at 1 KC 
WORKING VOLTAGE. 600 V.D.C. 
TEST VOLTAGE ..... ..1200 V.D.C. 
INSULATION . Durez Phenolic-Vacuum Waxed 
RESISTANCE Initial 7500 Megohms 

After Humidity 1000 Megohms 
LEADS #22 Tinned Copper 1.026 DIA.1 
CAPACITY TOLERANCE , GMV 

TYPE C DISCAPS TYPE D DISCAPS 
NPO and TC 

Type C DISCAPS are ideally suited to 
coupling and tuned circuit applications. 
Their capacity will not change under 
voltage. Available in a wide range of 
capacities and temperature coefficients 
conforming to the RMA specifications 
for Class I ceramic condensers. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
POWER FACTOR... 

Less than .1 % at 1 Megacycle 
WORKING VOLTAGE 600 V.D.C. 
TEST VOLTAGE 1200 V.D.C. 
INSULATION. 

Duren Phenolic-Vacuum Wooed 
RESISTANCE.... Initial 7500 Megolims 

After Humidity 1000 Megohms 
LEADS #22 Tinned Copper 1.026 DIA.1 
CAPACITY TOLERANCE.... 

+5%, +10%,+20% 

STABLE CAPACITY 

Specify Type D DISCAPS when a more 
stable capacity is required for coupling 
and by-passing filter networks. Available 
in a capacity range between 150 MMF and 
5000 MMF. They feature a very small 
capacity change between +25° C and 
+85° C. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
POWER FACTOR 1 % at 1 KC 

WORKING VOLTAGE 600 V.D.C. 
TEST VOLTAGE 1200 V.D.C. 
INSULATION 

Durez Phenolic-Vacuum Waxed 
RESISTANCE .. ..Initial 7500 Megohms 

After Humidity 1000 Megohms 
LEADS... #22 Tinned Copper 1.026 DIA.1 
CAPACITY TOLERANCE.... 

+20% at +25° C 

NEW!....DEPENDABLE 

ícx;-voLrasE DISCAPS 

ACTUAL SIZE 

CAPACITY... ......500 MMF + 50% - 20% 
( WORKING VOLTAGE 20,000 V.D.C. 
1J TEST VOLTAGE 30,000 V.D.C. 

SPECIFICATIONS POWER FACTOR 1.5% Max. at 1 KC 

LEAKAGE RESISTANCE Initial 7500 Megohms 
After Humidity 1000 Megohms 

INSULATION Moulded Plaskon 

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND TECHNICAL DATA 

RADIO MATERIALS CORPORATION 
GENERAL OFFICE: 3325 North California Avenue, Chicago 18, Illinois 

ILL. AND ATTICA, IND. ju 
Two RMC Plants Devoted Exclusively to Ceramic Condensers 
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-SP 

-of "Standard's" UNBRAKO Standards 
Write on your business letterhead, today. 

SOCKET SCREWS 

"Standard" recommends Standards 

SSTANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO. 
JENKINTOWN 10, PENNSYLVANIA 

AW1 +1tTtitutq 
again "PREFERRED WHERE PERFORMANCE 

IS PARAMOUNT" 

The A. W. Haydon Motor was 
chosen to drive the Airesearch 

Rate of Change Control. This 
instrument regulates the rate at 
which pressure in an airplane's 
cabin changes, and positive tim- 
ing is of prime importance. 
Other aircraft applications in 
which similar Haydon Motors 
are used include gun door con- 
trols, vacuum tube protector 
circuits, controls for wing and 

propeller de-icing, propeller 
feathering, camera intervalom- 

eter, hydraulic bypass, fuel tank 
purging as well as recorder chart 

drives, trim control, telemeter- 
ing and destructor control. 

& J [lA DON 
OMPANY 
2 3 5 NORTH ELM STREET 
WATERBUR 20, CONNECTICUT 

Oesrtn ant Manufacture 01 ileCt cal liming [ferrets 

for the 
Production of 
Electronic Parts 

Stainless conical en- 
velope for cathode ray 
assembly. t/e" 446 
chrome iron, 16" dia., 
111/2" deep. 

Corona shield - W' 
2S0 aluminum, 20" long. 

Rectangular TV envelope - 
mass produced of 1/e" 430 chrome 

iron, 24" wide, 16" 
high, 9" deep. 

Beaded static shield - 
18 U. S. go. cold rolled 
steel, 8" dia. 

STUDY these illustrations of Spincraft 
"engineering" - interesting examples 
of a high order of ability to "work" 
metal by spinning and fabricating. 
Best of all, these methods pay off in 
time gained - and substantially lower 
costs, both on large and small runs. 

Progressive new Spincraft techniques 
may help simplify your production 
problem in any metal - just as they 
have helped others in the electronics 
industry. Your inquiry is welcome - 
and you are invited to send for the new 
Spincraft Data Book, a stimulating 
source of ideas for engineers, de- 
signers and plant production men. 
Write today. 

INCORPORATED 

4143 W. State St. Milwaukee 8, Wit. 
Heretofore known as 

Milwaukee Metal Spinning Co. 
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ON 
ONE 

CHART 

Cheek these 
IMPORTANT FEATURES 

Continuous Balance measur- 
ing systems, with electronic 
non -cyclic balancing. 

Auxiliary switches can be 
supplied on one pen for con- 
trol or signaling. 

A solenoid -actuated third pen 
can be provided to register in 
time conformance with one of 
the standard pens. 

Unit construction eliminates 
delicate mechanical linkages 
. . . assures long operation 
with minimum of mainte- 
nance. 

For f urth.r details, write for 

Data Shut Na 10.0-6 

Simultaneously Records 

Two Independent Variables 

( ñòaW.;W..ú ? 

t.:41i10r. 

Jru nn o.,I, 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 it 0 90 100 

...the Duplex Recorder 

THE BURDEN of tedious, time-consuming, and often inaccu- 
rate, cross reference of comparison measurements need no 
longer be tolerated! Now, on a single chart, the ElectroniK 
Duplex Recorder provides a clear, easily read record of the 
measurement of practically any combination of two inde- 
pendent variables. Standard chart drive mechanism permits 
both variables to be recorded as a function of time ... and 
with a Selsyn motor, they may be recorded as a function of 
either motion or displacement. 
Operating on the "continuous balance" principle, the 
recorder incorporates two separate measuring systems .. . 
both standardized simultaneously by the push of a button. 
Each pen traverses the full eleven inches of the chart width 
without interference. Simplicity, sensitivity and depend- 
ability make this versatile instrument a "natural" for such 
applications as atomic energy, acoustics, stress analysis, 
central station dispatching. Particularly useful in before and 
after comparisons made by recording a measurable charac- 
teristic of a substance as it enters and emerges from a proc- 
essing stage or reaction. 
MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO., Industrial Di- 
vision, 4428 Wayne Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa. 

Hone A °well y 
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One Source... 

One Responsibility 

for 

everything 

in 

QUARTZ 

CRYSTAL 

UNITS 

Reeves -Hoffman Quartz Crys- 

tal Units faithfully do the work 

they are designed to do... the 

exacting job of providing ac- 

curate frequency control. 

They are manufactured 

to meet all military and 

commercial specifications 

... from 16 kc to 100 mc. 

%//d//////, 

THE FINEST NAME IN CRYSTALS 

WelthO?alion 

CARLISLE 2, PENNSYLVANIA 

LICENSED UNDER PATENTS OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

REEVES-HOFFMAN 
747 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

plate -voltage swing can become 
larger than the d -c plate voltage 
and even become great enough to 
cause the tank circuit or the tube to 
arc over. 

One satisfactory method of pre- 
venting excessive plate -voltage 
swing in high -power oscillators is 
a circuit which automatically ad- 
justs the filament voltage so that 
the peak emission is limited enough 
to just maintain a normal plate -vol- 
tage swing. The plate -voltage swing 
is measured by a peak -reading di- 
ode -voltmeter circuit and variations 
in this voltage are used to control 
a filament regulator which adjusts 
the emission to give normal plate - 
voltage swing again. This method 
is limited to use only on tubes with 
pure tungsten filaments. It has the 
added advantage of increasing fila- 
ment life since the filament is al- 
ways operated at a temperature 
just high enough to supply the de- 
sired emission. 

Other methods are based on cir- 
cuits which automatically adjust the 
load coupling to maintain more or 
less constant load on the tube over 
the heating cycle. This system has 
not been too satisfactory because of 
cost and limited operating range. 

Cutouts 

The control of filament current is 
a preferred method where it can be 
used. The use of adequate plate and 
grid meters having regions of ex- 
cessive currents clearly marked is 
of some help in avoiding excessive 
currents. Properly adjusted current 
overload relays in both circuits are 
a necessity in prolonging tube life. 
With overload relays alone for pro- 
tection there is often a tendency to 
"set it up a little higher" when the 
set shuts itself off too frequently 
from repeated overloads. 

It is quite probable that there is 
a more real economic justification 
for the added costs of some of these 
automatic circuits than is commonly 
realized by the prospective pur- 
chaser. It should be noted that 
overload relays provide very nec- 
essary protection in cases outside 
the control range of automatic sys- 
tems in case of failure of such 
systems. 

Many times premature tube fail- 
ures are caused by improper oper- 
ating conditions which are not as 
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% 

ivi,s1 ro BUSS 

Buss offers a complete line of fuses - 
for television ... radio ... radar .. 
instruments ... controls ... avionics - 
as well as for all home, industrial and 

commercial uses. Its easy to select the 

right BUSS fuse. 

Behind the unquestioned high quality 

of BUSS fuses are 37 years of specializ- 

ing in nothing bit fuses and the world's 

largest fuse research laboratory and 

fuse production capacity. 

Every BUSS fuse is 
electronically tested 

So that you can depend on 
every BUSS fuse to operate 
properly under all service con- 
ditions, each fuse is tested in 
a highly sensitive electronic 
device that records whether or 
not; the fuse is correctly cali- 
brated - properly constructed - and right in physical dimen- 
sions. 

_> 
----.. . 

f 

If your problem is "New and Different" 
turn first to BUSS 

We welcome requests to help you in selecting the proper 
fuse or in designing the special type of fuse or fuse mounting 
best suited to your conditions. 

Submit sketch or description showing type of fuse con- 
templated, number of circuits, type of terminals, and the like. 

Our staff of fuse engineers is at your service. 

BUSSMANN MANUFACTURING CO.. UNIVERSITY AT JáFFERSON. sr. LOUTS. MO. 
DIVISION MCGRAW ELECTRIC COMdBNY 

-when your 
problem is 
Electrical 
Protection 

To get the facts - 
USE COUPON 

Bussmann Mfg. Co., University at Jefferson 
St. Louis 7, Mo. (Division McGraw Electric Co.) 

Please send me Bulletin SFB containing complete facts on BUSS Small 
Dimension Fuses and Fuse Holders. 

Nome 

Titte 

Company 

Address 

City State 
ELRC-1051 
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NEW CIRCUIT ELEMENT 

LISTENING THE 

COMFORT SIGAATRON 
HEARING AT ITS BEST! 

Modern, lightweight, durable-Telex Quality 
Headsets are easy on the ears ... No uncomfortable 

ear pressure ... Easily adjustable and built for 

hard usage ... Telex Headsets effectively block out 
background noises ... 5 ft. standard cord or 

special cord with built-in volume control .. . 

TWINSET * 

Nothing Touches 
the Ear 

WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER-OR SEE YOUR PARTS JOBBER. 

C.A.A. Approved 

Weighs 
only 1.6 oz. 

MONOSET * 

Direct Signal for 
Both Ears 

Weighs 
only 1.2 oz. 

Tradwnark 

ELECTRO -ACOUSTIC DIVISION 
DEPT. H-15, TELEX PARK, ST. PAUL 1, MINN. 

In Canada, Atlas Radio Corporation, Toronto 

STANDARD OF THE WORLD FOR QUALITY HEADSETS 

PROVIDE DELAYS RANGING 

FROM I TO 120 SECONDS 

FEATURES: - Compensated for ambient tempera- 
ture changes from -40° to 110° F ... Hermetically 
sealed; not affected by altitude, moisture or other 
climate changes ... Explosion -proof ... Octal radio 
base ... Compact, light, rugged, inexpensive .. . 
Circuits available: SPST Normally Open; 

SPST Normally Closed. 
PROBLEM? Send for "Special Problem Sheet" 

l 
VOLTAGE OF 14Y WITH AMr[AIT( Amperite J BAVAfl 

E56APPRO7LEA ONLYAGE 
VARIES REGULATORS 

50% 2% are the sim- 
plest, lightest, 

cheapest, and most compact method of obtaining 
current or voltage regulation ... For currents of .060 
to 6 Amps.... Hermetically sealed; not affected by 
altitude, ambient temperature, humidity., 

Write for 4 -page Illustrated Bulletin. 
IiMPERITE CO., Inc ., 561 Broadway, New York 12 , N. Y. 

In Canada Atlas Radio Corp , I.td., 560 King St., W. Toronto 

A High Q Electro -Mechanical Resonator 

Of Small Size And Great Stability 

SERVES YOU 4 WAYS 
a 

of pressure, temperature, 
acceleration, displacement, 
strain, etc. for FM tele - 

metering systems. 

of near crystal stability 
with a wide tuning range. 

A D15tRifi111111011: 

to convert FM signals to 
amplitude variations. 

II 111 

with a Q range from 300 
to 2500. 

For Information Write To: 

RA Hm 
INSTRUMENTS, INC. 

12 WEST BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N.Y. 

Manufacturers of 
Direct Recording Oscillographs 

And Telemetering Systems 
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There's more 
to television 

than meets 

- 
but Your Customers Never See It 

OWENS-CORNING 

FIBERGLAS 

When a TV set, or any piece of electronic equipment, 
leaves your assembly lines, your reputation goes with 
it. If it works and keeps working, with a minimum of 
service, you build customer good will. If it breaks down, 
your service costs are high and there's no need to tell 
you what happens to good will. 

To help you build electronic equipment that lasts, 
progressive makers of wire and cable and of molded 
components build "life insurance" into their products 
with Fiberglas* insulating materials. For example, 
lacquered wire made with Fiberglas yarns resists the 
ravages of heat, rot, even age, far longer than conven- 
tional wire. Molded plastic components, reinforced 
with Fiberglas materials, give you high dielectric 
strength, plus structural strength never before possible 
in such constructions. 

Next time you order wire, cable or molded parts, 
remember to specify Fiberglas Insulating Materials. 
It's the cheapest "life insurance" you can buy for your 
products. 

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Electrical 
Sales Division, Dept. 860,16 East 56th Street, New 

York 22, N. Y. 

6'1 roee *.iatrood,/ 
*Fiberglas is the trade -mark (Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.) of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation 
for a variety of products made of or with fibrous glass. 
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Piastíc Reamers Molded 
for we.tinghouse Electric 
Fruit Juicer include Met- 
al Shaft Inserts 

Tool Handle for "berets Wi- 
lly" Sander -Polisher MddaS 
for Black asid Becker. Pre. 
ducers of Famous E-ertttc 
Electric tools 

I lACK 
custom -molded components 

Instrument Knob Molded for Leeds á 
Northrup Company. Makers nt Electrical 
Measuring Instruments. Automatic Con- 
trols and Heat Treating Furnaces 

Terminal Bieck niter Mutt" t inert, 
Molded for tie eradcer. W t ether t . 
eaten of Elliot spats., A _tad 
lag Producer al Cl-ct-ic Motors 

DES%GN MOLD/NG 

MOLD MAKING> 

Specify Mack with confidence for all your 
molded component requirements. One of 
the original plastic molders, Mack exper- 
ience dates back over three decades, to 
the beginning of the industry. From 
design to final inspection, Mack manu- 
facturing methods - keyed to the elec- 
tronic industry - give assurance that each 
part is electrically and mechanically cor- 
rect. Complete service from blueprint to 
finish features deliveries to meet your 
assembly line schedules. Inquiries will 
receive prompt attention; address Mack 
Molding Company, Inc., Wayne, N. J. 

MOLDED 
EXCELLENCE' 

OVER 30 YEARS OF 
MOLDING SERVICE TO INDUSTRY 

-FOR 

electronic, te visii, 

communica-icl and 

electrical applicati is 
COMPLETE FROM 3 PLANTS 

WAYNE, NEW JERSEY 

-- 
ARLINGTON, \iE2r,AON1 

-WATERLOO, P Q :AN 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

obvious to detect as excessive cur- 
rent on a meter. Examples of these 
are improper cooling conditions and 
improper filament connectors. 
Should the mineral content of cool- 
ing water for water-cooled tubes 
be too high, a mineral deposit will 
build up on the anode wall which 
will appreciably decrease the heat 
transfer from the anode to water, 
reduce water flow and result in 
anode overheating. The same result 
can occur due to reduced carrying 
capacity of the water piping when 
deposits build up on the pipe walls. 

Solution of this problem is a 
clean low -mineral -content water 
system. For large tubes, a closed 
system using distilled or deionized 
water and a suitable heat exchanger 
is desirable. Flow switches and 
water -immersion thermal switches 
should be installed to protect tubes 

FIG. 1-An example of power arc dam 
age to a filament structure. Tube suf- 
fered approximately 100 times normal 

plate current during the arc period 

against insufficient water and too 
high a water temperature. 

In the case of air-cooled tubes, 
the use of adequate air filters and 
airflow switches are of vital impor- 
tance. The air filters should be lo- 
cated so they can be easily changed. 
It cannot be too highly stressed that 
the users of r -f heating equipment 
must understand the problems of 
such equipment and that periodic 
maintenance is a good investment 
rather than an expense. 

Another factor often overlooked 
in using air-cooled tubes is the tern - 
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relay without secrets! 
you see its performance! 

you see its quality! 

Now... hermetically sealed in glass 
class "S" relay 

See it in operation! You can tell at a glance the excel- 
lent job this relay is doing. See that contacts are making 
and breaking as they should ... check the condition of 
the long -wearing contact surfaces . . . observe spring 
travel, tension, and follow. All of these factors which 
indicate the relay's remaining life are readily visible 
through the glass enclosure. You can check them easily, 
and thus use all of the long life this relay offers. 

Use it anywhere! It's small enough to mount in a 
minimum of space, yet it handles a large load. Hermetic 
sealing protects this relay from dust and corrosion; the 
durable glass housing protects it from accidental bumps, 

and blows. This is the only relay that offers you all 
these features! Available with a wide range of coils and 
contact arrangements; write for specifications and details. 

Address: 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION 
1033 West Van Buren St., Chicago 7, Ill. 
Officer in principal cities 

RELAYS 

CHICAGO 

SWITCHES 
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ECONOMY 

ACCURACY 

STABILITY RESISTORS 

COMPACTNESS 

IN PRECISION 

Have your Cake ... and Eat it, too, with 

JELLIFF ALLOY 1000 RESISTANCE WIRE 
The new high in Resistivity -1000 ohms/cmf 
plus an impressive array of important electrical 

and physical characteristics, make our new 

ALLOY 1000 the most desirable material for 
windings in compact, precision resistors of all 

types. And the best thing about it is that you 

don't gain one characteristic at the cost of seri- 

ous losses elsewhere. Write today for Bulletin 
17, with the full story and technical data on 

JELLIFF ALLOY 1000 RESISTANCE WIRE 

JELLIFF 
MANUFACTURING 
CORPORATION 

SOUTHPORT, CONN. 

HERMETIC 1I SEALING 
COMPONENTS 

90 G/40 -H5-8 

/Vacu y4uu,ie! 
An extended range of types 
and sizes in the popular 

90-G SERIES 
MULTIPLE HEADERS 

The 90-G Series is now supplied in a 
90 G/P-7 wider range of types than ever 

(Miniature) before. These include 5 and 10 
amp lead sizes with from 2 to 
14 terminals as well as plug-in 
bases for miniature 7, noval 9, 
and special 14 -prong sockets. 
Voltage ratings are 1600 peak. 

90 G/P-14 Write for These Descriptive Bulletins: 

849-Hermetically Sealed Terminals 
850-Hermetically Sealed Headers 
851 -Gasket Type Bushings 

90 G/60 -NS -12 

i: 
` / 

/ 
/ / i 

90 G/40 -HS -14 

911 

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES 
4, I NCOPPOR h 4.T 

44 SUMMER AVENUE NEWARK 4, N. J. 

2 KW 
VACUUM TUBE 

BOMBARDER 
OR 

INDUCTION 
HEATING UNIT 

For Only $650. 

Never before a value like this new 2 -KW 

bench model "Bombarder" or high fre- 

quency induction heater ... for saving 

time and money in surface hardening, 

brazing, soldering, annealing and many 

other heat treating operations. 

Simple ... Easy to Operate .. . 

Economical Standardization of 

Unit Makes This New Low Price 

Possible. 

This compact induction heater saves 

space, yet performs with high efficiency. 

Operates from 220 -volt line. Complete 

with foot switch and one heating coil 

made to customer's requirements. Send 

samples of work wanted. We will ad- 

vise time cycle required for your par- 

ticular job. Cost, complete, only $650. 

Immediate delivery from stock. 

Scientific Electric Electronic Heaters are 

made in the following ranges of Power: 

1 -2 - 31/2 -5-7rí4-10-12t/-15-18-25-40-60- 
80-100-250KW. 

Division of 

'S" CORRUGATED QUENCHED GAP CO 

107 Monroe St., Garfield, N 1 
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yokes 

torroids 

shield cans 

loop antennas 

oscillator coils 

i. f. transformers 

metal frame padder condensers 

magnet and litzendraht textile served wire 

compression type mica trimmers 

dual compression trimmers 

output transformers 

antenna coils 

assemblies 

rf tuners 

edwin iB guthman & co., inc. 
15 s. throop st. chicago .. CH 3-1600 
attica, indiana . 

preserving Guthman's fine product design.... 

ua ity ontrol y experts 
For the outstanding success of finished elec- 
tronic components, Guthman relies on the con- 
stant watchfulness of such long -experienced 
quality control engineers as Ken Briggs, chief 
of Quality Control, with fifteen years electronic 
experience at Western Electric and other major 
electronic companies. it is he and his staff who 
bring intact-through mass production-the 
refinements of laboratory design so carefully 
developed by our research engineers ... need- 
less to say, these experts answer only to top 
management! Such specialized quality control 
-developed over twenty years as the world's 
largest maker of coils and basic electronic com- 
ponents-is your assurance of finished prod- 
ucts that achieve the ultimate in laboratory 
specifications. We heartily encourage you to 
consider using Guthman built parts in your 
next product design ... and Guthman engi- 
neers will design components especially for you. 

rdre rudoy :to Deprii. /or 0Irrr irsrripriie %arur4lurr 
BURTON BROWNE NOVERTI>!N6 
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AUDIO TESTING 
for designing, production checking, 
research or "proof of performance" 
FCC tests for broadcasters. 

ií1MPLVIMEtDlllitt4iceV`':Y4lFiá&elläfflidß.7lAfMi5bk1'qu 

A low -distortion source of audio fre- 
quencies between 30 and 30,000 cycles. 
Self-contained power supply. Calibra- 
tion accuracy ±3% of scale reading. 
Stability 1 % or better. Frequency 
output flat within 1 db, 30 to 15,000 
cycles. 
MODEL 200 $138 

tiCBsäXi3eYièlnene(:Ceifflffli4ttMlinifí721tXdngiteì 

For fundamentals from 30 to 15,000 
cycles measuring harmonics to 45,000 
cycles; as a volt and db meter from 30 
to 45,000 cycles. Min. input for noise 

nd distortion measurements .3 volts. 
alibration: distortion measurements 
5 db; voltage measurements ± 5 % of 

scale at 1000 cycles. 
DEL 400 $168 

A7( NrlleTkie11fflflh4Nmï,girei t i ttirdYTAUNEM..?ZlMeei ltiWiSCáHI!7FM 

Combines RF detector and bridging 
transformer unit for use with any dis- 
tortion meter. RF operating range: 400 
kc to 30 mc. Single ended input impe- 
dance: 10,000 ohms. Bridging impe- 
dance: 6000 ohms with 1 db insertion 
loss. Frequency is flat from 20 to 50,000 
cycles. 
MODEL 404 $85 

Rli>Gáltÿ!SïL[6f.?#]%dci`a1e ti1itiéfKi+iV4:t1i'>kffl'aTaiilüilviS/n 

Speeds accurate analysis of audio cir- 
cuits by providing a test signal for 

^ examining transient and frequency re- 
sponse ... at a fraction of the cost of 
a square wave generator. Designed to 
be driven by an audio oscillator. 
MODEL 250 . . . . . . . . $10 

The instruments of laboratory accuracy 
Bulletin EL -l01 gives complete details 

Barker & Williamson, Inc. 
237 Fairfield Avenue Upper Darby, Pa. 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

perature of the air entering the 
radiator. Most tube manufacturers 
limit the allowable incoming air 
temperature to 45C. In many in- 
stallations where the air tempera- 
ture in a plant is high due to near- 
by ovens or other such equipment 
and particularly where the air com- 
ing into -the r -f heater passes over 
a hot transformer or component 
before being forced through the 
radiator of the tube, this tempera- 
ture may be exceeded considerably. 
In difficult cases it may be very 
worth while to install an air duct to 
bring air in from, outside the plant 
or from a cooler spot in the plant. 
In some cases a booster blower may 
be necessary to compensate for air- 
flow losses .in the duct. 

Another troublesome item and 
one which would be the least sus- 
pected, is the filament connector. 
It is a fact that every year many 
tubes fail to perform properly and 
suffer premature deaths because of 
improperly designed and used fila- 
ment connectors. A good filament 
connector should make contact with 
the tube terminal at a large number 
of points and should keep these con- 
tact points under a definite mechan- 
ical pressure even after it has been 
in use for many months. The con- 
nector should be plated with a suit- 
able coating which remains a good 
electrical conductor even after many 
hundreds of hours at operating tem- 
peratures. 

Silver is usually a satisfactory 
plating material as silver oxide is 
also a good conductor. The connec- 
tor should be designed with a flex- 
ible lead which does not transmit 
strain to the tube terminal or glass 
seals. The connector should be cap- 
able of being applied or removed 
without the use of pliers or other 
tools whose abuse often results in 
bent' terminals or cracked seals. 
Such connectors have been made 
and are in use in many equipments 
today. 

Limiting Arc Currents 

Internal arc -over in high -power 
tubes sometimes occurs when there 
is a sudden change in line voltage or 
loading. In certain large installa- 
tions where several tubes are fed 
from a common power supply, a 
peak current several hundred times 
the rated d -e plate current can flow 
through a tube if it arcs internally ; 
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ADLAKE RELAYS AT WORK-One of a series of advertisements on specific ADLAKE appli_ations. 

ADIARE RELAYS 
are used in 

Aerocom Transmitters 
When the ''ceiling is zero"-when fog, rain or sleet pulls 
visibility down and runs Lying risks Lp-then aeronautical 
transmitters must not fa.l. Their reliability under all con- 
ditions makes ADLAKE RE lays the choice of Aerocom, lead- 
ing electronic manufacturer of 3090 Douglas Road, Miami 
33, Florida. 
ADLAKE Relays are designed and built to meet the most 
exacting requirements. Their mercury -to -mercury contact 
prevents burning, pitting and sticking, and their sturdy 
construction armors them against outside vibration or 
impact. And most impor.ant of all, they require no maint?- 
nance, for they are hermetically sealed against dust, di -t 
and moisture. 
Get the full story on the part ADLAKE Relays can play _n 
your business! Write The Adams & Westlake Company, 
1107 N. Michigan, Elkhart, Indiana. No obligation, of 
course. 

EVERY ADLAKE RELAY GIVES YOU THESE ADVANTAGES: 
HERMETICALLY SEALED-dust, dirt, moisture, oxidation and temperature 
changes can't interfere with operation. 
MERCURY -TO -MERCURY CONTACT-prevents burning, pitting and sticking. 

SILENT AND CHATTERLESS ABSOLUTELY SAFE 
REQUIRES NO MAINTENANCE 

Model 12GLX-M, 1KW Beacon Transmitter, 
manufactured by Aerocom. Operates on 
a single frequency in the range 200-415 
Kes. Tone oscillator provides 30 % high 
level modulation for identification when 
keyed with Aerocom's model AK -3B 
automatic keyer. This transmitter uses 
four ADLAKE Relays. 

Established 1857 ELKHART, INDIANA New York Chicago 
Manufacturers of ADLAKE Hermetically Sealed Relays 
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SELF -BONDING POLYETHELENE BASE TAPE 

LONG LIFE 

MOISTURE -TIGHT 

INSULATION 

Forms into a solid mass of insulation 
producing moisture -tight seals by means 

of a gasketing action on all materials. 

FOR 

FOR 

FOR 

HIGH FREQUENCY 

HIGH TENSION 

ELECTRICAL 

INSULATION 

Torraids Coils Resistors Deflection Yokes Antennas 

Electroplating Masking surfaces of external recessed diameters 

Clean edges eliminate the need el lacquers. 

FOR End Sealing of Cables. 

FOR An underwater sealing mechanism both for dielectric and he 
mobs sealing. 

CHECK THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES: 

Fuses into a non -laminar homogeneous mass. 
Excellent dielectric characteristics - 
over 1,000 volts/mil. 

1.i A perfect moisture barrier and corona resistant. 
(Can be applied at -30° F.) Prolonged ageing 
without deterioration. 

V Will not corrode metals. 
.J Easy to apply -conforms readily to odd contours. 

S. I. C. 2.12, P. F..0004 (g, 10 m.c. 

SEND TODAY FOR FREE SAMPLE STRIP 

BISHOP MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
10 Canfield Road, Cedar Grove, New Jersey 

Please send BI -SEAL data. 

Mr 

Title 

Company 

Address 

L_ 
Tel: VErona 8-2372 

St {r 
Set 

ScreviS 

o,10.0 
P 

oeler 
M c r s 

sincechan9`n9 

to ' 

Sp.GßrPa 3' '7 

sÉ 5Ca°iIi 

REO uses 
not 1, not 2 

but 5 
ZIP -GRIPS' 
ON EACH 
MOWER 

send for FREE 
ZIP -GRIP * Action Demonstrator 
...and see why - 
ZipGrsps defy vibration, jolts, shocks ... 
"Do Not Loosen in Normal Service", says 
Reo Motors, Inc.. makers of "America's Big- 
gest Selling Power Mowers". 

The ZIP -GRIP demonstrator shows you how 
ZIP-GRIP's exclusive Contra -Thrust action 
together with Interference Fit provides pos 
itive self-locking effect in over 100 products. 

Along with your FREE Z1P-GRIP Action Dem. 
onstrator we will send you, without coat, an 

illustrated Data Sheet and an offer of Engi- 
neering Test Samples to help solve puzzling 
set screw applications on your products. 
Write for these, without charge or obligation. 

PAT PENDING 

Makers of 
Socket and Headless 

SET SCREWS 

et 
crew 

& Mtq. Co. 
470 Main St. lartlett, III. (Chicago suburb) 

We specialize in Solving Puzzling Set Screw Problems. 

dit4 
ait'- spaced articulated 
R.F CABLES 

THE LOWEST EVER 
CAPACITANCE OR 
ATTENUATION 

We are specially organized 
to handle direct enquiries 
from overseas and can give 

/MMEDIA Ter DeelleierrFDA U.L4. 

tilled in Dollars Settlement by year check. 

Transaction of simple es otey Wei bus 

TRANSRADIO LTD 
CONT2a.C,OR5 TO H M_ COVE RNMrNT 

I l'_P. CaO+tWEIL ROAD -LONDON SW7 ENQAND 

LOW ATM 
TYPES 

DAM 
ONYs 

Mew* ,}(JJeileset 

ATM LOADING 
db1O0b Kr 

of, /00,et,,f. 
O.D7 

A/ 74 4.7 0.11 0.36 
A2 74 1.3 0.24 0.44 

A 34 73 0.6 1.5 0.88 

LOWCAIAC 

TYES 
CAMC eí WIPED 

oRYS 

AUBE 

M 
QD 

Cl 7.3 150 2.5 0.36 
PC 1 10.2 132 
C11 6.3 173 

3.1 
3.2 

0.36 
0.36 

C2 6.3 171 2.15 0.44 
C22 5.5 184 2.8 0.44 
C3 5.4 197 1.9 0.64 
C 33 
C44 

4.8 
4.1 

220 
252 

2.4 
2.1 

044 
1.03 

YC/y Ca,sureAraror 

HIGH POWER 
FLEXIB LE 

PHOTOCELL 
CABLE 

V L C * 
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O N LY $6750 Suggested 
U 

Includes direct probe and cable, 
dc probe, ohms lead, and ground lead 

TEN WAYS BETTER! 
1. Directly measures complex waves from 
0.2 volt to 2000 volts, peak -to -peak. 

2. Has an over-all accuracy for dc meas- 
urements of t3% of full scale. 

3. Measures dc voltages from 0.02 volt 
to 1500 volts. 

4. Measures rms values of sine -wave 
voltages from 0.1 volt to 1500 volts. 

5. Has 7 non -skip ranges for both re- 
sistance and voltage. 

6. All full-scale voltage points Increase 
in a uniform "3 -to -I" ratio. 

7. Frequency response flat from 30 cps 
to approximately 3 Mc. 

8. Negative -feedback circuit provides 
better over-all stability. 

9. Fully enclosed metal case shields 
sensitive electronic -bridge from rf fields. 

10. More lent to use because of 
smaller size and new slip-on probes. 

The WV -97A has 'a range of usefulness extending beyond 
that of any other instrument in the field. Its quality, de- 
pendability, and accuracy make it a true laboratory instru- 
ment; it is exactly what is needed for television in the 
design laboratory, factory, and service shop. 

The new Senior VoltOhmyst measures dc voltages in 
high -impedance circuits, even with ac present. It reads the 
rms values of sine waves and the peak -to -peak values of 
complex waves or recurrent pulses, even in the presence 
of dc. Its electronic ohmmeter has a range of ten billion 
to one. 

Like all RCA VoltOhmysts, it features high input 
resistance, electronic protection from meter burn -out, 
zero -center scale for discriminator alignment, molded - 
plastic meter case, a 1-megohm isolating resistor in the 
dc probe, and sturdy metal case for good rf shielding. 

An outstanding feature is its usefulness as a television 
signal tracer ... made possible by its high input resist- 
ance, wide frequency range, and direct reading of peak - 
to -peak voltages. 

For complete information on the new RCA WV -907A 
Senior VoltOhmyst, see your RCA Test Equipment Dis- 
tributor, or write RCA, Commercial Engineering, Section 
42JX, Harrison, New Jersey. *Reg. U. S. Pat. OS. 

eair 

The WV -97A measures peak -to - 
peak voltages directly. Hence, it 
quickly provides information es- 
sential for servicing TV receivers 
with their pulse -type waveforms. 

1r12PEAK* 

.77NEG.Ta- 
VEAN 

SPECIFICATIONS 
DC VOLTMETER: 

Seven continuous ranges 0 to 1.5, 5, IS, 50, ISO, 
500, 1500 volts 

DIMENSIONS: 7%" high; 53/4" wide, 4'h" deep 
AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES: 

WG -264 Crystal Diode Probe. Extends range to 250 Mc 
($7.75 suggested user price) 

WG -289 High -Voltage Probe and WO -206 Resistor to extend range to 
50,000 volts. ($9.95 suggested user price) 

Input resistance (including I megohm in dc probe): 
All ranges 

11 megohms 
Sensitivity for the 1.5 volt range 7 3 megohms-per-volt 

Over-all Accuracy *3% of full scale AC VOLTMETER-Fourteen continuous ranges: 
Peak -to -peak ranges 0 to 4, 14, 42, 140, 420, 

1400, 4200 volts 
Maximum peak -to -peak input voltage for complex waves, 2000 volts 
RMS ranges (for sine waves) 0 to 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 

150, 500, 1500 volts 
Input Resistance and Capacitance with WG -218 Direct 

Probe and Cable: 
1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150 -volt ranges... 0.83 megohm shunted by 70 üµf 
S00 -volt range 13 megohms shunted by 60 µµf 
1500 -volt range 15 megohms shunted by 60 µµf 

Frequency Response with WG -218 Direct Probe and Cable: 
1.5, 5, 15, 50, ISO, S00 -volt ranges flat from 30 cps fo 3 Mc for 

voltage source having 100 -ohm Impedance Overall Accuracy: 
1.5, IS, 50, 150, 500, 1500 -volt ranges *5.31, of full scale 

OHMMETER: 
Seven continuous ranges 0 2 ohm to 1000 megohms 
Center scale values 10, 100, 1000, 10,000 ohms; 

0.1, I, 10 megohms 

Available from your RCA Test Equipment Distributor 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
TEST EQUIPMENT HARRISON. MA 
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10 lo 

8 s 

Wh Admiral pick 

7 7 G 5 

SESSIONS Timer as used 

LOW PRICE 
Sessions Timers cost less to manufacture. 
They are more compact . . . need fewer 
moving parts. This price advantage is 
important in today's radio market. 

CUSTOM STYLING 
Styling and color were created to Admiral's 
specifications to harmonize with cabinet 
design. 

for their n 
cloak adios. 

Admiral 

in the ADMIRAL Clock Radio 

UNBEATABLE ACCURACY 
Sessions subsynchronous motor runs at 
constant speed-stays in step with power 
frequency. Its dependability is attested 
by many thousands satisfied users. 

QUIET RUNNING 
o annoying buzz of high speed gears to 

disturb light sleepers. Sessions slow speed 
motors run kitten -quiet. 

These benefits are yours in your new clock radio design when 
you specify Sessions Timers. For complete technical details, 
write The Sessions Clock Company, Timer Division, Dept. 
410, Forestville, Conn. 

es s ions 
WITCH TIMERS 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

this type of power arc can destroy 
a tube very quickly. 

There are at least three principle 
methods of limiting arc damage. 
First, the overload relay and circuit 
breaker should open the circuit in 
the shortest possible time. Breakers 
are available which will operate in 

rá sec or less. Second, the reactance 
of the rectifier transformer should 
be as high as feasible. Also, where - 
ever possible, additional series re- 
actance connected in the anode lead 
will help materially in limiting the 
current rise to a nondestructive 
value during the time required for 
the circuit breaker to open. Such 
reactances should be designed to 
limit the peak arc current to not 
over 20 times the normal plate cur- 
rent. Third, an ignitron can be con- 
nected across the power supply and 
arranged to short out the supply 
and absorb the extra energy when 
the current becomes excessive until 
the circuit breaker opens. 

Figure 1 shows an example of 
power arc damage to a filament 
structure. This tube suffered ap- 
proximately 100 times normal plate 
current during the arc period. 

Line -Voltage Regulation 

Variations in line voltage can, if 
excessive, have considerable effect 
on tube operation, particularly fila- 
ment life. Figure 2 shows the theo- 
retical variation of filament burn- 
out life with filament voltage. It 
can be seen that a 5 -percent in- 
crease in filament voltage above nor- 
mal results in about 40 -percent less 
life and a 5 -percent decrease in 
voltage about doubles the life. 
These data apply only to pure tung- 
sten filaments at constant filament 
voltage where the life is determined 
by the evaporation rate of tungsten. 

For tubes having thoriated tung- 

600 

90 95 Kp 105 

FILAMENT VOLTAGE N PERCENT OF NORMAL 

FIG. 2-Theoretical variation of filament 
burnout life with filament voltage 
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3 BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY 

COPPER ALLOY BULLETIN 
/ganse 

H ldgep9rt MILLS IN BRIDGEPORT, CONN. AND INDIANAPOLIS, IND.-IN CANADA: NORANDA COPPER AND BRASS LIMITED, MONTREAL 
ca , 

l 

Upper left shows mechanism 
of governor for timing motor. 
Parts in center are for motor. 
Gear Box, cover plate, brush 
plate and commutator are 
shown at right. 
Lower left is timing motor 
with cover removed from gov- 
ernor assembled in repeat 
cycle switch assembly-Cour- 
tesy The A. W. Haydon Co., 
Waterbury, Conn. 

Clock Escapement Accurately 
Governs D.C. Timing Motor 

The ordinary clock escapement 
mechanism is proving an effective gov- 
ernor in controlling the speed of direct - 
current timing motors for military and 
civilian timing applications. Fluctua- 
tions in voltage, load and temperature 
which would affect the speed of the mo- 
tor are cancelled out by the governor. 

The unit is used for de-icing airplane 
propellers and wings, electronic de- 
vices, recorders and other precision 
timing units. 

The accuracy of this device, manu- 
factured by the A. W. Haydon Com- 
pany, Waterbury, Connecticut, is seen 
in an aircraft application where the 
drive shaft speed is 1 revolution per 
minute accurate to plus/minus 0.1%. 

The timing motor is geared directly 
to a cam which oscillates the motor 
lever, causing the control contacts to 
separate, thus opening the motor circuit. 
When the balance wheel returns from 
its free swing, it releases the escape- 

ment lever and allows the control con- 
tacts to close, applying full voltage. 

Thus pulses of full line voltage are 
applied to the motor at regular inter- 
vals controlled by the escapement. The 
duration of these pulses is determined 
by the travel of the motor. This results 
in a uniform travel of the motor during 
each swing of the balance wheel. A con- 
stant motor speed is thereby obtained. 
The unit always stops with contacts 
closed, insuring self-starting. 

d Control Contacts 

Balance Wheel and 6 

Escapement Mechanism 
Rotar Pinion 

Schematic Drawing of Escapement -Type Gov- 
ernor used in Haydon Direct -Current Timing 
Motor. 

In the governor the two plates, mo- 
tor lever, balance wheel and escape- 
ment lever are made from clock brass 
(62.25% copper, 2% lead and balance 
zinc). The lead increases the machina- 
bility and facilitates clean blanking 
and piercing with a minimum of burr. 

Where extreme accuracy is not 
needed, instead of using jewels for the 
various bearings in the governor, the 
leaded brass serves as an excellent 
bearing surface. 

The hair spring is a special alloy 
which has a negligible expansion and 
contraction factor from -50 deg. to 
+ 150 deg. F. It is therefore unneces- 
sary to compensate for varying tem- 
peratures. 

Through a gear train either the 900 
RPM or 2700 RPM rotor speed of the 
motor can be geared down to 1 revolu- 
tion in two hours. The gear box is so 
designed that speeds can be changed 
through a wide range by various stand- 
ard combinations of gears. 

The clock brass gears and pinions 
are hobbed to insure accurate meshing. 

The drive shaft bearing in the gear 
box is commercial bronze (90% cop- 
per and 10% zinc). 

The commutator sections in the rotor 
are made from oxygen -free copper 
since high conductivity is needed. 

The rotor bearing is free -machining 
brass rod and the part is produced in 
a screw machine. This alloy contains 
61% copper, 3.4% lead and the re- 
mainder zinc, and it has the highest 
machinability rating of all the copper - 
base alloys. (6832) 
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PROOVITIMETER "SPECIALS' 
for Radar and Electronic Applications 

Companion shutter counters used as dual direction indicators. One counter adds 

while the other subtracts. Shutter blanks out counter which is on negative side of 000. 

"Y" 2 -figure Rotary Coun- 

ter used in navigating in- 

struments. High-speed, non -reset "Y" 
type counter for building into 
radar instruments. 

Special Model "Y" with win- 
dow at rear designed for use 

in radar equipment. 

These are a few of the "specials" developed by Durant for Radar and Elec- 

tronic applications. When one of the many standard Productimeters is not the 

exact answer to a problem, Durant engineers modify, combine, or develop 

entirely new counters to meet the particular requirements of the job. 

DURANT MFG. COMPANY 
1912 N. Buffum St. 112 Orange St. 

Milwaukee 1, Wis. Providenes 3, R.I. 
Representatives in Principal Cities 

PROD 
SINCE 1879 

LOWCOXT Q,DUT QUICK 

If you need powder -iron cores 
quickly, call on Lenkurt.A sub- 
stantial increase in productive 
capacity just completed means 
fast deliveries and reduced 
prices, together with better 
mechanical and electrical con- 
trol over quality. 

Cylindrical iron -powder 
tuning -slug cores illustrated are 
available in all popular sizes 
between 0.195 and 3.375 in. 
diameter. Up to 1 inch O.D. with 
threaded inserts as required. 
Powder -iron assemblies in 
other forms - particularly to- 
roids - are also produced for 
rapid deliveries. 

Special sizes and types as 
well as standard items can be 

supplied in a wide range of mag- 
netic materials to suit your appli- 
cation. Write today for further data 
or specific recommendations. 

LENKURT ELECTRIC CO. 
SAN CARLOS CALIFORNIA 

Use 
SILVER 

GRAPHALLOY 
For extraordinary 
electrical performance 

THE SUPREME BRUSH 
AND CONTACT MATERIAL 

for BRUSHES 
for high current 
density 

minimum wear 

low contact drop 

low electrical noise 

self -lubrication 

for 

CONTACTS 
for low resistance 

non -welding 
character 

Grophalloy it a .perlal 

Over -Impregnated grophit. 

Accumulated design experience counts 

call on usi 

GRAPHITE METALLIZING 

CORPORATION 

1055 NEPPERHAN AVENUE, YONKERS 3, NEW YORK 
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POPULATIO 

Even in the most emote areas, 

wings aloft are gu ded on their way 

by Aerocom's new medium range Aerophare ----- 4,orzier 

4" 

AEROCOM'S 

N 

Transmitter. This transmitter was designed and built 

to provide long, trouble -free service with no attendants ... 
even where the total population is Zero. 

Dual Automatic 
Package -Type Radio Beacon 
for completely unattended service. This aerophare (illustrated) 
consists of two 100 watt (or 50 watt) transmitters, one AK -3B keyer, 
one ACA automatic transfer, and an antenna tuner. (Power needed 
110 volt or 220 volt - 50/60 cycles) 

Frequency range 200 - 415 Kcs.: self-contained P. A. coil covers 
entire range; 1 "plug-in" crystal oscillator coil covers 200 - 290 Kcs., 
other 290 - 415 Kcs, (Self-excited oscillator coils covering same 
ranges are available). High level plate modulation of final amplifier 
is used, giving 35% tone modulation in 100 watt transmitter and 
35- 50% in 50 watt model. Microphone P -T Switch when depressed 
interrupts tone, permitting voice operation. 

Using 866A rectifiers, unit can be operated in air temperature 
range 0°c to + 45°c; using 3B25 rectifiers, - 35°c to + 45°c; 
humidity up to 95%. 

Aerocom's Automatic Transfer unit will place the "stand-by" 
transmitter in operation when main transmitter suffers loss (or low 
level) of carrier power or modulation. The characteristics of the 
keyed call letters are so modified on "stand-by" that a distant 
monitoring station can determine whether the main or "stand-by" 
transmitter is operating. 

Unit is ruggedly constructed and conservatively rated, providing 
low operating and maintenance costs. Engineering data on this unit 
and otherAerocom communications products are available on request. 

CONSULTANTS, DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF STANDARD OR SPECIAL 
ELECTRONIC, METEOROLOGICAL AND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 

AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, INC. 
3090 Douglas Road, Miami 33, Florida 
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for 
MILLIMICROSECOND 

PULSE 
OBSERVATION... 

check 

TYPE 517 
4 .007 usec risetime 

J .01 xsec/cm to 20 gsec/cm 
sweep rates 

Sweep triggered by 
observed signal 

24 kv accelerating potential 

Metallized CRT 

i/ .1 v/cm sensitivity 

The Tektronix Type 517 Cathode Ray Oscilloscope has been 
developed specifically to facilitate the observation and measurement of 
short duration pulses. Every effort has been made to provide a highly 
accurate, stable instrument of extreme utility and versatility in the field 
of short duration time measurement. 

Faithful representation of phenomena is made possible to an extent 
not heretofore readily available, by the 2% displacement error of the 

sweep and the .007 xsec risetime of the distributed type vertical amplifier. 
The 24 kv acceleration potential permits observation and photographic 
recording of single sweeps at the fastest sweep rate. The combination of 
distributed type trigger amplifier and signal delay line permits the ready 
observation of random pulses. External pulse operated equipment can be 

operated at its proper repetition rate by utilizing the trigger rate gener- 
ator included in the unit. Facilities for accurate time and amplitude 
measurement are included. 

To insure the stability and accuracy of calibration and operation, all 
AC and DC voltages in the indicator unit are regulated against load 
changes and line variations of ±10%. Exhaustive testing of the com- 

pleted instruments, both by Tektronix and other organizations, has proven 
the reliability of these typical Tektronix specifications and features. 

The Type 500 Scopemobile is included as a standard accessory. 

Type 517 Oscilloscope $3500.00 f.o.b. Portland, Oregon. 

For further information on the Type 517 and other 
Tektronix products, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

TEKTRONIX, INC. 
Sunset Highway and Barnes Road, Portland 7, Oregon 

P. O. Box 831 Cables: Tektronix ATwater 6357 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

sten filaments, the filament voltage 
should be operated at the rated 
value and line -voltage variations 
should not cause the filament volt- 
age to deviate by more than -±- 5 
percent from this rated value. In 
either type of filament if the ex- 
pected line -voltage variation is very 
great, a filament voltage regulator 
will give longer tube life. In all 
cases the filament voltage should be 
determined by actual measurement 
with a good voltmeter connected at 
the tube terminals. 

Applications of tubes with tho- 
riated-tungsten filaments for con- 
tinuous service should not require 
peak plate -plus -grid currents in ex- 
cess of approximately one-fourth. 
the total peak emission available 
from the filament. Exceeding this 
ratio will often cause premature 
filament emission failure. 

Oscillator Circuits 

There are many types:_ of oscil- 
lator circuits which have been used 
for r -f heating. The best circuit for 
a given application depends upon g 
great number of physical and eco- 
nomic factors. However, from the 
point of view of tube application 
some general guiding rules can be 
deduced. 

The grid voltage waveform 
should be fairly close to sinusoidal 
to prevent a saddle -shaped top on 
the wave which results in inefficient 
tube operation, It is better to have 
the plate tank circuit isolated from 
the d -c supply by a blocking capaci- 
tor so that an r -f arc -over across 
the tank capacitor is not followed 
by a d -c arc. 

The circuit should be stable and 
free of parasitics over a wide range 
of load variations. Each specific 
case has its own problems but gen- 
erally designs which keep lead in- 
ductances and stray coupling s to, ,a 

minimum and use grid damping re- 
sistors are best. An important fac- 
tor is the load Q of tank and load 
circuits. 

As mentioned previously it is 
very advantageous to have some 
form of automatic load -matching 
system or plate -swing regulation to 
avoid too much increase in plate 
and grid r -f voltages with load vari- 
ation. Another approach to this 
problem is a circuit, Fig. 3, in which 
the load circuit is tuned to the same 
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ITCHELL-RAND 
Electrical Insulation Headquarters 

etec..lcrhe 1o4 etrecvtuhe 
... by any comparison and yardstick, PERMACEL TAPES 

have the qualities and stamina for everlasting 

protection and positive cohesion. Made of cotton cloth, 

crepe or flatback paper, acetate film or cloth, 

PERMACEL TAPES have instant fingertip 

stickiness, elasticity, great dielectric and tensile 

strength, great tear resistance, maximum adhesive 

firmness, excellent varnish penetration ... they resist 

electrolytic corrosion, oils, moisture and acids, etc. 

- YES... PERMACEL TAPES have what it takes 

to insulate, protect, tie and identify ... and 

frequently at lower cost! 

Write to MITCHELL -RAND for free 
samples and descriptive data. 

:,, .- - 
MITCHELL -RAND INSULATION CO., INC. 
i MURRAY STREET 

A PARTIA .. -T5: FIBERG RN l Á ö 
' ' ' N5 , fie PAPERS 

AND TWINES CABLE FILLING AND POTHEAD COMPOUNDS FRICTION TAPE AND SPLICE TRANSFORMER COM- 
POUNDS FIBERGLAS SATURATED SLEEVING ASBESTOS SLEEVING AND TAPE VARNISHED CAMBRIC CLOTH AND 
TAPE MICA PLATE, TAPE, PAPER, CLOTH, TUBING FIBERGLAS BRAIDED SLEEVING COTTON TAPES, WEBBINGS AND 
SLEEVINGS IMPREGNATED VARNISH TUBING INSULATING VARNISHES OF ALL TYPES EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBING 

Ortlandt 7-9264 NEW YORK 7, N. Y 
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SE RVOTHE RM PRODUCTS 
BOLOMETER AND 
PREAMPLIFIER 

Thermistor bolometers are FAST, sensi- 

tive INFRARED and HEAT detectors. Especially 

RUGGED for industrial, scientific, and military 

applications. PREAMPLIFIER provides NOISE - 

FREE initial amplification and mount. 

THERMISTOR 
POWER SUPPLY 

Provides voltages required by 

BOLOMETER bridge and PREAMPLI- 

FIER. Regulated and filtered permit- 

ting THEORETICAL NOISE LIMITS of 
amplification, while operating from 

60 CYCLE line. 

SERVO CORPORATION 
OF AMERICA 

NEW HYDE PARK, N.Y. DEPT. E-10 

Sylvania Offers FULL -LINE of 
High Quality Sockets 

Sylvania now offers a full line of 

sockets for military and civilian 

requirements, manufactured in ac- 

cordance to JAN and RMA speci- 

fications. Available in General 
Purpose and Low Loss Phenolics 

and Steatite, with any combina- 

tion of contact materials. 

Available types include 7- and 9 - 

pin Miniature, Turret, Octal, Duo - 

Decal, etc., sockets. For complete 
nete 

descriptions write today forillustrated 

catalog to: Sylvania 
Electric Products Inc., Dept. 
A-1110, Parts Sales Division War- 

ren, Pa. 

JAN 7 -Pin 

41 Miniature Socket 
(Shield base type) 

RMA 9 -Pin 
Miniature Socket 14 

(Shield base type) 

Octal Socket 
(Top Mounting) 

SYLVANIA 
RADIOCTUBES; 

TUBES, FIXTURES, SIGN TUBING, DEVICES; LIGHTS BULBS; PHOTOUMPS; TELEVISION L 

FLUORES- 

CENT ENT 

7-Pin 
Miniature Socket Duo -Decal 

(Bottom Mounting) Half -round 

Deriving its exceptional combination of 
properties from the epoxide resins (syn- 
thetic-thermo-setting), the Hysol 6000 
Series is a group of versatile materials 
used in casting, coating, laminating, pot- 
ting and for machined parts. 

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
Hysol 6000 offers a dielectric constant 
of 3.49 at one megacycle; a loss factor of 
0.091 at one megacycle; and a power 
factor of .026 at one megacycle. It has 
an arc resistance of 135 seconds, and a 
dielectric strength (step by step on IA 

inch section) of 350 volts/mil. 

SPECIAL FORMULATIONS 
From the basic cast resin a wide variety 
of special formulations can be made to 
provide specific desired characteristics. 
The material is available in three forms 
-as cast rods, tubes and sheets; as a 
casting resin; and as a solution. 

Write for Complete Technical Data. 

liougliton 
laboratories, inc. 

OLEAN, NEW YORK 

Plants In Olean, N. Y. and Smeth'erf, Pa. 
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To tailor a wave more accurately... 

It's a recognized principle that the smaller, more 
compact the pulse transformer, the more acceptable 
will be the shape of the output wave. That's where 
Westinghouse transformer engineering can offer great- 
er advantages to the designer of electronic circuits. 

In pulse transformers like the one above, for exam- 
ple, Westinghouse is able to produce a smaller, lighter, 
better performing transformer by using a two-piece 
HIPERSIL® type C core wound from one mil thick 
material. Insulation applied depends upon actual 
requirements ... for instance, Fosterite® insulation 
on open -type transformers for adverse atmospheric 
conditions; silicone oil for high -temperature applica- 
tions. But with an initial advantage on core size, and 
corresponding reduction in coils, the compactness of 

Westinghouse Pulse Transformers assures better wave 
shape, plus saving in both size and weight. 

If size, weight, performance or quantity production 
have any bearing on your transformer problem call 
your Westinghouse representative. For many applica- 
tions, standardized designs are available at substantial 
savings. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Specialty 
Transformer Department, Sharon, Pa. J-70611 

YOU CAN 8E SURE... IF flt 

Westinghouse 

TRANSFORMER..;_ 
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VARKEM 
made to make 
your MARK 

tinder these trade marks are made products ranging from nylons to air- 
craft. They include garments, hosiery, knit goods and textiles, radio and 
TV tubes, capacitors and resistors, vulcanizing equipment, cameras, 
pharmaceuticals, hand grenades, cartridges and canvas goods. All over the 
world, Markem methods, machines, type and inks are marking the products 
of industry. 
There is a Markem method for almost every identifidation purpose. 
Markem Equipment is used for Marking on Products, Packages, Parts, or 
for producing Labels. 
Submit your problem in detail with a sample of the item to be marked. 
Markem Machine Company, Keene, 6, New Hampshire. 

jBETTER AR/YFMG 

DOE LCAM 
GYROSCOPES 

FOR 

W B-6 Gyroscope 

The Gyroscope illustrated has been designed by Doelcam 

Corporation expressly for high performance military aircraft control 

applications. The small, accurately balanced rotor of this hysteresis 

type sychronous motor operates at 12,000 rpm and draws 8.5 watts 

from a 3 phase, 26 volt, 400 cps power supply. This unit weighs only 
11 ounces. 

The WB -6 Gyroscope is typical of the small, yet rugged, 

instruments designed and produced by Doelcam to provide necessary 

accuracy with a maximum of reliability. The facilities and abilities 

which have developed and are producing the WB -6 Gyroscope can 

be applied to your automatic control requirements. 

DOELCAM CORPORATION 
56 ELMWOOD STREET, NEWTON 58, MASSACHUSETTS 

Gyroscopic Flight Test and Control Instrumentation 

PPLICATION 

SYNCHROS SERVOMECHANISMS MICROSYNS ELECTRONIC INVERTERS 

TUBES AT WORK lcontínued) 

4-FEEDBACK 

GRID 
-COUPLING 

UNIT 

MATCHII NG 
UNIT 

LOAD 

FIG. 3-Oscillator circuit in which the 
load circuit is tuned to the same fre- 
quency as the plate tank circuit when 
loaded. Grid drive is obtained from the 

load 

frequency as the plate tank circuit 
when loaded and the grid drive is 
obtained from the load. When the 
oscillator is unloaded, the load cir- 
cuit is tuned to a frequency con- 
siderably different from the oscilla- 
tor frequency and the load voltage 
is low. Since the grid voltage is de- 
rived from the load, the grid drive 
voltage is also low. The result is a 

low drive voltage at no-load and a 

high drive voltage at full load. Thus 
the tube is operating under desir- 
able conditions at both extremes of 
loading. With this circuit the grid 
current can be allowed to approach 
full rated value at full load. 

Conclusion 

The previous discussion has set 
forth a number of factors which 
when given careful consideration by 
the designer and user of electronic 
heating equipment, will result in a 

more effective utilization of elec- 
tronic tubes. Proper selection and 
application of electronic tubes for 
r -f heating can be summarized in 
two statements : Choose the right 
tube for the job and keep it within 
its ratings under all conditions of 
operation. Provide a healthy envi- 
ronment for the tubes. 

Electronics Aids Sugar -Beet 
Growth 
AN electronically -operated singling 
machine has been developed in 
France and put to use as an aid to 
sugar beet growers. The device 
thins out the plants at prede- 
termined intervals. In front of the 
hoe is a feeler and an electronic ar- 
rangement which compensates for 
gaps where the seed has not taken 
hold by leaving the next few plants 
closer together. 
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SUBSIDIARY 
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_ \'1 
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;I'M SMALL, COMPACT, 
J WELL DESIGNED, 

AND COMPLETELY 
RELIABLE!" 

gri -a e e 
AGASTAT 

-re»`ig TIME DELAY RELAY 

Solenoid actuated - pneumatically timed. For AC and DC service. A special dia- 
phragm and cap encase the head, providing an erclosed, dustproof timing cham- 
ber in which the air used for timing is recirculated. Low cost with dependability. 

AGA ACA 

AIRPORT 
LIGHTING 

snKCOMrt1 
(ERECTORS 

A'GA AG'A 

AMERICAN GAS ACCUMULATOR COMPANY 
1027 NEWARK AVENUE ELIZABETH 3, N. J. 

Made to meet your 

specifications ... 
for gold content, 
diameter and 
other requirements. 

Write for details and 
list of products 

SIGMUND COHN CORP. 44 Gold Street, New York 7 

PRECISION -WOUND 
R.F. CHOKES 

National makes a complete 
line of quality R.F. chokes to 

meet virtually every electronic 
need. In addition, National's en- 
gineering staff and production 
facilities are capable of winding 
chokes to any set of specifica- 
tions for commercial or military 
applications. Close tolerances 
guaranteed. Write for complete 
catalog or send your specifica- 
tions. 

Write for Drawings. 

EXPORT DIV.-DEP'T E-1051 

riLit1i® Ira. et 

191 

NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc 
M A L D E N, MASSACHUSET 
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Your voice 

Cutaway view of deep-sea amplifier. 
Tubes and other elements are housed 
in plastic cases then enclosed in inter- 
leaved steel rings within a copper tube. 
Layers of glass tape, armor wire and 
impregnated fiber complete the sheath. 
Cable ship, shown right, payed out 
cable over large sheave at bow. 

in Davy Jones' locker 

To strengthen voices in the newest 
submarine cables between Key West 
and Havana amplifiers had to be built 
right into the cables themselves. With 
the cables, these amplifiers had to be 
laid in heaving seas; and they must 
work for years under the immense 
pressure of 5000 feet of water. 

For this job, Bell Laboratories engi- 
neers developed a new kind of ampli- 
fier - cable -shaped and flexible, with 
a new kind of water -tight seal. 

To serve far beyond reach of repair, 
they developed electron tubes and other 
parts, then assembled them in dust - 
free rooms. 

The two cables - each has but two 
conductors - simultaneously carry 24 

conversations as well as current to run 
the electron tubes. 

With these deep-sea amplifiers, sub- 
marine cables carry more messages... 
another example of how research in 
Bell Telephone Laboratories helps im- 

prove telephone service each year while 
costs stay low. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
Exploring and inventing, devising and perfecting, for 

continued improvements and economies in telephone service. 
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WE DON'T LIKE TO BRAG, 
BUT ... modestly enough, we 
have reason to be proud of 
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in the field. 

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. 
TUNER DIVISION 

Bloomington, Indiana 

OTHER TARZIAN-MADE PRODUCTS 

Centre- Kool ed 

Selenium Rectifiers 
Cathode -Ray 

Tubes 

STATIONS WITS (5000 WATTS) AND WTTV (CHANNEL 10) 

OWNED AND OPERATED BY SARKES TARZIAN IN BLOOMINGTON 

THE ELECTRON ART 
(continued from p 142) 

ment of the mutual inductance for 
the close -coupled loop method. 

Any undesirable transfer of 
primary loop constants into the re- 
ceiving loop may be shown to be 
negligible by reference to the ex- 
pressions for the total receiving 
loop constants: R1 and L9' 

Rr'=R:±1 
// 

wZM)Rr 

= (L'- w21L2) 

(W21) 
(L 1 

- \ Zr 
, 

(3) 

(4) 

where the subscript 1 refers to 

constants in the primary loop, the 
subscript 2 refers to constants in 

the receiving loop, the R's are re- 
sistances and the L's are induct- 
ances and Z, is primary circuit im- 

pedance. Evidently, in both ex- 

pressions the second term is small 
compared with the first term, where 
R, contained in Z, is in the order 
of thousands of ohms and 0)141 is in 
the order of a few ohms. 

For any particular setup this 
should be demonstrated to be the 
case and if necessary the primary 
series resistance should be raised 
and the primary loop inductance 
should be reduced. Such demonstra- 
tion is effective by receiving an 
independent signal and noting 
whether the reading is steady while 
bringing the primary loop into posi- 
tion. It is evident that if this 
reading remains constant, an arbi- 
trary comparative calibration by 
means of such a primary loop may 
be obtained using a known field 

where the above described spaced 
loop method may be used to obtain 
the known field. 

If it is desired to calibrate such a 

jig -mounted calibrating loop di- 
rectly by means of Eq. 2, then the 
mutual inductance may be used. 
Measurement of the mutual in- 
ductance may be the most straight- 
forward if the receiving loop is of 
odd shape. Otherwise calculation 
may be the simpler and more ac- 

curate method. 
The value of R should be greater 

than four times the reactance of the 
primary loop at the highest used 
frequency, to keep the error below 
approximately 3 percent. With one 
six-inch turn in the primary loop, 

a value of R between 500 and 2,000 
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mdlelladdllefe 

For precision and dependability 
look to Kollsman 

QISM ti\ 

\rRU MEc" 

KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
Elmhurst, New York Glendale, California 
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NEW WIDE BAND D. C. AMPLIFIER 
MODEL 120 

A precision instrument designed for use as a preamplifier in conjunc- 

tion with an oscilloscope, vacuum tube voltmeter or other instruments. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Within ± 1 db between 
D.C. and 100,000 cycles per second. 

GAIN: Approximately 100. 

INPUT CONNECTION: Double channel, can be 

used for single ended and push-pull signals or as a 

differential amplifier. 

INPUT IMPEDANCE: One Megohm shunted by ap- 
proximately 15mmf in each channel. 

DUAL INPUT ATTENUATOR: One to one, 10 to 
one, 100 to one and "off" positions in each chan- 
nel immediately adjustable. 

OUTPUT CONNECTION: Push-pull or single ended. 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: Less than 50 Ohms single 
ended or 100 Ohms push-pull. 

HUM AND NOISE LEVEL: Below 40 microvolts 
referred to input. 

LOW DRIFT due to regulated heater voltage in 

input stage. 

MOUNTING: Metal cabinet approximately 7" 
wide by 7" high by 11" deep. 

Write for descriptive literature on the Model 120 D.C. Ampli- 

fier and other Furst laboratory instruments including Regulated 

Power Supplies. 

FURST ELECTRONICS 
io S. Jefferson St., Chicago 6, III. 

1N YoUR NEXT 

DESIGN,.. 

TAKE FU 
01 THE SUP 

ERIO QK 
CHARACTERISTICS OF... 

Where a circuit calls for an efficient coil 
of a high Q factor-when space and weight are 
limited, specify DX TOROIDS. 

DX TOROIDS require less space for a given in- 
ductance. They have no coupling effects in adjs. 
cent circuits as their fields are entirely contained 
within the perimeter of the coils. Shielding does 
not affect the Q. 

DX TOROIDS have a wide application in a number of 
electronic equipments-particularly airborne radar 
and miniature assemblies. Toroidal "off -center" and 
focus coils; band pass, high and low pass filters; 
inter -stage and output transformers improve per- 
formance with substantial savings in space. 

DX Radio Products Company has devoted 10 years 
to the development of design and methods of 
winding TOROIDS. Our experience and extensive 
facilities are at your service. Just tell us your re- 
quirements. We will design your coils or build 
them to your exact specifications and submit 
samples promptly. 

Write or Wire DX Today 

DX RADIO PRODUCTS CO. 
GENERAL OFFICES: 2300 W. ARMITAGE AVE., CHICAGO 47, ILL. 

RELAYS and 
CIRCUIT 

SELECTORS 

REMOTE CONTROL 
SELF -STEPPING OR 
EXTERNAL IMPULSING 
POSITIVE 
DETENT ACTION 

for REMOTE CONTROL 

of MULTIPLE 

COMPLEX CIRCUITS 
Many versatile designs of stepping, 
counting, adding and subtracting, 
latching, and circuit selecting re- 
lays are made possible by the 
combination of the Ledex Rotary 
Solenoid and wafer type rotary 
switches. Self -stepped or exter- 
nally impulsed, the device is im- 
mediately adaptable to many 
remote control applications. A 
choice of wire sizes permits a wide 
range of operating voltages and 
power requirements. Various types 
of mountings further increase its 
adaptability. In addition to its 
positive control of multiple, com- 
plex circuits, a reserve of mechani- 
cal power is available for the per- 
formance of duties other than 
switching operations. 

We supply to quantity users and 
solicit the opportunity to be of 
assistance in solving multiple cir- 
cuit relay problems. 

WRITE DIRECT TO 

118 WEBSTER STREET 

DAYTON 2, OHIO 
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high -voltage 

Selenium Rectifiers 

Prove to yourself that G -E selenium rectifiers are 

superior. Once having tested them you'll decide to 

use them on every job. For G -E stacks help keep 

your product out front through long-term high output. 

COMPARE FORWARD RESISTANCE-Comparison will 

show the extremely low forward resistance of G -E 

cells-will show you why they deliver higher output 
voltage-will show how you can cut costs in circuit 

components and design. 

COMPARE BACK LEAKAGE-Comparison will show 

the low back leakage of G -E cells-will show you why 

their lower internal losses mean higher output. Lower 

leakages mean less heating, longer life, economical 

See for yourself! 

Make your own 

COMPARISON 
TEST 

., 

operation for General Electric high -voltage rectifiers 

and the equipment they ably service. 

COMPARE TEMPERATURE RISE-Because of their 
low forward resistance and low back leakage, they 
are cooler operating-don't overheat nearby parts- 
require less ventilation-- have longer life. 

Write Section 461-17, General Electric Company, Schenec- 

tady 5, New York for a copy of GEA -5524 which gives 

details on comparative testing. Or, arrange for test 

details and sample units through an authorized G -E 

agent or the General Electric specialist at your local 

G -E office. 

461-17 
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POWER 

RELAYS 

e 

SENSITIVE 

RELAYS 

SEQUENCE 

RELAYS 

e 

Special - 

Purpose 

RELAYS 

Instrument - 

Controlled 

RELAYS 

and 

SETS e 

TIMING 

UNITS 

M 

...Including many stock types 
FOR PROMPT DELIVERIES 

In addition to production 
of special military designs, 
Struthers -Dunn continues 
to manufacture standard re- 
lays. Many popular types 
are stocked for prompt de- 
liveries. A list of available 
wits can be obtained from 

your Struthers -Dunn field 
engineer. Better yet, send 
details of your application 
for suitable relay recom- 
mendation. 

Write today for copy of 
helpful 32 -page "Quick 
Guide to Relay Selection" 

STRUTHERS-DU) 

STRUTHERS-DUNN, INC., 150 N. 13th ST., PHILADELPHIA 7, PA. 

BALTIMORE BOSTON BUFFALO CHARLOTTE CHICAGO CINCINNATI 
CLEVELAND DALLAS DETROIT KANSAS CITY LCS ANGELES 
MINNEAPOLIS MONTREAL NEW ORLEANS NEW YORK PITTSBURGH 

ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE SYRACUSE TORONTO 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

ohms is recommended and may be 
chosen precisely to make the value 
of field strength equal the signal 
generator output voltage or some 
round multiple of the output volt- 
age. 

In Eq. 2 the voltage V may be 
measured directly by measurement 
of loop output, and E, which is con- 
stant with frequency, may then be 
obtained by dividing V by the 
known effective height of the re- 
ceiving loop for a given frequency. 
The ratio of E to e, is constant for 
other frequencies and may be ad- 
justed to unity or to a round num- 
ber by the choice of R. 

Coil Characteristics 

Data for two sample jig -mounted 
calibration coils is presented in the 
curve of Fig. 4. For the low fre- 
quency range the receiving loop 
contained 36 turns with an effective 
diameter of 5.25 inches whereas the 
primary jig coil contained 25 turns 
of 3 -inch mean diameter, a meas- 
ured mutual inductance of 39 micro - 
henrys and a series resistance of 
2,320 ohms, resulting in E = e,. 

For the high -frequency range the 
receiving loop contained 2 turns 
with an effective diameter of 8.25 
inches whereas the primary jig coil 
contained one turn of approximately 
5 -inch effective diameter, a meas- 
ured mutual inductance of 0.15 
microhenry and a series resistance 
of 655 ohms, resulting in E = e,. 

The mean deviation of the values 
shown in Fig. 4 for the low range 
loop is less than one percent and for 
the high range loop is less than two 
percent. 

The signal generator was care- 
fully checked for output voltage 
calibration. All resistors and asso- 
ciated measurements were also 
checked. The standard or known 
field of Fig. 4 was obtained by the 
general arrangement of Fig. 1, ex- 
cept that a signal generator was 
used in place of the transmitter and 
a series resistor of 122 ohms re- 
placed the thermocouple meter. The 
primary loop was of one turn, six- 
inch diameter and of 20 -mil solid 
enamelled copper wire. 

The method described, which em- 
ploys a loop closely coupled to the 
loop antenna being calibrated, is 
more convenient to use than the 
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Ask for our booklet givin 
characteristic data on all 
"Lavite" Ceramics- 
("Lavite" Steatites, "Lav- 
ite" Titanates, "Lavite" 
Ferrites and others.) 

STEATITE e 

CELEBRATING 
OUR 

ANNIVERSARI 

1951 

but 
you should know... 

...that this dielectric ceramic, featuring 
low loss at high frequency, is a perpetual 
research and redevelopment project in 
the Steward laboratory, with important 
results. Commonly used for: trimmer 
bases; coil forms; strain reliefs; tube 
base sockets; lightning arresters; bob- 
bins for precision wire -wound resistors 
and others - "Lavite" Steatite parts may 
be extruded, pressed or machined, and 
may be furnished with special finishes 
when required. And this is important, 
too - our production facilities have 
kept pace with research so that "Lavite" 
Steatites have become available in larger 
and larger quantities - as well as better 
qualities and more selective varieties. 
You will find "Lavite" Steatites a perfect 
match for many of your components, re- 
gardless of size, precision or number. 
Send me your specifications and I will 
make prompt recommendations to you 
without obligation. 

D. M. STEWARD MANUFACTURING CO. 

3604 Jerrome Avenue Chattanooga. Tennessee 

Sales Offices in Principal Cities 

TABLE OF PROPERTIES "LAVITE" STEATITES 

TYPE STEATITES 

PROPERTY UNITS S-10 SI -5 S-201 
Specific Gravity 2.40 2.50 2.65 
Water Absorption 0-0.10 0-0.05 0-0.05- 

Color Off White Oft White Cream 
Flexural Strength lbs./sq. in. 20,000 20,000 21,000 

THERMAL SHOCK RESISTANT SERIES LAVA 
CORDIERITE ZIRCON PORCELAIN (Fired Stone) 

S-300 S -40H S -12H R-15 Z-200 Z-300 Grade A 
2.75 2.1 2,35 2.4 3.0 3.5 2.3 
0-0.05 0.0-5.0 0.0-1.0 0.0-1.0 0.-0.05 0.0-0.05 3.0 

Cream Light Tan 
Mottled 

Tan 
Grey to 
Light Ton White White Pink 

Tensile Strength lbs./sq. in. 6,000 6,500 7,000 
Compressive Strength lbs./sq. in. 

Impact Strength Ft. lbs./sq. in. 

75,000 77,000 
1.55 1 65 

81,500 
2.25 

Linear Coefficient of 
Thermal Expansion 

Safe Lieh 
of Heating 
Dielectric Strength 

20°C. 
Volume 200°C. 

20 to 100 °C 6.5x10-4 6.5x10-4 6.5x10-6 
20 to 400 °C 8.0x106 8.5x10-4 7.8x10-6 

2,350 2,350 2,350 
oC 

Volts/mil 
1,285 1,285 1,285 
200 210 225 

> 1x10" > 1x10" > 10" 
4.6x1017 6.0x1012 -- 

300°C. Ohm -Cm. 8.0x1010 9.0.1010 1.10" 
Resistivity _500°C. 

700°C. 

8.6x10° 1 3.106 
1.2x10° 9.4x10° 

Te Volpe 
Dielectric Constant 
Power Fodor 
Loss Fodor. 
Recommended 
General 
Applications 

NOTE All values given 

oC 

At 1 MC. 
At 1 MC. 
At I MC. 

> 700° 
6.0 

0.0013 
0.0078 

> 700° 
6.25 

0.0012 
0.0075 

Ordinary Radio 
and General 

Medium Frequency 
Applications 

2x10° 
1.7x106 

> 700° 
5.85 

0.0011 
0.0065 

Ultra Low 
Loss - High 
Frequency 

21,500 7,000 1 1, 200 11,500 23,000 26,400 10,000 
8,000 2,500 4,000 4.000 7,500 8,000 3,000 

80,000 31,000 35,000 45,000 90,000 100,000 20,500 
2.00 .75 .85 .95 1.90 2.50 1.45 

6.0x10-4 3.5x10-6 2.0x10-6 
7.0x10-6 4.0x10-4 3.0x10-6 

1.5x10-4 
2.5x10-4 

4.5x10-4 
5.5x10-6 

3.5x10-6 2.70x10-6 
4.2x10-6 3.5.10-6 

2,300 2,400 2,350 
1,260 1,315 1,285 

2,250 
1,232 

2,250 
1,232 

2,250 
1,232 

2,000 
1,090 

250 120 
1016 

125 235 240 < 100 
> 10" > 1016 > 1011 > 

2.26,109 3x-1010 4x10" 1x101° 4.5x1011 
3.10x1012 8.106 1.0x1011 1.5x1012 7.5x10° 
1.81,1010 7x10° 9.0x10° 3.0x1010 2.5x10° 
1.64x10° 4.5x106 2.6x10° 6.0.106 2.0.106 
> 700° 

6.3 
0.00065 
0.004 

> 700° > 700° 
6.5 6.0 

0.012 0.011 
0.078 0.066 

Special Applications for Extreme 
Thermal Change Where a Low 
Linear Coefficient of Expansion 

Ceramic Is Required 

above represent averaged results of tests conducted according to ASTM testing specifications. 

> 700 
7.5 

0.0008 
0.006 

> 700 
9.0 

0.0010 
0.009 

> 700 
5.2 

0.010 
0.052 

Applications Machined Parts 
Which Require Excellent Where Special 
All Around Properties Tools Are Not 

(1) Low Electrical Loss Required -Close 
(2) High Mechanical tolerances Can Be 

Strength Maintained. Ex - 
(3) Thermal Shock Resistant collent for Models 
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Type 51P11A 
Single -gun 

tube 

'=4 
o . 4 0 w 

Oscilloscope 
for strip -film 

recording 

Type 54SWP11 
4 -gun tube 

* r 

H-21 Dual-channel 
Oscilloscope g e 

; tÏ V . ` 
...for more accurate and efficient 

RESEARCH, TEST and 
VISUAL OPERATING CONTROL 

By permitting simultaneous obsen.ation or re- 
cording of 2, 4, 6 or more different phenomena, 
ETC multi -gun cathode ray tubes and multi -chan- 
nel oscilloscopes pave the way to farther -reach- 
ing analysis and better operation in many fields. 

New catalog on request. 

H-81 8 -Channel Oscilloscope 

originally developed for recording 
seismographic phenomena 

Type 211H P7 
Single -gun tube 

H42A Strainalyzer 
for simultaneous 

analysis of 4 
stresses or 

strains from 
o to 50,000 

cycles 

Type 55JG 

5 -gun tube 

/tr4W AZ,9 eOPp0raY0001) 
1200 E. MERMAID LANE, PHILADELPHIA 18, PA. 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

conventional method of setting up 
a known field. It permits calibra- 
tion to be made in a small screened 
room with equipment usually found 
in laboratories where radio fre- 
quency measurements are made. 

R -F Standard Capacitors 
For Minute Increments 

BY JOHN A. CONNES 
Naval Research Laboratory 

Washington, D. C. 

AT THE PRESENT TIME there is a 
growing interest in the measure- 
ment of minute magnitudes of 
capacitance at radio frequencies. 
These measurements assume a 
great importance in such activities 
as the study of the inter -electrode 
capacitances of vacuum tubes and 
the study of oscillator stability. 
Capacitance values as small as 0.01 
µµf are being measured regularly in 
the radio laboratory, utilizing 
techniques that are well estab- 
lished.' Some specialized radio - 
engineering activities have under- 
taken the problem of measuring 
capacitance magnitudes in the order 
of 0.001 µµf and even smaller. The 
importance of measuring minute 
values of capacitance is necessarily 
magnified as higher -frequency 
phenomena are encountered and 
where increased circuit -stability is 
demanded. 

In conducting a laboratory study 
of the capacitor elements of h -f 
selective circuits and their fre- 
quency- drift compensation proper- 
ties, a definite limitation has been 
found in the available techniques 
for measuring minute capacitance 
increments. The desirability of 
having a standard capacitor, 
capable of producing precise mag- 
nitudes of minute capacitance in- 
crements, was apparent. This 
paper is intended to present the 
basic analytical conclusions for the 
development of such a device. 

Basic Arrangement 

The basic electrode configuration 
chosen for -a standard of minute 
capacitance increments is the 
.simple coaxial -cylinder arrange- 
ment. This form was selected be- 
cause of its mechanical simplicity, 
its linear capacitance variation 
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If you have a wiring 

problem on any of your 

Defense Projects, consult 

Lenz. Here is a 

dependable source for 

Harnesses, Cables and 

Cords, constructed of 

JAN -C-76 Approved Wire, 

that can speed up your 

assembly operations. 

LENZ ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. 
IN BUSINESS SINCE 1904 1751 North Western Avenue, Chicago 47, Illinois 
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* e e from "Studio A"... to TIMBUKTU! 

MORE FEATURES 
PT7 accommodates 101/2" reels 
and offers 3 heads, positive tim 
he and pushbutton control. PT7 
shown in console Is available for 
portable or rack mount. 

The famed traveler, Art Alberts, recently used Mag- 
necord Tape Recorders in his search for African tribal 
music - never before recorded. His Magnecorders 
underwent 140 degrees temperature, relative humidi- 
ty ranging from 8 to 99, and 5,000 miles of grueling, 
jouncing desert and jungle trails. Operating perfectly 
all the way, Magnecorders brought home faithfully 
accurate reproductions from the court of the Mossi 
Emperor, south of Timbuktu. 

Whether in Timbuktu or in Studio A at KRSC, Seattle, 
Wash., Magnecorders handle delayed programs and 
"on location" recordings with constant dependability. 
Easy portability, precision and fidelity make Magne - 
corder the first choice of radio engineers everywhere. 

GREATER FLEXIBILITY 
In rack or console, or in its really 
portable cases, the Magnecorder 
will suit every purpose. PT6 is 
available with 3 speeds (33/4", 
71/2", 15") if preferred. 

HIGHER FIDELITY 
Lifelike tone quality, low distortion, 
meet N.A.B. standards - and at a 
moderate price. PT63 shown in rack 
mount offers 3 heads to erase; record 
and play back to monitor from the 
tope while recording. 

, INC. 
360 North Michigan Avenue 
Chicago 1, Illinois, Dept, EB-IO 

Send me latest catalog of Magnecord equipment. 

Nansa..._. 

Addssa. 

Ciy___ _...._...._._ Zone State 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

(with inner -electrode insertion) 
and the restricted extent of its 
fringing -flux fields. The errors in- 
troduced due to mechanical dis- 
crepancies (departures from the 
theoretically ideal, concentric -cylin- 
der geometry) were investigated in 
general terms and a specific design 
was derived which will provide a 
useful standard of capacitance in- 
crements. For the purpose of 
analysis these discrepancies were 
divided into radial and axial devia- 
tions from the ideal electrodes. The 
principle radial discrepancies and 

(A) 

/ b_ i 'f , 
\ \ \ . 

ASSUMPTIONS 
MADE 

\ 
a2:. 

ai 
/I 

/ / _-, / 

NONCIRCULAR \ CROSS-SECTION 
1 

I < b2 
C 2 

/ 

ERROR 
FUNCTION 

NEAR ELLIPTICAL 
CROSS SECTION 

a2 °I« O 

b2- bi (< b 

n=002= b2 
0I b 

_ 
Z.- 

Cu 

Ze<3.26 Culogio11 

(B) <,- -, 
/ +e\ 

I I \ \ \ 
I --t 
/ ) 

b / / 

ß-4e i 

ASSUMPTIONS 
MADE 

RA01i 
RATIO 

UNCERTAINTY 

ERROR 
FUNCTION 

RADII RAT 10=R=á 
MAX. ERROR WHEN 

Do IS + 

ALSO ASSUMING 

Ieal=í6b1 
y_ A as - bb 

Z°= Cti 

u 

I 

LOGIotRIp-24x)1 

(C ) 

b ai I 

r I_ 

P 

ECCENTRIC AXES 
ELECTRODES 

d=2o 
0=2b 

As 

P 

T(O-dl 
ASSUMPTIONS ERROR 

MADE FUNCTION 

C --+ 1.15 

Cu ..10}Iy1F/INCHZx< 

Zx = 
cÚ, 

0.140 
COST+ E00e'-t amIl 

FIG. 1-Error functions for three devia- 
tions from ideally shaped electrodes for 

standard capacitor 
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FREE CATALOG on SOLDERS 

and SOLDERING! 

SPECIFICATION 
and TECHNICAL 

,.,,...-+ wr,,.`.. 
-,,,+,,,.. ,,.. : .,.. ^.. .r '::=,."...:.- ..rr 

-,,.... 

....:,'.:>'''................"'' `..'";r r...M 
..7...;:...........,.. 

...:r = .,.....01.5:::: +h .,,i.a.._ .rcr^ 
,_.--..,'...._,...........f.:::..."......"::;.i 

,......+ 
..- 

C/PEES 
Of SOLOERIIVO 

ECt1A1`1CA1. 

YU4R_ S 

,,.,... `,,;, .: 
LEARN HOW CORRECT TECHNIQUES 

CAN CONSERVE METAL AND MONEY 

Government regulations have restricted the free use of tin in solder. We have 
beer_ told to conserve ... substitute ... in effect, to solder best with what is most 
readily available. 

Although the art of soldering appears simple, it requires considerable skill 
and ingenuity to produce a joint of optimum properties. Merely placing the parts 
together, heating and applying solder is not sufficient. A thorough knowledge of 
the fundamentals is needed in order to use solder efficiently and to best utilize the 
tin and lead allotted for this purpose. 

To help you with solders and soldering, Federated Metals Division, American 
Smelting and Refining Company, has published a 36 -page catalog presenting the 
properties of various solders and some of the fundamental principles governing 
uses and applications. Included are data on how to select a solder for a specific 
application ... mechanical properties measured in terms of tensile strength, shear 
strength and impact strength ... methods of cleaning preparatory to soldering 
... amounts of solder needed to obtain maximum joint strengths ... the role of 
fluxes in assuring proper bonding ... and full specification tables. 

For your free copy of this timely and informative catalog ... for help with 
soldering or any non-ferrous metals problem ... write Federated NOW. 

qed«az&! 7*z& V'Ñok/c 
AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING COMPANY 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 5, N.Y. 
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11 (1 (1 n A i\ 

Here's the 

?A,OfijA/ÜgiL 

You've Been Looking for 
in CABINETS! 

WHEN you huy cabinets, chassis or housings for your electronic 
devices from Corry -Jamestown, you can count on receiving 

quality equipment that matches the best electronic products 
you produce. We've been making top grade steel office 

furniture for 30 years and during World War II we supplied 
cabinets and metal components to s of the nation's largest 

makers of electronic equipment for the armed services. 
So we know the value of accuracy to close tolerances-of 

apertures that register perfeci1v-of uniform precision produc- 
tion, whether you need a hundred, or thousands of pieces. Our 

staff of highly specialized engineers is ready, right now, 
to show you how our three large plants can translate your 

specifications into deliveries-where you want them-tchen 
you want them. We'll gladly send you more information about 

our facilities, capacity, etc. 

CORRY-JAMESTOWN MFG. CORP. 
CORRY, PENNSYLVANIA 

ea,",,,,s474.9eeeb 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

INSERTION -END FRINGING 

P = 1-E-XY (2) 
Cu 3.30--0.2350+143 

IDEALIZED DOMAIN WHFRE_ D 
X D-0.240 

(I) 378 _0.61366 
° LOGIo(d) Y=T(T+1) 

D,d AND T IN INCHES 

OUTER 
ELECTRODE 

INNER r OPEN-END 
ELECTRODE FRINGING FLUX 

INSERTION -END 
FRINGING FLUX 

) 'ill_ Win- 

k tlPlflTITlffiT7h 
N-- .... D _..N - W r , 

OPEN-END FRINGING 

TOTAL 
CAPACITANCE Ct 

61.9d2 
O -d 

- 

1 

+30.0dIX10 

[5.80+5.J2401I 

a 
(3) ){9{F 

W 

po=I1-E 

D,d AND W IN 

\INCHES 

Dz J 1( 4) 

FIG. 2-Diagram and equations show 
cause and effect of fringing flux 

the corresponding error functions 
which were derived, are briefly 
summarized in Fig. 1 and are essen- 
tial modifications of the classical 
equation for the capacitance be- 
tween ideal concentric -cylinder 
conductors: 

0.61366 C - µµÎ per in. (1) 

login 

where a and b are the inner and 
outer electrode radii respectively. 

One principal design considera- 
tion arises from the need to deter- 
mine the extent and significance of 
the fringing flux between coaxial 
electrodes. Figure 2 shows an elec- 
tric -field configuration for a simple 
coaxial -cylinder capacitor. It must 
be determined, for any given capac- 
itor design, just how long the inner - 
electrode insertion T must be in 
order to guarantee an acceptable 
degree of capacitance linearity over 
a range of insertion AT. 

An additional investigation is 
prompted by the need to keep the 
open end of the outer electrode re- 
moved from the extremity of the 
inner electrode. After making a 
large number of actual capacitance 
measurements using cylindrical 
electrodes, three empirical equa- 
tions were derived which give suf- 
ficiently accurate limiting equations 
of the capacitance variations in- 
volved. The observed capacitance 
per unit length (of T) increases in 
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multi -purpose 
MICROTESTERS 
STAY ACCURATE! 

Here are quality microtesters priced low ... compact, 
handy, on -the -spot test instruments that give you reli- 
able, accurate readings in the field -in the laboratory - 
in the production plant . . . everything frcm testing 
doorbell circuits to experimental DC circuits. If you 
want the best combination of versatility and everyday 
measurements - specify Simpson Microtesters! 
These instruments are 3"x57/R"x21/2"- weigh 11/4 tc 11/2 lbs. - 
shipping weight, 3 lbs. Prices shown are dealer's net. Except 
where otherwise indicated test leads with prods or test leads with alligator clips and insulated sleeves are $1.25 extra. 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
5200 W. Kinzie Street Chicago 44, Illinois 

Phore: COlumbus 1.1221 
In Canada: Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London, Ont. 

AC AMMETER 

Model 370 
(With self-con- 
toined current 
transformer) 
(For use on 60 
cycles) 

RANGES: 
0.1, 0-2.5, 
0-5, 0-10, 
0-25 Amps. 
Price $19.95 

AC VOLTMETER 

Model 371 

RANGES: 
0-150, 0-300, 
0-600 volts. 
Price $18.4C 

AC VOLTMETER 

Model 376 

(Rectifier Type 
1000 ohms per 

volt) 

RANGES: 
0-5, IC, 25, 
50, 100, 250, 
500, 1030 AC 
volts. 
Price $19.95 

OHMMETER 

Model 372 

RANGE: 

0-500 ohms (5 ohms center) 
0.5000 ohms (50 ohms center) 
0.50,000 ohms (500 ohms center) 
0-500,000 ohms (5000 ohms center) 
0-5 Meg. (50,000 ohm: center) 
0-50 Meg. (500,000 ohms center) 
Complete with Test Leads... $25.50 

DC MILLIAMMETER 

Model 373 

RANGES: 
0-1, 5, 10, 25, 
50, 100, 250, 
0-1000 MA. 
Price $19.95 

DC VOLTMETER 

Model 377 

(Resistance 
1000 ohms per 

volt) 

RANGES: 
0-1, 2.5, 5, 
10, 25, 50, 
100, 250, 500, 
1000 DC Volts. 
Price $19.95 

DC MICROAMMETER 

Model 374 

RANGES: 
0-50, 100, 
250, 500, 
1000 Micro - 

amps. 
Price $23.02 

AC MAI AMMETER 

Model 378 

(With self-con- 
tained corre -i 
transformer) 

RANGES: 
0-5, 25, 10C, 
250, 1000 M,. 
Price $22.63 

DC AMMETER 

Model 375 

(Sei#- 
Contair ed) 

RANGES 
0-1, 2.5, 5, 
10, 25 Amps. 
Price $19.95 

BATTERY TESTER 
Model 379 

Price, ircled- 
ing Test Lead, 
and Operate is 
Manual - 

$23.70 

Leathé-etto 
covered Car 
rying Case 
with conpert- 
ment for le 2d. 

Price $5.00 

. . . . 94ozld'a Ya'rreJt //%aheta er.rejimenl . . . _ 
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THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

JOHNSON antenna phasing equipment 

cb,Ara, 
TO YOUR CONSULTANT'S 

SPECIFICATIONS 

A tremendous advantage offered by JOHNSON An- 
tenna Phasing Equipment is that your installation is 

individually designed! 

This means there is no need for compromises with good 
engineering - you get exactly what your consultant 
specifies, right down to the last detail. 

JOHNSON is able to offer this because JOHNSON 
makes no "standard units" necessitating design changes 

on your part to conform. 

JOHNSON manufactures nearly every component in 

an adequate variety of ratings and types and our engi- 
neers have available just the right material for any 

application. 

The cost is no more - in fact, it is frequently lower 

than less flexible, less generously rated equipment. 
JOHNSON equipment offers you optimum circuit de- 
sign, automatic switching from directional to non -direc- 
tional operation, and a host of other advantages. 

OTHER JOHNSON BROADCAST EQUIPMENT 
Adjustable phase sampling 
loops 
Isolation filters 
Sampling lines 
TV -FM -AM coaxial line 
Fixed capacitors 
Variable capacitors 

Standing wave indicators 
R.F. contactors 
Tower lighting filters 
Transmission line supports 
Pressurized capacitors 
Neutralizing capacitors 
Fixed inductors 
Variable inductors 
Feed-thru bowl assemblies 
Make Before Break switches 

JOHNSON 
a tia.cwu4 game edit Zelda' 

E. F. JOHNSON CO. WASECA, MINNESOTA 

Here's a typical JOHN- 
SON phasing unit. JOHN- 
SON can match in design 
and finish any snake or 
model of transmitter cab- 
inet. 

Featuring an interior door 
that remains closed during 
tuning adjustments, this 
antenna coupling unit is 
completely weatherproof. 

Where a tuning house is 
used, this efficient panel 
mounted coupling network 
saves money. It is part of 
a 50KW installation at 
WJAS. 

value as T is increased, until the 
idealized value of C. is reached at 
infinity. The observations made 
showed that this variation can be 
described by Equation 2, shown in 
Fig. 2, where p, is the ratio of the 
idealized to the actual capacitance 
per unit length. If a value of T is 
chosen which will make p, differ 
from unity by a negligible amount 
then the error in C. will be neg- 
ligible. 

The proximity of the open end 
will subtract capacitance from the 
idealized capacitance (with decreas- 
ing values of the length W) accord- 
ing to the relations of Eq. 3 and 4 

(Fig. 2), where C, is the total ac- 
cumulated (fringing) capacitance 
and is the relative amount of the 
total at any given value of W. With 
these equations, the error resulting 
from the use of electrodes of a 
finite length can be determined to 
a sufficient degree of accuracy. 

Final Design 

Using the above analysis of the 
manner in which mechanical dis- 
crepancies are reflected into capaci- 
tance errors, it becomes possible to 
design a precision coaxial -cylinder 
capacitor which will provide minute 
capacitance increments. For capac- 
itor -stability studies a standard 
was required with 0.2 µp.f per inch 
adjustability at radio frequencies 
up to 5 mc. A minimum inner - 
electrode diameter of ?a inch was 
chosen as a basis for design. As 
Eq. 1 dictates an electrode -radii 
ratio of approximately 1,200, an 
outer electrode of 225 inches (18.75 
ft) would be required for a simple 
coaxial -cylinder capacitor to pro- 
vide 0.2 p.;,.f per inch of inner -elec- 
trode insertion. Because of this 
impractical electrode diameter, a 

BLOCK WITH 
CYLINDRICAL 

CAVITY 

MICROMETER COVERING 
SCREW SHIELD 

THREADS HIGH 
TERMINAL 

CAPACITOR INSULATING CAPACITOR' 
2 PLATES GRADUATED I 

DRUM 

FIG. 3-Mechanical arrangement of a 
differential, coaxial -cylinder capacitor 
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for Engineers... 

YOUR e',,ei O,°oerawrr 
obi t//77ñft.. of RCA -/VO$« 

IF YOU ARE FACING a big 
question: "What is the best move I 
can make to further my career?"- 
we believe you will find the answer 
on this page. 

Today, as never before, RCA is 
engaged in far-reaching electronic 
developments that have created a 
need for career men of talent. This 
means you have the chance of a 
lifetime to make a permanent con- 
nection with RCA in a position 
offering you the opportunity of a 
successful career in the field of your 
choice. Here is what RCA offers. 

Wide Choice of Projects 
Unusual opportunities await quali- 
fied ELECTRONIC, ELECTRICAL and 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS ... PHYSI- 
CISTS ...METALLURGISTS ... CHEMICAL 
and CERAMIC ENGINEERS - in re- 
search, development, design and 

application, also in technical sales. 
Positions open provide qualified 
engineers the opportunity to choose 
the area of activity they like best. 

POSITIONS OPEN 
IN THE FOLLOWING FIELDS: 

TELEVISION DEVELOPMENT- 
Receivers, Transmitters and Studio 
Equipment 

ELECTRON TUBE DEVELOPMENT- 
Receiving, Transmitting, Cathode -Ray, 
Phototubes and Magnetrons 

TRANSFORMER and COIL DESIGN 
COMMUNICATIONS- 

Microwave, Mobile, Aviation, Special- 
ized Military Systems 

RADAR- 
Circuitry, Antenna Design, Computer, 
Servo - Systems, Information Display 
Systems 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS- 
Precision Instruments, Digital Circuitry, 
Magnetic Recording, Industrial Televi- 
sion, Color Measurements 

NAVIGATIONAL AIDS 
TECHNICAL SALES 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FIELD 

SERVICE 

If you qualify for any of the positions listed above, write us 
for a personal interview-include a complete resumé 

of your education and experience. Write to: 

Mr. Robert E. McQuiston, Specialized Employment Division, 
Dept. 46V, Radio Corporation of America, 

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. 

Good Living Conditions. You have a choice of 
residential locations offering suburban -con- 
venience or quiet, countryside living. Good 
shopping facilities, schools, churches, medical 
services and modern hospitals are close by. 
Excellent opportunities for graduate study. 

Position Security. These are not temporary posi- 
tions. Activities are focused not only on the 
long-range national defense program, but also 
on a diversified line of products tor commer- 
cial use. You and your tamily are protected by 
Company -paid hospital, surgical, accident, 
sickness, and life insurance. A modern retire- 
ment program helps provide for your future. 

Professional Status. RCA engineers enjoy the 
highest professional recognition among their 
colleagues. You work in close collaboration 
with scientists and engineers who are distin- 
guished in the industry. You receive recogni- 
tion for your accomplishments. 

Laboratory Fealties. At RCA, unexcelled labo- 
ratory resources and advanced technical ap- 
paratus are available. You have unlimited 
opportunities for the complete expression of 
your talents in the fields of electronics. 

Rapid Advance ment. Opportunities at RCA are 
exceptional, tor you to move ahead in the 
career of your choice. You can advance to 
high-level and supervisory positions which 
are filled from RCA's engineering stall. Sala- 
ries, determined on the experience and ability 
of individual applicants, are reviewed at reg- 
ular intervals tor increases on a merit basis. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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Test, Grade, 

or Match Resistors 

ot as you 

with the new 

PRICE 

$585.00 
FOB CINCINNATI 

11197RESISTANCEPRC-05MPARATOr 

Just place the "unknown" resistance 
across the terminals of this precision, 
production Clippard tester. Even un- 
skilled operators can process up to 17 

resistors (of all types) per minute. 
Working to an accuracy of better than 
±1% through the entire range of 100 
ohms to 100 megohms, the PR -5 is a 

companion instrument to the famous 
PC -4 Automatic Capacitance Compara- 
tor. With it, radio, electrical, resistor 
manufacturers and large part jobbers 
save time and money and assure un- 

erring accuracy of inspection. 
Completely self-contained, the PR -5 

requires no outside attachments other 

than the Standard Resistor against 
which unknowns are checked. Oper- 
ates on 110 Volt -60 Cycle AC. Range: 
100 ohms to 100 megohms; reads de- 

viation from standard on any of three 
scales: -5% to +5%, -25% to 
+30% or -50% to +100%. Size: 
18" x 12" x 12". Weight: approx. 32 

lbs. For complete details, write for 
Catalog Sheet 10-E. 

Cfippdfd 
INSTRUMENT LABORATORY INC.. 

1125 Bank Street Cincinnati 14, Ohio 

MANUFACTURERS OF R. F. COILS AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

design dilemma is reached which 
necessitates the adoption of a new 
approach. The utilization of a dif- 
ferential -capacitor arrangement 
seems capable of satisfying the two 
conflicting aims; (1) to maintain 
a sufficiently large inner -electrode 
diameter for low inductance and 
mechanical rigidity, and (2) to pro- 
vide a reasonably small maximum 
outer electrode diameter. Figure 3 

shows the mechanical arrangement 
of a differential, coaxial -cylinder 
capacitor designed to satisfy these 
design criteria. 

In this unit, two concentric - 
cylinder capacitors are arranged 
coaxially with a common inner - 
electrode at ground potential. The 
longitudinal insertion of this inner 
electrode into one outer -electrode 
cavity removes its opposite extrem- 
ity by an exactly equal amount 
from the second cavity. The un- 
equal outer -electrode diameters pro- 
vide two different capacitances per 
unit length, (CO, and (C)z, so that 
the effective (total) capacitance per 
unit length is simply, 

(C)T = (C), - (C)r (5) 

If (Cu), and (C), have relative 
errors Z, and Z2, the relative error 
in (C) T for additive errors will be 
ZT, where 

(%u)1 
Zl 

(C)! 
Zr Z, (6) 

(Cu)T (C)T 
The capacitance error of a constitu- 
ent capacitor enters as a component 
of the composite error in proportion 
to the ratio of the corresponding 
capacitance to the total effective 
capacitance. Consequently, it is 
undesirable to have two differ- 
entially -coupled capacitors with 
large individual capacitances and 
small capacitance differences. As 
a recommended empirical relation- 
ship between the magnitudes of 

FIG. 4-Assembled capacitance stand- 
ard using differential principle 
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Versatility . .. IN METAL STAMPINGS 

Versatility, sound engineering, volume 
production ... these are the outstanding charac- 
teristics of Ucinite's service to the electronics, 
automotive, aviation and appliance industries. 
In addition to a wide'variety of all -metal 
stampings, Ucinite designs and manufactures 

hundreds of different types of electrical switches 
and connectors as well as special parts and 
assemblies. If you have a problem in this field 
that requires reliable production facilities, you 
will find that it pays to consult Ucinite's staff 
of skilled and experienced design engineers. 

Before 6idäing on government contracts requiring special electrical 
components or assem6lies, consult your nearest Ucinite- field engineer. 

The UCINITE CO. 
Newtonville 60, Mass. 

Division of United -Carr Fastener Corp. 1 

Specialists in 

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLIES, 

RADIO AND AUTOMOTIVE 
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tl11 Ae V, 
te/e 

with 16 transfers 

If you have been looking for a fast -acting, multi - 
contact relay designed specifically for alternating 
current, your search is ended. North Electric 
engineers, pioneers in many relay designs, 
developed this one to operate on 70 to 220V. AC 
(110V recommended) provide up to 16 make 
and/or break contacts and deliver 35 gramms pres- 
sure on each. Suitable for controlling up to 1.5 
amps. at 32V. DC or 3 amps. at 110V. AC. Double 
gold -alloy points are standard. Also available with 
power points (1/sp silver). More than 100 contact 
combinations available ... It's new, it's unique and 
typical of a full line of 

NORTH 
Industrial 

RELAYS 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY' 
1438T South Market Street, Galion, Ohio. 

Ask for the new relay catalog 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

(C) T and (C)1 it is suggested 
that for precision -capacitor design, 

(C)1 g 5 (C)7 (7) 

A differential, concentric -cylinder 
capacitor of the type described has 
been designed and constructed. 
Figure 4 illustrates the completed 
capacitance standard. This device 
produces a linear capacitance -varia- 
tion at the rate of 0.200 µµf per 
inch of inner -electrode insertion. A 
detailed error and calibration 
analysis for this capacitor shows 
that at low frequencies the error in 
capacitance per unit length C, is 
less than 1.0 percent with a residual 
capacitance uncertainty of 0.00015 
µµf. 

HIGH TERMINAL 

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 

CAPACITOR 2 CAPACITOR I 

d.01eT5"=QOOOI dd0.1825-00001 
Al. W' 101*1. ..AT.LO TOTAL , 

O,. 2.30Ert00005" DI L270%O.000S" 
Ti. 225 TI.IDO" 
W,215" W,.1.50" 

FIG. 5-Equivalent circuit for difieren 
tial standard capacitor of the dimensions 

shown 

Figure 5 shows the equivalent 
circuit of the unit. The physical 
dimensions are also tabulated. The 
efficacy of the design of this capaci- 
tor must be tested primarily on the 
basis of the theoretical and empiri- 
cal justification of its electrode 
geometry. The limits of error pre- 
scribed for such a device can be 
satisfied in terms of the error func- 
tions given in this paper. 

This resume of the errors in- 
herent in coaxial -cylinder capaci- 
tors provides a basis for the design 
of a large variety of standard 
capacitors. The summarizing equa- 
tions were derived with a view 
toward eliminating, as much as 
possible, any duplication of effort 
on the part of anyone interested in 
the design of a specific coaxial - 
cylinder standard capacitor. Par- 
ticular attention was given to the 
design of incremental -standard 
capacitors with variations of less 
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1. TYPE 5YP- 

2. TYPE 3RP-A 

3. TYPE 5RP-A 

4. TYPE 3JP- 

5. TYPE 5XP- 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS 

Cathode-ray 

TUBFS 
you should know 
Whether you relate each Du Mont 
cathode-ray tube with its appropriate 
silhouette, or find the right Du Mont 
Type number for each performance 
category, the result (See Below) is the 
same. 
You'll find that each tube type has 
been carefully engineered to provide 
maximum performance in each impor- 
tant category of application ... that new 
conceptions of design by Du Mont give 
the design and development engineer 
broad coverage with a minimum num- 
ber of tubes, reducing materially the 
various tube types required to main- 
tain a truly well -stocked laboratory. 

1. TYPE 5YP- 5" - General-purpose, high -sensi- 
tivity. New, medium -voltage tube incorporating 
a unique electron -gun and deflection -plate 
structure that provides an increase by a factor 
of approximately 3 in vertical deflection sensi- 
tivity over conventional design. Deflection -plate 
leads are brought out through the neck to 
reduce: capacitance, making the Type 5YP- 
extremely valuable for wide -band oscillography. 
2. TYPE 3RP-A 3" - Flat -face, short, general- 
purpose. Very short, 3 -inch tube. Special con- 
figuration of vertical -deflection plates overcomes 
the problem of trapezoidal distortion usually 
associated with tubes of short length and wide 
deflection angle. Flat face minimizes errors 
owing to parallax. 

3. TYPE 5RP-A 5"-General-purpose, high - 
voltage. The Standard tube for high -voltage 
oscillography. May be operated at accelerating 
potentials as high as 25,500 volts, to provide the 
high light output and resolution required for 
detailed analysis of rapidly rising wave fronts 
or other phenomena that exhibit extremely high 
writing rates. 
4. TYPE 3JP- 3" - General-purpose, high light - 
output. A short, 3 -inch, intensifier -type tube 
that may be operated at potentials as high as 
4000 volts. The Type 3JP-A provides high light 
output and excellent resolution with high 
deflection sensitivity. 

5. TYPE 5XP- 5" - High -voltage, high -sensi- 
tivity. High -voltage tube having a high -vertical - 
sensitivity electron -gun and deflection -plate 
structure similar to that of the Type 5YP-. 
Overall accelerating potentials of as great as 
25,500 volts may be applied to achieve the light 
output and resolution required for the study of 
high-speed phenomena. High vertical -deflection 
sensitivity greatly simplifies problems of wide - 
band deflection amplifier design. 

3"-GENERAL-PURPOSE, 
HIGH LIGHT -OUTPUT 

5" -HIGH -VOLTAGE, 
HIGH -SENSITIVITY 

3" -FLAT -FACE, SHORT, 

GENERAL-PURPOSE 

5" -GENERAL-PURPOSE, 
HIGH -SENSITIVITY 

S" -GENERAL-PURPOSE, 

OU MOP:6e (94atilliree 

HIGH -VOLTAGE 

Instrument Division, Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., Clifton, N. J. 
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TIME THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

This record from a 

Consolidated 

5-114 Recording 

Oscillograph 

gives an accurate, 

permanent answer 

to the question- 

STRAIN 

LOAD 

TRAIN 

LOAD 

Before Load Plastic 
Load Application Applied Deformation 

To ANSWER this question, research engi- 
neers at California Institute of Technolo- 
gy have developed a rapid, tensile -testing 
machine capable of applying to a speci- 
men any load up to 5 tons in 7 milli- 
seconds. The problem is to measure the 
time delay between application of the 
load and the beginning of plastic de- 
formation of metals. 

Consolidated's Recording Oscillo - 
graphs offer the practical solution to this 
problem. Recording load and deforma- 
tion simultaneously, these instruments 
produce an accurate, high-speed picture 
of the time delay. Strain gages attached 
to the metal specimen and to the test 
machine yield exact signals for both 
deformation and load. By scaling the 
precise, 1/100th-second timing lines- 
automatically recorded by the oscillo- 
graph-against the trace deflections, the 
exact time delay is easily measured, al- 

though it lasts only a small fraction of a 
second. 

Such problems of pure research, as 
well as the most practical field testing 
applications, are answered by Consoli- 
dated recording measurement instru- 
ments. The most universal of test 
equipment, they are as adaptable to 
highway bridges and box cars as to 1000 
mile -per -hour aircraft. 

Consolidated 
RECORDING 

OSCILLOGRAPH 

CEC's 5-114 Recording Oscillograph, re- 
cording up to 18 traces simultaneously 
on 7" -wide paper or film, is designed as 
the ultimate in precision, versatility, and 
operating convenience and incorporates 
many features available only through 
special accessories on many other oscillo - 
graphs. Recording speeds from 1/2" to 
115" per second, and easily removable 
feed-and-takeup record magazines of 125, 
250, and 600 -ft capacity offer an un- 
usually wide application range. Write 
for Bulletin CEC 1500-X32. 

CONSOLIDATED ENGINEERING 
Corporation 

Analytical Instruments 
300 N. Sierra Madre Villa 

for Science and Industry 
Pasadena 8, California 

than ten micromicrofarads per inch. 
The capacitor described in this 
paper is to be used in capacitor and 
dielectric -material studies. It is 
believed that, in providing a tool 
for the rapid and accurate measure- 
ment of minute capacitance -incre- 
ments, a wide variety of new radio - 
frequency measurement techn ;ques 
will be made possible. 

A New Damper Diode 
By MAX IiAREISS 

Chief Dr , iran Engineer 
Tung -Sol L owl) Works, Inc. 

Bloomfteic New Jersey 

MOST modern television receivers 
use the type 6W4GT (or 25W4GT) 
diode as a damper in the horizontal - 
deflection circuit. This tube was in- 
troduced especially for this applica- 
tion and features a d -c current of 
125 ma with a low voltage drop, a 
high inverse -peak -voltage rating, 
and a heater -cathode voltage rating 
of 500 volts. 

Recent circuit developments 
brought on a simplification of the 
conventional horizontal -deflection 
circuit, the main objective being a 
reduction in cost. By using a high- 
er impedance deflection yoke, the 
costly deflection transformer was 
eliminated. However, this circuit 
requires the damper diode to be so 
connected that its cathode is essen- 
tially connected to the plate of the 
deflection oútput pentode and is 
therefore subjected to a high surge 
voltage between cathode and 
ground. The plate of the diode in 
this application receives practically 
only the d -c plate voltage of the de- 
flection output tube. If the 6W4GT 
is used in this circuit, it is neces- 
sary to use a well -insulated trans- 
former to supply the heater, which 
is connected to the cathode. In addi- 
tion to the cost factor, the increase 
in cathode to ground capacitance is 
very undesirable. 

Therefore, there was a need for 
producing a tube similar to the 
6W4GT but with improved heater - 
cathode insulation, so that its cath- 
ode could be operated with at least 
3,000 volts surge above its heater, 
thus eliminating the need for the 
special heater transformer. 

The highest heater -cathode rat - 
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doing around in circles7 

UNDECIDED 

on what 
copper 

alloy 

rod use? 

.. here's a suggestion from CHASE 

Which rod is your best choice for fast production 
...for bending and forming ... for corrosion re- 
sistance? Which should you use for hot forging.. . 

cold working ...longer tool life? Which gives you 
strength ... electrical or thermal conductivity? 
For information like this write us today. We'll 
send you helpful literature on Copper Alloy Rods 
covering: 

Composition 

Forms and Sizes 

ASTM Specifications 

Relative Machinability 

Tensile and Yield 
Strengths 

Coefficients of 
Expansion 

Chase 

Rockwell Hardness 

Elongation 

Shear Strength 

Electrical and Thermal 

Conductivity 

Melting Range 

Weldability 

SEND FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 
Just check the literature you would 
like, fill in your name and address 
and mail coupon. 

Chase Brass & Copper Co., Dept. EL 1051 
Waterbury 20, Conn. 

Please send me: 0 Free -Cutting Brass, Bronze, Copper Book; 
0 Weight Chart; Decimal Equivalent Card; Chart of Free - 
Cutting Copper Alloys; Tellurium Copper Book; E Telnic Bronze 
Book; Phosnic Bronze Book; E Chase Phosphor Bronze Folder 

Name 

Position_ 

Firm 

Address 

City State 

BRASS & COPPER 
WATERBURY 20, CONNECTICUT SUBSIDIARY OF KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION CHASE 

75a 

.A 

The Nation's Headgrearrers for Brass & Copper 

Alhanyt Cleveland Kansas City, Mo. New York San Fluent 
Atlanta Dallas Los Angeles Philadelphia Seattle 
Baltimore Denvert Milwaukee Pittsburgh Waterbury 
Boston Detroit Minneapolis Providence 

Chicago Houstont Newark Rochestert (tsales 
Cincinnati Indianapolis New Orleans St. Louis office only) 
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STILL THE BEST... 

604B DUPLEX 

Enthusiastically acclaimed by engineer and music 

lover alike, the ALTEC 604B Duplex is still the finest loud- 

speaker of its type ever produced. 

Its smooth frequency response, fine musical qualities 

and exceptional efficiency make it the choice for professional 

monitoring, auditioning, and for those whose critical tastes 

demand the best for home music installations. On one frame, 

the 604B Duplex incorporates independent high and low 

frequency reproducing units, designed to function without 

distortion -producing interaction. Built-in multicellular horn 

properly loads high frequency unit and permits optimum 

dispersion of "highs." Frequency response of 30 to 16,000 

cps more than spans the FM range. 

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION 
DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. 

161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

FIG. 1-Enlarged drawing shows in- 
sulator that separates filament and 
cathode of new damper diode tube and 
permits greatly increased heater -to - 

cathode voltage rating 

ings of any commercial tubes made 
up to now are 500 volts d -c, as shown 
for the 6W4GT and a few other 
diodes. These ratings are known 
to be quite severe. Tests were made 
on some of these tubes with the 
wave shapes of the tv receiver, that 
is, a pulse of 15 percent duration 
of a frequency of 15,600 cycles, and 
breakdown occurred at about 2,000 
volts after a short time of testing. 
The possibilities of improvement 
seemed to be very few. The heater 
core was pure tungsten, which is 
the best material known for this 
purpose. The insulation material 
was the purest alumina obtainable. 
Tests to improve its purity by pre - 
firing at even higher temperatures 
showed no improvement. Increas- 
ing the thickness of the insulation 
coating gave only a small improve- 
ment in break-down voltage. The 
method of applying the coating to 
the core wire has been optimized by 
all tube manufacturers during the 
last 15 years, so that no appreciable 
gain could be expected by further 
refinements of coating technique. 

Most present heaters are made of 
an evenly coated core wire folded 
into a bundle of more or less par- 
allel strands. The coating at the 
bends chips away at bending and is 
often replaced with a similar ma- 
terial. It has been found by many 
tests that a coating thickness of 
about 0.005 inch gives best results. 
The number of folds to be used with 
a given wattage and resistance 
rating is not as critical as it might 
appear. One would expect that a 
larger number of strands would 
give a lower heater temperature 
and higher break-down voltage. 
However, more strands give poorer 
heat transfer from the inner 
strands, while the outer strands 
have more points of contact with 
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1ïEm- 3: - 

GILFILLAN OFFERS... 

PERMANENT CAREERS 
FOR 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN ENGINEERS 
AND PHYSICISTS 

IN LOS ANGELES 

with GILFILLAN 
the company that developed and produced GCA, the world-famous 

Radar equipment for landing aircraft in bad weather 

the company that pioneered development of GCA radar equipment 
for the USAF, the CAA, the USN and the USMC 

excellent financial opportunity. Because Gilfillan jobs 
require top specialists, most jobs fall into higher pay 
categories. 
secure, long-term careers with a progressive 40 -year -old 
company. 
outstanding engineering opportunity, ranging from major 
systems design to detailed circuit design. 
advancement in both pay and responsibility according 
to ability. 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 
Having design experience in one or more of the following: 

General radar and computing systems 
Servo mechanisms Indicator systems 
Radar transmitter modulators and high voltage 

power supply systems 
Wide band IF amplifiers and receivers 

General pulse circuits 

MICRO -WAVE ENGINEERS... Having design experience 
in transmission line components, micro -wave antennas and 
feeds. 

PHYSICISTS...Having practical experience in analysis of 
radar and radar control systems. 

DEGREE NOT ESSENTIAL. Applicants must be capable of 
assuming responsibility for design engineering. 

ADEQUATE MOVING ALLOWANCE...for family and 
furniture. Your family will enjoy living in Southern Cali- 
fornia. Wonderful climate the year around. Adequate hous- 
ing, unexcelled educational facilities. 

Interviews can be arranged at convenient cities 
WRITE OR CONTACT MR. HOMER TASKER, 

Chief Engineer, Gilfillan Brothers, Dept. E 
1815 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif. 

ALL REPLIES STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 

GCA 

ilfillan 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
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Ever see a frequency 
monitor better than its 
crystal? The JKO-3 crys- 
tal used in this Doolittle 
monitor is the finest 
available-as are all JK 
crystals used everywhere. 

TODAY'S NEEDS 

DESIGNING 

TOMORROW'S 

Opening the doorway to new crystal uses is the newly an- 
nounced JK G-9. The glass envelope in which the crystal is 
hermetically sealed provides a sure vacuum for higher Q, 
resistance is unaffected by supersonic reflections. 

EVEN A JK CRYSTAL FOR PASTEURIZING BEER! 

Tomorrow's needs for crystals are constantly met 
today by the James Knights research laboratories. 
Take the case of a new JK supersonic crystal now in 
use with a well-known brewery for pasteurizing beer. 
The JK crystal was designed to kill the bacteria - 
without heat - simply by vibration! Another dramatic 
crystal application made possible by James Knights' 
ability to fill any specific need crystal -wise! Whether 
for new product design or laboratory research, con- 
sult James Knights FIRST. 

Mite for free catalog-listing all JK crystals, 
their specifications and schematics. 

THE JAMES KNIGHTS COMPANY 
SANDWICH 3, ILLINOIS 

CRYSTALS FOR THE CRITICAL 
No crystal is "outdated" with James Knights. We can furnish yesterday's crystals 
as well as all present-day applications - PLUS designing new crystals for still 
unheard of uses. 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

the cathode sleeve, due to the tight- 
er fit of the heater. 

Another common form of heater 
design is the helical or double hel- 
ical wire coated after forming. It 
was hoped that the even spacing 
between heater and cathode, to- 
gether with an application of the 
insulating coating by spraying so 
as to produce a rough surface with 
a minimum area of direct contact 
to the cathode, might give an im- 
provement in break-down voltage. 
However, tests showed an improve- 
ment of only a few hundred volts. 

New Heater Design 

Therefore, in order to meet the 
demand for the radical improve- 
ment in insulation, it became appar- 
ent that a drastic step had to be 
taken in designing a new heater. A 
good possibility for a solution ap- 
peared to be the use of two in- 
sulators in series. A thin -walled 
alumina tube was tried, which fitted 
between cathode and heater of a 
6W4GT, and a few tubes were made 
that stood up with 4,000 volts surge 
between heater and cathode. The 
difficulty was in a heating time of 
about 30 seconds which was unde- 
sirable not only for the user of the 
tube, but also it made the tubes 
very difficult to process during man- 
ufacture. Also, the alumina tube 
was of such wall thickness that 
there was no hope of producing it 
in quantity at a reasonable cost. 

After many trials, however, a 
new form of ceramic insulator was 
designed which overcomes all the 
difficulties mentioned above. The 
cooperation of the Stupakoff Cer- 
amics and Mfg. Co. was enlisted in 

FIG. 2-Photograph shows completed 
diode and disassembled component parts 
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Heur about 
te revolution 
in 
C/eve/and? 

Rolling out of Cleveland these days is 
a revolution in armored warfare. 

It's the T-41 "Walker Bulldog"-the 
first U.S. tank to be built around a gun 
instead of an engine. 

But the T-41 is involved in a produc- 
tion revolution, too! Though assembled 
in Cleveland, its actual parts and mate- 

rials come from two thousand factories 
...in nearly every state! 

This "production team" system is pro- 
ducing miracles. But it produces new tim- 
ing problems, too. How do you bring in 
two thousand units ... at the right time? 

These production experts know the 
answer. When they want parts and mate- 
rials fast, they use the service that gets 
there first. They use Air Express! 

Whatever your business, Air Express 
speed can make your deadlines, increase 
your profits. Here's why! 

IT'S FASTEST - Air Express gives the 
fastest, most complete door-to-door pick- 
up and delivery service in all cities and 
principal towns, at no extra cost. 

IT'S MORE CONVENIENT-One call to 
Air Express Division of the Railway 
Express Agency arranges everything. 

IT'S DEPENDABLE - Air Express pro- 
vides one -carrier responsibility all the way 
and gets a receipt upon delivery. 

IT'S PROFITABLE-Air Express expands 
profit -making opportunities in distribu- 
tion and merchandising. 

For more facts call Air ExpressDivision 
of Railway Express Agency. 

lIPPuS 
GETS THERE FIRST 
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Is 

YO UR 

Neck Way 

Out, Too? 

...with more 

business than 

you can produce? 

Sounds like a happy situation when 

you say "too much business," 
but it sure isn't, as those of you know 
who are on that spot. And 
we're on it, too, since occasionally 
your requirements exceed our 
production. But ... in an attempt 
to help you with your fasten- 
ing problem, we've produced a TIME 
SAVER, shown below! 

FREE -A -N Stainless Fastening Selector 

This handy slide -chart instantly identifies 
A -N Nos. pertaining to stainless steel nuts, 

screws, bolts, rivets, cotter pins, washers; 

gives sizes and other data. Write for 
"Chart 51H" TODAY! 

Manufacturers of STAINLESS STEEL FASTENINGS 
CASTEETON -ON -HUDSON, NEW YORK 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

this work to assure the practica- 
bility of this design. A sketch of 
it is shown in Fig. 1. It is made of 
pure alumina by extruding and ma- 
chining. The outside cross section 
is shaped so that it fits into a lock - 
seam cathode sleeve. The outside 
wall is cut so that most of the 
heat from the heater can be radi- 
ated directly to the cathode sleeve, 
while keeping the heater from di- 
rect contact With it. 

The most essential part of the in- 
sulator is the center web. Not only 
does it give the necessary mechan- 
ical support, but the resulting short 
heating time indicates that it speeds 
up the heating up process by reflect- 
ing heat into the cathode sleeve. 
The heater proper is a multi - 
stranded coated tungsten wire 
which is threaded into the two 
longitudinal holes of the insulator. 
The insulator is made a little, longer 
than the cathode sleeve as this was 
found to reduce the danger of break- 
down at the ends. The insulator is 
held in place by a ceramic cement 
at its lower end, tying it to the 
heater and heater leads. In this 
way, heater, insulator and cathode 
sleeve can expand independent of 
each other, as required during heat- 
ing and cooling of the tube. 

The heating time of the cathode 
assembly using this ceramic is 16 

sec, which is about normal for tubes 
not using ceramics as insulators. 
Thus, its successful operation when 
used in series heater circuits is as- 
sured. 

The cathode is designed with such 
an operating temperature as to give 
good life without undue processing 
difficulties. The main problem for 
production was found to be the con- 
trol of coating texture. Only tubes 
with just the proper cathode coat- 
ing will withstand the high inverse 
peak voltage tests. 

Plate -Cathode Spacing 

Having solved the heater insula- 
tion problem, it now became clear 
that the cathode -to -plate spacing 
of the 6W4GT was insufficient to 
withstand surge voltages of 4,000 
volts with any degree of safety. In 
order to allow a rating of 4,000 
volts maximum design center 
(RTMA system) for a production 
type, it was considered necessary to 
have some experimental tubes, made 
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'- 

d, 

buy SPEER 
when you buy RESISTORS 

... for consistent resistance values 

Complete your circuits with R. F. 

coils...chokes...tubular and disc 
capacitors...high voltage con- 

densers... capristors by 
JEFFERS ELECTRONICS, INC. 

DU BOIS, PA. 

Another Speer Carbon Co. Subsidiary e 7570 

A SPEER CARBON COMPANY SUBSIDIARY 

ST. MARYS, PENNSYLVANIA 
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THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

under strict laboratory control, 
withstand a short test of 6,000 volts. 

In order to obtain sufficiently 
high plate -to -cathode breakdown 
voltage, the plate -to -cathode spacing 
was increased slightly over that of 
the 6W4GT. When this was first 
considered, the possibility of hav- 
ing to limit the plate current rating 
because of the increased plate dissi- 
pation was anticipated. However, 
extensive tests have proven that the 
same current rating as that of the 
6W4GT is satisfactory. The plate 
is made from heavy stock, bright 
on the inside to hold in the heat of 
the cathode, carbon coated on the 
outside to permit maximum plat(. 
dissipation. Its shape is similar to 
that commonly used on the 6W4, ex- 
cept that the ends of the plate bar- 
rel are flared out in order to reduce 
the field strength at those points. 

The electrodes are mounted on a 
conventional flat press stem. The 
lead wires are so arranged that the 
cathode lead is brought out on one 
side of the press, while heater and 
plate leads emerge on the other 
side. The base is provided with 
leakage barriers both inside and 
outside, which makes it possible to 
retain the single -ended basing de- 
sign of the 6W4GT. It is obvious 
that in connecting a socket for the 
new type, socket clips adjacent to 
the cathode connection cannot be 
used as tie post in the receiver. 
A picture of a finished tube and its 
component parts is shown in Fig. 2. 

We gratefully acknowledge the 
cooperation and many valuable sug- 
gestions given to us by George 
Fyler of Motorola, Inc. 

Floating -Core Capacitor 
AFC System 

MANY electromechanical automatic 
frequency systems employ motors, 
with associated control circuits, and 
elaborate gear boxes. The system 
described here eliminates all these, 
and requires but a small fraction of 
the driving power usually needed 
for old systems. 

Basis of the system is a metal 
core which can move freely inside 
a tube of insulating material, filled 
with fluid. The core is moved elec- 
tromagnetically to effect changes in 
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pN 

The night flight of a bat is controlled by a high -frequency system 
not unlike radar ... very simple ... very effective ... perfectly 
adapted to the needs of a bat. 

Antennas play a highly important part in radar as well as com- 

munications. Like the bat's ear, they should be designed to fit the 
needs of a particular situation. We at the Workshop have been 

manufacturing antennas to meet the most exacting electrical and 

mechanical specifications. Our facilities include electronic test 

equipment for measuring antenna gain, pattern, and impedance, 

enabling us to fill nearly any antenna need. 

These facilities, manned by our competent technical staff, are 

constantly at work for government and industry in the solution of 
difficult antenna problems. 

HAROLD E. EDGERTON 

The WORKSHOP 
ASSOCIATES 

DIVISION OF THE GABRIEL COMPANY 

Specialists in High -Frequency Antennas 

135 CRESCENT ROAD, NEEDHAM HEIGHTS 94, MASS. 
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THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

Here's why 

those in the know 
-demand 

CANNON 
PLUGS 

All contacts machined from 
solid bar stock and 
electroplated with silver. 

Insert retaining screw 
threads into metal barrel 
instead of plastic... inserts 
can be removed easily. 

Improved patented latch locks 
connectors for added safety. 

Full -floating, non -twisting 
socket contacts provide 
alignment, relieve strain 
on contacts. 

Solder cups hand tinned 
inside only, make clean 
soldered connections. 

Die-cast zinc integral cable 
clamp swaged to steel shell. 

Improved rubber bushing serves as 
cable relief, gives added insulation 
and weatherproofing. 

If you talk to sound technicians anywhere you'll find 
Cannon Type P connectors are the accepted standard of 
quality ... taking a beating day in day out where frequent 
changes in circuits are required on all kinds of jobs up 
to 30 amp. capacity. 

The close attention to important details called out in 
the above illustration is typical of the care used in the 
design and construction of all Cannon Plugs-the world's 
most complete line. 

The above type series is distributed through 
selected franchise distributors. The line is fully 
described in the Type P Bulletin. Engineering 
bulletins describing each of the many basic 
types of Cannon Plugs will be sent on request. 

Type P insert arrangements include 
2-3-4-5-6 and 8 contacts. All con- 
tacts are 30 amp. capacity except 
those inP-8 layout which arel5 amp. 
Full scale layouts, front view pin in- 
sert, engaging side, shown at right. 

CANNON 
ELECTRIC 

Since 1915 

CANNON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
LOS ANGELES 31, CALIFORNIA 

Factories in Los Angeles. Toronto, New Haven. Repre- 
sentatives in principal cities. Address inquiries to Cannon 
Electric Company, Department! -120,P. O. Box 75, Lincoln 
Heights Station, Los Angeles 31, California. 

P-3 

P-8 

FIG. l-Circuit of control for floating - 
capacitor for automatic electromechan- 

ical frequency control system 

capacitance. The fluid damps the 
movement of the core and the float- 
ing action reduces the influence of 
gravity and extraneous mechanical 
vibrations. 

Figure 1 shows the circuit used 
in cor , unction with the floating- 
crü capacitor afc system. When 
:Jere is no correction signal at A 
or B, Vi and V. are just cut off, the 
coils L, and L2 are not energized, 
and the core remains at rest. In 
case of a frequency deviation, and 
depending on the sign of the devia- 
tion, one of the tubes will draw cur- 
rent through the action of a dis- 
criminator. Thus one of the coils 
will be energized and the position of 
the core is varied until the two fre- 
quencies to be compared are syn- 
chronized. 

According to the original article 
describing this development (Com- 
munication News, p 112, Dec. 1950) 
the advantages of this system are 
as follows: (1) Absence of initial 
friction results in a high sensitiv- 
ity. (2) The mass of the floating 
body is small so that hunting will 
not occur. (3) The speed of con- 
trol is proportional to the frequency 
deviations. (4) The large gear box 
necessary in conjunction with al- 
ternative methods is replaced by 
fluid damping. (5) The operation 
of the floating core is not influenced 
by mechanical vibrations. (6) Small 
dimensions and weight. (7) The 
electrical circuit required for driv- 
ing the core can be kept small. 

Disadvantages include: (1) 
Leakage or evaporation of the fluid 
may occur which causes the forma- 
tion of air bubbles. (2) After pro- 
longed operation the fluid may be- 
come polluted, which might result 
in sticking of the floating body. (3) 
Special care must be taken during 
manufacture of the - floating -core 
device. 

Experimental units have been 
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PROBLEM: 

How to Get Higher Performance and Longer 
Wearing Qualities in Contact Assemblies 

GENERAL PLATE: 

Meets the Specifies! Requirements with 
TOP -LAY 

...A Composite Metal Combination 

Manufacturers of electric motor starters had frequent trouble 
with contact assemblies which were made by brazing the contact 
to the base metal carrier. This method results in annealed contacts 
and carriers which in turn means lack of strength, poor wearing 
qualities and short contact life. 

General Plate's Top -Lay contacts and contact material meet the 
engineering specifications by providing the higher performance 
necessary. Made by cladding silver or precious metal strip to suit- 
able base metal, Top -Lay is cold worked by profile rolling which 
gives it a hard, long -wearing surface. In addition, Top -Lay saves 
on fabrication costs as it is easily blanked and formed to the 
required shape. (For information on Top -Lay write for Technical 
Data Bulletin #714.) 

No matter what your metal problem, it will pay you to consult 
General Plate. Their vast experience in cladding precious to base 
metals, or base to base metal combinations can overcome your 
problems ... often reduce costs as well. 

General Plate Products include ... Precious metals clad to base 
metals, Base metals clad to base metals, Silver Solders, Composite 
contacts, buttons and rivets, Platinum fabrication and refining, 
Age-hardenable #720 Manganese Alloy. GENERAL PLATE 

Division of Metals & Controls Corporation 
310 FOREST STREET, ATTLEBORO, MASS. 

Have You a Composite Metal Problem? 
General Plate can solve it for you 
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hermetically -leale 

and fiNer Reactors 
mee. 

Tull requirements 
oi 

the Complete Transformer line 

that Meets Military Specifications 

If you require fully approved MIL -T-27 Transformers and Filter Reactors for 
prototype models, pilot runs or special applications, and need them in a hurry 
-call your electronic parts distributor for quick service on CHICAGO Hermeti- 
cally -Sealed units. Chances are he'll have them in stock-and you'll save 
valuable time and effort. There's a complete range of CHICAGO MIL -T-27 
Transformers available: Power, Bias, Filament, Filter, Audio. 

CHICAGO Hermetically -Sealed Transformers are the world's toughest units, 
preferred by engineers for those rugged applications. These stock transformers 
may be incorporated in your equipment with full assurance that they meet 
complete MI :L-T-27 specifications. 

SEND FOR "NEW EQUIPMENT" TRANSFORMER CATALOG 

Have the full details at your fingertips on CHICAGO'S New Equip- 

ment Line-covering all MIL -T-27 units as well as famous Sealed - 

in -Steel transformers engineered for every application and geared 

to today's circuit requirements. Write for your free copy of this 

important catalog today, or get it from your distributor. 

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER 
DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION 

ADDISON STREET CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

manufactured by the Philips Tele- 
communication Industries labora- 
tories, of Hilversum, Holland, and 
found to fulfill the characteristics 
expected of them. One model pro- 
vides a change in capacitance per 
electrode of 10 to 15 .p.f. Special at- 
tention has been paid to the selec- 
tion of just the right fluid for the 
device, and experimental and theo- 
retical analyses of the mechanical 
aspects of the floating core have 
been performed. A complete de- 
scription of the development is pre- 
sented in the above reference. 

Barium Titanate Accelero- 
meter 

LTHOUGH piezoelectric crys- 
tals have been used in the 

past as sensing elements in mechan- 
ical shock experiments, practical 
difficulties have prevented their 
wide adoption. However, recent de- 
velopments in the field of ceramics 
have made available piezoelectric 
materials that are both sensitive 
and easily fabricated. One of these, 
barium titanate (BaTi08), is used 
in the National Bureau of Stand- 
ard's piezoelectric compressive ac- 
celeration pickup. 

Physical Characteristics 

The pickup is composed of a cer- 
amic disk ,2s inch thick and Il inch 
in diameter, stacked between a suit- 
able base and a block of metal used 
for mass -loading the disk. The com- 

Photograph shows barium titanate ac- 
celerometer connected to magnetic 

vibrator 
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1Y 

How to PACK a delicate product 
for SHIPMENT ANYWHERE 

SPONGEX cellular rubber 

TEXLITE° rubberized hair 

Photographs courtesy of High 
Voltage Engineering Corporation. 

For better package 
cushioning use 

This fragile high -voltage tube 

is cushion packaged 

for safe arrival 

The last nail in place and this high -voltage tube is ready for shipment anywhere. 
On arrival, it will do the job it was built to do. It's packaged to take the bangs. 

After analyzing its needs, this fragile tube was packed in two outstanding 
cushioning materials-Spongex cellular rubber, and Texlite rubberized hair. 

If breakage in transit is eating into profits, consult with our Packaging Divi- 

sion. They are equipped to analyze and prescribe the requirements of your 
product for safe arrival anywhere-whether shipped by land, sea or air. 

Spongex products available for protective packaging 

TEXLITE rubberized hair and/or wool 

SPONGEX cellular rubber 

TEXFOAM latex foam rubber 

THE SPONGE RUBBER PRODUCTS COMPANY .t9 DERBY PLACE, SHELTON, CONNECTICUT 
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THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

planting trees with tractors 

to make fibres for industry 

With this MOSINEE Tree Planter, 1500 or 

more seedlings can be planted per hour! 

It completes the planting operation...even 

tamps the seedlings into the ground. 

This is the beginning of a 30 to 40 -year 

cycle during which seedlings grow to ma- 

tured trees, ready for harvesting. They 

then will provide the kind of fibres needed 

for many products of industry. 

From seedlings to technically controlled 

industrial paper, MOSINEE safeguards 

every step in the process of making 

MOSINEE fibres 

that work for Industry. 

MOSINEE PAPER MILLS CO., Mosinee, Wis. 

MOSINEE 

plete unit weighs less than is ounce. 
As a result of the stacking any ac- 
celeration imparted to the base pro- 
duces a proportionate change in 

pressure on the piezoelectric disk 
tightly confined by the mass -loading 
block. 

The voltage generated is propor- 
tional to the acceleration of the 
device being measured and is in- 
dependent of its characteristic 
frequency up to the mechanical res- 
onance of the accelerometer. This 
resonance has been extended to 
above 20,000 cps by using a small 
and rather monolithic structure. As 
a voltage source this particular pick- 
up has an almost purely capacitive 
internal impedance of about 500 µµf 
and a sensitivity of approximately 2 

millivolts per g. 
Calibration measurements indi- 

cate that the accelerometer has a 

response flat within 20 percent over 
the range 50 to 6,000 cps, and rising 
to a slight peak between 10,000 and 
18,000 cps. The peak appears due to 
calibration difficulties rather than 
to the property of the accelerometer. 

MACHINE MAPS THYROID 
GLANDS 

Pictures of thyroid glands may be 
made automatically on living patients 
by means of the gamma -ray sensitive 
instrument shown. X-ray instruments 
have thus far been unable to accom- 
plish this task. The machine automati- 
cally traces the patient's thyroid on a 
piece of drawing paper. The instru- 
ment is shown in use on a simulated 

patient in a UCLA laboratory 
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There's a type 
for every application... 

You give sound quality and long life to your 
audio equipment-tape recorders, amplifiers, 
intercoms, etc.-when you specify Sangamo 
Electrolytic Capacitors as standard com- 
ponents. Sangamo Electrolytics are manu- 
factured under carefully controlled conditions 
for protection against source contamination 
and to assure corrosion -free elements. 

There's a type to meet your exact needs- 
a few are shown at right. Write for full 
information. 

ereL Ca,afflaface e' Deeeúu« íPirirasrce 

PAPER MICASILVERELECTROLYTIC 
CAPACITORS 

with 
Singamo 
Electrolytic 
Capacitors 

Type MT 
These wire lead dry electrolytics are easy to 
mount. Their small size makes them ideal for 
application in tight spots. Type MT maintains 
uniform capacity when subjected to heat and 
high ripple currents. 

Type PL 

These "twist -lock" electrolytics give long life 
and dependable performance at 85° C under 
conditions of extreme ripple currents and high 
surge voltages. Twist -prong tabs provide for 
washer or direct chassis mounting. 

Type TS 

Sangamo octal base electrolytics are the right 
choice for all applications where quick capaci- 
tor changes are required. Aluminum containers 
cannot contact mounting surface and the base 
pins are nickel plated to insure good contact. 

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY 
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS 

IN CANADA: SANGAMO COMPANY LIMITED, LEASIDE, ONTARIO -, 
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TWICE 
ACTUAL 

SIZE 

port of 
THRUST SCREW 

This Progressive -made fastener is one of the 

many precision parts in the Toledo Scale Com- 

pany's Guardian Duplex scale. It is used as a 

thrust screw in the main lever assembly for 
making fine adjustments. 

Hardly a major part, but still it must be 

right. "Honest Weight" is Toledo's business and 

precision is required right down to the smallest 

component. 

Manufacturing precision fasteners is Pro- 

gressive's business, as leading companies well 

know. If you need a special fastener manufac- 

tured in quantity to exact specifications, see 

Progressive. 

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG 

IT MAY SAVE YOU MONEY 

Cifte2z Zeica/PROGRESSIVE'Sp.ecial4" 

THE PROGRESSIVE 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

50 NORWOOD ST., TORRINGTON, CONN. 

SALES OFFICES: SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, 
PORTLAND, DETROIT, PHI.ADELPHIA, CLEVELAND, 
SEATTLE, BOSTON, SYRACUSE, ST. LOUIS, CHICAGO. 

NEW PRODUCTS 
(continued from p 146) 

double -throw, rated at 10 amperes, 
28 volts d -c. Designed to rigid 
MIL specifications, the units exceed 
many of the requirements of 
temperature, vibration and shock 
tests. 

Selenium Rectifiers 
INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP., 
6809 S. Victoria Ave., Los Angeles 
43, Calif., has developed a new line 
of hermetically sealed selenium 
rectifiers assembled in half -wave 
cartridges with current ratings 
from 300 s.a up to 60 ma. The in- 
dividual cartridges accommodate up 
to 400 cell elements with d -c voltage 
ratings up to 8,000 volts per cart- 
ridge. The units are capable of 
withstanding 100-g acceleration, 
and are ideally suited for airborne 
applications. They can be operated 
in ambient temperatures ranging 
up to 100 C. 

H -V Transformer 
RADIO CORP., OF AMERICA, Harri- 
son, N. J. Type 228T1 horizontal - 
deflection -output and high -voltage 
transformer was designed for use 
with electrostatic -focus picture 
tubes having a horizontal deflection 
angle of approximately 66 deg, and 
operating at voltages as high as 16 
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They have a right to be proud ! 

These men have realized 'ambitions 
that they've carried with them since 
they began to build engineering ca- 
reers. They're Boeing men. And that 
sets them a little apart. For Boeing 
is a renowned name in aviation. It 
stands for bold pioneering in aero- 
nautical research and design ... for 
leadership in the building of advanced 
commercial and military airplanes 
... and for trail blazing in the 
development of guided missiles, jet 
propulsion and other fields. 

Today, there are many grand career 
opportunities at Boeing for high - 
caliber men who can measure up. 

Needed in Seattle are experienced 
and junior aeronautical, mechanical, 
electrical, electronics, civil, acoustical 
and weights engineers for design and 
research; servo -mechanism designers 
and analysts; and physicists and math- 
ematicians with advanced degrees. 

It's important, long-range work. 
The world's hottest jet bombers .. . 

the fascinating new field of guided 
missiles ... the revolutionary new 
Boeing gas turbine engine-these are 
among the challenging assignments 
awaiting you. Here are outstanding 
research facilities and the men who 
have built Boeing to world eminence. 

i More housing is available in Seattle than in 
most ether major industrial centers. 
2 Salaries are good --and they grow with you. 
3 The Northwest is a sportsman's paradise- 
great fishing, hunting, sailing, and skiing 
country-with temperate climate all year. 
4 Moving and travel expense allowance is 
provided. 

Or if you prefer the Midwest. there are similar 
openings available at the Hoeing Wichita, 
Kansas, Plant. Inquiries indicating a prefer- 
ence for Wichita assignment will be referred 
to the Wichita Division. 

Write today to the address below or use the 
convenient coupon. 

JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer-Persorn:i 

Dept. per -10 

Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 1, Wash. 

Engineering opportunities at Boeing interest 
me. Please send me further information. 

Nome 

Address 

City and State 

L. J 

AirdirE29174W 
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means nearly a quarter century 
of specialized skill and know-how 
applied to your antenna problems 

Knowledge gained through engineering and 
developing tens of thousands of antenna 
problems is your short-cut to better, more 
dependable mechanical and electrical designs. 
Ward is the oldest and largest exclusive 
manufacturer of antennas. Whether you 
require one or a hundred thousand units, 
Ward's complete engineering and 
manufacturing facilities are at your service. 
Write, wire or telephone. 

* Illustrating Ward's SPP-127 
directional transmitting and re- 
ceiving antenna, designed for 
point to point communications, 
and built to go up and stay up. 

THE UIfRD PRODUCTS CORP. 
Division of The Gabriel Co. 

1523 EAST 4STH ST. CLEVEIIAND 3, 

IN CANADA: 
ATLAS RADIO CORP. LTD., 

Toronto, Ontario 

OHIO 

OFFERS 
ONE SOURCE FOR SPECIAL COMMUNICATION TV -FM -AM 

ANTENNAS ENNAS 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

kv. The horizontal -deflection -output 
tube may be either a 6ÚQ6 -GT or 
a 6AÚ5 -GT. When the former is 
used a B -supply of 280 v is needed; 
for the latter, a B -supply of 300 v. 

Utilizing a ferrite core for high 
efficiency, light weight and com- 
pactness, the unit has two separate 
filament windings. One provides 
power to the filament of the recti- 
fier tube for the h -v supply; the 
other, for the focusing -voltage 
supply. 

Ultrasonic Generator 
ULTRASONIC ENGINEERING CO., P. O. 
Box 46, Maywood, Ill. Model 800 
industrial and pathological labor- 
atory ultrasonic generator contains 
a v -t oscillator which, at full power, 
will develop in the neighborhood of 
500 watts of r -f energy at 800 kc. 
This power is fed by means of a 
coax cable to the crystal transducer 
mounted in the aluminum vessel 
shown at right. Output power of 
the generator is continuously vari- 
able from zero to full by means of 
the knob at the lower left of the 
panel. Coils of the oscillator are of 
the plug-in type, thus permitting 
coupling to transducers of different 
frequencies. Crystals are available 
at frequencies from 450 to 2,000 ke. 

Test Prod Adaptors 
UNITED TECHNICAL LABORATORIES, 

Morristown, N. J. A new test prod 
adaptor is specially designed for 
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50 YOU KNOW THAT THE 

ROTOR SHAFTS OF MANY TELECHRON 
SYNCHRONOUS TIMING MOTORS HAVE MADE. 

MORETHAN 30 BILLION CONTINUOUS 
REVOLUTIONS AND THAT THE MOTORS ARE. 
STILL OPERATING AS ACCURATELY AND 
DEPENDABLY AS WHEN THEY WERE NEW - 

WEED SKILLED HELPONEMERGENCY"CONTRACTS? 
TELECHRON INC. HAS AVAILABLE CAPACITY FOR DEFANSE 

ORDERS. NEW E3POCHURE;'PRECISION ON THE PROAUCTION 

LINE.' GIVES A QUICK PICTURE OF PERSONNEL. 

CAPABIUTIES AND MASSPRODUCTION FACILITIES, 

WR/7E FOR YOUR Cl9PY TODAY. 

Mar 

JTiaorc 

PO YOU »NOW THAT AIRCRAFT FLIGHT RECORDERS 

WHICH CHARTA CONTINUOUS LOG OF VARIABLE 
CONDITIONS DEPEND FOR THEIR ACCURATE TIMING 

ON TELECHRON SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS ? 

DO YOU KIIOWTHATTELECHRON 
SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 

RUN DEGREES COOLER- 
THAN MOST OTHER. 

TIMING MOTORS 
BECAUSE THE COIL OF 

A TELECHRON 
MOTOR IS LOCATED 

FARTHER FROM 
THE GEAR 

CASE? 

READ Alt ABOUT ̀ ÌELEC/IRON [jOTORS 
/N T///S BULLET/N 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN IS -110 WHICH 

CONTAINS CHARTS, TORQUE RATINGS 
AND COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ON 

TELECHRON SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 

FOR USE IN TlMERS,TIME SWITCHES/ 
RECORDING AND CONTROLLING 
INSTRUMENTS, COST RECORDERS, 

CYCLE. CONTROLLERS, ETC. 

TELECHRZON DEPARTMENT, 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 

410 UNION SE, ASHLAND, MASS. 

ALL TELECHRON TIMING MOTORS ARE 

INST ANT LY...CONST ANT LY SYNCHRONOUS 
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now 
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Sendfor 
prompt 

quotation 

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION 

3530 EISTON AVENUE, CHICAGO 18, 1L111[1ì 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

use with standard RTMA test 
points or the phonograph needle 
type so that any point in miniatur- 
ized or other compact electronic cir- 
cuits may be conveniently contacted 
by a self -holding prod. The Klip- 
zon type L Longie adaptor provides 
a slender, insulated point for reach- 
ing into crowded circuits without 
danger of shorts, shock or acci- 
dental disconnect. A unique self - 
holding point permits measure- 
ments with both hands free for cir- 
cuit adjustment, soldering or other 
work. 

Power Rectifier 
SARKES TARZIAN INC., 415 North 
College Ave., Bloomington, Ind., has 
announced availability of a recently 
developed selenium rectifier that is 
capable of operating without derat- 
ing in ambient temperatures of 
90 C. The new power rectifier illus- 
trated is guaranteed for a mini- 
mum of 1,000 hours of continuous 
operation. 

Identification Tape 
LABELON TAPE CO., 100 Anderson 
Ave., Rochester 7, N. Y. Made of 
two layers of acetate with a white 
waxy substance sandwiched in be - 
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SOUND RECORDING TAPE engineers at work in the 3M Hollywood Engineering Laboratory. 

Ask one of our 3M Service Engineers 

FOR A "SOUND SOLUTION" TO 
ANY TAPE RECORDING PROBLEM 

Eighty 3M engineers in the field-backed 
by twenty technical experts in the 3M lab- 
oratories-stand ready to help you with any 
tape recording problem. 

This 3M Service Organization works daily 
with radio station engineers, electronic en- 
gineers and industries using tape recordings 
in process or quality control. The same elec- 
tronic and engineering know-how that pro- 
duced and perfected the famous "SCOTCH" 
Sound Recording Tape offers you technical 
assistance on every phase of sound recording. 

"SCOTCH" Sound Recording Tape gives 
you these EXTRA construction features ... 

REEL TO REEL UNIFORMITY-controlled coating as- 
sures consistent output. 

THINNER CONSTRUCTION-resists temperature and 
humidity changes. 

NO CURLING OR CUPPING-tape lies flat on re- 
cording head unaffected by humidity. 

UNIFORM TAPE SURFACE-no "dropouts"' on 
recordings due to surface irregularities. 
LONGER TAPE LIFE-special lubricating process re- 
duces friction. 

GREATER SENSITIVITY-more output on your present 
machine setting. 

If you are using sound recording equipment 
in your radio station, laboratory or business, 
call upon the 3M Service Representative in 
your community. He'll be glad to help you 
make better recordings-more easily. Iff you 
are contemplating the use of tape recordings, 
he'll be glad to analyze your requirements and 
aid in the selection of equipment. 

Call him today-or, if you prefer, write 
directly to Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., 
Dept. AE -101, St. Paul 6, Minn. No obliga- 
tion, of course. 

The term "SCOTCH" and the plaid design are registered trade -marks for Sound Recording Tape made in U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6. Minn.-also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure -sensitive Tapes, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating, "Seotchlite" Reflective Sheeting, "Safety -Walk" Non -slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives. "3M" Adhesives. Gen- eral Export: Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co., International Division, 270 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. In Canada: Minn. Mining & Mfg. of Canada, Ltd., London, Canada. 
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Provides Versatile Quality 

for Mobile Communication! 

Year a=ter year, huncreds ct thou- 
sands of feet of shielded ccn-ecting 
caoles bearing the tcmous 
"Currer-'s Favorite Conductcr't-ade- 
nark, find their way in -o the nation's 
best mobile radio and to ep-ione 
communication system 3. 

Fhalo' builds shielded caEles that 
cre os versat le as the systems they 

cornett ... whatever the ouriose, 
you couldn't find a better quality 
answer. 

l'.e..t time specifications cc II for 
shielded communicaticn caz e call 
for FF -ALO and be cer-ain! 

Shie ded, jacketec mobile 
communication cc3le 

Braided 
Assem pIv 

Manufacturers of Thermoplast c 'r sulated Wire, Cables, 
Cord Sets anc Tubing to Goveriment Specificatione. 

CORNER OF COMMERCIAL STREET, WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

tween, this new pressure -sensitive 
tape can be written on with any 
blunt instrument, and makes a 
water-proof, oil -proof, smudge. 
proof and acid -resistant label. It 
will adhere to almost any clean sur- 
face and can be transferred from 
one surface to another repeatedly 
without leaving a sticky residue or 
destroying its adhesive qualities. 
The tape is ideal for identifying 
electrical circuits or wires pulled 
through conduits, switches, con- 
trols, spare parts, panelboards and 
the like. 

Attenuator Switches 
SHALLCROSS MFG. Co., Collingdale, 
Pa., has introduced a line of atten- 
uator switches including 12 round, 
single -deck units in one- and two - 
pole types with up to 60 contact 
positions and with rotations rang- 
ing from 144 to 360 degrees. Aver- 
age resistance of the silver alloy 
contacts of 0.003 ohm is maintained 
throughout a life of upward of a 
million operations. Typical con- 
servative ratings are 1 ampere at 
25 volts; ampere at 50 volts; 
ampere at 110 volts, and 0.2 ampere 
at 220 volts. All are obtainable 
with or without detent mechanism. 

i 

Scintillation Scaler 
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND DEVELOP- 
MENT, INC., 1094 Sutter Ave., St. 
Louis 5, Missouri. Model S-1001 
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pulse -forming 

Network 

Capacitors 

are 

dependable 
for guided missiles -aircraft -land and sea radar equipments 

The keystone to good service on 
network capacitors is complete in- 
formation. Your G -E representative 
has a check-list of twenty-three 
questions that must be answered to 
assure you of dependable capacitor 
performance. And on important 
propositions, to simplify your design 
problems, it is highly desirable that 
a design engineer be called into the 
discussions as early as possible. 
Arrangements for such consultations 
can be made through any Apparatus 
Sales Office of the General Electric 
Company. 

Whether you expect a service life of 10,000 hours or just 60 
seconds, G.E. networks, designed to meet exacting specifications, 
will give you the reliable performance you require. 

Pulse networks are a highly specialized field of capacitor en- 
gineering and experience is an important part of proper design 
work. G.E. has built networks for every type of pulse radar equip- 
ment since the inception of radar. 

Since 1944, G.E. has been running continuous life tests on 
many types of networks to obtain more complete research data. 
These tests are being used to establish life limitations under 
various conditions of highly critical temperatures and voltages 
on all types of dielectrics, bushings, materials for coil forms and 
treating processes. Take advantage of this wealth of information 
and experience. Your inquiry addressed to Capacitor Sales Divi- 
sion, 42-304, General Electric Company, Pittsfield, Mass. or your 
nearest Apparatus Sales Office, will receive prompt attention. 

General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y. 

eeez. cagyzalfoz co2yeance 
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NEW PRODUCTS(continued) 

Look to 1327411 
for the NEWEST...FINEST...MOST SENSATIONAL 

AUDIO COMPONENTS 

MINIATURES AND 
SUBMINIATURES 

The MRB-4 is the world's smallest dynamic receiver and microphone. 

Size: 1" wide x 3,4" deep. Maximum power ;s 75 m.w. Impedance 

is 11-A-4-10%. The impedance variation is essentially constant 

through the range. The frequency response is from 30-4,000,,. 
The MRB-4 has a sensitivity of 105 db (u 1,000,, 1 m.w. The 

aluminum cone 's absolutely moisture proof yet does not lose its 

sensitivity. The magnet is Alnico V... dynami: type. Uses include- 
Earphone, Microphone, Speaker, Mike it Transceivers, Small 

Speaker, Small Pick up. 

Ti and 72 Transformers-and Chokes-These sub -miniature units 

provide power efficiency f-om 80-90% with high voltage break- 
down characteristics and extremely low susceptibility to electrolytic 
deterioration. Frequency response is ± 2db from 100 to 8000,, . 

Impedances up to 200,000 ohms and windings with inductive react- 

ances up to one megohm. Ideal for use with Permoflux microphone - 

receiver units and headsets. 

STANDARD 

HIGH FIDELITY 

DYNAMIC HEADPHONES 
New developments in Fermoflux Dynamic Headphone design 

make possible use of these units in applications heretofore not 
covered in the electronic field. They include the military as well as 

broadcasting, television, recording, monitoring audio metric work 
and auditory training. 

Permoflux Dynamic Heacphones are considered the most success- 

ful and satisfactory for all audio metric work. They are capable of 
taking even minute electri:al impulses and converting them into 
sound over a wide frequency range at uniform response and high in- 
tensities. Sound reproduction is free from irritating blasts and rattles. 

Flat frequency response of from 100 to 7000 ni is assured in 

the Permoflux High Fidelity Dynamic Series and up to 4500,, in 

the Standard Series. 

PERFORMANCE CURVE 
PERMOç.Ux el -43.1 

IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIi 
1111111IIIII1 

I, 

.Iüinc...n1I1diill 
1111111 ..I I I 111 m.1111111 

iiriüri111.11111M11111.111111 ii IIIIIÌIII 
rYqNINCY IN CYCLE 

ROYAL 
EIGHT " 
Compares 
with any 
12" speaker 

This average laborato- 
ry response curve of the 

Permoflux 8T-8-1 proves 

that it compares with the 

finest speakers regard- 
less of size or price. 

TrADI 

PERM'Ø FLUX 
"SOUND IN DESIGN" 

PERMOFLUX CORPORATION 

Model MRB-4 

Model 71 

Model 72 

DHS-17 
with Model 
No. 1505 
Ear Cushion 
CAA Approved 

8 T-8 - I 

Eight.Inch 
Speaker 
with the 

Blue Cone 

4910-J W. GRAND AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILL. 136 VERDUGO RD. GLtNuALt I.ALIrvK.ntA 
Canoe= Licensee -Campbell Mfg. Company, Toronto, Canada 

scintillation scaler incorporates 3 

basic features that are an absolute 
necessity for successful scintilla- 
tion counting. (1) a fast linear am- 
plifier with a rise time of 0.25 p.sec 
and a variable amplification from 0 

up to 2,000; (2) a true electronic 
discriminator that accepts pulses 
from -100 to +50 v; and (3) a 
well regulated h -v supply that is 
variable from 500 to 2,000 IT and is 
regulated to 0.005 percent per 1 

volt change in line voltage between 
95 and 130 v. The scaler portion 
uses the Higinbotham scale of 128, 
which incorporates 6SN7 tubes and 
has a resolving time of 2 p.sec. The 
unit may also be used for Geiger 
and proportional counting. 

New Tetrodes 

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC COR'P., 25 
Washington St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y., 
has available three new tetrodes. 
Type AX -9907/6077 is a high- 
fregency, water-cooled tetrode es- 
pecially suitable for the final stage 
of tv transmitters. The tube may 
be employed up to a maximum fre- 
quency of 220 mc, and has a maxi- 
mum plate dissipation of 3 kw, 
maximum plate voltage of 5 kv and 
maximum plate current of 1.1 
amperes. Trais tube is also avail- 
able in an air-cooled version, type 
AX990 7 R/ 6076. The type AX - 
9908/6079 is radiation cooled for 
communications applications. It 
operates at a maximum frequency 
of 75 me and has a maximum plate 
dissipation of 500 w. Maximum 
plate voltage is 5,000 v and maxi- 
mum plate current is 600 ma. 

Ferrite Core Antennas 
FERROXCUBE CORP. OF AMERICA, 

Marshall St., North Adams, Mass., 
are manufacturing magnetic cera - 
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75 years of it! 

our 
Priceless Ingredient 
in MOLDED 

PLASTICS 

Webster defines 
EXPERIENCE as "Knowledge 
or special skill resulting 
from one's continuance in 
a study or work." We like 
that definition. It sums up 
the best we have to offer 
American Industry. 

What does this experience 
mean to you as a buyer of 
molded plastics? It is your 
assurance that the final de- 
sign is sound ... that the 
mold is engineered and 
built by experts . . . that 
the molding is done by the 
best methods and equip- 
ment. AUBURN molds all 
plastic materials and is Comp,ession 

completely unbiased as to 
type or method. Finally, it 
marks AUBURN as a re- 
liable subcontractor. 

Reenforced 
(Fiberglas) 

Sales Engineers 

Auburn salesmen are Sales 
Engineers - not agents - 
available for consultation 
with your design engineers. 
Or, if your design is com- 
plete, send us prints for 
quotation -without obliga- 
tion. 

e 
Auburn Button Works, In(. 

550 McMaster Street, Auburn, New York 

Tran sf er 

Automatic 
Rotary 

Extrusion 

3&5 5d 
ESPECIALLY 

SUITED 

TO 

LABORATORY 

USE 

SYNCHRONOUS 

MOTORS 

Laboratories, experimental and testing departments no 
longer need several motors for supplying different 

speeds; nor are complicated gear or other drives required. 

Elinco can supply multiple -speed motors with which change 
of speed is practically instantaneous at the flick of a switch; 
instantly reversible, too, even from forward at one speed to 
reverse at a different speed. 

Now, one unit can do the job of five . saving in original 
equipment investment and changeover time. Especially de- 
signed for experimental, servo, electronic power and audio 
mechanisms, as well as for general laboratory use. 

ELINCO 
DESIGNERS AND 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

GOVERNOR -CONTROLLED 

SELF -SYNCHRONOUS 

DRAG CUP 

115 Volt 60 Cycle Single -Phase 
Multiple -Speed Motors 

CA\ 
VALUE 

MFD. 

DC & AC TACHOMETER 

SHUNT 

MOTOR SPEED 

NOM. 
H.P. 

RATING 

FULL 
LOAD 
POWER 
INPUT 

START 
TORQUE 
INCH LB. 

PULL.IN 
TORQUE 
INCH LB. 

PULL- 
OUT 

TORQUE 
INCH LB. 

SERIES 

GH -371 

3 Speed 

900 

1800 

3600 

1/100 

1/60 

1/40 

59 

77 

123 

.95 

.70 

.50 

.86 

1.00 

.90 

.90 

1.05 

.90 

5 

5 

8 

COMPOUND 

PERMANENT -MAGNET 

GGH-492* 
3 Speed 

900 

1800 

3600 

1/50 

1/30 

1/20 

125 

174 

250 

1.70 

1.35 

.90 

1.50 

2.00 

1.50 

1.60 

2.30 

1.90 

10 

10 

16 

SPLIT -FIELD 

SEPARATELY EXCITED 

GGH-449 
5 Speed 

600 

900 

1200 

1800 

3600 

1/200 

I/100 
1/75 

1/60 

1/40 

64 

59 

61 

77 

123 

.50 

.95 

.70 

.70 

.50 

.65 

.86 

1.25 

1.00 

.90 

.65 

.90 

1.35 

1.05 

.90 

6 

5 

6 

5 

8 

UNIVERSAL 

INDUCTION 

RELUCTANCE 

°This motor must be externally cooled if used for con- 
tinuous duty. 
Models GH 371 and GGH 449 available with or without 
control box; Model GGH 492 motor only. 

HYSTERESIS 

DC & AC SERVO 

PARKER 

When 
models, 
ments 
promptly. 

ELECTRIC 

ordering 

will 

AVENUE 

a detailed 
assist 

or requesting 

us in 

INDICATOR 

description 
sending 

information 
of 

proper 

STAMFORD, 

on 
your 

information 

other 
require- 

CO. 
CONN. 

REELMOTORS 

TOTALLY ENCLOSED 

AC DYNAMICALLY BRAKED 

STABILIZED HYSTERESIS 

MOTORS AND 
GEN ERATORS 
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It's 

for 
Precision 
Wire Wound Resistors 

rpc 

RPC Resistors are high quality units designed to meet the most stringent 
requirements. They are widely used in large quantities by laboratories, instru- 
ment manufacturers, and the Armed Forces and their suppliers. Sizes available 
are in accordance with JAN -R-93, RB10 to RB14 and RB51. Terminals may be 

wire leads if required. Resistance tolerance to 0.02% is available. All resistors 

are treated against humidity and fungus growth. 

Write today for catalog. 

Also manufacturers of High Voltage Resistors, High Megohm Resistors and 

High Frequency Resistors. 

RESISTANCE PRODUCTS CO. 
_ \AA ~A, 714 RACE STREET HARRISBURG 2, PA. 

ZOPHIAR _---WAXES 

--'COMPOUNDS 1 l 

1 1 

I 1 

1 

I 1 

I 

1 

1 1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

1 1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

I 

Anti -Corona high heat -resistant compounds for 
Fly Back Transformers. 

Waxes and compounds from 100° F to 285° F 

Melting Points for electrical, radio, television, 
and electronic components of all types. 

Pioneers in fungus -resistant waxes. 

Our efficient and experienced laboratory staff 
is at your service. 

/Ur.f, Milli 

ZOPHAR MILLS, INC. 
112-130 26th Street, 

Brooklyn 32, N. Y. 

105 
YEARS 

PHYSICISTS 
And 

SENIOR RESEARCH 

ENGINEERS .. 
POSITIONS NOW 

OPEN 

. 
Senior Engineers and Physi- 
cists having outstanding 
academic background and 
experience in the fields of: 

Microwave Techniques 
Moving Target Indication 
Servomechanisms 
Applied Physics 
Gyroscopic Equipment 
Optical Equipment 
Computers 
Pulse Techniques 
Radar 
Fire Control 
Circuit Analysis 
Autopilot Design 
Applied Mathematics 
Electronic 

Subminiaturization 
Instrument Design 
Automatic Production 

Equipment 
Test Equipment 
Electronic Design 
Flight Test 

Instrumentation 

are offered excellent work- 
ing conditions and opportuni- 
ties for advancement in our 
Aerophysics Laboratory. 
Salaries are commensurate 
with ability, experience and 
background. Send informa- 
tion as to age, education, 
experience and work prefer- 
ence to: 

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. 

Aerophysics Laboratory 

Box No. K-4, 12214 S. Lakewood Blvd. 

DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

mic antenna rods in diameters from 
in. to 1 in. and in lengths up to 8 

in. With single -layer windings of 
insulated wire these rod assemblies 
are used on portable radios in place 
of collapsible rod antennas or 
built-in loops. Because of their 
unusually high Q, set sensitivity is 
considerably increased over the 
usual air loop. Because of the com- 
pactness of ferrite core antennas, 
they may be mounted almost any- 
where in set cabinets using a mini- 
mum of space. 

Mobile Receiver 
SONAR RADIO CORP., 59 Myrtle Ave., 
Brooklyn 1, N. Y. Model SR -9 
mobile receiver is a 9 -tube superhet 
unit designed for dependable 2 -way 
operation in civil -defense and other 
medium -range radio communica- 
tions. Power output is 3 watts; 
output impedance, 4 to 8 ohms; 
antenna input impedance, 35 to 75 
ohms; overall sensitivity, better 
than 0.5 µv. Weight is approxi- 
mately 3 pounds, and price, $72.45. 

Electronic Counter 
BERKELEY SCIENTIFIC CORP., 2200 
Wright Ave., Richmond, Calif. 
Model 10 electronic counter has 
been developed to satisfy the need 
for a rugged industrial type counter 

with our Quote on 
SAVINGS and DELIVERY 

. 

oú a g se ey ,s S 
bsß 

uch 
Sound like exaggeration? Not 
when you know that the elec- 
tronic tube industry looks to 
The Bead Chain Mfg. Co. for its 

millions of radio tube pins. Or, that 
builders of electrical apparatus turn to us 
for the contact pins, terminals, jacks and 
sleeves required in tremendous quantities. 

For pin -like parts, and variations of 
bushings needed for mechanical pur- 
poses, as well, we are the money -saving 
supplier to scores of famous makers of 
products like toys, business machines, 
appliances, ventilators. 

You save ... if we can make it! We can 
almost say with certainty that if we can 
make that part (up to %" dia. and to 
13 length) you use in large quantities, 
we can show you a big saving. And, as- 
sure on -time deliveries to meet your 
defense work schedules! We have some- 
thing unique back of that claim... 

Low Cost Way to Get Parts 

for Many Mechanical Uses 

Shaft bearings ----Foot or rest pins 
-Spacers between parts - Shoul- 

der pins for permanent attachments. 

STOP PIN 

FRICTION FASTENER 

SPRING ANCHOR 

PIVOT PI -N 

Nobody has What We Have! To be able to 
produce our famous Bead Chain to sell 
for pennies per yard, we had to develop 
our own equipment and method ... our 
Multi -Swage Method. 

Instead of turning and drilling parts 
from solid rod, or stamping and forming 
them, our Multi -Swage Method auto- 
matically swages them from flat stock 
into precision tubular forms, with tight 
seams. By increasing the production 
rate many times and eliminating scrap, 
this saves a large part of the cost by other 
methods. 

What We Can Make. Parts may be 
beaded, grooved, shouldered, and of 
most any metal. Generally, should not 
exceed %" dia. or 1,1,,¡" length. Catalog 
shows many Standard Items available in 
small quantity. Special Designs must usual- 
ly be ordered in lots of a half -million or 
more, unless they are frequently re- 
ordered. 

Get Cost Comparison. Send blueprint or 
sample and quantity requirements. We 
will return an eye-opener on economy. 

Let BEAD CHAIN make it by 

MULTI -SWAGE 

eMETHOD 

Name, title 

Company 

Address 

I want this 
Catalog - Data Folder 

The Bead Chain Mfg. Co. 
88 Mountain Grove St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
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ILLINOIS ELECTROLYTIC 
CAPACITORS 

of "Time Tested Quality" 
FOR EVERY ELECTRONIC APPLICATION 

Seventeen years of production experience, mak- 
ing millions of quality capacitors, has created 
this complete, outstanding ILLINOIS CONDENSER 
line. There's a full Jobber line of capacitors for 
every TV and radio replacement purpose; capaci- 
tors for the entire electronics industry-capacitors 
that meet the highest standards of dependability. 

This engineering and manufacturing experience 
enables ILLINOIS CONDENSER COMPANY to 
meet every demand for new capacitor types, 
whether for peace or defense applications. 

Write for catalog or tell us your needs. There is 
an ILLINOIS ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR ex- 
actly suited for the job-a capacitor of "Time 
Tested Quality." 

ILLINOIS CONDENSER CO. 
1616 NORTH THROOP STREET CHICAGO 22, ILL. 

EXPORT DIVISION: 15 Moore St., New York 4, N. Y. U. S. A. 
CABLE ADDRESS: "MINTHORNE" 

FOR RCA 
Electron Tubes for Industry 

ALL TYPES IN STOCK 

U Vacuum Power 
Thyratrons 
Vacuum & Gas. Rect. 

Ignitrons 
Cold -Cathode 
PhotoOgrO bes 

Oscillograph Tubes 

Camera Tubes 

Monoscopes y 

SpecialTypes 

®Interchangeability 
Directory 

Valuable guide to selection 
lace 

proper RCA tube typ replace- 

ments. is 1600 tute types. 

Quick, Expert Service on RCA Tubes 

ALLIED maintains in stock for quick shipment, 

the world's largest distributor inventory of RCA 

special-purpose tubes-of all types. We special- 

ize in supplying the' needs of industrial, broad- 

cast, governmental and other r user . writete 
time, effort and money-phone,uickl from the 
ALLIED. Fill all your needs quickly 

1 source. 
complete, dependable electronic supply 

See Your 1952 AWED Catalog 

Refer to your ALLIED Catalog for 

all electronic supplies-parts, 
tubes, test instruments, tools, 

audio amplifiers, accessories- 
available from the 

for your FREE 
orld's largest 

stocks.Write today for 
212-page 

copy of the comp 
ALLIED Catalog. 

FREE: Send for it now 

pHfedBadio 

ALLIED RADIO 
II meats. IS 

833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 11-K-1, Chicago 7, I . 

Write for FREE RCA Guide 

No. 37-046. 

Everything in Electronics from ONE Source 

NUMBERING and 
LETTERING PRESS 

Mono Wheel- Automatic 
Spacer. Design - 
ea for impress- 
ing Letters and 
Numbers in all 
kinds of flat 
metal parts. 
Stamps plates 
up to 5" w. x 
6" 1. Carriage 
table advances 
one space with 
each impres- 
sion of the dial, 

like a typewriter, doing rapid work, even 
spacing and perfect alignment. Differ- 
ent size dials are interchangeable. Di- 
rect sight gauge facilitates stamping 
in the proper space. Bulletin E40B. 

Model 40B 

NAME PLATE DETAIL PRESS 

Model 48 Fully Automatic 
Spacer. For 
stamping figures 
and letters into 
all kinds of name 
plates, key tags, 
dog collar plates, 
and other tags. 
Plates up to 2 x 
3%" can be 
stamped. The 
characters a r e 
carefully en- 
graved and make 
clear cut im- 
presions. Char- 
acter sizes: 1/16". 

3/32", 1/8", 9/64" and 5/32". Weight: 19 
lbs. net. Bulletin E-48. 

NUMBERING & LETTERING 
DETAIL PRESS 

Model 141, 'hand operated; 142, air 
operated; 143, motorized. Spacing ad- 
justments >and table release located in 
front of press; easily accessible. Auto- 
matic spacer can be regulated up to 1/4" 
and allows fitting ammeters into panels 
of name plates. Smooth, powerful 
stamping pressure is applied by eccen- 
tric action through lever to head. Depth 
of impression readily adjusted with 
knurled nut under table. Simple chang- 
ing of dial for different size characters 
by loosening only one screw. Dials have 
42 characters: sizes 1/16", 3/32, 1/8, 3/16, 
or ii". Bulletin E-141. 

NUMBERALL STAMP & TOOL CO. 
HUGUENOT PARK STATEN ISLAND 12, N. Y. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

that will operate reliably in the 
range beyond the capabilities of 
standard mechanical counters. Any 
mechanical, optical or electrical oc- 
currences that can be converted to 
electrical impulses may be so 
counted at rates up to 6,000 per 
minute. However, the instrument 
will actually differentiate between 
any two occurrences as close to- 
gether as 20 µsec. The unit uses 
selenium rectifiers in the power 
supply and all wiring has been 
moisture and fungus proofed to 
insure reliability and long operat- 
ing life. All circuits have been 
developed around one tube type, the 
12AU7, to facilitate replacement. 
All counters are factory tested to 
insure proper operation over a line 
voltage range of 105 to 130 v. 
Power consumption is approxi- 
mately 25 w. 

V -T -Electrometer 
KEITHLEY INSTRUMENTS, 3868 Car- 
negie Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio. 
Model 200 vacuum -tube voltmeter 
is accurate within 1 percent at full- 
scale reading; accuracy of low -scale 
readings being held to within 5 per- 
cent of the reading. The increased 
accuracy was achieved by recalibra- 
tion of the scale to compensate for 
nonlinear characteristics of the 
vacuum tubes. The improved in- 
strument is expected to have an 
enhanced value wherever a self-con- 
tained d -c voltmeter with an ex- 
tremely high input impedance is 
required. Some of the unit's cur- 
rent uses include measuring volt- 
ages of charged capacitors, measur- 
ing piezoelectric potentials, in 
measuring d -c amplifier and f -m 

3 

,, "' . ` 
¡Ow, 

* TURNS SILENCE INTO SAFETY 

Silent running instruments and machines 

keep our submarines safe. Behind the manufacture 
of these fine products lie months of research with 

Magnecord tape recorders . . . noise analyses 

and vibration tests to reduce detectable sound. 

Whatever your recording problem - in the 

laboratory or in field tests - Magnecorders 

offer greater flexibility, fidelity, features for 
subsonic to supersonic research. 

% 

Used b,, more eeç neers than 'all other 
professional tar e recorders ccmbineà 

, INC. \ y FIGH FIDELITY TAFT RECORDERS FOR INDU57Tt` 

Write fqr NEW CATALOG 

MAGNECORD, INC., C:PT. EA -10 
360 N. Michigan Avenue, :hicago 1, Illinois 

Sena me further i-formction on Magnecord tope - 
recording for initstrisl "Sound" Researes. 

Name. 

Company 

Address 

City ..zone State 

CONSERVE 

MATERIALS 
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FOR YOUR PANEL 
A NOVEL and UNIQUE CIRCUIT INDICATOR 

DESIGNED FOR NE -51 NEON LAMP 

For 110 or 220 volt circuits 

The required resistor is 

an integral part of this assembly 

-"built-in." 

RUGGED DEPENDABLE 
LOW IN COST 

PATENTED: No. 2,421,321 

Cot. No. 521308-997 

WILL YOU TRY A SAMPLE? 
'Write on your company letterhead. We will act at once. 

No charge, of course. 

SEND FOR THE 192 PAGE HANDBOOK OF PILOT LIGHTS 

Among our thousands of Pilot Light Assemblies there is one 

which will fit your special conditions. Many are especially 
made and approved for military use. We pride ourselves 

on prompt deliveries-any quantity. 

ASK¡OR OUR APPLICATION ENGINEERING SERVICE 

Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot Lights 

The DIAL LIGHT COMPANY of AMERICA 
900 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 3, N. Y. SPRING 7.1300 

1I.!Ii.V 
SYNC SIGNAL GENERATOR 

(field sequential system for CBS color) 

for Broadcasting and 
Production Testing 

All binary dividers. No blocking tube or 
locked oscillators 
Camera color drive pulse provided to oper- 
ate studio camera equipment-absolutely 
stable under all operating conditions 
Meets all RTMA and FCC specifications with 
margin to spare 
Gating pulse to blank out two color fields- 
will produce any one of three colors 

Built-in bar and dot generator for checking 
sweep linearity 

Price $2150.00 FOB Plant. Cabinet extra 

Write for further technical details 
on 2201 Sync Generator and 2301 Color Monoscope. 

TYPE 2201 

tßib v444:9.'.4¢ 
aee,asa 

raiâ a.alriA* 
rsaea L. 

2_ 

6l£*m ss.- 
$aaa,o mcse soe 
011.0aoaeasct. 

Ir. 1.. 

Manufacturers of a complete line of TV and Radar Test Equipment 

TQllnsfrumext Co.lrrc. 
50 PATERSON AVENUE EAST RUTHERFORD, N. J. 

REXOLITE1QZ 
(FORMERLY G. E. TEXTOLITE 1422) 

;THE Better 
Ptpslic 

p110N U 
U. H. F. INSBECpUSE 

Of:- ro9- 
e 

outstanding 

prop- 

erties machinability 

high 
superior heat resistance 

dimension 
hgh al stability 
and extremelylow 

initial COs} 

Rexolite 1422 has been specifically 
designed and developed to meet 
the growing need for a lightweight - low cost U. H. F. insulating 
material. 
Rexolite 1422 is available for im- 
mediate delivery as centerless 
ground rod in any diameter up to 
1". Also cast in larger diameter 
rods and sheets. 
Meets JAN -P-77 and MIL -P -77A spec- 
ifications. 
The unusual chemical inertness and 
physical properties of Rexolite 1422 
allow its use where other materials 
fail. 
For use in: connectors, coaxial con- 
nectors. waveguide, antennas, lends 
and spacers, spreaders and air 
wound coil supports, coil forms. 

rts .r- 
- 

`44 0 

Write today 
for technical. bulletins and 

samples. Our en.. 
gineering staff is al- 
ways at your dis- 
posai. 

Manufacturers of Non -strip wire, Nigh Tempera- 
ture Electrical Tubing and other extruded plastic 
products. 

THE REX CORPORATION 
60 LANSDOWNE STREET 
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

discriminator potentials, and in con- 
junction with a known resistance to 
measure currents as low as 10-" 
ampere in photocells and dielectric 
leakages. 

Three -Speed Tape Recorder 
BELL SOUND SYSTEMS, INC., 555 
Marion Road, Columbus 7, Ohio, has 
introduced model RT -65-B portable 
three -speed RE-CORD-O-fone tape 
recorder. It records for immediate 
playback on 1Z -in., 3 -in. and 7i -in. 
speeds. The amplifier in the unit is 
designed for high -quality frequency 
response of 70 to 8,000 cycles ±3 
db. Output is 3.5 watts. Telephone 
jacks are provided for direct con- 
nections to any amplifier or p -a sys- 
tem. There is also an output of 
3.2 ohms and high impedance for 
headphone monitoring. Power sup- 
ply is 80 watts, 117 volts, 60 cycles 
a -c. 

ROTARY RELAY 

ïeV.t >iC3P 

180' MOOR C a A 

SHAFT FOR 

bk. rE'v MEMBER 

Rotary Switch Actuating 
Mechanisms 
GENERAL PRECISION LABORATORY, 
INC., Pleasantville, N. Y., has de- 
veloped a series of light, compact, 
rotary switch actuating mechan- 
isms that provide intermittent 
pulsed reciprocating rotational mo- 
tion of up to 330 deg, with torques 
tailored to suit individual require - 

at with the 

OSCILLOSYNCHROSCOPES 
ON 5A 

ON -5X 

SYNCHROSCOPE P4 -EX 

Models ON -5A and ON - 
5X are designed as basic, 
highly flexible laboratory 
instruments for general 
pulse work. Their specifi- 
cations include: 

High -gain vertical ampli- 
fiers. 
Triggered sweeps, if an 
external trigger is avail- 
able. 
Recurrent sweeps, at a 
repetition rate of 10 to 
100,000 per second. 
Vertical input delay of 
0.45 microsecond (ON - 
5X). 

Model P4 -EX is designed for applications requiring a triggered 
sweep, and where the signal levels met do not demand 
extremely high -gain amplification. Its many outstanding fea- 
tures include: 

Internal trigger, at a repetition rate of 50 to 5000 per second, 
easily synchronized with an external trigger if desired. 
Output trigger, with the same range of repetition rates, which 
can be continuously phased to lead or lag the sweep start by a 
maximum of 500 microseconds 

Detailed specifications and performance data available promptly on your request. 
These new instruments represent a high level of precision design and 
versatility of application at remarkably low cost. Major features that 
are common to all three instruments include: 

Type 5UP cathode-ray tube, operating at an accelerating potential 
of 2600 volts. P1, P7 and Pll screens are available. 
Sweep writing rate continuously variable from 1.0 to 25,000 micro- 
seconds per inch. 
Sweep calibration in microseconds per horizontal scale division, 
accurate to plus or minus 10%. 
Vertical amplifier flat within 3 db from 5 cycles to 5 megacycles. 
Vertical calibration voltages, at accuracy of plus or minus 5% for 
Model P4 -EX, and plus or minus 10% for Models ON -5A and 
ON -5X. 
Vertical amplifier input step attenuator. 
CRT cathode connection externally available, for application of 
blanking or marker pulses. 

NET PRICES, F.O.B. Winchester, Massachusetts: 
P4 -EX ... $465.00 ON -5A ... $485.00 ON -5X ... $535.00 

Write today for FREE BULLETINS giving detailed specifications and 
performance data. 

BROWNING 
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carbon oa 
PRECI ION (- l RESISTORS 

NEW 
PRECISION... 

'-_ 

I% Tolerance i 

i deposited 
carbon 

resistors 
The right choice for ACCURACY 
...ECONOMY ... and STABILITY 
in circuits where wire wound re- 
sistors are often time; too expen- 
sive cnd the characteristics of 
carbon composition resistors are 
not suitable. Deposited carbon 
resistors are especially adapted 
to high frequency applications 
that require high stcbility and 
close tolerance of resistance 
values. Manufactured to custom- 
er's sprezifications. For complete 
data mail coupon. 
ELECTRA MFG. COMPANY 

RESISTOR DIVIS"ON 
2537 Madison Ave. Kansas City 8, Mo. 

FOR 25 YEARS A MANUFACTURER OF 

PRECISi'ON ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

ELECTRA MFG. COMPANY 
2537 Madison Ave. Kansas City 8, Mo. 

Please tend Bulletin E-1-Complete Data 
on Deposited Carbon Resistors. 

NAME: 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE 

294 

CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS! 

Total resistance 
Percent resistance within brush circle 
Angle of rotation 
Weight 

PRECISION 
POTENTIOMETERS 

SINUSOIDAL TYPE 

Isl.-11C 

RL 11-C RL 14 -MS 
16,000 ± 10% 35,400 ± 1 `,, 
Approx. 85`,:0 99 ± iA`!c 

3600 3600 
4.75 oz. 1.8 lbs. 

Torque (Approximate) % oz. in. 2 oz. in. 
Wire 80 Ni 20 Cr 80 Ni 20 Cr 
Resolution .4° .2° 
Angular accuracy f.6° t.5° 
Amplitude accuracy f.8% f.6`e 

150 350 
60 rpm 60 rpm 

350,000 cycles 200,000 cycles 

Maximum volts across winding 
Maximum speed 
Expected Life 

Illustration shows RL -11C unit, RL-14MS unit is approximately twice as large. Minor variations 
of these standard designs, available on special order, permit operation at high rotational 
speeds with some loss of accuracy but, with a substantial increase in expected life. Sine and 
cosine voltages are produced simultaneously. Resistances other than those shown above are 

available within certain limits. 

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS SEND FOR BULLETIN F -68-A 

NEWTON UPPER FALLS 64, MASSACHUSETTS 

A8111.1""""--. 

Tubular Turret Terminals: 
Permit mounting of components on both 
sides of a terminal board. Where compact- 
ness is necessary these tubulars have found 
wide use in electronic circuitry. 

Insulated Stand-off Terminals: 
Engineered and 

est specifications. 
manufactured to the high - 

The insulating material is 

Grade XXX pheno- 
lic. Bases are nickel 
plated brass and 
are furnished in 2 

types: Threaded or 

riveting. Terminals 
are silver plated. 

PRECISION TERMINALS 
PMP designs and fabricates terminals 

for every conceivable electronic require- 
ment. Their unusual production methods 
and engineering skill provides products of 

far better quality-yet at costs below com- 
petition. Base material is brass with an 
approved silver plated finish. Centrifugal 
tin dipped finish available at no extra cost. 
Their standard line is available immedi- 
ately and specially designed terminals can 
be produced within any reasonable re- 
quirement. Before you buy consult PMP. 

For Complete Data & Prices 
on all PMP products send for Catalog No. 
20. Requests on company letterhead 
promptly answered. 

PRECISION METAL PRODUCTS CO. of Malden 
41 Elm St. Stoneham 80, Massachusetts 
W.11.s: 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

ments. The drive consists of a 
miniature motor in a special circuit 
permitting rapid reciprocal switch- 
ing up to 10 complete cps. The de- 
vice has applications in the field of 
microwave switches and phase 
shifters whose material elements 
require low torque rotary drive 
mechanisms, in high or low voltage 
switching, and in similar fields 
where a rapid rotary action with no 
lateral thrust is needed. The unit 
requires no holding current and can 
be operated from all commonly 
available power supplies with neg- 
ligible power drain. 

F -M Tuner Chassis 
COLLINS AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., P. O. 
Box 368, Westfield, N. J. The type 
RD -1C f -m tuner chassis has high - 
permeability tuning cores run 
through electro -plated glass coils 
made especially for h -f operation. 
The whole tuner may be held in 
the palm of a hand and no separate 
i -f amplifier is needed. Antenna 
input is 300 ohms ; sensitivity aver- 
ages 20 p.v; i -f is standard 10.7 mc; 
and audio output is approximately 
1 volt. Voltage requirements are: 
filament -6.3 v a -c at 1.4 amperes ; 

B voltage -100 v d -c at 35 ma. Price 
is $29.95. 

Scintillation Detector 
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND DEVELOP- 
MENT, INC., 1094 Sutter Ave., St. 
Louis 5, Mo. Model SC -2 scintil- 
lation detector incorporates a 5819 

MEETS B@ N'ED 
IN INDUSTRY, RESEARCH 
And DEFENSE PROGRAM 

FOR TESTING 
and SERVICING 

Aircraft, tank, 
marine radios 
and electronic 
equipment 

Relays and sol- 
enoids. 

Telephone cir- 
cuits. 

Laboratory in- 
struments, re- 
search. 

Low voltage de- 
vices. 

For plating op- 
erations. 

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE 
0-28 VOLTS AT 15 AMPERES 

NEW MODEL "N" UNIVERSAL 

DC POWER SUPPLY 
Never before has a DC 'power supply with this output range and dependa- 
bility been available at this moderate price. The new Model "N" utilizes 
the "Electro" application of selenium rectifiers and conduction cooling. This 
exclusive feature increases the rectifier power rating and provides lower 
cost per ampere output. A single control provides continuous voltage ad- 
justments for different load conditions over the specified range. Highest 
quality components and special design withstand high overloads. 

NET $175 
Specifications 

Up to 36 volts at 6 amperes. 
5% ripple at 10 amps., facilities pro- 

vided for extra filtering. 
Special D'Arsenval type voltmeter, am- 

meter accurate to 2%. 

Superior Powerstat provides incremen- 
tal voltage adjustments. 

Bridge type selenium rectifiers. 
Heavy duty transformer and choke. 
115 volt 50/60 cycle input. 

Mail Coupon For Complete Literature 

OTHER MODELS 

MODEL "B" 

ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES 
4501-EL RAVENSWOOD AVE., CHICAGO 40, ILL. 

DC POWER SUPPLY 

6 VOLTS 1-20 AMPS. Name 

MODEL "Bi" Firm 

DC POWER SUPPLY 
Address 

6 VOLTS 1-12.5 AMPS. 

City Zone State 

e 
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320 kc modulated 400 cps; audio on 
second beam. 

100% MODULATION .... 

...A.M. WITHOUT F.M. 
Excellent amplitude modulation is a feature 
of the Standard Signal Generator TF 867 - 

24 tic modulated 60/0 ! ke. a.m. accompanied by minimum spurious f.m. - less than 100 cps below 5 mc, 1,000 cps above. Other features are : 

Wide range - 15 kc (or less) to 30 mc in 11 bands on full vision scale. Crystal 
accuracy - 0.01% 1 mc harmonic source built-in. Easy tuning - discrimination 
1 part in 10,000 on total 15 ft. scale length. High output -4 volts down to 
0.04 microvolts. Flexible modulation - internal 400 and 1,000 cps, 0-100',,,, 
external 50-10,0 0 c -'s tab. 

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS 23-25 Beaver Street, New York 

CANADA: CANADIAN MARCONI CO., MARCONI BUILDING, 2442 TRENTON AVENUE, MONTREAL 

ENGLAND: MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED ST. ALBANS, HERTS. 

See our exhibit at The 1951 National Electronics Conference-Booths 61-62, October 22-24 

ELECTRAN 
* TRANSFORMERS 

* SATUIRABLE 
REACTORS 

* ELECTRONIC 
DEVICES 

Specialists in SMALL quantities 
of custom built transformers 

from milliwatts 
to 50 KVA, single 

or polyphase- 
designed and 

manufactured to 
best meet your 

exact requirements. 

Each 

Electron Transformer 

is built t.) the 

highest standards 

of 
quality and precision. 

There is no 

"second" grade 
at Electron. 

IIÍECTRI4N MFA. CO. 
1901 CLYBOURN AVENUE CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS 

PRECISION -BUILT 

CHOPPERS 
YOU CAN DEPEND ON! 

made by AIRPAX .. . 

pioneers in the field! 
A589 ... 6 volt, 400 cycle 

drive used widely by 
the industry. Highly 

reliable, field -proven, 
tested and ap- 

proved by many 
major elec- 

tronic and 
aircraft 

firms. 

A580 . 1120 volt, 400 
cycle drive, supplied to 

0 phase angle or with 
80° to 90° lag. Most 

versatile . re- 
peated tests 

show life in ex- 
cess of 1000 

hours. 

A587 . 26 volt, 400 
cycle drive ... the phase 

of closure and break 
is held to close 

limits for inter- 
changeable use 

as either mod- 
ulator or 

demodu- 
lator. 

A586 ... 6 volt, 60 cycle 
drive, 45 phase log. 

Here's a chopper so re- 
liable that you con 

, put it into service 
and forget it for 

thousands of hours! 

OFSIGNeS 

AIRPA 
av° o:ttf ENGINEERS Ny- 

MIDDLE RIVER, BALTIMORE 20, MD. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

photomultiplier tube. The neces- 
sary dropping resistors are 
mounted on the base of the tube 
socket, and a cathode -follower pre - 
amp circuit may be installed if de- 
sired. The SC -2 uses a NaI-Thal- 
lium activated crystal especially 
mounted in a polystyrene holder to 
provide maximum optical transmis- 
sion, and is an extremely efficient 
end -window gamma counter. It 
gets from 25 to 100 times the 
efficiency of a normal Geiger 
counter. The unit comes complete 
with cable, ready to be used in con- 
junction with any commercial scaler 
or count -rate -meter employing a 
pulse amplifier, discriminator and 
well -regulated high -voltage supply. 

Small Time -Delay Relay 
HEINEMANN ELECTRIC CO., 307 
Plum St., Trenton 2, N. J. Overall 
dimensions of the Silic-O-Netic 
time -delay relay are only 1 in. X 

21 in. X in. yet it has a rated 
capacity of 10 amperes at 120 volts 
a -c. It uses a hydraulic -magnetic 
operating principle. Instead of the 
fixed solid core of conventional re- 
lays, it has a sealed tube which ex- 
tends through and below the relay 
coil. The tube, in turn, is filled 
with a viscosity -stable silicone 
liquid, and holds a movable iron 
core. When the coil is energized 
the movable core is drawn up into 
the magnetic field, but the rate of 
rise is controlled by the silicone 
liquid, introducing a precise time 

SAVE TIME 
cut costs 

PRINT YOUR CIRCUITS WITH 

DU PONT CONDUCTIVE COATINGS 

HERE ARE SOME TYPICAL 

USES OF DU PONT 

CONDUCTIVE COATINGS 

FOR PRINTED CIRCUITS IN: 
Television receivers 

Radar equipment 
Aircraft communication equipment 
Audio frequency amplifiers 
Hearing aids 

Switchboards and panels 
Industrial electronic controls 
Recording equipment 
Radios 

Meters 

ALSO FOR USE IN high- and low - 

voltage ceramic and mica capac- 
itors (on TV receivers), static 
shieldings, resistors, and solder 
seals (for hermetically sealed 

coils, transformers, etc.) 

Use them in place of conventional wir- 
ing and solder connections. These highly 
conductive, low -resistance coatings are 
easily and rapidly applied by spray, 
brush, dip or stencil to metals and non- 
conductive surfaces. 

Look at these advantages: 

1. High conductivity (low resistance). 

2. Flexible application composition may be 

formulated in suitable vehicles for desired 

methods. 

3. Fired -on types unaffected by contaminating 
atmospheres. 

4. Foolproof connections. 

5. Easy application with simple, economical 

equipment. 

6. High-speed production. 

7. Economy - one troy ounce covers about 

three sq. ft. 

Two types of Du Pont Conductive 
Coatings are available: 
Type "F," fired -on, specifically designed 
for use on ceramic bases. 
Type "A," air-dried, for use on plastic, 
paper, and wood bases. 

For additional information 
call our nearest office of Electrochemicals Department, 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) 

DISTRICT OFFICES 

Baltimore 2 321 Fallsway Plaza 2862 Kansas City 1* Guinotte & Mich. Aves. victor 6240 

Boston 10 

Charlotte 2, N. C. 

140 Federal Street 

427 W. 4th Street 

HAncock 6-1714 

CHarlotte 5-5561 

Los Angeles P. O. Box 70, 

El Monte, Calif. CUmberland 3-2761 

Chicago 3 7 S. Dearborn Street ANdover 3-7000 New York 1 350 Fifth Avenue Longacre 3-6440 

Cincinnati 2 2412 Carew Tower PArkway 5253 Philadelphia 3 1616 Walnut Street Kingsley 5-1900 

Cleveland 14 1226 National City Pittsburgh 22 517 Park Bldg. GRant 1-2960 

Bank Bldg. CHerry 16078 San Francisco 6 111 Sutter Street Exbrook 26230 
Detroit 26 966 Penobscot Bldg. WOodward 27360 *Barada & Page, Inc. 

Clip coupon for 
your free bulletin 
on Du Pont 
Conductive Coatings 

o Poe 
PAT 0, 

BETTER THINGS 

E. I. du Pont de Nem ur Wilmington 
l98,)Del. 

Electrochemicals Dept., 

Please send me Conductive Coatings 

State 

FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

Name_ 
Address 

City 

Bulletin CP 2-150 
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For 

Lugst, No Looping of*Wire! 
No Screws to Remove!..::;."`. 

CURTIS TYPE "E" 
TERMINAL BLOCKS 

# 1 8 Stranded or =16 Solid Wire or Smaller 

Curtis Type "E" Terminal Blocks save 
labor - save money - cost less. One 
simple operation makes connections of 
small control wiring to blocks. Merely 
loosen one screw, insert stripped wire 
between clamping members and tighten 
screw. Wire is held so firm that it will 
break before pulling out. Solid base 
construction eliminates possibility of 
grounding. Availab'e in any number of 
terminals from 1 to 22. 

Write for Bulletin No. 123-or consult 
our condensed catalog in the McGraw- 
Hill Electrical Catalog for Product En- 
gineers. 

CURTIS DEVELOPMENT & MFG. CO. 

Terminal Block Sales -4522 West Madison St., Chicago 24, Illinois, 
Factory - Milwaukee 16, Wisconsin 

fOSIiIYE AND 

IVE SHIELDING 
-use Metex "Electronic Weather Strips" 

Because they combine exceptional 
resiliency with good conductivity, 
Metex Electronic Products made of 
knitted wire mesh offer an unusually 
effective means of sealing and shield- 
ing a wide variety of types of elec- 
tronic equipment. 
As closures for sheet metal cabinets, 
for instance, the resiliency of "Metex" 
assures positive conductive contact at 
every point between cover and cabinet 
-eliminating costly machining for 
close tolerances. Metex Gaskets also 
assure resilient metal -to -metal 
contact between flanges, and can 
be combined with rubber corn - 

pounds to function both as a shield 
and as a seal. 
Applications in which "Electronic 
Weather Strips" have already proved 
their effectiveness include pulse modu- 
lator shields, wave -guide choke -flange 
gaskets, replacement of beryllium - 
copper fingers and springs on TR and 
ATR tubes. 
We will be glad to put our experience 
at your disposal. A letter to Mr. 
R. L. Hartwell, outlining your 
problem, will receive immediate study. 

For preliminary information, 
write for bulletin "Metex 'Elec- 
tronic Weather Strips.' " 

METAL 'TEXTILE CORPORATION 

641 EAST FIRST AVENUE, ROSELLE, N. J. 

On Airplanes 
in high altitudes and sub -zero 
temperatures, Vulcan Electric 
Heating Units hold lubricants in 

a liquid state. 

They're used also as anticipators 
in thermostatic control: in guided 
missiles and in speed indicators. 

Vulcan electric heat is helping 
out in many new inventions for 
both war and peace. To assist 
in the further development of 

your ideas, Vulcan heating de- 
signers will be glad to join their 
know-how to yours. 

ELECTRONICALLY REGULATED 

LABORATORY 
POWER SUPPLIES 

BENCH 
MODEL 25 

STABLE 

DEPENDABLE 

MODERATELY 
PRICED 

WIDTH 14" 
DEPTH 6" than 10 millivolts rms 

HEIGHT 8" 
WT: 17 US.For Complete information write 

for Bulletin E 

INPUT: 105 to 125 VAC, 
50-60 cy 

OUTPUT #1: 200 to 325 
Volts DC at 100 ma 
regulated 

OUTPUT #2: 6.3 Volts 
AC CT at 3A unregu- 
lated 

o RIPPLE OUTPUT: Less 

LAMBDA ELECTRONICS] 
C OR P OR A T ION 
CORONA NEW YORK. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

delay. The relay operates on the 
increased magnetic flux caused as 
the core reaches the pole piece at 
the top of the tube. 

Symbol Stamps 
JOHN GRIFFIN Co., 2157 James Ave., 
St. Paul 5, Minn., has available a 
kit of 20 rubber stamps that elim- 
inate the repetitious drawing of 
symbols that appear many times on 
each circuit diagram. They are pre- 
cision made so that when they are 
first touched to an ink pad and then 
to tracing paper they leave a per- 
fect impression of an electronic 
symbol. They are not mounted on 
wood but on :} in. thick Plexiglas 
so the user can see exactly where 
the impression is going to appear 
on the drawing. There are two 
crosslines scribed on the Plexiglas 
for aligning symbol to construction 
lines on the drawing. Price per set 
is $25. 

Interlocking Electrical 
Connectors 
HARVEY HUBBELL, INC., Bridgeport 
2, Conn., has introduced a new line 
of Interlock connectors featuring 
novel locking and outstanding con- 
tact characteristics. The special 
electrical feature of these self- 
locking connectors is known as 

O SCILLOGRAPH 
G ALVANOMETER 

No's. 8001, 8002, 8003 and 8004 ink. 
writing galvanometers have sensitivities 
from 3.5 to 40 volts per cm., resonant 
frequencies from 15 to 120 cps., resist- 
ances from 1000 to 2000 ohms, frequency 
response up to 350 cps., and a single - 
jewel pivot construction. Units are de- 
signed for multiple operation up to 10 
channels in a total width of 12 inches. 

D IRECT -COUPLED 
AMPLIFIER 

No. 8100 direct coupled amplifier has a voltage amplifica- 
tion of 13,000 with a maximum output of 70 volts. Fre- 
quency response from d.c. to 10,000 cps. is flot within 
10%. Input impedance is 2 megohms; output impedance is 
150 ohms. Input may range from 0.1 mv. to 100 volts. 
Stability is better than 0.1 mv. per thirty minutes, or 0.5 mv. 
per day. Attenuator is stepped for factors from 1 to 1000. 

O SCILLOGRAPHS 
Recorders can be supplied with 1, 
3 or 9 chart speeds ranging from 0.1 
mm./sec. to 250 mm., sec. See specifi. 
cations of OSCILLOGRAPH GALVAN- 
OMETER for frequency range. 

OSCILLOGRAPH AMPLIFIER 
No. 8121 special amplifier has a time constant of 
1 second, an exponential response to a square 
wave at high gain, input impedance of 1 megohm, 
and input form 0.1 mv. to 1000 volts. At low 
gain, No. 8121 becomes a DC amplifier with a 

voltage gain of 100 and an input of 10 mv./mm. 

HIGH -GAIN AMPLIFIER 
No. 8130 amplifier, has a voltage gain of 1,000,000 and 
includes a built-in pre -amplifier. Frequency response is from 
1 to 200 cps. Input may range from 10 microvolts to 100 
millivolts. This amplifier is particularly suited for Biological 
studies. 

Many other types of recording and amplifier circuits are avail- 
able and special equipment can be assembled to meet particular 
specifications. 

EDIN COMPANY, INC. 
207 Main Street 
Worcester 8, Mass. 

Please send complete information on: 

RECORDERS 
NO. 8121 AMPLIFIER 
GALVANOMETERS 

(NO.) 

(CITY) 

COMPANY 

No. 8100 
No. 8130 

AMPLIFIER 
AMPLIFIER 

SPECIAL (Enclose detail;) 

(STREET; 

(STATE) 

......................... 
POSITION 
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PEERLESS S-240.0 

Competitor No. 1 

Competitor No.2 

NMI 
wad 
Competitor N0. 3 'ii 
ÌÌlÌ 

Competitor No. 4 

all tests demonstrate 

PEERLESS 
superiority 

L 
Square Wave 

Comparative square wave tests on trans. 

formers shown all over the country have demonstrated Peerless 

superiority ... Now Peerless emphasizes another very important 

property of transformers as shown by the "exciting current test." 

An output transformer's ability to deliver plenty of clean, low -frequency 

power (the goal of every music lover) is inversely proportional to the 

amplitude and distortion of its exciting current. 

PEERLESS superior low -frequency power handling capacity is illustrated 

in these comparative oscillograms. 

Write for complete data. 

PEERLESS 
Electrical Products 

9356 Santa Monica Blvd. 

Beverly Hills, Calif. 

OP 

161 Sloth Avenue 
New York 13, N.Y. 

Division 

ITEC 
[INS/NC C09001 170N 

LECTRIC POWER 
For A.M., F.M., and Television Stations 

Model 10 EL 

10,000 watts 

PORTABLE A.C. ELECTRIC PLANTS 

FOR FIELD AND MOBILE RADIO 

Supply power for transmission at scene 
of events. Can be carried by hand or in 
trunk of car. Take up only a few square 
inches of space in mobile unit. Weigh as 
little as 80 pounds. Lightweight models: 
350 to 3,000 watts. Other models to 
35,000 watts. 

Stay on the air during power failures. When storms, 
floods, or breakdowns interrupt electric service to 
your station and force you off the air, you lose listeners, 
you lose income. Protect yourself against loss .. . 

make sure of your ability to give vital service to your 
community during disaster periods by installing a 

dependable Onan Emergency Electric Plant. 
An Onan plant will take over the job of supplying 

electricity for studios and transmission automatically 
when power is interrupted. Plant stops itself when 
power is restored. Upkeep costs are negligible. 

?!/a& 9oidet 
on $.cgC.ceeict.trg SenuCee 

.ir'r. 
RYCVS 

D. W. ONAN & SONS INC. 
7025 Royatsfon Avenue, Minneapolis 5, Minnesota 

WIRE; CORD 

CABLE 
SOLVE YOUR 

WIRING 
PROBLEMS 

In almost endless variety of 
colors, sizes and specifications to 
your order, Runzel products will 
assist you in your wiring problems. 

Shielded wire and cords . 

popular hook-up and lead-in wire 
. speaker cords and all types of 

insulated wire products. 
Geared for fast production .. . 

Centrally located ... our facilities 
service are unexcelled. 

011P 
F= -r 

II 

- 
M- r..-r ;- Write for samples. 

RUNZEL 
CORD & WIRE CO. 
4723 Montrose Avenue 

Chicago 41, Illinois 

M. S. C. 
(Mass Spectrometer Checked 

RARE GASES 

HELIUM NEON 

ARGON KRYPTON XENON 

LtriDE Rare Gases are mass spectrom- 

eter checked to assure you gases of 

known purity and uniformly high 
quality, Available in commercial -size 

cylinders and glass bulbs. 

LINDE, the world's largest producer of 

gases derived from the atmosphere, 

con meet your individual needs of pur- 

ity...volume...mixture...containers... 

LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY 
A DIVISION OF UNION CARBIDE 

AND CARBON CORPORATION 

30 East 42nd Street rTIA New York 17, N. Y. 

In Canada: 
Dominion Oxygen Company, Limited, Toronto 

The term "Linde" B o registered trade -mark 
of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporaticieti 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

"double contact". There is fric- 
tional contact as in any other type 
of connector, and there is knife- 
edge contact effected by the locking 
contacts in plug and outlet, and held 
under constant coil spring pressure. 
The plugs and outlet illustrated are 
suitable for all wiring connections 
and terminal strips. Fast auto- 
matic locking action represents a 
saving in wiring and assembly time. 
The connector is rated at 10 
amperes, 110 volts. Data sheets, 
test reports and samples are avail- 
able on request. 

Replacement Transformer 
RAM ELECTRONICS, INC., South 
Buckhout St., Irvington -on -Hud- 
son, New York, have announced the 
type X045 flyback transformer for 
replacement and conversion pur- 
poses. It is specifically designed as 
a replacement transformer for all 
tv receivers orginally using 1B3 or 
6BG6 tubes. For 16 and 20 -in. 
round and rectangular tubes, it 
generates 12.5 to 14 kv and 13.5 kv 
respectively, with horizontal sweep 
more than ample for 20 -in. picture 
tubes. 

Literature 
Induction Heater. General Electric 
Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Bulletin 
GEA -5594 deals with the type 
HM2OL 20 -kw induction heater 
designed for annealing, brazing, 
soldering and hardening. The unit 
described is available either with 
or without variable power adjust- 
ment. Chief features, dimensional 
diagrams and complete technical 
specifications are included. 

Tape Recording Equipment. Mag- 
necord Inc., 360 North Michigan 
Ave., Chicago, Ill., has issued an 
illustrated catalog to describe the 
versatility of its line of magnetic 
tape recording equipment for pro- 
fessional use, and to make known 
to a wider field its facilities for 
building special equipment to in- 
dividual requirements. The cata- 
log makes explicit mention of the 
company's conversion and adapta- 
tion equipment. All equipment is 

TRANSICOIL 
"tailored" production 

means servo control 
motors that are fitted 
to your needs exactly! 

Write for Bulletin M 

CONTROL MOTORS PRECISION GEAR TRAINS 
INDUCTION GENERATORS SERVO AMPLIFIERS 

TRANSICOIL CORPORATION 
107 GRAND STREET, NEW YORK 13, N.Y. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

PUT OUT A STRONGER SIGNAL... 
INCREASE YOUR SERVICE AREA 

Lo O\ RELATIVE 

COAXIAL 
AT 157 MCC 

CABLES 
»22yp \\.P,, WATTS RADIATED 

FOR STANDARD \T3\3\ 331 L\º+wP, \ 9 13\ ret 

h ) . 

_ #0._ 11f+. \ -93.3311b- ° o-1._ AY i ` \\R.=DA. iiiiiii 1iiiiiiiil iii \`r, \.'os \ces1 \.>+ it\Z 1133\4:4b0 131 4p5. 13 3_TeN, MIMI 13\R._ 3113113338ar02 
100 300 .00 

LENGTH OF CABLE IN FEET 

with ANDREW Low Loss, 

High Economy Coaxial Cable 
1 /3 to 1 /2 Less Loss than same diameter plastic 

type cables because 96% of insulation is air-the 
most effective insulation. 

No maintenance or operational costs. This advan 
tage far offsets slightly greater original cost. Seam- 
less cable and fittings remain completely gas tight 
and weatherproof indefinitely. 

Maintains original characteristics indefinitely. 
Lasts practically forever. 

TO INSTALL - JUST UNCOIL INTO PLACE. Each 
coil contains up to 2,000 feet of seamless semi -flex- 
ible tubing. No soldering. No splicing. Bends easily 
around corners or obstructions. Shipped under gas 
pressure at no extra cost when pressure -tight end 
fittings are ordered. 

Low loss and economical opera- 
tion will add extra miles to 
your service radius as well as 
give you a stronger signal in 
your present area. There's no 
waste. You get the greatest 
possible range and strength 
From your available power. 
Whether you need transmission 
line for your Communications, 

AM or FM transmitter, Direc- 
tional Antenna System, or 
Rhombic Receiving Array, the 
solution to your problem is 
ANDREW low loss, high econ- 
omy, semi -flexible transmission 
line. Write for further informa- 
tion on Types 737 and S-450 
TODAY. 

CORPORATION 
75,6 STREET CHICAGO 

WORLD'S LARGEST ANTENNA EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 

TRANSMISSION LINES FOR AM -FM -TV ANTENNAS DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA 

ANTENNA TUNING UNITS TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 

EQUIPMENT 

coded, and a special page lists and 
describes such accessories as 
special switches, spooling mecha- 
nisms and adapter panels. 

Nuclear Instruments. Nuclear Re- 
search Corp. 2707 Federal St., 
Philadelphia 46, Pa. Bulletin DU - 
201 fully describes two new 
demonstration units, known as 
DU -1A and DU -2A, which are in- 
expensive, lightweight, modern 
instruments to be used in demon- 
strating nuclear radiation proc- 
esses. The instruments dealt with 
can be used in the detection of 
cosmic rays, alpha, beta and 
gamma particles, the inverse 
square law of a point source of 
radiation, the properties of ab- 
sorbers in the presence of various 
types of nuclear radiation, the 
properties of G -M tubes and the 
statistical nature of nuclear radia- 
tion and its indication on a rate 
meter. 

Tube Manual. Sylvania Electric 
Products Inc., Emporium, Pa., has 
published a revised and enlarged 
eighth edition of its Technical 
Manual in a new snap -open loose- 
leaf format. It contains compre- 
hensive technical data on more 
than 500 receiving tube types, 
standard tv picture tubes, as well 
as 84 pages of general informa- 
tion on vacuum -tube operation. 
Data on 60 new receiving tube 
types are included. Price is $2.00 
per copy. New data sheet pages 
on future receiving tube types will 
be issued free to manual holders. 

Teflon Shapes. John L. Dore', Inc., 
5406 Schuler St., Houston 6, Texas. 
A line of Teflon sheets, rods, tubes, 
packing sets, gaskets, special 
molded shapes and tapes are tech- 
nically described in catalog No. 
711. The material described is 
finding a variety of uses in the 
electrical industry including spac- 
ers for coax cables, inserts for 
coax connectors, and insulation for 
high -frequency, high -temperature 
and high -voltage wires and cables. 

Static Magnetic Memory. Alden 
Products Co., 117 North Main St., 
Brockton, Mass. Available upon 
request are three booklets that 
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HI -CAIN Industrial 

POCKETSCOPE 

MODEL 

S -14A 

Wt. 1234 lbs. 
12"x 53/4"x 7" "' 1 

Another Waterman POCKETSCOPE 

providing the optimum in oscilloscope 
flexibility for analyses of low-level 
electrical impulses. Identified by its 
hi -sensitivity and incredible portabil- 
ity, S -14-A POCKETSCOPE now per- 
mits "on -the -spot" control, calibration 
and investigation of industrial elec- 
tronic, medical and communications 
equipment. Direct coupling without 
peaking, used in the identical vertical 
and horizontal amplifiers, eliminates 
undesirable phase shifting. Designed 
for the engineer and constructed for 
rough handling, the HI -GAIN POCKET - 

SCOPE serves as an invaluable pre- 
cision tool for its owner. 

Vertical and horizontal channels: 10mv rms/inch, with 

response within -2DB from DC to 200KC and pulse 

rise of 1.612z. Non -frequency discriminating attenuators 
and gain controls with internal calibration of trace 
amplitude. Repetitive or trigger time base, with linear- 
ization from i'Acps to 50KC with ± sync. or trigger. 
Trace expansion. Filter graph screen. Mu metal shield. 
And a host of other features. 

WATERMAN PRODUCTS CO., INC. 
PHILADELPHIA 25, PA. 
CABLE ADDRESS: POKETSCOPE 

WATERMAN PRODUCTS INCLUDE: 

S -10-B GENERAL 

S -11-A INDUSTRIAL 

S -14-B WIDE -BAND 

S -15-A TWIN TUBE 

POCKETSCOPE 

POCKETSCOPE 

POCKETSCOPE 

POCKETSCOPE 

S -21-A LINEAR TIME BASE 

Also RAKSCOPES, LINEAR 
AMPLIFIERS, RAYONIC" TUBES 

and other equipment 

Mow 7 Gm Be 
A TTA Cl/ED & SOLDERED 
.cn ONE - Cpewífion! 

r 

c 97Lc1r''' a 
t r JL_1'?1'r1'..--r. 

r-ifefl0 
n 

The greatest innovation in attaching 
terminals to wires is now available to the industry . . . "Pre -sol 
dered" TANDEM TERMINALS! Made in various sizes and type 
these remarkable, production -proved terminals (supplied on reels 
can be applied at rates up to 1200 per hour by a new Terminal 
Attaching Machine that cuts off, clinches and solders terminals in 
one instantaneous operation. Handling of loose terminals, sctder 
and flux are eliminated to reduce costs and boost production on 
long runs. Standard types available. Send for detailed information, 
enclose sample of wire and terminal now used. Address Dept. E. 

For ordinary runs in moderate quantity we continue to produce 

SEPARATE TERMINALS for ELECTRIC WIRES 

We also make SMALL METAL STAMPINGS Exact to 
Customer's Prints. Modern Hunt and Equipment. Mod- 
erate Die Charges. Precision Work. Prompt Service. 

PATTONMacGUYER COMPANY 
17 Virginia Avenue, Providence,R.L 

000 

I - I 
ON CDMPANr voti 

R[EttEaNEADOR Rls 

SICCKERR 0 S`tE 
OF 

OV ® 
-- 011"rr 

PARAMOUNT PAPER TUBE CORP. 

Lengths from 1/2" to 30" 
Inside Perimeters, .450" to 25" 

PARAMOUNT Paper Tubes facilitate coil wind- 
ing-insure coil accuracy and stability. Proved 
by use, they have become standard with leading 
manufacturers of electrical, radio and electronic 
products. Here you are sure to obtain the exact 
size and shape you need for coil forms and other 
uses ... from stock arbors, or specially engi- 
neered to your specifications. Hi -Dielectric. Hi - 
Strength. Kraft, Fish Paper, Red Rope, or any 
combination, wound on automatic machines. 
Tolerances plus or minus .002" Also Shellac 
Bonded Kraft Paper Tubes for absolute mois- 
ture resistance. 

616 LAFAYETTE ST., FORT WAYNE, IND. 
Manufacturers of Paper Tubing for the Electrical Industry 
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FULL RANGE OF MIL -T-27 

TRANSFOR i i ERS 
HERMETICALLY 
SEALED UNITS 
NYT hermetically sealed trans- 

formers are available in all stand- 

ard sizes to meet MIL -T-27 speci- 

fications, and especially designed 

constructions for a wide variety of 

military as well as civilian applica- 

tions. Designed and built to meet 

the most exacting specifications. 

Production facilities for quantity 

production of all sizes. 

the HORNET 
HORNET transformers, pioneered 
by NYT, are of open type construc- 
tion, utilizing Class H insulating 
materials. Approximately one- 
fourth the size and weight of com- 
parable Class A units. Filament 
and plate supply transformers and 
chokes. Units can be designed for 
ambients up to 190 deg. C., alti- 
tudes up to 60,000 feet; power 
ratings from 2VA to SKVA. 

POWER, AUDIO, FILAMENT 
and PLATE TRANSFORMERS 
REACTORS FILTERS CHOKES 
TV RADIO ELECTRONICS 

Engineering and development facilities 

NEW YORK 
TRANSFORMER CO., INC. 

ALPHA, NEW JERSEY. 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

describe the potential use, operat- 
ing characteristics and some ap- 
plication techniques of the static 
magnetic memory, a storage device 
that requires no mechanical move- 
ment in recording, no power to 
maintain storage information, and 
that has a variable information 
handling rate ranging from. 0 to 
30,000 pulses per second. 

Manufacturing Facilities. Polarad 
Electronics Corp., 100 Metropoli- 
tan Ave., Brooklyn 11, N. Y., is 
now distributing an eight -page 
illustrated booklet dealing with 
its development and production 
capabilities for measuring instru- 
ments and communication and tv 
broadcast equipment. Plant equip- 
ment and manufacturing accom- 
plishments, together with engi- 
neering know-how are described. 

Mercury Switches. Micro -Switch, 
Division of Minneapolis -Honey- 
well Regulator Co., Freeport, Ill., 
announces a new condensed cata- 
log Hg -1 on a line of mercury 
switches. The publication covers 
the five most popular designs of 
Honeywell mercury switches, with 
selection and application aids, and 
complete electrical ratings and 
data for the use of these switches 
in both a -c and d -c applications. 

Bridging Amplifier. Keithley In- 
struments, 3868 Carnegie Ave.,. 
Cleveland 15, Ohio, has issued a 
4 -page bulletin describing the 
model 102 Phantom Repeater, a 
bridging amplifier for test instru- 
ments with an unusually high -im- 
pedance input. Complete specifi- 
cations are listed, plus hook-up 
diagrams of several typical applica- 
tions, including simultaneous meas- 
urement of voltage and wave - 
shape inspection, connecting an 
oscillograph to high -impedance 
circuits with negligible voltage 
loss, and increasing the sensitivity 
of almost any voltmeter or cro. 

Picture Tubes. Allen B. DuMont 
Laboratories, Inc., 750 Bloomfield 
Ave., Clifton, N. J., has released 
a 12 -page publication listing the 
latest -type picture tubes, includ- 
ing the type 30BP4 30 -in. Teletron. 
Comprehensive technical informa- 
tion is given for the various Tele - 
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for DEMONSTRATING AND 
TESTING AUTO RADIOS 

New Models, . .. Designed for testing D. C. 
Electrical Apparatus on Regular A. C. Lines. 
Equipped wi-h Full -Wave Dry Disc Type 
tectifier, Assur ng Noise -less, Interfea 

ente -Flee Operation and Extreme 
Long Life and Reliability. 

ATR 

EwMODELS J ANEW DESIGNS 
NEW LITERRTUREr 

w"Ra-zerr, El:ni sator,DC-AC Invert,* 
/y to Radio vibrators 

G pan foam on «nett ¡actors 

AMERICCP TELEVISION 8 RADIO CO. 

QuaEce í -o,44 -E1 Sig.. 193/ 
SLIM' FLU. 1, MINNESOTA -U.5. A. 

FREQUENCY 

SHIFT KEYER 

Type 105 

\Model4 / 

HIGHEST STABILITY in Quality Communications 
In today's high-speed telegraph, teleprinter and multi -channel radio com- 
munication systems-more than ever before-utmost stability is a vital need. 
Northern Radio's exclusive answer is the Type 105 Model 4 FREQUENCY 
SHIFT KEYER. Its highly stable oven has a temperature control of ± 0.1' C 
at 60°, with heaters on 4 sides of the inner oven-giving this unit frequency 
stability unmatched in the industry. And, greatest ease of operation is assured 
by its completely direct -reading dials. 

See the specifications on this outstonding model in the 7951 Electronics Buyers Guide. For complete 
data on the precision -built Northern Radio line, write today for yore free latest Catalog E-10. 

H%G°3GJ RAM o0 COrIPAN? int. 
. 143-145e 

ork 
W1est1, 22nd Street 

r aN w Y N.Y. 

Pace -Setters in Quality Communication Equipment 

distributors for 30 years 

of radio and electronic 

components for all your needs 

ADIO IRE ELEVISION 
INCORPORATED 

NEW YORK 13, N.Y. 
100 Sixth Avenue 
WAlker 5-8883 

NEWARK 2, N. J. 
24 Central Avenue 
MArket 2-1661 

BOSTON 10, MASS. 
110 Federal Street 
HUbbard 2-7850 

lr w r Attie, 100 SIXTH AVE. 
DIV. RADIO WIRE TELEVISION, INC. 

FOR CUSTOM RADIO AND TV COMPONENTS 

Custom assemble your own high 
fidelity phono - radio - television 
ensemble. All famous name com- 
ponents at lowest prices. Send 
for Free hi-fi catalog to Dept. E. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

FOR MILITARY APPLICATIONS 

CUSTOM-BUILT 
TRANSFORMERS 
Since 1927, Raytheon has 
been a leading producer of 
custom-built magnetic com- 
ponents for military and 
commercial applications. 
Typical units include: single 
or polyphase power trans- 
formers, pulse transformers, 
blocking oscillators, servo 
transformers, chokes, audio 
components, filters, satu- 
rable magnetic components, 
etc. Cased or open types to 
meet the most exacting MIL 
specifications as well as 
Underwriters' Laboratories 
and R.M.A. requirements. 

NEW, ULTRA COMPACT, Raytheon 
miniature audio type transformers with 
new patented, compression terminals. 
Designed for minimum space require- 
ment and assembly ease in communica- 
tions equipment. 

FOR POSITIVE VOLTAGE CONTROL 

Designs available in ratings from 5 to 

10,000 watts. A wide range of catalog 
types, or custom -engineered to meet 
special needs. 

VOLTAGE 
STABILIZERS 

The first choice of manu- 
facturers of electrical equip- 
ment for more than two 
decades. Compact, rugged, 
light weight and with no 
moving parts, they can be 
built into equipment or used 
as an accessory. Compen- 
sates for widely varying in- 
put (±15%) within 1/20 
second; maintains voltage 
within ±1A% of rated out- 
put. Insures peak perform- 
ance of any AC operated 
electrical equipment. 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 
Address Magnetic Components Division, Dept. 6460-A 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Waltham 54, Massachusetts 

tron types with complete data on 

the 17FP4 and 20GP4 electro- 
static -focus types. The booklet 
also provides complete ion -trap - 
adjustment directions for all Tele- 
trons, and basing details for both 
electrostatic -focus and magnetic - 
focus types. 

Photoflash Capacitors. Cornell- 
Dubilier Electric Corp., South 
Plainfield, N. J. A single -page 
bulletin covers a line of low -volt- 
age photoflash electrolytic capaci- 
tors that will maintain their orig- 
inal capacitance value after several 
hundred thousand discharges. The 
units described are rated from 
25 to 150 volts, with nominal 
capacitances from 40 to 250 la, 
and have dimensions of from i£ x 
141 in. to 1 X 21 in. 

Distribution Transformers. Acme 
Electric Corp., Cuba, N. Y. Bul- 
letin AC -186 gives details on a 

completely enclosed line of dry - 
type, air-cooled transformers. The 
class B insulation used in the line 
of 3 -phase 60 -cycle transformers 
described gives ample protection 
for operation at a temperature rise 
of 80 C. 

Carrier Dialing. Lenkurt Electric 
Co., Inc., 1105 County Road, San 
Carlos, Calif. Auxiliary equip- 
ment designed to add dial -signal- 
ing channels to existing H-1 car- 
rier systems is described in a new 
folder, form H1D-P10. Besides 
giving a detailed description of 
the 8t in. high units-which pro- 
vide full -duplex carrier -frequency 
dial signaling at 10 to 14 pulses 
per second-this publication in- 
cludes an allocation chart showing 
how the dial operation utilizes 
frequencies not essential to H-1 
voice channels. Further data is 
provided to show circuit arrange- 
ments, typical transmission char- 
acteristics, and various options 
available to accommodate particu- 
lar installations. 

Tape Recording. Radio Corp. of 
America, Camden, N. J. Form 
2J8024 is a 16 -page illustrated 
brochure describing new magnetic 
tape recording equipment for pro- 
fessional broadcast use. It fully 
describes the basic type RT -11A 
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ELECTRO TEC 
MINIATURE 

SLIP RING 
ASSEMBLIES & 
COMMUTATORS 

- for Gyros, 
Computors, 

(Resolvers, 
Instruments, 

Selsynsr 
Motors, 

ACTUAL SIZE 

DIAMETERS FROM 
.05 TO 24.0 INCHE'i 

ABSOLUTE MINIMUM 
TORQUE FRICTION 

MINIMUM 1000 V.A.C. 
HI.POT BETWEEN CIRCUITS 

"PALLADIUM AND RHODIUM 
FINISH TO PREVENT TAR- 
NISH, MINIMIZE FRICTION 

LECTRO TEC supplies virtu- 
ally any type of Precisior 

Miniature Slip Ring Assembly or 
Commutator to rigid mechanical 
and electrical specification. An ex- 
clusive manufacturing technique 
-hard silver plated to a precision 
machined plastic base and wire- 
forms a rigid assembly that easily 
withstands up to 12,000 rpm. Con- 
centricity and dielectric strength 
are superior to any other method 
of construction. Although Electro 
Tec products provide improved 
performance and extra dependa- 
bility, prices are strictly competi- 
tive. Write today for details. 

Patents Pending 

ELECTRO TEC 
CORPORATION 

50. HACKENSACK, NEW JERSEY 

--..........-- 

THE GRAYHILL SERIES 5000 
MINIATURE TAP SWITCH IS DESIGNED 

TO MEET SPACE FACTORS INVOLVED IN 
THE MINIATURIZATION TREND. THE 

POSSIBLE CONTACT ARRANGEMENTS RUN 
FROM A SINGLE DECK UP TO 10, WITH 
FROM 2 TO 10 TAPS PER DECK. EITHER 
SHORTING OR NON -SHORTING CONTACTS. 

RATED TO BREAK I AMP., 115 V. A C, 
NON -INDUCTIVE. 

GET DETAILS-Write 
for the Grayhill 

Catalog now 

4522 West Madison Street, Chicago 24, Illinois 

. 
SMALL 

ST 
ARILINGIY WErrGN 

GNT 
AMp,Z1NGY RE`VA11tY r! 

vj MoS 

WRITE FOR 

CAT.ALOG AC -2 

Type MO 

QUALITY MINIATURES- 
the space -saving solution 

to size reduction problems - save 
50% to 75% in capacitor space-self-heai'ng 
properties eliminate capacitor service problems - excellent RF. characteristics - the "last word" in ultra - 

compact, miniature capacitor design-available in standard, 
JAN and special case styles. 

ASTRON RF Interference 
filters with "METALITE"- 

is the answer to your 
RF Interference 

suppression problems 

L57207 CORPORATION 

255 Grant Avenue East Newark. New Jersey 

HICW QUALITY 
Manuiacrurr, 

FIXED CAPACITORS AND FILTERS 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATIONS 

A X-dS 

MOBILE 
RECORDER ! 

for 

INDUSTRY AND INCE 

Ampex specializes ir. design ng and producing 
custom-built equipment to meet your require- 
ments. A few of the prover apDliations are 
illustrated. 

AMPEX 
RECORDERS 

are available in 
1 to 14 tracks 

using 
1/a" to 1" tape 

PRECISION . PERFORMANCE 

1 

Aagnetíc cf. ape RECORDERS 
AMPEX ELECTRIC COR3O2ATION 

REDWOOD CITY . . . CALIFORNIA 

AMPEX 

Perfornonce Includes ... 
STAIDARD MODELS 
to 80,000 lips 
CDS-OM-BOILT MODELS 

to 130,000 cps 
LOW FUR1ER MODELS 

less than 0.1 

PEAS-T2-PZAXi 
LOW FIEQJEKY MODELS 

0 to 5,000 :ps IFM System) 

UNRIVALED for AUDIO and INSTRUMENTATION Recording 

magnetic tape recorder, as well as 
the console tyke RT -12A equip- 
ment and custom-built recording 
and editing equipment available in 
either rack or console combina- 
tions. Features, uses, specifica 
tions and test and performance 
data are given. Copies are avail- 
able to broadcast station engineers 
requesting it on their letterhead. 

Recording Potentiometer. Minne- 
apolis -Honeywell Regulator Co., 
Wayne and Windrim Aves., Phila- 
delphia 44, Pa. Instrumentation 
data sheet 10.0-7 describes a new 
high-speed ElectroniK recorder 
that features a one -second pen 
speed specially designed to meas- 
ure the rapid change variables en- 
countered in many laboratory and 
test applications. The sheet de- 
scribes the applicability, operating 
characteristics and method of 
operation of the instrument and 
contains four illustrations. 

Multirange Meter. The Automatic 
Coil Winder & Electrical Equip- 
ment Co. Ltd., Winder House, 
Douglas St., London, S. W. 1, Eng- 
land. A four -page folder dis- 
cusses the model 8 universal Avo - 
Meter that features a wide range 
of resistance measurements, abil- 
ity to measure high voltages and 
a -c current, and provides external 
accessories to further extend its 
range. Complete technical data 
given include resistance, sensitiv- 
ity, scaling and accuracy. Infor- 
mation on terminals, operation, 
leads and prods and accessories 
is included. 

Electrical Resistance Testers. 
James G. Biddle Co., 1316 Arch St., 
Philadelphia 7, Pa., has available 
bulletin 21-85 describing three 
low-cost Megger electrical resist- 
ance testers: the 705 -CL midget 
insulation tester, the CVM-type 
insulation tester and the 760-S and 
760-B midget circuit -testing ohm- 
meters. Illustrations, facsimile 
scales, specifications and prices 
are shown. 

Measuring Device. Institute of 
Inventive Research, 8500 Culebra 
Road, San Antonio 6, Texas, has 
prepared a booklet dealing with 
its development program on the 
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MEGACYCLE 
METER 

2.2 mc. tO 400 mc. 
Frequency Accuracy -±2% 

The MULTI -PURPOSE 
INSTRUMENT 

For determining the resonant frequency of 
tuned circuits, antennas, transmission 
lines, by-pass condensers, chokes, coils. 
For measuring capacitance, inductance, 
Q, mutual inductance. 
For preliminary tracking and alignment 
of receivers. 
As an auxiliary signal generator; modu- 
lated or unmodulated. 
For antenna tuning and transmitter neu- 
tralizing, power off. 
For locating parasitic circuits and spurious 
resonances. 
As a low sensitivity receiver for signal 
tracing. 

And Many Other Applications 

FREQUENCY: 

2.2 mc. to 400 mc.; 
seven plug-in coils. 

POWER SUPPLY: 
110.120 volts, 50.60 
cycles; 20 watts. 

Write for Literature 

MODULATION: 
CW or 120 cycles; or 
external. 

DIMENSIONS: 
Power Unit: Sts/e" wide; 
61/4" high; 7 /s' deep. 
Oscillator Unit: 3%" 
diameter; 2' deep. 

MEASUREMENTS 
CORPORATION 

BOONTON D NEW JERSEY 

diacrO PUNCH 

Available in two sizes, 
6" and 12" throat depth 

Now you can punch holes of various shapes as large as 4" diameter 
in 16 gauge steel-also blank, draw, emboss, form-all with the new 
DI -ACRO Punch. It is ideal for both experimental and production 
work. 

The precision ground triangular ram of this double purpose press 
prevents punch head from turning, assuring perfect alignment at all 
times for accuracy in duplicated parts. 

A Turret Stripper of exclusive DI -ACRO design automatically 
strips material from punches of all shapes. Roller Bearing cam ac- 
tion develops 4 -ton pressure with minimum effort. Adjustable gauges 
assure exact location of holes. 

Setstad don "DIE -LESS DUPLICATING" eatede 
Gives the full story of the DI -ACRO Punch, and also DI -ACRO 
Benders, Brakes, Shears, Rod Parters, Notchers, as well as the new 
DI -ACRO Vari -O -Speed Powershear and Hydra -Power Bender. 

rolAIP 
-ILILIOX MI[XiXI 7 

FSS oUptltP 

DI -ACRD is pronounced "DIE-ACK-RO" 

U'IllE-IfilUll mf. co. 
321 EIGHTH AVENUE LAKE CITY, MINN. 

IN -RES -CO 

TYPES SM -15 8 
SM.30 WIRE WOUND 

RESISTORS 
Type SM -15 and SM -30 Resistors 
offer three vital advantages - sub- 
miniature size, weather resistant 
_onstruction : mid. high resistance. 
The elimination of center hole 
mounting and .he inclusion of axial 
_eads increases winding area and 
-esults in 25% greater resistance 
value than resistors' of standard 
design. Specia coating is moisture 
and fungus proof and designed to 
-meet JAN -R-93 specifications. 
Sealed in Bakelite construction 
affords additiczial climatic protec- 
tection. As ratiigs are conservative, 
:ypes SM -15 and SM -30 can be 
specified with confidence for ser- 
vice under, rigorous conditions. 

e.1141 

ASK FDR THE NEW 
RESISTOR HANDBOOK - 
Contemns complete doto on 
resisors for every purpose 
and their recommended 
àppfcations. Please 
make request on coo 
pony letterhead. 

**geed nets 

TYPE SM -15 
5/16" DIA. x 3/8 " LG. 

sZ ü 
u¿TL:...._.... 

TYPE SM -30 
5/16" DIA. x 3/4" LG. 

INSTRUMENT 
RESISTORS CO. 

COMMERCE 
AVENUE 

UNION 
NEW JERSEY 

APPLICATION -DEIGNED RESISTORS FOR ELECTRONICS AND INSTRUMENTATION 
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HOUSINGS for the 

ELECTRONIC 
INDUSTRY 
Your choice of height in more 

than 44 panel sizes, designed 
to afford greatest utilization 

of space and weight . . 

Streamlined appearance 
... Sturdy ... Econom- 

ical ... Olympic "S" 
series, "A" series 
and MIL -T-27 

series, with or 
without snap 

locks, shipped 
from stock. 

for 
relays 
vibrators 
amplifiers 
capacitors 
instruments 
transformers 
Case bodies fabricated to any 
length required. Hot tin dipped 
to your specifications. Covers and 
cases modified with hole patterns, 
cut-outs, mounting brackets or other 
special requirements. 

Facilities available for fabrication of 
sub -assemblies. 

METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY INC. 
P.O. Box 71 A Phillipsburg, N. J. 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

Vibrotron, a rugged new measur- 
ing device of high precision. de- 
signed for fields of industrial in- 
strumentation. The Vibrotron, 
the booklet relates, is a fine wire 
vibrating in a magnetic field and 
generating a -c of the same fre- 
quency as the natural frequency 
of the wire; vibration being sus- 
tained by a feedback circuit. The 
many possible applications of the 
device are described. 

Magnetic Relays. The North Elec- 
tric Mfg. Co., Galion, Ohio. Tempo- 
rary bulletin 1R511 gives an illus- 
trated description of a line of 
magnetic relays for industrial con- 
trols. Specifications, operating 
characteristics, dimensional draw- 
ings, general applications and a 
table of available contact forms 
are included. 

Multimeasurement Device. Mogens 
Bang & Co., Old Saybrook, Conn., 
has available pamphlet No. 525/E 
describing the D1SA Universal 
Indicator, an electronic device for 
measurements of both static and 
rapidly alternating forces, pres- 
sures, distances and vibrations. 
Examples of measurements are 
shown photographically and the 
device's principle of operation is 
completely covered. 

Cartridge Directory. The Astatic 
Corp., Conneaut, Ohio, has pub- 
lished a new phonograph cartridge 
directory and replacement guide. 
It includes illustrations of all the 
company's cartridges and needles, 
together with complete perform- 
ance data on each. Cartridges 
made by competitors are listed 
alphabetically and numerically, 
and the recommended Astatic 
replacement for each is indicated. 

Tachometer Indicators. Metron 
Instrument Co., 432 Lincoln St., 
Denver 9, Colorado. Technical 
data sheet No. 42 R describes the 
new multiple -head, single -range, 
fixed installation tachometer indi- 
cators for monitoring speeds of 
many remotely located machines 
from one convenient location. 
Chief features, applications, in- 
stallation information, servicing 
and ordering instructions are 
given. 
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SPECIALISTS IN 
HIGH-SPEED 

electron tube 

machinery 
Kahle's 20 years of experience 
eliminate trial orders and ex- 
perimental set - ups. Standard 
toolings for all tube manufac- 
turing eventualities already have 
been tested and approved. This 
means that Kahle can assemble 
machines for everything from 
sub -miniature to largest TV pic- 
ture tubes to your exact speci- 
fications ... at lower costs! 

#1902 AUTOMATIC BULB MAKING 
MACHINE for producing SUB -MINIA- 
TURE round bulbs with molded shoul- 
der, constriction and tabulation. 12 

index positions, 24 heads. Capacity: 
approximately 2400 per hour. 

Machinery for all types of 
electron tubes and related 
glass products. 

Consultations invited. Write 
today for our new cata.'og 
with complete details. 

ENGINEERING CO. 1309 Seventh St., North Bergen, N. J. 

VACUUM TIGHT GLASS -TO -METAL 

HERMETIC SEALS 
SPECIAL DESIGNS 
AND ALL STANDARD TYPES 

write or call for full information 

SCIENTIFIC ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC. 
866 Bergen St. Newark 8, N. J. 

Tel: Bigelow 8-6553 

Form Wound 
Paper Section 
Acetate Bobbin 
Bakelite Bobbin 
Cotton Interweave 
Coils for High 
Temperature 
Applications 

ALSO, 
TRANSFORMERS 

MADE TO ORDER 

very DANO coil a V.I.C.* 

*Very important coil 

Every Dano Coil gets special treatment, careful inspection and 
testing in all vital stages of production because every Dano Coil 
is a Very Imiortant Coil-to you for performance, to us for 
reputation. 

THE DANO ELECTRIC CO. 
MAIN ST., WINSTED, CONN. 

t 

12f}{i;1Mí(ili 
UMIDITY 

TESTS 

Bowser Relative Humidity Testing 
Units provide and automatically 
maintain humidity conditions from 
20% to 95% at temperatures from 
+35°F. to +170°F. (Dry Bulb). 
These units are ruggedly built for 
extended service, yet feature the 
close tolerance control required for 
the testing of aircraft and electronic 
parts and equipment. The Bowser 
Humidity Unit is stainless steel 
throughout. Special accessories 
can be provided to meet specific 
requirements. 

Bowser's complete line of testing, process- 
ing and storage equipment meets all MIL, 
JAN, USAF, AN and other Government 
test specs. Our Engineering staff is always 
available, and invites you to take advan- 
tage of Bowser's long continuous experi- 
ence, the most versatile in its field. 

1/ CHECK AND MAIL TODAY 

BOWSER TECH. REFRIG., Terryville, Conn. 

Send information on test equipment checked: 

D High Temperature 
Low Temperature 
Temperature Shock 
Humidity 
Altitude 

D Walk -In Rooms 

Name 

Company 

Street 

Fungus Resistance 
Rain and Sunshine 
Sand and Dust 
Immersion 
Explosion Proof 
Vapor Tight 

Pos 

City Zone State 
Io 

BOWSER 
TECHNICAL REFRIGERATION 

DIVISION BOWSER INC. 
TERRY V I L L E CONN 
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YEARS OF 

PRECISION 

ELECTRICAL 

EXPERIENCE 

PREC ISION Pa#eettcartieï`eu 

DeJUR 

MODEL 
L-402 

F?EL.TLlES: 
s 1 58' diamet. r 

` 3 watts full, 
erdrsed 
i ' 125,000 alums 
2ocuracy ap'o 
3.5an 

f. up -o 
3.1an 
300- rotatio t 
nEe><anical c ne 
elec-rical 

- on-cft switch 
gn3ing up 'o 10 
u.it: 
doJale end dtoítg 
avo table 

SERIES L-400 

R.-60 
Dal UR 

Mt DEL 
:75 

RA -50 
DOUR 
MODE 

260 

DeJUR 
MODEL 
L.400 
with 

!witch 

To meet the increasing 
demand for small com- 

pact precision potenti- 
ometers for military 
airúorne instrumenta- 
tion and similar appli- 
cations, DeJUR is now 

producing the L-400 

series potentiometers, 
built to rigid mechani- 
cal and electrical re- 

quirements of JAN -R- 

19 specifications. 

DeJUR 

MODEL 
281 

DeJUR 

MODEL 
292 

Duit to JA specifications. Other models from 1-3/16" to 5" diameter. 

EC VOLTAE1ER5 

7-MMETEF 5 

MILLIVOI- DIETERS 

MIL LIAMi\ETERS 

RC RECTI'IEL TYPES 
( :elf -contn insect '. 

JUR 

Mt DEL 
:41 

all 
A ,ta 

onarum. 

Ion 

l' ateé INSTRUMENTS 

DOUR 
MC DEL 

-12 

Also available 21/2" 31/2" 4" panel meters 

in all standard ronges. JAN -1-6 and A. S. A. 

DeJUR 
MODEL 

120 

Aluminum Case 

One Hale Ring 
Mounting 

FEATURES: 
Precision built DeJUR 1 t.2" 
instruments for applications 
where space must be con- 
served DeJUR rugged 
construction Both models 
in all ranges and sensitivi- 
ties External shunts and 
multipliers available for 
various ranges Complete 
magnetic shielding and 
methods of lighting scale 

Approved source for gov- 
ernment services meets JAN 
spec; ;cation s. 

Pewit RHEOSTATS 
Bui t to JAN -R-22 specifications, DeJUR Rheostats are 
avc ilable in 25 or 50 watt sizes, single or dual ganged. 
Res tances up to 50,000 
ohms in the 25 watt sire 
and 75,000 in the 50 watt 
size. 

Del UR 

MODEL 
245 

For Further 
Information 

Write 
Dent. E-101 

mwweitat 

DeJUR 
MODEL 
245.0 

45-01 NORTHERN BOULEVARD, L. 'I. C. 1, N. Y. 
A RNUTACTURERS Or SCIENTIFIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT FOR OVER A QUARTER OF A CENTURY 

CAMERAS PROJECTORS ENLARGERS EXPOSURE METERS 

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY 
(continued from page 150) 

not have range voice channels on 

1-f, m -f or vhf. Eventually all 

INSACS will transmit on 122.2 mc. 

Owing to equipment shortages, only 

about ten percent are now so 

equipped. 

New RTMA Standards 
Published 
FOUR new recommended standards 
were recently issued by the RTMA 
engineering department for in- 
clusion in the standards handbook. 
They should be filed in the section 
indicated by the number prefixes. 
The new standards are as follows: 

GEN-104-Color Marking of 
Thermoplastic Insulated Hook-up 
Wire. (Price 25 cents) 

TR-113-A-Metal Encased Fixed 
Paper Dielectric Capacitors For 
D -C Application. (Price 65 cents) 

TR-115-Symbols and Designa- 
tions for Single Line Diagrams for 
Audio Facilities. (Price 60 cents) 

REC-115-A-Molded Mica Capac- 
itors. (Price 50 cents) 

All are available from the Radio - 
Television Manufacturers Associa- 
tion, 1317 F St., NW, Washington 
4, DC. 

BUSINESS NEWS 

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP., Brook- 
lyn, N. Y., is building a new 100; 
000-sq-ft plant in Hicksville, L. I., 
N. Y., for the manufacture of ad- 
vanced design electron tubes. 

RAYTHEON MFG. Co., Newton, 
Mass., has begun construction of a 

new plant at Quincy, Mass., as a 

further expansion of its receiving 
tube division. 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ENGI- 

NEERING ASSOCIATES, manufacturer 
of the Regency booster, recently 
built a new factory in Lawrence, 
Indiana. 

GENERAL CONTROLS CO., manufac- 
turer of automatic controls, is con- 
structing a 24,000-sq-ft addition to 
its engineering building in Glen- 
dale, Calif. 

BATTELLE INSTITUTE, Columbus, 
Ohio, has begun construction of an 
80,000-sq-ft building for research 
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TAKE A GOOD LOOK! WINCHESTER ELECTRONICS, INCORPORATED 

VICTOREEN 

POCKET 

DOSIMETERS 

FOR 

EVERY 

PURPOSE 

LOOK at the Victoreen dosimeters 
that have served the medical pro- 
fession for over twenty-five years - 
LOOK at the Victoreen dosimeters 
that serve Government and Atomic 
Energy Industrial Laboratories. 

LOOK at the Victoreen dosimeters 
in "Olive Drab" and in "Navy Gray." 
A dosimeter is an instrument which 
measures the total accumulated quantity 
(dosage) of X or gamma radiation. The 
reading is in roentgens regardless of 
exposure time. Pocket dosimeters, some- 
times called pocket chambers, are 
either direct reading or indirect reading. 
Direct reading pocket chambers have o 
built-in optical system and electrometer, 
which permits the wearer to periodically 
observe the dosage which has accumu- 
lated since the chamber was last 
charged, thus enabling him to retreat 
from a hazardous area when the dosage 
approaches the average daily toler- 
ance. Indirect reading dosimeters re- 
quire a Minometer (charger -reader) to 
observe the reading. This reading is 
usually checked at the end of the work- 
ing day by a competent technician. 

Full Scale 
Model Type Sensitivity Conditions 
362 Indirect 0.2 r AC or below daily Toler- 

ance Rate 
541 Direct 0.2 r AC or above daily Toler- 

ance Rate 
547 Direct 5. r Emergency 
548 Direct 50. r Trained personnel 

-Emergency 
534 Direct 5. and 

50. r Civil defense, etc. 
506 Indirect 100. r Untrained personnel 

-Emergency 
507 Indirect 200. r Untrained personnel 

-Emergency 

Write for Bulletin 3012 

V/.ct.0'f.e QJl I TLSt.Li1.T11 P l'tx 

5806 HOUGH AVE. CLEVELAND 3, OHIO 

N Nylon Nut PM6SLR 
Receptacle with lock ring 

PM6PLS 
Plug with lock spring 

1.61611 

Hood 

HIGH VOLTAGE MINIATURE CONNECTOR 
Radio Communication Instruments Photo Flash 

MONOBLOC* CONSTRUCTION-MELA- 
MINE MOLDED BODY - TELESCOPING 
BARRIERS to reduce creepage, provide 
maximum strength, assure high dielectric 
and arc resistance 
MELAMINE HOOD and NYLON NUT 
for cable and chess s mounting. (may be 
applied to either pl g or receptacle). 

LOCK RING and LOCK SPRING prevent 
accidental disconnection due to vibration. 
(moy be interchanged on plug and re- 
ceptacle-or omitted). 
Telephone or write for additional informa- 
tion on the above or other connectors or 
for consultation on your special connector 
problems. 

"l' ALink 

Type 
No. of 

Contacts 
A.W.G. 

Wire Size 
Maximum 

Current 
Maximum 

O.D. 
VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN 

At Sea Level At 50,000 
PMI 1 #20 5a 3/4" 7000 V. D.C. 1600 V. D.C. 
PM6v 6 #20 5a 1-7/32" 7000 V. D.C. 1600 V. D.C. 

CONNECroa ENGAGED 

JYin ch ester gl e ctroní cs 
INCORPORATED 

GLENBROOK, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A. 

NOW! BECOME EXPERT AT 

Radio -Television 
IN 4 EASY STEPS! 

Complete Self -Training Course in RADIO and TELEVISION 
Prepared by Famous Experts-Starts From Scratch. Takes 
You BY SIMPLE LOGICAL STEPS From Basic Theory to 
Advanced Problems of Repair, Installation, Color TV, etc. 
K OW you can do ANY Radio-TV 

installation, gen -Ice, or repair 
",It like en expert; operate flold- 
testing equipment; understand 
problems of TV broadcasting, FM - 

1 tlan.ltl,.»ion, etc. iil 
ca step into a good -paying 
job ---or alart your own vern- 
ice business. And you can 
train yourself for >our career 
AT HOME . IN YOUR 
SPARE TIME . . with the 
McGraw-Hill Basic Course 
In Radio and TV. 

2296 Pages - 
1611 Illustrations 

The men who wrote this 
complete 4 -volume course are 
among the outstanding radio 
and TV instructors in Amer- 
ica today. They are prac- 
tical. shirt-sieevcd techni- 
cians. They know the ques- 
tions you want answered. 
Every detail is clearly ex - 

These 4 books can help you qualify 
for FCC's New FM, TV 1st Class 
License Test. 
ESSENTIALS OF RA. BASIC TELEVISION, 
DIO, 800 pages. 433 Illus. 592 pagos, 415 Illus. 
ELEMENTS OF RADIO TELEVISION SERVIC- 
SERVICING, 475 pages, ING, 429 pates. 388 illus. 
375 Illus. 

plained in over TWO THOUSAND 
PAGES of step-by-step Insin i tion 
and over SIXTEEN HUNDRED 
"how -to -do -it" Illustrations, cross- 
section diagrams, etc. The review 
Questions and answers "nail down" 
everything you learn. At -a -glance 
"trouble -shooting" charts show 
bow to dlai:nose Instantly any radio 
or TV breakduun and boo to 
repair it expertly and quickly. 

The course will pay for itself 
many times over. It can qualify a 
beginner for FCC's Ist -Class Li- 
celse teat: gl ;es an experienced 
technician more confidence, shows 
him new tricks. 

Send No Money 
Mail coupon below to examine this 
complete four -volume course FAKE 
for 10 clays; then while you use it, 
send small monthly installments 
until the price of $19.95 is paid. 

FREE 10 DAY TRIAL COUPON 
McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, lac., 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18 

,d me McGraw-Hill's Basic Course in Radio a 
TV, 4 volumes, for 10 days' examination otl al. 1rvat. If the books prove satisfactory, l will rrmit $1.95 in 10 days, and $3.00 monthly until $10.95 is paid. Otherwise I will return books 
postpaid. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

Company 

Position L-10 
This offer applies to U.S. only. 
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Standard 

RADIO INTERFERENCE 
and FIELD INTENSITY 

Measuring Equipment 
Complete Frequency Coverage -14Yc to IOOOmcf 

VHF! 
NMA-5 

15mc to 400mc 
Commercial Equivalent of 
TS -587/U. 
Frequency range includes 
FM and TV 3ands. 

UHF ! 
375mc to 1000mc 

va! 
NM -10A 
14kc to 250kc 

Commercial Equivalent of 
AN/URM-6. 
Very low frequencies. 

HF! 
NM -20A 150kc to 25mc 

Commercial Equivalent of AN/PRM-1. 
Self-contained batteries. A.C. supply 
optional. Includes standard broadcast 

and, radio range, WWV, and commun- 
átions frequencies. 

NM - 50A 
Commercial Equivalent of 
AN/URM-17. 
Frequency rcnge includes Citizens 
Band and UHF color TV Band. 

These ins=ruments comply with test equi ment requir me § of 
such radio interference specifications as SAN -I-225, A A <. 2, 

16E4(SHIPS), AN -I -24a, AN -1-42, AN-I-274 ''AN-I-40 AN -I-40 and rs. 

lli' 
'1' 

r`44-% SANT.> MONICA B!_VD, HOLLYWOOD 38, C.,LIFORNIA 
HIII.i:.. 9294 

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY (continued) 

services in behalf of the nation's 
defense effort. 

AEROVOX CORP., New Bedford, 
Mass., recently acquired Wilkor 
Products Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, as a 

precision resistor subsidiary. 

HARMAR CO., Cincinnati, Ohio, com- 
ponent manufacturers, have ac- 

quired the entire surplus inventory 
of electronic devices, component 
parts and end products from Heath 
Co., Benton Harbor, Mich. 

RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA recently 
opened a new 136,000-sq-ft plant in 
Cincinnati, Ohio, for the manufac- 
ture of miniature and subminiature 
tubes. 

BILL JACK SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT 

Co. will produce electronically con- 
trolled aerial cameras and elec- 
tronic instruments for high-speed 
aircraft in initial operations at its 
new Anza Village plant in River- 
side, Calif. 

ESSEX WIRE CORP. has purchased a 
200,000-sq-ft building in Birming- 
ham, Alabama, to manufacture an 
entire line of bare and weather- 
proof ACSR strand and insulated 
wires. 

POLARAD ELECTRONICS CORP., Brook- 
lyn, N. Y., has added another floor 
at its same location, increasing its 
manufacturing space to 27,000 
sq ft. The added space will be de- 
voted to production of military 
equipment. 

PERSONNEL 

MARVIN HOBBS, formerly chief of 
the Munitions Board Office of Elec- 
tronics Programs, has been named 
advisor to the chairman of the 
Munitions Board. In this capacity 
he will coordinate all phases of the 
Department of Defense planning to 
meet the requirements for military 
electronics production. 

GORDON GROTH, for the past two 
years president of the Electra Mfg. 
Co., Kansas City, Mo., has been ap- 
pointed executive vice-president of 
the Erie Resistor Corp., Erie, Pa. 

K. R. PATRICK, formerly general 
manager of the engineering prod - 
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Why Micro 

sales have 
increased 

1700% 
in 3 years 1908 1909 1950 1951 

Annual Fiscal Year Sales (July 1-June 30) 

Since 1948, sales of Micro miniature bearings have 
multiplied more than 17 times -a tribute from hun- 
dreds of top-flight designers and engineers to America's 
first and only fully ground miniature ball bearings. 

Applications involving critical weight, size and fric- 
tion are best entrusted to the more than 85 types and 
sizes of Micro bearings. They are available in sizes as 
small as %" O.D. and with tolerances to the millionths - 
inch precision of ABEC-7. Yet, they actually cost less 
than comparable unground bearings. 

Write for Technical Bulletin No. 50 

New Hampshire MICRO Ball Bearings, Inc. 

5 Main Street, Peterborough, N. H. 

Ot4 BETA 

ON THE SPOT 
ENGINEERING SERVICE 

eoadeeoeda4e 

Power supplies 
up to 30 KV in 
stock .. up to 
250 KV quickly 
available from 
standard de- 
signs ... up to 500 KV built on special order. Beta 
supplies the correct equipment for your job .. 
designed for Jong, accurate, trouble --tree life. Beta 
field engineers will be glad to consult with you on 
your high voltage power supply problems and will 
give you expert advice onproper voltage, current, 
regulation, metering, safety devices, control cir- 
cuits, etc. for your particular applicetion. 

SeAlei 

VOLTAGE 

POWER 

SUPPLIES 

333 East 103rd St. 

BETA Electric Corporation NeENright 9w 

York 
985 0 N. Y. 

\ 

NEW 

BRAZING 
ALLOY 

for VACUUM TUBE 

COMPONENTS 

"NICORO" 
Alloy of Nickel, 

Copper and Gold 
... our exclusive 

development \\ 
4, SUPERIOR FLOW 

CHARACTERISTICS 

MINIMUM 
"LEAKERS" 
GREATER 

Y STRENGTH 

WRITE 
FOR 

AND 
FACTUAL DATA PRICES 

--- MAIL THIS COUPON --- 
Your name 

Firm name 

Address 

City State 

WESTERN 
GOLD & PLATINUM 

WORKS 
Smelters Refiners Manufacturers 

589 BRYANT STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO 7, CALIF. 
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The First 

HAND- 
ADJUSTABLE 

Electrical 

Cam - 

.1%TO 
.025% 

FUNCTIONAL 
CONFORMITY 

30, 45, OR 60 
TAPS 

RESISTANCE 
VALUES FROM 
10 OHMS TO 

200,000 OHMS 

± .5% OR 
BETTER TOTAL 

RESISTANCE 
TOLERANCE 

2 TO 15 TURNS 
ROTATION 

EXCELLENT 
RESOLUTION 

AT LOW 
RESISTANCE 

VALUES 

DIAMETER 51/4" 

DEPTH :25/8" 
WEIGHT 2 LBS. 

DIAL 
OPTIONAL 

GANGING 
POSSIBLE 

DOUBLE SHAFT 
EXTENSIONS 

ACCURACY ± .025% 

1110000 
Pentnietall x.75 

Ideal for Analogue Computers, 
Radar, Guided Missiles, Servo Controls, 
Industrial applications, Laboratories, etc. 

The J-15 is a functionally adjustable potentiometer. 
It will produce a voltage output as a desired func- 
tion of shaft rotation. 

The exclusive features of the J-15 and all other 
models of the Vari. -Function Potentiometer are 
unequalled accuracy and functional adjustability. 

Complex voltage functions may be factory set or 
set by the user quickly and easily to an accuracy 
of .025%. 

The J-15 is especially suited for linear applications 
of utmost accuracy because it can be adjusted to 
compensate for inherent winding non -linearity and 
external loading effects. 

Write, wire, or phone us if you have a problem of non- 

linear compensation calling for adjustability or extreme 

accuracy. Bulletins available on J-15 and other models. 

A. F. SMUCKLER & CO., INC. 
Electronic and Communication Engineers and Manufacturers 

202-208 TILLARY ST., BROOKLYN 1, NEW YORK 

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY (continued) 

ucts department, RCA Victor Co., 
Ltd., has been elected president and 
managing director of Canadian 
Aviation Electronics, Ltd., Mont- 
real, Canada. 

EDWARD U. CONDON, formerly di- 
rector of the National Bureau of 
Standards, has been made director 
of research and development of 
Corning Glass Works, Corning, 
N. Y. 

E. U. Condon H. Pratt 

HARADEN PRATT, formerly vice- 
president of the American Cable & 

Radio Corp., was recently appointed 
to the newly created post of tele- 
communications adviser to Presi- 
dent Truman. 

HENRY FOGEL, previously associ- 
ated with Tele -Tone Radio Corp. as 
chief engineer in the advanced de- 
velopment section, was recently ap- 
pointed chief of the product engi- 
neering division of Radio Receptor 
Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

DANA W. ATCHLEY, JR., formerly 
director of engineering of Tracer - 
lab, Inc., Boston, Mass., has been 
appointed coordinator of technical 
research at United Paramount The- 
atres, Inc., New York, N. Y. 

LouIs J. KLEINKLAUS, associated 
with radio station WQXR since 
1940, was recently appointed chief 
engineer of the station. At the 
same time Athan Cosmas was 
named engineer in charge of 
WQXR's a -m and f -m transmitters. 

SOLOMON ZIMMERMAN, until re- 
cently with the product engineering 
division of Teletone Radio Corp., 
has been appointed to the develop- 
ment engineering staff of JFD Mfg. 
Co. Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

RAY A. MORRIS, with Industrial De- 
velopment Engineering Associates, 
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SPECIALISTS IN 

ELECTRONIC GEARS 

77W 

;1111U1(Illtllllllllli 

p.01, 

QUAKER CITY 
GEAR WORKS 

1910 N. FRONT ST. 
PHILADELPHIA 22, PA. 

- ffl1"' 

Wizardry in 
WIRE FORMS 

Small diameter wire formed 
in any shape you need ! 

uI1111N- 

ap,Afur,l 

IMMEDIATE CAPACITY 
FOR DEFENSE 

SUB -CONTRACTS 
STRAIGHTENING & CUTTING 
Perfect straight lengths to 12 ft. 

.0015 to .125 diameter 
WIRE FORMS 

.0015 to .080 diameter 

SMALL METAL STAMPINGS 
.0025 to .035 thickness 
.062 to 3 inches wide 

Specialising in Production of Parts 
for Electronic and Cathode Ray Tubes 

Write for Illustrated Folder 
Send Blueprints or Samples for Estimate 

ART WIRE & STAMPING CO. 
227 High Street Newark 2, N. J. 

SIGNA! ENGINEERING 

TYRE 

SERIES 80 

MIDGET 
T 

RECAYS". 
Compact, multiple contact with vibration 
and shock -proof characteristics. Designed 
to meet various operating requirements 
typical of Armed Services applications. 
Unique pile-up arrangement reduces width 
below the conventional relay, thereby re- 
ducing over-all space volume. 
Available with octal base, sealed or un- 
sealed, and snap -on dust covers, and 
also hermetically sealed containers. Also 
equipped with modified type AN 3106- 
20-27P sealed connector. 

Write for Bulletin MTR-6 

Sales Representatives in Principal Cities 

R£Lfi YS 

S1IONAII.. 
ENGINEERING & MFG. CO. 
154 WEST 14'" ST NEW YORK 11, N.Y 

... meet your 
COIL FORM 

REQUIREMENTS 
YOUR SPECIFICATIONS . . . 

round, oval, square, rectangular, any size, any 
ID or OD, any length. We will give you Pre- 
cision Paper Tubes to exactly fit your coil form 
specifications. 
YOU CHOOSE THE MATERIAL 

Spiral winding and die -forming under heat and 
pressure assure stronger, lighter coil forms. 
Precision Paper Tubes resist moisture better, 
too-provide better heat dissipation and insu- 
lation. 
LET US MAKE UP A SAMPLE FOR YOU! 
Write today, giving us your requirements, for 
a free sample. And ask for our new Mandrel 
List of 1,000 sizes. 

PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO. 
204' W. Ch.., lesion St., 
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are needed at 
world-famous 

LINK 
AVIATION 
Excellent positions are available for senior 
electronic engineers on long range military 
and civilian programs. 

Challenging and interesting work-with 
unique advancement opportunities are offered 
to men with exceptional electronic abilities. 

Exper1ence 
in 

airborne rad 
cater, 

analogue comp s, 
pulse sYstern 

m5 , 

feedback amplifiers 
desirable 

r Excellent wages, liberal 
health and life insurance 
program. Attractive homes 

and new apartments within 
minutes of LINK plant. 
Bonus and vacation plan, 
company cafeteria. Cur- 
rently on 48 -hour week. 

Write to: 
JAMES F. BAYLIS 

Personnel Manager 

LINK 
AVIATION, INC. 

BINGHAMTON, N. Y. 

Manufacturers of LINK TRAINERS FLIGHT SIMULATORS GUNNERY AND 

NAVIGATIONAL TRAINERS SERVO MECHANISMS SERVO AMPLIFIERS GRAPHIC 

RECORDERS PRECISION GEAR BOXES FRACTIONAL H.P. WIDE RANGE VARIABLE SPEED 

DRIVES SPUR GEAR DIFFERENTIALS FRICTION AND OVERDRIVE CLUTCHES INDEX DIALS 

and Special Electronic Devices 

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY (continued) 

Indianapolis, Ind., as assistant sales 
manager since December, 1950, was 
recently named chief engineer of 
that organization. 

FRANCIS J. BURGER, associated with 
Emerson Radio & Phonograph 
Corp. for the past 18 years, has 
been appointed chief radio engineer 
of the company. 

GARDINER G. GREENE has been ap- 
pointed vice-president in charge of 
the Electronics Division of The 
Gabriel Co., Cleveland, Ohio. He 
was formerly president of Work- 
shop Associates, Needham, Mass., 
one of Gabriel's divisions. 

G. G. Greene C. I. Breitwieser 

C. J. BREITWIESER, formerly chief 
of electronics and head of the engi- 
neering laboratories at Consoli- 
dated Vultee Aircraft Corp., San 
Diego, Calif., has been named ex- 
ecutive assistant to F. R. Hensel, 
vice-president in charge of engi- 
neering at P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

E. W. RITTER, manager of the Elec- 
tronic Tube Division of Westing- 
house Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, 
Pa., has been named a vice-presi- 
dent of the corporation. 

OTTO C. BIXLER, previously associ- 
ated with Airesearch Mfg. Co. as 
an electrical development engineer 
on aircraft and guided missile ap- 
plications of special electronic 
equipment, has been appointed di- 
rector of engineering of Magnecord 
Inc., Chicago, Ill. 

RICHARD HODGSON, president of 
Chromatic Television Laboratories, 
Inc., and director of television de- 
velopment for Paramount Pictures 
Corp., has been named a consultant 
to Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Chief 
of Staff, U. S. Air Forces, on re- 
search and development. 
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RAWSON METERS 

MULTIMETERS and REGULAR METERS 
AC and DC types, high accuracy, 

multiple ranges. 
2 microamperes to 1 ampere DC. 
2 milliamperes to 3 amperes AC. 

ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETERS 
Ranges 100-v. to 35,000-v. AC or DC Resistance exceeds million megohms. 

Can measure static electricity. 
FLUXMETERS 

Laboratory and production measure- 
ments on magnets and magnetic cir- 
cuits. Single push button return -to - 
zero. 

ROTATING COIL GAUSSMETER 
Our most recent development for measuring magnetic field strengths. 

Measures from a few gausses to 
120 kilogausses. 

Special apparatus built to order 
Write for details and estimates 

RAWSON ELECTRICAL 
INSTRUMENT COMPANY 

III Potter St. Cambridge, Mass. 
REPRESENTATIVES 

CHICAGO LOS ANGELES 

4Men you need o 

QUALITY 

OSCILLATOR 

51E 
MODEL M-2 

IS YOUR ANSWER 

The unique SIE oscil- 
lator circuit which has 
no lower limit to its 
possible frequency of 
oscillation is responsible 
for the excellent low 
frequency performance 
of the Model M-2 and 
other SIE oscillators. 
Write today for complete 
specifications. 

SOUTHWESTERN 
INDUSTRIAL 

ELECTRONICS CO. 
2831 Post Oak Rd. Houston 19, Texas 

43.4 Seventh Ave. East --Calgary, 
Alberta, Canada 

TEFLON MAGNET WIRE 
FOR HIGHEST TEMPERATURE APPLICATIONS 

Warren Wire Company is now producing in quantity 

Teflon insulated Magnet Wire. 

SIZES -14 through 43 
Single, Heavy, Triple and 

Quadruple thickness, NEMA STANDARDS 

We invite inquiries where requirements call for: 
small SPACE FACTOR 

HIGHEST ABRASION RESISTANCE 
FLEXIBILITY AND ADHERENCE 
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH 
RESISTANCE TO CHEMICALS 

and it will withstand temperatures of 250 centigrade. 

WARREN WIRE COMPANY, 
POWNAL VERMONT 

Custom -Built 

ELECTRICAL TEST 

and 
CONTROL PANELS; 

DISTRIBUTION 

SYSTEMS 

For over 25 years, 
Stancard has specialized 
in engineering, designing 
and producing custom- 
built electrical test and 
control panels and distri- 
bution systems. The broad 
use o_ this equipment by 
leaders in many types of 
indus:ries and in numer- 
ous armed services and 
other government installations is a tribute to its metic- 
ulous accuracy and inherent dependability. 

We solicit the inquiries of prospective users of this 
type Df equipment. Our corps of skilled engineering 
consultants is ready to discuss your needs and - with- 
out obligation - make suggestions and recommenda- 
tions regarding new installations or the conversion of 
existing facilities. 

stANDARu 
FOUNDED 

THE 

A recent Standard devel- 
opment is the Mcllroy 
Pipeline Analyzer (rear 
view) which electronically 
creates visual analogies to 
actual friction head losses 
and other data. 

-f: 

Standard Electric Time Co, 
a 84 97 Logan Street Springfield 2, Massachusetts 
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THE NO. 37001 
SAFETY TERMINAL 

An old favorite in the line of exclusive 
Millen "Designed for Application" products. 
Combination high voltage terminal and 
thru-bushing. Tapered contact pin fits firmly 
Tinto conical socket providing large area, 
tow resistance connection. Pin is swivel 
mounted in cap to prevent twisting of lead 
wire. Easy to use. 1/4" o.d. insulation high 
voltage cable fits into opening in cap. Bared 
conductor passes thru pin for easy soldering 
to pre -tinned tip of contact plug. 

Standard 37001 available in either black or 

red bakelite. No. 37501 is low loss mica 
filled yellow bakelite for R.F. applications. 

JAMES MILLEN 
MFG. CO., INC. 

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY 

MALDEN 
MASSACHUSETTS 

sM 

NEW BOOKS 
(Continued from page 152) 

Regulating Theory, instead of De- 
sign. 

It is possible that Volume II of 
this series would tend to round out 
the requirements for an actual de- 
sign text. However, it would seem 
to this reader that an interlace of 
the two volumes would have made 
the presentation more valuable as 
a textbook outside of the original 
GE courses in which the material 
was originally presented. There is 
certainly a need for such an inte- 
grated text in our college servo- 
mechanism courses. 

Due to the very comprehensive 
treatment of the mathematical con- 
siderations of servomechanisms, 
this text will find considerable more 
use as a more advanced reference 
book for the practicing engineer 
than it will as a classroom text. Its 
value as a textbook is enhanced 
when used in conjunction with such 
excellently integrated books as 
"Theory of Servomechanisms," 
which is MIT Radiation Lab Vol. 
25, and "Servomechanism Funda- 
mentals" by Lauer, Lesnick and 
Matson. Not one of these books is 
as complete in the mathematical 
approach as this volume, but they 
both are more definitely design 
texts. 

All in all, this reader would 
recommend "Servomechanisms and 
Regulating System Design" as a 
worthy adjunct to any engineering 
reference library for the servo field. 
-OSCAR E. CARLSON, Servo -Tek 
Products Co., Paterson, N. J. 

Propagation of Short 
Radio Waves 

EDITED BY D. E. KERR. Volume 13, 
MIT Radiation Laboratory Series. 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 
1951, 728 pages, $10.00. 

THIS book is concerned with propa- 
gation phenomena at frequencies 
above 100 mc. Above this frequency, 
propagation is substantially inde- 
pendent of the ionosphere. The 
electrical properties of the earth or 
the sea and the nature of the tropo- 
sphere above the surface are prim- 
arily responsible for the propaga- 
tion characteristics of radiation in 
this frequency range. 

It is known that under normal 

V Attenuation s figh g has 
100 db. from 0 0 

mc. (higher attenuations 

with special design). 

Si Fully approved for rigid 

radio interference 
suppres- 

sion and r -f shielding appli- 

cations. 

ACE 
SCREEN 
ROOMS 

Pre -built, "cell -type" construction for immediate, 
inexpensive installation. 

Si Easy to enlarge, or to move to a new location. 

Si Special filter entry, door construction and other ex- clusive features. 

VStandard sizes for prac- tically every ap- 
plication. 

Write, wire or 
'phone for details. 

ACE ENGINEERING 
AND MACHINE CO., INC. 

3644 N. Lawrence St., Philadelphia 40, Pa. 

Telephone: REgent 9-1019 
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MICO 
Precision Apparatus 

UHF COAXIAL WAVEMETERS 

1 

MODEL 433. . 

MODEL 501. . 

MODEL 402A. 

MODEL 402B. 

MICO 

.20 to 75 

. 4 to 20 

. 2 to 10 

. 2 to 10 

2-75 
CENTIMETER 

RANGE 

Centimeters 

Centimeters 

Centimeters 

Centimeters 
(Reaction Type) 

INSTRUMENT CO. 
16E TROWBRIDGE ST., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

The New ST AVER 

MINI -SPRING 
TRADE MARK REG. AND PAT. PEND 

Available! 
Special 
Improved 
Types for 
Military 
Apparatus 

Gives support two ways-Keeps pressure 
downward and gives sideway support. 
The spring action is constant and resil- 
ient permanently. Send for catalog 
sheet. 

91 PEARL ST. BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. 

ULSTER 5-6303 

when 

llll 1 11111111 1. 1 11 
RESOLUTION CNGR<CTERISTICS 

.0 MODELS 58-45rte TYPE T-200 

cC 

111111 \111111 1.111n1211. 
1111 111111 r.:ml 

1Ì1111i811111N . 
. !!R =-sw.. IIS" '_ ec iit^ GC1üi . Rlil.=G 11111 D9 ,yr'rf MNIrn 

RADIO PRODUCTS, INC. 

10 SOUTH 

SIGI'IL RESOLUTION 

IS "MUST': .. SO ARE 

PANORAMIC 
PANALYZOR SB -8 AND 

PANADAPTOR SA -8 

These instruments enable spectrum an- 
alysis of signals so close in frequency 
that their corresponding indications 
would normally mask one another. 
FEATURES-Continuously variable resolutions 

Continuously variable scanning width 
Long persistence cathode-ray tube . . . 5" 
Screen Intensity grid modulation for pulse 
analysis Synchronous and non -synchronous 
scanning Variable scanning rates Linear 
lad log amplitude scales. 
Let a Panoramic specialist advise you on your 
individual problems. 

Write for fully detailed bulletin. 

SECOND AVENUE, MOUNT VERNON, N. Y. 

í 

MODEL N2B 

Originally designed and manufactured to operate into 
EAD synchronous motors in precision test equipment. 
Will meet all military specifications-high and low 
ambient temperature, humidity, altitude, dust, tropicali- 
zation. vibration and corrosion. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Output 7 volts and 30 cycles, at 1800 RPM. Extremely 
low harmonic distortion, continuous duty, ball bearings. 

This alternator may be modified to meet your individual requirements 
in 1, 2 or 3 phase for wide voltage ranges at required frequencies. 

585 DEAN STREET BROOKLYN 17, N. Y. 
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NEW BOOKS (continued) 

H. L. DALIS INC. 

Your Efficient and Dependable 
Source of Supply for all types of 

Electronic Components & Equipment 

/14 

because... 
There is no order too large and none too small ... 

We carry one of the largest stocks in the country. 

A staff of 20 experienced salesmen to answer 

your call ... these men are fully acquainted with 

your needs and problems. 

All orders are shipped same day as received .. . 

deliveries made everywhere. 

We are as near to you as your telephone . .. just 

call Algonquin 5-3000, tell us what you want, 

and we'll deliver. 

Our factory contacts, built up through more than a 

quarter -century in the industry, are at your 

service. 

Our weekly sales staff meet- 

ing being addressed by Mr. 

F. E. Anderson, RAYTHEON'S 

Distributor Sales Manager. 

The DALIS trucks lined up for 

daily loading at our shipping 

platform. 

Do as other 
wise purchas- 
ers are doing- 
write for latest 
Dalis Catalog 
on your com- 
pany letter- 
head. 

(1, 

H. L. DALIS, INC. 
Wholesale Distributors Since 1925 

175 Varick Street, New York 14, N. Y. 

ALgonquin 5-3000 

conditions, the refractive index of 
the atmosphere above the earth de- 
creases in such a way as to result 
in a radio horizon that is somewhat 
greater than the optical horizon. 
However, under certain meteorol- 
ogical conditions, a temperature in- 
version can exist in a layer of at- 
mosphere and cause the refractive 
index to vary with height in such 
a way as to produce ducts. Radia- 
tion of sufficiently high frequency 
can be trapped in these ducts and 
guided around the surface of the 
earth in a fashion analogous to that 
of a waveguide. Under these con- 
ditions, propagation can occur over 
distances that are many times as 
great as the distance to the radio 
horizon. 

The first half of the volume is 
concerned with .phenomena of this 
nature. After a brief introductory 
chapter, the theory of the horizont- 
ally stratified atmosphere is treated 
in great detail, using the methods 
of geometrical optics and of physi- 
cal optics. There is an extensive 
theoretical discussion of the various 
shapes of modified index profiles. 
The case of propagation under con- 
ditions of standard refraction is 
thoroughly treated and expressions 
are given for computing the field 
strength as a function of the vari- 
ous parameters involved. A number 
of graphs to simplify the computa- 
tions are included as part of the 
text. These graphs are supple- 
mented by some additional graphs 
in an envelope at the back of the 
book. These graphs are large 
enough to be read with reasonable 
accuracy. 

The case of nonstandard refrac- 
tion is given a brief numerical dis- 
cussion. Some curves have been in- 
cluded to orient the reader to the 
magnitudes involved. 

The theoretical chapter is fol- 
lowed by one on the meteorology of 
refraction. This chapter is essen- 
tially a self-contained treatment of 
those parts of meteorology which 
are pertinent to the propagation of 
short radio waves. Many soundings 
are displayed to illustrate the con- 
ditions that can be encountered. 
Chapter 4 summarizes the experi- 
ments on transmission phenomena 
and their correlation with metero- 
logical conditions. Chapter 5 con - 
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New, Sensitive 
FLUTTER METER 

First Aid for the sound engineer - the ACA 
Flutter Meter! Accurate, sensitive instrument 
designed for rapid visual indication of flutter, 
wow, and drift content of discs (all speeds), 
sound film mechanisms, film recorders, and 
magnetic wire and tape recorders. 

Three distinct and simultaneous readings 
may be made of flutter, wow, and drift. 
Large, sensitive 4" meter has three scales: 
0.3%, 1.0%, and 3.0%, calibrated for flutter, 
wow, and drift readings. Accuracy within 2% 
of full scale value, independent of wave -form, 
amplitude variation, hum, noise, etc. 

Fluter Meter complies with tentative 
standards set by Society of Motion Picture 
Engineers. Recommended for schools, labs, 
broadcast stations, recording equipment 
manufacturers, and studios. 

WRiTE FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION: 

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA 
398 BROADWAY NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

DOUBLE BARREL 

ADVERTISING 
Advertising men agree-to do a complete 
advertising job you need the double effect 
of both Display Advertising and Direct 
MaiL 

Display Advertising keeps your name 
before the public and builds prestige. 

Direct Mail supplements your Display 
Advertising. It pin -points your message 
right to the executive you want to reach 
-the person who buys or influences the 
purchases. 

In view of present day difficulties in 
maintaining your own mailing lists, our 
efficient personalized service is particularly 
important in securing the comprehensive 
market coverage you need and want. 

Ask for more detailed information to- 
day. You'll be surprised at the low over- 
all cost and the tested effectiveness of 
thse hand-picked selections. 

isdE 

Mc CRAW -HILL 
DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE 

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc. 
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

GRC 
ZINC ALLOY 

WING NUTS 
GET AROUND 

Write for 
samples and 
prices today. 

you'll see them on 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 

EM -PM FOCUS COILS 
. and wherever specifications call 

for fastenings that are rustproof 
corrosion -resistant easy to assemble 
and disassemble extra easy to serv- 
ice durable, dependable, attractive. 
Available in all popular thread sizes 
and commercial finishes. Also specials 
made to order. 

GRIES REPRODUCER CORP. 
World's largest producer of die cast Wing Nuts 
100 Willow Ave., New York 54 MOft Haven 9-2476 

This Is Your Invitation To The Third Annual 

AUDIO FAIR 
Featuring Audio on the Contemporary Scene 
HOTEL NEW YORKER, NEW YORK CITY, NOVEMBER 1, 2, 3 

The event of utmost importance to 
Broadcast Engineers, Military and Gov- 
ernment Agencies, Recordists, Sound - 
on -Film Men, Public Address Men, 
Audio Hobbyists, and Distributors and 
Dealers. 

The third presentation under 
one roof of an industry -wide 
display of audio equipment, 
compoments and accessories, 
REGISTRATION FREE! 

Sponsored by the AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 
Annual Banquet, Thursday Evening, November 1st 

oavt 2ccme, Lhwal Zerútemeftet 
we can supply for immediate ship- 

ment, any frequency, any tolerance, any quantity, 
to your specific needs. Manufactured to meet all 
commercial and military specifications. Send us 
detailed description and quantity for prices. 

MICHAEL STAHL, Inc. 

215 Fulton Street New York 7, N. Y. * * 
* * * * * * * * 7i 7f * * * * * * * * * * * 
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,Súydilyúsy H F Powez 7/444uaene«t 

etwee 67 TERMALINE 
DIRECT -READING R -F WATTMETER 

30 me to 500 me 
(to 1000 me if specified) 

50 ohms 

Triple Range 0-25 watts 
0-100 " 
0-500 " 

T}pe N Input Connector 
(Adaptor for PL -259 supplied) 

Model 67 is the same type absorption 
instrument as the well-known AN -ME - 
11/U (our Model 611) R -F Wattmeter. 
Specifically designed for fixed station trans- 
mitters to 500 watts output, it may be used 
nicely on low range for mobile gear. Pro- 
vided with an aluminum cased, shock - 
mounted meter, Model 67 is as simple to 
use as a DC voltmeter. Now in general use 
throughout the industry, TERMALINE Watt 
meters may be depended upon for fast, 
accurate and repeatable power readings. 

NON RADIATING 
... Accuracy - 5% 

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION 
...Size -17"x 9"x 6" 

Wght.- 30 pounds 

B11RD 
ELECTRONIC CORP. 

TERMALINE s RIUMENTS 

1800 EAST 38TH ST. 

CLEVELAND 14, 
OHIO 

West Coast: 

NEELY ENTERPRISES 
HOLLYWOOD 46, CAL. 

MCT 

MPB Group 
Intercoupled 

THESE MOST VERSATILE HAND SWITCHES 

solve complex switching problems! 

LEVER SWITCHES Available in three frame 
sizes: small, medium and heavy-duty. Highest 
quality, built for unusually long life and great 
dependability. Various contact assemblies pro- 
vide for relatively unlimited circuit control. 
Many variations possible with respect to 
delent operation, including combinations of 
lock, non -lock, and no -throw positions. Spe- 
cial contact materials and ratings to your 
specifications. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN LS -100E 

MCL PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES Heavy-duty switches 
for faultless performance in applications 
where dependability and long life are of the 
utmost importance. Basic unit consists of a 

standard frame on which is mounted any 
number of push button units from two to a 

{ of maximum of twelve. Available in accumula- 
tive lock, no two interlock, lock release, and 

s non -lock types. For multiple control applica- 
tions, intercoupled assemblies with locking and 
non -locking positions can be supplied. Where 
space behind panel is limited, a standard 
switch with contacts mounted at right angles 
can be provided. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN PB -300E 

SPECIAL SWITCHES Our Engineering Department will be glad to 
supply information on special Lever and Push Button Switches, 
and the use of various contact arrangements for other than 
manual actuation. ADDRESS DEPARTMENT E 

GENERAL CONTROL COMPANY 
1200 SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD BOSTON 34, MASS. 

NEW BOOKS (continued) 

siders the effect of reflections from 
the earth's surface in somewhat 
greater detail and, among other 
things, discusses surface roughness 
and errors in radar height measure- 
ments. 

The latter part of the book will 
prove of great interest to the radar 
systems engineer. Chapter 6 dis- 
cusses the echoing area of ships 
and aircraft as well as scattering 
from idealized surfaces. The prop- 
erties of sea return and of ground 
clutter are considered at length. As 
in the rest of the book extensive ex- 
perimental data have been included 
along with the theory. 

Chapter 7 discusses meterological 
echoes and will be of interest to 
anyone who has observed a radar 
scope during rain or storm. The 
eighth chapter treats atmospheric 
attenuation by oxygen, water vapor 
and rain. 

Although the phenomena of dif- 
fraction behind hills and trees have 
been omitted, on the whole the book 
under review covers its field 
in a comprehensive fashion. The 
autl: 'ritative manner in which the 
problems of propagation above 100 

me are treated will make this book 
the standard reference on the sub- 
ject for some time to come.-HENRY 
JASIK, Airborne Instruments Lab- 
oratory, Mineola, New York. 

Basic Electrical 
Measurements 
By MELVILLE B. Svou'r, Professor of 
Electrical Engineering, University of 
Michigan. Prentice -Hall, Inc., New 
York, 1950, 504 pages, $7.75. 

IN his preface to this book, the 
author admits that selection of ma- 
terial for a book on electrical meas- 
urements is a difficult task at best. 
It is the type of subject that can be 
broken down into minute segments, 
any one of which could easily con- 
stitute the subject for a complete 
book. 

In general, the compromise 
adopted by Stout is excellent. The 
book is intended as a text for un- 
dergraduate courses in measure- 
ments, and as such it should 
serve admirably. Carefully -planned 
thought -provoking problems are 
provided at the end of each chapter. 

The measurements field might be 
called unique in that it depends to 
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FOR 

RECORDING J#ra:: 

Type A-500 
72 -channel 

Oscillograph Recorder 
The Heiland 500, because of the 

extremely small size and light 
weight, is widely used in aircraft and guided missile testing and by industrial 
and general research laboratories. The use of highly sensitive Heiland galva- 
nometers permits the measurement of strains without the use of amplifiers. 
For further information write 

Portable 

Compact (6 3/4" 
x913/16"x123/4") 
Light weight (33 lbs.) 

Easy loading 

2 to 12 channels 

Many other features 
found only in 
much larger recorders 

dependable instruments 

DENVER 

HEILAND RESEARCH CORPORATION 130 East Fifth Street 
Denver, Colorado, USA 

WIRE FORMING 
SPECIALISTS 

Precision Parts to meet your 
Production and Engineering needs. 
From .002" dia. to .125" dia. Radio 
tube parts-Stampings-Drawings 
Modern facilities, high -production 
equipment. 

Metal Crystal Holder Parts 
Send sketch or print for quotation. 

PIX MANUFACTURING CO., Inc. 
24 Bedford St., Newark 3, N. J. 

Little thought -of facts about capacitors 
The short time breakdown voltage of a well -made D.C. 
capacitor is not less than 5 to 6 times the actual working 
voltage at 20-- 

E-5 X min 
E = Breakdown voltage - Rated d.c. working voltage 

INDUSTRIAL CAPACITORS are unvaryingly held to this 
formula. 

Designed for maximum safety and the smallest possible 
volume, INDUSTRIAL CAPACITORS are the most widely 
used capacitor in industrial applications. 

WHITE TODAY POE DETAILED CATALOG 

INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORP.. 

Watch thin 
space for other 
capacitor 
facts that will help 
you 

Sales Of/Ices in 
All Principal Cities 

3243 N. California Ave. 
Chicago 16, Illinois 

The 

Tool 

SolderingNIN 

You 

IiCht 

or HEAVY 
Work! 

Switch instantly from light to heavy 
work-or vice versa-with the 250 - 
watt Weller Soldering Gun. Con- 
trolled dual heat snakes the Weller 
Gun the only soldering tool you 
need for all types of work. 5 -second 
heating saves time and current on 
every job, too. Your Weller Gun 
pays for itself in a few months! 

250 -Watt WELLER 
SOLDERING GUN 

Check 

these exclusive 

features 

TRIGGER -SWITCH CONTROL 
Governs heat and saves power because no need to 
unplug gun between lobs. Heat goes off when you 
release trigger. 

5 -SECOND HEATING-No waiting, no wasted 
current. Saves hours and dollars each month. 

SOLDERLITE-Spotlights the work. Lets you see 
what you're doing at all times, even in dark corners. 

LONGER REACH-Lets you get at any lob with 
ease. Slides between wiring, into the tightest spots. 

STREAMLINED-Compact and comfortable to 
hold. Pistol -balanced for fast precision soldering. 

WELLERTIP-Rigid and chisel -shaped with more 
area for faster heat transfer. Over/under termi- 
nals brace tip, give greater visibility. 

DUAL HEAT-Single heat 200 watts; dual 
heat 200/250 watts; 120 volts; 60 cycles. 

See the allpúrpose Weller Soldering Gun today 
at your distributor-or write ter bulletin direct. 

SOLDERING GUIDE-Get your new copy 
of SOLDERING TIPS-revised, up-to-date 
and fully illustrated 20 -page booklet of 
practical soldering suggestions. Price 10c 
at your distributor, or order direct. 

ELLER 
ELECTRIC CORP. 

806 Packer Street, Easton, Pa. 
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ENGINEERS 

If You're Interested 
in Yourself-We're 
Interested in YOU! 

You may think this an unusual attitude for 
an employer to take, but the fact is, "self- 
interest" is often overlooked and even con- 
sidered undesirable by some employers. 

But here at Honeywell, we believe self- 

interest is healthy for our employees and for 
this company. And we back up our belief 
not only with money, security and the usual 
"fringe benefits," but also by giving people 
satisfying, challenging work and opportunity 
for advancement NOW - not tomorrow or 
next year. 

Consider the self -interested engineer. He 
wants always to use the latest in electronic 
and engineering techniques. He wants to 
work at his full creative capacity. He wants 
to show more than just a fraction of his 
actual potential. Because he knows that in 

this kind of position lies his best opportu- 
nity to further his career. 

So-here at Honeywell-we take great care 
to put a self -interested engineer in his proper 
field-research, development or design. We 
let him loose in basic research. Or we give 
him meaty problems in electronics and 
electro -mechanical devices. We let him tear 
into gyro, servo -mechanism, relay, heat trans- 
fer, electrical contact phenomena or aero - 
elasticity. In other words-we give him the 
work he wants and needs to do. 

Yes, Honeywell goes for self -interested 
engineers. We want them when we find 
them and we keep them when we get them. 

If this kind of thinking appeals to you, 
the chances are you'll be mighty valuable 
to yourself and to us by working at 
Honeywell. Why not start right now to 
do something about it? Depending on 
the location you prefer, write to H. D. 
Elverum, Personnel Department EL -2, 
Minneapolis 8, Minn. or W. Reiterman, 
Personnel Department EL -2, Philadelphia 
44, Pa., giving your qualifications and 
experience. Your letter will be held in 
the strictest confidence, of course. 

Höriéÿwéll 
-iFt t zA,0 iatg-. 

NEW BOOKS (continued) 

a very great extent on commercial 
instruments which, because of the 
very nicety that makes them desir- 
able or necessary, are quite ex- 
pensive. This book reduces some- 
what the need for working models 
by including photographs of all the 
standard pieces of equipment that 
comprise the widely -used old stand- 
bys in the measurements business. 

An attempt has been made by the 
author to make his subject inter- 
esting-in the sense that a novel 
is interesting. The reviewer would 
hesitate to comment on the success 
or failure of this attempt, but the 
author deserves a medal for such a 
courageous effort. The material 
is presented in logical order, pro- 
gressing smoothly from the devel- 
opment of units, through descrip- 
tions of experimental procedures 
and errors, to first basic measure- 
ments and thence to automatic 
bridges, high -frequency measure- 
ments, magnetic measurements and 
a discussion of electrical indicating 
instruments in general.-J.D.F. 

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS 

MUSICAL ACOUSTICS. By Charles A. 
Culver. The Blakiston Co., Philadelphia, 
Third Edition, 1951, 215 pages, $4.25. 
Presentation of elementary laws of acous- 
tics applying to production and transmis- 
sion of musical sounds, intended primarily 
as a college text for a course dealing 
with physical basis of music. The first 
nine chapters cover the physics of music: 
Nature and Transmission of Sound ; In- 
terference ; Hearing ; Resonance ; Pitch ; 

Quality ; Musical Intervals and Tempera- 
ment; Consonance and Dissonance; Mu- 
sical Strings. Four chapters deal with the 
basic types of instruments : Stringed In- 
struments ; Vibrating Air Columns ; Wind 
Instruments ; Vibrating Rods and Plates. 
Three final chapters cover : Acoustics of 
Rooms ; Electronic Musical Instruments ; 

Recording and Reproduction of Music. 

GAS DISCHARGE LAMPS. By J. Funke 
and P. J. Oranje of the Research Labora- 
tories of the Philips Industry. N. V. 
Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken, Eindhoven, 
Netherlands, 1951, available from Elsevier 
Pub. Co., 250 Fifth Ave., New York, 270 
pages, $4.50. Survey of basic types of 
discharge lamps, with characteristics, 
principles, advantages and disadvantages 
of each. Major types covered, each with 
a separate chapter, are: sodium lamps ; 

high-pressure mercury vapor lamps with 
natural cooling; high-pressure mercury 
lamps with forced cooling ; low-pressure 
tubular fluorescent lamps ; gas discharge 
lamps for luminous advertising ; strobo- 
scopic lamps and flash tubes. Deals pri- 
marily with Philips products, though the 
text includes references to developments 
in other countries. 

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENSE' 
MANUAL. Amateur Radio Relay League, 
West Hartford, Conn., 27th edition, 1951, 
96 pages, $.50. Guide to preparing for 
FCC amateur license examinations, in- 
cluding details of the six classes of ama- 
teur license, scope of examinations, sample 
questions with answers and map of U. S. 
call areas. 

PHASE ANGLE 
PROBLEMS? 

Acme is producing filters with less than 
5° total phase shift variation over a 
temperature range of -55 to +85 C. 

These filters solved a problem in a com- 
puter system and also effected a sub- 
stantial reduction in size and weight. 

They exemplify the exceedingly close 
phase shift tolerances Acme can hold 
when required. Variation between in- 
dividual filters con be held to less than 
one degree. 
Do you have a phase angle problem 
that may be solved with an Acme filter? 

ELECTRONICS. INC. 
300 No. Lake Ave., Pasadena 4, Calif. 

Formerly Acme Metal Die, Inc. 

Wave Filters Delay Lines Magnetic Amplifiers Special Trans- 

formers & Chokes Toroidal. Universal & Solenoid Wound Inductors 

1111 fid>> 

! THIS FEATHERWEIGHT WILL 

1.141( RN6 1 

SOtPFEArIGUE' 

L 

THE NEW 

HEXACON 
841146f 

---MODEL 3OH 
Weight -51/2 Ounces Watts - 

40 or 60 Tip Dia.-Bath 1/i" and 1/4" Tips 

Furnished with Each Iron Price- $550 

So light its weight is hardly noticeable. Out- 
performs any iron Of equal size. Hatchet de- 
sign makes it more comfortable and practical 
to use than a pencil iron. No transformer re- 
quired. Write for complete catalog. 

3 
ii 

HEXACON ELECTRIC CO. 
130 WEST CLAY AVE., ROSELLE PARK, N. 1 
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TH KELLEX CORPORATION 

ANNOU CES Its new name, 

VITRO CORPO ATION OF AMERICA, 

effective August 31, 1951. 

Organisotion, policie 

continue os before. 

and services 

RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT SIGN 

VITRO CORPORATIe 
OF AME 

233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N 

N 
CA 

Y. 

The Largest Selling 

LIGHTNING ARRESTER 
At Any Price! 

Protects Home and TV 

$225 Set Against Lightning 
LIST 

Hazards 
U.S. Patent No. D-4664 

Installs anywhere 
No wire stripping, cutting or 
splicing 

(Complete with strap and ground wire.) 
OVER 1,000,000 IN USE TODAY! 

See Your Jobber or Write for 
Form No. 84 

MANUFACTURING CO., lee. 
6145-K I,h AVIMUt. 14000I114 4. 

110,1? l. I,I.1NA An,..m .M Aewn 

otew S. S. `° 80X 
VOLTAGE REStS. OR 

(' Actual Size) 

4 watts 100 to 100QQß megoh 

Developed for use as potential 
dividers in high voltage electro- 
static generators, S.S.White 80X 
Resistors have many characteris- 
tics-particularly negative tem- 
perature and voltage coefficients 
-which make them suitable for 
other high voltage applications. 

They are constructed of a mix- 
ture of conducting material and 

hinder made by a process which 
assures adequate mechanical 
strength and durability. This 
material is non -hygroscopic and, 
therefore, moisture - resistant. 
The resistors are also coated 
with General Electric Dri-film 
which further protects them 
against humidity and also sta- 
bilizes the resistors. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4906 

It gives complete information on 
S.S.White resistors. A free copy 
and price list will be sent on 
request. 

czirgINOYiTR3AII: DIVISION 
Oasurrai. MFCCO. Dept. R, 10 East 40th S..__. 

NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 

WESTERN DISTRICT OFFICE: Times Building, Long Beach, Calif. 

Model #530 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
Model #520: 80 to 325 V. at 150 ma. 
Model #540: 80 to 375 V. at 450 ma. 
Model #550: 0 to 5 KV at 300 ma. (unregu- 

lated) 

76 STAGE 
STREET 

Voltage Regulated D. C. 

POWER SUPPLIES 
Input: 105 to 125 Volts A.C. 
Output: 80 to 350 volts D.C. y 275 

ma. regulated. 
0 to -150 volts D.C. @ 5 ma. VR 
tube regulated 
6.3 volts at 10 amps., C.T. unregu- 
lated 

Hum: less than 5 millivolts 

Regulation: Better than 1/2% from no 
load to full load 
Write for fully detailed bulletin. 

MANSON LABORATORIES STAMFORD, 
CONN. 

WASHERS-ALL KINDS 
WASHER SPECIALISTS for nearly 
half -a -century. Dies in stock will 
produce most sizes. Big runs made 
with automatic presses. An econom- 
ical, accurate, and highly reliable 
source for washers, also all kinds of 
metal stampings. HAVE WHITE - 
HEAD'S CATALOG ON FILE; 
write for it. 

BEVELED 
CUP 
D -HOLE 
RETAINER 
LOCK 
SPACERS 
SPRING TENSION 
SQUARE HOLE 
STAR LOCK 
THRUST 
TONGUE 

EST. 
1903 HITEHEAD CSTc: =AI 

NY 
1691 W. LAFAYETTE DETROIT 16, MICH. 
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Try Remler for Service -Tested 
"Hard -to -Get" Components 

Metal -plastic components 

designed and manufactured 

to order. Write for quota- 

tions specifying electrical 

and mechanical character- 

istics. Describe application. 

No obligation. 

Remler Company Ltd. 

REMLER 
TUBE SOCKETS 

STANDARD FOR 30 YEARS... 
THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY 

Heavy duty phenolic sockets with high cur- 
rent wiping action contacts ... for indus- 
trial, transmitter and test applications. 
Rugged. Years of tube insertions and with- 
drawals do not impair contact effectiveness. 
Black phenolic is standard, low loss phenolic 
or alkyd on order. 

2101 Bryant St. San Francisco 10, Calif. 

($ z i' /7/rPIONEERS 1N ELECTRONICS AND PLASTICS 

FOR 

FREQUENCY 

Stability 
IN 

Mobile 
EQUIPMENT . . . . 

make sure your crystals are made by Standard Piezo. 
For years, our Crystals have been standard as original equipment 

with leading manufacturers and for replacement purposes by large 
operators of mobile equipment. 

Precise, accurate, Standard Piezo Crystals are 
available for ALL types of mobile communication 
equipment. 

Request catalog E for complete details. 

®®1111®011111111110 

CARLISLE, PENNSYLVANIA 

BACKTALK 
(continued from page 154) 

agreed with the observed variation 
of frequency with temperature. 
The problem has since been solved 
by using stable capacitors of an- 
other type and balancing their 
small temperature dependence with 
that of the associated resistors. 
The loss in materials cost was neg- 
ligible, but the loss in man-hours 
was certainly not. 

Nowhere in the manufacturer's 
brochure or in similar catalog de- 
scriptions is frequency dependence 
mentioned nor is there any hint 
that their behavior should be so 

different from that of other capa- 
citors at an entirely reasonable fre- 
quency. Our attention has since 
been called to an article entitled 
"Ceramic Dielectrics" in the August 
1948 issue of ELECTRONICS where 
frequency dependence is mentioned. 
Figure 4 of that article indicates 
that zero -temperature -coefficient ca- 
pacitors are within specified toler- 
ance only at radio frequencies. The 
omission of such basic information 
from brochure and catalog specifi- 
cations is not understandable. 

WILLIAM A. BAUM 
Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories 

Pasadena, California 

Distributed Amplifiers 
DEAR SIRS: 
IN THEIR ARTICLE entitled "Milli - 
microsecond Oscillography" (July, 
p 106), Messrs. Yu Kallmann, and 
Christaldi make the statement "It 
is important to point out that uni- 
form amplification with respect to 
frequency variation cannot be ob- 
tained in a stage of distributed 
amplification when the receiving 
end of the plate line is open." I 
have built several distributed amp- 
lifiers in the past few years, always 
leaving plate lines open at the re- 
ceiving end when driving a capaci- 
tive load. The only difference in 
performance observable between a 
terminated and unterminated out- 
put is an increase by a factor of 
two in gain and maximum voltage 
swing in the latter case. 

The two reasons given in the art- 
icle for the statement quoted above 
appear to be two aspects of the 
same reason. It is true that the 
steady-state impedance seen by the 
plates in a line terminated only at 
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104 all yosK steed/ cis 

RADIO ELECTRONIC TELEVISION 

4cce r/hied 
ßt4 e erine 

Govt. Specification 
HOOK-UP WIRE 

SRIR Jan -C-76 
Thermoplastic 
WL -Glass Braid 
90° to 105° C. 
UL Approved 

JACKS-PLUGS 
INSULATORS 
Steatite -Ceramic SWITCHES 

Yes, BIRNBACH is your DEPENDABLE SOURCE 
of SUPPLY! Cut production costs, speed opera- 
tions, by specifying BIRNBACH- 

Manufacturers of Quality Products, 
for the Electronics Industries. 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG 

AN OLD 
RELIABLE 
NAME IN 

RADIO 

WIRE-CABLE 
HARDWARE 
TERMINAL 
LUG STRIPS 

ACCESSORIES 

TEST LEADS 

SERVING 
SINCE 

1923 

BIRNBACH 
RADIOS TNINç. 

Built Right! r! u 
Priced 

Righ 

UNIVERSAL 

IMPEDANCE BRIDGE 

for accurate 

RESISTANCE 
CAPACITANCE 
INDUCTANC 
measurements 

Exclusive 

DEKADIAL 
for high precision 
readings 

Model 250-C $29500 F.O.B. Portland 
Write rodar ter further information 

BROWN ELECTRO -MEASUREMENT CORP. 

Instrument 

4435.37 S. E. NAMTNOINE BUD. 

it3K0 Specialists 

OITIINO Is. OUCH 

gibe 
. . PANELS UP TO 2, WIDE 

IN YOUR OWN SHOP WITH THE 

11 ENGRAVle 
MOGRdel 1-SAPH Portabo 

Send for Booklets 
l -S 29 -portable model 

H-29-heavy duty model 

NEW HERMES, Inc. 13-19 University Place, New York 3, N.Y. 
CANADA: 359 St. James St., Montreal 

new Iiprmns 

The only portable machine which 
reproduces 15 sizes from one 
master alphabet. 

The only one with adjustable 

copy holding slides for multiline 
engraving in one set-up. 

Self -centering holding vise for 
nameplates and dials. 

NEW HERMES, Inc. 13-19 University Place, New York 3, N.Y. 
World's Largest Manufacturer of Portable Engraving Machines 

' 

ti t>í'fiYellWiMlYî`fllreiYîl4i ItYeYtYelLYî\lnil'14íl'IMYíFM1tYiCtïfitYel'IIYe\tlYílXYílñ/ítYtiiCY`fLY, 

VJJI>`JJLA0.1SSUP1V VLl:\VLsll llsttll tA t1VJ , mmyj mcl 

ELECTRONICS AND RELIGION 
Does the electronic specialist know more about religion than 

the Saints of old? The booklet "In Search of Truth," discloses 
that knowledge about the unseen forces reveals the Intelligence 
of structure in the universe. Radio, Television, and hydro - 
atomic science tell much that is fundamental in religion. You 
will find this subject of paramount importance and are invited 
to mail this clipping and one dollar for the 36 page booklet. 
Address: 

THE RELIGIOUS GENERATIONS FOUNDATION 
5008 OLIVER AVENUE So. MINNEAPOLIS 19, MINN. 

A-12-3 
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BACKTALK (continued) MICH OPO T 
PRECISION TEN 

You get permanent accuracy be- 
cause the resistance wire is locked 
in place. It is precision positioned 
and moulded integrally with the 
housing. 

You get permanently accurate set- 
tings, smooth action and low 
uniform torque provided by the 
stainless steel, precision ground, 
double thread lead screw guiding 
the moving contact. 

You get precise positioning of the 
moving contact because of the 
two bearings supporting the rotor 
assembly. 4 You get good rigid terminals be- 
cause they are moulded integrally 
with the housing. 

Terminals soldered to ends of re- 
sistance element before moulding. 
Entire resistance circuit is an inte- 
gral part of the housing. 

6You get accurate setting and re- . setting due to anti -backlash spring 
in contact guide. 

7 You get o 8ne resolution because 
e of the 431/2" length of resistance 

wire in the spiral element. 

8. 

f7 

You get a resistance output directly 
proportional to shaft rotation with- 
in ±0.1% of the total resistance. 
Every potentiometer is automatic- 
ally machine tested for linearity 
at 101 points. 

-TURN POTENTIOMETER 

Units For immediate shipment: 
1,000 to 30,000 ohm range. 
Special resistance values made to order. 

WRITE TODAY FOR 
ENGINEERING INFORMATION 

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION 
THE GEORGE W. 1101[1: CORPORATION 

JANESVILLE WISCONSIN 

Immediate Delivery ! ! ! 

HIGH POWER WAVEGUIDE 

DUMMY LOADS 
Non -Standard Types (shorter flange body than Standard) 

Specifications DA -21/U DA -22/U 

Waveguide Size (O.D.) Vs" x 11/2" t/2" X I" 

Coupling Flange UG-5I/U (plain) UG-39/U (plain) 

Frequency Range (mcs.) 7,050-10,000 8,500-12,400 

VSWR Less than 1.15 over band 

Power Rating: 
(Forced Air Cooling) 
(on I ms., pulses) 

Life Rating 

Dimensions 
Weight 
Unit Price 

280 watts ave. 
500 watts ave. 
0.8 megawatt peak 

175 watts ave. 
300 watts ave. 
0.2 megawatt peak 

100 Hours operation under 
continuous maximum power rating 

x 23/4" x 33/4" 

12 lbs. 
$99.50 

9/2" x 23/4" x 33/4 

9 lbs. 
$89.50 

Over 50% Savings-Units usually 
sell at net price of $200.00 or more 

F.O.B., Columbus, Ohio - 
10% Quantity Discount in 

Lots of 10 or More 

The Antenna Research Laboratory, Inc. 
797 Thomas Lane Columbus 14, Ohio 

DA -21 /U 
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one end varies from tube to tube 
and is a function of frequency. It 
does so because of the reflected 
wave adding to the wave being gen- 
erated. This reflected wave has no 
effect, however, on the output since 
it is traveling toward the sending 
end where it will be absorbed in the 
termination. The wave propagated 
toward the receiving end, with each 
tube making its contribution in 
phase, depends only on the plate 
current variations and the charac- 
teristic impedance of the line. It is 
independent of the reflected wave 
so long as the plate resistance of 
the tubes is high compared to the 
line impedance. Voltage doubling 
occurs with reflection from the open 
end. 

Another approach to the problem 
is a consideration of the current 
wave. One-half of the plate cur- 
rent of each successive tube is 
added in phase as a wave pro- 
gresses toward the output. The 
termination sees only this current. 
It knows nothing of the steady- 
state impedance at the various 
plates. 

G. G. KELLY 
Physics Division 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, Tenn. 

Dipole Formulas 
DEAR SIRS: 
IN AN ARTICLE entitled "Detecting 
Tramp Metal in Logs and Iron 
Ore", by C. W. Clapp in the March 
1951 issue of ELECTRONICS it is 
stated that a formula for the dipole 
moment of a metal sphere in an 
alternating magnetic field has been 
recently found by H. Poritsky. 

The solution of this problem has 
been given by W. R. Smythe in his 
book "Static and Dynamic Elec- 
tricity", N. Y., 1939, and also by 
M. Divilkovsky in J. Physics USSR 
Vol. 1, 1939. The solution of the 
more general problem of the ellip- 
soid has been published by M. Jou- 
guet in Comptes Rendus, Paris, 
April 12, 1943. 

In Wireless Engineer for Decem- 
ber 1946, I showed that the dipole 
moment can be replaced by an 
equivalent circuit consisting of a 
single ring of the same diameter 
as the sphere. The resistance and 
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STATHAM 
DYNAMICALLY 

BALANCED 
TRANSDUCER 

MODEL P69 

The Model P69 pressure transducer is designed 
for long life and excellent performance under con- 
ditions of vibration and acceleration such as are 
encountered in flight test and guided missile ap- 
plications. This dynamically balanced, tempera- 
ture compersated transducer is offered for the 
measurement of gage, differential, or absolute pres- 
sure. The full bridge of the transducer will 
operate soceessfully with a wide variety of con- trolling. indicating, recording and telemetering 
circuits. 

STATHAM 

Please Request Bulletin No. 3.3 

We incite correspondence with 
our engineering staff when you are 
considering instrumentation I'ur 
the measurement of acceleration. 
pressure, force or displacement. 

SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENTS 

LABORATORIES 

12401 WEST OLYMPIC BLVD. 
LOS ANGELES 64, CALIFORNIA 

S -506 -DB 
Socket with 

deep Bracket 

JONES 
PLUGS & 
SOCKETS 

500} SERIES 

r20(ieK 

For 5,000 Volts, 
25 Amperes per 
Contact Alter- 
able by circuit 
Characteristics. 

Socket contacts phosphor bronze, knife -switch 
type, cadmium plated. Plug contacts hard brass, 
cadmium plated. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 contacts. 
Plugs and sockets polarized. Long leakage path 
from terminal, and terminal to ground. Caps and 
brackets, steel parkerized (rust -proofed). Plug 
and socket blocks interchangeable in caps and 
brackets. Terminal connections most accessible. 
Cap insulated with canvas bakelite. 

Write for Jones BULLETIN 500 for full details 
on line. 

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION 
CINCH DRING CORIORATION 

CHICAGO `r CHAG 24. ILLINOIS 
r 51185101ARY OE UNITED -GARB FASTENER CORP. 

MICR °DIAL 
TEN TURN -COUNTING DIAL 

Microdial is composed of two concen- 
trically mounted dials ... one for 
count ng increments of each turn and 
the o -her for counting turns. The in- 
cremental dial has 100 equal divisions 
and is attached rigidly to the shaft so 
there is no backlash. Thus the contact 
position is indicated to an indexed 
accuracy of 1 part in 1000. Rotation 
is continuous in either direction. There 
are no stops on the Microdial assembly. 

COMPACT...Microdial has same 
O.D. as Micropot . , . requires no more 
Panel space. 

CLEAR READING ... Forced fast - 
reading tests showed only 1/20th as 
many errors with Microdial open win- 
dow as with next most legible dial. 
Turn counter distinguishes between 0 
and 10 turn readings, and accelerates 
to avoid confusion on readings near 
integral turns. Precise readings are 
made from larger dial with maximum 
separation of graduations and wide 
angle visibility. 

CONVENIENT... delivered com- 
pletely assembled with dials syn- 
chronised. Easily mounted in a few 
seconcs. All dials may be locked. 

.xa 
/ e ßn 
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Microdial ... turn -counting dial, primarily designed for 
use on Micropot ten turn linear potentiometers ... use 
it on any multiturn device having ten turns or less. 

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION 
THE GEORGE W. BORG CORPORATION 

JANESVILLE WISCONSIN 

EISLER 
TeZwtTu& 
MACHINERY 

Machires for 
Manufacturing 
Incandescent 
Lamps, Radio 
and Electronic 

Tubes 

RESISTANCE 
wrlD(eS 

!: w 300 xVA 

TV Sealing Machine 

From 5" to huge 24" 
Television Tube 

EISLER'S Electronic Equip- 
ment is especially De- 
signed and Built to your 
exact requirements. 

NIE rtivirE YOUR mounds 

EISLER TRANSFORMERS 
STANDARD SPECIAL 

Sizes From s/ to 500 KVA 

EISLER ENGINEERING CO., Inc. 
751 So. 13th St. Newark 3, N. J. 

DID YOU CET IT, it NOT 

SEND NOW FOR B -A's 
136 BIG PAGE 

FREE CATALOG 

;e 1952 fipple 
1s1on 

ELE[IR0R1S 
t 

.:1.an.. ",.n. 

L 
L 

Ne 

p Test -IR TreeEE 
a-xsRsa . 

swelaM- 

f; INCLUDINC 21 PACES OF 

, DOLLAR-SAYINC BARGAINS! 

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO. 
1012-14 McGee St. 
Kansas City 6, Mo. 
Send your 1952 catalog to 

Name 

Address 

City 

FREE 

State 

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO. 
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Dynamic Strain Recording in the Field 

The TYPE MRC-12 6 -ELEMENT SELF -POWERED STRAIN GAGE CONTROL 

UNIT, and the TYPE S15 -A 6 -ELEMENT SELF -POWERED RECORDING 

OSCILLOGRAPH together make up a complete dynarric strain measuring 

laboratory which you can carry with you for field use ANYWHERE where 

electrical power is not available. 
With standard SR -4 resistance strain gages, a frequency response 

from static to 500 cycles per second can be obtained. Magnifications are 

adequate for all practical needs for static -dynamic strain recording on 

structural members and machine parts. 

Small in Size Light in Weight Simple to Use 

Insensitive to Vibration Finest Instrument Craftsmanship 
Unconditionally Guaranteed 

Write for Technical Bulletin SP -177G and SP -193G 

INSTRUMENT COMPANY. 
1315 SO. CLARKSON STREET DENVER 10, COLORADO 

WINDING LABORATORIES 
9 ALBERMARLE AVE. TRENTON 3, N. ). 

BACKTALK (continued) 

reactance of the ring are such that 
the magnetic moment of the in- 
duced ring current is the same as 
that of the dipole. This equivalent 
circuit has obvious advantages in 

practical problems such as the de- 
sign of eddy -current metal de- 
tectors. 

T. S. E. THOMAS 
Eastbourne 

Wellington, New Zealand 

Loose -Leaf Electronics? 
DEAR SIRS: 
THE color coding proposed by R. S. 

Roberts is a bad idea for those 
13 percent of our little world's 
population who are color blind! 
So I would rather have you print 
your articles in such a way that it 
would be easier to take them apart 
without having to slit the paper 
edgewise. Make a loose-leaf sys- 
tem of it. 

A SWEDISH READER 

Loran 
MR. DONALD G. FINK, 
EDITOR 

DEAR DON: 

BACK in the electronic circle-De- 
partment of Defense Production- 
after a seven year "sabbatical 
leave" in the Labour Department- 
I am speedily catching up with de- 
velopments via the contents of your 
fact -full magazine. 

Your name at the mast head 
brings back memories of our trip 
to Labrador in the Sikorsky with 
Commander MacMillan. There is a 
point connected with that trip-or 
was it a subsequent one?-I would 
like to clear up. 

I believe we coined the word 
LORAN together on that trip. Up 
to that time-July or August 1942 
-it was just LRN. 

As I remember the situation, 
Commander MacMillan, Lt. Com- 
mander Harding, Joe Waldschmitt, 
you and I were sitting on the rocks 
at the site we eventually selected 
for number three station near 
Battle Harbour. 

Someone observed that the point 
was unnamed so I suggested 
LORAINE from LRN. Harding 
said it was a bit feminine for such 
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BACKTALK (continued) 

a barren rocky spot and put 
forward LORAN, the masculine 
form of LORAINE. 

To name the system and the 
point, I chiselled the word LORAN 
on a well -positioned rock. We 
adopted it unanimously and decided 
to refer to the system by that name. 
Harding said he would arrange this 
at Washington. 

All I know is that LORAN was 
quickly adopted to name the system. 
I don't know if the point of land be- 
came identified on the maps by that 
name. 

JACK ARGYLE 
(Marconi Oldtimer 

and 
ex Lt. Cmdr. RCNVR) 

Ottawa, Canada 

(Editor's Note: The story told by 
Jack Argyle is exactly correct. The 
official decision to adopt the word 
LORAN was actually taken at a 
meeting of Division 11 at the Radi- 
ation Laboratory sometime after 
the Labrador trip. Larry Harding 
brought forth the proposal at that 
time, and I think he is generally 
given credit for originating the 
term.-D.G.F.) 

Electronics Quiz 
LAST MONTH'S problem was sub- 
mitted by J. E. Eckert of the RCA 
Laboratories Division at Princeton, 
New Jersey. It involved a plurality 
of 1 -ohm resistors connected in 
square fashion, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The problem was to find the imped- 
ance seen across any one of the re- 
sistors. The solution, as furnished 
by Eckert, is as follows : 

Imagine a current of 1 ampere 
injected into a point and flowing 
out of infinity, as illustrated in Fig. 
2A. Remove this current and then 

FIG. 1-Original quiz problem printed 
in September issue 

ThisAudio Oscillator Was Designed 

With A Thermometer in Mind 
El-Tronics "Temperature De- 
sign minimizes thermal 
drift, while an electronically 
regulated power supply as- 
sures stable operation. No 
electrolytic capacitors are 
used. Clean lines make this 
superb instrument "fit in" for 
any laboratory-by mount- 
ing in a relay rack or table 
cabinet. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

FREQUENCY COVERAGE: FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 
20 to 200.000 cycles 
in four ranges. 

FREQUENCY DIAL: 
6" diameter, direct 
reading, vernier drive. 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 
O to 10 volts continu. 
ously variable. 

CALIBRATION 
ACCURACY: 

l% Rack panel con- 
struction. No zero set 
necessary. 

HUM LEVEL: 
Minus 50 Db or bet- 
ter. Standard load: 
1000 ohm resistive. 

, 

1Db from 20 to 
200,000 cycles. 

DRIFT: 

, ± 2% or better. 

POWER SUPPLY: 

Nominal 115 volts 
50/60 cycles. 60 

sits. 
Electronically regu- 
lated internal supply 
permits operation on 
line voltage between 
105-125v. 

Write For Free Catalog 
2649 N. HOWARD STREET 

Philadelphia 33, Pa. 

'XI PECIALTY 
OFFERS reen; 

LAB-BILT DRY BATTERIES 
Standard or Custom-made 

RAoIO 
AND 

IGtenoN 

Write for FREE CATALOG 
This catalog gives complete specifications of 
78 Lab-Bilt Batteries of industrial and hard - 
to -get types. 

CUSTOM-MADE BATTERIES 
Battery Specification Sheet illustrated in cat- 
alog enables you to get any type dry battery 
designed and made to your individual spec- 
ifications - even in small quantities! 

SUPER SERVICE 
Specialty Battery Company is specially 
equipped to make all Lab-Bilt Batteries FRESH 
for each order and ship immediately. Give 
your customers this valuable service. Write 
for a new catalog today. 

SPECIALTY BeTTERI COMPANY 
A Subsidiary of the Ray -O -Vac Company 

MADISON 10, WISCONSIN 
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SWITCH 
PLATE 
CONTACTS 

Raised or Flush 

CHASSIS ASSEMBLIES --- SWITCH- 
ING PLATES --- SUB -ASSEM- 
BLIES --- COMMUTATORS --- 
REGISTER BOARDS --- TERMI- 

NAL BOARDS 

CONDUCTIVE MATERIALS: Copper, Silver, Steel, 
Bronze, Brass, Nickel, Aluminum. 

PLATING: Copper, Silver, Nickel, Aluminum, 
Gold, Silver, Chrome. 

INSULATING BASES: Phenolic. Melamine, Sili- 
cone, Polyester, Polystyrene, Polyethylene. 
Lucite, etc.; Ceramics. 

OPERATIONS PERFORMED: Die Starspina, Intri- 
cate Piercing, Plating, Injection Molding, 
Machining, Soldering, Assembly, Research. 

For additional information, write to 
PRINTED CIRCUIT DEPT 

Supplier of PLASTIC PRODUCTS tc 
The Radio and Electronic fields since 1919 

1 23 9 Central Ave., 
Hillside 5, N. J. 

ELIZABETH 2-1944 - 1945 - 1946 

N. Y. C., RECTOR 2-8554 - 8555 

HERE'S HOW 
OTHERS DO IT 

POWRARM cuts costs by in- 

creasing every worker's pro- 
ductivity. It gives the worker a 

powerful third hand to hold 
work while two hands produce. 
That's why POWRARM works 
on the most efficient assembly 
lines in America today, and 
belongs on yours. Write us 

about your production "head- 
ache" ... we'll show you how 
POWRARM can cure it. 

Write For Catalog 101E 

32 informative pages, FREE 

Holds work at any angle In Hori- 
zontal, Vertical or Co -axial Plane. 

Three sizes of 
Powrarm - 24 
to 150 lbs. ca- 
pacity. 

WILTON TOOL MFG. CO. 
Precision Built Bench Vises, "C" Clamps and Work Positioners 

925-T Wrightwood Avenue Chicago 14, Illinois 

BACKTALK (continued) 

take a current of 1 ampere out of 
point B and flowing in at infinity 
as shown in Fig. 2B. According to 
the superposition theorem ,we may 
add these two currents algebrai- 
cally, and we find that we have a 
total of + la + la or }a total flow- 
ing through the 1 -ohm resistor be- 
tween terminals, which gives a volt- 
age drop of t volt across the 1 -ohm 
resistor. This means that the im- 
pedance is 

Z = 
V 

= 
0.5. 

= .2 ohm 

An alternative solution is illus- 
trated in Fig. 2C. Voltage V is im- 
pressed across A and B. It can be 

FIG. 2-Two solutions for Electronics 
Quiz problem shown in Fig. 1 

seen that the potential at point X 
is equal to potential at X', and the 
potential at Y equals the potential 
at Y'. Consequently, the circuit 
can be folded back on itself and 
points X and X' can be connected 
together, while points Y and Y' can 
be similarly connected together. 
All symmetrical junctions can be 
connected so that the circuit of Fig. 
2D holds true. The resistance seen 
looking into terminals A and B (for 
only a very few terms) is 

Rnt; =- 

1 [2(Z+1-¿)+ 

I+[?( 2+)+ 
+ I + 

t/ ' I+!2 
) 

= 0.54 ohms 

So it can be seen that if more terms 
were added in the series, it would 
reduce the impedance looking in, 
until the value of 0.5 ohm is ob- 
tained with an infinite number of 
resistors. 
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

CROSBY LABORATORIES, INC. 
Murray G. Crosby f' Staff 

Radio - Electronic Engineering 
Research & Development 

FM, Communications, TV 
Test Equipment 

Offices, Laboratory & Model Shop at: 
126 Herricks Rd., Mineola, N. Y. 

Garden City 7-0284 

DUBROW DEVELOPMENT CO. 
Design - Development - Mfr. 

Quality Electronic Equipment 

347 High St. Burlington, N. J. 
Burlington 3-0446 

EDGERTON, GERMESHAUSEN 
& GRIER, INC. 

Consulting Engineers 
Research. Development and Manufacture 

of Electronic and Stroboscopic Equipment 
Specialists in High -Speed Photography 

160 Brookline Avenue, Boston 15, Mass. 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
CO. of CALIFORNIA 

Radio and Electronic Consulting and 
Designing. 

150 S. Alvarado 
D Unkirk 2-7353 

Los Angeles 
California 

ERCO RADIO 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

Radio Communications Equipment 
Engineering - Design - Development - Production 

Pioneer, in Frequency Shift Telegraph 
Garden City Long Island New York 

GEORGE H. FATHAUER 
Development and Design 

of FM, TV, VHF Communications 'Equipment 
Complete Laboratory and Model Shop Facilities 

1005 E. Michigan St. 
Indianapolis 1, Indiana 

Telephone 
BLackstone 1330 

HERMAN LEWIS GORDON 
Registered Patent Attorney 

Patent Investigations and Opinions 
Warner Building, Washington 4, D. C. 

NAticnal 2497 

HANSON-GORRILL-BRIAN INC. 
Products t3 Mfg. Development 

ELECTRICAL - F.T.FCTRONIC 
HYDRAULIC - MECHANICAL 

One Continental Hill Glen Cove, N. Y. 
Glen Cove 4-1922 

R. W. HODGSON 
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER SPE- 
t'IALIZING IN FTJtCTRONICS, NUCLEONICS. 
INSTRUMENTATION, SERVOMECHANISMS & 

CYBERNETICS 
Office -6600 Lexington Ave.. Hollywood 38, Calif. 

All Mail to Box 874, Sherman Oaks. Calif. 
GLadstone 9680 

WHEN 
TIME 

IS 

SHORT ... . 

put the solution of your problems up 
to a specialized Consultant whose pro- 
fessional card appears on this page. 
His broad experience may save you 
months of costly experimentation. 

ELECTRONICS 
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

R. W. HODGSON 
PATENT AGENT SPECIALIZING 

IN ELECTRONICS 
Registered to Practice Before the U. S. &. 

Foreign Patent Offices 
Office -6600 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. 

All Mail to Box 874, Sherman Oaks, Calif. 
GLadstone 9680 

HOGAN LABORATORIES, INC. 
John V. L. Hogan. Pr,. 

Applied Research, Development, Engineering 
Est. 1929. Exceptionally competent staff. 
Electronics, Optics, Mechanisms, Facsimile 

Communication, Electro -sensitive recording 
media, Instrumentation. 
155 Perry Street, New York 19 CHel,ea 2-7855 

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION 
Research :3 Manufacturing Engineers 
Harry W. Houck Jerry B. Minter 

John M. van Beuren 
Specialists in the Design and 

Development of Electronic Test Instruments 

Boonton, N. J. 

Eugene Mittelmann, E.E., Ph.D. 
Consulting Engineer & Physicist 

high Frequency Heating-Industrial Electronics 
Applied Physics and Mathematics 

Iv W. Washington Blvd. Chicago 6, Ill. 
State 2-8021 

NIAGARA ELECTRON LABORATORIES 
CONSULTATION - DESIGN - CONSTRUCTION 

MFO. THE THERMOCAP RELAY 

Specializing in solution of problems of electronic 
and electro -physical instrumentation for the re- 
search or analytical laboratory. Industrial plant 
problems also invited. 

Andover, New York Cable Address: NIATRONLAB 

PHYSICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
Consulting Phgsiciota &se,i>A<'!rfi 

Arthur M. Vigilante, Director 
Research, Development, Design and Manufacture 
of Detection and Recording Systems. Industrial 
and Analytical electro -physical instrumentation. 
Dynamic Condenser Electrometers. 
#1 Azurelee Drive Malibu, Calif. 

Malibu 8444 

PICKARD AND BURNS, INC. 
Consulting Electronic Engineers 

Analysis and Evaluation 
of Radio Systems 

Research, Development & Design 
of Special Electronic Equipment 

240 Highland Ave.. Needham 94, Mass. 

ALBERT PREISMAN 
Consulting Engineer 

Television, Pulse Techniques, Video 
Amplifiers, Phasing Networks, 

Industrial Appliances 
Affiliated with 

MANAGEMENT -TRAINING ASSOCIATES 
3308 -14th St., N.W. Washington 10, D. C. 

JOSEPH RACKER COMPANY 
Radar Consultants & Editors 

Technical Manuals 
Research and Development 

67 Nest 14th Street, 
Murray Hill 7-3139 

New York 

SKINNER, HARLAN AND IRELAND, INC. 

Consulting Engineers 
Specializing in Magnetic Materials and 

Their Application 

Office and Laboratory Indianapolis 7,, Indiana 

ALFRED W. SUTTER 

Consulting Engineer, 
CONTRACT NEGOTIATION & RE .NEGOTIATION 

RECLAMATION TERMINATION 
PROCUREMENT ADMINISTRATION 

141 E. 44th St., N. Y. 17, N. Y. Murray Hill 2-2655 

THE TECHNICAL 
MATERIEL CORPORATION 

Communications Consultants 
Systems Engineering 

General Offices and Laboratory 

121 Spencer Place, Mamaroneck, N. Y. 

TELECHROME, INC. 
Electronic Design Specialists 

COLOR TELEVISION EQUIPMENT 
Flying Spot Scanners, Color Synthesizers, Boyers, 
Monitors, Oscilloscopes and Related Apparatus 

J. R. Popkin-Clurman, Pres. & Ch. Engr, 
58 Merrick Rd. Amityville, L. I.. N. Y. 

FREDERICK P. WARRICK 
Engineering Consultant 

Development & Manufacture of High Speed 
Moving Film Cameras for Oaetllography & 

Stroboscopic Photography. 

1960 Graefield Road Birmingham, Michigan 

WHEELER LABORATORIES, INC. 
Radio and Electronics 

Consulting-Research-Development 
R -F Circuits-Lines-Antennas 

Microwave Components-Teat Equipment 
Harold A. Wheeler and Engineering Staff 

Great Neck. N. Y. Great Neck 2-7805 

YARDNEY LABORATORIES, INC. 
Research - Design - Development 

Electro -Chemical Generators of Energy 

105 Chambers Street WOrth-2-3534, 35, 36 
New York 7, N. Y. 
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RECEIVING MICAS 

SILVER AND REGULAR 

CM 
TYPES 

All Capacities 
Tolerances 1% and up 

Immediate Delivery 
Write for Price and 
Discount, Schedule 

l C 
a 

Condensers Corp. p 
11 MURRAY STREET NEW YORK 7, N.Y. 

TEL- DIGBY 9-0512 

FINE RIBBONS 
OF 

TUNGSTEN and Molybdenum 
Quality and accuracy in our fabrica- 
tion of Tungsten 6 Molybdenum Rib- 
bons have characterized our service to 
the Electronic industry. 

A development of 

H. CROSS Co. 
15 Beekman St., New York 7, N.Y. 

EL TRONICS, INC. 
Research, development, and manufacture 
of electronic equipment-a single model 
to large quantities. 
Write Today for Free Resume of Our Plant Facilities 

Specialists in Geiger -Muller equipment 
2647-67 N. Howard St.-Phlle. 33, Pa.-GArileld 5.2026 

EISLER Manufactures Complete Equipment for: 

SPOT WELDERS, Electric, for r/,, to 250 KVA. 
TELEVISION TUBE GLASS WORKING EQUIPMENT. 

TRANSFORMERS, Special and Standard Types. 
INCANDESCENT LAMP Metnufocturing Equipment. 
FLUORESCENT TUBE Manufacturing Equipment. 

NEON SIGN MAKERS EQUIPMENT. 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, Vacuum Pumps, etc. 

WET GLASS SLICING and Cutting mochines for Laboratory use. 
EISLER ENGINEERING CO., Inc. 751 So. 13th St., Newark 3, N.J. 

ELECTRICAL 

COILS 
TO MEET YOUR EXACT REQUIREMENTS 

D. O. & MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS 
Any type construction, materials, leads, taps. 
wire, or finish. For ignition, solenoid, relay, voice. 
choke, transformer, clock, motor, switch, tele- 
vision, or communications. 
Send your specifications for quotations. 

THE FIVE STAR CO. 

110 MIXVILLE ROAD 
WEST CHESHIRE, CONN. 

`: 
(AEN ntiXE5 

SODERING 
BRAZING & WELDING V lJ. MIDI CO. INC CMiuge31,Ill. 

675i Bryn Mawr Ave. 

SUB -CONTRACTING 
MILITARY and COMMERCIAL 

receivers - test equipment 
transmitters - controls 

sub -assemblies 

TELETRONICS LABORATORY, INC 
Westbury, L. I., N. Y., Westbury 7-1020 

FOR MAINTENANCE OF MOBILE 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
MICROMETER 

FM FREQUENCY M O D U - METER LATION METER 
LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC. 

Bradenton, Florida 

Shorted Turn Indicator 
MODEL 101C BULLETIN 42 
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF. 

ARTRON 
use this 
CONTACTS 
SECTION 
to 

PROMOTE NEW USES 

PROMOTE NEW USERS 

GET NEW SALES OUTLETS 

REACH ALL BUYING INFLUENCES 

EFFECTIVELY ** ECONOMICALLY 

NOW AVAILABLE 

ON EASY TERMS 
Save trouble, time, 
and money with the 
aid of this practical 
RADIO ENGINEERING 
help... 

HERE Is a handy volume 
embracing a great deal 

of constantly needed refer- 
ence material covering all 
Gelds and aspects of radio 
engineering - concise, de- 
pendable. arranged In easy - 
to -get -at form. 

What the Standard Hand- 
book, Marks' Handbook, and 
others are in their respective 
Gelds, Henney's Handbook is 
in the radio field 
And now this new Fourth 
Edition is available: 

with new data on the physi- 
cal mathematical, psycho- 
logical, and acoustical bases 
on which all electrical 
communication exists 
on the means of transmit- 
ting and utilizing energy In 
the very high frequency portions of the radio spectrum. 

with completely rewritten sections on radio communi- 
cation, inductance, radio -frequency amplifiers, modu- 
lation and detection, electron tubes, receiving systems. 
radio aids to aviation, and many other subjects. 

with revision throughout to make the book as useful 
as possible In modern practice. 

Presents RADIO 
PRINCIPLES, STAN- 
DARDS, and PRAC- 
TICES for the de- 
signer, engineer, and 
radio technician 

New 4th Edition 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

HANDBOOK 
Keith Henney, Editor -In -Chief 

Consulting Editor of Electronics 
1197 pages, 6 z 9, 1038 illustration, $10 

IN 
scope, this book ranges from fundamentals to dia- 

cussion of newest circuits, amplifiers, power supply 
systems, short-wave systems, etc. Frequency modulation, 
developments in television and aircraft radio, and other 
applications are covered. The book abounds in circuit 
diagrams, tables, charts, formulas, design equations and 
data. The circuits described quantitatively are those in 
use today, or soon to be widely used. 

In RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK you 
get- 

SPECIAL OFFER 

When you receive a 
copy of Henney's RA- 
DIO ENGINEERING 
HANDBOOK you osa 
look over the book for 
10 days before decid- 
ing whether or not to 
buy it. Then. 1f you 
decide to keep the 
book, you can pay for 
It in easy monthly 
terms --$4.00 at the 
end of 10 days, and 
$3.00 per month until 
balance Is paid. 

I. 1197 pages of carefully se- 
lected, accurate data-charts, 
tables, circuits, diagrams, 
formulas. 
2. 23 sections covering all the 
most needed subjects for en- 
gineers and radio technicians, 
from fundamentals to special- 
ized applications. 
3. Every section prepared by 
one or more specialists. to as- 
sure you dependable, expert 
answers to your problems in 
design and practice. 

Not only the radio techni- 
cian, but every man inter- 
ested in the design or manu- 
facture of radio or television 
transmitters and receivers. 
and apparatus utilizing vac- 
uum tubes and photocells, 
will find this improved hand- 
book s helpful, day-to-day 
guide. 

SEE THIS BOOK 
10 DAYS FREE 

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. MG W-HILL 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18 D.-- Send me Heaney's RADIO ENGI- 
NEERING HANDBOOK for 10 
days' examination on approval. If I find the book satisfactory, I will send you 

$4.00 In 10 days, plus a few cents for delivery, 
and $3.00 a month until $10.00 has been paid. 
Otherwise I will return the book postpaid. 
Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

Company 

Position L-10 
This offer applies to U. S. only. 
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E R PLIF. S (Boa No.): Address too office nearest you 
NEW YORK: 330 W. 42nd St. (18) 

CHICAGO: 520 N. Michigan Ave. (11) 
SAN FRANCISCO: 68 Post St. (4) 

CIVIL SERVICE 

HOLLOMAN AIR Force Base, New Mexico, near Alamogordo, New Mexico has openings for positions In electronic engineering and phys- ics. Openings also include numerous positions as electronic scientists, physicists, mathemati- cians, electronic laboratory technicians, radar technicians, telemetering technicians, and oth- ers. Applicants with education and experience in these fields are urged to submit application for Federal Employment, Standard Form 67, to the Civilian Personnel Office, Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico. Application Form 57 can be obtained from most first or second-class Post Offices or from U. S. Civil Service Commis- sion. Any additional information desired will be supplied upon written request. 

POSITIONS VACANT 
ENGINEER, THOROUGHLY experienced in mechanization and elimination of hand oper- ations. Also with production experience in mass produced, low cost electronic assemblies, pre- ferably with direct experience In the manufac- ture of radio rotary switches or volume con- trols. P-1254, Electronics. 
ENGINEER-Thoroughly experienced in devel- opment and production of Current Regulator Tubes as used in GRC Series of military sets. Able to organize, supervise complete dept. Send resume. P-1876, Electronics. 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
SALARIED PERSONNEL, $3,000-$25,000. confidential service established 1920, is geared to need» of high grade men who seek a change of connection under conditions assuring, if em ployed, full protection to present position. Send name and address only for details. Personal consultation invited. Jira Thayer Jennings, Dept. L, 241 Orange St., New Haven. 

POSITIONS WANTED 
ELECTRONICS ENGINEER, 34, with extensive research and development experience and record of achievement in radar, pulse tech- niques and digital computers is considering change to position of responsibility with smaller company doing research and develop- ment. Will only consider positions at group leader or section head level within 250 mile radius of New York City. PW-1777, Electronics. 
EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICIST. AB physics. 6 state, materials testing andears 

exp 
electrical measuindrements. PW-1817, Electronics. 

SELLING OPPORTUNITY WANTED 
MANUFACTURERS: FINANCIALLY responsi- ble party wants exclusive distributorship in Los Angeles for your electronics products used in industrial plants or may consider only repre- sentation if product is fa orabie. Complete de- tails, please. RA -1889. Electronics. 

PATENTS 
Consult: 

Reg. Pat. At Z. H 
la Attorney, 1234 Broadway, New York 1, N. Y. 

WANTED 
ANYTHING within reason that is wanted in the field served by Electronics can be quickly located through bringing It to the attention of thousands of men whose interest is assured be- cause this is the business paper they read. 

NEW ENGLAND 
Effective technical sales presentation to industries, universities, institutions, and distributors in the electronic field. 

AMES & DAY INC. 
Hotel Touraine Boston, Mass. 

Watch- 
the Searchlight Section 

for 
Equipment Opportunities 

:<::,:.: .x.:,: r::?:::;º::.:;::_>::::;.:? ::::::: .:::::::::::: :.:::::: -,;:.::::,:.?:::.;::.::.;:?:::::.;::.:??::.;.:.:.ï::::.. ., ..:..... .. :..::::?::::.:. :.v' :..:,6rm.o:,a:º3;:rav:;aaxr;rd;i:::{..,;r:k:s::_s:xi;'r.:.a.,,Sr::.::....':::.:.o.3ts. :..,...:::::. ;:.>;»:.;:::.;.. ,.. u.w',t..,ai..y....vsf ::äw«:ï:K n.:w`>':<,>.': 
+ ..._ 

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER 
PROJECT ENGINEER 

We require the services of the following engineers to design and 
develop precision test instruments. 

SENIOR DEVELOPMENT 
ENGINEER preferably with 
a master's degree or equiva- 
lent training and five to 
eight years of industrial ex- 
perience. 

SENIOR PROJECT ENGI- 
NEER with five to eight years 
of industrial experience. 

These are permanent positions with a progressive 
organization offering stimulating work, congenial 
associates, pleasant surroundings, and advanced 
personnel policies. 

Submit resume of education and experience. 

BOONTON RADIO CORPORATION 
BOONTON, NEW JERSEY 

ö- ::: t:^i'4i:iiiiiii'iiiiiiiY:J:^i:?i:??4i?;}:4:ti?ih:??i:? ': 
i.::.w::.tii::'i'i?:???;?:::??:: ??::??:: i:ï:::ï ::":4:.i:4::titi::t:iiif:it:ij:::::ifi:t;::::i:::::i::::iiii:':::;:j;: i;iiiiii:::iiiiiii:::i: :ti: 

WANTED 
(Additional Wanted Ade on page 378) 

************************** 

* 
WANTED 

We Need Your Surplus* 
.k Electronic Equipment * 
* WE PAY TOP $$$ FOR: * 

RADIO RECEIVERS AN CONNECTORS * * TRANSMITTERS CLAMPS * * ARC -1 PLUGS * 
ARC -3 CORDS * 
ART -13 RELAYS * * CONTROL BOXES TELEPHONE 
INDICATORS MATERIALS 

WE BUY ANYTHING * 
* WRITE, WIRE TODAY! ,t 
* TELL US WHAT YOU HAVE 

TALLEN COMPANY. INC. * Dept. E, 562 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn 17, N. Y. ************************** 
$52,000.00 AVAILABLE 

TO BUY NEEDED SURPLUS 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

Top 8 paid. Send description, condition and 
asking price. Prompt replies! 
URGENT! NEEDED AT ONCE: BC -611 or 
BC -721 Handle -Talkies. Complete units or parts. 

WEST REGION ELECTRONICS 
1437 S. Norton Ave. Los Angeles 19. Calif. 

WANT TO BUY 
MARINE and AIRCRAFT 
Receivers, Transmitters, Radar, Direction 
Finders, Echo Sounders, etc., e.g. RCH, 
RAL, RBO, DAK, DAG, TCS, ARC -1, ART -13, 
ARN-7, APN-9, APS-4, APS-13 
HANDIE-TALKIES-SCR-536, BC -611 
SYNCHROS: 5F or 5G 
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES 

Give full details. Cash waiting. 

AMBER COMPANY 
393 Greenwich St., N. Y. 13, N. Y. 

BEekman 3-6510 

ENGINEERS 
Design and 
Development 

Experienced in any of the fol- 
lowing fields 

GYROSCOPES 
COMPUTERS 

SERVOMECHANISMS 
INSTRUMENTATION 

FIRE CONTROL 
RADAR 

CONTROL CIRCUITS 
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS 

Excellent Working Conditions 

Permanent Positions 
Good Starting Salaries 

Opportunity for Professional 
Growth and Advancement 

APPLY by sending complete resume to 

Technical Personnel Office 

ARMA CORP. 
254 36th St., Bklyn. 32, N. Y. 
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ENGINEERING WITH A FUTURE 

RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT DESIGN 

The continued and steady growth of established research 
and development projects has opened a number of unusual 
opportunities for outstanding and experienced men. 

ENGINEERS SCIENTISTS PHYSICISTS 

Positions are available in our organization for qualified 
personnel in the following fields: 

Circuit Analysis 
Microwaves 
Analog Computers 
Servomechanisms 
Dynamics 

Aerodynamics 
Applied Mathematics 
Physics 
Flight Test 
Design 

Openings exist at several levels, and inquiries from recent 
graduates are also invited. Salaries are based on education, 
ability, and experience. Liberal salary, vacation, insurance, 
and retirement plans are yours if you qualify. 

If you are interested in a secure future in these experimental 
fields, write and give full details to Mr. C. G. Jones, Salary 
Personnel Department. 

ËÁRI 

,(;ÒRjpbkÄTlbN 
Akron 15, Ohio 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

SENIOR ENGINEERS or PHYSICISTS 

Degree and experience in Radar, 

Pulse Circuits, Digital or Analogue 

Computers, or Servomechanisms 

JUNIOR ENGINEERS and recent 

graduate in EE or Physics. 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING COMPANY 

OF CALIFORNIA 
180 S. Alvarado St. Los Angeles 4, Calif 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 
ALL GRADES 

Small electronic research and development 
laboratory, located 8 miles outside of 
Washington, D. C., has several openings 
for junior and senior electronic engineers. 
Degree essential. Varied projects include 
analog computers, servo mechanisms, spe- 

cial test equipment, etc. All Defense work. 
Liberal salaries dependent upon experi- 
ence. 

THE DAVIES LABORATORIES 
Incorporated 

4705 Queensbury Road, Riverdale, Maryland 

BENDIX RADIO DIVISION 

AVIATION CORPORATION 

TV RECEIVER DESIGN ENGINEERS 

-Progressive TV Design Section 
has excellent opportunity for highly 
experienced men with proven abil- 
ity. Desirable openings also avail- 
able for promising young engineers. 
We will be pleased to discuss 
salaries at all levels. 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS-At all 
salary and experience levels. 

RESEARCH ON: Antennae, Servo- 
mechanisms, Microwave ccts. and 

other phases of communications 
and navigation equipment. 

PRODUCTION DESIGN OF: Military 
and commercial communications 
and navigation equipment. 

FIELD ENGINEERS - Supervise in- 

stallation and maintenance of radio 
and radar equipment. Factory train- 
ing will be given. Base salaries 
from $4200 to $6900 per year. 
25% bonus for time spent overseas. 
Traveling and living expenses paid 
by Bendix. Insurance plan. 

TEST AND INSPECTION ENGINEERS - Practical knowledge of radio, 
radar, or TV manufacturing proc- 

esses. Good knowledge of radio 
fundamentals essential. Base sal- 

aries from $3900 to $5880. 

TECHNICAL WRITERS -Knowledge 
of radar fundamentals or radio re- 

quired. Work closely with engineers 
to gather material for instruction 
and maintenance manuals. Base 

salaries from $3400 to $4300. 

LABORATORY TECHNICIANS - Re- 

quire knowledge of radio funda- 
mentals and skill in use of meas- 

uring instruments and laboratory 
equipment. Previous industrial ex- 

perience essential. Salaries from 
$262 to $321 per month. 

BASE SALARIES FOR ALL POSI- 

TIONS LISTED ABOVE ARE SUP- 

PLEMENTED BY UP TO 30% FOR 

REGULARLY SCHEDULED 48 -HOUR 
WEEK. 

Housing is no problem in Baltimore. 

Excellent group insurance and 
family hospitalization plan. 

Attractive retirement plan for pro- 

fessional personnel. 

Write for application: 

Engineering Personnel Supervisor 

Department E 

BENDIX RADIO DIVISION of 

Bendix Aviation Corporation 

Baltimore 4, Maryland 
TOwson 2200 
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Ca$at 
needs outstanding 

RESEARCH PHYSICISTS 

SR. ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

SR. MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 

ENGINEERING PHYSICISTS 

CIRCUIT ENGINEERS 

MICROWAVE ENGINEERS 

TELEVISION ENGINEERS 

VACUUM TUBE ENGINEERS 

TEST EQUIPMENT ENGINEERS 

FIELD ENGINEERS 

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS 

with advanced academic training 
and several years' experience 

for 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

in Radar, Servos, Computers, Receivers, 
Solid State Physics, Image Converters, 
Pulse and Timing Techniques, Special 
Purpose Tubes, Networks and Systems 
Design, Light and Electron Optics, 
Storage -Type Tubes, Photo -Electric 

Pickup Tubes, and Related 
Test Equipment. 

Our Long Range Programs and 
Steady Growth Assure Permanent 

Employment at Excellent Salaries for 
Competent and Qualified Personnel. 

Interested Persons are Invited to 
Submit Detailed Resumes of Ex- 
perience and Education with Sal- 
ary Requirements and Availability 
Dote to: 

The Employment Department 

CAPEHART-FARNSWORTH 

CORPORATION 
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA 

ENGINEERS 

SAN DIEGO 
that sunshiny, smog -free city on the 

coast of CALIFORNIA 

Special opportunities for YOU in 

Convair (Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation) is 

now accepting applications for these following positions 
in its modern, progressive Engineering Department. 

Microwave Engineers 
Servomechanism Engineers 
Electronics System Engineers 
Electronic Circuit Designers 

Unusual opportunities for those experi- 
enced in the design and analysis of 
Radar and Missile Guidance Systems. 

WORKING FACTS: You get two holidays a week at 
Convair - overtime accomplished in 5 -day week. Attractive 
salary ranges. An "engineers" engineering department ... with 
stimulating, competent associates ... and interesting, challeng- 
ing, essential, long-range projects of a wide variety including - commercial aircraft, military aircraft, missiles, engineering 
research and electronic development. Excellent patent royalty 
arrangements. Top-notch retirement plan - better than -average 
life and health insurance. Complete progress -salary review 
for each person twice yearly. Opportunity for continuing 
engineering education. 

LIVING FACTS: San Diego, with its wonderful residen- 
tial areas, offers you and your family incomparable living. 
Ideal climate - cool, clean, dry. Mountains, desert, Mexico, 
Hollywood, Los Angeles, Pacific Ocean, beaches and bay - 
only hours or minutes away. It offers you a new way of Life... 
pleasant, refreshing, happy. 

If you qualify, you will receive generous travel allowances. 
SEND COUPON for free booklets and complete information. 

THANK YOU 
Mr. H. T. Brooks, Engineering Department 
Convair, 3302 Pacific Hiway, San Diego, California 

Please send me FREE booklets describing the Convair 
Opportunity for me and my Convair Application Form. 

My name 

Occupation 

Address 

City State 
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EXPERIENCED 
electronic 

and 

mechanical 
engineers 

Organization established in 1942. Electronic 
research, development, and production must 
expand to meet long-term, pre -Korea commit- 
ments. Openings in all branches of electronics, 
including 

RECEIVERS TRANSMITTERS 
ANTENNAS RADARS 

RELATED EQUIPMENT 
Positions available for men with at least 5 yrs experience 

// 

Write or telephone Howard J. Gresens at 

Airborne JFnálrumenLi oluborutory. 
INCORPORATED 

160 Old Country Road, Mineola 
Garden City 3-0600 

Long Island, N. Y. 

Admiral 
Electronic Engineers 

Needed Immediately for 

Long Range Research Program 

Admiral Corporation, one of America's largest electronic and 
appliance manufacturers, needs electronic engineers for long 

range research program covering both consumer as well as gov- 

ernmental projects. Project and senior project engineers with 

minimum of two to five years' experience needed immediately. 

Top pay with excellent opportunities for advancement. Send 

resume of experience and education to Engineering Personnel 

Manager ... 

ADMIRAL CORPORATION 
Dept. E, Chicago 47. 

A CHALLENGE 
to Outstanding 

ENGINEERS 

PHYSICISTS 

DESIGNERS 
POSITIONS with SCOPE and 
IMAGINATION NOW OPEN 
Minimum Requirements for 

ENGINEERS and PHYSICISTS 
Four years experience in advanced re- 
search and development on Radar Systems, 
Computers, Wave Guide and Antennas 
Fire Control, Moving Target Indication, 
Servomechanisms, Pulse Techniques, Gyro- 
scopic Equipment and Related Fields. 

Minimum Requirements for 
DESIGN ENGINEERS 

Background -experience in design of Light 
Machinery, Radar Systems, Computers, 
Moving Target Indicators, Servomechan- 
isms, Gyroscopic Equipment and related 
fields. 

Please send resume and 
salary requirements to: 

The W. L. MAXSON 
CORPORATION 

460 W. 34th St., NEW YORK 1, N. Y. 

AC SPARK PLUG 
DIVISION 

of 

GENERAL MOTORS 
CORPORATION 

PRECISION INSTRUMENT PLANT 

Positions now available for highest caliber 
personnel in the field of airborne auto- 
matic electro -mechanical control equip- 
ment. 

MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEERS 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

SERVO ENGINEERS 

JUNIOR ENGINEERS 

New and expanding division of an estab- 
lished firm with 20 years of successful 
experience in the instrument field. Work 
involved deals with the manufacture and 
development of highly complex equipment 
of the mast advanced type. 

Write or Apply 

AC Spark Plug Division 

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 

1925 E. Kenilworth Place 
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin 
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Engineers... 

Physicists... 

Chemists 

Metallurgists... . 

A Reminder 
from 

GENERAL 
ELECTRIC 

Tremendous material resources 
... the stimulation of highly crea- 
tive work ... long-range security 
and professional recognition .. . 

these are but a few of the assets 
General Electric offers you in un- 
usual positions now available in: 

Advanced Development, Design, 
Field Service and 

Technical Writing. 
If you have a Bachelor's or Advanced 
Degree In Electrical or Mechanical Engi- 
neering, Physics, Metallurgy or Physical 
Chemistry and experience in the Elec- 
tronics Industry, you can expand your 
training and experience to the tuilest In 
openings In connection with: 

.. MILITARY RADIO >4 RADAR 

.. MOBILE COMMUNICATION 

.. MULTIPLEX MICROWAVE 
COMMUNICATIONS 

. ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
. TELEVISION, TUBES 

and ANTENNAS. 

Please send resume to: 
TECHNICAL PERSONNEL 

ELECTRONICS PARK 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
Syracuse, New York 

OPPORTUNITY 
FOR TOP EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY, 
EXPERIENCE, AND REWARDS FOR A 
CAPABLE, AMBITIOUS YOUNG MECHANI- 

CAL OR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 

As Assistant to the President of a nationally - 
known smaller firm in the electronics field. 
Starting salary $10,000 plus opportunities for 
bonus and stock participation. Unusual oppor- 
tunity for broad experience in a million dollar 
manufacturing firm in all phases of production 
and management, plus a chance for top execu- 
tive rating within five years. 

QUALIFICATIONS: Graduate mechanical, 
electrical, or industrial engineer. Age 30 to 
45. Must have background of production ex- 
perience in electro -mechanical or electronic 
field for at least ten years. Clean record, 
outstanding intelligence, management ability. 
Candidate selected must stand investigation 
and! general tests. 

All replies treated in strict confidence, and 
personal interviews arranged in New York, 
Chicago, or certain other centers. 

P-1903, Electronics 
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Ill. 

ATOMIC ENERGY INSTALLATION 
NEEDS 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS 

Two to ten years' experience in research, design, development or test. 
Patent history desirable but not necessary. A variety of positions open 
for men, with Bachelor's or advanced degree, qualified in one or more 
of the following fields: 

RELAYS TELEMETERING 
PULSE CIRCUITS UHF TECHNICIANS 
SERVO -MECHANISMS INSTRUMENTATION 
LOW POWER APPLICATION QUALITY CONTROL 

TEST EQUIPMENT RELATING TO THE ABOVE 

STANDARDS ENGINEERS 
Experienced in writing specifications, in liaison work, 
and in correlating design information to accepted stand- 
ards. Aircraft industry experience desirable. 

These are PERMANENT POSITIONS with Sandia 
Corporation in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Sandia 
Laboratory is operated by Sandia Corporation, a 
subsidiary of Western Electric Company, under con- 
tract with the ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION. 
This laboratory offers good working conditions and 
liberal employee benefits, including paid vacations, 
sick leave, and a retirement plan. 

Albuquerque, center of a metropolitan area of 150,000, is located in the Rio Grande 
Valley, one mile above sea level. The "Heart of the Land of Enchantment." Albuquerque 
lies at the foot of the Sandia Mountains, which rise to 11,000 feet. Climate is sunny, 
mild and dry the year 'round. 

Make Application to: 

PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT DIVISION 

SANDIA CORPORATION 
SANDIA BASE ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 

A Company to Consider 

If you are a capable engineer or physicist, have considered 

looking into opportunities for a greater professional growth 

on a challenging program, and prefer a smaller company 

geared administratively and attitude -wise for technical 
results, we would like to hear from you. 

RCR4FT 
R Af4 MEN T.me. 

4415 Reisterstown Rd. 
Baltimore 15, Maryland 
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/1nstouhcik9 

Unusual opportunities in 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Senior men with degrees and several years of proven accomplishment may achieve 
further personal growth by working with some of the nation's outstanding scientists 
in the West's largest laboratories. 

CHALLENGE AND OPPORTUNITY 
for physicists and engineers in the fields of electron tubes, computers, precision 
electronics, solid state. system analysis, servo -mechanisms, intricate mechanisms, 
radar, guided missiles, microwaves. 

HUGHES LABORATORIES OFFER 

NEW AIR-CONDITIONED BUILDINGS 
WITH THE FINEST MODERN LABORA- 
TORY FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT. 

SOLID LONG RANGE PLANS FOR A 
CONTINUING FUTURE. 

INTRIGUING - VITAL DEFENSE PROJ- 
ECTS PLUS A STRONG PROGRAM FOR 

ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT OF NEW 
PEACETIME PRODUCTS 

EXCELLENT EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 

FREQUENT SALARY REVIEWS 

COMPANY SPONSORED PROGRAM 
FOR ADVANCED EDUCATION 

AMPLE GOOD HOUSING AVAILABLE 
Send resume to 

HUGHES 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 

CULVER CITY, CALIF. 

WANTED 
Engineers and Physicists with educational back- 
ground in mechanical, electrical, or electronic 
engineering, physics or engineering physics for 
research and advanced development in plant 
and laboratory instrumentation, geophysics, 
physical measurements and industrial electron- 
ics. Prefer men with five to fifteen years' ex- 
perience in experimental research, design and 
development of instruments, intricate mech- 
anisms, electronic apparatus, optical equip- 
ment, servomechanisms and allied fields. Po- 
sitions are of immediate and permanent im- 
portance to our operations. Southwestern lo- 
cation in medium-sized community; excellent 
employee benefits. Please give age experi- 

ence, and other qualifications in reply. 
Personnel Director, 

Research and Development Dept. 
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY 

Bartlesville, Oklahoma 

WANTED 
Sales Engineer to cover Long Island on 
protected basis for manufacturer's rep- 
resentative having outstanding line of 

nationally advertised electronic instru- 
ments covering range from DC to micro 
waves. Salary-Commission-Expenses. 
State education, experience, past earn- 
ings. 

SW -1817, Electronics 
.2U \V. 41 tit., New York 18, N. Y. 

GENERAL PRECISION LABORATORY 
NEEDS 

SENIOR ENGINEERS 
IN THE FIELDS OF 

MICROWAVE SYSTEMS RESEARCH 
COMPUTER AND SERVO DEVELOPMENT 
MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR DESIGN 

AND RELATED WORK 
AND 

ELECTRONIC FLIGHT TEST AND 
TV FIELD ENGINEERS 

The Laboratory is located in the heart of Westchester County-a stimulating and 
pleasant rural area-convenient to New York. 

For a position with a progressive and expanding organization submit resume to: 

Personnel Director, General Precision Laboratory 
63 Bedford Road, Pleasantville, New York 

Wanted 
ENGINEERS 

AND 

SCIENTISTS 
Unusual opportunities for outstand- 
ing and experienced men. 
These top positions involve prelim- 
inary and production design in ad- 
vanced military aircraft and spe- 
cial weapons, including guided 
missiles. 

Immediate positions include: 
Electronic project engineers 
Electronic instrumentation engineers 
Radar engineers 
Flight test engineers 
Stress engineers 
Aero- and thermodynamicists 
Servo -mechanists 
Power plant installation designers 
Structural designers 
Electro -mechanical designers 
Electrical installation designers 
Excellent Iocation in Southern Cali- 
fornia, Generous allowance for 
travel expenses. 

Write today for complete infor- 
mation on these essential, long- 
term positions. Please include 
resume of your experience & train- 
ing. Address inquiry to Director of 
Engineering, 

NORTHROP AIRCRAFT, INC. 
1009 E. Broadway 

Hawthorne (Los Angeles County) California 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS 

ENGINEERING PHYSICISTS 

Several engineers required 

for development of electronic 

circuitry, electro -mechanical 

devices, analog and digital 

computing equipment. 

Positions offer security in a 

laboratory located in desir- 

able residential area. Apply 

in writing and furnish infor- 

mation as to education and 

experience. 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 

California Institute of Tech. 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 

Pasadena 3, Calif. 
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SCIENTISTS 
AND 

ENGINEERS 
for 

challenging research and ad- 
vanced development in fields of 

RADAR 
GYROSCOPES 

SERVOMECHANISMS 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS 

APPLIED PHYSICS AND MATH 
PRECISION MECHANICAL DEVICES 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DESIGN 
GENERAL ELECTRONICS 

INSTRUMENTATION 
MICROWAVES 
COMPUTERS 
AUTOPILOTS 

Scientific or engineering 
degree, and extensive technical 

experience required. 

Write: 

Manager, Engineering Personnel 

BELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 1, Buffalo 5, N. Y. 

ELECTRONIC 

ENGINEERS 
AND 

PHYSICISTS 

FOR RESEARCH IN 

TELEVISION AND ALLIED 

FIELDS 

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES 

FOR SPECIALISTS IN 

UHF CIRCUITS 

CATHODE RAY TUBE DESIGN 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 

VACUUM TUBE TECHNIQUES 

QUALIFIED APPLICANTS ARE INVITED 

TO WRITE: 

MANAGER, TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP. 

306 4TH AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA. 

Development Engineers 
for Electronic Aircraft Armament 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
SERVOMECHANISMS RADAR ELECTRONIC PACKAGING 
CALIBRATION AND TESTING ENGINEERS FOR PRODUCTION 

Job openings range from recent graduates to Engineers with years of 
experience. Attractive employee benefits include group insurance and 
pension plans; paid holidays and vacations. 

Send complete resume, listing salary requirements and availability, to: 
Technical Employment Supervisor, Station 483-Q 

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
8100 Florissant St. Louis 21, Missouri 

LEADERS IN THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY SINCE 1890 

ENGINEERS 
PERMANENT POSITIONS 

ELECTRONIC - MECHANICAL 

Development and Design 

EQUIPMENT ENGINEERS- Electronic-analyze failure reports from main- 
tenance and operation standpoints; specification analysis for serviceability. Experience 
in installation design for Military Electronic Equipment. Field experience necessary. 
Requires judgment and initiative. 

JOB ENGINEERS- evaluate serviceability of guided missiles by test procedures 
operation; analyze operations. Frequent contact with field and service personnel. 
East and West Coast assignments. 

SERVO ENGINEERS-prepare engineering design studies and production speci- 
fications; review design proposals; establish test criteria. Several years' experience in 
design and production of servo -mechanisms. 

Electrical Engineers- design of complex electronic circuits for various applica- 
tions. Analysis and design of servo -mechanisms. Several years' experience in under- 
water ordnance, with emphasis on design and development of servo -control systems. 

All Replies Confidential 

Please forward detailed resume. 

SILVER SPRING LABORATORY 
VITRO CORP. OF AMERICA (Formerly THE KELLEX CORP.) 

PERSONNEL DEPT. 

962 Wayne Avenue Silver Spring, Maryland 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

CORNELL AERONAUTICAL 

LABORATORY, INC. 

an affiliate of Cornell University 
employs about 700 people on vital research 
work in all branches of aeronautical 
science. We are gradually expanding our 
scientific staff, and have several perma- 
nent positions open for: 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS 
PHYSICISTS 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
AERODYNAMICISTS 

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS 

in such fields as: 
GUIDED MISSILES 
RADAR RESEARCH 

BASIC AND APPLIED PHYSICS 
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
AIRCRAFT PRECISION INSTRUMENTATION 

WIND TUNNEL RESEARCH 
FLIGHT RESEARCH 

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING 
HEAT TRANSFER 

THERMODYNAMICS 

Minimum requirement is a B.S. Advanced 
degrees are even better, but experience to 
back up the degree is really best. We 
pay industrial wages. Other tangible ad- 
vantages bere (for example, our self - 
sponsored internal research policy) should 
be of particular interest to men with 
intelligence, ingenuity, and initiative. Send 
us your resume; all inquiries are strictly 
confidential. Promising candidates will be 
invited to Buffalo for interviews at Labora- 
tory expense. 

CORNELL AERONAUTICAL 
LABORATORY, INC. 

P. O. Box 235, Buffalo 21, New York 

PHYSICISTS 

and 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

Both junior and senior engineers 
as well as administrative person- 
nel with technical background are 
needed for employment with ex- 
panding research and develop- 
ment organization specializing in 
Instrumentation, Radio Telemeter- 
ing, Missile Guidance, Telemeter- 
ing Data Treatment and special 
electro -mechanical devices. New 
laboratory facilities located in re- 
search center. Corporation has five 
year history and is operating on 
pre -Korean contracts. 

Replies held in 
strictest confidence. 

Please send complete resumes to: 

APPLIED SCIENCE CORPORATION 

OF PRINCETON 

Post Office Box 44 

Princeton, New Jersey 

PHYSICISTS, MATHEMATICIANS 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 
Looking for opportunity? We have a new laboratory in Natick, Massachusetts, devoted 
to development and design of high frequency antennas. Television, mobile communica- 
tions, radar, aircraft, and many other fields need more and better antennas. Your 
ability, complemented by ideal conditions in our laboratory, will assure your future. 

Youp ....New facilities, specifically designed for your work have ...New England living, close to America's vacationland, and work 
in a small New England community near to Boston 

....The security of permanent expansion 

If you have '. Experience with microwave 
ecism 

..A degree in physics, mathematicsandservom, or electrhanonicss 
....Development experience in electronics, particularly antennas 

WRITE TODAY TO: Personnel Manager 

THE WORKSHOP ASSOCIATES 
Division of The Gabriel Company Specialists in High Frequency Antennas 

135 Crescent Road Needham Heights, Massachusetts 

ELECTRONIC and ELECTRICAL 

ENGINEERS 

One electronics instrumentation engineer with de- 
gree in EE or Physics, preferably some graduate 
study, and 5 years minimum experience, for perm 
anent position in charge of electronics lab. associ- 
ated with our aero. engineering laboratories. Also 
some openings for electrical engineers with less 
experience. Sal. commensurate with experience. 
Liberal employee benefits. Housing not a pressino 
problem. Submit details of educ. and experience to 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Department of Aeronautical Engineering 

Laboratory 
Rosemount, Minnesota 

sa/es 
engineer 

Excellent opportunity for 
Sales Engineer to act in 

capacity of commercial 
engineer and regional sales 

engineer on electronic 
measuring equipment. 

Engineering degree or equiv- 
alent required. Electronic 
engineering background and 
sales experience essential. 
Must be responsible busi- 
ness man capable of growth 
in management capacity. 
Good choice of territories 
available. 

Please Send Resume To: 

P-1886, Electronics, 
330 W. 42nd St. 

New York 18, N. Y. 

WANTED 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS 

Southeastern concern has need of several 

good men for work in Jacksonville and 

other Florida areas. 1-Designer, 1-Pro- 
duction Engineer, 5-Licensed Marine Ra- 

dio Technicians. Apply giving full details 
of training and experience. Enclose photo. 

P-1687, Electronics 
330 W. 42 St., New York 18, N. Y. 

OPPORTUNITIES 
Engineers Physicists Chemists 

Research and Development Work 
On the University of Chicago Campus 

Work will include research, design, and 
construction of various electronic devices, 
navigation aids, communications, infrared, 
light sources, etc. 

To complete a staff necessary to carry 
out this kind of work, the best available 
men in the fields of mechanical and elec- 
tr'.cal engineering, physics (particularly 
the branches of solid state, spectroscopic, 
and microwave physics), chemistry (par- 
ticularly physical chemistry and explo- 
sives), and experimental meteorology are 
needed. 

A large part of the staff will also be 
made up of young, recently graduated 
men. The salary scale is that generally 
prevailing in industry for the various pro- 
fessional experiences. Since the laboratory 
is being established at the request of the 
military, this interesting and essential 
work necessarily carries a high priority. 

Superb machine shops and laboratories 
are being set up on the basis of an an- 
ticipated long range research program. 

Applicants must be American citizens 
able to pass security investigation. 

Send complete resume of education, 
background, and experience to: 

CHICAGO MIDWAY LABORATORIES 
The University of Chicago 

WATTS S. HUMPHREY 
Director of Scientific Personnel 

5650 South Ellis Avenue 
Chicago 37, Illinois 

Telephone: Midway 3-0800, extension 2588 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

DIVERSITY RECEIVING EQUIPMENT 
Brand Neer! 

Designed to cperate from a 103-260 
volt, 25-60 cycle Single Phase Power 
Source 
Power consumption approximately 
70 to 80 watts 
Front panel finished in baked black 
wrinkle lacquer 
Tube line up: 3-6A6; 1-77; l -1V: 
1 neon; 1.80; 1-6F8G; 2-6SJ7; 1 -VR 
150/30 

Overall dimensions: 19" wide x 14" 
deep x 21" high-Export packed 
21" wide x 20" deep x 33" high 
Equipment weight: 111 lbs. Export 
packed 211 lbs. 
Complete instruction book supplied 
with each unit 

Mfg. by 
SCHUTTIG & CO. 
Washington, D. C. 

Export .Packed! 
EXTRA PARTS 

2 extra sets of tubes 
Weinbridge oscillator 
Power transformer 
Condensers and resistors 
Meters, switches and plenty of extra 

parts 

LIMITED QUANTITY 

Special 

$29950 
Write for Free descriptive circular 

STROMBERG-CARLSON SCOPE 
FORMER Oil -filled 400 cycle 
T-101 A, B, & C. Spec':al 

OTHER ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
TRANS- 

$2475 
VULCAN 12 Volt Soldering Irons 
100 watt only $495 

ELECTRO PNEUMATIC RAMS Model FQ. 
Maximum Air Pressure 350 lbs/ $2475 
IN2 24 volts. Special 
TUBES-4AP 10-$4.95. 5AP4 Scope Tubes 
9LP7 $4.95 GL -481 S1.49 
LIFE -BOAT TRANSMITTER 500 KC 5 Watts, 
T-500 PRA $1495 
Special 

U. S. NAVY 24 hr. SELF-REGULATING CLOCK 
Model 561-2CG, Mfd. by I.B.M. $1 1 95 
24 volt DC, 6 watts. 

INVERTERS-US Army Air Corps Vibrator 
Inverter Mfg. Type No. S-667 Input voltage 
28V DC Capacity 6 lamps 10 Amps 
at 3 volts Special $1295 
\flg. by Electronic Labs. 

US Army Air Corps Vibrator Inverter Type 
A-4 Input voltage 12 DC Capacity 2 lamps 
15 Amps at 3 volts Mfg. Type No. S659 
Mfg. b' Electronic Labs. Only $695 
ATR Inverter Input voltage 12 DC Output 
voltage 110 AC 125 Watt $2495 
Special 

MC131 Ringers $1.25 

C-158 coils $ 35 each 
10 feet 3 Wire Tinsel Cords CC343A $ 35 
Army Blrnker Lights Less Batteries $1.00 each 
Brand New BC-223AX the latest of BC -223 
series in cases with 3 Tuning Units 
BC906 FREQUENCY METER SPECIAL 

Crystal Duplicators Used 
For testing crystals. Spec'al 
Mfg. by North American -Phillips 

$4950 

Throat Microphones Brand New 
-Western Electric each $.98 
Lip Microphones 
(used) each $.98 
DYNAMIC CHEST MICROPHONES D-97644 
Mfg. In 'Aestern Eiectrir Special $1295 
VARIABLE CONDENSERS for type ARC -5 
Receivers Glass Bead insulation. Packed ball 
bearing gears. Worm -geared drive -30-I sear ratio. Capac ty- $295 
17MMFD-90MMFD only 
Dual -Condenser connected with flexible shaft 
y7321 connected to #5302 Transmitting con- denser-glass bead insulation flexible shaft 
coupling worm -geared drive -50-1 gear ratio 
double space plates provision for tuning 
dial. Capacity-28MMFD-150 
MMFD. Only $495 
Dial Scales for ARC -5 Equipment 6-9-1MC, 
5.3-7MC, 1.6-9MC Large Quantity each 9¢ 
2 Gang Broadcast Condenser with drum 
and 5 p.:sh-butCons Capacity $1 19 .^00365MMFD. etch 
Batterfly Condensers-(used) 
about 35MMFD Each 49¢ 

RECONDITIONED RECORD PLAYERS Gov. 
Surplus 33 1/3 RPM with built- $1 995 
in amplifier AC Special 

RECORD PLAYERS AC -DC RECONDITIONED 
Government Surplus $2495 
78-331/3 RPM Special 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR Type A Coil Current 
.110 Amp. Regulated Voltage 80 $1 98 
'I g. In Slliance Mfg. Co. 

Oil Filled Dual .4MFD7500 Volt 
Condenser only 

$549 

RADAR ANTENNAS Poly Sty- 
rene Insulation SC4I7A only 

$149 

DEHUMIDIFIER UNIT Part }j45VA100 
Mf g. by Vanity Aircraft Cori/. $1 49 

GLIDE PATH RECEIVER Type ZA-1 
Complete with tubes Only $995 
Mfg. by Air -Tract Mfg. Co. 

KLIXON SWITCH PLM-80 TYPE K-602 
Mfg. by Spencer Thermostat Co. Only $1 49 

OXYGEN PRESSURE GAGE (Aircraft Low 
Pressure System) Type K-1 Range 0-500 
Mfg. by General Electric co. Only $249 
RADIOSONDE AN/AMQ-1C 
only 

$495 

CORD CD -318-A 
Mfg. by Western Electric 49¢ 
PL -540 PLUGS 
JK-26 JACKS SPECIAL 
HS -30 HEADSETS $2.49 
PLATE CIRCUIT RELAYS Plug-in type 2 Mils 
2500 Ohms Single Pole Double $1 95 
Throw Dust Sealed only 
COAX CABLE RG57U-95 Ohms RG34U-70 
Ohms 
COAX TRANSMISSION LINE SC107A Stamp 
#794 Operates at 32.66 MC. Ceramic Beads 
Designed for high voltage 
\11g. by I,inl< Radio 

I.F.'s for I.F.F. Units only $100 
1K-48 EXTENSION CORD $1.00 
McMurdo Silver Model 911 Sweep Signal 
Generator with 1 and 5 mc. crys- $4995 
tal markers. Brand new Special 

Less Case 

REFLECTOR SHADES 61/," 14" 151/," dia- 
meters Baked enamel finish 
It `a. by Wheeler Reflector Co. 

J-51 HAND KEY each 98¢ 

WHAT HAVE YOU? WE WANT TO BUY WHAT DO YOU NEED? 
Wire - Write - Phone - BArclay 7-3583 - Mr. Marino - Mr. Tanza - Mr. Hewitt - Mr. Bender 

MARINO RADIO CO. 
Tdeotthc, 74ao arcd Peettoxie 

203 GREENWICH STREET (Near Fulton St.) NEW YORK 7, N. Y 

BArclay 7-3588 
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Type 
DM -19 
PE -125 
DM -32 
DM -33 
DY -12 

PE -73 
PE -94 

PE -97 
PE -98 
800-I 

PE -103 
PP -18 -AR 
RA -42 
ATR 

WANTED! WANTED! 
ATTENTION colleges, schools, hams, industrials!! 
Highest prices paid for surplus equipment, parts, and 
tubes. We are especially looking for test equipment 
TS -12, 13, 35. 14/AP, 15/AP, 146/UP, 173, 174, 175, 

239, 259, 263. Any types with TS prefix. Write, wire or 
call. SPECIALS OF THE MONTH 

WANTED! WANTED! 
APR -4, 5, 7 and tuning units. ARC -1, 3, ART -13, ATC, 
APS-10, microwave equipment in S. K. X -baud. APS- 
15, APQ-13, APS-32, SCR -300, 284, 694, etc. BC -221, 
342, 348. BC -1016 tape recorders. Write wire or call. 

RADAR COMMUNICATIONS AND TEST EQUIPMENT 
TS-35/AP X -band Signal Generator. Pulsed and 

C.W. f req. range. 8400-9600 mes. This unit will 
measure power and frequency. 115v 60-2600 cyc. 

TS-3/AP S -band Frequency and Power Meter. Port- 
able. Battery operated. Complete with all cables. 

TS-33/AP X -band Frequency Meter. 8500-9600 mes. 
Contains crystal detector and indicating meter. Out- 
put to scope will indicate pulse wave shape. 

TS-62/AP X -band Echo Box. 8400-9600 mcs. tuned and 
untuned input. Will indicate resonance on ureter. 
Complete with pick up antenna and cable. 

TS-268/UP Crystal Diode Test Set. Used to check 
1H21, 1N22, 1N23, etc. Battery operated. Portable. 
Complete with spares. 

TS-89/AP Voltage Divider. 1:10 and 1:100 ratios. Wide 
band for true pulse shape. Output to scope. 

TS-10/APN Altimeter Test Set. Good condition. Com- 
plete with cables and dummy antenna $35.00 

TS-12/AP V.S.W.R. Test Set for X -band. Complete 
with amplifier, slotted line, termination, adaptors, 
etc. In 2 carrying cases. Excellent. 

TS-45/APM-3 X -band signal generator. 8400-9600 mes 
pulsed & CW output. Used to check APS4 and similar 
sets. 

TS-36/AP X -band Power Meter. Consists of power 
measuring circuit. Horn antenna, co -ax to wave 
guide adaptor, connecting cable and probe. Will 
measure either absolute or relative power. Nominal 
band of usefulness is approx. 8.5-9.7 KMC. Excellent 
condition. 

TS-125/AP S -band power meter, sensitivity 2 M.W. full 
scale. accuracy ±0.5 DB from 9-11 CM. powered by 
lrizv flashlight batteries. excellent. 

TS -174/U Freq. Meter. Freq. range is 50-250 mes. High 
freq. version of BC -221. Excellent Conditon $385.00 

TS -16 Altimeter Test Set. Used to check various alti- 
meters or as an accurate wavemeter. New 29.95 

TS-61/AP S -band Echo Box, Using meter provided it Is 
possible to maximize the XMTR adjustment and de- 
termine relative power output. Complete with probe 
and cable. Very good condition $140.00 

TS-13/AP Xa band signal generator, wave meter, watt- 
meter. Precision lab microwave. Test set. Will pro- 
vide either pulsed or CW output in Xa band. Input 
115v 60-800 eye. 

TS-226/AP used to measure peak power output of any 
xmitter in the range of 200-1000 mes. Has provision 
for oscilloscopic signal observation and built in cali- 
bration Part of AN/APM-29. Excellent. 

TS-69/AP freq meter covering range of 400-1000 mes. 
complete with calibration charts, antenna & crank. 
in metal carrying rase. excellent $72.50 

TS-l70/ARN-5 XTAL controlled test ose. with the 
following f req. ranges: 332.6, 333.8, 335.0 depending 
on XTAL in use. This set is used to align glide path 
receivers. Batteries and antenna are self-contained. 
Excellent condition. 

OTHER TEST SETS 
TS -189/11 TB-92/AP 
TS-110/AP 1E-36 
T8-184/AR TS-59/APN 
TS-19/APQ-5 TS-23/APN 

TR-378/AP 
T8-103/AP 
T8-47/APR 
TS-184/AP 

AN/APS-3 Airborne X -band Search and Homing radar. 
Complete. Contains RF head, modulator, synchron- 
izer, control boxes, plugs, antenna, etc. 115v 400 eye. 
Excellent condition $875.00 

SQ 10 CM PORTABLE RADAR. this set is a very 
compact search radar. complete installation avail- 
able. brand new in carrying cases with complete 
maintenance spares including extra trans. rec. ind. 
tech data as follows: 
power input: 90-130v 60 1.F.F. synch output 

cyc available 
pulse rate: 800 eye accuracy ±5° 
range: 3, 15, 45 miles power output 1 KW 
pulse width: 1 microsec. beam width: 8° horiz. 
300 yds. min. range, all 15° vert. 

ranges presentation: A,B,P.P.1. 

AN/APS-15 R.F. Head and Modulator. X -band. Com- 
plete with all tubes. Good condition $99.50 

SCR -504. lightweight portable direction finder cover- 
ing the range of 100 KC to 65MC. Built into a 
leather suitcase & was used to track down illegal 
transmitters. New & complete with spares. 

DYNAMOTORS AND POWER UNITS 
Input Output 
Volts Volts Amps 

12 500 .200 
12v/24v 475 .200 

28 250 ,060 
28 570 .160 
12 275 .110 

500 .50 
28 1000 .350 10.00 
28 300 .260 

150 .010 
14.5 .5 

Vibrator Power Supply 
12v 300v 

Inverter 
28v 110v 800 eye 

6 & 12 500 .160 
Vibrepack 
(for BC -639 Receiver) 
Inverter 
12v 110v AC 

.-.- 
l25'watta 

PHONE DIGBY 9-0347 
WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICES 

Prices subject to change without notice. 
F.O.B., NYC minimum order $10.00. 
20% deposit required. All merchandise 
guaranteed. 

Price 
$6.95 
14.50 
3.75 
2.95 

2.25 
8.95 

35.00 

40.00 
35.00 
15.95 
29.95 

14.95 

:iN/l'lt'P-:I Victory Girl, Dual lrequeucy emergency life- 
boat xmitter. Complete with xmitter, kite hydrogen 
generator, etc. New in knapsack. C.A.A. ap- 
proved $69.50 

AN/APR-5 Radar Search Receiver. Freq. range 1000- 
3100 mcs. Will detect signals tip to 10,000 mes. with 
reduced sensitivity. Contains oscillator and mixer 
cavity IF strip. power supply. Input 60-2600 eye. 
115v. `Excellent condition $375.00 

T-50 Radiotelegraph Transmitter complete with power 
supply and all accessories with spares. Portable. New 
in cases $275.00 

AN/APT-5 300-1500 mcs. xmitter cavity oscillator using 
3C22 lighthouse tube. Power output 30 watts. Noise 
modulated. Excellent condition. Complete with all 
tubes $149.50 

SK -1M Radar Receiver Indicators. Freq. 195 mcs. 2 

R.F. stages, 3 IF stages. 1 video, etc. New condi- 
tion $125.00 

AN/TPS-I SEARCH RADAR. This is a pack port- 
able ground search radar for the detection of air- 
craft up to 100 miles. Range and azimuth data 
is displayed on a 7" P.P.1 and a 5" "A" scope. 
This set was called the G.L's radar because of 
its ruggedness, dependability and ease of servic- 
ing. Complete tech data is as follows: 
Range Max. 100 bß. 

min. .25 Mi. 
p R.R. 200 Per Sec. 

Azimuth Mech. 360° 
Automatic 360° 

Accuracy ---3' Pulse Width Micro Sec. 
Scanning Manual 

Automatic Beam Width 3° Horiz. 
13° Vert. 

t'rrsentatioe 7" P.1tI 
5" A Scone 

I.F.F. not provided 
but has provision 
for. Power Input 1100 W at 

Frequency 1074-1086 115V 400 Cye, and 
Mes. 180 W at 27V D.C. 

Power output 
150 K.W. Weight: 1,518 Lbs. 

AN/PPN-1 EUREKA! Ground portable, beacon re- 
sponder. Unit will work into the AN/APN-2 trans- 
ponder for purposes of homing. C.W. communication 
can also be carried on between plane and ground. 
Unit comes complete with xmitter, receiver, power 
pack, phones, etc. Brand new in knapsack. AN/APN- 
2 EQUIPMENT CAN BE SUPPLIED ON ORDER. 

SCR -269/G Automatic Radio Compass. Freq. range 200- 
1750KC. Complete with BC -433-G receiver, BC -434, 
LP -21, 1-81, 1-82, BK22, etc. Very good condi- 
tion $129.95 

SCR -300 Frequency Modulated Transceiver. Freq. range 
40-48 mcs. complete with 18 tubes, handset and an- 
tenna. Powered from self contained battery pack. Ex- 
cellent condition. Weight approx. 35 lbs. with bat- 
tery, each $275.00 

TCS Marine Radio Telephone and Telegraph Xmitting 
and Receiving Equipment. Freq. range 1500-12000KC. 
Consists of xmitter, receiver, antenna loading coil, re- 
mote control box, power unit, cables, etc. Power in- 
put is 12 or 32v DC. We can supply an 110v AC 
Dower supply for stationary use at additional cost. 
Excellent condition. 

SC1I-536 Xmitter-Receiver (handy talkie). Freq. range 
3885-5500KC. Complete with coils, tubes, crystals. 
Very good condition $89.95 

AN/APA-10 Panoramic Adaptor for use with any re- 
ceiver with following IF's: 455KC, 5 mcs. 30 mes. 
Unit will give panoramic presentation (1 me wide for 
455KC input) (100KC for 5MC input) (2MC for 30 
mes input). Power input 115v 400 eye. but can be 
changed with the addition of a proper power trans- 
former. Excellent condition $175.09 

10 CM R.F. package. 2700 mes. Consists of BC -1007 
modulator & BC -1091 RF head. Power output approx. 
40 KW. Complete with tubes $195.00 

RT-39/APG-5 10 CM LI-ITR R.F. head & modulator. 
Low power approx. 2 KW. Lighthouse tube rec & 
trans w/T.R. tunable. New $135.00 

SCR -510 Freq. Modulated Portable Transceiver Cover- 
ing range of 20.0-27.9 mcs in 80 channels 100KC 
apart. Complete equipment consisting of BC -620 
transceiver, power supply PE -97A, T-17 mike, hand- 
set, AN -45 antenna, battery operated or 6 or 12v 
input. Excellent condition $69.95 

SCR -610 similar to SCR -510 except for freq range 
which is 27.0-38.9 mes. Excellent condition 579.95 

AN/APA-11 Pulse Analyzer to work with Search Re- 
ceiver for analysis of received pulsed signals. PPS 
Pulse width, wave shape, can be displayed on an CR 
tube. Unit can also be used as a standard oscillo- 
scope for general servicing work. Input is 115v -40e- 
2600 eye. but can be changed with the addition of a 
60 eye. transformer. Very good condition. 

SCR -694 Field Radio. Light weight version of SCR -284. 
Freq. range is 3.8-6.5 mcs. Power output is Al -20. 
A3-51 comes with transceiver BC -1306, GN -45 or 58 
hand generator antenna system, microphone, headset, 
etc. In excellent condition. 

CY-30/TRC-1 antennas. Freq. range 70-100 mcs. Com- 
plete with antenna, poles, wires, etc., in carrying 
case. 

COMMAND EQUIPMENT 
ARC -5 274N OTHERS 

RECEIVERS 
ARA 500-1500KC. Good $24.95 
R-28/ARC-5 29.95 
433 200-1750KC. Good 29.95 
ARR-2 234-258 mes. Good 19.95 
455B 6-9 mcs. Good 19.95 
BC -454 3-6 mcs it/tubes, new 16.95 

TRANSMITTERS 
P-23/ARC-5 $49.95 
696-A 3-4 mcs, Good 29.95 
TYPE O 5.3-7 mes. New 9.95 
AVT-23 3000-13,000KC complete w/control box, 

manual, etc. C.W. or phone. 14 or 28v input. 
Brand new. Original ,xses 79.50 

BC -950A 100-156 mcs. New 59.95 

ACCESSORIES 
BC -456 Modulator. Good $2.25 
BC -450 Control Box (3 rec). Used 1.25 
BC -451 Control Box (xmitter). Used .98 
BC -442 Relay Unit (ANT.). Used 1.95 

Flexible Shafting Available 

MISCELLANEOUS SPECIALS! 
Sound Powered Chest and Headsets MI -2454-B 

type O, mfg. RCA. Brand new in original 
boxes. Pair $ 29.95 

Trailing Wire Antenna Feed Tube. New 5.95 
Goniometer for SCR -277 Direction Finder 

Excellent 39.95 
HS -30 headsets, good 3.95 
FT -154 BC -348 Shock Mounts 2.98 
AN/CRW Receiver for Remote Control 5.95 
BC -1206 Beacon Receiver 200-400KC, 28v in 

Excellent 4.95 
MN/28-Y Compass Receiver. Very good 24.95 
BC -433G Compass Receiver, 200-1750KC in 3 

bands. Excellent 39.95 
HS -33 headsets, good 4.95 
BC -1016 Tape Recorder. Complete. New 459.50 
CFI Unit with 200KC Xtal. New 14.95 
BC -733D receiver with tubes 29.95 
BC -329 Transmitter. Excellent 89.95 
QBG-1 Sonar complete with Hydrophone. Ex- 

cellent 125.00 
BC -608 automatic keyer for SCR522 5.95 
AN/104A Antenna for SCR -522, ax handle. 

New 3.95 
BC -1284 Lighthouse Tube Preamplifier. Excel 69.95 
ASE 500 mcs. YAGI Antenna Dual 6 Element 14.95 

Single 5 Element 8.95 
AN/APA-17 Radar Direction Finding Antenna, 

back to back parabola, freq. range 300-1000 
mes. Horizontally and vertically polarized. 
Excellent 59.00 

BC -996 Interphone Amplifier. Good 9.95 
ART -13 Loading Condenser. Excel 4.95 
CW-3 less coil & crystals. New 29.50 
C1T-25 Loading Box for ART -13 49.95 
AS-27/ARN5 Antennas. Very good 4.95 
SA-1/ARN-1 Part of ARN-1. Very good 2.95 
1D-80/APA-17 Indicator. Excel 129.95 
AT -4 antenna, new 4.95 
11C-639 receivers, new 285.00 
11M-29 remote control, new 17.95 
AVR-15 Aircraft Receiver. Very good 19.95 
BC -923 Receiver. Very good 39.95 
BC -800 Xrnitter/Receiver. Very good 39.95 
RA -300 FM Exciter )Mfg. Tempro), New 32.50 
A-55 Dummy Antennas. Very good 2.25 
BC -1365 Control Box. Good 3.95 
FL -13 Filter 3.95 
FL -6 Filter. Less cables. Fair 2.65 
3C -16-D GSAP Gun Camera Computers with all 

access. In carrying case. Excel 19.95 
AT-2A/APN-2 Antenna. Fair cond 4.95 
Spares for ARC -5 and 274/N, APX-1, ASO -10 

We have a large stock of TS-34A/AP Spares. 

CORDS AND PLUGS 
CG-(172/173) 

New 
72/173) CPN-8 CM Coax Patch Cable 

95 
CX-548/CRD-3 Cable. New 1.25 
CX-546/CRD-3 Cable. New 1.25 
CD -508A w/SW-14-U & 2 Cord Attachments 

with JK-48 Jack & PL -68 Plug. New .75 
CD -307A with PL -55 and JR. New 1.29 
PL -55 Plug. New .49 
83-168 Adapter. New .17 
83-1SP Connector. New .69 
83-1R Coax Connecter. New .69 
PL -68 plugs .39 
83-1J Feed Thru. New 1.10 
83-1F Feed Thru. New 1.55 

SCR -522 VHF Airborne Command Equipment. Freq. 
range 100-156 mes. in 4 channels receiver and trans- 
mitter. Crystal controlled. Complete equipment. 
Consists of trans/rec, control box BC -602, dynamotor 
PE -94, ANIO4A antenna, plugs. etc. Power input 
with PE -94 is 28v. Excellent condition. We can 
supply PE -98 dynamotors for 12v input at additional 
cost. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

Coaxial relay K-101-SPDT-24v DC S 6.59 
Set of 83-1SP coax -connectors for above 1.35 
RG5917 coaxial cable -75 ohm 

150' roll 911.95 300' roll 22.50 
300 ohm twin lead. 300' minimum -per ft .03 
Sigma plate relay 800 ohm-SPDT 2.75 

TUBES!! BRAND NEW! 
043/V975. 
093 / VR9o. 
OC3 / VR105 
OD3/VR150 

1B23 
11324 
1928 
1927 
1929 
1932 
1888 

51.89 
1.29 
1.49 
1.28 
3.43 

...12.50 

... 9.95 

... 3.95 

...24.50 

... 2.75 

...24.96 

3C23 ....$9.95 
3C24 . 2.25 
3C31/C1B. 3.49 
3C45 ....19.95 
3CP1 .. 2.25 
3CP181 .. 2.95 
8DP1 .... 4.95 
3DP1A . 8.95 
3DP1.82e1. 8.95 
30214 ... 1.98 
3E29 ....14.95 

211 
212E 
215A 
217C 
227Á/5C27 
249C 
250E 
250TH 
250TL 

2748 
278A 

5 .69 
....49.50 
.... .19 

8.95 
5.95 

.... 3.95 
..12.95 

...22.50 

...21.50 

11338 
1N21 

32.50 
Xtal 1.25 

9051 .... 4.75 
313P7 . . . . 3.95 

293A 
294A 

1N21A 2.2S 
1N21B 4.25 

4-85A ..14.21 
4.125A ...28.95 

300B 
304TH ...27.50 

1222 1.35 
1N23 2.25 

4-250A ...29.95 
4APID 4.95 

304TL ...29.95 
3054 34.95 

12234 ' 3.25 
12238 ' 6.95 

4B22/EL5B 9.95 
4524/EL3C 7.95 

307A/RK75 5.95 
310A 8.95 

1N27 1.69 
1234 1.40 

4B25/6CF. 8.95 
4828/2000 8.95 

.... 
3164 . 

323A/13... 23A/...24.55 B 0 
1N34A " 1.40 4928 .... 4.95 

4B32 .... 9.95 
327A/5C37 4.95 
328A ..13.95 

1P24 
íP88 

4C27/ 
CV92.49.50 

331A 
350A 

..12.95 

.. 8.95 
1621 
2AP3 . . . 11.95 

4C35 ....34.50 
4E27/ 

3509 
36848 

.. 4.95 

.. 7.95 2AP5 
2C21/R3[83 

6.95 
.69 

25713.17.95 
5AP1 

3714 
3718 

.. 1.49 

2022/7193 .49 5AP4 .. 3.69 388A .. 2.75 

203420264/8 .89 
5BP1 
58P4 

.. 8.95 

.. 5.95 
393A 
394A 

.. 6.95 
4.95 

2C39 
2040 

...24.50 

. . . 8.95 
5CP1 
5CP7 

.. 4.93 
4.95 417A 

434A 

.. 

..12.95 
4.955 

2043 
2C44 

...14.95 

... 1.49 
5C22 
5021 

:.55.00 
..24.50 

446A 
446B 

:: 
4.95 

2046 ... 7.50 5FF7 .. 1.95 450TH 
.. 
..47.50 

2C51 
2D21 

... 6.95 

... 1.79 
5GP1 
5351 

4.95 
:.24.45 

450TL 
527 

..47.80 
12.75 

2E22 
2E24 

... 1.95 

... 4.89 
53P2 ..24.45 

..24.45 
559 
562 

1.39 
97.50 

2E26 
2E30 

.. 3.89 
... 2.29 

5 94 
53290 

..12.95 

..12.95 
5754 ..13.95 

23214 ... 9.95 ..49.50 702A 3.95 
2322 
2326 

... 8.45 

.:.º9.30 
5332 
5LP1 

..99.50 

..15.95 
703A 
704A 

.. 

.. 7.95 

.. 1.05 
2327 
2320 

...29.60 
..99.50 

5NP1 
8A86 

.. 5.95 
3.89 

705A 
708BY 

.. 2.95 

2J31 
2392 

...39.50 

...39.50 
6021 
8F4 

:.24.50 
5.95 

708CY 
706FY 

..39.50 

..39.50 

..42.50 
2333 
2334 

...39.50 

...39.50 
534 
7857 

6.93 
.. 8.95 

7080Y 
7078 

..42.50 

2338 
2397 

...97.50 

...12.75 
9057 
93P1 

.14.93 
..14.95 

. 

7084 . 

..17.95 

.. 4.95 

2338 
2339 

...12.75 

...39.50 
9LP1 
9LP7 

..19.95 

..14.95 
7/04/8011 1.75 713.. 1.45 

2340 
2348 

...39.50 

...39.50 
10BP4 
7054 

..22.50 

..17.95 
714AY 
715A 

... 9.95 ... 7.95 
2348 
2349 

...29.50 

...39.50 
10 
12057 

.49 
..16.95 

715B 
715C 

. . 9.75 

2350 
235413 

...22.50 

...39.80 
12GP7 
1213E7 

..18.95 

..16.98 
7174 
721A 

...29.95 

... 1.69 
2.59 

2355 
2361 

...97.50 

...49.50 
12LP4 
15E 

..22.50 
1.19 

722A 
7234 

... 
.. 2.95 

2J82 
2K25/ 

...49.50 15R 
1641,4 

.89 
..42.80 

7234/B..14.95 
7248 . . . 3.89 

72348..29.50 
2228 ....36.25 

16CP4 
í9T8 . 

..42.30 

.. 2.90 
7254 
7264 2229 ...24.60 23134 7268 ...29.50 

341E1 . . 12.95 
3B22/X11c. 2.95 80 Special: .59 

7280 
7804 

...49.50 

...12.95 
31323/RK92 4.85 35TG . .. 4.95 750TL ...79.50 

8924W ... 7.95 
45 Special. .39 
534 5.93 

800 
801A 

1.95 

3925 .... 4.65 
3928 .... 3.95 

75TL .... 6.95 
1009 .89 

802 4.49 
803 4.49 

3827 .... 3.93 100TH ... 9.95 804 9.95 
3928 . . . . 8.95 121A .... 2.98 805 4.49 
3BP1 .... 8.95 2034 .... 8.93 806 29.95 
3C22 ....64.50 204A ....69.50 807 1.98 

FULL -WAVE SELENIUM RECTIFIER STACKS 
1[5x. A.C. Max. D.C.Cell 815e Max. D.C. Order by 
Input Volta Volts in Inches Amps. Output This Price 
EMS Output Cnntlnuou9 Number 

SINGLE PHASE BRIDGE 
0.15 0-14.5 18142" 51114;" 1.3 

2.9/16"x2.8/18' 2.4 

8W. x3518" 6.6 
4 M 13.0 
S' a8" 17.5 
4 a5" 29.0 
6 85" 52.0 

44 444 x5" 52.0 
" ' 4 a6" 70.0 

181340181 
18134E181 
18845181 
18542181 
18543181 
18848182 
181348183 
18843183 
18843184 

$ 3.95 
4.95 
7.95 

12.95 
15.45 
22.50 
37.50 
47.50 
54.50 

0-40 0-34 18e 518" 0.80 408413181 4.95 
2-3/ 18"x2-3/ 16" 1.2 4084EW 181 6.95 
9 x33/4"3.2 40134F/40134F/740134F/71131 9.75 
4 :8" 8.0 40B4K181 14.95 
S' 56" 9.0 405432'181 17.50 41a" x5e 12.0 40842182 28.75 
5' x6" 18.0 40B4JWIS2 34.50 

, 

4 x5' 25.0 40843183 42.50 
4 x6" 34.0 40943184 54.25 
5" x6^ 36.0 40843W184 62.25 

04 
id 
le 
00 

0120 0.100 14/42" x18" 0.80 401340381 12.43 
2-3 16"x2-3/16" 1.2 40B4EW381 14.95 

et: x3%" 3.2 40134FW351 24.50 4íi4 x6' 8.0 40948381 32.50 
" 5" 58" 9.0 4084387351 42.50 

CENTER -TAP 
10-0-10 0-8 1q " x18" 1.2 20020181 

2.3/16"x2-3/18" 2.4 2002EW181 
3tß x3%" 6.4 2002F87í81 
4 x5" 12.0 20028181 
5' 58" 18.0 20023151 
4 x3" 24.0 20022192 
4 x5" 36.0 20028183 
4 " x5" 48.0 20023153 
4 " 55" 84.0 20023184 
4 5' 80.0 20023185 
4í.s" x5" 84.0 20C2KW157 
5" 58" 98.0 20023158 
41/2" 55" 128.0 200231S8 

3 PHASE BRIDGE 

40 

6.0 

2.35 
3.10 
4.25 
6.95 
8.95 
14.75 
19.65 
27.50 
34.50 
42.50 
49.50 
35.50 
67.50 

0-120 0-150 144" 51.84" 0.90 40880381 24.50 
2.3/18"x2-3 X16" 1.8 40138EW3S1 29.30 
8 x3 § 4.75 40B6FW3S1 42.50 
4 " eS 9.0 40962381 79.50 
5 56" 12.5 40883381 86.75 

SPECIAL RECTIFIERS ON REQUEST 

4tiUSE 

I« SPECIALS OF THE MONTH 

STANDARD BRANDS! 
808 
809 
810 
811 
812 
812H 
813 
814 
815 
816 
828 
828 
829 
8298 
830B 
832 
832A 
833A 
8384 
837 
838 
841 
843 
845 
849 
851 
852 
860 
881 
864 
865 

57.25 
2.45 
9.95 
3.25 
2.95 
6.95 
8.95 
3.95 
2.95 
1.30 
.98 

12.75 
12.95 
14.95 

12.95 
12.95 
39.80 

1.69 
2.95 
.45 
.39 

4.95 
29.50 
69.50 
29.95 
695 

29.50 
.39 

1.45 
8684 ... 1.39 
868J2 ... 1.29 
8698 ...49.50 
8724 ... 2.95 
874 1.49 
878 .59 
878 2.25 
884 1.85 
885 1.49 
902 11.95 
905 3.59 
908 12.95 
918 1.69 
919 2.79 
922 .98 
923 1.05 

930 1.20 
9314 4.95 
954 .39 
955 .45 
958 .45 
957 . .45 
958 .45 
959 .69 
991 Nine .39 
1609 8.25 
1613 1.25 
1614 2.25 
1818 .98 
1619 ,., .35 
1622 ... 3.25 
1824 ... 1.98 

1826 , .43 
1629 .35 
1630 ,.. .98 
1831 ,... 1.29 
1832 ... .79 
1633 .,.. .75 
1834 .. .75 
1838 ... 3.25 
1638 ... .65 
1641 ... .98 
1644 .. .98 
1654 ... 2.39 
1665 ... 1.45 
1851 ... 1.89 
1880 ... .79 
1961 ... 4.99 

2050 .. $1.25 
2051 .. 1.45 
8005 . . 5.95 
8011 .. 1.75 
8012 .. 3.95 
8013 . . 2.95 
8014 .. 29.93 
8020 .. 1.29 
8025 . . 5.95 
9001 . . 2.25 
9002 .. 2.25 
9003 .. 2.25 
9004 . . .75 
9005 .. 2.95 
9006 . . .49 
CIJA .. 9.95 
C58 9.95 
COA 7.95 
C83 6.9S 
C100D 1.49 
CK502AX 2.95 
C2503AX 2.95 
C2505AX 2.25 
CK506AX 2.25 
C2507AX 2.25 
CK512AX 2.25 
CK517AX 8.45 
C21005 . .89 
C21008 . 2.28 
E1148 . .35 

F1284 8 75 
F1274 . 22.50 
F128A . 89.50 
F606 . . 37.60 
F860 . . 79.50 
FG17 . . 3.95 
FG27A . 8.75 
F032 . . 7.95 
F057 . . 14.95 
FG81A 3.93 
FG105 . 22.95 
FG172 . 34.50 
F0148 . 8.98 
FG434A . 4.95 
F0451 . .89 
F0502A . 1.85 
FG582 . 97.50 
FG592 . 14.95 
HF125 . 14.95 
HF300 . 19.95 
HY1148 . .79 
HY115 . .79 
HKCY415 ' 

37.SÓ 
RU830 6.95 
21,101 . 69.50 
REL21 . 3.95 
8220 . . 9.95 
R225 . . 4.49 
2233 . . .89 
2234 . . .89 
RK48A . 4.49 

8X80/1641 1.69 
RK85 . 24.50 
11272 . .59 
R273 . 

RX214 2.95 
RXI20 8.95 
V70D . 6.95 
VR78 . .69 
VR91 . 1.49 
VR92 .98 
VT127e1 3.95 
VT158 14.95 
W29 . 2.95 
V11111 1.49 
WL468 12.95 
WLS30 12.75 
WT831 12.75 
WL532 2.95 

1000KC crystal BT cut 93.95 
3' scope shield 1,29 
2 speed dial drive for 34' shaft ratios 5:1 1 to 1 .39 
ATC 100 mmfd air trimmer screwdriver shaft .29 
Centralab 850 S 50MMF SKY button cond .39 
VS -2 vac switch 6.95 

NO SECONDS! COMPARE! TUBES!! 
M'1.5,7ö ..51.29 
WL610 ..37.50 
WL619 . 18.95 
WL677 ..34.50 
WL681 ..22.60 
042 
0440 1.20 
OB2 1.65 
024 .75 
OlA .73 
143 .73 
1A4P . 1.30 
1A5GT .78 
1A8 .85 
1A7GT .95 
1AB5 .80 
1113/8018. 1.25 
1B4 1.15 
1B5/25S .95 
1B7GT 1.25 
1050T .853 

1C8 .73 
1D5GP .73 
107G . .73 
1D8GT .73 
1E5GT .73 
1E70 . 1.19 
1F4 .73 
1F50 .73 
104 .73 
1G6GT .73 
1H40 . .89 
1H5GT .75 
188GT 1.05 
1J8 .98 
1L4 .79 
1LA4 .89 
11.46 . 1.15 
1LB4 1.06 
11,C5 .89 
11,06 . . .98 
11.05 . . .98 
11.E3 . . .85 
11,G5 . . .85 
11.114 .89 
11.505 . .95 
1N5GT .89 
1P5GT .79 
1Q5GT .73 
1R4 .73 
1R5 .95 
184 .73 
185 .85 
1T4 .85 
1T5GT .73 
1U4 .89 
1V .72 
1X2 1.18 
2A3 .95 
2A4G . 1.25 
2A5 .73 
2A8 .73 
2A7 .75 
2B7 .75 
2V30 .79 
2X2 .65 
2X2A . 1.60 
3A4 . 

3B7/1291. .59 
306/1299. .59 
3LF4 .... .95 

3Q5GT ... .85 
334 .85 
3V4 .90 
5R4GY ...3.75 
5T4 1.95 
5U40 .73 
5V4G .. 1.12 
5W4 .81 

TRANSFORMERS -115V 60 CY 
HI -VOLTAGE INSULATION 

2700 @ 2 MA; 8.31 @ .BA; 2.5v @ 1.754..5 4.45 
2500v @ 15 0íA 3.49 
2000-0-2000v @ 800 MA 24.95 
1540v @ 5 MA; 340-0-340 @ 300 MA 4.35 
925v 

05 
10 MA; 525.0.525v @ 60 MA; 2x51 

@ 34; 6.3v @ 3.ßA ß.3v 05 2A; 8.9v @ 1A 4.85 
415.0-4151 @ 80 MA; Sv @ 24; 115/230 

Dual Pr1 4.25 
400.315-0-100.315v @ 200 MA; 256.3v 05 94; 

5v @ 3A; 2.5v @ 2A 5.35 
325-0-325v 12 MA: 255-0.2551 44 240 MA 4.25 
300-0.9001 85 MA; 6.8v @ 2.54; 8.9v @ 

IA; 255v @ 2A 3.25 
0-17.4/51.6/25.8v @ 400 MA; 6.4v @ 54; 

2.61 CT @ 2.54 Prl 115/230 3.85 
12.6v CT @ 10A; 11v CT @ 6.54 6.35 
3x101 @ 7A 6.95 
6.51 @ 12A; 6.3v @ 2A; 115v @ lA 3.50 
13.5v 45 84; 13.51 ® 64; 2.5v @ 1.75A 4.17 
6.3v 9 14; 2.5v @ 24..32.29 4-0-4v @ 14 .87 
6.3v CT 05 lA 1.29 
5v CT Q 204, 10 KV INS 8.95 
.6v @ 154 RMS 1.47 

TRANSFORMERS -220v 60 Cyc 

512.5-0-512.5 @ 427 MA $ 5.35 
385v @ 6A; 4v @ .25A 2.95 
3x8.3v CT 05 3A; 0.3v CT @ 1.64 2.98 
10v CT r4 8.5.4; 8.3v CT @ 2.54; 0.31 Cl 

@ 1.8A 220/440 Pri 3.95 
Step Up/Down 110/220. 500 watt 10.95 

FILTER CHOKES HI V INS 

.025 HY @ 1.38A..SI.96 
3 HY @ 50 MA.... .39 

5 HY @ 70 MA/.2 
HY Q 350 MA 
Dual 2.39 

10 HY @ 55 MA .89 

10 Err @250 MA. 3.95 

10 HY @ 100 MA 1.29 

13 HY ® 130 MA 1.59 

15 Err (2 70 MA 1.39 

10/20 HY @ 85 MA $1.49 
15 HY @ 100 MA.. 1.69 
15 by @ 900 ma.... 6.95 
5.3 HY @ 225 MA. 2.79 
8.6HY@ 175 MA. 2.10 
8 HY @ 150 MA... 1.79 
200 HY @ 10 MA.. 2.95 
325 HY 692MA...2.95 
800 TlY ® 1 MA... 2.95 
9/60 HY @ 50/400 

MA 9.95 

5X40 ..5 .89 6S37 .. .5 .89 
5Y3GT .. .63 
5Y4G .... .73 

6527 
6SL7GT 

. .89 

. .98 
.89 

5Z4 .89 
68 
6SQ7OT . .75 

BA3 1.25 
6A4I.A . .1.35 

8SR7GT 
8997 .. 

. .85 

. .95 
646 .92 
6A7 .99 

68T7 
6SU713TY 

. 1.10 

. 2.15 
6A8 1.05 
6AB7 1.06 

6SV7 .. 
8T7G .. 

. 1.25 

. 1.20 
OAC5GT 1.20 
6AC7 1.15 

6T8 
. 

1.18 
.95 

6AD7GT 1.35 
BAEBG .. .89 

6U8GT 
80/ . . 

.98 

.59 
6AF6G .. .95 
BAG5 .. .89 

(MBV8 
GT 

1.55 
.89 

6AG7 
BAHR 

.. 1.55 
1.40 

BW4 . 

6W7G 
.85 

1.05 
6AJ5 
OAKS 

1.15 
1.50 

BX4 
6X5GT 

.73 
. .75 

OAKB 
6AL5 

1.10 
.82 

BYBG . .98 
1.25 

BAQ5 
6AQ6 

.92 

.87 744%XXL . .79 
6AR5 
6AT6 

.79 

.73 
7A5 
748 

.89 

6AU5 
BAUE 

1.25 
.93 

7A7 
7A8 

.85 

.69 
6AV8 
6BBG 

.72 

.99 
7AG7 
7B4 

1.05 
.85 

6B7 
6B80 

.98 

.85 
7B5 
796 

.85 

.85 
OBAB 
8BC5 

.85 

.98 
7C4 
7C5 

.79 

.85 
BBEB 
6BF6 

.83 
79 

708 
7C7 

.85 

.85 
BBGBG 
611116 

1.18 
97 

7E5 
7E6 

.75 

.59 

686 BQ8 
.97 

1.35 
7E7 
7F7 

.89 

.85 
8C4 
605 

.79 

.79 
7H7 
787 

.85 
1.20 

608 
6080 

.79 

.98 
7L7 .98 

.98 
8036 
808 

98 
.85 

797 
7117 

.83 

.95 
608 
8F5 

.89 

.79 
797 
7V7 

.98 

.95 
6F8 
6F7 

.95 

.89 
7W7 
7X7 

1.05 
1.10 

6F80 
BGOG 

.95 
1.15 

7114 
724 

.75 

.85 
6508 .95 
6H8GT .79 

12A 
1248 

.65 
. .73 

6.15 .75 
BJ5GT .89 

12A7 
12A8GT 

1.05 
.79 

8J6 1.20 12AH7GT . 1.27 
8J7 .82 
eK5GT .89 

124L5 . 

12ÁT0 
. .93 

.73 
6K6GT .79 
OK7 .73 

12AT7 . 

12AU6 . 

1.25 
.95 

6K8 .73 
6L5G .. 

12AU7 
12ÁV6 

1.15 
.73 

BL8 3.00 
6L8G 1.75 

12846 . 

1213E6 
.85 
.67 

6L6GA 1.75 
6L7 .98 

12C8 
12F5GT 

.79 

.79 
6L7G .95 12136 .82 
8N7 .89 
697 .95 

12J5GT 
12J7GT 

.55 

.82 
6R7 .65 
8S7G .98 

12K7GT 
1228 .. 

.79 

.89 
6S8GT 1.05 
6547 .85 12947GT 

.69 
: .93 

6507 . 1.30 
6SD7GT .98 
88F5 .89 
6SF5GT .89 

12407 
129E5 
12SF7 

.99 

.89 

.89 
6SF7 .98 12507 .79 
6S07 .98 129117 .73 
6SH7 .73 125.17 .79 

3x.1 
.25 
5 

1 

2 
2x2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
3x.1 
.5 
1 

2 
4 
8 
14 
20 
5 

1 

2 
4 
.I 
.25 
5 

1 

2 
4 
8 

12527 ..$ .98 
128L7 .. 1.05 
129817 .. .98 
12897 .. .85 
128R7 .. .85 
12Z3 .. .85 
1444 . . .98 
14A7 . .95 
148 

. 

.8 . .95 
14F7 .. .95 
14F8 . . .95 
14H7 .. .95 
1437 .95 
14N7 .95 
5497 . . .95 
14117 . . .95 
19 .69 
24A .75 
25L8GT .85 
2525 .79 
25Z8GT 1.05 
28 .5 
27 .49 
2807 .98 

31 .85 
32 .95 
32L7GT .89 

34 .9? 
35/51 .83 
3545 .89 
35135 .89 
35C5 .98 
35L8GT .85 
35W4 .69 
35Y4 .75 
35Z3 .85 
3524 .73 
3525 .69 
36 .79 
87 .79 

39/44 .4Ú 
41 .75 
42 .75 
43 .75 
45 .89 
4523 .89 
45Z5 .80 
48 .82 
47 
48 .98 
49 
50A5 .95 
50135 .9s 

5Ó L8 GT .85 
50116 . .85 

56 .65 
57 .80 
58 .85 
59 .95 
70L7 .95 
71A .75 
75 1.25 
76 .55 
77 .60 
78 .79 
80 .73 
82 .89 
83 1.15 
83V 1.15 
84/8Z4 .85 
85 .89 

117L7/M7 1.35 
11727 1.35 
117E7 1.35 

117Z6 .90 

OIL CONDENSERS -DC RATINGS 

MFD 600v 

1000r 

1500 

2000v 

$ 
.59 
.35 
.45 
.69 
.85 

1.15 
1.29 
.98 

2.49 
2.79 
.85 
.89 
.67 

1.75 
1.85 
3.55 
3.85 
4.25 
1.02 
1.19 
1.69 
2.69 
1.75 
1.92 
1.95 
2.09 
2.85 
4.45 
4.95 

.25 

.5 
2 
.01 
.05 
.1 
.25 
.5 
1 

2 
4 

.25 

.5 
1 

2 
3 

.25 

.1 

.02 

.03 

.05 

.1 
2x.1 
.02 

MFD 2500v 51.15 
1.25 
1.35 
3.45 

3000v 1.25 
1.30 
1.35 
2.75 
2.85 
2.95 
4.25 
6.95 

3600 3.98 
4000v 3.49 

3.75 
3.95 
5.75 
5.89 

5000v 2.75 
2.95 
3.10 

7000v 3.75 
7500v 2.25 

2.35 
2.35 
4.95 
7.95 

12000r 12.95 

HIGH CAPACITY CONDENSERS 

2x3500 MFD 25v $3.47 
2500 3r .35 
3000 25v 2.45 
650 80v 1.29 
2000 15v 1.69 

RADIO HAM SHACK Inc. 
189 GREENWICH STREET . NEW YORK, N. Y. 

2000 
100 
4000 
2350 
10000 

MFD 35v $ .57 
S0v .45 
30v 3.25 

e 24v 2.25 
25 4.57 

PHONE 010811 9.0347 

WRITE FOR QIIANTITY PRIM 
Prices subject to change without notice. 

F.O.B. NYC, minimum order $10.00. 20% 
deposit required. Ail merehandiss guaran- 
teed. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

BRAND NEW 
HIGH POWER TR. MICA 

G-1 TYPE 
.0001 BKV 
.000 5 5KV 
.0002 6KV 
.0008 6KV 
.0047 6KV 
.005 5KV 
.01 4KV 
.032 2KV 
.04 IKV 
.051 1.5KV 
.08 1.5KV 
.09 1.5KV 

G-2 TYPE 
.0001 10 KV 
.00015 10KV 
.0002 IOKV 
.000247 12K' 
.0003 10KV 
.00037510KV 
.0004 5KV 
.0005 IOKV 
.00065 IOKV 
.001 6KV 
.003 6KV 
.003 8KV 

G-3 TYPE 
.0001 20KV 
.0003 20KV 
.0004 20KV 
.00045 15KV 
.0005 20KV 
.001 20KV 
.0011 20KV 
.0024 15KV 
.004 12KV 
.25 1.6KV 
.25 6KV 
.001 20KV 

.00047 20KV 
.015 3KV 
.0012 20KV 

G-4 TYPE 
.0002 30KV 
.0025 25KV 
.004 15KV 
.005 SKV 
.01 15KV 

TYPE #56 
.000155 30KV 
.00053330í1V 
.0004 30KV 
.001 30KV 

OTHER H V. MICAS 
.0001 12 5KV .01 7KV 
.007 
.01 

15KV Type 75A I .02 
5K V 

0 5KV 

'1111 

Ohms Watte 
1 15 
2. 20 
2.2 15 
4 

5 90 
8.2 15 
10 15 
15. 50 
20 15 
20 90 

32 90 
40: 90 
40. 12 
50 16 
60. 20 
100 15 
100. 50 
125 90 
150. 50 
160 20 
200. 60 
270 20 
400 20 

630 90 
800. 60 
1000 13 

1000 2111 
1000 40 

Type "F" and "NIF" 
GLASS FERRULE 

RESISTORS 
Ohms Watts 
1000 50 
U100 90 
1250 20 
1500 20 
1500 50 
1500 120 
1600 40 
1800 15 
21100 15 
2000 20 
2000 50 
2000 90 
2000 120 
'2500 15 
2500 20 
2500 60 
2676 38 
3081 20 
2000 50 
3100 40 
3100 90 
3150 15 

3300 20 
4000 20 
4000 50 
4500 20 
5000 40 
5000 50 
6000 50 
6000 120 

6300Ohms 4Ó 
Watts 

6500 120 
750 16 
8(0000 90 
8200 40 
10.000 15 
10.000 40 
10.000 90 
12,000 15 
12,500 15 
12.500 90 
12.500 120 
13.000 20 
15,000 120 
16.000 M -O -M 
18.000 50 
16,000 90 
20,000 50 
20.000 120 
25.000 90 
2 120 
35.00 120 
40.000 90 
50,000 MFC 
1000,000 120 
300 MOO MFC 
500.000 51 -O -M 
600K MFC 
4.0 Meg. MFB 
40.0 Meg. M -O -M 
100. Meg. MVP 

NOISE FILTERS 

MALLORY NF.1-1 
MALLORY NF12-6 EG 
MALLORY NF12-7 
SPRAGUE JX-51 
SPRAGUE JX-51A 
SPRAGUE JX-5114 
SPRAGUE JX-55D 
SOLAR EA -107 
SOLAR EA -109 
SOLAR EA -121 
SOLAR EA -142 

SOLAR EA -125L 
SOLAR EB 102 
SOLAR ED -101 
SOLAR F.F-100 
SOLAR F.F-103 
SOLAR.EF-104 
SOLAR EL -109 
SOLAR EL -111 
SOLAR EL -113 
SOLAR FL 14. EV108 
SOLAR FL16, EV-125 

LEVER 
= SWITCHES 
Over 100 Varieties in Stock 

of Mossman #4101 Series 

1% PRECISION RESISTORS 
Standard Brand 

Ohms 
8. 

24. 
28. 
34.6 
35.7 
38.8 
40. 
47.7 
75. 

78.8 
80. 
88. 
100 
107.86 
110 
125 
200 

225216 

8 
280 
288 

300 
400 
450 

Ohms 

636 
880 

743 
750 
948 
1000 
1250 
1280 
1280 
1477 
1485 
2000 
2142 

2505700 

2800 

3500 
3780 
4280 
4500 
5000 

5294 
5500 

Ohms 
5910 
6000 
6550 
6300 
7000 
7500 
15K 
I7K 
18380 
19500 
20K 
20500 

2IK 2K 
29500 
30K 
32K 
33800 
37500 
38140 
311K 
40500 
47710 
60K 
ß1K 
61430 
70K 

Ohms 
72K 
75K 
76100 
83700 
90K 
100K 
110K 
115K 
120K 
125K 
130K 
135K 
140K 
145K 
220K 
235K 

347K 

500K 
750K 
8001.0 K 

eg. 

4.0 Meg. 
10.0 Meg. 

Ohms watt ea. 

U. S. GOV'T. 
suar>Lus GUARANTEED 

POWER RHEOSTATS OIL CONDENSERS I 
TYPE "J" 

POTENTIOMETERS 

TYPE "J" $1.50 TYPE "JJ" $2.95 
TYPE "J L" $1.75 
ohms ,ohms ohms ohms ohms 
50' :2500 x,100 K'500-500.1' 130K -133K' 
65't 40001 100Kí600-6000 150 K -159Kí 
2001 15000í 1125 K' 1500-15000 250 K -250Kí 
3001 'j10 K't200 K',2000-2000'1' 350K-5KO 
400.2 X15 K'?'250 K 000-50K 350K -25Kí 
5001 20Kt 1} 250Kt 200 -24 300K -300Kí 
600.2 25 Kt 500k 20K-20000 350K-35010 
7501 30 K t Imeg 25K-IOKt 800K -75K 
1000't 50K 't Imegt35K-50000 Imeg-Imegt 
1500.180Kt 2meg OK -50K 2meg-2megt 
2000t 2megt 100K -100K 4meg-4megt 

TYPE "JJJ" $4.95 

Ohms watt ea. 

.5 25 1.98 225 50 2.53 

.5 50 2.81 250 25 2.23 

.5 150 5.93 250 50 2.53 
1 50 2.81 300 60 2.53 
2 60 2.81 300 100 4.27 
2 100 4.68 350 25 1.98 
2 225 6.59 350 100 4.26 
2 300 8.42 370 25 1.98 
3 100 4.67 378 150 6.59 
3 225 6.58 400 25 1.98 
3x3 800 19.95 400 75 3.90 
4 225 6.60 500 25 1.98 
5 25 1.97 500 75 3.95 
5 100 4.68 500 50 2.53 
6 25 2.23 500 100 4.39 
6 75 3.90 500 150 4.68 
7 25 1.98 585 150 6.60 
8 50 2.53 750 25 2.23 
10 25 2.23 750' 150 5.95 
10 100 4.27 1000 25 1.98 
12 26 2.23 1000 150 5 93 
12 60 2.53 1200 225 7.20 
15 25 1.98 1250 50 2.66 
15 75 3.90 1250 150 6.59 
15 100 4.38 1500 25 2.53 
20 50 2.53 1500 50 2.65 
25 25 2.23 1800 150 6.24 
50 25 1.98 2000 25 2.23 
50 50 2.53 2000 50 2.53 
60 25 1.98 2250 150 6.24 
75 25 1.98 2500 150 6.24 
75 75 3.90 2500 25 2.23 
75 100 4.39 2500 50 2.53 
80 60 2.53 2500 100 4.68 
80 500 12.48 3000 25 2.39 
100 25 1.98 3000 100 4.68 
100 50 2.53 5000 25 2.53 
100 100 4.39 5000 50 2.85 
125 25 2.53 7500 50 2.85 
150 50 2.53 7500 100 5.31 
175 25 2.53 10000 50 3.12 
185 25 1.98 10000 100 5.51 
200 25 1.98 15000 25 3.29 
200 100 4.27 20000 150 8.43 

Specify whether bhatt required 
Is for knob or screwdriver adjust. 

SELECTOR 
SWITCHES 

Pole Pos Deck Type Each 
1 11 1 Bak -n, ehtg .60 
1 21 3 Bak-n-ehtg .89 
2 2 1 Cer-shtg .50 
2 6 2 Bak -n: ahtg .60 
2 11 2 Bak -n shtg .75 
3 4 2 Bak -/elite .58 
5 3 2 Cer-n, ebte .98 
6 11 6 Bak -n ebtg 1.95 

10'. 5 5 Cer-ehtg 2.25 
16 2 4 Bak-n,ahtg 1.35 

Many other types in crock 

"AN" CONNECTORS 

Large Variety Available 
At Great Savings 

8.nd veo, spots and let n. t'unte 

BIRTCHER TUBE CLAMPS 
=926-A FROM .#926-B22 
r926 -AI 
8926-A14 
#926-B 
#926-61 
8926-B7 

8926-C 
.#926 -CI 
8926-05 
#926-C10 
8926-C24 

MICROSWITCHES 
CR -1070 -C103 -B3 

GR -1070-0103-A3 
CR-1071) C123-G3 
CR-1070-D123-D3 
CR -1070 -D102 -N3 
TYPE "Q" 
"4MC3-1 B" 
"VP -5 "A" 
"AZBPS" 
"HRD7-IATB" 
"BZ -R37' 
TYPE "D" 
B-17 
"WZ-2RT" 
"YZ-2RT" 
"2-AZG" 
"WZ-RL8" 
"WZ-R8LT" 
"R-RL2T" 

"R-R12T' 
"YZ"-7RST-I" 
"WZ-7RST-1" 
"YZ-2YST" 
"B-RS36" 
"B-RS10" 
"WZ-2RQTC1" 
"BZ-3RQTC" 
"T-AZRPH" 
"YZ-RS13" 
"BZ-2RQ91" 
"BZV-2R09 

TN3" 
"AH B-201" 

:"TAAZGPD" 
"TAAZG 

PW DA" 
YZ-2RSTC 
YZ-2RS 

Mld. Voltages Avail. 
.1 3-8-20K 
.25 2-3-31-4-5K 
5 800-11-3K 

1 600-1-11-2-5-6 
2 400-600-1-11-2 

4 800-700-1-11K 
6 400-600-11-2K 
fi 

O 00-2 `K 
15 000-IK 
30 90 -vac. 3 -ph 
100 230 -vat. 3 --ph 
3.4 500 
3x8 600 
4x3 600 
4x8 600 
3x10 90 -vac 

Special Prices 
on Request 

BATHTUBS 

M fd. 
.033 
.05 

.15 

.25 

.5 

.75 
1 

4 
4 
8 
25 

50 
loo 
200 
300 
2..01 2-400 
2..02 6-1500 
2..045 600 
.046x.055 600 
.2x.05 6-1500 
1..05 200 
.11.5 400x50 
2..1 4-800 
2..16 800 
25.2 800 
2x.25 4-800 
3x.5 500 
2x 5 4-800 
1.x.05 500 
1...1 300 
1.x.5 200 
2x1 600 
2x10 25 
2x200 9 
3x.001 800 
3x.05 800 
3..1 4-600 
3..25 4-000 
31.5 100-600 
.0151.031.0451.081.12/ 
800 

Voltages 
AvºIl. 

400 
2-4-800 
4-8-1K 

2-4-600 

400 4-6-1K 
800 
1-2-4-6-1K 
4-600 
60-100 

2050-75 
25 
25 
15 

12 

ohms %nl 
20K -200K-20Kt 750K -750K -750K1' 
45K -27K-25001' 800 K-800 K-800 K t 
700K- 700K -707Kt t.ne4-l.ne2-Lmegt 

' 1 8' BcrcA:lfÍv.`f ü )6L!1 47a16. 
t Knob tv;/3 aI1M11t. 

mfd. wv 
.0001 800 
.0003 600 
.00005 600 
.00005 2500 
.0001 600 
.0001 2500 
.00015 800 
.0002 800 
.00025 600 
.0005 600 
.0005 2500 
.0005 2500 
.0006 2500 
.0007 800 
.00075 100 
.0008 800 
.0009 800 

800 
.001 1200 
.001 1200 9 .57 

mfd. 
0015 
00162 
002 

.0025 

.003 
.004 
.095 
.0047 
.005 
006 
.01 
01 
02 

.025 

.03 

.03 

.043 

.05 

TRANS- 
MITTING 

MICAS 

800 

600 00 
1200 

6(Ó 
800 

1200 
600 

2500 
600 

1200 
600 

1250 

300 

66 
300 

type 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
9 
4 
9 
4 

4 
9 
4 
9 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

ea 
.36 

.39 

.72 

49 
.45 
.90 
.47 

1.88 
.54 
.65 

1.41 
.92 

2.12 
1.93 
.9, 

1.34 
195 
1.19 

(Many other sizes In stock) 

"UG' and "UHF" CONNECTORS 

dlY (4)71 
UG-9/U UG-25'U 83-1F 
UG-10/U UG-27,U 83-IJ 
UG-12/U UG-27/AU 83-IAP 
UG-14/U UG-57, U 831RTY 
UG-15/U UG-58 U 83-1SP 
UG-16/11 UG-87-U 83-1R 
UG-18'U UG-88 U 83-1D 
UG-19/U UG-123 U 83-ISPN 
UG-20/U UG-185 U 83-22R 
UG-20/17 UG-206'U CN 49120 
UG-2lB/U UG-260 U CN 49121A 
UG-22/U UG-290 U CN 49151 
UG-24/U 83-IAC P41t:E . . . 

Jones 
Connectors 

P-1011/4 .25 
P-101% .30 
S -101 -D -MOD .33 

S -302 -AB .13 

8 -304 -CCT .25 

P -306 -AB .16 
P-308.CCT-L .33 

S-306-FHT .24 

Also avallable CHAN- 5-30841B .21 

NEL Types. Special P -312 -AB .24 

Prices on request. P-312CCT-L .42 

P-315-FHT .41 

P -315-E B .30 

P-315-CCE .40 

S -315 -AB .36 
5 -318 -AB .41 

P-324-FHT .74 

P324-EB .6F 
5 -330 -AB .84 
S -404 -AB .33 

100P-1.... 1 Ib. .15 P -406 -AB .33 

100P-2.... 2 Ib. .15 S -406 -CCT .58 

100PR-2... 2 lb. .15 S -408 -CCT .61 

I00P-3.... 3 lb. .15 S -2408 -SB .53 
100P-6.... 8 Ib. .20 P -2412 -SB .61 

150P-4.... 4 lb. .20 S-2412-CCE .87 

150P11-8... 8 lb. .45 S-502- D B .97 

100PL-1... 11b. .15 P -508 -CE 2.55 

150P-7.... 7 lb. .25 P -510 -CE 3.04 
156P-6.... B Ib. .35 P -512 -CE 3.62 

200P3-15.. 15 Ib. .59 
200PHN-35 351b. .75 

SHOCKMOU NTS 

type ea. 
4 .36 
4 .36 
4 .29 
A .57 
4 .29 
9 .57 
4 .36 

9 
4 .29 
4 .29 
4 .75 
9 .77 
9 

.3é 
4 .36 
4 .36 
4 .36 
4 .36 
4 .54 

204P-112.. .112 lb. .98 

TERMINAL BOARDS 

Jones BARRIER 
STRIPS 

2.140-Y .13 
33 

í0.140v%W .63 
1e-240 .38 
18.240 .66 

4-Ì4Ì-%W .30 
7-141-Y .49 

12.141-Y .82 

13.141-Y .89 

15-141-Y 1.02 

2-142-Y .20 

4.142.Y .36 

8-142 .48 

3.150 .33 
4 -ISO -Y .83 

4-151 1.30 

S-151 1.60 

4-152 1.89 

2002 .04 

2008 .07 
8.54 .22 

8.6 .18 

4-140-Y .23 

17.240 on 21 .63 

20-160-R/L .51 

20-161-R/L .52 

Many other ypes In stock 

82001 
#2003 
e2003L 

5 terminal .98 #2004 
8 terminal 1.67 #2004L 
12 terminal 2.49 82006 

MALLORY 
PUSH SWITCH 

S.P.. make tont., non -L 
S.P.D.TO non -lock 
S P D.T., lock 

.66 
.56 

D.P., make 2 non -L .64 
D.P., make 2 lock .64 

non -lock .78 

HUNDREDS OF OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE 

Open a/c to Rated Cencerns. Prices net FOB our wlee NY81 and sabjaet to charge toitaoaf votive 

ALEXANDER MOGO LL CO., INC. 
[ 161 Washington St., N. Y. 6, N. Y. WO rth 4-0865 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

A C MOTORS 
TELECHRON SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR, Type 

83, 110 V., 60 Cy., 4 W., 2 RPM. 
PRICE $5.00 EA. 

TELECHRON SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR, Type 
BC, 110 V., 60 Cy., 6 W., 60 RPM. 

PRICE $4.00 EA. 
EASTERN AIR DEVICES, Type J33, Synchro- 

nous, 115 V., 400 Cy., 3 0, 8000 RPM. 
PRICE $15.00 EA. 

HAYDON TIMING MOTORS 
110 V., 60 CY. 

Type 1600, 2.2 W., 4/5 RPM. PRICE $3.00 EA. 
TYPE 1600, 2.2 W., 1/240 RPM. 

PRICE $3.00 EA. 
TYPE 1600, 2.3 W., 1 RPM. PRICE $3.00 EA. 
TYPE 1600, 2.2 W., 1-1/5 RPM. 

PRICE $3.00 EA. 
TYPE 1600, 3.5 W., 1 RPM. With shift unit 

automatic engaging and disengaging shaft. 
PRICE $3.75 EA. 

TYPE 1600, 2.2 W., 1/60 RPM. 
PRICE $3.00 EA. 

SERVO MOTORS 
CK1, PIONEER, 2 0, 400 Cy. PRICE $10.00 EA. 
CK2, PIONEER, 2 0, 400 Cy. PRICE $14.00 EA. 
CK2, PIONEER, 2 0, 400 Cy., with 40:1 reduc- 

tion gear. PRICE $15.50 EA. 
10047-2-A, PIONEER, 2 0, 400 Cy., with 40:1 

reduction gear. PRICE $10.00 EA. 
MINNEAPOLIS HONEYWELL Type B, Part No. 

G303AY, 115 V., 400 Cy., 2 0, built-in re- 
duction gear, 50 lbs. in torque. 

PRICE $10.00 EA. 
MINNEAPOLIS HONEYWELL Amplifier Type, 

G403, 115 V., 400 Cy., Used with above, 
motor. PRICE $10.00 EA. WITH TUBES. 

REMOTE INDICATING 
COMPASSES 

26 V., 400 CY. 

PIONEER TYPE AN5730-2 Indicator and 
AN5730-3 Transmitter. 

PRICE $40.00 PER SET 
KOLLSMAN TYPE 680K-03 Indicator and 679- 

01 Transmitter. PRICE $15.00 PER SET 

D C MOTORS 
JAEGER WATCH CO. TYPE 44K-2 Contactor 

Motor, 3 to 4.5 V. Makes one contact per 
second. PRICE $2.50 EA. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE 5BA10AJ52C, 27 V., 
0.65 Amp., 14 oz. in torque, 145 RPM. 

PRICE $6.50 EA. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE 5BA1OAJ37, 27 V., 

0.5 amps., 8 oz. in torque, 250 RPM. 
PRICE $6.50 EA. 

BARBER -COLMAN CONTROL MOTOR, Type 
AYLC 5091, 27 V., 0.7 Amps., 1 RPM. Con- 
tains 2 adj. limit switches. 500 in. lbs.' 
torque. PRICE $6.50 EA. 

WHITE RODGERS ELECTRIC CO., Type 6905. 
No. 3, 12 V., 1.3 Amps., 11/2 RPM, torque, 
75 in. lbs. PRICE $10.50 EA., 

RECTIFIER POWER SUPPLY 
GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE 6RC146. Input 230 

V., 60 Cy., 3 0, adjustable input taps. Out- 
put 130 Amps., at 28 V. D.C. Continuous 
duty. Size 46" high, 28" wide and 17.5" 
deep. PRICE $225.00 EA. 

INVERTERS 
WINCHARGER CORP. PU-16/AP, MG750. 

Input 24 V. D.C., 60 Amps. Output 115 
V., 400 Cy., 1 0, 6.5 Amos. 

PRICE $100.00 EA. 

HOLTZER CABOT TYPE 149F, Input 24 V. D.C. 
at 36 Amps., Output 26 V. at 250 V.A., 400 
Cy., and 115 V., 400 Cy., at 500 V.A., 10,. 

PRICE $75.00 EA. 

PIONEER TYPE 12117. Input 12 V. D,C., Out- 
put 26 V., 400 Cy. at 6 V.A. 

PRICE $30.00 EA. 

PIONEER TYPE 12117. Input 24 V. D.C., Out- 
put 26 V., 400 Cy. at 6 V.A. 

PRICE $30.00 EA. 

PIONEER TYPE 12116-2-A. Input 24 V. D.C. 
atr 5 Amps. Output 115 V., 400 Cy., 1 0 
at 45 watts. PRICE $100.00 EA. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE 5D21NJ3A. Input 
24 V. D.C. at 35 Amps. Output 115 V., 400 
Cy., 485 V.A., 1 0. PRICE $35.00 EA. 

LELAND PE 218. Input 24 V. D.C. at 90 Amps. 
Output 115 V., 400 Cy., 10 at 1.5 K.V.A. 

PRICE $47.50 EA. 

PIONEER AUTOSYNS 

TYPE AY1, 26 V., 400 Cy. PRICE $8.50 EA. 
TYPE AY5, 26 V., 400 Cy. PRICE $8.50 EA. 
TYPE AY14G, 26 V., 400 Cy. PRICE $15.00 EA. 
TYPE AY14D, 26 V., 400 Cy. PRICE $15.00 EA. 
TYPE AY54D, 26 V., 400 Cy., PRICE $10.00 EA. 
TYPE AY131D Precision Autosyn. 

PRICE $35.00 EA. 

PIONEER AUTOSYN POSITION 
INDICATORS & TRANSMITTERS 
TYPE 5907-17. Dial graduated 0 to 360°, 26 

V., 400 Cy. PRICE $30.00 EA. 
TYPE 6007-39. Dual Dial graduated 0 to 360°, 

26 V., 400 Cy. PRICE $50.00 EA. 
TYPE 4550-2-A Transmitter, 26 V., 400 Cy., 2:1 gear ratio. PRICE $20.00 EA. 

VÓLTAGE REGULATORS 
LELAND ELECTRIC CO. TYPE B, Carbon Pile type. Input 21 to 30 V. D.C. Regulated 

output 18.25 at 5 Amps. PRIC $6.50 EA. 
WESTERN ELECTRIC TRANSTAT VOLTAGE 

REGULATOR Spec. No. V-122855, Load 
K.V.A. 0.5. Input 115 V., 400 Cy. Output adjustable from 92 to 115 V. 

PRICE $10.50 EA. 

RATE OR TACHOMETER 
GENERATORS 

EASTERN AIR DEVICES J36A, .02 V. D.C. per 
RPM. Max. speed 5000 RPM. 

PRICE $17.50 EA. 
ELECTRIC INDICATOR CO. TYPE B68 Rotation 

Indicator, 110 V., 60 Cy., 1 0. 
PRICE $14.00 EA. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC TACHOMETER GENERA- 
TOR TYPE AN5531-1. Variable frequency, 
3 0 output. PRICE $20.00 EA. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC TACHOMETER GENERA- 
TOR TYPE AN5531-2. Variable frequency, 
3 0 output. PRICE $25.00 EA. 

ALL PRICES 
F. O. B. 

GREAT NECK 
N. Y. 

SYNCH ROS 

1F SPECIAL REPEATER, 115 V., 400 Cy. 
PRICE $20.00 EA. 

2J1F3 GENERATOR, 115 V., 400 Cy. 
PRICE $10.00 EA. 

2JIG1 CONTROL TRANSFORMER, 57.5/57.5 
V., 400 Cy. PRICE $10.00 EA. 

2J1F1 GENERATOR, 115 V., 400 Cy. 
PRICE $10.00 EA. 

2J1H1 DIFFERENTIAL GENERATOR 57.5/57.5 
V., 400 Cy. PRICE $10.00 EA. 

5SDG DIFFERENTIAL GENERATOR, 90/90 V., 
400 Cy. PRICE $20.00 EA. 

5G GENERATOR, 115 V., 60 Cy. 
PRICE $50.00 EA. 

W. E. KS -5950-L2 Size 5G, 115 V., 400 Cy. 
PRICE $10.00 EA. 

D C ALNICO FIELD MOTORS 
DIEHL TYPE S.S. FD6-23, 27 V, 10,000 RPM. 

PRICE $6.50 EA. 
DELCO TYPE 5069466, 27 V., 10,000 RPM. 

PRICE $15.00 EA. 
DELCO TYPE 5069370, 27 V., 10,000 RPM. 

PRICE $15.00 EA. 
DELCO TYPE 5072400, 27 V., 10,000 RPM. 

PRICE $10.00 EA. 

BLOWER ASSEMBLIES 
JOHN OSTER TYPE MX215/APG, 28 V. D.C., 

7,000 RPM, 1/100 H.P. PRICE $8.50 EA. 

WESTINGHOUSE TYPE FL, 115 V., 400 Cy., 
6,700 RPM, Airflow 17 C.F.M. 

PRICE $7.50 EA. 

DELCO TYPE 5068571 Motor and Blower As- 
sembly, P.M. Motor, 27 V., 10,000 RPM. 

PRICE $15.00 EA. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
D C SELSYNS 

8TJ9-PAB, TRANSMITTER, 24 V. 
PRICE $4.00 EA. 

8DJ11-PCY, INDICATOR, 24 V. Dial marked -10° to +65°. PRICE $6.00 EA. 
8DJ11-PCY, INDICATOR, 24 V. Dial marked 

0 to 360°. PRICE $7.50 EA. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
SPERRY A5 CONTROL UNIT, Port No. 644836. 

PRICE $7.50 EA. 
SPERRY AS AZIMUTH FOLLOW-UP AMPLI- 

FIER, Part No. 656030, with tubes. 
PRICE $5.50 EA. 

SPERRY AS DIRECTIONAL GYRO, Part No. 
656029, 115 V., 400 Cy., 3 0. 

PRICE $25.00 EA. 

PIONEER TYPE 12800-1 GYRO SERVO UNIT. 
115 V., 400 Cy., 3 q,. PRICE $20.00 EA. 

ALLEN CALCULATOR TYPE Cl TURN & BANK 
INDICATOR, Part No. 21500, 28 V. D.C. 

PRICE $15.00 EA. 
TYPE Cl AUTO -PILOT FORMATION STICK, 

Part No. G1080A3. PRICE $15.00 EA. 
PIONEER GYRO FLUX GATE AMPLIFIER Type 

12076-1-A, 115 V., 400 Cy. 
PRICE $40.00 EA. 

363 GREAT NECK ROAD, GREAT NECK, N. Y. 

Telephone GReat Neck 4-1147 
Write for Catalog NE100 U. S. Export License -2140 Western Union address: 

WUX Great Neck, N. Y. 
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NEWYORK'S* RADIO TUBE eEXCHANGE 
TYPE PRICE I TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE I TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE 

0A2 $2.00 2J38 17.95 5CP7A.... 15.00 328A 9.95 725A 9.95 884 1.95 
0A3 1.50 2J39 5D21 27.50 350A .. 7.95 726A5.95 6.95 885 1.75 
0B2 3.00 2J42 150.00 5JP1 27.50 350B 7268 56.00 889R 199.50 
0(3 1.75 2J49 109.00 5JP2 19.50 357A 20.00 726C 69.00 913 12.95 
OD3 1.50 2J50 69.50 5JP4 27.50 368AS.... 6.95 728AY.. 27.00 914 75.00 
C1 A.. ... 4.95 2J61 75.00 5LP1 18.95 3716 1.95 730A 28.95 931 A. . . 6.95 
C1 B 6.95 2J62 75.00 5LP1 A. . . . 19.50 385A 4.95 801A 1.00 954 .35 

1621A 2.75 2K25 47.50 6C21 29.50 388A 2.95 802 4.25 955 .55 

1622 3.95 2K28 37.50 C6A 3.95 393A 8.95 803 5.95 956. . . . .69 
1623 9.95 2K29 27.50 C6J 9.95 394A 8.95 804 13.50 957 . .29 
1B24 17.95 2K41 99.00 76P7 7.95 MX408U.. .75 805 5.95 958A .69 
1826 2.95 2K45 199.50 7DP4 10.00 417A 17.95 806 25.00 959 .69 
1B27 19.50 2V3G.... 2.10 12AP4.... 55.00 434A 17.95 807 .. ... 1.69I975A 17.95 
1B32 4.10 3624 `r.50 15E 2.95 446A 1.95 808 3.50 991 . .45 
1B38 33.00 EL3C 5.95 15R .95 450TH.... 45.00 809 2.45 E1148. . . .29 
1642 19.95 3C24 1.95 NE16 .45 450TL.... 45.00 810 11.00 

1280. . 1.95 
1656 
1E160 
1N21 
1N21A. 

49.95 
69.95 

1.35 
1.75 

3C31 
3C45 
3DP1 A . . 

3E29 

5.95 
13.95 
10.95 
15.50 

FG17 
RX21 
351 
45 Special 

6.95 
3.95 
4.95 

.35 

464A.. .. 
471 A 
527 
WL530. . 

45.95 
2.75 

15.00 
22.50 

811 
813 
814 
815 

3.1511611.. 
8:95 
3.95 1613 
3.50 1616 

1.95 
1.38 
2.95 

1N21B ... 4.25 SN4 5.50 RK39 2.95 WL531... 12.50 816 1.45 1619 .89 
1 N22 1.75 4A1 1.75 VT52 .35 700A/D.. 25.00 829 9.95 1620 . . . 5.95 
1 N23 
1N23A. . 

2.00 26 
3.75 44627 

10.95RK72. . . . 

25.00 RK73 
1.95 701 A 
1.95 703A 

7.50' 
6.95 

829A. 
829B3.95 

11.95 1624.... 
15.95 1624 

2.75 
2.00 

1 N23B. 6.75 4C28. 35.00 100TH.. 9.00 705A 8306 11.50 1625. . . .45 
1 N27 5.00 4E27. 17.50' FG105 . . . 19.00 706AY. . . 48.50 832 6.95 1851 1.85 
1 N48 
1S21 
2822 
2626 

1.00 4J25 
6.95 4J26 
4.95 4J27 
3.75 4J30 

199.001 F123A.. . . 

199.00 203A 
199.00 211 
395.00 217C 

8.95 706CY. . . 

8.95 707A 
75 7076 

18.001714AY. 

48.50I 
17.95 
27.00 

7.95 

832A 
833A 
834 
836 

. . . 

9'95 2050. 49.95 
7.95 2051 . . 

4.95 8014. . 

1.85 
1.80 
4.25 

2C34 .35 4J31 99.00 442C 10.00', 715A 7.95 837 2.95 8013.... . 2.95 
2C40 20.00 4J32 99.00 249C 4.95 715B 15.00 838 6.95 8013A.. 5.95 
2C43 27.00 4J33 99.00 250TL. . . . 19.95 715C 25.00 845 5.59 8014A... 29.95 
2C44 .90 i 4J37 99.00 2746 3.00 717A 1.75 1849 52.50 8040... 3.50 
2D21 
2E22 
2E30 
2J26 
2J47 
2J31 

1.75 
3.75 
2.75 

27.75 
29.95 
49.95 

4J38 
4J39 
4J41 
4J54 
C5B 
56P1 

89.00I 304TH 
99.00 304TL.... 
99.00 307A 

350.00 310A 
2.95 311A 
6.95 312A 

15.00 
14.50 
4.95 
7.95 
7,95 
395 

718AY EY 
719A 
721 A 
722A 
723A B . 

48.50 
29.50 

3.95 
3.95 

14.95 

851 
860 
861 
866A 
8698 

80.50 
4.95 

39.50 
1.79 

37.50 

8025 
9001 . . 

9002 . . 

9003... 
9004.... 

6.95 
1.75 
1.50 
1.75 
1.75 

2J32 69.95 5BP4 6.95 323A 25.00 724A 4.95 872A 3.95 9005... 1.90 
2J36.._. 105.00 5CP1 6.95 , 327A 3.95 724B 6.95 , 878 1.95 9006 .35 

This Month's Special 4C28 $35.00 OTHERS 

ATTENTION PURCHASING AGENTS AND BUSINESS MANAGERS 
WE PURCHASE COMPLETE INVENTORIES AND ELECTRONIC PARTS AND TUBES FOR CASH. 

CAN WE HELP YOU TO OBTAIN URGENTLY NEEDED ELECTRONIC MATERIALS? 
OUR ORGANIZATION IS DEDICATED TO SERVE THE ELECTRONIC FIELD. 

YOU CAN REACH US ON TWX NY1-3235 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
ATTENTION PURCHASING AGENTS AND 

BUSINESS MANAGERS 

WE BUY -WE SELL -WE EXCHANGE -WILL 
PAY CASH FOR YOUR INVENTORY NO 

MATTER HOW SMALL OR LARGE. 
-TURN YOUR OVERSTOCKED 

ITEMS INTO CIRCULATION 

Test Equipment 
Microwave K Band 24,000 MC 
TSKI-SE Spectrum Analyzer 

X Band 10,000 MC 
TS 12 Unit 1 USWR Measuring Amplifier, 

2 channel 
TS 12 Unit 2 Plumbing for above 
TS 33 X Band Power and Frequency Meter 
TS 35 X Band Pulsed Signal Generator 
TS 36 X Band Power Meter 
TS 45 Band Signal Generator 
TS 146 X Band Signal Generator 
TS 62, TS 102, TS 168 
X Band Magic T Plumbing 
X Band Tunable Crystal Mounts 
TVN f3EV Bridge Cy 94 

PHONE WORTH 4-8262 

S Band 3000 MC 
TS 102, TS 270 
TS 125, TS 155, TS 127 
RF 4 Electrically Tuned S Band Echo Box 

BC 1277/60ABQ S Band Pulsed Signal 
Generator 
PE 102 High Power S Band Signal Genera- 

tor 

L Band 
Hazeltine 1030 Signal Generator 145 to 

235 Megacycles 
Measurements Corp. type 84 Standard Sig- 

nal Generator 
TS 47, 40 to 400 MC Signal Generator 
TS 226 

Audio Frequencies 
RCA Audio Chanalyst 

LIBERTY ELEÇTRONICS, INC: 

Broadcast Wave Bands 
162C Rider Chanalyst 
Short Wave Adapter for 162C 
TS 174 Signal Generator 

Oscilloscopes 
BC 1287A used APA10, APA28 
in LZ sets TS 34 Oscil- 
Supreme 564 Iostopes WE 

TS 126 

Other Test Equipment and 
Meters 

TS 15/A Magnet Flux Meter 
General Radio V T Voltmeter 728A 
Calibrator WE 1-147 

General Radio 1000 cycles type 213 

Limit Bridges 
Boonton Standard instructions 
Model 40 Pyrometer 
Rawson, meters 0-10 Microampere 0-2 

Millivolt 
RADAR Sets & Parts 

APS 3-APS 4-R-111/APR5A 

Minimum Order $25.00 
Prices Subject to Change 

135 LIBERTY ST. NEW YORK6,NX. 
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SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 
\V. E. S-1283228. 

For 2 phase 
240 cycle 
operation. 

55 volts. 
Stock #SA -317. Price $9.75 each. 

JOHN OSTER 
MOTORS 

Types B-9-1 & 
B-9-2 21.5 V DC & 
12 V DC. 5600 rpm. 
Built-in noise filter. 
Large gty. 

PRICES ON 
REQUEST 

C-1 Autopilot 
Amplifier 

Three channel servo 
amplifier for use in C-1 
Autopilot. 7 tubes. Stock 
#SA -172. 
PRICES ON REQUEST 

Aircraft Generator 
Eclipse NEA-3 

Output 115 VAC; 10.4 
amps 800 cycles at 
2400 rpm. Also 30 
VDC at 6 amps. 
Stock #SA -306. Price 
$39.50 each. 

10111,Sampsel 27 V DC PM 
motor. Type S-151273. 

One in./oz. torque at 7000 rpth. 1%" x 1%" 
x 2°" Lg. Stock #SA -283. Price $12.75 each. Quantity available. 

PM MOTOR 

REVERE 

CAMERA MOTOR 
27 v. D -C Split field 
series. Approx. 2%" 
sq. x 2%" lg. Stock 
#SA -315. 

Price $6.75 each. 

goGyro and Housing Mirror 
Assembly. For 3K -14A sight- 
ing head. Gyro stabilized 
mirror assembly. Stock 
#SA -294. Price $6.75 each. 

AC Motor Special 
Eastern Air Devices J-33 
115 V. 400 cy. 3 phase syn- 
chronous. 8000 RPM. Stock 
,#,. SA -59. 

Price $19.50 each 

DC SERVO MOTORS 
Elinco B-64 DC Servo Unit - armature 
voltage, 80 v d -c max. 27.5 v. field 1/165 
hp 3100 rpm. Field current 200 ma. Arma- 
ture current 200 ma. at normal torque. 

Stock #SA -211. Price $16.50 each. 

110 
John Oster A -21E -12R - 
9plit field series reversible 
motor. W.E. KS -5996 -LO -4. 
28 v. d -c at 0.4 amps. 2 watts 
output. 13¢" diam. x 2 %" lg. 
Ideal for relay or thyratron 

servos. Stock #SA -282. Price $8.75 each. 

GUARANTEED 
INVERTERS 

Wincharger PU-7/AP 
Input 28 VDC at 160 
amps. Output 115 v. 
400 cy. 1 1 at 2500 
VA. Voltage and fre- 
quency regulated. 
Cont, duty. Stock 
#SA -164. Price $99.50 
each. 

G.E. 5AS13INJ3 
(PE -118) Input 
26 VDC at 100 
amps. Output 115 
v. 400 cy. 1 e at 
1500 VA. PF 0.8 
W.E. Spec. KS - 
5601L1. Stock 
#SA -286. Price 

$29.50 ea. 

PE-218EInverters 
Russel Electric 
and Leland. Input 
28 VDC at 92 
amp. Output 116 
v. 400 cycles at 
1500 VA. PF 0.9. 
Stock #SA -112A. 
Price $49.50 each. 

Pioneer 12130-4-B 
,(3 e) Input 28 
1 VDC at 14 amps. 
Output 115 v. 400 
cy. 3 0 at 100 VA. 
Voltage and fre- 
quency regulated. 
Made 1949. Stock 
#SA -304. Price 
$89.50 each. 

400 Cycles 

Three Phase 

Hoitzer Cabot 
MG -153- 

-Input 28 volts DC 
at 52 amps. Output three phase 116 volts 
400 cycles at 750 va. 0.90 P.F. Also sec- 
ond output of 26 volts 400 cycles at 250 
V.A. Voltage and frequency regulated. 
New -Perfect $99.50 ea. 
Also MG -153F $119.50 

800 CYCLE INVERTER 
Navy Type CRV-21AA1I. GE. 5AS121LJ2. 
27 v. DC input @ 45 amps. 120 v. 400 cy. 
output @ 750 V. A. P.F. 0.30. Wt. 22.5 lbs. 
Stock #SA -192. Price $59.50 each. 

BLOWER ASSEMBLY 

WESTINGHOUSE 

FL BLOWER 

115 v. 400 cy. 17 c.f./rt. 
Includes capacitor. 
Stock #SA -144. Price 

$14.50 ea. 

ALSO IN STOCK 
C-1 AUTOPILOT COMPONENTS 
A-5 AUTOPILOT GYROS 
GENERAL ELECTRIC D -C SELSYNS 
AC and DC RATE GENERATORS 

AC -SERVO MOTORS 

Pioneer Type CH -2. 
_6 v. 400 cycles fixed 
phase, var. phase 49 y. 
nax. 1.05 in/oz. Stall torque. Rotor moment 

of inertia 7 gm/cm: 
With 40: 1 gear reduc- 
tion. Large Qty. 

Prices on Request 

PIONEER CK-17 
400 cycle 2 phase, 28 v. 
fixed phase. 45 v. max. variable phase. Built in gear reduction. Output shaft speed approx. 4 rpm. Stock #SA -287. Price $16.50 each. 

FORD SERVO MOTOR 
115 volt 60 cycle two phase 
low inertia motor. 15 watts 
output. BuOrd. 207927. 
Stock #SA -291. Price 
$49.50 each. 

Pioneer Servo Motor 
Type 10047-2A. 2 e 400 cycle 
low inertia. 26 v fixed phase. 
46 v. max. variable phase. 
Stock #SA -90. Price $12.50 
each. 

MICROWAVE 
ANTENNA 

AS-217/APG 15B. 12 
Cm dipole and 13 
inch Parabola housed 
in weatherproof Ra- 
dome 16" dia. 24 v. 
DC spinner motor for 
conic scan. Stock 
#SA -95. Shipping wt. 
70 lbs. Original boxes. 

Price $14.50 ea. 

ANTENNA TILT 
INDICATOR 

D -C Selsyn type tilt indicator. 
G.E. 8DJ29AAK. 24 volt. 
Stock #SA -296. Price $3.78 
each. 

Compass Indicator 
I -82F. Compass Indicator. 
0-360°-5 in. dial. 26 v. 400 cy. 
8-12 v. 60 cy. Ideal position 
indicator. Stock #SA -284. 

Price $6.50 each 

400 CYCLE 
AIRCRAFT ACTUATORS 

Manufactured by AirResearch. 115 volt 400 
cycle operation. 2%" linear travel. Stat. load 200 lbs. Ten. 75-100 lbs. Comp. 75-100 
lbs. Stock #SA -326. Price $24.50 each 

SYNCHROS-SELSYNS 

19F, 1G, 6G, 6F, 5CT, 5HCT, 
5SDG, 5DG, 5SG, 5SF, 
5HSF, 6G, 6DG, 7G, 2J1F1, 
2J1G1, 2J1H1, 2J5FB1, 
2J6R1, 231F3. XX1, X, XV, 
VII, II, IV, etc. 

Se/we 74- 
products co. 

4 Godwin Ave. Paterson, N. J. 

WRITE FOR LISTING 

Prices F.O.B. Paterson 
Phone ARmory 4-3366 

SPECIALISTS IN FRACTIONAL HORSE POWER MOTOR SPEED CONTROL 

SERVO SYSTEMS TACHOMETER GENERATORS 

FULLY 
O 

e 
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2 1400.13Y $ 
3-140s/aW .19 
8-140 .25 
10-14091W .53 
3-141yíW .24 
3-141W .24 

Z Sfrieca14. 
TIMING MOTOR 

8 RPM 115V 60 cyc 
E. Ingraham Co. 

$1.95 

GEAR ASSORTMENT 
100 small assorted gears. Most, are stainless teel or 

brass. Experimenters dream! Only $6.50 

VERNIER DIAL or DRUM (From BC -221) 
DIAL -2%" dia. 0-100 in 360°. Black with silver marks. 
Has thumblock. DRUM -0 50 in 180°. Black with ser 
marks 

SOUND POWER HANDSET 

elm& Brand New! 
Includes 8 ft. cord. No batteries 
or external power sourer 

60 
u$17.sed. 

Sound Powered 
Chest Set RCA - 
With 24 Ft. Cord 

$17.60 per pair 

Variac-General Radio jj 0.®0 100W removed from equipment 

400 CYCLE INVERTERS 
Leeland Electric Co. 

#10800 In: 20-28 V.D.C., 92 A. 8000 R.P.D. Out: 115V. 

400 Cyc. 1 phase, 1500 V.A. 90 PT' $12.95 

AMP PER 100 

$4.4.06 
4.00 

3AG FUSES 
AMP Per 100 

1% $3.00 3ÓÓ 
5 3.00 

A6MP Pe$r 
50 

10 3.00 
20 3.00 

DELAY NETWORK -ALL 140053 
T 115-ADDrox. 1.2 micro sec. delay 95t 
T 114-ADDrox, 2.2 micro sec. delay each 
T 115 Similar to T 114 with tap bro out.... 

Mfg. No. 
MRC5028-1 
MRC7026-1 
Timken 37625 
MRC-7021-200 
Norma A 545 
MRC 106 M2 
MRC 106 Ml 
Federal LS 11 
Norma S 11 R 
Fafnir B 541 
Hoover 7203 
Norma 203 S 
SCHATZ 
NS 5202-C13M 
ND 3200 
Norma S 3R 
MRC 39 RI 
ND CW 8008 
MRC 38 R3 
Fafnir 33K5 

BEARINGS 

5 ID 
8OD2"Thickness 

5 5/64 6 15/84 9/16 
4 5/16 6 1/4 29/32 
4 1/8 5 9/32 23/64 
2 1/16 2 5/8 1/4' 
1 17/64 2 7/18 25/64 
1 
1 1/884 2 

7/216 
5/884 

1 1/8 2 1/8 3/8 
1 1/18 1 1/2 9/32 

5/8 1 9/18 7/18 
5/8 1 9/16 7/18 
3/4 1 3/4 9/16 
1/2 1 3/8 1 3/8 
25/84 1 5/32 11/32 
3/8 7/8 7/32 
11/32 1 1/32 5/16 

5/16 55/84 
13/32 

3/16 1/2 5/32 

Price 
$3.50 

3.50 
4.25 
2.95 
1.00 
1.75 
1.60 
1.75 
1.25 

.90 

.90 
1.00 
1.00 
.55 

.45.45 

5 
.455 

NEEDLE BEARINGS 
TORRINGTON B108 34" wide $4" 13/16' 304 

Brand New METERS -Guaranteed 
0-1 Amp. R.F. 234'..$3.29 0-80 Amp. D.C. 2',"..$2.25 
0-10 ma. D.C. 334'... 3.951 0-7.5 V. A. C. 334 ... 3.46 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
$1.79.91 Full Wave 200 MA 115V 

Half Wave 100 MA 115V 

SPAGHETTI SLEEVING-assortment-99 feet $1.00 

TYPE "J" POTENTIOMETERS 
60 SD 1000 SD 
100 SD 1500 SD 
150 SD 2000 SD 
200 SD 2000 1/2' 
300 SD 2000 SD 
300 3/8 2500 1/2' 
400 3/8 2500 SD 

1100000 

3/8 
4000 3/8 

Split locking bushing 

5000 

5Ó0 

10K 
15K 
15K 
25K 
25K 

3 8' 
3/8' 
SD" 
1/4' 
8D 
3/8' 
SD' 

30K SD 
50K 8D 
70K SD 
80K SD 
100K 3/8 
200K SD 
250K SD 
1 Meg SD 

$1.50 each 

JONES BARRIER STRIPS 
Type Price Type 
4-141W $0.30 9-141Y 
5-141 .26 10-141 
5-141y%W .37 17-141Y 
7-141 .36 3-142 
7-141%W .49 8-142 
8-141%W .58 2-150 
9-141 .64 3-150 

Price 
$0.64 

.50 
1.17 
.21 
.69 
.39 
.54 

TIME DELAY RELAY 
Raytheon11 

V.. 60 cyc e2.1 Adj. 
68 

50 70193-60 Seconds 
e:. 

2% second recycling time -spring return 

long as pot ercontact. appliedA Fully Cased 
Holds ONa, 

ONLY 56.50 

AN CONNECTORS 
IMMEDIATE SERVICE 

PHONE! WIRE! WRITE! YOUR NEEDS 

RG -6/U 76 
RG -7/U 97.5 
RG -8/U 52 
RG -11 75 
RG -15/U 76 
RG -22/U 95 
RG -24/13 125 
RG -25/13 48 
RG -26/U 48 
RG -27/U 48 
RG -29/11' 53.5 
RG -34'13 71 

NEW COAXIAL CABLES 
Price per 

Ohms 1,000$150 

150 
150 
160 
150 

540 75 

295 0 
50 

175 

Ohms 
RG -35/U 71 
RG -37/U 55 
RG -39/11 72.5 
RG -41/U 87.5 
RG -54/U 58 
RG -55/U 53.5 
RG -57/U 95 
RG -58/U' 53.5 
RG -59/U 73 
RG-77/II 48 
RG -78/1.7 48 -n 

Add 25çr for orders less than 1,000 feet. 
'No minimum order -others 250' minimum. 

Price per 
1,000 Ft. 

$450 
40 

180 
295 

65 
65 

100 
60 
70 

100 
80 

COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS 

qe, 
158 $1.30 300 838 40t 98 

UG 175/U 83 -IF ANGLE 83-I1 83-iR HOOD 

83-1AC $0.42 83-2R $1.30 UG 57/U $2.30 
83-lAP .30 83-21SP 2.10 UG 58/U .63 
83-1F 1.30 83-22AP 1.10 UG 60/U 2.40 
83-1H .10 83-22R .68 UG 85/U 1.75 
83-13 .80 83-22SP 1.15 UG 87/U 1.60 

83--19P 
.40 

UG 21%U 
1.75 

ÚG 187/UU 2.05 
83-1SPN .50 UG 21B/U 1.45 UG 175/U .15 

83-168 .15 UG 22/U 1.30 UG 176/U .15 

83-185 .15 UG 24/U 1.30 UG 206/U 1.60 

83-2AP 2.00 UG 25/U 1.25 UG 260/U 1.60 
UG 27'U 1.30 UG 281/U .77 

83-2H .25 UG 27A/U 2.95 UG 290/U 1.60 
83-2J 1.65 UG 30/U 2.50 UG 499/U 1.25 

DIFFERENTIAL 
115 V., 60 Cyc. $3,95 ea. 

#078249 
3%' dia. x 5% Ions 

Used between two #C78248's as dampener. Can be 
converted to 3600 RPM Motor in 10 minutes. Con- 
version sheet supplied. (Converted) $4.50 
Mounting Brackets - Bakelite for selsyns, and 
differentials shown above 354 pair 

2JIG1 SELSYNS $2.95 
BRAND NEW 400 CYCLE 

Can be used on 60 cycle 

POSTAGE STAMP MICAS 
mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf mid mid mfd 

4 22 47 82 180 470 800 .002 .0044 
5 23 50 90 220 500 820 .0022 .005 
7 24 51 100 240 510 910 .0026 .0056 
7.5 25 56 110 250 560 .001 .0027 .006 
8 26 60 120 270 580 .0011 .003 .0065 
8.2 30 62 126 300 600 .0012 .0033 .0068 

10 33 68 130 350 620 .0013 .0035 .01 
15 39 70 150 370 650 .00136 .0036 
18 40 75 160 390 680 .0015 .0039 
20 43 80 175 400 750 .001625 .004 

Price Schedule 
8.2 mmf to .001 mid 54 
.0011 mid to .001625 mfd 70 

001 02 midd to .0082 mfd 120 
20 

SILVER MICAS 
mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf mid mid mid 
10 40 82 156 300 466 700 .0026 .005 
18 47 100 170 325 470 800 .0027 .0051 
20 60 110 180 350 488 875 .00282 .0056 
22 51 115 208 360 500 900 .002826 .006 
23. 60 120 225 370 510 .0011 .003 .0082 
24 62 125 240 390 525 .0016 .0033 
27 66 130 250 400 560 .001625 .0039 
30 68 135 270 410 570 .0022 .004 
39 75 150 275 430 880 .0023 .0047 

Price Schedule 
10 mmf to .001 mfd 10c 
.001625 mfd to .0024 mfd 200 
.00282 mfd to .0082 mfd 50$ 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMER 
6 V. @ 35 A. $6.50 Pri., 115V., 60 Cyc.-Sec. 12 V. @ 18 A. 

or 24 V. @ 9 A. 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 
UTAH -9262 9278 9340 
WESTERN 97.ECTRIC-D166173 D161310 
K58696, KS9365. KS9565, KS9800, 1169882, KS13161 
GENERAL ELECTRIC -112731. 80-0-5 
JEFII ERSON ELECTRIC -C -12-A-1318 
CROSLEY-W-226262-4 
DINION COIL-TR1048, TR1049 
also 352-7250-2A; 352-7251-2A: T-1-229621-60 

PRECISION RESISTORS -1/4 WATT -30f 
2 10.48 12.32 14.98 62.54 125 414.3 
2.5 10.84 13.02 15.8 79.81 147.5 705 
3.5 11 13.52 18.37 105.8 220.4 2,193 
5 11.25 13.89 32 123.8 301.8 3,500 
6.68 11.74 386.6 59,148 

PRECISION RESISTORS -1/2 WATT -304 
1. 11.1 71 389 3.400 13,333 37,000 
.2 13.15 75 397 3.4.27 14,825 39,000 
.25 13.3 80 400 3.500 15.000 40,000 
.334 13.52 87 600 3,995 15,750 41,700 
.444 15 90 607 4.000 15.755 43,766 
.502 18.75 97.8 705 4.101 15.810 45,000 
.557 20 123.8 723.1 4.285 16.000 47,000 
.627 21.5 125 785 4.300 16,700 50,000 
.78 25 147.5 855 4.451 17.000 56.000 

1 30 148.7 900 4,750 19.860 59,000 
1.01 34.75 150 970 5.000 20.000 59,905 
1.02 40 178 1.100 5.714 20.150 68,000 
2 44.73 179.5 1.150 5.900 21,300 70,000 
2.04 45 180 1.264 6,000 22.500 75,000 
3.07 46 210 1.375 6.500 23,300 79,012 
3.25 49 220 1,400 7.000 25.000 80,000 
3.7 52 230 1,490 7.300 26.687 90,000 
3.87 55.1 235 1,500 7.500 30.000 92,000 
5.24 60 240 1.573 8,000 31,500 100,000 
5.26 61 250 1.876 8.500 32.700 120,000 
5.89 65 260 2,230 8.800 32.888 140,000 
7 66 270 2,250 8.909 33.000 180.000 
7.6 66.6 286 2.600 9,000 33.300 
8 69 290 2.850 10,000 35.888 
10.58 70 298.3 3.330 12.000 36,000 

PRECISION RESISTORS -1 WATT -354 
.1 2.b 18 179.5 1,500 7.800 50,(100 
.11 2.55 25 206 1,800 8.000 55,000 
.147 2.58 27.4 215 1,900 8.250 56,000 
.2 2.6 28 250 2.200 9.000 60.000 
.25 2.66 30 270 2,215 10,000 65,000 
.31 3 35 300 2,250 1.2,000 88.000 
.4 3.1 38 312 2,413 12.420 70,000 
.861 3.39 43.6 321.7 2,500 12,500 80,000 

1 4.29 45.5 400 3,300 15.000 84,000 
1.01 4.3 49.75 420 3,800 18.000 95,000 
1.106 4.7 54.25 425 5,000 20.000 
1.17 5.21 60 565 5.221 35.000 
1.21 10.5 71 800 5.400 37.000 
1.25 12.8 80 1.000 6.000 40,000 
2 15 112.8 1,200 7.000 45,000 

PRECISION RESISTORS -1 WATT -45c 
100,000 200,000 320.000 400.000 590.000 
105,000 220.000 340.000 413.000 600,000 
120,000 250,000 348,000 423.400 645,000 
132,000 260,000 350.000 450,000 650,000 
145,000 270,000 375.000 520.000 700,000 
149.000 296.000 376,000 522.000 750,000 
166,100 300,000 390.000 550.000 878,457 
175.000 310,000 399,000 580,000 

1 MEGOHM 1 WATT 1%-654; 50/-454 
PRECISION RESISTORS -2 WATT -60f 

4,385 5.000 6.000 10.000 23,000 

UNIVERSAL JOINTS 
3/16' hole x 5/e O.D. 

I -/e" long - 
steel or aluminum 504 
1/4' hole x 1/2 O.D. 

1 -ye" long - 
aluminum only 750 

MFD 
.12 
.125 
.1 
.25 
.1 
.15-.15 
.02 

.05 

.1-.1 

.1 
02-.03 

1 
.1 
.03-.03 

201-.03 

2.25 

.3 x .2 

:06 

.25 

.1 
8 
6 
4 
3 

V.D.C. 
35,000 
27,000 
25,000 
20.000 
12.000 
8,000 
8,000 
7,500 
7,500 
7,500 
7,000 
7,000 

8,000 
6.000 
6,000 

5,000 
5,000 
4,000 
4.000 
4,000 
4.000 
3.500 
3,000 
3,000 

Price 
$35.95 
28.95 

19.95 
2.95 
2.75 
1.89 
1.95 
1.75 
1.69 
1.98 
1.85 
1.40 
5.95 
2.75 
1.35 
1.35 
5.95 
2.95 
4.93 
2.50 
2.23 
1.45 
1.95 
2.25 
1.75 

2,000 4.65 
2,000 4.25 
2,000 3.75 

2 2.000 2.95 
.5-.1 2,000 1.95 

OIL FILLED 

.5 

.3 

.1-.1 
02 

1 

6 
3 
2 
1.02 
1 
7 
1 
8-8 
8 
7 

4x3 
2 
2x2 
8 
4 
4 

V.D.C. 
2,000 
2,000 
2.000 
2,000 
1,500 
1,500 
1.000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,0008 

800 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 

800 

5006 

200 

Price 
$1.95 

1.75 
1.65 
.79 

1.79 
1.50 
2.25 
1.59 
.90 
.65 
.65 

1 55 
1.59 
2.05 
1.75 
1.63 
1.95 
.69 

1.40 
.49 

1.55 
.98 
.39 

2 mfd 
4,000 
V.D.C. 
G.E. 

$4.95 
OIL FILLED A. C. CONDENSORS 

MFD V.A.C. Price MFD V.A.C. 
.2 750 $ .69 30 330 

8 860 4.95 25 330 
6 880 4.95 20 330 
5 660 4.50 15 330 
4 660 4.25 10 330 
2 660 3.25 6 330 
1 660 2.35 4 330 

28 440 6.95 3 330 
15 440 4.95 2.5 330 

6 440 3.50 2 330 
5-3 440 3.95 10 220 
4.4 375 2.15 

I NM Crystal Diode 
Neon Glow Lamp NE 16 30 ea. $25 per 100 

300 Twin Lead 03 per ft. $18.95 per M 

Dynamotor DM 33A $3.75 ea. 

Chokes: 30 Hy. 8MA @....51.29: 6 Hy. 8MA @....784 
Minimum Orders $3 All orders f.o.b. PHILA. PA. 

Price 
$6.50 
5.95 
5.50 
4.50 
3.95 
2.95 
1.95 

1.25 .98 
.63 

2.95 

79$ 
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THIS EQUIPMENT IS THE FINEST AVAILABLE, BUILT BY LEADING 

MANUFACTURERS AND UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED 

BY WELLS. MANY TYPES NOT LISTED ARE IN STOCK. SEND 

US YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR IMMEDIATE QUOTATION. 

MANUFACTURER TYPE OR NO. VOLTAGE RPM DIMENSIONS SPECIAL INFORMATION 

Stewart Warner 6VDC 2%"x24" %"x%" Lg. shaft John Oster 
General Ind. 

B-9-2 
62800 

12VDC 1.4A 5600 
13VDC 9A 6800 

24"x33/" 
24"x4" 

4"x746" Lg. shaft. Shunt Wd. 
4"x3'" Lg. shaft. 1/12 HP Emerson D -26 -BT 24VDC 24A 100 2%"x51/2" 160 Ft. -Oz. torque Redmond 7-N 24VDC .96A 6000 23/"x34" Complete blower assembly 

F. A. Smith 
Western Elect. 

40H 
FL 

II5VAC 60 Cy 
115VAC 400 Cy 6700 

6"x5'/:"x5" 
3%"44"x41/2" 

100 CFM blower ($12.95) 
25 CFM blower Signal Elect. D-4272 24VDC .66A 2100 2%"x24" %"xl" shaft. 1/190 HP General Elect. 5 BA50MJ64 24VDC 13A 3'/8"x7%" Shunt wound Stromberg D-4496 24VDC .45A ... 21/2"x3%8" 4"x4" shaft..003 HP 

Am l0 24VDC 11/2"x2%" Telephone ringing circuit motor John Oster A -16B -26R 26VDC 11/2"x21%" 2ís"x5(6" shaft. Series Rev. John Oster DEST-8-ER 27VDC 1.4A 3800 24"x4%" 3/"x3/" shaft. 1/40 HP Delco 5069267 27.5VDC .25A 6000 14"x21/2" %"xl%" shaft. 1/ Oz-InTq. Western Elect. KS5996-L04 28VDC .... 2"x2%8" 346"x316" shaft. Series Rev. 
Bendix MO5B 28VDC 1.75A 3200 1%z"x2'/" %"x1%8" shaft. Series Rev. Bendix E-11500-1 28VDC IA 9000 l'/"x2%z" ''/"x11/2" shaft. Series Rev. Fractional Mtrs. SH -280 28VDC 3.1A 3900 34"x51/2" %"xs/" shaft. Used in ART 13 Electrolux 20100 28VDC .lA 2"x2NG" 5;3"x%" shaft. 20 Deg. rotation John Oster A -21 -E -12R 28VDC .4A ... 1%"x2%" ?26"x%8" shaft. Series Rev. 
Emerson D -26 -BV 28VDC 3.1A 3900 21"x31/2" r/"x%" shaft. 1/20 HP Electrolux 16876 28.5VDC 1.8A 2200 3%"x5" 4"x1%" shaft. 1/35 HP Western Elect. KS 9303 50-60VAC 175 Cy .... 21"x31/2" 
General Elect. 2J1H1 57.5VAC 400 Cy .... 24"0%" Selsyn differential General Elect. 211G1 57.5VAC 400 Cy ... 24"x3'/" Selsyn transmitter 
General Elect. 5BN38HA1O 80VDC.25A 3000 2%8"x5%" %"s%" lg. shaft General Elect. 2J1F1 115VAC 400 Cy 24"x3" Selsyn generator Diehl 11-1 110VAC 60 Cy 4"x514" Synchro repeater selsyn Bendix 110VAC 60 Cy ... 3%"x51/2" Synchro differential selsyn Bendix 110VAC 60 Cy .... 354 "x5'/" Synchro transmitter selsyn 

MANUFACTURER TYPE OR NO. INPUT OUTPUT DIA. LOTH. SPECIAL INFORMATION 

Eicor ML3415-254 27.5VDC 1.5A 250VDC .060A 4" 81/2" With bracket mounting Eicor ML3412-42 13.8VDC 2.45A 22OVDC .070A 34" 54" No mounting Western Elect. DM53AZ 14VDC 2.8A 220VDC .080A 2%" 4%" With base plate Westinghouse 1171187A 27VDC 1.4A 285VDC .060A 24" 41/2" No mounting General Elect. 5DY82AB52 27VDC 1.5A 285VDC .060A 234" 4/" No mounting 
Western Elect. 11710918 27VDC 1.6A 285VDC .075A 24" 41" No mounting Redmond 5047 27VDC 1.75A 285VDC .075A 234" 4/" No mounting 
Eicor ML3415-254 27.5VDC 1.5A 100VDC .150A 31/2" 51/2" With base plate Eicor ML3420-194 27.5VDC 4.0A 325VDC .200A 33%" 6/" With base plate C.Q.R. 355D2BA 27.9VDC 1.25A 220VDC .070A 334" 5%" No mounting 
Continental DM310A 28VDC .5A 100VDC .01A 2%4" 41" No mounting 
C.A.Y. DM32A 28VDC 1.1A 250VDC .060A 24" 43/" With base plate Pioneer PE86M 28VDC 1.25A 250VDC .060A 234" 41" With base and filter Bendix DA -1A 28VDC 1.6A 230VDC .IOOA 3%" 5/" No mounting 
Redmond DM5 3A 28VDC 1.4A 220VDC .080A 2%" 4/" With base plate 
Redmond 5056 28VDC 1.4A 250VDC .060A 2%4" 41/2" With base plate Eicor ML -3420-90 28VDC 3.3A 400VDC .125 A 3/" 61/2" With base plate Continental DM33A 28VDC 5A 575VDC .160A 33/" 71/2" Cont. duty. No mounting Winco 41S6 13VDC 13A 250VDC .060A 4"x 81" With base plate 

13VDC 300VDC .225A ... .... Intermittent 
Continental DMX310A 12VDC 2.8A 150VDC .100A 24" 41" Cont. Duty. No mounting Airs VA 137 115VAC 60 Cy 90-135VAC 7.6A 3%4" 5%4" 3/"xl" Shaft. Ind. Volt Reg. 

DIMENSIONS 
Pioneer PE 55 12VDC .16A 500VDC 0.2A 73/"x12%8"x1314" Pwr. Unit W/DM 19G 

Cont. DYN, Filter and Mounting 
Westinghouse PE 94C 28VDC 10.5A 300VDC .260A 84"x634"x121/2" Pwr. Unit W/DA3A 

150VDC .OIOA DYN, Filter and Mounting 
14.5VDC l0A 

CHECK WELLS' HUGE STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF 
QUALITY COMPONENTS AT SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER COST 

Resistors Condensers Wire and Cable Relays 
Co -ax Connectors Rectifiers Transformers Chokes 
Micro Switches, Toggles Antennas Accessories 
Electronic Assemblies Dial Light Assemblies 

SEeley 8-4143 
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS: WRITE FOR CATALOG 

ORDER DIRECT OR THROUGH YOUR LOCAL PARTS JOBBER 

833 W. CHICAGO AVE., DEPT. SL, CHICAGO 22, ILL. 
ELECTRONICS -October, 1951 
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MOTOR GENERATORS 400 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS 

AUTO. 400 cy. G.E. Cat No. 806184. 
I(VA .945S -520P. Volts 460/345/230/115. New. 

FILAMENT. 400/2600 cy. Input: 0/75/80/85/105/ 
54-98 - 

115/125V. Output: 5V3A/5V3A/5V3A/5V3A 5V6AJ = 
5V6A/6.3V6A/6.35A. Now $2.96 1 
THYRATHROUX- 

876. 400/t1ß 00cy 
POWER. 400/1600 

111516 Sec:0-Ó 
Raytheon 

at i 
1.5A, 6.3V at 1.2A. Test r.m.s. 1780. New 52.15 a 
PLATE WECOKS9560, 400/800 cy. Pri: 115V, Sec: I 
1350-0-1350 at 057A (2700 V Total). Eiecetat 

chided. Wt. 2.3 lbs. New $2.95 

Pl 1650 VA. Pri: 105- 
1200te. V. 00orcd. 

Sec: 
5600V. Center tapped. 

1.5KV insulation. Brand new $49.50 

PLATE & FIL. WECO Kß9555. 900 cy. Pri: 115V. 
Sec #1: 930-0-930. Sec #2: Three 6.3V wI 
ings. 

M 126.35a3 
Wt. 0.5 lbs. New $1.95 U115V.Sec: 

.2V25Á/35V1.A Elecs tshdld. 

PLATE & FIL. 400/2600 cy. Pri: 0/80/115V Sec: 
#1=1200VDC at 1.5MA. Sec. #2=400VDO at 
13011A. Fil. Secs: 6.4V4.3A/6.35VO.8A (trs 

INVERTERS 
1500V)/5V2A/5V2A $4 

RETARD. 400 cy. WECO Kß9598. 4 Henry 100MÁ 

MICROWAVE RECEIVERS 
AN/APR-1 Receivers and tuning units TN -1 (38 to 
95 MC) TN -2 (76-300 MC) TN -3 (30-100 MC). 
AN/APR-4 Tuning units TN -16 (38-95 MC) TN -17 
(76-300 MC) TN -18 (300-1000 MC), TN -19 (950- 
2200 MC). 
RII IA/APR-5A Receivers. 1000 to 6000 MC, 

MODEL AN/APA-10 
PANORAMIC ADAPTER 

Designed for use with receiving equipment AN/ 
ARR-7, AN/ARR-5, AN/APR-4, SCR -587 or any 
receiver with I.F. of 455 kc. 5.2mc. or 30 mc. 
With 21 tubes Including 3" scope tube. Converted 
forPRICE 

$245.00 
on 115 V. 60 cycle source. 

Y145 0 
AN/APA-10 80 Page Tech Manual $2.75 

u 
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LAVOIE FREQ. METER 
375 to 725 MCS 

Model TS -127/U is a compact, self-contained, pre- 
cision (85 1 MC) frequency meter which provides 
Quick, accurate readings. Requires a standard 1.5V 
A" and 45V "B" battery. Has 0-15 minute time 

switch. Contains sturdily constructed HI -"Q' 
resonator with average "Q" of 3000 working directly 
Into detector tube. Uses 957, Lß6 and 3S4 Tubes. 
Complete, new with inst. book. Less bat- 
teries. Write for descriptive circular.... $69.50 

SWEEP GENERATOR CAPACITOR 
High speed ball bearings. Split stator silver plated 
coaxial type 5/10 mmfd. Brand new 52.50 

BC -348 RECEIVER PARTS 
for Models C, E, H, K, L, M, P, R. 

Dial Mechanism assemblies. 1st. 2nd. 3rd, 4th I.F. 
transformers. C. W. ose. and xtal filter trans. with 
:dais. All R.F. coils. Front panels. Shock mounts. 
Large quantity misc. hardware sub assemblies, etc. 
Write your requirements. 

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT 
TS -127/U Lavoie Freq. Meter -375 to 725 MC. 
TS -47 APR Test Set -40 to 500 MC. 
213-A DuMont C.R. Modulation Monitor. 
BC1203 APN-4 Test Set. 
6255A H.P. Interpolation Osc. 
TS-23/APN Test Set. 
TS -487/U Peak to Peak VTVM. 

G. E. SERVO AMPLIFIER 
Type 2CV1C1 Aircraft Amplidyne control amplifier, 
115 volts -400 cycles. Dual channel. Employes 2- 
BSN7GT and 4-6V6GT tubes. Supplied less tubes. 
New $22.50 

LINEAR SAWTOOTH 
POTENTIOMETER 

W.E K5-15138 
Ras continuous resistance winding to which 24 
volts D.C. is fed to two fixed taps 180' apart. Two 
rotating brushes 180 apart take off linear saw - 
tooth wave voltage at output. Brand New....85.53 

8,000 -VOLT TRANSFORMERS 
Primary: 115 V., 60 cycles. 
Secondary: 8000 V., C.T., 800 V.A. 

Brand new in sealed cans.... $27.50 

1 

CRYSTAL DIODE 
Sylvania 1N21B. Individually boxed and packed in 
Leaded foil. Brand new $4.25 

SYNCHRO DIFFERENTIAL 
GENERATOR 

Ford Inst. Co. Type 5SDG. Brand New....$22 sc 
Electrolux Torque Motor $16.5^ 

All prices indicated are 
F 0 B Bronxville, New 
York. Shipments will be 

made via Railway Ex- 
press unless other in- 
structions issued. 

2.5 KVA Diehl Elec. Co. 120V D.C. to 120V A.C. 
60 cy. 1Ph., .4l'F. Complete with Magnetic Con- 
troller, 2 Field Rheos and Full Set of Spare Parts 
including Spare Armatures for Generator and 
Motor. Full spec. on request. New $285.00 
2 KVA O'Keefe and Merritt. 115V DC to 120V AC, 
50 cy. Idles at 3 Ph. syncs motor on 208V. 50 cy. 
New. Export crated $165.00 
1.25 KVA Allis-Chalmers. 230 DC to 120 AC, 60 
cy, 1 Ph. Fully enclosed. Splashproof, Ball Bear- 
ings, centrifugal starter. New, complete with kit 
of Spare Parts $175.00 
M.G. 164, Holtzer-Cabot Motor: 440V. 3Ph, 60 cy., 
.90A, 1/311P, 1750 RPM. Generator: 70V, 3Ph, 146 

h.y., .140KVA. Exciter: 115DC, lA. New...567.50 
Type CG -21302. 440V AC, 60 cy, 3Ph, 1500 VA to 
875 DC and 30V DC. New $69.50 

Onan MG -215H. Navy type PU/13. Input 115/230 
60 cl, 1 Ph. Output 115, 480 cy, 1 Ph. 1200W and 
26V DC at 4 amps. New $295.00 
G.E. Model 5D-2INJ3A. Input: 24V, DC, Output 
115V, 400 cy., 485 Va. Nov, $29.50 
Leland Elea Co. Model PE206A. Input: 28V. DC. 
38 Amps. Output, 80V., 800 cy, 485 VA. New.$22.50 
G.E. 18169172. Input: 28V. DC, Output: 115, 400 

cycles at 1.5 KVA $32.50 

DYNAMOTORS 

Navy -Type CAJO.211444, 105/130V DC to 13V DC 
at 40A or 26V DC at 20A. Radio Filtered. Com- 
plete with Line Switch. New $89.50 
Eicor. 64V DC to 110V AC, 60 ay. 1 Ph. 2.04 
Amps. New $24.50 
Eicor. 32V DC to 110V AC, 60 cy, 1 Ph, 0.43 Amps. 
New $22.50 
Type PE94C. For use with SCR522 Transmitter - 
Receiver. Brand new in export cases $15.00 
Carter 6V DC to 400V DC at 375 mils. New. $39.50 

AMPLIDYNES 

G. E. Model 5AM211J7. 4600 R.P.M. Motor Com- 
pound wound. 150 Watts. Input: 27V DC. Output: 
60V DC. Sig. Corps. U. S. Army MG -27-B. 
New $34.50 
Edison type 5AM3INJ18A. Input: 27 volts, 44 

Amps., 8300 RPM. Output: 60V DC at 8.8 amps. 
530 Watts. New $22.50 

SMALL D.C. MOTORS 

G.E. Model 5BA50t12A. Armature 27V D.C. at 
8.3A. Field 60V DC at 2.3A.. RPM 4000. H.P. 0.5. 
New $27.50 
Electrolux Corp. of Canada. P/O vent fan assem- 
bly for SCR -602-T6. 1/351IP, 28.5V, 2.15 amps.. 
2200 RPM. Price $16.50 
Oster type E-7-5, 27.5V, 1/20HP, 3650 RPM. 
Shunt wound. Price $15.0 
Dumore Co. Type EBLG, 24V DC.. 40-1 gear ratio, 
for use with type B-4 Intervalometer. Price.$17.50 

RADAR ANTENNAS 
Type S0-1 (10CM.) Complete assembly with re- 
flector, waveguide nozzle, drive motor and synchron, 
etc. New in original cases $279.50 
Type 80-3 (3 CM.) Surface Search type complete 
with reflector, drive motor, synchro. etc., but less 
plumbing. New in original cases $189.50 
Type SO -13 (10 CM.) Complete assembly with 24' 
dish with feedback dipole. Complete with synchros, 

dáve 
motor, gearing. etc. New in original1g0 

Also in stock -spare reflectors, nozzles, probes. 
right angle bends for SO -1 antennas. 

60 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS 

FILAMENT. Raytheon Hyper:ll Core, Pri: 115V. 
Sec: 6.3V222,/6.3V2.4A/6.3V2.25A/6.3VO.6A 

$5.95I for 1700V 
High Rectance Trans. G. E. type Y -3502A.-60 oy.. 
Voltage 11200-135. Inductance H.V. Winding 135 
Henries. Output: Peak Voltage 22.8KV. 

$8C t. 331806561. New 0 
High Voltage Trans. Westinghouse l'ri: 115 60 cy. 

Sec: 15,000 C.T., 60 MA. Good for HI -Pot 529 t 
up . 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 
PULSE.500 

from 8 7tuhe. Tested aí2000 Pulses/seclies ec a 
of 

nd 
5000V peak. Wdg. 1-2=18 ohms. Wdg. 1-3=72 
ohms. L of Wdg. 1.3=.073-.0821t at 100 cps..55.00 
PULSE. 

zE1%" 
WECO 

gh,I1201to 2350 ohm0 s. New 
to 

$1.95 
left' 

RAYTHEON VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

Adj. input taps 95-130V., 60 cy. 1 Ph. Output: 
115V. 60 Watts, 1/4 of 1% Reg. Wt. 20 lbs. 6'/e' H 

tsructed. TrrooDicaalized. Special $14.75 
erload protected. Sturdily 

HIGH VOLTAGE CAPACITORS 
.25 MFD., 20KV 528.50 
.25 MFD., I5KV 22.59 
5 MFD., 25KV 

34.50 
1 MFD., 15KV 34.50 
I MFD., 7.5KV 12.50 

SOUND POWERED PHONES 
Western Electric No. D173312, Type O. Combina- 
tion headset and chest microphone. Brand new in- 
cluding 20 ft. of rubber covered cable $17.50 
Automatic Elec. Co. No. 6L843A0. Similar to 
above but including Throat microphone in addition 
to chest microphone. Brand new with 20 ft. rubber 
covered cable $10.00 
U. S. Instrument Co. No. A-260. Complete with 
20' cable and plug. Brand new $13.50 
W. E. type TS -IOM Handset. New $16.50 

PARABOLOIDS 
Spun Magnesium dishes 17W die, 4' deep. Mount- 
ing brackets for elevation and azimuth control on 
rear. 11 z 11' opening in center for dipole. Brand 
new, per pair $8.75 

SWEEP GENERATOR CAPACITOR 
High speed ball bearings. Split stator silver plated 
coaxial type 5/10 mmfd. Brand new 52.50 

WESTERN ELECTRIC CRYSTAL UNITS 
Type CR-IA/AR. Available in quantity -following 
frequencies -fundamentals. 
5910-6450-6370-6470-6510-6010--6670-669 
6940 -7270 -7350 -7380 -7390 -7480 -7580 -9720 - 
Kilocycles. 

$1.25 each 

ELECTRONICRAFT 
r, INC. h 

.27 MILBURN ST. BRONXVILLE'8, N. Y. 

PHONE: BRONXVILLE 2-0044, 

All merchandise guaranteed. 
Immediate delivery, subject 
to prior sale. 

All Prices Subject to 
Change Without Notice 

1 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

METERS 
3MA DC 21/2' R -Simpson black scale $3.35 
500 Mlcroamps, DC -2V,' round -Sun 4.30 
I ma. DC Fan type -4" scale (rem. from equiet) 3.95 
500 ma. DC 2'/" R. -General Electric 2.95 
2 amp. RF 2/, Sq.-Simpson 3.15 
5 amp. AC 4%' R.-JBT 4.11 
10 amp. RF 3y" R. -Simpson 4.95 
50 amp. AC 31/2 R. -General Electric 4.11 
3 amp. RF 31/2' R. -Weston 6.00 

MAGNETRONS 
2221A 2237 3.131 7065Y 
2222 2.138 4J31 706CY 
2J26 2239 4233 706GY 
2.127 2240 5J23 714AY 
2231 2241 5J29 718AY 
2232 2J48 700B 718BY 
2233 2249 700C 720B/C/DY 
2234 2356 700D 725A 
2236 2261 706AY 730A 

2K23 
2K25 
21(26 
2K29 

KLYSTRONS 
21(33 417A 
2K45 0A 
2)(54 707B 
21(55 723A 

723A/ß 
726A 
726B 
5611 

OIL -FILLED HIGH VOLTAGE 
ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS 

Pri. 400V 60 cy. Sec. 115V 200VA Insulated for 505V 
DC -2. E. Form EIR-36"H x 139) $125.00 

Pri. II5V 60 cy. Sec. 115V 250VA Insulated for 35 
KV DC -G. E. Form EIR-29H x 121/2' D.$125.00 

VOLTAGE DIVIDER 
G.E. Cat. 82488860-1 and 90019346-1 17,246,400 

ohms 35KV 70:1 ratio wire wound shielded oil - 
filled 40"H x 12"D 577.50 

20 LOW INERTIA SERVO MOTORS 
KOLLSMAN Type 937-0240-85/68V 100 cy 5 watts 

2650 RPM -new $12.95 
DIEHL, Type FPE-25.11 75V 60cy 4 watts - 
new $34.50 

MFD 
2 
4 
4 
6 
8 

10 

Ì-8 
2 
4 

4 
.1-.5 

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS 
VDC 

600 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 

1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1500 
1500 
2000 
2000 

R'd 
R'd 
It'd 

Price 
S .69 

1.65 
1.65 
1.85 
1.85 
1.95 
1.95 
.62 
.89 

1.85 
2.45 

.89 
2.95 

.87 
1.95 

MFD VDC 
.1 2500 
1-1 2500 3500 
3%.2 4000 
1 5000 
.01-.03 6000 

.045 70 16KV 

.05 16KV 

.075 16KV 

.25 
22ÓVAC 

7 660VAC 
8 660VAC 

Price 
S .69 
3.85 

15.80 
2.95 
4.88 
1.65 
1.79 
4.70 
4.95 
8.95 

18.95 
4.95 
4.25 
4.50 

HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS 
G.E.-Pri. 115V 60 cy See. 6250V 80 MA -12.5 KV Ins. 
G.E.-Pri. 115V 60 cy. See. 6250/3850/2600V 5$6184 

12.5 KV Ins $18.50 Raytheon-Pri. 115V 60 cy. Sec. 8500/6450V CT 43 MA Hermetically sealed S22.b0 

IN21 
1N21A 
/N2IB 
1N22 

CRYSTAL DIODES 
$1.09 1N23 $1.49 1N34 $ .79 1.69 1 N23A 3.25 1N38 1.66 
4.00 1N23B 5.25 1N45 .94 1.09 IN27 1.79 1N52 1.05 

ANTENNAS 
AT-38A/APT (70 to 400MC) $13.70 AT-49/APR-4 (300 to 3300MC) 13.70 DZ -2 Loop antenna with pedestal 22.50 AN -74B (125 to 150MC) 3.25 AN -65A (P/0 SCR -521) 1.50 AN -66A (P/O SCR -521) 1.75 AIA-3CM conical scan 125.00 ASB Yagü-5 element 450 to 560MC 7.00 ASB Yagi-Double stacked 6 element 12.70 ASA Yagi-Double stacked 370 to 430MC 29.40 

WESTINGHOUSE 
HYPERSIL 

TRANSFORMER 

PRI -115V. 60CY s/4 KVA 
SEC #1 - 240V - I.56A 
SEC #2 - 240V - I.56A 

WT. 30 LBS. 

$14 50 EACH 

Terms 2096 cash with order, balance C. O. D. 
unless rated. All prices net F.O.B. our ware- 
house, Phila., Penna., subject to change without 
1otiCe. 

COAXIAL CONNECTORS 

eib 
83-1AC $ .42 
83 -LAP .30 
83-1F 1.30 
83 -IH .10 
83-1J .80 

83-1R S .40 
83-1RTY .65 
83-1SP .50 
83-ISPN .50 
83 -IT 1.30 

83-22AP $1.10 
83-22R .68 
83-22SP 1.15 
83-168 .15 
83-185 .15 

FULL LINE OF JAN APPROVED COAXIAL 
CONNECTORS IN STOCK 

UHF N BN BNC 
UG-7 UG-23 UG-37 UG-102 UG-175 UG-254 
ÚG-12 UG-24 UG-57 UG-103 ÚG-176 UG-255 
ÚG-18 ÚG-27 ÚG-58 ÚG-104 UG-185 ÚG-260 
UG-19 UG-27A ÚG-85 ÚG-106 MX -195 UG-264 
UG-21 ÚG-29 1.1G-86 UG-108 UG-197 UG-274 
UG-216 UG-30 ÚG-87 UG-109 ÚG-201 ÚG-275 
ÚG-22 UG-34 ÚG-88 13G-146 UG-206 130-276 
UG-22B UG-98 ÚG-166 ÚG-236 ÚG-290 

UG-167 UG-245 ÚG-291 
UG-171 UG-306 

M-358 
M-359 
M -359A 
M-360 

93-C 
93-M 

MC -277 PL -259A PL -325 
MC -320 PL -274 SO -239 
PL -258 PL -284 SO -264 
PL -259 PL -293 TM -201 

49120 D-183950 ES -685898-5 
49121A D-166132 ES -689172-1 

TYPE "J" POTENTIOMETERS 
Reels. Shaft Reels. Shaft Reals. Shaft 
60 SS 5K 1/4' 50K 3/8' 
60 9/16' 5K 3/8' 50K 1/2' 

100 SS 5K 1/2' 100K SS 
200 SS 10K SS 150K 1/2' 
250 1/8' 10K 3/8' 200K 3/8' 
500 SS 10K 1/2' 250K SS 
500 5/16' 15K SS 250K 3/4' 
500 1/2' 15K 1/2' 250K 3/8' 
500 5/8' 20K SS 500K SS 
650 1/2' 25K SS 500K 1/4' IK SS 25K 1/4' 500K 7/16' 
2K 3/8' 30K 1 1/8' 1 Meg SS 
2500 SS 40K SS 2.5 Meg SS 4K SS 50K SS 5 Meg SS 
5K SS 50K 1/4' 

DUAL "JJ" POTENTIOMETERS 

10500 SS 
250 SS 
330 SS 

500 SS 
1K SS 

1000 K SS 

1 Meg"SS 
2.5 MgegS SS 

Me1K/25K 
3/8' 

TRIPLE JJJ POTENTIOMETERS 
1OOK/1OOK/100K-3/é 20K/150K/155-ye' 

SOUND POWERED TELEPHONES 
U. S. NAVY TYPE M HEAD AND CHEST SETS 

U.S.I. A-260 W.E. D-173013 
A.E. GL832BAO 

ANY TYPE --ÿ14.88 EACH 
TS -10 Type Handsets $8.92 ea. 

F. W. BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
AC Volta Input - 18 AC Volta Input - 40 DC Voila Out - 14.5 DC Volts Out - 34 

1.3 Amps $3.85 0.6 Amps $4.60 
2.4 Amps 4.95 1.2 5.95 
6.6 Amps 7.75 3.2 . 8.95 

13.0 12.75 6.0 15.50 
17.5 15.75 9.0 17.50 
26 22.75 12 26.95 
39 35.50 18 32.50 
52 38.50 25 42.90 
70 49.50 36 55.50 

130 VAC V2 WAVE STACKS 
75MA1 $ .88 150MA $1.30 250MA $1.75 IO0MA 1.101 200MA 1.57 1400MA 2.60 

GENERATORS 
Eclipse -Pioneer type 716.3A (Navy Model NEA-3A) 

Output -AC I15V 10.4A 800 to 1400cy. I o5; DC 30 
Volts 60 Amps. Brand New $38.50 

Eclipse -Pioneer type 1235 -IA. Output -30 Volts 
DC 15 Amps. Brand New -Original Packing $15.50 

THYRATRONS & IGNITRONS 
OA4G FG -41 FG -271 722A CIA FG -57 393A 873 IC21 FG -67 394A 884 
2A4G FG -81A GL -415 885 
2B4 91 KU -610 1665 
2D21 FG -95 KU -623 1904 
3C23 FG -10S KU -628 2050 
3C31 FG -166 KU -634 2051 
4C35 FG -172 WL -652 5550 
C5B FG -178 WL -672 5551 
5C22 RX233A WL -677 5552 
C6J FG -235A WL -681 5557 FG -17 5560 FG -33 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
I -222A Signal Generator 79.50 
l -72K Signal Generator Sum 
Vibrotest Mod. 218 Megger $45.00 
C -D Quietone Filter Type 1F-16 110/220V AC/DC 
20 Amps. $9.00 
TS -127/U Freq. Meter w/aperes $69.50 
TS-143/CPN Oscilloscope $95.00 
Dumont 175A Oscilloscope `$225.00 
LM -20 Frequency Meter $49.50 
Gen. Radio 757 -PI Power Supply $27.00 
TS-6/AP Frequency Meter $42.00 
I -130A Signal Generator $85.00 
A.W. Barber Labs. VM.25 VTVM $86.00 
TS-10A/APN Delay Line Test Set $45.00 
TS-19/A PQ- 5 Calibrator $75.00 
REL W-1158 Frequency Meter 160-220 MC $32.95 
CWI-60AAG Range Calibrator for ASB, ASE, ASV 
and ASVC Radars $39.95 
CRV-14AAS Phantom Antenna for Transmitters up 
to 400 MC $11.75 
3 CM. Pickup Horn Antenna $9.95 
I.138A Signal Generator -10 cm $185.00 

All Items New Except Where Noted (Exc. Used 
Condition) 

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT 
Amperex 1898 Gamma Counter $ 9.87 
Powerstat 1226-I15/230V Input -0-270V out 

37.00 
Er MAC 35 TG Ionization Gauge 
ATR Inverters 6VDC to 110 VAC 60 cy 75W 22.95 

I D-6/APN-4 Indicator 29.50 
R-7/APS-2 Receiver 49.50 
R-78/APS-I5 Receiver 49.50 
FL -8 1020 cycle filter 1.75 
RM -29 remote control unit 8.95 
RM -14 remote control unit 8.95 
RTA-1B 12/24 V dynamotor 40.00 
BC-1206-CM2 Receiver 12.95 
CY-230/MPG-I Radar Console 575.00 
G.E. Type JP -I portable current transformer 32.50 
ASB-4 Radar equip. Complete 69.75 T-9/APQ-2 less tubes 16.50 
RCA AVR-15 Beacon Racer 15.50 
TBY Trans-Recvr 29.95 
Pioneer Type 800-IB Inverters-28VDC to 120V 

800 cy 7 amp AC (used) 22.65 
G.E. Inverter-28VDC to 120 VAC 800 cy 

750 V A I /' 39.50 
Navy SD -3 Radar complete 1200.00 
Navy DP -14 Direction Finder complete 385.00 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

UTAH 9262 
9278 
9280 

G.E. 68G-627 
G.E. 68G828 
G.E. 68G929G1 
G.E. 80G13 
G.E. K -2469A 
G.E. K -2744B 
AN/APN-9 (901756-501) 
AN/APN-9 (901756-502) 
AN/APN-9 (352.7250) 
AN/APN-9 (352.7251) 
Westinghouse PH -1 
Westinghouse 132-AW 
Westinghouse 139DW2F 

9318 
9340 
9350 

Westinghouse 232-AW2 
Westinghouse 232 -BW -2 
AN/APN-4 Block Ose. 
Philco 352-7149 
Philco 352-7150 
Philco 352-7071 
Philco 352.7178 
Raytheon UX-7350 
W.E. D-161310 
W.E. D-163247 
W.E. D-163325 
W.E. D-164661 
W.E. KS -9563 

UTAH 

AN/APA-23 RECORDER 
Sweeps any receiver through Its tuning range and 

permanently records frequency and time of received 
signals on paper chart. Power Input -(motor) 27V 
DC I.5A, and (recorder) 80/115V AC 60-2600 ey 
135W. 

Originally designed to record pulse or sine -wave 
modulated signals received by AN -APR -I, AN/APR- 
2, AN -APR -4, AN/APR-5, BC -348, S-27, SX-28. 
BRAND NEW $147.50 

SPRAGUE PULSE NETWORKS 
7.5 E3 -I -200-67P, 7.5 KV, "E" Circuit I Microsec. 

200 PPS. 67 ohms Imped. 3 sections $4.30 
7.5 E3.209-671., 7.5 KV, "E" Circuit 3 mlcrosee. 

200 PPS, 67 ohms Imped. 3 sections $6.75 
7.5 E4 -10.60.67P, 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit 4 sections, 

16 microsec. 60 PPS, 67 ohms Imped $8.25 
15 E -4-91-400-50P, 15KV "E" circuit .91 mlcrosee. 

400 PPS. 50 ohms Imped. 4 sections $12.00 
15 -A -I -400.50P, 15KV, "A" Clrcult, I mlcrosee. 

400 PPS. 50 ohms Imped 137.50- 
15 E7 -2.200-50P. 15KV "E" Circuit, 2 mlcrosee. 

200 PPS, 50 ohms Imped., 7 sections $42.00 

SYNCHROS 
Size I. 3, 5, 6. 7 and 8 generators, motors, control 
transformers, differential generators, and differential 
motors in stock. 
AY -101D 5F M C-69406-1 
AY -120D 5G N C-78248 AY -1301) 5N X C-78249 
1CT 6DG 231F1 C-78410 IF 6G 2JIG1 C-78411 
5B 7DG 2JiHI C-78415 
5CT 7G C-44968-6 C-79331 
5D A C-56701 C-78254 
5DG B C-69405-2 C-78670 

SEND FOR COMPLETE LISTING 
SYNCHRO CAPACITORS IN STOCK 

LECTRONIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
7115- 19. ARCH ST. PHILA. 6, PA. 

Telephones MARKEI 7 - 6771 - 2 - 3 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

SUPERIOR VALUES FROM 
AMERICA'S LARGEST ELECTRICAL CONVERSION HOUSE 
HIGH FREQUENCY 

CONVERSION EQUIPMENT 
ONAN 400 CYCLE MG SET. Motor: 7' H.P. operative 
at 220/440 V 36. 60 cy. V belted to self-excited alterna- 
tor with output of 4KVA, 115 Volts, single ph. 400 
C.P.S. Alternator is self-excited with secondary output 

of Pri114 4 
VDC 40 amp. With Voltage Regulator bu ltt-i$592.n. 

With single phase Motor 
ELECTRIC SPECIALTY FREQUENCY CHANGERS 
Type BFS52/BFIt8354 Input: 220 Volts, 3 Ph. 80 cy. 
3600 RPM. Output: 250 Volts, 20 Amps, single ph. 180 
Cyc. 5000 VA. 3000 Watts. Brand New. Compact ball 

EingSP itsPR forE 
operation of Hi -cycle equipmeent. 

5160. 
ONAN 800 CYCLE MG UNIT. Employing 5 H.P. Motor 
operative at 220/440 Volts, 36. 60 Cy. V belted to self- 
exc. generator with output of 1.5 KVA, 115 Volts, single 

Vph. 
800 m and 

PRICE 
output of 500 Watts 

8ÓÓÓ 17.5 amperes. 
INVERTER UNIT PE206A. Input: 27.5 VDC, 28 amp. 

Output: 
80 Volts, single ph. 800 CPS. 500$1 

9.01 VA. 
ceRLX 

DUAL GENERATORS. Flange mounted. Output: 
.500 Watts; 1300-2600 Cycles, also 12-14 VDC 750 

$25.50 
Watts. 

Price 
ELECTRIC SPECIALTY HIGH FREQUENCY CON- 
VERTER UNIT. Primary: 32 VDC, 18 amperes, 3000 
R.P.M. Ball Bearings. Secondary: 350 volts, 1500 
cycles. .75 amps. 275 V.A Single Ph. Built-in fre- 
quency ye $30.00 
BENDIX Consists of G.E. HP 
Rep-1nd Motor, 115 xolts, single phase, 60 cyc. directly 
connected to Bendix alternator with output of 120 volts. 
700 cyc.. 600 watts and DC output of 14.5 volts, DC, 
22amp. Brand new. Price 00 
CONTINENTAL DC/AC SET. Motor: 1.5 HP.$225. 230 
VDC 3440 RPM. Output: 120 VAC, 8.6 amps. .8 KW. 
800 eye.. 1 ph., also output of 14 VDC, 4 amps., Model 
CO21637. Compact 2 -bear. units. Completely rebuilt. 
Price $89.0 
Also available with input of 440-3-60 and same output. 
Price $101.50 
WINCHARGER PU-I6/AP INVERTER. Type MG750. 
Input: 28 volts, 60 amp. Output: 115 volts, 6.5 amp.. 
900 cyc.. 1 ph. Brand new. Price $69 
HOLTZER-CABOT MG 221. Compact 2 bear. units for 
low current 400 eye. Operates at 32 VDC. 8.5 amp. 
Output: 110 volts. 1.0 amp., 1 ph., 100 watts, 400 cyc. 
Brand new. Price . 

HOLTZER-CABOT MG 218. Operates at 115 VDC,$69250.3 

amp. with same output. Price 
LELANO INVERTER TYPE MG 4A. DC Input:$79.5 27.50 
volts, 38 amp.. 6000 RPM. Output: 115 volts, 1 ph., 
400 oye.. 500 VA. Like new and fully guaranteed. 
Price $39.50 
GENERAL ELECTRIC MODEL 5D2IN13A. Input: 27 
volts, 35 amp. Output: 115 volts, 485 VA, 1 ph.. 400 
eye. Price $31.50 
LOUIS-ALLIS 3 UNIT MG SET. Consists of 5 HP 
motor operative at 220/440-3-60 directly coupled to 
alternator with output of 115 volts. 1 ph., 400 eye, and 
with exciter unit all mounted on steel base. Brand new. 
Price $565.0 
HOLTZER-CABOT TYPE CAJ-211168 MG UNITS. 
Compact 2 bear. operative at 115 volts, 1 ph., 60 eye., 
'fs HP. Output: 115 volts, 4 amp., 233 eye 3 ph., 
also 24 VDC at 5 amp. Brand new. Price $36.00 
NORMAND ELEC. CO. (BRITISH MFG.) MG UNIT. 
Motor: 220 VDC, 8.8 amp.. 2 HP. 4200 RPM. directly 
connected to H. F. alternator with output of 1400-2800 
eve., 1200 watts. Exc. 24 VDC. Price $70.0 
MARCONI MG UNIT. '4 KW, operates at 110 VDC 
to deliver 110 VAC, 300 cyc., supplied with field rheo- 
stat for variable frequency output. Price $70.00 
PIONEER MG UNIT. Input: 115 VDC, 3.4 amp. 
Output: 140 VAC. 1.2 amp.. 350 cyc. Complete with 
field rheostat for variable frequency output. 
Price $60.80 
ESCO MG UNIT. Operative at 120 VDC, 25 amp., 4 

HP. Delivers 115 VAC, 1 ph., 1050 eye.. 2 KW. An 
exceptionally fine machine for laboratory use. Can be 
used with field rheostat for frequencies up to 2000 
voles. Price $175.00 
ESCO INVERTER UNIT. Prim: 12 VDC, 20 amp: 
1800 RPM. Sec: 140 VAC, 1 amp.. 140 VA, 360 eye. 
With field rheostat for frequency outputs up to 800 
rye. Tyre $69.50 

HOLTZER.CABOT MG UNIT. Operates at 115 VDC, 
8.2 amp. to deliver 55 VAC, 6 amp., 195 cyc.. 3 ph., 
1950 RPM with field rheostat for frequencies up to 
400 eye.. 3 ph. Price $80.00 
HOLTZER-CABOT MG UNIT. Motor: 120 VDC, 5 
amp.. 2500 RPM. Output: 75 VAC, 9 amp., 500 eve., 
675 VA. 1 Ph. Price 243.00 

GENERAL ELECTRIC HIGH FREQ. MG SET. Con- 
sists of 3 HP motor operative at 220-3-60, directly con- 
nected to alternator with output of 220 VAC 22.7 
amp., 1 ph.. exciter unit ratea at .5 KW, 110 VDC. 3 

units are directly coupled. Price $295.00 

G.E. MG SET MODEL 5LY56AB5A. Motor: 1.1 HP. 
250 VDC, 4 amp. Generator: 600 watts, 125 VAC. 4.0 
amp., 500 eve., 1 ph. Price $79.50 

HOLTZER-CABOT HIGH FREQUENCY MG SETS. 
Compact 2 bearing units with input of 120 VDC, 7 
amps. ps. Output: 120 Volts, 36 320 Cycles. Has shaft 
extension permitting use as dual generator. 
Price $112.00 
WESTINGHOUSE HIGH FREQUENCY UNITS. Op - 
^rate with Input of 115 VDC to deliver 17 VAC. 1050 
to 1850 cycles. An excellent value $25.50 
ESCO DUAL FREQUENCY UNITS. Motor operates at 
120 VDC. 10 amperes. Delivers 70 Volts at 120 Cycles 
or 200 Volts at 720 Cycles. Price $95.00 

GE MG UNITS. Motor: 110 Volts, D.C. 31.5 Amperes. 
in a single compact unit with output of 120 Volts, 20.8 
Amp. single ph. 500 cycles. Like New. Price $95.00 

WESTINGHOUSE HIGH FREQUENCY UNITS, In- 
put: 113 Volts, D.C. 2.7 Amps. Output: 14.4 Volts, 
obtained with built-in controller on end of unit. 
139 Amp. 450-2550 Cycles. Frequency variation is 

Price $48.50 
GE DUAL OUTPUT MG SETS. Consist of Motor 
rated 3 H.P. 230/440 V. 36. 60 Cy. directly coupled 
to 2 generators. Output .5 KW. 220 Volts, 2.27 Amp. 
525 Cycles. Also .5 K.W. 110 Volts, D.C. 4.55 Amp. 
3 separate units mounted on common bed plate. 
Price $150.00 
WESTINGHOUSE 180 CYCLE ALTERNATORS. 750 
V.A. Output: 110 Volts, 3 Phase, 180 C.P.S. 3000 
R.P.M. Separately excited at 110 VDC. Price..$44.00 
Also available with built-in exciter. Price $78.00 
GENERAL ELECTRIC HIGH FREQUENCY UNIT. 
Operating at 440-3-60 .75 amp. Output, 70 Volta, 3 ph. 
148 cyc. 220 Watts, 1.8 amperes. An ideal unit for 
experimental work or for operation of equipment. 
SPECIAL PRICE $34.50 

GE HIGH FREQUENCY MG SETS. Motor: 250 VDC 
4 amp. Alternator: 600 watts, 125 single ph. 4.8 amp. 
500 cycles. Brand new. Price $90.00 
MARCONI MG UNITS. Operative at 110 VDC to 
deliver 500 VAC, 6 amp. 3 K.W. 240 CYCLES. Ex- 
tending shaft permits driving complete snit to obtain 
dual self-excited generator. Price $89.00 
HOLTZER-CABOT 500 CYCLE MG SET. Motor: 230 
VDC. GENERATOR: 5 KVA 230 VAC, 16 500 Cyc. 
Rebuilt. Price $271.50 
CROCKER-WHEELER 500 CYCLE MG SET. Compact 
2 bearing Unit. Operative at 120 VDC. 7.3 amps. 
Output: 250 Volts, 5 amp. 500 cycles. Rebuilt. 
Price $88.88 

ESCO HV UNITS: Operative at 11.5 VDC 28 Amp. 
Output: 575 VDC. .25 Amp. also 55 VAC. .91 Amp 16 
500 Cycles. Price $.36.75 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 400 CYCLE UNITS. Operate at 
26 VDC. 100 Amp. Output: 115 VAC. 16, 400 CPS. 
1500 V.A. With filter system built-in. Price $29.50 
LOUIS ALLIS FREQUENCY CHANGER SETS 
Pri: 25 H.P. 220/440-3-60; Sec. 15/10.8 K.W 3300/ 
2200 RPM. 30/220 Volts 35/35 Amps. 2 ph. 500/300 
C. P. S. Price $1050.00 C. 

10 H.P. 220/440-3-60: Sec: 7.5 K.W. 440/220 V. 
17/8.5 Amp. 3000/1200 RPM. 360/180 Cycles. 2 ph. 
Price $750.00 

We can supply these units for 400 cycle output and with 
transformers to supply 3 phase, wye output. Write for 
further information. 
BENDIX ECLIPSE 800 CYCLE AERO UNIT. Input: 
24-28 VDC, 75 amps. Output: 115 V. 10.5 Amp. 800 
C.P.S. Complete filter system mounted thereon. 
Price $22.50 
ONAN 2 BEARING MG UNITS. Motor: 115/230 Volta. 
single phase. 60 cy. Generator: .6 KVA 115 Volts, 5.3 
Amps. 480 C.P.S. Price $165.00 

ECLIPSE 800 CYCLE GENERATORS. Flange mount- 
ing with spline shaft. Output is 115 VAC 10.4 Amp. 
90% P.F. 800 Cycles, 1200 V.A. with secondary output 
of 29.5 VDC. 60 Amperes. Self excited. 
Price $39.00 

BRITISH MADE 500 CYCLE MG SETS. Motor: 230 
Volts, ' PH -50 Cycles, Alternator: 5 K.W. 180 
Volts, 27.9 Amp. 500 Cycles, Excitation -110 VDC. 
When used at 60 Cycle current. Output is 600 cycles. 
220 Volts. Price $353.0 

m WINCHARGER PU-7/AP; Input: 28 VDC, 160 Aps. 
Output.: 115 VAC. single ph. 2500 V.A. 400 C.P.S. 
Frequency and Voltage regualtion built-in. 
Price $87.00 
British Alternators. 1.5 KVA., 230 Volts, 16, 400 CPS. 
sep. exc. Price $115.00 
ONAN 400 CYCLE MG SET. Motor: 5 HP, 220/3/c' 
Generator: 2 K\V. 115 volts, single phase, 400 CPS, 
self excited with secondary output of 26 volts DC. 200 
watts. V -belt drive. Price $635.00 

HERE IS EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 
Robins anti Myers Motor Generator Units. Operate 
at 110 Volts, AC. single phase, 60 eye. and deliver 
22/40 Volts, DC. Can be used with field rheostat 
to supply 24/28 VDC for the operation of aero 
equipment from lighting line. Rated at 40 watts 
but will deliver 200 watts for intermittent opera- 
tion. Gear head built into one end rotates external 
shaft at 225 RPM. An exceptional value at $18.75 
each. With field rheostat $20.00. Also available 
for operation at 115 VDC at $12.50 and with rheo- 
stat at $13.75 each. Both units have 1/4 HP Motor. 
Stock up on these sets while they are available. 
Special price on quantity. Rebuilt. 

Esco AC Motors: built-in magnetic brake for quick re- 
versing. Double shaft, ball bearings. Rated: 256 HP - 
30 minutes, marine duty: 940-3-60. Brand new In 
rriginal eases. SPECIAL PRICE $34.00 

ESCO DC/AC MG SETS. Motor: 115 Volts. ph HP 
line start; built in voltage regulator, frequency control, 
filtered; ideal for television, radar or any application 
requiring constant voltage and frequency. Output: 115 
V.A.C. 16, 60 Cyr. 460 V.A. Brand New $120.00 

WE CAN FURNISH 
M.G. SETS OF ANY 

SPECIFICATIONS. SEND 
US YOUR REQUIREMENTS. 

GEN. ELECTRIC AMPLIDYNES 
Model 5AM73AB80: Input: 115 VAC, 16. 60 rye. 9 
amp. Output: 375 K.W. 250 VDC, 1.5 amp $86.00 
Model 5AM65FB2A: Input: 115 VAC, 36, 60 cyc. 5 
amp. Output: 500 watts, 250 Volts. 2 Amp $144.09 
Model 5AM49AB30: Input: 440 Volts, 3 phase, 60 cyc. 

1 antp. output: 115 Volts, D.C. 3.25 amp. 3450 RPM. 
$88.00 

Model 5AM3IN118A; Input: 27 VDC, 44 amp. 8300 
RPM. Output: 60 VDC, 8.8 amp. 530 watts $12.95 

Model 5AM78ABIO; Input: 32 VDC, 60 amp. 2 H.P. 
2200 amperes: RPM; Output: 250 Volts, D.C. 3 

$190.00 

Model 5AM45DB26: Inut: 440 V. 36. 60 cyc. Output: 
125 V.D.C. 1.0 Amp $55.00 

Model SAM49AB7A: Input: 440 Volts, 36, 60 Cyc. 
)iltput: 375 Watts. 250 V.D.C. 1.5 Amp. Price.$100.00 

WESTINGHOUSE AMPLIDYNE TYPE 
MG SETS 

Motor: Type CS, Fr. 204, 208 v, 3 ph., 60 cyc., 4 

amps, 1.5 HP, directly connected to 2 DC gen. (1) 
125 VDC, 2.8 amp., .35 KW. Gen. (2) 250 VDC, 
2 amp.. sep. exc. 35 volts. The 3 units are con- 
tained in one housing. Brand new. The generators 
have similar characteristic of an amplidyne with a 
set of control fields and are completely enclosed 
with rubber gaskets on the enclosing covers, which 
can be removed for increased KW output. An ex- 
ceptional value at $183.00 

Crompton -Parkinson Alternators. 3 KVA. .7 PF. 110 
VAC, 16, 80 cy. 1800 RPM. sep. exc. Price $170.00 

DC Manual Controllers, mfg. by Marconi Co. of Eng- 
land. Enc. type. For starting duty of 24 VDC Motors, 
rated at .7 HP. A really hard -to -get unit at a give- 
away price. SPECIAL $4.60 
PIONEER DYNAMOTOR. Type PS250. Input: 12 VDC, 
4.9 amp. Output: 350 VDC, .100 amp., brand new. 
Price $14.0 
BRITISH DC/AC MG UNITS. Operate at 100/110 
VDC, 4 amps., 3000 RPM. Output: 230 VAC, .87 amp., 
50 eye. Wt: 132 tbs. Brand new. Price $42.50 
With field rheostat for 60 cyc. output. Price $50.00 
G.E. 3 PH. TRANSFORMERS. 3 KVA, 418/429/440 
Pri. 140 volts, 3 ph. Sec. Price $45.50 
G.E. SELSYN MOTORS. Model 2JD85FA2. 120/55 
volts. 60 eye, Price $18.50 

BOGUE ELECTRIC AC/DC MG SET. Consists of 
HP motor ,n center directly connected to 2 12 volt 
160 amp. generators. Will deliver L4 volts at 160 amp. 
or 12 volts at 320 amp Condition like new. 
Price $375.01) 

LOW FREQUENCY MOTOR GENERATOR. Burke. Va- 
riable frequency, 2-12 cycles, single phase, 300-800 
amperes, 25-5 volts, ball bearings. Price $385.00 

WINCHARGER WIND GENERATOR. 12 volts. 250 
watts, complete with all fittings including propeller. 
Excellent for battery charging. Price (New) $70.00 

GARDNER DRY TRANSFORMER. 3.42 KVA, 230/115 
to 5.7 volts, 600 amperes. Price $48.75 
RAYTHEON VOLTAGE STABILIZER (CONSTANT 
VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER). Input 190-260 volts. 
Output 230 volts, 250 VA. Price $31.75 

RAYTHEON CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER. 
KVA. Input 180-269 volts. Output 220-230 volts. 

Price $67.50 
ACME AIR-COOLED TRANSFORMER. Primary: 500 
volts. Secondary: 14,840 volts with C.T., 3 phase, 60 
CPS. 18.2 KVA, brand new. Price $390.0C 

RAYTHEON VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER. 
Primary: 220 volts, 3 phase with output by selector 
snap switch giving voltage outputs from 140 to 220. 
Brand new. Price 535.00 

WESTINGHOUSE TRANSFORMER CONTROLLER. 
Contains 300 watts, 120-220 volt transformer with 
multi -taps. The transformer with tap switch alone is 
worth more than the special price $6.25 
IDEAL AC/DC M -G UNIT. 110 V. 16, 60 cy. input: 
110 VDC 2.28 amp. .25 KW output. 2 bearing unit 
thoroughly rebuilt and guaranteed. With rheostat55.00 

GE DC Generators. Consists of three separate gener- 
ators in one unit. 3600 RPM. Delivers 1200 V., 450 V. 
.25 a. and 115 V. 1.3 amp. Price $24.0 
G.E. Motor Starting Reactors Type IIK2840G2: Rated 
at 440 V. 3 Ph. 60 Cy. 16.8 Amp. Only a 3 Pole Double 
Throw Switch is necessary with this unit to make a 
15-20 HP compensator starter. Useful for any purpose 
requiring three phase choke. SPECIAL PRICE 516.00 

GE DC Generators. Type SD. Sh. wdg. .5 KW. 18 
VDC. 27.8 amp. 1725 RPM. Price $30.00 

Watthour Meters. 110/110 Volt DC operation. Used but 
in Al condition. 5 amp 3 75 10 amp $4.35 
15 amp $5.00 25 amp $6.00 
ALLIS-CHALMERS MG UNIT. .94 KVA, input 24 
VDC, 63 amperes. Output 120/60/1, 7.82 amperes. 2 00e 

RPM. New. Price 5 

IF IT'S FROM ONE FREQUENCY TO ANOTHER; FROM DC TO AC OR AC TO DC; 

IF IT'S ONE VOLTAGE TO ANOTHER, THEN CALL ON US. 

Established in 1922 WILLIAM I. HORLICK COMPANY Tel. HAncock 6-2480 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

Min. Order $3.00 

Electrolytics 
290 ea. 

10 for $2.75 
MFD. VOLT 
2x 8 450 
2x10 450 
2x15 450 
2x16 450 
2x20 350 
2x20 450 

20-20 400/25 
20-20 350/25 
20- 8 500 
20-10 350/300 
24-24 400 
30-30 350 
40-40 400 
40-40 450 
40-40 475-400 
40-10 450 
40-10 450/350 
40-15 450 
40-20 150 
40-20 150/25 
40-35 450/350 
40-50 400 300 
50-30 150 
50-40 300-250 

A. C. COND. 
NON -POLARIZED 

13-15 220-1.20 
20-24 110-1.00 
26-30 220-1.35 
43-65 110-1.25 
43-48 110-1.25 
50-75 110-1.25 
53-60 220-1.50 
61-69 320-1.60 
64-72 110-1.25 
72-87 110-1.25 
75-84 110-1.25 
88-106 110-1.50 

107-129 110-1.65 
130-157 110-1.75 
130-150 70-1.50 
130-180 110-1.85 
158-191 110-1.85 
161-180 110-1.75 
189-210 110-1.95 
200-220 110-1.95 
270-300 110-2.10 
324-360 110-2.40 
378-420 175-3.00 
432-480 110-2.75 
485-540 110-2.85 

MINICAPS 
PIGTAIL 

Mfd. Volt 
SO 

Price 
5.10 

50 .10 
100 .15 
150 .10 
220 .18 
25 .10 
50 .10 

150 .10 
25 .15 

100 .18 
150 .18 
350 .20 

50 .18 
150 .20 

12 450 .23 
1 
1 
1 
1 

100 
150 
300 
450 

.20 
.22 
.30 
.40 

2 25 .10 
2 50 .15 
2 80 .18 
2 350 .30 
24 350 .30 
2 25 .10 
3 300 .25 
3 450 .30 
4 150 .22 
4 
5 
5 

450 
25 
50 

.40 

.22 

.25 
5 150 .39 

10 50 .60 
25 15 .50 
50 8 .60 
50 25 .75 

100 6 1.20 
200 6 1.35 
120 1.5 1.10 

8- 450 .60 - 6 450 .65 
10- 0 150 .30 
10- 0 450 .35 
16- 6 450 .70 
20- 0 150 .40 
20- 
40- 
50- 
50- 
70- 

o 
o 
0 
o 
o 

450 
450 
150 
150 
175 

.50 

.55 

.40 

.35 

.85 

400 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS 
115-V 400 CYCLE INPUT 

Price 
Ratings Each 

6.3V/1.8A PIO APG2 $1.49 
6.4V/2.5, 400VCT/35Ma. 6.9/.150a 3.95 0.4V/7.5, 6.4/3.8. 6.4/2.5a 3.49 780V/27v/4.7, 6.3/2.9. 1.25/.2a 2.49 6.4V/8a, 8.4V/lA 1.95 6.3V, 9.1A. 6.3VCT/8.5a, 2 x 2.5/3.5a 2.49 5V/2a, 6.3V/2a, 5V/2a. 6.3/.5a 2.99 
5V/15A, 5000V Ins 195 
6.3/2.7, 8.3/.68, 6.3VCT/21A 5.95 
760V, 6.3V, 6.3V, 5V, 320V, 8.3V/20A 6.4/7.5, 6 4/3.8.2 6.4/2.5 .95 
592V/118Ma, 6.3/8, la, 5V/2 W.E 4.95 
6.3V/9.1. 8.3VCT/.65a, 2 x 2.5V/3.5A 2.95 6VCT/.00006 KVA .98 
6.4V/8a, 6.4V/la 1.49 
526VCT/.50a, 6.3VCT/2a, SVCT/29 0.49 
2300VCT Large Qty 2.25 
BOOVCT/36Ma 1,49 
2.5V/1.76, 5V/3A, 6.5V/6.5, 6.5/2. For 8CB729 3.95 
360VCT/20Ma, 1500V/1Ma, 2.5V, 6.3/2.5, 6.3V/.Sa, P/o 729A 3.95 
2 x 2.51r/5Á, 2.5V/10A, P/O APT 4 4.95 
2 x 2.5V2.5a, 6.3V/2.25a, 1200V, Tap 1000V -750V. P/o AN/AP/9-15 4.95 
742.5V/5034A, 709V, 4724Á, 671V/45Ma 2.95 
046VCT/250MA, 6.SV/.9, 6.3V/.6. 5V/6A 3.95 
6.3V/9.1a, 2.5V/3.5a, 6.3VCT/65a, 2.5V/3.5a 3.25 
9800V or 8600V/32MA 12.50 
4540VCT/250MA 7.50 
5V/3a, 6.3V/2a 1.75 
5000V/290MA, 5V/10A 12.50 
2200V/350 5.45 
2.SV/5, 5200V/2MA 14.95 
13.5KV/3.5MA 11.50 
734VCT/.177a, 1710VCT/177a 6.95 
6.3V/9A, 7.7V/.385A 2.79 
2.5/20A 4.65 
6.3V/12a, 6.3V/2a, 6.3V/la, P/o AN/APQ-5 5.85 
8.4VCT/7.5, 8.4VCT/3.8, 6.4VCT/2.5a 4.35 
6.3V/2.7, 6.3V/,68A, 6.3VCT/21A 2.95 
6.5V/12A, 250V/100MA, 5V/2a, P/o AN/APB-15 3.50 
650VCT/50MA, 6.3VCT/2A, 5VCT/2A, P/o, R58/ 

ABQ8 2 45 
2400CT/5MA, 640V/.5MA, 2.5V/1.75A 3.85 
15.35VCT/1A 1.95 
6.3/.9, 6/3V/.6.5V/6, 640/200111Á 4.95 
2 x 14CV/00014A, 12QV/00012a, P/o APG2 1.95 
3640V/400Ma, P/o APT4 7.95 
23.5V Tapped 22V/47MA 1.95 
605VCT/36Ma 198 
780V, 27V/4.3, 8.3V/2.9, 1.25V/20A 3.95 
6.4V/11 Amp. P/o APQ7 2.25 
2 x 6.3V/_.25a, P/o AI'Ql3 1.95 

Type 

PE86 
DM416 
DM33A 
DM42 

PE101C 

BD AR 93 
23350 
ZA0515 
B-19 pack 

D-104 

DA -3A 

5053 
PE73CM 
CW21AAX 

DYNAMOTORS 

Input 
Volts Amps. 

28 1.25 
14 6.2 
28 7 
14 46 

13/26 12.6 
6.3 

28 3.25 
27 

12/24 4/25 
12 9.4 

12 

28 10 

28 
28 
13 
26 

1.4 
19 
12.6 
6.3 

BD77KM 14 40 
PE94 28 10 

Output Radio 
Volts Amps. Set Price 

250 060 RC 36 52.95 
330 .170 RU 19 6.95 
540 .250 BC 456 4.95 
515 .110 SCR 506 4.95 

1030 .050 
2/8 
400 .135 SCR 515 5.95 
800 .020 
375 .150 4.45 
285 .075 APN-1 3.50 
500 .050 3.65 
275 .110 MARK 118.75 
500 .050 
225 .100 12.69 
440 .200 
300 .060 SCR 522 
150 .010 
14.5 .5 

250 .060 APN-1 3.95 
1000 .350 BC 375 

400 135 
800 .020 

9 1.12 9.95 
1000 .350 BC 191 12.95 

300 .200 SCR 522 
150 101. 

14 S .5 

INVERTERS 
PE 218-E: Input: 25 28 vdc. 92 amp. Output: 115 v. 

350-550 cy 1500 volt-amperes. Dim: 17"x63f"x10". 
New $49.50 

PE 218-H: Same as above except size; 16;4'28'x10'. 
New $49.50 

PE 206: Input; 28 vdc. 38 amps. Output: 80 v 800 cy, 
500 volt -amps. Dim: 13"x53 "xtO".'. New $12.50 

RC 145 IFF 
GROUND STATION 

EQUIPMENT 
RC 145 includes: 

Receiver and Transmitter BC 1267A; 
Power Unit RA 105A; 

and Indicator Panel 1-221A. 
The 8 tcbe transmitter delivers I KW peak power be- tween 157-187 mc. using PP 2C26 tubes, an 829 mod- ulator, and several pulse forming and clipping tubes. There is plenty of room to install crystal oscillator. mul- tipliers and modulators. The lecher line plate circuit and antenna coupler are adjustable from the front panel. Beth receiver and transmitter can be matched in- dependertly to the antenna in use by adjustments or the front panel. The dials are not calibrated In fre- quency. 

The receiver Is a 13 tube superhet, as follows: RF stage -6.K5; RF stage 6AK5: Mixer-6AK5; H. F. 
Ose. -6C1: Five IF Stages-6AG5; Second DeL-6116: Tuning Eye -8E5; Video Am. -6M5; Cathode Fol- lower-6AG5. 

The I.T. frequency is 11 mc. and is stagger tuned to bandwidth of 4 mc. Power is supplied to the receiver from the main power supply. There is a jack for audio output from the second detector. Receiver dials are not calibrated in frequency. Tuning range 157-187 me. The initcator panel has controls for turning on and of a berm antenna rotating motor and various tubes and circt its to indicate the position of the antenna. In- cludes 1 selsyn motor. (8 tubes) 
The power required is approx. 950 watts at 117 volts 60 cycles. The power supply is fused on the front panel. and circuit breakers are used in the HV and 1.91. pri- maries. 7 tubes). The relay rack measures 395/16" high, 2646" wide and 20%" deep. There Is a blower mounted in the top of this rack. In all, there are 36 tubes enrolled with the equipment. The weight of the entire equipment is approximately 400 lbs. 

These salts are brand new. 

Price $390 ea. 
Wavemeter for above $75.00 Dipole Array for above $85.00 

CRYSTALS Low Freq. 
FT -241. A holder 54" Pin pacing. for ham and general Xtal controlled. Signal Generators. Q -511S, S.S.R. Excitera (Nov. QST) marked in army Mc harmonic fre- quenciee-Directions for deriving fundamental frequencies enclosed. Listed below by fundamental frequency, frac- tions omitted. 
370 419 445 485 512 391 
372 420 446 486 513 392 
374 422 455 487 514 393 
375 423 458 488 515 394 
376 424 459 490 516 395 
377 425 461 491 518 396 
379 427 462 492 519 397 
380 429 4F8 493 520 398 
381 430 469 494 5,2 400 
383 431 470 495 023 401 
384 433 472 496 525 402 385 434 473 497 526 403 
386 435 474 502 527 404 
387 436 475 503 529 405 
388 437 476 504 530 406 
412 438 477 505 531 407 
413 440 479 506 533 408 
414 441 480 507 534 409 
415 442 481 508 536 411 
416 443 483 509 537 each 
418 444 484 511 390 5 9c 

447 
448 
450 
451 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
463 
465 
498 
500 
501 
538 
590 

each 
$1.49 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE 
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 

18 VAC IN. 14 VDC OUT. 
2A $2.95 
4A 4.89 
6A 6.90 

12A8A 
7.49 
9.79 
8. 

36 VAC IN. 28 VDC 
24A 

OUT 
IA $3.95 
2A. 5.79 
9A. 9.89 

8A 
13.69 

1 

12A 
19.49 
34.53 

54 VAC IN. 42 VDC OUT.2A 

4A 
$6.95 
14.4 

120 VAC IN, 100 VDC OUT. 
2A $14.45 
8A 42.50 

12A 65.15 
SPECIAL RECTIFIERS 

ON REQUEST 
Hi -Current Chokes 

.1 11Y-12 Amp -40 Ohms 

.01 HY-2.5 Amp -Cased 
14.95 

Low -Voltage Transformers 
Primaries 115v, 60 Cycle 

36V -40V at 3.5 amps...53.75 
24v -1.5A 1.55 
8v -1.5A .98 

Transmitters 
40 -Watt 
Output 

These Famous 
V.F.O. Drivers 

Available 

4-5.3MC. $5.95 
5.3-7MC. 5.95 

274N (ARCS) 
Used. Good Cond. 

PE 157 Vibropack 
for BC 745 

Runs on 2V DC. Ob- 
tained from small Wil- 
lard Rechargeable bat- 
tery contained in case 
which is charged from 
6 Vac or DC. Also con- 
tains 5" PM Speaker A - 
Tacks for Mike Hdsets. 
Used, excellent...59.95 

T.V. Trans- 
former, r 
or 9" tem. 

A. 720vct 
3 0 0 0 v / 5 

/200 MA, 
6.4 / 8.7A. 
6.4 / 6A. 5/ 
3A, 1.25/ 

3A, 115V 60 cy In- 
put. Price ....$3.95 

A-62 PHANTOM 
ANTENNA 

This antenna is a Signal 
Corps type, and may be used 
for pre -tuning rigs for either 
single wire, doublet, or co- 
axial fed antennas. Unit con- 
sists of two colts. two resis- 
tors, variable condenser and 
indicating lamps, completely 
enclosed in circular can. 3" in 
diameter, 634 high, having 
bracket for wall mount, or rear of can. Used chiefly by Signal Corps for tuning mobile equipment. 

TUBES! 
01-A 
1626 
2C21 
2C22 
2X7/879 
36P1 
2C24 
3C30 
306 
3CP1 
3D21 -A 
3DP1 
3EP1 
3FP7 
305 
SBP1 
SBP4 
SCP1 
5FP7 
5130 
6C 
6SC7 
7C4 

1.01 
3 
5 
5.05 

10.1 
18 
43.5 
50 
75 
02 

120 
125 
Above Ea 
100000 
120000 
Above Ea 400 
1,000,000 ohms 

7E5 
7E6 
l0Y 
12A6 
12K8Y 
125F7 
125R7 
15P 
28D7 
30 (Spec.) 
45 (Spec.) 
39/44 
35/51 
227A 
225 
268-A 
355-A 
417 
530 
531 
532 
559 
562 

128 
150 
200 
210 
300 
430 
468 
800 
920 

1000 
1100 
1450 

300 

LARGE QUANTITIES 
AVAILABLE 

615 EF50 
704-A F-127 
705A FC258A 
724B 
800 GL532 
801-A FC271 
804 GL562 
815 GL623 
836 GL697 
837 ML100 
843 0K59 
860 121460 
861 QK61 
874 QK62 
876 V R91 
1005 V R130 
1619 VR135 
1624 VR137 
1629 VU120 
1961 VU134 
9002 WL532 
9004 WN150 
CEQ72 WT260 

PRECISION 
RESISTORS 

2230 
4300 
5000 
7500 
8500 

10000 
12000 
17000 
17300 
20000 
25000 

30000 
33000 
35000 
40000 
50000 
55000 
57000 
75000 

We ship 
type in 

stock 

Ten For $2.50 
150000 200000 
170000 220000 

Ten For $3.50 
Each 75/ 

OIL CONDENSERS 
Mfd. Volt. Price 
5 50 $0.45 

650 
15 

1 

0.5 
0.5 

2:0.5 
1 
12.5 

4 
3x.01 

1 

1.25 

2:0.1 
0.15 

2x0.1 
0.1 6000 

2x0.1 7000 
.015 16000 
.0016 15000 
.25 20000 

1 25000 
s 25000 

1 7500 
MANY OTHERS 

220 AC 2.20 
500 .40 
750 AC 1.59 

1000 .69 
1000 .70 
1000 .75 
1000 .85 
1000 .90 
1000 175 
1200 1.35 
1500 1.30 
1500 1.40 
1500 1.45 
2000 1.10 
4000 1.20 
4800 1.20 

2.39 
1.75 
8.95 
5.95 

SELSYN TESTER 
Magnesyn Instrument 
Field Teeter AAII' 43G- 
23330 Spec. 40772 To test 
Individual mag. Ind. e 
Emitters, for isolating 
Faults in magnesyn sys- 
tems. Brand new.$125.00 

COAX CABLE 
RG 8/U, 52 ohm 
RG 9/U. 52 ohms 
RG 57/U, Twin Cond. 95 

ohms 
RG 23/U. twin coax. 125 

ohm imp. armored 
RG 28/U. 50 ohm Imp. 

pulse cable Corona min. 
starting voltage 17 KV 

RG 35/U. 70 ohm imp. 
armored 

Many other Cables & 
Wire in stock. Writs. 

All merch. guar. Mail orders promptly tilled. All pri es 1'.0.13. N. Y. C. Send 510 or Cl,k. Only shipping chgs. sent C.O.D. 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO 
131 Liberty St., New York, N. Y. Dept. E-10 CHAS. ROSEN 

Rated concerns send P.O. 

Min. Order $3.00 

Phone: Digby 9-4124 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

RADAR COMMUNICATIONS 
10 CM RESEARCH EQUIPMENT 

Coaxial Wavemeter, W.E. Transmission Type, using type "N" fittings. 
Calibrated between 3400-4500 MC $99.50 

LHTR. LIGHTHOUSE ASSEMBLY Part of RT39 APG 5 & APO 15 Re- 

ceiver and Trans Cavities w/assoc, Tr. Cavity and Type N CPLO. To 
Recur. Uses 2C40, 2C43. 1B27. Tunable API/ 2400-2700 MCS. Silver5r 

Plated 
BEACON LIGHTHOUSE cavity 10 cm. Mfg. Bernard Rice 247.50 ea. 

MAGNETRON TO WAVEGUIDE Coupler with 721A Duplexer Cavity gold 

plated 0 

SIGNAL GENERATOR using 417A klystron. 2700-3300 mc. Output ap25Óá 

50 mw. 115 vac power supply. With tubes, new 34 

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY for GL 446 type lighthouse tubes (j23C40á 

etc.) 115 van 60 cycles. Panel Mounting. Usa tubes $32.50 
COAX CRYSTAL MOUNT, type N connectors 

R compL Pecvr & 30 MC IIF 
10 cm. 

sotrie using OAK5e 
RF head 

o(2C400. 2C43. 1B87 lineup) 
w/Tubes. 12.50 72IA TR BOX complete with tube and tuning plungers S 

MoNALLY KLYSTRON CAVITIES for 707B or 2K28. Three types avail- ableq $35.0000 
CRYSTAL CHECKER $12.50 

F FILTERS. Type 
Coax 

x input and output 
WAVEGUIDE to v/s" Rigid Co "Doorknob" adapter choke Ranee, silver2 

50 
plated broad band 

AN/APR5A IO cm antenna equipment consisting of two 10 cm waveguide 

sections, each polarized 45 degrees $75.00 per set 

POWER SPLITTER: 726 Klystron input duel "N" output $5.00 

MAGNETRON COUPLING FOR TYPE 720 MAG. to 1%" x 3' Wave - 
535.00 

ASI4A/AP-l0 CM Pick up Dipole with "N" Cables $4.50 

%s' RIGID COAX -3/s" I.C. 

RIGHT ANGLE BEND, with flexible coax output pick-up look $8.00 

SHORT RIGHT ANGLE bend, with pressurizing nipple $3.00 

RIGID COAX to flex wax connector $3.50 

STUB -SUPPORTED RIGID COAX, gold plated 5' lengths. Per length $5.00 

RT. ANGLES for above $2.50 

RT. ANGLE BEND 15" L. OA $3.50 

FLEXIBLE SECTION. 15" L Male to female $4.25 

FLEX COAX SECT. Approx. 30 ft 516.50 

1.25 CM RESEARCH EQUIPMENT 
Complete 24,000 MC RF Head, Including 2K33 Klystron, 3J31 

Magnetron and Magnet, all plumbing, and associated circuitry, 
in standard A -N Pressurized housing. New, $1100.00. 

Low Power Load $20.00 
.00 

Shunt Tee 
Waveguide Lengths, 2" to 6" long, gold plated withh 

circular lar Ranges and coupling nuts $2 per 
APS-34 Rotating Joint 
Right Angle Bend E or H Plane, specify combination of 

couplings desired $ 
00 

455 Bend E or H Plane, choke to cover 313.00 
Mitered Elbow, cover to cover $4.00 
TR-ATR-Section. Choke to cover $4.00 
Flexible Section 1" choke to choke $5.00 

$ "S" Curve Choke to cover $4.50 Adapter, round to square cover 
Feedback to Parabola Horn with pressurized window....$27 50 
90, Twist 
H" Band Directional Coupler $49.50 ea. 

SUPERSONICS 
QCU Magneto striction head RCA type CR 278225-New.$95.00 
Stainless Steel streamlining housings for above $18.50 
QBG Driver Amplifier, New $00.00 
QCU Magneto striction head, coil plate assembly, new.... 14.50 
QCQ-2/QCS Magneto striction head coil plate assembly..$14.50 
QCG2 Sonar complete set -Write for detalle. 
QC -RCA magneto striction head assy. consiste of coil, plate, 

nickel diaphragm plate, milled steel body unassembled.$66.00 
Supersonic Oscillator RCA 17-27 Kc. Rec. Driver, Ose. 115 v 

60 cy. AC. Designed for use w/200 watt drive. New 
ees tubes 

WEA-1 Console, Consiste of Rec. Ind. Ose. Remote training 
control 200 watt driver amp. 17-27 kc range........$450.00 

QBF 
drri 

Sonar 
rnoso, lad. & controll unit, and driveraste 

of 
amplifier40 

kc rec. 
22 28 kc. 

Write 
QJA Sonar QBF w/OJA adapter kits w/cathode ray tube indi- 

cation. Write. 

3cm Research Equipment 1" x 1/e" 
WAVEGUIDE 

l' x i/s" waveguide in 5' lengths, U039 flange to 11040 
$7.50 per lengthser 

plated 
Rotating Joint supplied either with or without deck mounting. $17.50 each UG 40 choke flanges 
Micrometer Head Wavemeter (Ordnance absorption type) supplied with 

each calibration curve 
2142 Magnetron Pulse Modulator, 14Kw max. rating 7Kw min Plate volt- 

age pulsed 5.5kv. 8.5 Amp. 1001 duty cycle, 2.5 user pulse length max. 
filament 6.3v .5 amp. Includes magnetron mug. and blower. Requires 
3C45 and 2-3B24. New $75.00 

TS -268 Crystal Checker 535.00 
Bulkhead Feed-Thru Assembly 515.00 
Pressure Gauge Section 15 lb. gauge and press nipple 

$10.0000 
Pressure Gauge. 15 lbs 
Dual Oscillator -Beacon Mount, P/O APS 10 Radar for mounting two 723A/ß 

klystron with crystal ms. macthing slugs, shields 542.50 
Dual Oscillator, Mount. (Back to back) with crystal mount, tunable termi- 

nation, attenuating slugs $18.50 
Directional Coupler. 110-40/U Take off 20 DB $17.50 
Directional Coupler, type "N" take off 20 DB calibrated $17.50 
2K25/723 tlunt F IrRe 

coupling and chokeer coupling to 
stron 

TR 
complete with 

0 

TR-ATR Duplexer section for above $8.50 

CU 105/APS 31 Direction Coupler 25 DB $25.00 

723AB Mixer -Beacon dual Ose. Mut. w/xtal holder $12.00 
Wavegulde Section 12" long choke to cover 45 deg. twist & 234" radius. 90 

deg. bend 
Twist 90 dog 5" choke to cover w/press nipple 
Wavegulde Sections 2% ft. long sliver plated with choke flange 
3 cm. mitred elbow "E" plane unplated 
UG 39 flanges 
UG 40 chokes 
90 degree elbows PE or II plane 234" radius 
90 degree twist 6' long -U039 to 11040 
45 degree twist 

S6.5Ó 
$5.75 

5' 8500# 
$1.00 

$12.50 

$8.00 
40KW X Band radar, complete as described and illustrated in July 1951, 

Electronics-APS-4 under belly assembly, less tubes 2375.00 

1 1/4" x 5/B" WAVEGUIDE 
Tunable Termination -Precision adjust 00 
Low Power Termination 28.00 
Magic Tee 5.00 
90 Degree Elbows, E or H plane $12.50 
Waveguide Lengths, cut to size and supplied with 1 choke, 

1 
cover, 
ov r,s per length 

BI Dir -Coupler WO output calibrated -25 db nominal 
Flex sections, 12" Rubber Coated 1250 Mitred Elbow H Plane UG51-ÚG52 
6' St. sect. choke to choke S3.50 
APO 13 Constant Z Rotat. Jnt $22.50 

CG 98B/APQ-13 12' Flex. Sect 134" x rye" OD $10.00 
Wave Gd Run 134" x %" Gd. consista of 4 ft. sect. w/RT angle bend on 

one end. 2" 45 deg. bend on other end 
X Band Wave Gd. 134' x %" O.D. 1/16' wall aluminum Per ft. 7 

Slug Tuner Attenuator W.E. guide. Gold plated $6.6 0 

VARISTORS 
0-187176 .95 

D -17n233Ó7 1.70 

D-1181 
.9586872 

D-171528 .95 
D -162356(308A) 1.50 

THERMISTORS 
D-166288 $1.50 
D-167332 (tube) $1.50 
D-170396 (bead) $1.50 
D-167613 (button) $1.50 
D-164699 for MTG ... . 

"X" band Guide $2.50 

PULSE EQUIPMENT 

MIT. MOD. 3 HARD TUBE PULSER: Output Pulse Power 144 KW (12 KV 
at 12 Amui. Duty Ratio: .001 max. Pulse duration: 5. 1.0. 2.0 microsec. 
Input voltage: 115 y 400 to 2400 cps. Uses: 1-715B, 4-829-B. 3-12's, -'75. 
New 10.00 

APQ-13 PULSE MODULATOR. Pulse Width .5 to 1.1 Micro Seo. Rep. rate 
624 to 1348 Pps. Pk. pwr. out 35 KW Energy 0.018 Joules $49.00 

TPS-3 PULSE MODULATOR. Pk. power 50 amp. 24 KW (1200 KW pk): 
pulse rate 200 PPS, 1.5 microsec. pulse line impedance 50 ohms. Circuit 
-series charging version of DC Resonance type. Uses two 705 -A's as 
rectifiers, 115 y, 400 cycle input. New with all tubes $49.50 

APS-10 MODULATOR DECK. Complete. less tubes $75.00 
PULSE NETWORKS 

ISA-1-400.50: 15 KV, "A" CKT. 1 microsec 400 PPS, 50 ohms imp.$42.50 
G.E. #6E3-5-2000-501P2T, 6KV "E" circuit, 3 sections .5 microsecond, 2000 

PPS 50 ohms impedance $6.50 
G. E. *3E (3-84-810) (8-2.24-405) 50P4T; 3KV "E" CKT Dual Unit; Unit i. 

3 sections. 84 Microsec. 810 PPS, 50 ohms imp.: Unit 2, 8 Sections, 2.2424 

microsec. 405 PPS. 50 ohms imp 
7.5E3 -I -200-67P. 7.5 KV, "E" Circuit, I microseo 200 PPS, 87 ohms im- 

pedance, 3 sections $7.50 
7.5E4-16.60, 67P, 7.5 KV. "E" circuit. 4 sections 16 microseo, 60 PPS 87 

ohms impedance 0i.00 
7.5E33.200.6FT, 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit, 3 microsec 200 PPS, 67 ohms imp. 3 

sections $12.50 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 
G.E.K.-2745 $39.50 
G.E.K.-274441, 11.5 KV High Voltage, 3.2 KV Low Voltage @ 200 KW operb. 
(270 KW max.) 1 microsec, or 1/microsec. @ 600 PPS $38 

TEST SETS 
TS 102/AP 
TS 62/AP 
TS 36/AP 
TS 12 UNIT 2 

Q. METER 
TS 69/AP 
TS 33/AP 
CW60-ABM 
LU -1 

LU -3 
TS 159 

TS 226 
TS 250/A PN 
TS 89 
1.203-A 
TS II/AP 
BC 438 

CS60-A BW 
1-158 
1.222 
1-185 
TS 268/U 

Send For Further 
Info. & Price 

Others 

MICROWAVE TUBES 
MAGNETRONS 

Tube Frq. Range Pk. Pwr. Output 
2127 
2131 
2J21 -A 
2J22 
2J26 
2J32 
2J38 Pkg. 
2139 Pkg. 
2J49 
2J61 
2J62 
3731 
5130 
718DY 2720-2890 mo. 
72013Y 2800 ma 
725-A 9345-9405 ma 
730-A 9345-9405 mc. 
700 A B. C. D 
706 AY, BY. DY, EY, FY, GY 

KLYSTRONS 
723A 723A/ß -2K25 726A 

"CW" MAGNETRONS 
QK 82 3150-3375 mc. 
QK 59 2675-2900 mc. 
QK 61 2975-3200 mc. 
QK 60 2800-3025 ma 

New. Guaranteed Each 587.8$ 
MANY OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE. SEND YOUR 

REQUIREMENTS. 

2965-2992 ma 275 KW 
2820-2860 mc. 265 KW 
9345-9405 mc. 50 KW 
3267-3333 mc. 265 KW 
2992-3019 mo. 275 KW 
2780-2820 me. 285 KW 
3249-3263 me. 5 KW 
3267-3333 mc. 87 KW 
9000-9160 mc. 58 KW 
3000-5100 mo. 35 KW 
2914-3010 mc. 35 KW 

24,000 mc. 50 KW 

250 KW 
1000 KW 

50 KW 
50 KW 

$25.00 
38.50 
12.50 
25.09 
37.50 

39.50 
39.50 
75.00 
75.00 
75.00 
85.00 

35.00 
75.00 
50.00 
50.00 
35.00 
55.00 

Mail orders promptly filled. All prices F.O.B. New York City. Send money order or 

check. Only shipping sent C.O.D. Rated concerns send purchase order. 

131 LIBERTY ST., Dept E10 
ALL MERCHANDISE 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

EQUIPMENT CO. 
AN/APS-6-(AIA) 

RT 17/APS-6 ... A 3 C.M. package de- signed for aircraft interception ... night tighter radar work for use with a conical scan antenna, pictured and described be- 
low. Package consists of 725A magnetron and magnet, 1B24 duplexer, 724 ATR, 723 A/B local oscillator and beacon oscillator. complete transmitter -receiver, RF plumb- ing, IF strip using 6AK5's and 6AL5's. Miniature tubes used throughout, enclosed blower, pressurized housing. A complete 3 
CM RF package of the latest design, using miniaturized components. 
Less receiving type tubes $425. 
AN/APS-6-(AIA) Test Synchroseopes- 

WRITE 

SONAR 

The AN/APS-6 SPIRAL SCAN ANTENNA 
The AN/APS-6 (AIA) system imposes unusual require- 

ments on the scanner. This radar is used for airborne detec- 
tion of aircraft under blind conditions, and therefore requires 
a search over a solid angle in the forward direction. The 
beamwidth is about 5°. 

The scan is spiral, and one turn of the spiral is described 
in 1/20 sec, which causes the plane of polarization to gyrate 
at this speed. The beam is made to spiral outward from 
0° (straight ahead) to 60° and back again in 2 sec by the 
nodding of the antenna in relation to the yoke which forms 

POWER 

EQUIPMENT 
50KW Diesel 

Generator 

Delco Generator 
Mod. #1-3659 

50KW 120 Volt 
DC 500 Amperes 

1500 RPM 

Stab Shunt wound 
60° C Rise 

Navy Spec. 
#17-C-7 

Cummins 
Diesel 

SBMH 63 
Model HGD 

Eng. #45751 

GenBuitor 

w3Veguìd[ 

! 
'+Wa ve); u i c! i: 

CGnlll'CI i.)n 
covered) 

Motor' 

pport trunnion 

This m?.rnber spins 
but dc es not nod 

the forward end of the horizontal main shaft. By throwing 
a switch the operator can halt the nodding of the antenna, 
which then executes a conical scan to permit accurate hom- 
ing. A single motor, rated at 600 watts mechanical output, 
provides power for the nod and spin motions. The data take- 
offs are a 2 -phase sine -wave generator for the spin angle 
and a potentiometer for the nod angle, both being mounted 
on the main gear case to obviate the need of slip rings. 
The gear case is unusual in airborne practice in $375 that it is oil -filled `r 

Tllí=. rtlember 'pins and nods 

Photo reprinted by permission of Dalmo.Victor Co 
7.5 EVA Gasoline generator sets, Type PE99, 115 volts, 60 cycle, single phase AC, unused $550.00 115 Ampere circuit breaker. ITE MODEL KJ $15.00 each Stepdown Transformer, Pri. 440/220/110 VAC, 60 Cy. 3KVA, Sec., 115 Volts, 2500 volte insulation. Size 12" x 12" x 7". $39.50 Plate Transformer, Pri. 115V 60 Cy. Single phase AC Sec., 17,600 Volts @ 144 MA. Oil emmersed $95.00 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
Mfg. Raytheon: Navy CRP -301407; Pri: 92-138 v. 15 amps. 57 to 63 cy. 1 phase. Sec: 115 v. 7.15 amp. .82 KVA. .96 PF. Con- tains the following components: 
Regulator Transformer: Raytheon UX9645. Pri: 92-138 v. 60 cy. 

1 PH. Sec: 200/580 v. 5.55/6.26 amps. 400 e rme teat. 
Filter Reactor: 1 56 hy. 5 amps. 4000 v. Raytheon UX9547. Transformer: Pri: 186 v. 5 amps; Sec: 115 v. 7.2 amps. Size, 12" x 20" x 29". Net wt. approx. 260 lbs. Entire unit is enclosed in grey metal cabinet. New, as shown $99.50 

reFicïi;;i 

RADAR 

SETS 
APS-2, Airborne, 10 

CM Major Units, 
New 

APS-4, Airborne, 3 
CM, Compl. 

APS-15, Airborne, 3 
CM, Major Unite, 
New 

SD -4, Submarine, 
200 MC, Compl., 
New 

8E, Shipboard, 10 
CM, compl., New 

SF -1, Shipboard. 10 
MC, Compl., New 

SJ-1, Submarine, 10 
MC, Compl., Used 

SL -1, Shipboard, 10 
MC, Compl., Used 

SN, Portable, 10 CM, Compl., Used 
SQ, Portable, 10 CM, Compl., Used 
SO -1, Shipboard, 10 CM, Compl., Used 
SO -7, Portable, 10 CM, Assault Radar 
80-8, Shipboard, 10 CM, Compl., Used 
Mark 4, Gunlaying, 800 MC, Lese Ant., Used 
Mark 10, Gunlaying, 10 CM, Compi., New 
CPN-3, Beacon, 10 CM, Major Unite, Used 
CPN-8, Beacon, 10 CM, Complete New Less Ant., New 
SCR -533, IFF/AIR, 500 MC, New 
SCR -545, Early Warning Radar Trailer, Complete 
SM Radar, 10 CM, Early Warning, Used 

SCR 277 RANGE TRAILER 
Trailer, consisting of a complete low frequency radio range installation, including portable tower, gasoline generator, com- munications equipment. This unit is standard and approved. Write for details and price. 

GUARANTEED Mail orders promptly filled. All prices F.O.B. New York City. Send money order or check. Only shipping charges sent C.O.D. Rated concerns send purchase order. 

Phone Main 4-8373-4-5-6 P. J. PLISHNER 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

HARNAR HAS TRANSFORMERS...for a wide 

range of applications -civilian and military 

CONTACT HARMAR, when you need transformers. From sample lots 

to production quantities, your order can be shipped immediately. 

And prices are reasonable. 

Remember ... when you deal with Harmar, you deal with principals - 
Harmar owns every item it offers for sale. 

write, wire or phone: 

242 Territorial Rd. 
Benton Harbor, Mich. 

Phone: 5-7271 

1003 Union Trust Bldg. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

Phone: Main 3155 

refer to our rating in Dun E Bradstreet 

ANTENNAS RESISTORS TRANSFORMERS DYNAMOTORS CONDENSERS CABLES AND CORDS SOCKETS INSULATORS TUBES 

METERS CONTROLS SWITCHES JACKS COILS RECEIVERS KEYS HEADSETS BREAKERS RADAR TRANSCEIVERS 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

RELAYS 
ARE OUR SPECIALTY U 
WE HAVE OVER49;e@9"3OÓ,G 

WE ALSO HAVE LARGE STOCKS OF: 
A PC'S Crystals Relays 

A. C. RELAYS 
Binding Posts Filters Registers ALLIED B06A115 110V G0Cyc, DPDT, l0A 
Cable Fuses Servo-Xfmrs. Cant arts #8429 $ 3.49 
Capacitors 
Ceramicons 

Ceramics 

Hardware 
Iron Core Slugs 

Knobs 

Shock -Mounts 
Sockets 
Spaghetti 

ALLIED BO4A115 110V 60Cyc, DPST n.o 
10A Contacts #11430 

LEACH 1154 50V 6003e. DPST n.o. 10A 
Contacts #11431 

2.49 

2.49 
Chokes 

Coils 
Potentiometers 

(sine -cosine) 

Switches 
Transformers 
Tubes 

ABT C1070 110V 60Cye, Coin Release Me- cimniam #R31315.......:...... 
GUARDIAN 24VAC, Makes, Breaks 1 (lA, 

.69 

Controls Pulse Xfmrs. And Others 1C) 5A Contacts #11273 1.10 
GUARDIAN 24VAC, SPST n.o. 5A Con- tacts #11274 .96 
I2VAC DPST, n.o. 5A Contacts #11275...ea. .98 
CLARE, 110V 50-80 eye. Makes 2 Breaks 1, 

MINIATURE Quick Acting, Octal Plug-in Base #11161 
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC CLASS F TYPE 

3.25 

RELAYS RA. 110V, 50-60 cyc. 4PDT Quick Acting 
#11159 4.49 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC Similar to #11159 with 111351 Cover DPDT #11160 3.49 

GUARDIAN 6VDC, SPAT n.o. 40 ohm, #R31 .98 

23025 RBM 48VDC, SPDT, 8000 ohm, 6 ma 
#11428 1.50 

ALLIED 24VDC, SPDT, 300 ohm, #R432 1.25 

55251 TELECHRON, 24VDC, BM n.o. (IA) 
300 ohm, #11174 .90 

55340 PRICE, 24VDC SPAT n.o. (1A) 300 
ohm #11170 

55342 TELECHRON, 24VDC. Makes 3 Breaks 
One. (2As, 1C) 300 ohm. Anti -Capacity 
Arms, Low Loss Bakelite Insulation #11171 1.25 

55526 COOK, 24VDC. Makes 2, Breaks One, 
(1A, 1C) 300 ohm Ceramic Insulation, 
#11107 

55528 G.E. 12VDC, 6PST n.o. (BAs), 150 
ohm, #11426 

55531 COOK, 12-24VDC. Makes 4, Breaks 2 
(2As, 2Cs), 150 ohm #11405 

55589 RBM, 24VDC, DPST n.o. (2As(, 
300 ohm, #11245 

55836 G.E. 24VDC, SPDT, (2Ás), 250 ohm, 
#11402 ea. 1.25 

55837 G.E. 24VDC. Double Make, 300 ohm. 
#R1080 

.90 

.95 

1.50 

1.25 

1.25 

1.00 

55837 RBM. Same as #111080, #1110811 1.25 

55837 ALLIED. Same as #111080, #11108 1.50 

D163221 AMER. TOTALIZATOR, 24VDC, 
DPDT 300 ohms, Anti -Capacity Arms 
#R134 

GUARDIAN, 24VDC, SPST, n.o. 300 ohms 
Anti-Capacityß Arm, Ceramic Insulation 

106 

2301x.0 RBM, 24VDC, SPDT, 250 ohms 
1.25 

1.25 

.59 

7251 ARC 24VDC, SPDT, 300 ohm #11406 1.25 

7252 ARC, 24VDC, DPST, n.o. (2As) 300 
ohm, Anti -Capacity Arms, Ceramic Insula- 
tion, #11354 1.25 

A13415 CLARE, 12VDC, DPST, n.o. (2As) 
120 ohms. #11246 

A21577 CLARE, 24VDC, DPST n.o. (2As) 
250 ohms, #16352 1.25 

P3 LEACH (Pair on Bakelite Strip) Each re- 
lay; 6VDC. SPDT, 125 ohms, #)3353.. pr. 2.25 

ZH77628-I AUTOMATIC, 12VDC, Make One, 
Break Two (1B, 1C) 640 ohms Dual Tele- 
phone Typa Contacte #/1244 .85 

7472679 G.E. 3VDC. SPST, n.c. (1B) 30 
ohms, #1159A .59 

2VDC SPDT, 125 ohms, #11173 .69 

73A23 ALLIED, 24VDC. Make 3. Break 1, 
(2As, 1C) 300 ohms, #11403 ea. 1.25 

TB 302 PRICE, 24VDC. Make 3, Break 1, 
(2As, IC) 300 ohms. #11404 ea. 1.25 

810059 -II CLARE, 24VDC, 4PDT, 300 ohm, 
#11426 1.50 

RIO COOK. 12-24VDC, 3PST n.o. (3As), 
One rancart IOA, 250 ohm. #11427 1.50 

HI -VOLTAGE 
GLASS TO METAL SEALS 

(FEED THRU) 
MANY TYPES AND SIZES 

Send us blueprints or samples for our Quotes 

SOLENOIDS 

B5A ALLEN BRADLEY 24VDC SPST 50A 
100 ohms. #11105 51.95 B5A HART Cot. #692114-SPST.5Q. A, 150 ohm , 

1.95 BSA SQUARE "D' 24VDC SPST SOA, 150 
25 brus, rß 2.25 BSA 'SUTLER HAMMER 24VDC, SPST 50A, 

100 ohms #1124 2.25 
134 AUTO LITE 24VDC, SPST 200A, 90 ohms, 

3.50 B4 HART M569A Cat. 694/119, 24VDC, SPST 200A, 75 ohms, 511127A 2.95 B8 CUTLER HAMMER 604111139A, 24VDC, 
SPST 2O0Á, 10 ohms. #RISO. 3.95 

BS AUTO LITE SPEC 032424A, 24VDC, SPST 
200A. 6 ohms, 011128 235 

D1 ECLIPSE D1EA 53528, 24VDC SPST 200A, 
6 6 slums, .11/ 21. 2.95 CUTLER HAMMER 6041H36A, 12VDC, SPST 2004, 17 ohms, -8121 3.95 Dl CUTLER HAMMER D1-9432181, 24VDC, SPST 200A, 50 ohm. 3.95 LEACH 5030CSP, 12VDC, SPST 50A, 25 ohms, a 

01125 1.95 LEACH 79733, 24VDC, Dble Make & Break 50A, and SPST ILO., 65 ohms, #11131 2.50 G.E. 429896. Plastic Enclosed, 24VDC, SPST 
50A, 150 ohms, #R23 2.95 

G.E. CR2792D116W2 Plastic Enclosed, 12VDC, T ' SPST 100A, 112311 5.50 EPCO 547D, 12VDC, SPST 30A. 35 ohms #R122 2.95 RBM BN5, 24VDC SPST 50A, 200 ohms #R224 1.95 G.E. CR2800384A3, 24VDC, SPST, 200A, 50 9 ohms #8598 3.95 
G.E. C!ì953311 100A2, 24VDC, 2 switchettee, DPST n.e. & SPST n.c. long throw #RI32 9.95 GUARDIAN 34585 Dual Latching 24VDC ea section: Doable Make & Break & Alternate Ñ44 Double make, Break. 100A contacts, 24 ohm. #11223 8.75 G.E. M29J682-1 (No contacta) 10-I2VDC- Micalez Flipper Arm. Release. at 2VDC 

#H1ó7 1.25 CUTLER -HAMMER 6041H158A, 12VDC, SPST n.o. 50A, 25 ohms #1428 1.98 

1.25 12 LB T CH STRE 12 LB 
JOST THE THING FOR YOH LAB! 
12 Ins of miscellaneous ELECTRONIC 
PARTS -ALL GOOD -ALL USAbLt-suce 
AS RELAYS, CONTROLS, CAPACITORS, 
APORMERS, CHOKES, SWITCHES, kc- 
SISTORS, ETC. NO JUNK -NO MECHAN- 
ICAL PARTS. 

Warth many times the purchase price! Odd 
pieces left over from displays, samples, and 

2 
Quantity sales, closed 

00outoe 
b 

atecause fractioof fifn e- ta2 00 al 
Acuity in Stocking. 

H -F TIE 
POST 
lane-I,c.> Yellow Bakelite Insulation, pictured ac- tual size (4-40 Thread) $7.50/C $60.00/M 

Write Us Your Needs for Immediate Quote 

(Jníicrsa(cneral corp. 
324 Canal St. N. Y. 13 WA 5-9642 

TELEPHONE 
TYPE 

RELAYS 

107 COOK, 3-6VDC, 6 make, 1 break (5As, 
1C), 12 ohm. Part of BC654, #11407 $ 2.95 

5035A7 AUTOMATIC. 1300 ohm, 8MaDC, 
SPST n.o., (lA), #11103 1.25 

A18256 BENDIX (Cook 102) 8-12VDC, Cop - 
Per 

Blu 
Slow S,#11365 SPDT, 200 ohm, Part of SCR 522 2.49 

P32505 STROMBERG-CARLSON 12VDC, 
SPDT n.o. (2As), 200 ohm, Anti -vibration 
contacts. Part of ABR. #1192 1.49 

P92504 STROMBERG-CARLSON 6VDC 
SPAT, n.o. (IA), 100 ohm. Anti -vibration 
contacts. #1102 1.49 

R5229A1 AUTOMATIC 6VDC, SPST n.o 
(3Ás), 75 ohms, Slow Release, #11412 2.50 

R5021A1 AUTOMATIC 1300 ohm, 20maDC 
SPST n.c. (111), #1413 2.95 

SHORT TELEPHONE RELAYS 
AI1996 CLARE (1177519-1) 24VDC, 3PST 

n.o. (3As), 2000 ohm, #1194 $ 1.75 
6385 ARC 12VDC. SPAT n.o. (1A), 10A contact, 200 ohm, Part of ARCS or SCR 

274N, #1113 1.50 
C58180 BENDIX, 12VDC, DPDT & SPST n.c. (SC, 1B) 150 ohm. Part of SCR522 

2.00 
A22268 CLARE, 12VDC, SPST n.o. (1A), 

200 ohm, #11411 1.50 
5586 W.E., 12-24VDC, SPAT n.o. (IA), 300 ohm, #11414 1.25 

D.C. SENSITIVE 
PLATE RELAYS 

W.E. (Whelock) KS9665-RX956 2000 olun, 
9 ma. Makes 2, Breaks 2 (IA, 1B, IC) 
#11426 4.95 KURMAN 1500 ohm, 1k ma, SPDT, Small Compact #11427 .98 

KURMAN 3300 ohm, 7 ma, Makes 3, Breaks 
1 (3A, 1B) Long Telephone Type #11243. 2.95 

AUTOMATIC 5035A7 1300 ohm, 8 ma, SPAT 
n.o. Long Telephone Type #11104 1.25 

CLARE K102 3500 ohm. 6 ma, SPDT, Short 
Telephone Type #1130 3.49 

D U M O NT 5000 ohm, 5 ma, SPST n.o 
Z 8230 .98 

RBM 23025 8000 ohm, 6 ma, SPDT #11428 1.50 SIGMA TYPE 4F 8000 ohm, SPDT (1C) 
Can be adjusted to operate on 0.5 ma, 
#I1425 53.95 

ALLIED 
RELAYS 

8061340 77VDC, DPDT, 2380 ohm 01356Each 52.25 B013D35 24VDC, SPST, double make, 
240 ohm #1106 1.25 1109D28 6VDC SPDT, 14 ohm #11225 2.25 BJ6D36 24VDC, DPDT, 255 ohm #1420 1.55 BJX-42 12or24VDC SP DPLE break, 

240 ohm C.T. 011226 1.25 55937 24VDC, Double make, 300 ohm #11100 1.50 B01535 24VDC, Doublemake & Break 
240 ohm #1238 1.30 601332 12VDC, 80 ohm, Coil & Frame 
only (no contacte) #RC358 .40 BOYX3 IVDC SPST, n.o. 1 1/2 ohm #135: 1.50 BOY13D 20VDC Double make & break 
550 ohm #11360 1.95 A R 

006A115 1112VDC, 
SPST 

ÓV 60 Cyc, DPD75 T ohm 
10A##429 

1.00 
Contacts /1429 3.49 604A115 110V 60Cye, DPST n.o. IOA 
Contacte #11430 2.49 BOY6D42 87VDC, DPDT, 10,000 ohm, 

10A Contacts 
BN12D34 24VDmaC, 4PDT, 277 obm. 

#11433 3.49 

10A Contacte #434 3.49 BJU (Electrical Latching) 6VDC, 
SPDT, le Ohm ea Coil, Dustproof 
Shield, 11 Pin Plug Base #11435 6.95 AN13D33 24VDC, SPST n.o., 175 ohm. 
50A Contacte (Electrical & Mechanical 
Specifications Identical to CN13D33) #R436 1.95 SKH-CC-CC38 la-24VDC, 4PDT, 680 ohm, Hermetically Sealed /11437 3.95 

DIFFERENTIAL 803478 DUAL 8000 ohm 2.5 ma. coils, Armature pivoted between Doles, all contacte normally open. SPDT 5A, contacts Hi -speed, Suit- able for P .P., bridge or balanced circuits where differential action is required #11362 $4.95 

TERMS 

PRICES FOB OUR PLANT, Min. Order 55.00 
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DISCOUNTS AND.. 

2s-40- 
SAVINGS 

Q 7o ° 
INSERTS AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME 

8S -1P 16S -8P 18-23S 20-24P 22-23S 24-684P 28-745S 32-2S 
8S -1S 16S -8S 18.24P 20-24S 22-24P 24-684S 28-840P 36-7P 
10S -2P 16-15P 18-24S 20-25P 22-24S 24-691P 28-840S 36-7S 
10S -2S 16-15S 18-25P 20-25S 22-27P 24-691S 28-852P 36-8P 
10SL-3P 16-16P 18-25S 20-26P 22-27S 24-710P 28-852S 36-8S 
lOSL-3S 16-16S 18-26P 20-26S 22-30P 24-710S 32-1P 36-9P 
I OSL-4P 16-2P 18-26S 20-27P 22-30S 28-1P 32-1S 36-9S 
10SL-1S 16-7P 18-27P 20-27S 22-32P 28-1S 32-3P 36-10P 
10SL-656P 16-7S 18-27S 20-28P 22-32S 28-2P 32-3S 36 -IOS 
10SL-656S 16.9P I8 -28P 20-28S 22-36P 28-2S 32-5P 36-11P 
12S -1P 16-9S 18-28S 20-29P 22-36S 28-3P 32-5S 36-I1S 
12S -1S 16-lOP 18-29P 20-29S 24-1P 28-3S 32-6P 36-12P 
12S -2P 16-10S 18-29S 20-30P 24-1S 28-4P 32-6S 36-12S 
12S -2S 16-11P 18-30P 20-30S 24-2P 28-4S 32-7P 36-I4P 
12S -3P 16-11S 18-30S 22 -IP 24-2S 28-5P 32-7S 36-14S 
12S -3S 16-12P 18-31P 22 -IS 24-3P 28-5S 32-8P 36-15P 
12S -4P 16-12S 18-31S 22-2P 24-3S 28-79 32-8S 36-15S 
12S -4S 16-13P 20-1P 22-2S 24-4P 2878 32-9P 36-16P 
12-5P 16-13S 20-1S 22-3S 24-4S 28-8P 32-9S 36-16S 
12-5S 18-1P 20-2P 22-4P 24-5P 28-8S 32-lOP 36-17P 
12S -6P 18-1S 20-2S 22-4S 24-55 28-9P 32-10S 36-17S 
12S -6S 18-2P 20-3P 22-5P 24-6P 28-9S 32-13P 36-18P 
14S -1P 18-2S 20-3S 22-55 24-65 28-10P 32-13S 36-185 
14S -1S 18-3P 20-4P 22-6P 24-7P 28-lOS 32-14P 36-19S 
14S -2P 18-35 20-4S 22-6S 24-7S 28-11P 32-14S 36-20P 
14S -2S 18-4P 20 -SP 22-8P 24-9P 28-11S 32-16P 36-21P 
14S -4P 18-4S 20-5S 22-8S 24-9S 28-12P 32-16S 36-21S 
14S -4S 18-5P 20-6P 22-9P 24-10P 28-12S 32-18P 36-646P 
14S -SP 18-5S 20-6S 22-9S 24-10S 28-13P 32-18S 36-697P 
14S -5S 
14S -6P 
14S-69 

18-6P 

18-6S 

18.8P 

20-7P 

20-7S 

20-8P 

22-10P 

22.10S 

22-11P 

24-11P 

24-11S 

24-12P 

28-13S 

28-I4S 

28-15P 

32-19P 

32-19S 

32-20P 

36-6975 
36-799P 

36-799S 
14S -7P 18-8S 20-8S 22-11S 24-12S 28-15S 32-20S 40-1P 
14S -7S 
14S -9P 

18-9P 
18-9S 

20-9P 

20-9S 
22-12P 
22-12S 

24-15P 
24-15S 

28-I6P 
28-16S 

32.101P 
32-101S 

401S 
40-2P 

145-9S 18-10P 20.10P 22-13P 24-16P 28-17P 32-102P 40-6P 
14S -10P 18-10S 20-10S 22-13S 24-16S 28-17S 32-102S 40-9P 
14S -IOS 18-11P 20-11P 22-14P 24.18P 28-18P 32-722P 40-9S 
14S11P 18-11S 20-11S 22-14S 24-18S 28-I8S 32-722S 40-1IP 
14S -11S 18-12P 20-12P 22-15P 24-19P 28-19P 32-810P 40-11S 
14S -12P 18-12S 20-13P 22-15S 24-19S 28-19S 32-810S 40-13P 
14S -12S 
14-3P 

14-35 

16S -1P 
16S -IS 
16S -3P 

18-13P 

18-13S 

18-16P 18-16524-21P 
1817P 
18-175 

20-13S 

20-14P 

20-14S 

20-15P 

20.15S 

2016P 

22-16P 

22-16S 

22-17P 

22-17S 

22-18P 
22-18S 

24-20P 

24-20S 

24-215 

24-24P 

28-20P 
28-20S 

28-2IP 

28-215 
28-684P 

28-689S 

32-811P 

32-811S 

36-1P 
36-15 

36-2P 

36-2S 

44 -IP 

44 -IS 

44-2P 

44-2S 

44-4P 

44-4S 
16S -3S 
16S -4P 

18-18P 

18-18S 
20-16S 
20-17P 

22-19P 

22-19S 

24-24S 

24-25P 
28-6939 

28-693S 
36-3P 
36-3S 

44-5P 

44-5S 
16S -4S 
16S -5P 

16S -5S 
16S -6P 
16S -6S 

18-20P 

18-20S 

18-22P 

18-22S 

18-23P 

20-19S 

20-20P 

20-20S 

20-23P 

20-23S 

22-20P 

22-20S 

22-21S 

22-22P 

22-22S 

24-25S 

24-26P 

24-26S 

24-28P 

24-28S 

28-695P 

28-695S 

28-702P 

28-702S 

28-745P 

36-6P 

36-6S 
22-3P 

28-6P 

32-2P 

44-6P 

44-6S 

44-9S 

48-1P 

48-3S 

3108-8 

AN 3108-A 

AN 3106 

AN 3102 

AN 3101 

AN 3100 

AN 3057 

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO "DO" ORDERS 

DAVID GREENBERG 
99 MURRAY ST., N. Y. C. TEL. WORTH 2-7423 
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BRAND NEW - GUARANTEED - SURPLUS - METERS ! ! 

R. F. AMMETERS 
1.5 AMP. GENERAL ELECTRIC DW-52 234' 

round flush metal black scale 49 $3.50 
2 AMPS, WESTON 425, 31,4" round flush baketlte 

case 0 $8.50 
2.5 AMPS, WESTON 425, 334' round flush bake - 

litt ease @ $8.50 
2.5 AMPS. SIMPSON 35. 334" round flush bakellte 

case 4 $5.50 
3 AMPS, WESTON 425, 3%' round flush bakelite 

case, with external thermocouple 9 $9.50 
3 AMPS. WESTINGHOUSE NT -35, 3%' round 

flush bakellte (JAN type MIL35WOOwRFAA) 
0 $6.50 

5 AMPS. GENERAL ELECTRIC DO -44 8%" 
round flush bakelite rase 62 $7.50 

5 AMPS, GENERAL ELECTRIC DO -44, 834' 
round flush bakelite case with external thermo- 
couple @ $8.50 

6 AMPS. GENERAL ELECTRIC DW-44 23Y 
round flush hakelite case, black scale... $4.50 

8 AMPS, GENERAL ELECTRIC DW-52, 234" 
round flush bakelite case (JAN type MR25- 
WOoBRLAA) @ $3.95 

10 AMPS, WESTON 425, 314" round flush hakelite 
case. MR35WPIORFAA @ $9.50 

D. C. VOLTMETERS 
30 VOLTS. G1tUIEN 250M, 2%" round flush metal 

case 0 $3.50 
75 VOLTS, GENERAL ELECTRIC DO -40. 3' 

round non -flanged, ring mounted flush bakellte 
case. 1000 ohms per volt @ $4.95 

5/125 VOLTS, DUAL RANGE, WESTON 508. 2" 
round flush metal, ring clamp mounted (non - 
flanged) approx. 135 ohms per volt. plus button 
tor high range @ $4.00 

ISO VOLTS. GENERAL ELECTRIC DO -53, 3" 
square flush hakelite ease @ $7.50 

150 VOLTS. GENERAL ELECTRIC DO -41, 834' 
round flush bakelite case, 1000 ohms per 
volt 0 $7.50 

150 VOLTS, TTOYT 17-L, 334" round flush metal 
rase, led line at 110 volts 0 $6.00 

300 VOLTS, SUN 2Aí'380, 214' round flush bakellte 
case. 1000 ohms per volt, (JAN type MR253V- 
300D(VV) 0 $7.00 

500 VOLTS, WESTON 106, 214" round flush bake- 
Iite rase, 1 MA movement complete with Weston 
type 8, external resistor box (JAN type 
MIt251V5000'VV1 6 $9.50 

750 VOLTS. WESTINGHOUSE NE -85, 3' round flush 
bakellte case. 1 MA movement complete with ex- 
ternal resistor @ $8.95 

2 KILOVOLTS. GENERAL ELECTRIC DO -53, 8' 

square flush bakellte case, 1 MA movement com- 
plete with 1000 ohms per volt precision ferrule - 
type multiplier @ $10.95 

4 KILOVOLTS, DEJUR AMSCO # 310, 31,4" round 
flush bakelite case, I DIA movement....@ $4.50 

D. C. MILLIAMMETERS 
2 MILLIAMPS, WESTINGHOUSE NE -85. 8%" 

round flush bakelite case (JAN MR35W002DC- 

3 MILLIAMPS, GRUE -N GW-587, 21,4"42 round 
flush bakellte case, scale callb. 30 & 450 MA 
and 3000 volts @ $3.50 

5 MILLIAMPS, SIMPSON, 2' square flush bakellte 
case, special scale with red mark at 3, caption 
"Volts" @ $3.50 

5-0.5 MI LLIAMPS. WESTERN F.LF.CTBIC D- 
165647, 334" round flush bakellte case, concentric 
style movement approx. 160° deflection scale 
callb. 50-0-50 O1ß $4.00 

15 MILLIAMPS, GENERAL ELECTRIC DO -58. 
4" a 434" rectangular flush bakellte case @ $4.95 

15 MILLIAMPS, SIMPSON 28. 314' round flush 
bakellte case (JAN type MR25W015DCDfA) 

@ $6.00 
20 MILLIAMPS, GENERAL ELECTRIC DO -53, 3' 

square flush bake case e $5.50 
25 MILLIAMPS, GENERAL ELECTRIC Du 41, 

334' round flush bake case Ç $5.50 
113 MILLIAMPS. BURLINGTON. 81 B, 3% round 

flush bakelite case special 3 color scale, no cali- 
brations, caption "Power Indicator" @ $3.00 

150 MILLIAMPS, GENERAL ELECTRIC DO -41, 
334' round flush bake case @ $5.50 

150 MILLIAMPS, TRII'LEIT. 2" square flush bake 
case, black scale 0 $3.95 

150 MILLIAMPS, GItUEN 508, 234" round flush 
bakelite case 4 $3.95 

150 MILLIAMPS, ELECTEL # 350, 334" round flush 
hakelite case made by Elect. Div. of US Time 
Co.150 
MILLIAMPS, IiFEDE. 314' round flush@bakelltte 
case e 

200 MILLIAMPS, MARION, 334" round flush bake - 
lite case, knife edge pointer 0 54.00 

200 MILLIAMPS, SIMPSON 26, 314' round flush 
bakellte case (Jan type MR35W200DCDIA) 

CO $5.95 
300 MILLIAMPS, GRITEN GW-529. 314' round flush 

bakellte case (JAN type DIR35W30ODCMAI 
@ $4.95 

500 MILLIAMPS, DF.JUR AMSCO 312. 8" square 
flush bakelite case @ 55.00 

800 MILLIAMPS, DEJUR AMSCO # 310. 3,e round 
flush hakelite rase S. C. n 3F9e0 @ 54.50 

1000 MILLIAMPS, WESTERN ELECTRIC D-55049, 
314" round flush bakelite case, concentric style 
movement with 190° scale length @ $4.00 

D. C. AMMETERS 
I AMP. WESTINGHOUSE NE -35, 334' round 

flush bakellte case (JAN type MR34WOO1DCAA) 
@ 66.00 

5 AMP, GENERAL ELECTRIC DO -40. 3" round, 
non -flanged, ring mounted flush bakellte case 

4 $4.95 
IO AMP GENERAL ELECTRIC DO -40. 3"round. 

non -ranged, ring mounted flush bakellte case 
.95 

30 AMPS, GENERAL ELECTRIC DW-511.. 2%" 
round 
DCAA) 

flush bakellte case (JAN type MR24 0 0- 02 24.50 
30-0-30 AMPS, GENERAL ELECTRIC DW-51. 2%' 

round flush metal case @ $4.50 
50.0.50 AMPS, GENERAL ELECTRIC DO -41. 334" 

roundflush bakelite case, black scale, with tu s5. 
A. C. AMMETERS 

0-3 AMPS, SIMPSON 55, 334' round flush bakellte 
8.10 

0.10c 
asAMPS, 

SIMPSON 55, 334' round flush@bakelfte 
case .40 

100 MILLIAMPERES. WESTON 476, 8%'02 round 
flush bakelite ease, 400 cycles 4 $7.50 

150 MILLIAMPERES. GENERAL ELECTRIC AO - 
22. 3%"' round flush bakellte case 4 $5.50 

250 MILLIAMPERES, GENERAL ELECTRIC ÁW- 
41, 234" totnd flush bakellte case. Made for 
Daco, red blocking on scale @ $3.50 

A. C. VOLTMETERS 
8 VOLTS, WESTON 476, 334" round flush bakelite 

case 0 $4.95 
15 VOLTS, WESTINGHOUSE NA -35, 314" round 

flush bakelite case, (JAN M113SWO15ACVV) 
@ 55.50 

40 VOLTS. WESTINGHOUSE NA -33, 214' round 
flush metal case, black scale lum. markings. 
callb. for 400 cycles @ $3.50 

40 VOLTS, WESTINGHOUSE NA -33, 234" round 
flush metal case, black scale lum. markings. 
(These were originally callb. for 400 cycle use 
but have been adjusted for 60 cycle). @ $3.95 

75 VOLTS, WESTON 517, 2' round flush metal 
case, ring -clamp type mtg. non -flanged @ $3.50 

300 VOLTS, BURLINGTON 22A, 21%" round flush 
metal case 0 $6.00 

300 VOLTS, TRIPLETT 282-C, 214" round flush 
metal case @ $6.00 

We specisllze in electrical Instruments. Over 
75,000 meters In stock. Send for our latest circular 
showing our complete line of Surplus -New -Guaran- 
teed meters. 

MARITIME SWITCHBOARD 
338 Canal St., N. Y. 13, N. Y. 

Worth 4-8217 

Orders accepted from rated concerns, Public Insti- 
tutions and agencies on open account, others please 
send 23% deposit, balance C.O.D. or check with 
order. All prices FOB our warehouse. N.Y.C. 

REVERSIBLE 

REMOTE CONTROL DRIVE 

A.C. motor driven unit designed for 
'lazy man' control of 1951 Zenith TV. 
Operates from 115 volts 60 cycle; but, 
"elf incorporated transformer permits 
low voltage control leads. Includes at- 
tractive plastic hand grip switch with 
black & white control buttons, one for 
each direction. Motor drives worm 
gear which is moved against a nylon 
gear by solenoid. Made this way so 
that TV set could be tuned manually. 
Output to % inch shaft is approxi- 
mately 4% RPM. Intermittent duty. 
Includes 17 feet three wire control 
cable with plug. Brand New ACT 
NOW! Our limited supply going fast 
at $10.95 

COAXIAL CONNECTORS 

J 201 $4.50 UG85/U 5.60 
M358 1.30 U G87/U .60 
M359 .35 UG88/U 1.50 
PL258 .70 UG89/U 1.50 
PL259A .50 UG105/U 1.25 
PL274 1.30 UGI06/U .10 
S0239 .45 U G 173/U .35 
UG9/U .60 UG175/U .18 
UGI2/U .60 UGI76/U .18 
UG2I/U .60 UG260/U I.50 
UG27/U .60 UG275/U 4.50 
UG28/U 2.00 UG290/U 1.50 
UG58/U .60 UG203/U .45 

EAGLE ADJUST- 
ABLE TIME DE- 
LAY RELAY. 110 
colt 60 cy with 
double throw Micro 
Switch. Can be set 
from 134 to 58 
minutes. Includes 
attractive 3% x 434 
x 2% black cover. 
Made to sell for 
$26. SALE PRII 9 

DELAY LINE 15 -E4 -91-400-50P. 
Sprague #S92.5245 11623, 4x5x7 inch 
oil tilled with 31,2 inch insulators. 
0.91 Microsecond. 15KV 59.90 
PULSE FORMING LINE, Millen flex- 
ible type, 23% inches long, form 2 
nticcrHosecond pulses, Zo-1000 ohm, our 475 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 
7P26, Westinghouse $4.50 
9C1756-501, RCA, 15/16 dig. x 1%" 
high, 165 turns on primary, 330 turns 
secondary, core is 1/s" stack of .007 
inch "F" laminations, Magnetic 
Metals Co. Audio 58, used to form 
7.3 microsecond pulses, 1744 in 
stock $1.50 
OC)756-502, RCA, same core & can as 
501. 100 to 200 turns, used to form 2.2 
microsecond pulses. 870 pieces in 
stok 
A117012, Bendix, 1 v/s x 1 7/16$1. x501 
13/16" can, nine terminals. Hypersil 
core $1.50 
C12/1.(3(8, Jefferson, 50 millihenry A 
10 millihenry, 2% a 3 x 334 $1.95 
0161310, WE frequency response 50Kc 
to 4 Mc, Virleo input, 120 to 2350 
ohm. l'erm. core $2.50 

HAROLD N. POVEII 
2102 MARKET ST. 

PHILADELPHIA 3, PA. 
WITHIN FOUR BLOCKS OF B&O 
AND PENNSYLVANIA STATIONS 

PHONE LOCUST 7-5285 

K2468B, GE Magnetron pulsing Maier 
250K VA peak power at 1k microsecond 

o 
5)lse. 

1000/1' 
pulsecable socket 85 

KV 
gives 0 ohm17.3 

KV to built-in Mag. socket. Only 31 
in stock. Cost $223. SALE PRICE 

518.00 
CONVERTER. Electronic Labs Model 
1485, 26 VOC input, 115 volts, 60 cv., 
50 watts output, complete with NSB 
1341 vibrator $9.95 

CHOKE, Con 
secretively rated 
165 MA, 5 Hen 
ries, 160 ohm dc. 
2 Inch High, : 

94' Mtg. Ctr. 
Worth $3. SALE 
PRICE 89 cents. 
#1A-158. 

UTAH X124T3 TYPE 
PIILcF TRANSFORMERS 

UTAH 

9287D 
'indings: three 

C. res: 4.2, 
4.4, 4.8 
.: tot. pri. 3.2 
mh 
true pri. I.6 mh 

,..akage 17 micro H 
31st. capacitance between windings: 

90 
'o: 430 ohms 
Turns: 100 
.:ore: 16 strips .002" hypersil wound 

in three turns 
Optimum pulse width: 0.9 microsec- 

onds 
Sharpest pulse: (B.O.) 0.25 micro- 

s^"onds 
Write for prices, giving exact 

quantity required. 

HIGH VOLTAGE 
GLASS -METAL SEAL 

10g each. $7.50 
per 100. $65 per 1000 

AN CONNECTORS 
Over 2500 Different Types in Stock - 
See June Electronics for Price Sched- 
ule, Page 311 

POWER POTENTIOMETERS 
Bush- Cat. 

Ohm Watt ing Shaft No. Price 
2 25 5/8S 1/SSD O -H $1.04 

3-3 25 1/2 1/2 I 1.04 
15 25 3.8 1" C 1.04 
15 25 3/8 1 1/8 D-245 1.04 
15 25 1/2 1 1/4 D -I 1.04 
20 25 1/2 1/23' 0-245 1.04 
25 25 1/2 1/2F C 1.04 
25 25 3/8 1" D-245 1.04 
25 25 1'2 3/8S I 1.04 
30 25 3/8 1" C 1.04 
50 25 3/8 1 1/8 D-245 1.04 
50 25 5/8 1/SSD O -H 1.04 
75 25 1/2 7/16 0-H 1.04 

100 25 3/8 l' D-245 1.04 
100 25 1/2 1/2 H 1.04 
350 25 3/8 1 1/8 O -H 1.04 
500 25 3'8 11 16 D-245 1.04 
800 50 3/8 7/16F O -J 1.24 
1K 25 1'2 12 0-11 1.17 
3K 25 3'8 1 3/16 D-245 1.20 
5K 25 1/2 ,.SSD I 1.24 
SK 25 3,8 7'SFS D-245 1.24 
20K 25 1/2 1/85D D-245 1.40 

10 AMPERE FILTER 

60 db 
att. .15 to 30 Mes. permalloy coree. 

D1707 .00 

SERVO MOTOR 
400 cy 2 phase, 40:1 gear train, low inertia 
10047-2A $12.50 
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$4y Top Rcidio.Electronjc Values f 
TRANSMITTING MICA CAPACITORS 

i 
Stock 

No. 
Cap, 

5493A* .01 
5494A .02 
5495A .006 
5496A .0001 
5497A .0005 
5496:1 .004 
5499A .001 
5600A .0036 

o O 

B 

Test Volts 

1000 
1000 
1200 
1500 
1500 
2500 
5000 
5000 

Supplied with Meter Bracket 

Fig. Type Price 
No. Each 

B 1445 350 
B 1445 300 

C BE 15 211é 
C BE 15 20e 
B 4 40e 
A F e 
A A2 60e 

Standard Brand. J1FR. !Name on Request 

HEAVY 
DUTY 

TRANSMITTING MICA CAPACITORS 
5601A .15 1000V 
5602A .00007 2500V 
5603A .00005 3000V 
5604A .0001 5000V 
5605A .0008 5000V 
5606A .000025 10,000 
5607A .00015 10,000 D.C.W. F 

E X. 
E 3 
E 15L 
E F2L 
E F2L 
D PL -341 

PL -315 
Standard Brand. MFR. Name on Request 

900 
90e 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.95 
7.95 

OIL FILLED 
CONDENSERS 
Stock No. 5134A 

2 Ceramic Insu Insulated FScrewC.61 Ter. minaIs 33/4" x 41/2" x 6! " High. can. $4.95 ea. 

.045 M F D.-16.000 Volt Vitamir "Q". One Ceramic Insulate' 
Screw Terminal Is/q" x 3!:," u 434' 
High Can. 
Stock No. 
5399A $4.95 ea. 

OIL FILLED 
BATHTUB 
CONDENSERS 

Stock Capacity & Lug 
No. Voltage Arrangement 

Type 
No. 

Price 
Each 

t>166A 01-600V Side 306-91 100 354A .05-600V Top XDMRTWG 150 5167A .1-600V Side 306-357 200 544A 3 z .1-400V Side DYR 6111 25e 2908A 2 a .02-600V Top DYR 600 22 15e 
2911 2 a .1-600V Top DYR 6011 
5172* 2 z .1-600V Top 306361 250 25 

* Can is common gravaoundilabl-Oether types and sizes 

.Standard Brand. .11F'R. Nome on Beta, at 

STRIP HEATERS 

Stock No. Price 95 f 
5492 A each (j[ 

24 Volt -150 Watt Chromalox Strip Heaters. Manufactured by E. L. Wiegand Co., 1%" x 
12" z %" thick. 

Standard Brand. MFR. Name on Request 

ART -13 RELAYS 
',incuit Control Relay K-105. Used in output of 
313 Final. Micalex Insulation. 28 V.D.C. Coil. 
Collins Part No. 410-1800-00. Stock No. 5487 A 

Each $4.95 
Autotuns Motor Control Re- each 
lay 1E-101 8 P.D.T. Contacts. 
28 Volt Coil. Collins Part $1 7 5 No. 405 N B 201. GM Type J. Stock No. 5485 A 

Stock 
No. 

SOLENOID CONTACTORS 
200 Amp. S.P.S.T. Normally Open Contacts 

Price Stock No. Mfg,. & No. Voltage Resistance Each 

4201 A Leach 7220.32 32VDC 234 OHMS $4.00 4202 A Leach 7220.24 24VDC 132 OHMS 5.00 4203 A Leach 7220.3.24 24VDC 132 OHMS 4.00 4204 A Guardian 3 3804-B78 24VDC 132 OHMS 4.00 

50 Amp. S.P.S.T. Normally Open Contacts 
5358 A Allen Bradley X101147 D.P.S.T. N.O. D.B. 24 VDC 60 OHMS 81.95, 
cm> 4 A Leach 7064-12C S.P.S.T. N.O. D.B. 12 VDC 40 OHMS 81.954 

MISCELLANEOUS RELAYS 
Manufacturer 
and Mtg. No. 

Contacts Voltage Coll 
Resistance Price 

75 OHMS 5.95 ea. 563A Automatic Electric R-25 S.P.S.T. 12 VDC 
Handle 2 Amp 

4210A Guardian TC -195 4 P.D.T. 10 VDC 6 OHMS 1.75 ea. 
2 Polea N.O.; 2 Poles N.C. -Slow Acting -Copper Slugged -1.5 AMP Contacts 

4213A C.P. Clare A20545 S.P.S.T. N.C. 12 VDC 45 OHMS .95 ea. 
4 insulated leads with 
solder lugs 

5483A Automatic Electric R-22 D.P.D.T. & 12 VDC 40 OHMS 1.25 ea. 
S.P.S.T. N.O. 

5484A G.M.Type27Cat. #12957-1 3 P.D.T. 28 VDC 150 OHMS 1.50 ea. 
5488A Leach 1024 D.P.S.T. N.O. 12 VDC 95 OHMS 1.50 ea. 
5489A Guardian 35935 & Auto- 5 P.D.T. 20-30 100 OHMS 1.50 ea. matit Electric R--30 VDC 
5490A Ward Leonard 13L21 Magnetic Relay 48 VDC 600 OHMS 2.50 ea. 
5491A Guardian G38273 D.P.S.T. 28 VDC 125 OHMS 1.50 ea. 
5259A G.E. K-275849 S.P.S.T. D.B. N.O. 12 VDC 70 OHMS .75 ea. 
102248A Automatic Electric R-45 S.P.D.T. & S.P.S.T. 24 VAC 25 OHMS .60 ea. 

operates continuous duty intermittent 
on 6 VDC 

ECLIPSE VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
5608A Bendix, Eclipse V.R. 1365 volts set 

Model 2 Style A at 115 $4"95 ea. 

AMPHENOL & CANNON 
CONNECTORS & FITTINGS 

i.. 

Price Price 
Stock No. Each Stock No. Each 
AN -3102-12-5P 300 AN -3060-6 15e 
AN -3102-145-7P 400 AN -3050-20 10e 
AN -3102-165-1P 45e AN -3057-24 500 
AN -3102-20-8P 70e GK-C332S-VAR3 150 
AN -3102-36-1P 1.25 GK -9325 200 
AN3102-36-1S 1.50 G5C-1232S 4 AN -3102-28-20S 1.20 FK-L15-23'44" B 450 
AN -3102-16-4S" 40e FK-10-320 VAR2 50e 
97-310622-10P" 50d SK -C16 -32S 25e 
97 -3106 -195 -POS 2 500 RWK-59A-1 250 
AN -3108-16-10P 900 DP -C6-34 250 
AN -3108-20-4P 1.15 DP -C8-34 250 
AN -3053-8 .05e DP -CB -33 25e 
* Insulated Leads w/ Solder Legs -Cao & Chain 

attached. 
** Cable Clamp Included 

Radio Surplus Corp. 

6.3 VOLT FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 

Stock No. S 

5 254 A 4 

Three 6.3 Volt 
Secondaries 
115 Volt - 

60 Cycle Primar. 
1600 Volt 

Insulation 

6.3 
Volts 

4.5 Amps. Each 
6.3 Volts 1.1 Amps. Price 2 * 6 5 

Horizontal Half Shell Mounting. 2U" x 
2 13/16" Mounting Centers. 2 13/16" m 3%" Core Size. 2'4" above Chassi... Solder Lug Terminals -All Terminals Marked. 

WRITE FOR SPECIAL LISTING OF SIGNAL 
CORPS AND NAVY TRANSFORMERc, 
CHOKES AND SPECIAL ITEMS. THIS IN- 
CLUDES WESTERN ELECTRIC, GENERAL 
ELECTRIC AND OTHER WELL KNOWN 
MANUFACTURERS' PART NUMBERS. 
COMPLETE INFORMATION AS TO SPECI- 
FICATIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS. 

732 South Sherman Street 
Chicago 5, Illinois 

Phone: HArrison 7-5923 

i 
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COMPASS 
COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY 

393 GREENWICH STREET 

NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

BEekman 3-6510 

CABLE ADDRESS: COMPRADIO 

We carry in stock six floors of: 
RADAR TUBES 

Marine, Ground & Airborne New, Standard Brands Only 
-MAGNETRONS 
-KLYSTRONS 
-TRANSMITTING 

and other Special Purpose Tubes 

SONAR 

TRANSMITTERS 
from 25 watts to 5 kilowatts CONVERSION 

RECEIVERS 

BEACONS 

LORAN 

RADIOTELEPHONES 
TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT 

EQUIPMENT 
-MOTOR GENERATORS 
-CONVERTORS 
-DYNAMOTORS 
-INVERTORS 
-POWER SUPPLIES 
-RECTIFIERS 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
Portable and Stationary 
Switchboards and Supplies 

Special Lots of Equipment 
100-Sets-mobile ground station, line, model BD -71 

model SCR -284 100-Receiver, direction finder, 
100-Switchboards, portable, 12- complete, model MN -26 

line, model BD -72 12-Shipboard Transmitters, 115 
125-Switchboards, portable, 6- and 230 V dc, model TDE 

TRANSMITTING STATIONS 
1 KW -200-500 kcs, complete with 440 volt, 3 ph. 50-60c. power supply 

Price $2,500.00 
800W-(400 watts phone) Western Electric, 10 -channel, automatic dial 

selection, 2.0-200 mcs, with 220 volt, 1 ph, 50-60c, power 
supply. SAME TRANSMITTER AS USED ON S.S. "QUEEN 
MARY"-Brand New. Price $4,000.00 

1 KW-FM Broadcast station, complete with monitor, all tubes, antenna 
and waveguide, Mfr. G. E. $1,500.00-at location, N. Y. C. 

OUR EXPORT DEPARTMENT AVAILABLE FOR SPECIAL SERVICE 
TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 

WE MAINTAIN OUR OWN FULLY EQUIPPED TESTING LABORATORY IN 
THE SAME BUILDING AS OUR MAIN WAREHOUSE TO TEST ANY ITEM 
WE SELL. 

WE GUARANTEE EVERYTHING WE SELL 

CERTIFIED AN LATEST SPECS 

CONNECTORS 
3100 - 3101 - 3102 - 3106 - 3108 
3057 CLAMPS - CONDUIT COUPLINGS 

It is our pleasure to announce our 
appointment as distributors of 
A N Connectors, Clamps and Con- 
duit Fittings for American Phenolie 
Corporation. AMPHENOL. 

1NT STEVEN'S AIRCRAFT CORP. 

516 MARKET STREET, 

ROCHELLE PARK, N.J. Diamond 2-3950 

DESIRABLE 

Select Surplus 

ELECTRONIC 

EQUIPMENT 
TDE Navy model radio transmitters 
with 290 volts, D.C. power supply, com- 
plete with tubes, ready for operation. 
New. 

SF Ships' radar units complete with all 
components. 

TCS, Collins type Navy and mobile type 
transmitters -receivers complete with re- 
mote control, antenna coil, cables, key, 
microphone, for 110 volt, A.C. and 12 
or 24 volt D.C. Refinished, checked out 
and guaranteed for operation. 

ET -8023-D1 Radiomarine Corporation tele- 
graph transmitters. 

BC -348 - BC -312 unconverted receivers 
for 24 and 12 volt operation. Checked 
out, excellent, guaranteed. 

BC -221 A.K. Frequency meters with 
modulation. 

BC -221 Frequency meters without modu- 
lation. 

TS -174-U Frequency meter with modula- 
tion 20-250 mcs. 

LM -15 Frequency meters (Navy version 
of BC -221 A.K.) with modulation and 
A.C. power supply. 

I -100A Test sets for SCR -269. 

Telephone or power line insulators, 
glass Hemingray No. 40, heavy duty. 

W-110 B Army field telephone wire. 

RC -58-B Army Tape Facsimile transmit- 
ters -receivers. 

Link radio transmitters -receivers 1498 
including remote control and antenna, 
reconditioned. 

Link -50 UFS transmitters, receivers in- 
cluding remote control and antenna. 
New. 

BD -72 army field telephone switch- 
boards, twelve lines. Reconditioned, like 
new. 

BD -71 army field telephone switch- 
boards, six lines. Reconditioned, like 
new. 

Army Field Telephones, Type EEB. Ex- 
cellent. 

WE HAVE OUR OWN MANUFACTUR- 
ING AND LABORATORY FACILITIES 
AND INSPECT AND GUARANTEE ALL 
ITEMS BEFORE SHIPMENT. 

COMPLETE TECHNICAL DETAILS, 
AVAILABLE QUANTITIES AND PRICES 
WILL BE SENT UPON REQUEST. 

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL 
EXPORT ORDERS-LICENSE APPLICA- 
TIONS EXPERTLY HANDLED. 

French -Van Breems, Inc. 
375 Fairfield Avenue 
Stamford, Connecticut 
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CO.UMBIA ELECTRONICS JD. 

,.... 
TELEVISION CAMERA 
350 line resolution. Easily con- 
verted to present RMA standards. 
Circuits available with camera. 
Complete, like new. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
Complete Line! 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 804-C 
DUMONT 224-A OSCILLOSCOPE 
I-77 HICKOK TUBE CHECKER 
I-208 FM SIGNAL GENERATOR 
RPC MODEL 644 MULTIMETER 
FERRIS MICROVOLTER MOD. 
18-C. 
1E-36 (New) 
1-139 METER 
1-212 
TS-3/AP 
TS-5/AP 
TS-10B/APN 
TS-15A/AP 
fS-19/APQ-5 
TS-24A/ARR-2 
fS-34/AP 
TS-38/AP 
TS-61/AP 
SL -1 Slotted Line 

Test Set 
TS-108/AP 
TS-102A/AP 

TS-111/CP 
TS -126 
TS -128 
TS -127/U 
TS -170/A RN -5 
TS-182/UP 
TS-184A/AP 
TS-204/AP 
TS-250/APN 
TS-348/AP 
TS -375/U 
UPM-1(Complete) 
WE 1-193 
Range Calibra- 

tor I-146 

COUPLING HEAD BC 1201-A 

RC -184 IFF EQUIPMENT 
Brand New. Complete. 

COMPLETE RADAR 
\PS -4 MARK 16 

-\ PS6 

-\ PR -4 
RECEIVERS 

APR -5 

SCR -720 EQUIPMENT 
SCR -584 PARTS 

HS -33 
HEADSETS 

Brand New 

MK-20A/UP - New. 
INDIVIDUALLY BOXED 

SCR -291 DIRECTION FINDING 
EQUIPMENT-NEW 

MODULATOR UNIT 
U/16 U PLUGS 

BC 1203-A 
MGI9A-New 
R5/ARN-7 

VARIAC TRANSTAT AMERTRAN 
Input 0-115 V., 50-60 cycles; output 115 
V 100 amps. 11.5 Eva. Excellent con- 
dition. 

SEE COLUMBIA ELECTRONICS AD 
ON PAGE 378 

C`MBI1 ELECTRONICS 

5,0 S 
Son Pedo 

St. 
tos 4"9e/es1 

T0 

13 

Cobb .arda. .s COELECT 

A11 rfAIS SU6ECr 70 PRIOR SAI1 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

HI POWER X BAND 
TEST LOAD, dissi- 
pates 350 watts of 
average power for 
54" x 12/4" wave - 
guide. VSWR less 
than 1.15 bet. 7 and 
13 ICMC ....$150.00 

43-5308 
14X-158/0 

49-5987 
CG -90/U 

43-9'378 
un- 80/u 

S Band Test Load TPS- 
55P/BT, 50 ohms 

$12.00 

43-5382 
CG -87/U 

HI POWER S BAND 
TEST LOAD, dissi- 
pates 1000 watts of 
average power, for 
12/2" x 3" waveguide, 
Range 2500 to 3700 
mc. 

43-5364 

45-5385 
CG+88/U 

uG-70/g 

X Band VSWR Test Set TS 12 (Unit 2, Plumbing) 
consisting of: 

1 Waveguide-coax adapter UG-8I/U 
1 RF cable CG -92/U 

1 Sync cable CG-9I/U 
1 Sync cable 3'6" long, with type 49195 connectors CG -89/U 

1 Waveguide-coax adapter.Coax end terminates in type 49285 connector. Wave - 
guide end terminates in a choke UG-81/U 

1 Waveguide-coax adapter. -Coax end terminates in type 49285 connector. Wave - 
guide end terminates in a flange UG-79/U 

1 Slotted section Gear driven probe assembly and crystal CG -87/U 
1 Probe assembly Hand operated; includes crystal MX -158/U 
I Terminating section With four -inch (4") resistive strip. One end termin- 

ates in a choke coupling-the other end in a 
cap CG -88/U 

1 Adapter section 2/2" x 1" x .050 waveguide terminates in a choke 
coupling at each end CG -90/U 

2 Adapters Large to small waveguide adapters; large ends with 
choke couplings, small ends with flange 
couplings . UG-80/U 

2 Support blocks 

ELECTRO IMPULSE LABORATORY 
62 White Street Red Bank 6-0404 Red Bank, N. J. 
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YOU HAVE TO BE SATISFIED 

WHEN YOU BUY TEST EQUIPMENT 

9rojn Zrleóton ja1orateried 
We realize the grave responsibility of ensuring that each piece 
of test equipment sold complies with the original intended speci- 
fications, and to that end absolutely warrant complete satisfaction 
on any device sold. With 2000 pieces of equipment to draw on 
and with the most modern plant facilities staffed by highly skilled 
technicians, we believe very firmly that it is to your best interests 
to investigate our stocks before placing orders for any test equip- 
ment. A partial list follows: 

TS-1ARR TS-203/AP TS -226A BC -906/D 
TS-3A/AP TS-87/AP TS-233/TPN-2 BC -949/A 
TS-8A/U TS-89/AP TS -288 BC -1060/A 
TS-10A/APN-1 TS-96/TPS-1 TS-270A/UP BC -1066/A 
TS -12 TS-98/AP TS -323 BC -1201/A 
TS -13 TS -100 I-56 BC -1203 
TS -14 TS-101AP I -95/A BC -1287/A 
TS-15B/AP TS-102/AP I -106/A BC -1277 
TS-16/APN TS-108/AP I-122 BE -67 
TS -19 TS-110/AP 1-145 LAD 
TS-27/TS TS-118/AP 1.177 LAY 
TS-32A/TRC-1 TS-125/AP I-178 LAG 
TS -33 TS-131/AP I -208/A LU2 
TS -34 TS -153 I-212 LU3 
TS -34A TS-155A/AP 1-222/A OAA-2 
TS -35A TS-170/ARN-5 I-225 TTS-4BR 
TS -36 TS-173/UR I-233 TTX-10RH 
TS-45/APM-3 TS -174 IE-21/A TSS4SE 
TS-47/APR TS -175 IE-36 TSK4SE 
TS-51/APG-4 TS-184/AP IF -12/C 
TS -62 TS-197/CPM-4 BC -221 
TS-69/AP TS-204/AP BC -376 

(We will purchase your test equipment 
your list for a prompt reply.) 

Coble: WESLAB 

at highest prices. Send 

Telephone: WE 5-4500 

?(Iùtd« 4a4at4 
"Lead« 93, 7161424, 

OIL FILLED 
CONDENSER 

Conservative Govt. Rating 

.25 MFD-18,000 V. DC W. 
Length 131/2" -Width 4", 

Height 12"-4" H.V. Terminals 
BRAND NEW $2500 

TELEPHONE 

RELAYS 

CLARE, TYPES C, D & E 

COOKE, AUTOMATIC -ELECTRIC 
ALL TYPES of COILS and PILE-UPS 

CLARE TYPE K MINIATURE TELEPHONE 
RELAYS. 

CLARE Type G Half Tel. Relays 
1) 3600 OHM COIL, SPDT $2.00 
2) 3300 OMF COIL, SPST, N.O $1.50 

Chase 
Electronic Supply Co. 

222 Fulton St. 
New York 7, N. Y. 

H011is 4-5033 

PRICED RIGHT 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

100,000 RELAYS -50 TYPES 
Example 

OTHER SPECIALS 

ALLIED CONTROL 
#B0635 D.P.D.T. 10 

. eta. 24 V. de 
230 ohm coil. .$1.49 

WE CARRY IN STOCK A COMPLETE LINE OF 
STANDARD RELAYS, SOLENOIDS & RECTIFIERS 

STRUTHERS-DUNN POTTER 8 BRUMFIELD 
GENERAL ELECTRIC GUARDIAN ELECTRIC 

RADIO RECEPTOR PHILLIPS CONTROL 

"OUR COIL WINDING DEPARTMENT IS READY 
TO WIND OR REWIND YOUR SPECIAL RELAY 
OR SOLENOID TO ANY SPECIFICATION" 

RADIO DEVELOPMENT & SALES CO. 
See Our ad. In May. Jnne & Sept. Electronics 

323 Atlantic Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
ULster 5-0488 

GR MEGONM BRIDGE _544- 
B with battery supply- $139.00 

BY. STORAGE BATTERY 
WILLARD MINIATURE NT -e 
31/2"x2211" spillproof, dry 
shipped 11/2 Iba $2.95 
Upright Cond.-1.0 mid 1000 
V $0.69 
Bathtub DYR-0.3 mfd 1000 
V. 2 s t $0.59 
011 Cond.-2 mfd. B 800 V. 2" 
dla. with bkt. $0.59 

NOW IN STOCK 
WESTON SENSITROL RELAYS Model 705, KS - 
7996, Calibrated 13-19 V $12.50 
RUNNING TIME METERS Sangamo Model 17, in 
hours and 1/10th hours to 9999.9, 440 V AC 60 
Cycles $4.95 
Variable RESET TIMERS Sangamo Model 21, 
opens circuit from 0 to 3 minutes, calibrated in 5 
second intervals. Will handle 10 Amps or more 
110/230 V AC 60 cycles $4.95 

CALCULOGRAPHS. These units compute 
elapsed time to 30 minutes in minutes and 
seconds, and print this elapsed time as well 
as time of day on a card (For example a card 
may show "start 9:55 AM" "Elapsed time 18 
minutes, 51 seconds"). Any number of Jobs 
may be run at the same time. Originally used 
to log long distance telephone calls. Dial type 
printing. Reconditioned. With 8 day "windup" 
movement $85.00 
With 20V AC 60 cycle Movement $70.00 

PIONEER TORQUE UNITS 12604-3-A $70.00 
PIONEER AUTOSYNS AY -30-D $35.00 
BENDIX AMPLIFIER 12077-1-A $29.50 
RT-2I/APN-7 With all tubes, new, repacked 

$250.00 

BEACHMASTER 250 Watt Audio Amplifier 
pith bank of 9 35 watt speakers, cables, mike. 
tubes. Operates on 110 V AC 60 cycles. Like 
tlelY $35.0 
BEACHMASTER AMPLIFIERS are available 
as originally delivered to the Navy, with 1500 
Watt gas engine driven generator & Complete 
spares, all packed in 6 waterproof cases, all 
new $895.00 

SN PORTABLE RADAR with all tubes, antenna 
rotor cases, less antenna screen & tripod..5300.00 
SUPERSONIC MODULATOR Mfgd by Doolittle 
for Navy Air Drawing # 68326-1, contains 11 tubes, 
10 relays etc. for operation on 12 V Cases dirty, 
very clean inside $14.95 
SUPERSONIC SELECTOR Mfgd by Doolittle for 
Navy air. Drawing #69245-1 Contains 11 tubes, 
10 relays etc. for operation on 12 VDC. Cases 
dirty, very clean inside $14.95 

Laboratory PRECISION REGULATED REC- 
TIFIER Type CZC-20AAQ. Input 110 V AC 
60 cycle, output adjustable from 250 So 500 
VDC at 250 Mills. Contains 2-5U40, 2-6SQ7. 
1-VR150-30, 1 -VR -105-30, 4 -CIAO. A steal 
at $98.50 

DYNAMOTORS 
Input Output 

Type Volta Volta Mils Price 
DM -34 12 220 80 $9.95 
DM -35 12 625 225 
DM -36 28 220 80 5.95 
DM -37 28 625 225 11.50 
DM -64 12 275 150 11.50 
DM -65 12 400 440 22.50 
BD -77 12 1000 350 25.00 
TCS-Rcvr 12 225 100 11.50 
TCS-Xmtr 12 440 200 22.50 
TCS-Complete power supply, 110 VDC input 68.50 
ET -8012-D-230/ MG24 
BEARING DEVIATION INDICATOR Type CBM - 
55105. Mfgd by Sub Signal $60.00 
QBG-I DRIVER RECEIVER type CFF 43058. 

$125.00 
BC -M8 RECEIVERS, Reconditioned $150.00 
RBL RECEIVERS Operate on 110v AC 60 Cycles 
Frequency range 15 Kc to 600 Kc. Reconditioned. 

$90.00 
(We have spare parts for above BEL available to 
quantity consumers) 
SF -I RADAR Brand new with complete spares. 
waveguide, fittings. etc. 19 boxes $3000.00 
SO -1 or SO -8 RADAR. Fully reconditioned. over- 
seas packed $2750.00 

ANTENNA SLEWING MOTORS For SO -S 
radar 24 VDC $15.00-32 VDC 315.00-110 
VDC $42.50-110 VDC for SO -1 $19.95 

ALLEN -BRADLEY Type B-200 starting relay 
DPST 440V AC 60 cycle. Excellent condition $3.00 
ELECTRIC CLOCKS, 24 V AC 60 Cycles, sweep 
second hand. Excellent condition 512.50 
TRANSFORMER 230-460 V 60 Cy in, 7.5 V 27A 
out, weight 7 lbs. $3.00 ea. Special 100 for $125.00 

TOE PRIMARY SHIP TRANSMITTERS. If 
band 300-1500 Kcs. H.F. band 1500-18100 Res. 
CW MCW & Phone. With Internal M.G. for 
115 VDC or 230 VDC. Fully reconditioned. 

$600.00 

TRANSFORMER, Input 105, 110, 115, 120, 12 
VAC 60 cycle output. 5V 115 Amps (filaments fo 
4 304th) $12.5 
SOUND POWERED CHEST & HEADSETS, used 
operating RCA & Automatic Electric (large Head- 
set) per pair $12.50 
SOUND POWERED HANDSETS. New 

per pair $19.9 
SLOW RELEASE RELAY Mfgd by Cool Electri 
Co Type 102 200 ohms BPDT S.C. 2Z7750.3 Part 
#A18258. Each $3.00 Per 100 $2.59. Per 1000 $1.9 
REACTOR, 12 H @ 150 mills 130 ohms insulated 
for 1000 V fully cased Cat #7466323. 10 for $19.95 
CD -I49 High voltage cable for BC -191 IO for $27.50 
CD -152 10 for $17.50 
All prices FOB Oakland, Calif., sublect to change 
without notice. Terms 200/e Dash with order, bal- 
ance COD. 

EMMONS RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
405 10th St. Oakland, Calif. 

Phone TWinoaks 3-9103 
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TUBES 
TYPE PRICE TYPE 
1A5GT. .75 7G7 
ILC5 1.25 7H7 
1LG5 1.25 125.5 

105GT .80 12A6 
1R4 .75 12C8 

1T4 .85 12F5GT 
3D6 .60 12116 

5Z4 1.00 12K8GT 
6AB7 1.10 I2J5GT 
6AK5. 1.75 12SH7 
6B8 .95 12527. 

6118G .85 12SR7 
6C5 .75 14X7 
6H6 .75 28D7 

628G 1.05 36 
65.7 .80 38 
6K7GT .70 39/44 

6L7G .72 50 
6N7 1.00 57 
6R7G .71 76 
6S7G .75 77 
6SH7 .75 '85 
6SH7GT .80 117Z6GT 
6SN7GT 1.05 1005 
6SN7GTA.... 1.20 4A21 
6U7G. .65 615 
75.6 .75 MX408U. 
7C4 .77 10Y 

7E5 (1201) .... .85 VT52 

AVAILABLE 
Items marked do not have name of standard manufacturer on tube. They are FIRST QUALITY (not seconds) and meet full specifications with our 100% guarantee. Samples to quantity users. 
ALL RE LISTINGS REGARING TESE AND OTHER REQUI EMENTSAGIVENAPROMPTAATTENTION.INUSUAILLITY 

GRATEEDQUIRESD 
SCOUNDTS TO HMANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS. 

T. R. LOWENTHAL CO. 

PRICE TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE 
PARTS 

1.20 
.85 
.90 
.75 

1.05 

VT62 ... ..... 
VT128 
VUIIIS. 
1B24 
1N21 XL. 

.50 

.65 

.50 
15.00 

.90 

841 
851 
861., 
864 
869B 

.43 
75.00 
40.00 

.73 
29.50 

TRANSFORMERS 
PLATE TRANSFORMER, 5000 volt AC, cen- 
ter tapped, 350 MA. Primary 115 volt, 60 
cycle. Unmounted and not potted, overall 
dimension 61/2 inches x 6 inches x 7 inches, .65 1N22 XL. 1.60 872A 3.50 weight 37 lbs New. $25.00 .75 2C26A .25 954 .37 PULSE TRANSFORMER 1.00 

.65 
2C34 
2C44 

.50 
1.00 

1616.......... 
1619 

1.98 
.85 

68G828 -G1 New. $5.50 
.90 2X2/879 .60 1625 .47 
.85 3C24 2.50 1626 .40 SWITCHES .80 

1.15 
3E29 
6C21 

14.00 
25.00 

1629 
1630 

.65 

.90 
ROTATING SWITCH, Ceramic Construction, 3 Pole. 
Double Throw, Shaft beyond bushing. ys inch New. $1.00 1.00 23D4 .60 1631 1.27 

.65 211 .80 1632 .75 CORDS 

.65 2155. .17 1641. 1.50 CD -133, Rubber Covered PL -55 Plug with 15 Inch .65 307A 4.95 1642 .65 Rubber Cord New. $ .50 
1.00 371B .75 2051 1.50 CD -652 New, $25.00 
.65 393A 9.10 5670 5.90 TELEPHONE. 8A -WP, Similar to WE 53B, 5 foot. 
.65 471A 2.75 5814 4.55 

Red New. $1.10 
.65 
.75 

532A 
705A 

2.75 
1.25 

7193 
8012 

.25 
3.50 

TELEPHONE, Patch, WE DI71060, 5 foot. Green 
New. $1.10 

90 715B 15.00 8020 2.25 
.45 7175. 1.25 9001 1.75 PLUGS 
.75 
.15 

724B 
801 

6.50 
.75 

9002 
9003 

1.50 
1.50 

TELEPHONE PLUG, Equivalent to PL -55, 
with Screw Terminals Inserted Samples .75 805 4.98 9006 .30 furnished to quantity users....Ì4ew. $.30 .55 807 1.75 MANY OTHER .50 813 8.50 JAN TYPES 

BUTTERFLY CONDENSER 
SPECIFIED RANGE, 74-320 MC, NEW, 
EXCELLENT CONDITION $12.50 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

All items subject to prior sale. 
Shipments BEST WAY C.O.D. if 
desired. Rated accounts net ROG. 

Technical Radio Since 1919 1205 WEST SHERWIN AVENUE, CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS 
PHONE: ROGERS PARK 4-0784 

American & Canadian enquiries to our Agents: 
POLAS MERCANTILE 

115 Broadway 

New York, 6 

Telephone: Rector 2-8595 

ALL OTHER ENQUIRIES 

TO LONDON 

Leading Exporters and Stockists of all types of Radio 
Receiving and Transmitting Tubes. Current Pro- 

duction of main British Factories. Ex -Government 
Surplus, American, Canadian and British Tubes 

in Original Brands. Suppliers to Foreign Govern- 
ments, Airlines, etc. 

HALL ELECTRIC LTD 
89,CHARLOTTE ST., LONDON,W.I. 5 lines) 

Cables: ALLECT rRIC.'LONDON 
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Genuine TELECHRON Motors 

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 
POWER RHEOSTATS 

Standard Brands: 5 Ohms; 
100 Watt; 4.48 amps 100 
Ohms; 100 Watt; 1.0 amp. 
Boxed, Brand New with 
Knob $2.50 each -or - 

$25.00 per Doz. 

PIONEER AUTOSYNS 
AY -1 26 Volt -400 Cycle $4.95 
AY -5 26 Volt -400 Cycle.....: 

$25.50D 
AY6AY27 26 Volt -400 cyc $4.95 ea. 
AY30D-26 Volt -400 eye 525.00 ea. 

MICROPOSITION ER 

Barber Colman Coil 
2133-1 es D.C. Relay: Double Differential sensi- 

tive; Polarized field.remote 
amps; for po- 

sitioning, synchronizing, control, etc. 
$12.50 ea. 

PIONEER GYRO FLUX GATE AMPLIFIER 
Type 12076-1-A, complete with tubes 

$ße60 ea. 

PIONEER TORQUE UNIT AMPLIFIER 

Type 12077-1-A, A single tube amplifier 
designed for autosyn take off signal. Con- 
tains magnetic amplifier assembly. 60itth tubeea. 

SERVO MOTOR 10047-2-A: 2 Phase; 400 Cycle; with 40-1 Reduction 
n$100 ea.r 

400 CYCLE MOTORS 
AIRESEARCH: 115V; 400 CPS; Single 
phase; 6600 RPM; 1.4 amp; Torque 4.6 in. 
oz.; HP .03 $10.00 ea. 
EASTERN AIR DEVICES TYPE JM6B: 
200 VAC; 1 amp; 3 phase; 400 cycles; 
6000 RPM $12.50 ea. 

INVERTERS 
PE 218 LELAND ELECTRIC 

Output: 116 VAC; Single Phase; PF 90; 
380/600 cycle; 1500 VA. INPUT: 25-28 
VDC; 92 amps; 8000 RPM; Exc. Volts 27.5 
BRAND NEW $39.96 ea. 

12116-2-A PIONEER 
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cyc.; single phase: 
45 amp. Input: 24 VDC; 6 amp $90.00ea. 

10563 LELAND ELECTRIC 
Output: 115 VAC'; 400 cycle; 3 -Phase: 
115 VA; 76 PF. Input: 28.6 VDC; 12 
amp. $80.00 ea. 

18486 LELAND 'ELECTRIC 
Output: 116 VAC; 400 Cycle; 3 -phase; 176 
VA; 80 PF. Input: 27.6 DC; 12.5 amp: 
Cont. duty $90.00 ea. 

SYNCHROS 
IF Special Repeater (115V-400 Cycle) 

00 ea. 
2J1FS Generator (116V-400 cyc).$7.50 ea. 

SCT Control Transformer; 90-50$ Volt; 60 
Cyc. 
6F Motor (115/90 volt -60 cyc.) $60.00 ea. 

50 Generator (115/90 volt -60 cyc.) 
.00 ea. 

6SDG Differential Generator (90/90 volts 
-400 cyc.) $30.00 ea. 
SDG Differential Generator 90/90 olts e 0 

cycle $5 

METERS 
AC Volt, Westinghouse, Type NA -35-.3- 
inch round. F.S.-10 MA $8,96 ea, 
FREQUENCY, 57-63 cycles per second, 126 
volts, mfg. Aero, mod. 7007. 3 -inch roóuenad 

KILOVOLTS, 0-4, mfg. Dejur; 3 -inch 
round; mod. 310, less resistor $3.95 ea. 

PLEASE ENCLOSE FULL AMOUNT WITH ORDER EQUIPMENT FULLY GUARANTEED 

ALL PRICES F.O.B. PASADENA UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED 

Came UV t9f%Z 

BOX 356-E EAST PASADENA STATION 1. PASADENA 8, CALIFORNIA 

18 BRAND NEW SPECIALS ! ! 
ELAPSED TIME METERS 

General Electric. Sym. M305. Indicates 
1-99,999 hours. 116 VAC. 60 cycles. 3" 
round bakelite case. Square, flush 

$11face. Ne 

DC SERVO MOTORS 
White Rogers Electric Co. 6906 Series. 24 
VDC. Torque 160 in. lbs. Reversible. Con- 
trol box on top has limit switches, relays, 
and selenium rectifiers (to block AC out 
of motor). 6x6x4".. Can be supplied in 
either 2%, 3, or 5 RPM models. 
New $11.60 

INDUCTION VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
General Electric. Spec. #3263300. Sym. 
VR -107. Type AIRS. Single phase, 60 
cycle. 460 VAC primary. Output can be 
varied 78.6% above and below this value 
at 1.4 load amperes over entire range. Re- 
mote -control, motor operated. 814x11x22". 
Wt. 122 lbs. Many applications including 
instrument and relay calibration, dielec- 
tric and vacuum tube testing, and illumi- 
nation control. New $74.50 

NOISE FILTER 
Mallory #NF2-0 Modified. 36 volts DC. 200 
amperes. New $2.50 

KLIXON CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
Made by Spencer Thermostat Co. Save up 
to 75% on these new precision Bkrs. 

Am5A C-6363 40.85 3Ó 
15 PSM .95 60 
20 0-6363 1.00 60 
25 PM 1.05 111 

Model 
PM 
PLM 
PD 
PDLM6 

Price 
$1.15 
1.25 
1.35 
1.50 

Many other models and ratings available. 

HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMER 
#0574. Input 110/220 V. Output 18 V at 100 
amps. Primary leads 26" long. Secondary 
leads 18" long. 7%x6x6". Wt. 40 lbs. 
Mounting Brackets. New $16.95 

AMPLIDYNE MOTOR GENERATOR 
Emerson Electric Co. Model 5AM31NJ18A. 
Input 27 VDC-44A. Output 60 VDC at 8, 
8A. 630 watts. 8300 RPM. New $18.50 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
Leland Electric Co. TYPE B. Carbon pile 
type. Regulated output 13.0 volts. 
New $8.45 

BAKELITE TERMINAL BOARD 

8 terminals. 5x1.14 x11/16" New $50 

PROMPT DELIVERY ON ALL ORDERS -ALL MERCHANDISE FULLY GUARANTEED 

Terms: Prices FOB St. Louis. Cash or 25% with all orders. Balance COD. Rated 

Concerns (D&B) balance 10 days cash. Prices subject to change without notice. 

McNEAL ELECTRIC & EQUIPMENT CO. 
4736 OLIVE STREET ST. LOUIS 8, MO. 

2 RPM $2.90 

3 RPM 5.90 

3.6 RPM 5.15 

1 RPM 3.96 

60 RPM 4.30 

One of Each $15.00 

ZENITH 1951 TV Remote Control 
Motor Units 

Reversing switch on end of 17 foot cable. Powerful 
4 RPM clutch motor. 

Will drive anything 
Can be used for door opener, 
window raiser, model BR turn- 
table. Complete with transformer, $ for $79.oe 

$12.90 

MARKTIME 
5 HOUR SWITCH 

A 10 net, tuning device. 
Pointer mows back to zero 
after time elapses. Ideal 
for abutting off radios and 
TV sets when you se to 
bed. Limited supply at this 
special PRICE.... $4.90 

Also available in 15 min., 30 min., 1 hr. at $5.90 

Single Pole 6v. Very Small Relay $ ,BO 

Veeder-Root Counter, Rotary .90 
Veeder-Root Counter, Ratchet 2.25 

No. 18 Enameled Copper Wire, 1% 15. coil 2.00 
Solenoid, works on 24v. D.C. and 115 v. A.C 1.50 

/ amp. 6 v. Transformer 1.15 

9'/ amp, sealed 6 v. Transformer 2.71 

MU and ACRO Switches assorted 4 for 1.00 

115 v. A.C. Motor, for fan or experiment.... 1.50 

1800 RPM, 115 v. A.C. Motor 4.50 

Guardian, No. 4, 115 v. A.C. Solenoid 3.56 

Price Bros. No. IA, 115 v. A.C. Solenoid 1.50 

LUCKY 0 
pU RCHA E 

p 

ENfBLES GS TO (,tunc c.%¢ 
OFFER roU THESE 

ALNICO 

MAGNETSt 
3W EACH 3 FOR $1.00 

7f COBALT 

Eby bakelite Binding Posts .12 

TELETYPE, 1/40 H.P. 110 v. D.C. Motor 3.50 

W.L. 100 watt fixed, 1000 ohm Resistor .60 

Arrow -H & H, DPDT Toggle Switch .65 

C/H Off center, SPDT Toggle Switch .35 

Antenna Rotator or Door Opener. 
Powerful Geared, 24 v. D.C. or A.C. Motor, 

with Transformer 
3 Wire Rubber Cable for Above 03V, 

GE Argon Glow Lamps 4 for 1.00 

100 for $20.00 

7.50 

ELAPSED 

TIME 
METERS 

$15.50 

EST. 
1923 

GONIOMETERS 
Micro Switch 

Solenoids 
Relays 

Electric Counters 

BLAN EST. 
1923 

64 Dey St., New York 7, N. Y. 

D.C. MICROAMMETERS 
0-200 Ua 3" sq. G.E. DO -50 $ 9.00 
0-50 Ua 3" sq. G.E. DO -50 13.00 

PORTABLE INSTRUMENTS 
Molded Bakelite Case 7"x41/2"x3" 

D.C. MICROAMMETERS 
5...10...50... microamperes 

THERMOCOUPLE MILLIAMMETERS 
1.5...5...10... milliamperes 

Available in multiple range combinations 

PRECISION ELECTRICAL 
INSTRUMENT CO. 

146 Grand Street New York 13, N. Y. 
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REAL VALUES! 
SCR 625 

FAMOUS ARMY 
MINE -DETECTOR 

for prospectors -miners - 
oil companies -plumbers -etc.,-etc-etc. 
This unit is being offered now at a considerable reduction In 
price. Recently advertised at 
$79.50 it is now available 
in the same brand new wrappings in suitcase 
style carrying case 
(less batteries) at 

$59.50 
WHILE 
THEY 
LAST: 

1.1.4,.4 

CABINET CH -118 
Olive drab in color, this cabinet has a full length 
interlock access door in the rear. The front takes the standard 19' panels with 60 inches of height and 20 inches deep. It Is shock mounted on a heavy steel platform and has a two-inch protrusion fully covering one side to accommodate wave trap and wiring. Louvered vents allow air circulation top and bottom. Each $34.50 F.O.B. Chicago 
A few on hand, need paint lobs, or small repair 
-58 is only $19.95 

RA 52 -RECTIFIER 
A transtat controlled rectifier to produce high voltage DC from 110 VAC 60 cycle source. Up to 11,500 volts DC at 50 watts. Metered 
high voltage (0-15KV) and current $74.50 
(0-20 MA). New 
Some available with small repair or minor part replacement. lees tube only $49.50 

PE 206 INVERTER 
24 VDC to 80 VAC at 800 cps 500 VA Used $3.95 

PE 218 INVERTER 
24 VDC input, output 115 VAC. 400 cps at 13 amps. 

(1.5 KVA) New $15.00 
Like New $12.50 

TS -10 
Sound Powered Phones, Brand new.... each $9.95 

BC -769 Transmitter PIO RC -100, less tuUbes $6.95 
BC -770 Keyer PIO RC -100, less tubes $4.95 

MISCELLANEOUS SPECIALS! 
New RA 10 DA Receiver Used $17.50 $24.95 

BC 347 2.95 BC 442 Less Condenser 
rphone Amplifier 

Ueed $1.49 1.95 APS 13 UHF Antenna, Pair .98 I-97 Bias Meter Used $3.95....4.95 RL 42 Antenna Gearbox Motor and 
40 Amps, Circuit Breaker 

Used $4.95 7.51) 
.59 I 82 11' Five Inch 360 degrees compass indi- cator and Selsyn receiver 4.98 A-81-2 Transmitters Selsyn for I 82 indi- cator 2.45 (Both I 82 & Trans. Selsyn for $7.00) PB -101 Dynamotor 2.75 

Thermal converter Weston Type D. model 507, range .12 amp .59 BC -1023. Marker Beacon Receiver, complete with tubes, shock mount and instruction manual 9.95 BC -923 27-38 MC -FM Receiver, complete with tubes -Used 24.50 BC -924 27-38 MC, FM Transmitter, com- plete with tubes Used $19.95 BC -684 27-38 MC, FM Transmitter, leas dynamotor Used $19.95 10 meter modification kit for BC -610 3.95 SCR -183 complete 12 volt set with all coils ubes, dynamotor and control units 49.50 AI B Control Box 1.95 A1tR2 Control Box .89 

CATHODE RAY TUBES 
3FP7 ..$1.95 
4AP10 s .95 
5BP4 ..53.95 
5CP1 ..$4.95 

5GPI ..$ 3.95 
16DP4 $19.95 
161P4 $19.95 

PRICES UPON REQUEST 
T 85/APT5 Transmitter TS 10/APN Test Set 
R 132/TPSIO Receiver TS 16/APN Test Set TS 36/AP Test Set TS 27/TSM-1 Test Set 

TS 251 Test Set 

Shipments FOB warehouse. 20% Deposit on or- ders. Minimum order $5.00 Illinois residents, add regular sales tax to remittance. Prices sub- 
ject to change without notice. 

ARROW' SALES,* Iñc: 
1712-14 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago I6,. Ill. 

$OP4I HA,,,... 7.9594 . -, , 

0A2.. . . 51.59 
0B2 1 69 
OC3/ 

V R105. .1.29 
OD3/ 

V11150 .1.19 
2E25A¡ 

H Y65. ..4.89 
3EP1 5 39 
3HP7.... 3.49 
5FP14... .16.99 
78P7 7 89 
7CP1 12.49 
304TH 12.49 
304TL.. . 12.49 
803.......2.49 
805.......2.99 
885.......1.29 
905.......2.29 
954 .29 
1624. 1.49 
1629........35 
7193 29 
8020 1 25 
9003 1 89 
9006 29 
GLA71A.. .2 75 
CK1005 79 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 
Tube base plug in type 

Here are precision made, high quality compact pulse transformers wound on hypersil cores. They are built in octal bakelite tube bases and can be adapted to many uses. Kindly distribute this data to key penoanol in your Electrical Engineering Department, to your Technical Library, to your Electronio Equipment Buyers and to any person who should have knowledge of this item. 

TYPE UX 7350 
EACH 601E-50-74.361 

MAX. DC RES. OHMS 

16 e. 4.0211 
2 8 7 . 4.54211 
3 8 4 . 2.357(1 
6 8 6 . 2.Ie5n 

OTHER DATA 

TOP VIEW 

SIDE VIEW 
TUBE BADE 

*-Completely impregnated and sealed. *-Physically small, measuring only 1.37T die, x 1.087' high. *-Convenient to use -merely plug Into an octal socket -simplifies production. *-Schematic of winding sequence and connection pressed Into disc covering top of tube base. Schematic designates socket connections. *-The coils are wound on high-grade tested hypo -ell cores. *-Used in some of the Navy's modern and highly accurate Radar and Direction Finding Equipment *-Standard types -Manufactured by Raytheon Manufacturing Company. *-Quantities available -immediate delivery. 

SUGGESTED USES 
*-Blocking Oscillator, Multivibrator and Scope Circuits, *-Wherever Accurate Timing and Triggering are necessary. *-Unexcelled in circuit applications for generating low power and low voltage pulses. *-Can be used in circuits utilizing repetition rates from 0 to well over I MC and pulse widths ruIM I from .05 Microsecond up. 

PRICE $4.50 EACH - Immediate Delivery 

HNTI,Y 
ttimid 

voune 4e THE IN ELECTRONICS 
42-44 Cornhill, Boston 10, Mass. 

Lafayette 3-2546 

T U B E S 
Price - Slashed ! 

Receiving & Transmitting 
BMA Guaranteed -Standard 

7C4/ 
1203A'$.89 

OZ4.. 
IRS 

5U4 
5V4 
5Y3, 

6AC7 . 

6AG5 . . 

6AL5 
6AU6. 
6BC5 

6BG6.. 
68N6.. 
6BQ6 
6K7.., 

6SA7.. 
6SN7 
6V6 

5.59 

.89 

.79 
1.39 

.49 
1.29 
1.29 

.79 
.79 
.89 

1.89 
1.39 

1.59 
.59 
.69 

1,09 
.89 

12AT7 . 1.19 

12AU7. 
12BH7.. 
12SA7 . 

12SK7.. 
12SQ7 . 

35A5... 
35L6... 

35W4... 
35Y4... 
35Z5. 
50A5... 
5065... 

50L6... 

1,19 

1.19 

.79 

.79 

.69 

.98 

.89 

.69 

.89 

.59 

.98 

.98 

.75 

Brands 

TV PICTURE 

TUBES 

BLACK FACE 
Sealed Cartons, 

Brand New, 
1 Yr. Guarantee 

10BP4.. $22.95 
12LP4...22.95 
14BP4... 22.95 
16GP4.. 29.95 
16HP4.. 31.95 
17BP4... 24.95 
19AP4A 

24.95 
20CP4 33.95 
24AP4 69.95 

FREE: Write for catalog . 

tubes, parts and accessories for 
radio and TVI Also special elec- 
tronic Instruments catalog. 

Minimum o der; $5.00. 25% de- 
Iosit nclude 

with 
postage with order. 

nce 
O I All 

merchandise subject to prior 
dales. F.O.B. New York, N. Y. 

4' PM...... $1.59 
5' PM ...... 1.69 4'a6' PM. . 1.79 
6' PM .. 1.89 
6' 62 ohms 

with out- 
put trans. 2.79 

SPECIAL OFFER I -DEDUCT 5% from 
the price of any speaker in lots of 10 or 
more. Can be assorted. 

SPEAKERS All Alnico V - Priced Extra Low 
4' s 6' 

1,500 ohm $1.89 
8' Auto 

4-6 ohm.. 2.89 
8' PM 3.25 
12' PM 6.69 

GENUINE MOLDED CONDENSERS 
Fresh Stock -All Mineral 011 Filled 

100' Centigrade -Meets Jan C91 tests 
ALL 600 VOLTS 

Cap. Per 10 Per 100 
.001 $.79 56.90 
.002 .79 6.90 
.005 .79 6.90 
.01 .89 7.90 
.02 .89 7.90 
.05 1.25 9.90 
.1 1.25 U.50 

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 
All Guaranteed Fresh Stock. 

Lots 
Ea. of 10 

20020-150V..... $.39 53.70 
40040-150V .45 4.30 
50X30 -150V..... .45 4.30 

26-25V .19 1.50 
20-250V..... .29 2.59 
8--450V..... .39 3.69 10-450V..... .39 3.69 

16-450V..... .59 5.69 

The Rose Company 
100 Park Place New York 7, N. Y. Cortland 7-6195 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

BRAND NEW STANDARD BRAND TUBES 
02.2 1.55 2V3G..... .98 
0A3iVR75 1.49 2X2 .59 
OB2 1.59 3A4 .69 
OB3/VR90. 1.25 367'1291 .49 
0C3i VR 105 1 25 3822, EL1C 2.75 
OD3/VR150 1.05 3626 3.75 
1ß22 6.95 3C24 1.95 
11326 2.75 3C28 4.95 
11327 19.95 306/1299... .49 
1B29 4.75 3023 4.95 
1B36 14.95 4A1 1.75 
1656 47.50 4-250A 34.50 
lDBGT.... .89 4B28/52894 4.75 
1L4....... .89 4ß27/257B. 15.95 
1R4/1294... .69 4222 149.50 
2C22/7193.. .35 4226 159.75 
2C26 .39 4J34 195.00 
2C34/RK34 .29 4235 195.00 
2C40 4.95 4242/700A.. 27.50 
2C44 1.49 5D21 24.50 
2E22 3.50 688 .98 
2322 7.95 6C8 .88 
2326 24.50 6C21 19.95 
2136 89.50 624 5.95 
2261 37.50 7A7 .89 
2.162 37.50 7C4 .49 

78,5 .79 
7E6 .69 
7F7 .95 
10Y .75 
12A6 .79 
4G 
39/44 1.49 
45 Spec .35 
100TH 8.50 
205B 3.95 
211 .75 
217C 18.00 
250R 18.95 
250TH 19.95 
250TL 19.95 
285A 10.95 

386A 
1895 

04TH 13.93 
304TL 12.05 
307A 4.95 

316Á 1.50 
329A 8.95 
331A 11.95 
353A 4.95 
371E .95 
388A 1.50 

450TH 39.50 
450TL 44.50 
530 12.50 
531 7.50 
533 175.00 
559 3.95 
700A 24.50 
701A 4.95 

702A 
349 

03A 6.25 

705Á 2.89 
707A 12.95 
707B 24.50 
708A, 4.75 
710A/8011 .98 

714AY 5.95 
7Ì5A 6.95 
5B 13.95 

50 
721 A 
15C24.95 

722A 2.49 
723A/B 22.50 
724B 4.95 
725A 12.95 
730A 10.95 

801A .49 
802 RK2S 2.95 

95 
805 303 . 
807 1.69 
808 4.95 
810 .75 
811 12.95 
812 2.95 
813 8.95 
814 3.95 

829 11.95 
829B 14.95 

830B 3.5 
2A 12.95 

832B 8.95 
833A 49.50 
836 5.95 

83 
1.49 

38 4.95 
843 .75 
846 49.95 
851 48.75 
860 6.50 
861 24.50 
864 .75 

866A 
869B 
872A 
8746 

879 
931A 
954 
955 
956 
957 
958A 
959A 
1608 
1609 
1613 
1616 
1619 
1624 
1625 
1626 
1629 

1.39 
1.45 

39.50 
3.75 
1.4 
59 9 

1.43 
6.95 

.35 

.55 

.36 

69 
4.95 
4.95 

.99 95 

.45 
1.95 
.45 
.45 
.35 

1636 3.25 
1642 .98 
1851 1.75 
2051 1.09 

7193 .35 
8011 .98 
8013A 2.75 
8020 1.95 
8021 2.89 
8025A 7.95 
9001 1.50 
9002 1.35 
9003 1.25 
9004 .65 
9005 1.80 
9006 .35 

CiÁ 6.95 
C61 5.95 
CE1R1482 

1.35 
FG81A 3.95 
HY114B.. , .75 
HY615 .29 
REL5 175.00 
RK25 2.95 

RK72 .65 
RK73 .65 
VT90 .98 
VT9S 175.00 
VT127 2.50 

MARITIME INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 
11 State Street, New York 4, N. Y. Cable Address "Foxcroft" 

CATHODE RAY 
TUBES 

3CP1/S1 1.95 

3FP7 1.95 
4APIO 4.95 
SAP1 3.49 
SFP7 3.95 
7BPS 18.95 

6.95 
9LP7 12.95 
10BP4 18.95 
12LP4 21.50 
12LP4A 22.25 
14BP4 26.50 
16DP4A 34.00 
14RP4 37.00 
17BP4A 37.00 
19AP4A 62.00 
19AP4B 62.00 
20CP4 49.95 

TUNGAR BULBS 
6 AMP 
4289414 , 4.75 
Westinghouse i 

Rectigon 

Phones: Dlgby 4-3192-3 

RADAR 
SCR 545A. Search and Track. Complete trailer, power supply 
and spare parts. Nearly new. Write for description and price. 
PORTABLE PUMP ASSEMBLY 
Leland, 110 v. 60 0. 1 ph., 1/3 H.P. motor and D. Roper #2 
hydraulic pump. 300 lbe. PSI max., 125 lbs. PSI continuous 
@ 3.25 gallons per min $52.00 

SEARCH LIGHT 
Signaling, ir Curds Lighting, Inc. 115 v. a -o or d -c, 1000 
watt. Complete w/bulb. Comes w/mounting assembly that gives 
360° horizontal rotation and 180° vertical rotation $27.50 

WATER COOLING HEAT EXCHANGER: 
10 KW, Westinghouse RU -3-B. includes radiator, fan, pump. 
visual & electrical temperature & pressure indicators. 110 v. 
80 o. Complete In steel 
housing 24":81"x52" 5165.00 
MOTOR 
Bendix 1/15 HP, 115 v. 60 
c. 1 ph. 1726 RPM..54.75 
GENERATOR 
Bendix model NEA3. Out- 
put 115 v. a -o 10.4 amps, 
800 cy. SP. and 28.5 v. d -o, 
60 amps @ 2400 RPM. 
Self excited, aplined drive. 
New. Orig packing. .$27.50 
BATTERY CHARGER 
TRANSFORMER 
G. E. Cat. s WS -99316. 
Pr1. 105-115-125 v. 60 0. 
Sea 105-90-7S-60-45-30 v. 
@ 8 amps, each side of cen- 
ter LAD. Voltage reduced 
10% and 20% thru tapped 
primary; two x 5v. 18 amp. 
C.T. (Tungar filaments) 
and two z T v. 10 amp. 71A° 
h. x 8-% w. x 5W d. Wt. 
56 lbs. New, orig. packing. 
G. E. price $52. 

. 
17 

far $30.00 

POWER SUPPLY COMPONENTS 
TRANSFORMERS 
Plate, American Transformer Co. 
29108. Prl. 115 v. 60 cy. 10.4 KVA. 
17,600 v 520 amps.. 35 KVA test -563.00 
Plate, American Transformer Co. Spec. 
29108. Same as above but center -tapped 
to handle i amp (d >min a $75.00 

NEW! 
low prit« 
valu« 
quipmnt 
components 

Nota: All eterthnlne not 
Iefignted s slew i, 
Oucrantaad t be in en. 
tallant t ne. tenlition. 

EPCO 
1527 I. Ith St. 

lea Angeln 21, Calif. 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 
Input: 115 n 60 rya single phase. Output: 
7500 V D.C. @ 1.0 amp. continuous. Kit 
includes: (1) 10 KVA Amertran Plate 
Transformer, (4) 5 v. 10 amp Amertran 
Filament Transformer with integral socket, 
35 KVA test, (4) 371 B H.V. Rectifier 
tubes, (1) 12.5 Henry 1.0 amp swinging 
choke 15 KV, (1) 1.25/1.25 mfd. 7500 YDU 
Pyranol capacitor. (3) 160 M 200 W. 
Bleeder resistors, (4) PAD a 5 Standoff 
insulators w/clips @ binding posts.$275.00 

CAPACITORS 
9.12. tufd.. 1265 v. 60 c. a -o or 4000 v. 
d -o power factor correction 5.0 KV A.R.. 
Cat. #2528908 $17.50 
25-.25, 6000 v. d -e or .125 @ 12 000 v. 

d -a. Fast Cat. #A7548, oll $3.7' 
2x.15 mid.. @ 8000 v. or .075 mfd. (à 
16,000 v. vitamin Q $2.90 

RESISTORS 
Fixed, w.w. 160.000 ohm, 200 w. ferrule 
ends $1.00 
Fixed. w.w. 5,000 ohm. 200 w. ferrule 
ends $1.00 

METERS 
Westinghouse & Weston 0-1 ma. d -o 

movement, calibrated 0-4 or 0-20 KV Mod. 
301, NX35 4.95 

Westinghouse & Weston 0-120 amp. 
a -o calibration. 3 amp f.s. deflection. In 
eludes doughnut current transformer 40/1 
ratio. Mod. NASS & 476 $8.50 

RELAY 
Magnetic overload, Allen-Bradley #810, 
6.3-18.1 amps. 600 v. max $7.95 
RECTIFIER 
Dry Disc, 6.5 v. a -o FWCT 2.2 v. d -o (0 
3 amps 5 .75 4 for $2.00 

CONTACTOR 
Allen-Bradley & Westinghouse, 115 v. 60 cy. coil. DPW. 17 

HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIER POWER SUPPLY 
24.95 

Variable output 0-15,000 v. d-0 @ 500 mile. Input 115 v 

60 cy. SP. Army type BA -38. Sise 631/4 z 53%" z 58R" 
Wt. 2040 lbs. Units are new. complete with spare tubes and 
remote control. Write for detailed information. 

SAVE S S ON BRAND NEW TUBES 
0A2 $1.69 2262 38.95 6Á14.5 1.39 2807 1.29 726A 6 50 

Ó63/VR90.. 1.95 2Ñ2ß....... 29.95 
688 1.10 32L7GT .98 8076 29 50 
6BL7GT.... 1.20 50 .98 807 1 79 

0C3/VR105. 1.30 2K29 .. 29.95 6C5 .79 ßF50 .89 809 2 25 

003/VR150. 1.10 3A4 .98 6F4 4.50 RKR72 1.65 813 9 95 
1A3 1.10 3A5 1.59 6F7 .89 RKR73 1.65 829 895 
1B3GT 1.15 3API 10.95 6J5GT .50 76 .69 8296 13 95 

1622 3.25 3624 4.50 6K4 3.49 78 .79 832* 9 95 
1824 Wasting- 3628 7.50 6L6 2.25 83 1.69 833A 42 50 

house.... 7.95 3C22 59.50 6L7 1.10 250R 9.95 836 5 50 

11324Sylv.... 16.95 3C23 8.50 65G7 1.19 304TH 12.50 837 125 
1627 19.25 3C24/24G... 1.75 65H7GT.... .89 304TL...... 9.95 851 S2 50 

1842 17.50 3C33 12.50 6527 .89 307A 5.50 860 3 SO 

1N23 1.29 3E29 14.50 6SL7GT .89 350A 6.9$ 872A 2 75 

1R4/1294.... 1.10 304........ .89 65T7 ... . .89 3508 5.95 874 98 
1TSGT .98 354 .89 6V6GT .69 388A..... ... 1.50 884 1.75 

4E27 17.50 7B4 .69 394A.... ... 4.50 9231.65 
4222 145.00 7C23 59.50 d17Á 13.50 9311 4 75 

4223 145.00 7F7 1.10 WL530 19.95 955 49 
4J24 145.00 7V7 1.19 700A /B/D... 16.50 958A........ 49 
4226 145.00 12Á6 .80 706CY 39.50 1616 95 
4231 89.50 12C8 1.09 706GY 39.50 1625 45 

4235 145.00 12H6 .89 707B 14.95 1629 39 
4341 89.50 12K8 .89 7155 12.95 2050 175 
4a150Á 42.50 12557 .89 717A 1.19 2051 1 SO 

5021 22.50 125167 .69 1720ßY 95.00 
8025 S 95 

020 1 25 

5R4GY 2.25 125L7GT... .79 723A 7.50 1 SO 
6A3 1.49 125N7GT... .79. 723Á/B..... 14.50 9002 1 25 

2248 24.95 6AB7/1833.. 1.19 125Q7GT... .79 7246 2.75 9004 65 
2256........179:50 6ÁJ5 1.89 125R7 .89 725A 7.50 9005 175 

1000's OF OTHER TYPES IN STOCK! WRITE AND TELL US YOUR REQUIREMENTS! 

We carry a complete stock 

S H SALES CO . WE 
PAY HIGHEST PRICES 

W Radio 6 co TuLIS es and FOR SURPLUS STOCKS 
E lectronie Parts. Send us, TUBES AND ELECTRONIC 
your requirements. PARTS. Send us your list! 

Dept. E-5. 7552 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 46, Calif. 

2C39 23.011 0 
2C40 9.50 
2E30 2.25 
2221A 9.50 
2222 9.95 
2231 29.50 
2232 49.50 
2233 39.50 
2234 39.50 
2136 99.50 
2140 39.50 

OIL CONDENSERS 
2 MFD. 5000 VDC 

$14.40 
6 MFD. 600 VDC 
CP 70 BIFF 605K 
with Brackets.. $1.69 
100 MFD 1500 VDC 

$27.50 
BATHTUB CONDEN- 
SORS CP53BIFF504K 
.5MFD-600V. .. 5.50 

HAYDON 

SYNCHRONOUS 

MOTOR 

110 V.A.C. 
1/2 R.P.M. 
3.6 Watts 

$2.47 each 

2.2 watt 1-120 RPM $1.68 each 

WESTON WATTMETER Model 641 0-4 
KW 250 V $23.85 

Rheostat Type J 150 Ohm 50 Watt 
#5381 $2.15 each 
RAYTHEON FIL. TRAN. 115 V. 60 cyl. 
SEC. 6.3V. 5.1 amp. 6.3V. 1.2 amp... $3.75 

UG Connectors UG 352U $6.00 each 
UG 9/U .95 each 
UG 21B/U 1.25 each 
UG 234/U 13.00 each 
UG 61A/U 1.80 each 
UG 58/U .70 each 
83-1SPN .45 each 

BUS FUSES 

INDUSTRIAL -TUBES -RECEIVING 

Relays and other Electronic material are 
available. Send us your inquiries. 

No Risk to You 

All Material Offered Brand New 

LEONARD GREENE 
381 Tremont St. Boston, Mass. 

Phone HAncock 6-4794 

FOR SALE 
10,500 Ft. RG-58A/U-new 
21,000 Ft. #22-2 Cond. Rubber Covered - 

new 
45,000 Ft. #12-1 Cond. Stranded VC -air- 

craft type -surplus 
Subject prior sale 

FS -1850, Electronlce 
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago I1, Ill. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

STANDARD BRAND RES. 
1/3 W TO 2 W Jobbers quantities 

CHANNEL TYPE COND. 

An SPCA 25f O Sx,1 Made by leading mfgs. 1 11'1e", 
19/]6"x l/2' 246 60/ 
TG 10 Keyers complete with tubes $32.50 

RG 10 U-52 -r* Armored Coax Cable 12$ ft. 

RG 11 U -Coax Cable 9' long with PL 259 each 
end 89e 

Type I. Ad Pots. 858 
650 -' 1/2" Shaft 6500 S.D. Shaft 2000 S.D. Shaft 15 K - - S.D. Shaft 

TRANSFORMER 
POWER SUPPLY 

115 V. 60 CV., 300 V. @ 55 J1 I MA., 6.3 V. e 2 Amps. Has 5Y3, 2 - 8 HY. Chokes, 2 - 30 '- MFI) Filters, Pilot Term Strip, 0® ,. Meas. 5'x5"x8". So' 
Completely wired $6.85 

4 WATT W W. POTS 
5 k., 10 k., 20 k 400 ea. 

SL 1 radar complete in good cond $450.00 

SCR 296 radar units and racks 6' high with 5 roller bearing drawers ea. drawer appeox. 20" long and 19" wide & capable of supporting 150 lbs. or cquipmt. 

1 & 2% Pree. W. W. Reg. 12k, 17k, 20, 10k, 33k. 10k, 43k, 50k, 100k, 84k, 150k, 200k. 
220k, 500k 458 ea. 

1 r- Prec. Res. W. E. Type D-167090 808 ea. 

F. W. SEL. BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
18 V. IN..I4 V OUT 40 V IN..34 OUT 1.3 Amps" $ 2.90 a Amps. $ 3.30 2.4 Amps. 3.85 1.2 Amps. . 4.40 

. . . 

6.6 Amps. 5.45 3.2 Amps. . 6.55 
- " 

11 Amps. 9.80 6.5 Amps. 11.70 17.5 Amps. 12.50 9.0 Amp, 13.75 

SPRAGUE NOISE FILTER 
7 Amps 130 Vac 400 V.D.C. PUx65. Has 2 torroid roils wound on polyiron core & filter Bond ...51.15 

12"x24"x1/2^ Hair Felt idea for sound deadening. 
128 ea. 

Muter Ceramic Cond 600 V. 15, 22, 33, 56, 75, 82, DB, & 220 MFD 5C ea. 
$4.50 per C 

400 CT FIL & PLATE Transformers. Write for lid. 

Following Equipt Used But in Good Cond. Dumont Type 185 Electronic Switch. & Sq Wave Generator 
$85.00 Instrument Electronics Model 45. Wide Band Volt- meter .0005 to 500 volts 5 ay. to 1600 KC...$I15.00 

Imp. Bridge$$85.00 G.nea En 
RnType 58 

Type 1683 Ind & 
Output Power Meter 95.00 R.C.A. U.H.F. Signal Gen. Similar to Type 710A "70 to 560 MC $$145.00 Weston 683 Type 5 Multitester $22.50 

Weston 772 Anaiizer $32.50 W.E. Range Calibrators Types, I-103, BC -726-A C 168 524.00 ea. 

S OUNDTRONICS LA BS.' 

632 Arch St., Phila. 6, Pa. MA 1.211$ 

TUBE SPECIALS 
VR -ìS0 
íL4 
1 LH4 
1 N21 
íR4 
1 R3 

155 

.95 

.65 

.80 
2.95 
.95 
.95 
.75 

354 
6C21 
65.17 

6S17GT 
6Y6G 
1619 
1624 

.75 
37.50 

.75 

.85 

.85 

.25 
1.45 

ARCBY ELECTRONICS 
103 West Liberty Louisville, Ky. 

866A KIT and XFORMER 
2 rubes, ß,h.9, xfmr 115v 
BOcyc Inpt, outpt 2.5vet/ 10a .... 86.98 

DIODE PROBE TUBE! Unexcelled for NO -LOSS 
UHF Testing. Ult a -Sensitive Bub-Mlniaturc Envelope APP. 1 i/4 'Ws". Element & Probe at Tip. Low Pwr. Mr. BRAND NEW w/Data. VR92. 256; S for Si. 

RELAYS -FAMOUS MAKE 
CLARE Octal 115VAC/DPNC SYNO 53.98 CH/Bß oper. 7 to 34VDC/200 to 1200 

2.98 5DINN 32AXXlO Reset&o'load 10 
s. 

$ma& 115VAC $4.95 ADVANCE 4001BAantenna DPDT&SPNO 15 Amp. Ceramic. inc ins 75to 110V $2.75; W.Rect115VAC ,$3.95 
A-11-o'load arij18.1 / 15.2.712./ 9&5.3A.$3.911 CLARE VAC Nitrogen sld SK5010/DPDT; IR-ls"r 2 Amp Cts octal base @ $1.49 w 115VAC reef ................ 
G 

115Z AC, 
Calif T0,ß5,110, 160V for 115VAC $9.95 

to : t.t27928117A3/28V/50A/SPNO, Db1 'BK $1.98 
CIRCUIT BREAKERS 

Heinemann Magn Bkrs, Amps: 0.22, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 8, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 70, 100, 180. Each ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,$1.69 
Sq. D & CH Toggle Sw Bkrs, Amps: 

986 Klixon Thermal lPush 
5, 

OButton 3 Bkrs0. , Each 
5 10, 15, 20, 30. Each 89e 

NEW WESTON METERS 
Brand New -Weston 301, 3" Sq. Panel Mtg. Immediate Delivery. No Priorities. 

DC Micro -ammeter 050 ma DC. .$18.98 DC Millammeter 0-1 ma DC (Reads 5KV) 
AC Voltmeter 0.150 VAC Rectifier $Type 1000ohms/volt $8.98 DC Voltmeter 0.800 VDC, 1000 ohms'V 

12.98 Volume Level Indicator -20,31/U..516.98 

LINE FILTERS 
USN .1 TO 1000 MC'S 

1OAmp/130vacde Csd 51.29 3OAmp/2SOvacdc Cod 53.98 SOAmp/600vdc/250vac Fltrs 
both sides of line 59.98 

100Amp/usable 110 vacile GE. 
SPECIAL 2 for $1.98 

(§mienTh Vacuum Precision 
HiVolt Resistors 

Megohms-. I i .25/.6/.75/.83/.99/1/1.5 
2/3 3.7:, ,,Accy... Fa. $1; 10/57.50 

B'ffDept. 10E, 6 Church St. 
Corner Church & 

Liberty sta. 

That's A Buy! 
New York 6, N. Y. 

Y WOrth 2-7230 

_ 

45000 
Precision Resistors-47500 

48000 
Over 21/2 Million in Stock 48660 

49000 
in Precision Resistors 50000 

205000 
210000 
215000 
220000 
225000 
229000 

"TAB" -Specialists 
No Mfrs Choice -We Ship Types in Stock 52000 230000 

0.116 75 366.6 1896 2635 6840 
55000 

17500 56000 
235500 
238000 

0.42 80 370 740 1897 2700 6990 17977 57065 240000 
0.425 81.4 375 750 1898 2750 7000 18000 58333 245000 
0.607 88 380 8006 1899 2850 7320 18300 60000 250000 
0.7 89.8 399 1900 2860 7500 18380 61430 265000 
1.03 95 390 

854 
1901 2870 7700 18500 62000 268000 

1.3 100 400 1902 2900 7717 18800 64000 270000 
1.75 101 99 

900 
1903 3000 7900 19000 65000 275000 

2.5 105 414.3 1904 3100 7930 19500 66600 294000 

3.83 107 
7 418.8 910 1905 3163 7950 20000 66650 300000 

425 917 1906 3259 8000 20441 67500 307500 
4 120 426.9 946 1907 3290 8094 20500 68000 311000 
4.35 121.2 427 978 1908 3333 8250 21000 70000 314000 
5 125 440 1000 1909 3384 8500 21500 72000 316000 
5.025 130 450 1030 1910 3500 8700 22000 73500 325000 
6.25 452 1056 1911 3509 8770 22500 75000 330000 
7.5 147.5 460 1059 1912 3700 9000 22990 80000 333500 

150 470 1067 1913 3730 9100 23000 82000 350000 
7.8 160 475 1100 1914 3760 9445 23150 84000 353500 
77.9 165 478 1110 1915 4000 9500 23325 85000 375000 

170 480 1150 1916 4030 9710 23400 85750 380000 
10.38 175 487 1155 1917 4200 9800 23500 88000 400000 
11.25 179 500 1162 1918 4220 9900 24000 90000 402000 
12 182 520 1200 1919 4280 9902 91000 420000 
13.52 182.4 525 1225 1922 4300 10000 25000 93300 422000 
14.2 200 540 1250 1924 4314 10430 25200 95000 425000 
14.25 209.4 550 1260 1926 4440 10500 25400 100000 450000 
14.5 216 5750 1300 1960 4444 10600 25833 110000 458000 
15 220 1350 1980 4500 10900 26000 115000 478000 
16 220.4 588 1355 2000 4720 10936 26500 116667 500000 
17 225 600 1400 2045 4750 11000 26600 120000 520000 
19 230 612 1488 2080 4850 11400 27000 130000 521000 
19.2 235 1495 2095 488511/500 27500 135000 525000 
20 240 633 1500 140000 543000 
22 245 640 1510 2142 5000 12000 28430 141000 550000 
23 245.4 641 1518 2145 5100 12500 28500 145000 570000 
24 250 

649 
1600 2150 5210 12800 29000 147000 575000 

25 260 2160 5235 13000 29500 15 600000 
26 271 

6665 

164612180 5270 13100 29990 155000 620000 

28 
275 1650 2187 5300 13500 30000 160000 650000 

30 280 1670 2195 5500 13550 31000 165000 654000 

37 
1.5 286 

289 
668 
670 

1680 
1710 

2200 5600 13600 31500 166750 
2250 5730 14000 32000 167000 

660000 
690000 

48 299 673 1712 2300 5770 14250 33000 169200 700000 
49 300 675 1740 2400 5910 14400 35000 175000 750000 
50 310 680 1770 2450 6000 14500 37000 180000 761300 51. 311.5 681 1800 2463 6100 14550 38140 180600 800000 
55 320 684 818 2485 6125 14600 38.0.00 185000 813000 
56.7 325 689 1830 2490 6140 15000 39000 186600 850000 
60 330 697 1865 2500 6200 16000 39500 190000 900000 
63 340 699 1892 2525 6300 16500 40000 198000 930000 
68 350 700 1894 2600 6495 16800 42000 200000 950000 
74 711 1895 2625 6500 17000 43000 201000 

Any size Above, Each 35r; Ten 
MEGOHMS 

for $3.29 
1. 1.4 1.9 2.75 3.75 5.5 7.62 10 
1.1 1.5 2 2.8 3.9 6. 7.74 11.55 
1.2 1.57 2.11 2.855 4 6.5 8 12 
1.25 1.579 2.2 3 4.23 6.6 8.02 12.83 
1.3 1.65 2.25 3.3 4.25 6.7 8.5 13 
1.35 1.75 2.5 3.5 4.5 7 9.05 13.85 
1.39 1.8 2.7 3 673 5 7.5 9.5 

Any Size Above, Each 706; Ten for $6.49 

(Mite) TAM* S!/iPPIlls 
R EC 

BC:;4-L, New 
BC -348-Q, Used 

e 
-6 Meg. Com- 

mand, $8.95 
6-0.1 Meg. Com- 
mand, $8.95 
190-550 Meg. ARC - 
0. 118.95 
11-28 ARC -5 
APR -1 & Tuning 
Units 

342 

TN -17, TN - 

15 212 
SIN -26C 
ItA-to 
R9A/APN-4. Used, 
110.95 
Ilammerlund 111C- 
1269. 145 to 300 
meas. 350 to 080 
'egs. FM or AM, 

11C - II -S I . 27/39 
.i ums- Fß1. Xlnt 

ì. 139.00 
larine Band 1.5 

1n 3 megs. New, 
"'4.5(1 
It('. -3;;7 Marker 
Beacon, 75 MC, 

VERS 
T-se'h with plugs. 
$4.95 
BC1206A, 200 tc 
400 KC. Operates 
on 29V, DC. Used. good condition. 

$4.95 
RBR Pocket Re- 
ceiver. Xtal con- 
trolled. 2-9 mega. 
Liteweight portable. 
Uses 671/2 V. It 
Battery or 2 flash- 
light cells. New 
orig. boxes. $15.00 
BC -470 Direction Finder Receiver. 
Continuous tuning. 
200 KC. 18 mega. 
Less loop, used 
$50.00 Marker Beacon ARN-8. Used, 
$15.00 
BC -373 Fairchild 
Liteweight A I) F 
Receiver, u s e d 
14.95 
VHF BC -639 A 
RA -42, 100-156 
mega. 110 V, AC, 

TRANSCEIVERS 
Tit :: a 
IsI _I:a 
Iu o_n & PE -117 (50 sets available) 
`.RI VIII' (50 sets available) 
%):('-4 VHF 

T('5-1 1.5 to 12 megs. 4 channel, Rtal °ontrnlled (70 sets available) 
TL`s 60-80 megs, 50 W, AM, (30 sets avail- able) New 
TRANSMITTERS T22 'ARC -5, 7-9.1 megs. I.í5.. new $14.95 T-21 ARC -S. New, 5.3-7 

88.95 .1-23 iARC-5, 100-156 megs. T-10 ARC -5. 3-4 megs. 
$ 19.95 

BC -640 
HC -924, 
39 mega FM 12 V. Used. 

RADAR SETS 
AND 

QOM PO N E NTS 
APS-4 

AP8-15 
,s.12 -111A 
SCR -717 

C 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
TS -3 
TS -10 
TS -12 
TS -13 
TS -16 
TS -16 
TS -23 
TS -19 
TS -56 
TS -51 BC -376 
TS -67 BC -949 
TS -127 BC -221 
TS-203/AP TS -102 

TS -143 BC -906 
TS -226 1-95 
RC -252 Ioran I -lie 
Trainer 1E-56 
LZ "S" -Band. AN/U1'31- A /41í1-1 Sig. Generator 

I-122 *PA -6 
AYA -11 

1-222 IPA -23 
TAP 
i-203 
1 -lis 
78B 

WANTED 
We Pay 

TOP $ FOR 
HC -611 
Handle 
Talkies or 
parts 
BC -788C 
I-1 r 2c 
FT -445 
ART -13 
CU -32 
DY -11.12 17 
PE -94 CM 
BC -348 

AIRFORCE TEST BENCH with Cables and adaptors for 
checking all components of BC -375, BC -191, SCR -183, 
SCR -193, SCR -274N. SCR -522, BC -347 and BC -212. Can he 
modified to adapt other sets. Folds into table for convenient 
portable use. Runs on 12 or 24 V. Complete, used. 

AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT 
TRANSMITTERS TA -27-24 VHF SETS 
ATC RTA-1B 
T-47/Art-13 0-16/ART-13 ARC -4 
T-47A/ART-13 TA -12 ARC -5 

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT 
APN-1 MT-14A/ARN-1 AT-4/ARN-1 
SCR -718A DY-17/ART-13 RC -103 
SCR-718A/AM DY-12/ART-13 AN/ARN-5A 
SCR -7180 DV -WART -13 R-89B/ARN-5 
MT-283/ART-13 SCR -289 Aviometer 9104 & 
MT-284/ART-13 AN/APN-9 9044 Microphone 

EXPORT INQUIRIES INVITED 10.000 BATH 
We carry an unusually large stock of Airline TUB CONDEN- 
Equipment, Test Equipment, Radar Seta, etc, EERY .5 mm 
Write for our low prices and complete infer- ß0o Y. Ton 
mation. We furnish immediate answers to all tr onlr. 

Puee re - inquiries. Write today) quest. 

ATTN. AIRLINES AND GOV'T. AGENCIES 
CONVERSION AND SHOP FACILITIES AVAILABLE 

We are equipped to convert and repair all types of electronics 
equipment. No job too small or too large. All work uncondi- 
tionally guaranteed. Xist. references. Prompt replies to all 
renuests for estimates. 

JAMMING EQUIPMENT 
APT -4 T-36/ 
APQ-2 
APT -5 
SCR -598/ 'r l 

o 

ART -9 
ART -2 
Complete 

Oept. E-10. 2033-37 Wist Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 6, California 

IMPORTANT! 
No Order Less Than $5.00. 
Send 30% deposit. All 
merchandise subject to 
prior sale. Prices subject 
lo change at any time. 

Add foreignminimum 

scrvlee charge. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

THE BEST IN ELECTRONIC SURPLUS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

TRANSMITTERS 
T4/FRC, with Modulator 
MD 1/FRC, and 
PP-1/FRC Power Supply. 
RCA -ET 4332 and 4336, 
TDE, TBK, 8010, 8019, for Ships. 
ATD, for Aircraft. 
BC -319, BC -804, BC -684, etc. 
RCA -2.5 KW, 2.0 to 20.0 mc, Al. 
TSI. 500W. Simultaneous Radio 
Range and Telephone Transmitter. 
Frequency 200-400 KC. Mfd. for 
CAA by Federal Tel. Co. 
BC -797, 50 Watt AM Transmitter. 
Freq. 110 to 130 MC. Xtal Control. 
Operation -110V. 60 cycles AC. 
MANY OTHERS! 

TRANS -RECEIVERS 
SCR -284, SCR -509 & 510, SCR -511, 
SCR -808 ds 610, SCR -522, LINK 
Model 1498. TCS with 12/21/230 DC 
and 110V. AC Power Supplies, SCR - 
508/528/608/628. 

AUDIO SOUND 
Beachmaster 250 W.; Western Elec. 
Model HLAS-500W.; RCA 25W. 
(12V.) Mobile; RCA MI -2817-E 
Amplifier, 1,000 Watts (2-500 watt 
Channels) ; W.E. Speaker Units D- 
173246 (25-30 Watts) and D - 
173232A (50-60 Watts). 

TEST EQPT. 
BC -221, TS -174, T8-47/APR, TU -56, 
TU -57, TS -45, TS -143, I-148, TS -305, 
T 9- 1 4 3/C P M - 1 Synchroscope, 
Others. 

RADAR 
SCR -545-A, Complete in Trailer Trucks, with or 
without 25 KVA Gas -Engine Generator Unit. 
SF -1 Ship Radar, Complete, NEW, with many boxes 
of Spares. 
MARK V Training Radar, for schools, training. 

RECEIVERS 
$BM, RBS, RBO, BC -224, DZ -2 Direction -Finders 
with Loops, SCR -206 Direction Finders with Loops, 
SCR -291 Gonlometers and Accessories, R-2/ARRS. 
Others. 

SPECIAL 
Wilcox 36A Rectifier -Power Supply, for 3 KW modu- 
lated transmitter 
RADIOSONDE AN/AMQ-1, Meteorological Balloon 
transmitter with self-contained instruments. Re- 
ceiving and Recording supplementary eqpt. also 
º.vailable. 
"SNOOPERSCOPE" TUBES, British Infra -Red Im- 
age Converter Tubes, with matching Bausch & 
Lomb front-end Lens. 
SOUND -POWERED HEAD -CHEST SETS, RCA - 
2454 -B, all New, export -packed. 
32V. DC to 110V. AC KATO Converters, NEW, good 
to 300 watts. 
115V. DC to 115V. AC., 60 cycles, Motor -Generators. 
500 Watts output; mfd. by Esco, and Holtzer-Cabot. 
RC -163 Radio Beacon Eqpt., designed for use with 
SCR -508/608/528/628/510/610 Transmitter -Receivers. 
20 to 40 mc. Complete, export -packed, NEW equip- 
ment. 
TE -54A It TE -55A Cable Vulcanizing Units. 
AT-49/APR-4 Antennas. 

TELEMARINE COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY 
CABLE ADDRESS: 
TELEMARINE, N. Y. Lonqacree 4-4490 540 W. 27th St., N. Y. 1, N. Y. 

SILVERPLATED REFLEC- 
TOR -Overall Dimensione 
4%", Reflecting Surface 
416", Depth 1%", Individ- 
ually boxed 554 es. $20.00 
per 100. 

Eastern Air Device J50 Centrifugal Blow- 
er, 116 volt 60 cycles 0.1 amp. 1 PH 10 
C.F.M. Continuous duty 1.0 M.F.D. Ca- 
pacitor start with Capacitor $10.75; with- 
out Capacitor $10.25 

Eastern Air Device J50E Dual Centrifugal 
Blower, 116 volt 60 cycles 0.1 amp. 1 PH 
20 C.F.M. Continuous duty 1.0 M.F.D. Ca- 
pacitor start with Capacitor $18.75; with- 
out Capacitor $18.25 

Miniature lamp T1%, 3 

volt .19 amp. Airplane 
Indicator, Amb. Ctd. 

10 for $1.00 
100 for $8.50 

VOLTMETER Weston 833 130v. A.C. 400 
cycles 2% flush bakellte Aircraft mount- 
ing black scale Fluorescent numerals re- 
moved from new equipment $3.50 

AMMETER, 160/300 dual range Triplet 
341A 81/2" rectangular flush bakellte 6 

amp Movement O $4.96 with external 
current transformer for 150 amp. 

Only $7.50 

Square D Circuit Breakers Push Type 
AN3161-'36 36 amp. ® 30 volt D.C. 

$1.15 each 

Square D Bat Handle Circuit Breaker 
Type AN3160-10 30 volt 0 10 amp 

$1.25 each 

SEND FOR FREE BULLETIN 
T.I.o9nn. 01a1w 0-211.1.4-9 

titRaca![ nt,aeiUl 
c CD.'71 oVri::At 

. 

ALL PRICES F.O.B. N. Y. CITY 

TUBE SPECIALS 
STANDARD BRANDS 

163 $1.35 6AT6 .70 6SU7GTY 
1LN5 6AU6 .79 2.50 
1N21B 3.50 6B4 1.35 6V6GT .89 
1N23B 4.00 6BA6 .79 6W4 .85 

1 N34 .60 6BG6G 1.89 6Y6 1.09 
2A3 1.25 6BQ6 1.59 1246 .70 
2X2 .65 6C4 85 12AT7 1.19 
5R4GY 2.25 6CD6 2.25 12AU7 1.19 
5U4 .79 6K6ET .75 12AX7 .95 
5V4 1.20 6H6M .85 12ÁY7 4.50 
5Y3GT .49 6N7M 1.20 12J5GT .65 
5Z3 .85 6R6 1.50 12SK7 .79 
6ÁC7 1.29 6SF5GT .85 12SR7M .75 
6AG5 
6AG7 
6AK5 

.90 
1.65 
1.20 

6SH7M 
6SC7 

1447 .95 1486 
1.25 25W4 

1.05 
1.05 
.90 

6ÁL5 .79 6SL7GT 1.10 59 1.50 
6AB6 .70 6SN7 1.09 89Y .75 

Many more types in stock. Write for quotations. 

2C51 $5.95 75TH 6.75 807 1.65 
2E25 5.95 T200 16.95 809 2.25 
2E30 2.00 211C/ 829B 13.95 
2D21 1.65 VT4C 1.75 832A 11.95 
2K29 21.95 3C24/ 866A 1.30 
3624 5.35 24E 1.50 CK1005 .79 
6J4 6.75 304TL 12.49 1603 5.95 
T20 2.25 304TH 12.49 1620 6.50 
TU F20 3.95 350B 5.50 8025 5.75 
TZ20 2.25 394A 5.50 9001 1.75 
TZ40 3.25 446A 1.95 9002 1.50 
45S .35 715B 9.50 9005 1.75 
CK70 4.95 721A 2.45 3APIA 12.50 
RKR73 1.50 726A 6.50 3BP1 6.95 

All tubes are sublect to prior sa e. 20% deposit 
required balance sent COD plus postage. We buy 

anything in electronics. 

Nat Adelman 
168 Washington St. New York 6, N. Y. 

CO 7-6091 

SCARCE BUYS ! 
RADAR-APS-3 airborne radar complete 

V. ïth spare modulator unit $495.00 
Sig. Gen. -.2-125 CPS Dumont 215 95.00 
Sig. Gen. -I -138A "S" band 95.00 
T85/APT-5 complete, new 175.00 
TEST SET-TS-159/TPX 60 cycles 49.00 

PANEL METERS -many types available 
METER-Freq. 350-450 cycles, 90-140V. 1/3 

of 1% ace. for aircraft, shop, etc., new 24.60 
Xmitter-500 watt phone deluxe ham built 

rig., complete 195.00 
Xmitter-150 watt phone-CW ham built 60.00 
TBX-xmitter-Rec. 2-6 mc 29.00 
Xmitter-2 meter Arc. 5 like new 39.00 
B.C. 645A-Xmitter-Rea, new 18.00 
RECEIVER -Arc. 5 3-6 mo. leas dial and 

drive 4.50 
B.C. 375-Xmitter, with tubes, new 24.90 
G Ff R U coil sets for Rec. and xmitter .50 
B.C.423-Radio modulator 19.00 
TU -5 -Tuning unit 1500-3000 KC 2.50 
72 OHM -Twin line, 7/21 wire, 1 KW .04 
95 OHM -2 wire shielded coax .04 
Rack Cabinet -19 1g. 89411. 13 do. black 

crackle hinged door on top, new 5.95 
TUBING -Red plastic #20 wire, 1500' 4.95 
3 MFD-4000 V. oil. oond 4.95 
3000 MFD-50 V. and 4000 MFD-25 V. 

cond., ea. 2.50 
40 MFD-25 V. coed 15 for 1.00 
723 A/B TUBE -Ind. boxed, new 9.95 
DECK ENT. INSULATOR 9' Die. Bowel 2.50 
RELAYS -24 V. DC. from equip.. ocean, 

D.P.D.T. 10 amp .25 
S.P.S.T. DB 30 amp .50 

TRANSFORMERS 
230/460 V..750 KVA. use as 110/220, new.. 
24 V. 4 KVA 220/440 V. Pri. 3 ph., new.... 
8.5 V. 5 KVA 220/440 V. Pri. 3 ph., new... 
16 V. 10 KVA 220/440 V. Pri. 3 ph., new... 
I1-13 V. 1 KVA 110 V. Pri., Good coed.... 
Dynamotons -12 V. 680 V. 210 ma., new... 
TV Chassis -suitable for color TV receivers, 

sweep circuits, low voltage supplies, 30 KV 
supplies, projection optical units; also 
front ends and FM tuners 

9.95 
50.00 
60.00 

110.00 
19.00 
14.95 

All at lowest clearance prices 
Write for our bargain bulletin 

FOB Hempstead 25% with COD order 

ALCERADIO ELECTRONICS CO. 
385 Jackson St. Hempstead, N. Y. 

AT 

Big Saving! 
FERRULE -TYPE 

RESISTORS 

Immediate delivery 
from our stock of over 
250,000. 

Wide assortment from 
0.2 to 300,000 ohms. 

ENAMEL -GLASS 
FIXED -ADJUSTABLE 

New and in 
perfect condition. 

Nearly all made to 
JAN specification. 

UNIVERSAL MARINE & MFG. CORP. 
137 Alexander St. Yonkers 2. N. Y. 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * 

R.C.A. COMMUNICATION 

TRANSMITTER 

Model Ml -8167, a 350 watt CW 
and 250 Watt 'phone operating 
in the frequency range of 2000 
to 20,000 kcs., from 220 V. AC 
50/60 cycle input. Beautifully 
constructed and self-contained. 
Speech amplifier and tubes in- 
cluded. All complete and new, 

packed for export. 

Complete descriptive data 
on request. 

Other choice selected guaranteed trans- 
mitters, receivers and combinations for 
all types of services and wattage. 

* T T T T T T T T T 
COMMUNICATION DEVICES CO. 2331Ñ 

YE2FHNAYE 
Cable: COMMUNIDE)7 Tel: AD -4.6174, 5 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

TS -3 TS -61 TS -146 BC -1277 W-1158 
TS -6 TS -62 TS -153 CLQ-60 
TS -10 TS -74 TS -159 D-150637 TRANS. 
TS -14 
TS -15 
TS -16 
TS -19 
TS -24 
TS -26 

TS -76 
TS -91 
TS -92 
TS -98 
TS -100 
TS -102 

TS -203 
TS -206 
TS -218 
TS -226 
TS -268 
APA-11TS-27 

1-143 
1-196 
I -203A 
I-208 
1-212 
I-423 

APQ-2 
APT -1-2-5-5A 
,6,RQ-8 
ART -2-7 
AXT -2 
TPS-2 

TS -33 
TS -111 

BC -376 LM -8 
TS -35 TS -118 

BC -638 LM -15 RECVRS: 
TS -36 TS -125 BC -905 LS -1 APM-9 
TS -45 TS -126 BC -906 LW APR -5A 
TS -47 TS -127 BC -978 OAP -1 ARN-8 
TS -59 TS -131 BC -1236 OAV-1 ARO -8 

RECEIVERS CPN-3 RA 10 DB TPS-2 RT-48ATPX-1 
COMMUNICATIONS, BEACON, LORAN, IFF AND RADAR 

SCR -717B; APS-(2)(3)(4)(15); APQ-13 

MAGNETRCNS POWER UNITS ANTENNAE INDICATORS 
TURBO AMPLIFIERS CONTROL AND JUNCTION BOXES, Etc. 

New and Enlarged Space and Facilities 

LERU LABORATORIES, INC. 
Black Oak Ridge Rd. and Jackson Ave. Wayne, N. J. 

R. F. D. #1, Paterson, N. J. 
Telephone: Terhune 5-2765 N. Y. C. Telephone: Oregon 5-3525 

0 
0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2l 

2É 
2E 
21 
221 

2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
5 
5 

51 
5 
5 
6 

61 
10 
12 
12 
12 
Te 
f 

( 

CARTER. 6 Volt Dynamotors Compact 
Brand New Original Boxed. 

6V.D.C. in -400 volts DC out @ 376 
MA. $26.00 

6 V.D.C. in -590 volts DC out $» 250 
MA. $33.00 

G.K. Model 50-B Variacs-New in orig. 
crates, 115 or 230 VAC input; 31 max 

API 
BPI 
B 
DPI 

E27 
BPI 
121 
FP7 

.PII 
A15 
AK5 

u11 
D.d&B.) 

amps. -factory price $140.00. Your cost 
only $99.50 
BC -221 -AK -Mod. Freq. Meter -New: 
less case $125.00 
BC -611 -Walkie-Talkies in excell. op- erating condition on a matched freq. 
The set of 2 at $149.50 
300 ohm Twlnlead-High qual. polysty- 
rene $14.60 per roll of 1,000 feet 

-,, , gy... 

m ir, 
'Ii 

0 
© N 

i --i , á m°fill 
111. 

The AR -11 is a Complete, 
Ultra -Compact Radio Station 
In Portable Leather Case; ". 
35 Watt Transmitter and Superhet Rcvr. Complete 
with 110 and/or 220 V.A.C. pwr. supply -With all 
Accessories. New; Export packed (orig. cost 
5550.00) @ $250.00 -Ten Sets In Stock. 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
Full -Wave Bridge Types 

Current 18/14 36/28 54/40 110/100 
(cent.) Volts Volts Volts Volts 

1 ..... 3.75 .... 

2 2.40 3.90 7.58 10.50 

4 3.85 7.00 5.50 ..... 
5 5.81 ..... .... ..... 
0 5.30 10.50 .... 

12 7.75 10.00 .... ..... 
24 16.00 29.35 .... 

All our Rectifiers are new & Guaranteed one year. 
quick service on special Rectifiers to your epees. 

QUALITY, TESTED TUBES 
New and guaranteed in stock now; many 
others not listed -complete line of receiving 
tubes at low prices. Submit your requirements 
on any types for our quotation. 

112 $1.49 101-D 054 .27 
82 1.55 (WE) .. 1.25 005 .40 
826 2.50 101F 055 .37 
327 15.00 (WE) .. 1.25 150-A .... .65 
L21 (G.E.) 4.00 1011, 1010 .75 
N21 .65 (WE) .. 1.25 1020 .40 
023 1.45 211 .65 152$ .40 
0236 ... 4.00 274-B 1020 .30 
034 .65 (WE) .. 3.50 6617 2.95 
048 .65 275-A 5000-A ... 5.00 

21 1.75 (WE) .. 4.50 5054 4.5( 
24 4.75 310-A 6010 .75 
26 3.80 (WE) .. 6.50 0025 6.95 
30 2.15 311-A 0004 .44 
32 40.00 (WE) 7.50 004 1.50 
61 35.50 

.. 
313-C 0006 .44 

(25 27.50 (WE) .. 1.25 14 -TH .. 0.50 
(28 32.00 373-A 8154 -TH .. 11.50 (45 99.50 (WE) .. 5.00 804 -TL ... 11.60 10.75 

7.25 
P 1 1 . 10.00 

374-A 
(WE) .. 7.00 

387-A 
460 -TH 

(CURB) 37.50 
-A 5.95 (WE) 2.50 /8-172 .. 45.00 

:29 13.50 
.. 

502-A HK454 .. 7.00 
250-A 27.50 (GE) .. 1.50 1416737- B. 14.50 

14.50 707-A .. 7.95 RK -20-A . 5.00 
. 4.95 715-A . 6.5e RK -54 .27 19.95 

1.95 
715-C . .. 22.95 
725-A 6.95 

... 
RK -4 ... 12.50 

PI 22.50 
. 

807 1.o, 9K-47 ... 5.00 
.P7 15.75 809 2.35 RK -$0 ... .75 .... 15.75 812 2.75 RK -83 ... 19.95 

1.50 813 7.85 RKR-72 .. 1.25 .... I. 829-B 13.50 RKR-73 .. 1.46 
6 .85 832 5.50 

832-A8.7 T-40 3.00 

AT7 .... .85 .... 19.50 VR -106 ., 1.25 
AY7 ... 3.00 872-A .... 2.25 VR -150 .95 
AX7 85 892-R ..199.50 KU -676 ., 25.00 
rms: FOB NYC -25% Deposit with order -or send remittance to save COD charges -Rated Firma 

Net 10 days -All merchandise guaranteed. 
Phone: KEctor 2-2563 

Cable: Barrylect, N. Y. 

BAl- ELE[TROf1I[5 [ORP 
136 Liberty Street New York 6, N. Y. 
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ATTENTION PURCHASING AGENTS'' CHIEF ENGINEERS 4 - 
DO YOU HAVE 0 LS, BATHTUBS, CHANNEL CAPACITORS ON YOUR PROCUREMENT PROGRAM? CHECK 
LISTING FOR GOOD BUYS AND COMPLETE STOCKS. LARGE QUANTITIES ON HAND -OUR PERSONAL 

FRIENDLY SERVICE ALLOWS SAME DAY SHIPMENT ON RECEIPT OF P. 0. 

THIS 
AND 

CAP-- .01 2X 
.01 

0.2 2X 
.02 

.05 2X 
.05 

3X 
.05 

.1 2X 
.1 

3X 
.1 

.25 2X 
.25 

3X 
.25 

.5 2X 
.5 

3X 
.5 

1.0 2X 2.0 
1.0 

4.0 5.0 

400 V .50' .50' .60 .65 .80 .75 E-CHANNIELS 
600 V .45 .45 .55' .60' .70 .60 .65 .75 .65 .75 .85 .75i .90 .85,ECHANN ELS 1.25 

50 V .60 
100 V .30 .351 .65 .70 
200 V .30 .25 .25 .25 .35 .35, .65 .60 
400 V .25 .25 .35 .25 .35 .40 .25 .30 .35 .30 .35 .30 .45 .40 .85 
600 V .30 .40 .30 .40 .30 .40 .45 .30 .35 .40 .35 .40 .35 .60 .50 .65I 1.65 1.65 

1000 V .35 .40 .45 .45 .60 .85; 
1200 V .40 .45 
1500 V .80 .85 .90, 

ALL MATERIAL CLEAN, NEW & GUARANTEED -MFRS. -ALL STANDARD MAKES. SOME JAN. SPECIFY LOCATION & 
NUMBER OF TERMINALS WHEN ORDERING. MANY SPECIAL VALUES AND TYPES INCLUDING BATHTUB 

CASED ELECTROLYTICS AVAILABLE, H V TRANSMITTING TYPES 

Min. Order $5.00 
ELECTRONIC SPECIAL I SUPPLY CO. 7-2684 NEWS YORK 

PROPERLY PKGD 
N.Y. 56 LISPENARD ST. 

NEW MERCHANDISE 
Prompt Delivery 

UG-27A/U $2.80 
UG-58A' U 1.40 
UG-58/U 1.05 

COAXIAL RF CONNECTORS Guaranteed 
MANY OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE 

UG-88; U $1.25 UG-262/U $1.40 
UG-107B/U . 3.50 UG-290/U 1.25 
UG-260/U 1.35 PL -259A . .75 

SPECIAL * *7000 
3D21A type TUBES@ 

F M ELECTRONICS CO. 
56 Lispenard Street 
New York 13, N. Y. 

BArclay 7-2685 

WE HAVE LARGE 
QUANTITIES OF RADIO TUBE S I¡ 

TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE ************ 
OZ4A .. $0.70 6BE6 $1.20 6SK7GT $0.96 * TYPE PRICE * 
1G6GT... 0.72 6C4....... 0.86 6SN7GT 1.20 * 2E22 $2.50 * 
1LN5 0.80 6C5GT.... 0.51 6SS7 0.95 * 6C21 30.00 * 
1R5 0.90 6C6 0.75 12A6...... 0.48 

_, 
357A 22.50 * 

1S4 0.86 606 0.68 12SH7 0.96 * 803 3.00 * 4 1 I 1T4 0.86 6H6 0.94 12SK7 0.98 * 805 2.90 * F1lI 
I 5U4G.... 

6AB7.... 
0.80 6J5 
0.90 6J5GT 

0.60 12S07GT... 
0.51 12SR7 

0.00 * 807 
0.90 * 808 

1.75 * 
1.70 * 

6AC7.... 1.20 6K6GT.... 0.91 35Z4GT 0.85 * 8306 3.00 * 
6AL5.... 1.00 6K7GT.... 0.70 35Z5GT 0.75 * 9005 1.30 
6A05.... 1.40 6SG7 0.90 50L6GT..... 0.90 * * 
668 0.93 6SH7..... 0.80 42 0 76 ************ 
6B8G 0.93 6SK7 0.06 List Price: $13.50 

SPECIAL SALE TYPE 805 PRICE: $2.90 This offer subject to change and prior sole. 

ETPOPOLITAN OVEK, EAS SUPPLY - le 
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS Ji yl. /gyp 

`; "C 
J "C-rlX OF ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS 70o.Dr 

/ 1133 BROADWAY, NEW YORK IO. N. Y. CHELSEA 3-1105 

Ifthere is anything you want - 
or something you don't of this paper can supply 

want that other readers -or use -advertise it in 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING DIVISION a 

PHOTOCON SALES 
1062 N. Allen Aye. SYcamore 4-7156 
Pasadena 7, Calif. RYan 1-8271 

WRITE FOR OUR NEW 24 PAGE 

SURPLUS SALES CATALOG 
WE WILL BUY YOUR NEW OR CLEAN 
USED ELECTRONIC SURPLUS: ARC -I. 
ARC -3. BC -224, BC -348. BC -312, BC -342, 
ATC, ART -13, APS-13, BC -221, LM's, TS -I2, 
TS -13, TS -23. TS -34, TS -35, IE-19A, 1.222, 
SCR -522. TS -100. 1-100, or any BC. I, IE. 
TS. APR. 

WRITE FOR PRICES 
APR4. APR5A. APR7, TS -34, 804CS2, APA- 
38, 13C-348, ART -I3, TS -12, ARC -I, APN-9 

Weston 769 Electronic Analyzer 
LIKE NEW $200.00 

Weston 799 Insulation Tester 
0-10,000 meg. LIKE NEW 60.00 

Weston 779 Analyzer LIKE NEW 100.00 
Weston 666 Volt -ohm Milliameter, 

case, and model 666 socket se- 
lector LIKE NEW 80.00 

Bristol Dynamaster Recorder -Con- 
troller KRQ1531 for Resistance 
Thermometers 130-146 ohm 

LIKE NEW 850.00 
Varias -General Radio Type 50A 

0-135V. @ 60 amps EXCELLENT 95.00 
APN-1 Altimeter Indicator 0-1 

ma. shunt, 250" dial NEW 2.95 
2" Aircraft Meter 1-0-1 milila- 

meter scale calibrated 60-0-60.. 1.95 
MG075-G-1 Onan Motor Generator 

Motor 115/230V. 60 cycles 6.3 
amps. 26V. D.C. @ 4 amps 190.00 

Counting Rate Meter - General 
Radio 1500A 0-20,000 counts 
per minute EXCELLENT 395.00 

IE36A Test Sets for SCR -522.... 35.00_ 

I -139A Test Sets for SCR -622.... 
TS100/AP Oscilloscopes. EXC.... 99.50 
BC -376H Oscillator ..LIKE NEW 35.00 

One of the largest and most complete electronic 
surplus stocks in the country. We have thousands 
of tubes, capacitors, plugs, accessories, trans- 
mitters -receivers, test equipment, etc. Send us 
your requirements. 
TERMS: Prices f.o.b. Pasadena, California. 
25% on all C.O.D. orders. Prices subject 
to change without notice Californias add 
3% Sales Tax. 

CONDENSERS 
OUR SPECIALTY 

OIL FILLED 8 TRANSMITTING MICA TYPES 

All Values and Voltage Ratings 
We Invite Your Inquiries 

TECHNICAL RADIO PARTS CO. 
557 McDonald Ave., Brooklyn 18, N. Y. 
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CONDENSER SPECIALS 
10 mfd.-600 V $ .75 
Three term. bot. mntg. channel type Dims. 
33/"x31/2"x2". Two 5 mfd. sections rated 400 
V at 72 deg. "C". 1800 V test. Meets com- 
mercial specs. for 600 V operation up to 40 
degs. "C'. Ideal for filter or power factor 
application where ruggedness and quality are 
paramount. Carton of 24 weight 42 lbs. 

$.65 ea. 

16 mfd.-600 V $1.75 
Dual 8 mfd oil filled cond. hermetically sealed 
and packed. Tobe type PT -SC -11 measuring 
33/"x2%' x2%". Stud mntg. centers 2". 
Plugs into standard four prong socket. Quan- 
tity discount. 

7 mfd.-600 V $1.45 
Small, high quality ail cond. by a leading mfg. 
measuring only 2Yá"x33/"x13/q" complete with 
brackets. 

6 mfd.-150 V $ .25 
Three term. dual 3 mfd. oil cond. complete 
with brackets, measuring 41/4"x13/"Wx1". 

8 mfd.-1000 V $2.39 
Dual 4 mfds. hermetically sealed and packed, 
measuring 53/4"x33/4"x2 7/16". Case of 10 
$2.10. 

8 mfd.-600 V $1.69 
8 mfd.-500 V 1.29 
4 mfd.-600 V 1.25 
4 mfd.-400 V .85 
2 mfd.-600 V TLAD .80 
1 mfd.-600 V Channel .65 
1 mfd.-500 V Channel G.E .58 

1 mfd.-400 V Channel C -D .50 
.5 mfd.-400 V Channel Arox .29 
.2 mfd.-1000 V ST Bathtub .19 

N EW-BC-906 
FREQ. METER -NEW 

Range 150-225 
MC -Bat. oper- 
ation with pre- 
cision velvetver- 
nier dial, tuning 
charts, 0-500 
D.C. microam- 
meter, diode - 
Triodeand plug- 
in antenna. Con- 
tained in black 
aluminum car- 
rying case 121 
x 83/4x61/2. 

Price $21.95 

Large quantities of bathtub, channel and up- right oil tonds. from 25 V to 25KV. Trans. 8, 
Rcvng. micas. Standard brand pots and 25 Watt rheas. Inquiries solicited. 

WANTED 
Condensers of all types in any 
quantity. Also other standard 

components. Top prices. 
Write: -Art Hankins, Owner 

MONMOUTH RADIO LABS. 
Box 159 Oakhurst, N. J. 

FOR SALE 

ELECTRICAL STEEL 
We can offer about 26,000# of Hi - 
Grade Strip -.005 x 123/s" "Hipersil" 
31/4% Transformer grade - In Coils 
weighing about 900# each -Material 
new and prime but outside wrap 
weather discolored. 

GLOBE TRADING COMPANY 
1815 Franklin Detroit 7, Michigan 

Phone-WOodward 1-8277 

INSULATED TUBING and SLEEVING 
Electro has been quite fortunate in being able to purchase a large variety of insulation sleeving of all types. This stock is fresh 
stock and available for immediate delivery at approximately one half the regular price. Some sizes are limited in quantity there- fore we suggest your placing your order at once. All insulation 
is offered subject to prior sale. Advise us if you wish us to sub- stitute sizes if your size is out of stock. 
Size I.D. Color T Per ype 100' 

.0156" Green Var. Cam. E1.75 .0156 Black Extr. Plan. .75 20 .034 Black Var. Cam. 
20 
20 
14 
12 
12 
12 
12 2.20 
11 1.10 
11 2.55 
11 5.00 
11 
11 
10 
9 
8 
8 
8 

1.75 
.034 Yellow Tri. Sat. Glass 3.75 
.034 Brown Tri. Sat. Glace 3.75 
.072 Black Var. Cam. 2.10 
.089 Black Sat. Glass 1.10 
.089 Orange Extr. Glass 4.75 
.089 Orange Var. Cam. 
.089 Black Var. Cam. 
.101 Black Extr. Plan. 
.101 Black Var. Cam. 
.101 Black Sat. Glens 
.101 Yellow Sat. Glass 5.00 
.101 Yellow Dbl. Sat. Glass 7.50 
.112 Black Var. Cam. 2.75 
.124 Black Var. Cam. 3.00 
.141 Black Var. Cam. 3.15 
.141 Black Extr. Plan. 1.40 
.141 Clear Extr. Plea. 1.40 

8 .141 Yellow Cel. Extr. 3.15 
7 .158 Black Var. Cam. 3.45 
6 .178 Black Sat. Glass 6.15 
6 .178 Clear Extr. Plan. 1.65 
6 .178 Orange Var. Cam. 3.80 
6 .179 White Extr. Plan. 1.65 
6 .1 73 Black Var. Cam. 3.80 
5 .198 Black Var. Cam. 4.10 
5 .198 Black Extr. Plan. 1.85 
5 .198 White Extr. plan. 1.85 
41 ' .224 Clear Extr. Plan. 2.00 
4 .221 Black Sat. Glass 7.00 

Per 
M. 

$11.00 
5.40 

13.50 
32.50 
32.50 
17.50 
7.00 

42.50 
18.00 
18.00 
7.00 

21.50 
46.00 
46.00 
60.00 
23.50 
26.00 
27.50 
10.00 
10.00 
27.50 
30.50 
57.50 
12.50 
34.00 
12.50 
34.00 
37.00 
14.50 
14.50 
16.00 
64.00 

Per Pe 
Size I.D. Color Type 100' M' 
3 .249 Black Extr. Plan. $2.25 518.50 
3 .249 Black Tri. Sat. V. C. 5.25 48.50 
3 .249 White Extr. Plan. 2.25 18.50 
3 .249 Black Sat. Glass 6.55 61.50 
2 .278 Clear Extr. Plan. 2.65 22.50 
2 .278 Black Var. Cam. 5.15 47.50 
1 .299 Clear Extr. Plan. 3.00 26.00 
5/16' .3125 Clear Extr. Plan. 3.10 27.00 
5/16" .3125 Black Neo. Hose 10.00 
O .347 Yellow Var. Cam. 6.60 
O .347 Black Var. Cam. 6.60 
3/8" .375 Black Dbl. Sat. V. C. 8.90 
3/8' .375 Black Extr. Plan 3.60 
3/8" .375 Yellow Var. Cam. 
3/8" .375 Black Sat. Glass 
3/8' .375 Black Var. Cam. 
7/16' .438 Black Extr. Plan. 
7/16' .438 White Extr. Plan. 
15/32' .469 Clear Extr. Plan. 
1/2" .500 Black Extr. Plan. 
5/3" .625 Clear Extr. Plan. 
11/16' .688 Black Extr. Plan. 
3/4' .750 Clear Extr. Plan. 
13/16' .813 Clear Extr. Pias. 
7/8" .875 Black Extr. Plis. 
7/8' .875 Clear Extr. Plan. l' 1.000 Clear Ertr. Plan. l' 1.000 Black Extr. Plan. 
1-1/8" 1.125 Black Extr. Plan. 
1-1/0" 1.125 Clear Extr. Plan. 
I -lí4" 1.250 Black Extr. Plan. 20.00 

8.00 
8.90 
3.60 
4.00 
4.00 
4.50 
5.00 
6.85 
8.75 
9.50 

10.00 
12.50 
12.50 
15.00 
15.00 
17.50 
17.50 

62.00 
62.00 
81.00 
32.00 
76.00 
85.00 
32.00 
36.00 
36.00 
41.00 
46.00 
64.00 

.C7 ó e aa 

MINE DETECTOR SCR 625 
Detects metallic objects (ferrous or non- ferrous) to a depth of aDprox. 6 ft. Find outboard motors on the bottom of lakes, lo- 

cate underground piping, treasure, me- tallic fragments in lumber, etc. New. 
complete with inst. book. $65.00. Used 
bat like new $45.00 

MOTORS AND GENERATORS 
Elec. Spec. Type JAI, 24VDC, Y5IP 380RPM $14.95 EMC, SPN44461, 24VDC, 10011?, 21RPM 14.95 
Emerson Type D26BT, 24VDC, 24A 100RPM 160 
oz/in torque 12.95 
A.C. Gilbert, trim tab motor, 24VDC 2.95 
Diehl, C78889, 115VAC 60cy, 3ph, 1/4011P. 3450RPM 
(used) 3.95 
G.E. Selsyn 27101, 57.5/57.5V 400cy 9.95 
G.E. Selsyn 231F1, 115/57.5V 40007 12.95 
G.E. Selsyn 231111. 115/57.5V 400cy 12.95 
Pioneer Bendix Autosyn AY -20 14.95 
Pioneer Bendix Autosyn AY -59D1 12.95 
Pioneer Bendix Magnesyn CL -8 9.95 
Oster, D-4-2, 24VDC, 1/6011?, 1800RPM 9.95 
Oster. VRS-1B, 6VDC, 1.8A, 5000RPM 8.95 Ewer, ML2310-52, 24VDC, 0.32A, 1800RPM 4.95 
G.E. PM Generator, Model 5BY9F8, 140VDC..025A 
1800RPM 8.95 Oster, ES -2-1, Motor for 7G Selsyn 7.95 Ohio Elee. CP35220, 115VAC, 1Dh, 80cy, 1/4011P. 
3400R1 M 12.95 Alliance, 451-1182. 27.5VDC 1/90HP, 7500RPM 6.95 
Delco, A7155, 27VDC, 2.4A, 1/3011P 3600 RPM 9.95 Gillette, Eleo razor motor 115VAC 80cy 1.95 White Rogers, 6905X, 24VDC, .65A, 50 oz/in 
torque 12.95 
Oster. C -2P -1L, Blower, 28VDC, 1/10011? 7000 
RPM 12.95 
Oster, C-2BP-1A, 27.5VDC, 1/10011P, 7000RPM 8.95 
Westinghouse, 1171391, 27VDC, ',$HP, 5800RPM 9.95 
Klee Ind, Type 203, 115VAC, 1ph 60ey, 1/751IP 1800 
RPM 11.95 
Eastern Air Devices. 331, 115VAC, 400cy, 1/50 
lIP 9.95 
G.E. Model 5BA1OAJ40, 24VDC, 140RPM, 0.55A, 10 
oz/in torque 12.95 
Gen'1 Ind, 23026, 115VAC, 60cy, 1ph 80RPM 3.95 
Unív Elec. Model 523, 115VDC, 1.2A, 5000RPM 5.95 
Delco, A7501B, 27.5VDC, 'Ii HP, 11A, 6000RPM 17.95 
Pump Eng, 1454 -ME, 24VDC, 95A, 2.2511?, 4000 
RPM 27,50 
Pioneer Autosyn, PR -51505-1-2320-1A 9.95 
Pasco Blowers. 115VAC, 60cv 50 CPV 9.95 
eV -E. 5$5603, 24-28VDC, L lucFtP, 0.6A, 5000 
RPM 3.95 

RELAYS 
G.E. aC1t2791-B100J4, 3PDT, 6VDC, 15A Con- 
tacts $1.25 Allied DO9D28, 3PDT 6VDC. 15A contacts $1.35 
Leach Type 1054ARV, 3PST on make, SPST on 
break. 20-32 VDC, 15A contacts $1.25 
G.E. #CR2791-ß100F'3, DPDT 24 VDC 5A con- 
tacts 758 
Price #31I, DPDT. 28VDC, 10 Amp cont. 1900 ohm 
coil 95c 
G -M #13020, DPST on make, 3PST on break, 24VLa'. 
15A contacts $1.225 
Allen Bradley X89309, SPST double make, 24Y Di 
200A $2.50 
A -B Bulletin X95545, type BOB, SPST Double Make. 
24 VDC, 200 Amp $2.50 
Dunce Thermal Time Delay 115 VAC 60 Cy, SPST. 

1 min delay $1.95 
WESTINGHOUSE HQS PHASE SELECTOR RE- LAYS, for selective Pole Carrier Relaying, 3 unit per 
set $95.00 
Pioneer Gen -E -Motor Dynamotor #332689. Input 
18V: Output 450V @ 150MA $3.95 
CONVERTERS PU-I6/AP, input 28VDC; output 115 
VAC 400 cy. 6.5A $59.50 
INVERTERS PU-7/AP, input 28VDC; output 115 
VAC 400 cy. 6.5A $59.50 
INVERTERS PE -218, Input 28VDC; output 115VAC. 
400 cv. at 1.5 KVA $29.95 

WIRE WOUND RHEOSTATS 
Standard Brands 

#241D, 250/250 ohms 50W w/W" shaft 954 
#241D, 300/300 ohms $0W w/'/a" shaft 95e 
#241D, 400/400 ohms 50W w/t,¢" shaft 954 
#50D, 30/30 ohms 50W w/t,¢" ahaft 954 
Model J. 16/16 Ohms 50W w/'y" shaft $1.25 Model F. 0.5 ohms 50W 95e 
Model 7, 5 Ohms 50W 95c 
Model J. 75 ohms 50W 95c Model J, 150 ohms 50W 956 
Model J. 800 ohms 50W $1.25 Model J, 1000 ohms 50W $1.25 Model J, 5000 ohms 50W 

H 75c Model , 60 Ohms 25W 
60 Ohms 25W 65e 
Model H, 100 Ohms 25W 756 
Model H, 175 Ohms 25W 754 Type PR, 15 Ohms 25W 756 All size potentiometers and rheostats in stock. Write 
us your requirements on all carbon or wirewound. 
BC -375E Transmitter complete w/tuning units rond 
Neira 

Blond 

HEAVY DUTY 
COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIERS 

HAMMETT ELECTRIC RECTIFIERS MODEL, 
SPS-100B. Input: 220 volts 60 cy 3 ph 13A. Output: IS [alto at 130 Amperes. 30 volts at 65 ewlxre,c, vtt. dots. Complete w/volt and am- inute, 1.11N- two Special $195.00 

All prices F.O.B. Boston. Orders accepted from rated concerns on open accounts net 30 days 

I 110 PEARL ST. Liberty 2-7890 BOSTON 10, MASS. I 
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DEPENDABILITY IN ELECTRONICS 
WE ARE NATIONAL DISTRJBUTORS OF PARTS, TUBES AND 

EQUIPMENT. WE SOLICIT INQUIRIES FROM ORGANIZATIONS 

WHO APPRECIATE INTELLIGENT SERVICE AND HONEST PRICES, 

PARTICULARLY AT THESE CRITICAL TIMES. 

MORMAN ADIO ISTRIBUTORS INC. 
94-29 MERRICK BOULEVARD JAMACIA, N.Y.- REpubiic 9- I 4651 

FOR SALE 
Beryllium Copper Strip 

.0062 (+ - .0005) x 5" x 60" 
No. 1 -B & S Hard 

700# Available 
GLOBE TRADING COMPANY 

1815 Franklin Street Detroit 7, Michigan 

WANTED 
(Additional Wanted Ads on Page 337) 

SURPLUS COMPONENTS FOR SALE 

Bathtubs, oils, micas, xformers, chokes, re- 
lays, trimmers, sockets, odd items, etc. 

Surplus lots purchased. 
EMPIRE ELF 'TRONICS 

Box 41, Midwood Stat., Brooklyn 30, N. Y. 
Phone BRyant 9.1220 

WANTED 

Tubes, Test equipment, Condensers, 6 

general inventories. Highest prices paid. 

W-9948, Electronics 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

WANTED 
YOUR SPARE SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 

DYNAMOTORS SELSRECEIV 
ERS 

UOSTEST 
EQUIPMENT 

ERS TRANSMITTERS 

Please send list stating condition and lowest price. 
No 

Cu 
8tity Too 

H SALESa1COMPANYl 
or Too nI 

BOX 356 -SE EAST PASADENA STATION PASADENA A CALIFORNIA I 
CRITICALLY NEEDED 

TS -125's TS -34's 

We are in dire need of: TS -155's TS -117's 
TS -13's TS -268's 

If you hove any of these pieces, write, wire or telephone collect. (Wellesley 5-0933) 

OVERBROOK CO., Overbrook 81, Massachusetts 

COLUMBIA ELECTRONICS LTD. 

EQUIPMENT 

WANTED! 
We want to buy all types of surplus electronic equipment. We are 

one of the largest buyers in U. S. We buy more because we give every 

seller top prices and a fair deal. TELL US WHAT YOU HAVE. USE 

COUPON BELOW -AND MAIL TODAY! 

Use following numbers to indicate conditions: N-1, brand new; N-2, used, like new; N-3, used. 

PRICE WANTED ITEM CONDITION 

To: COLUMBIA ELECTRONICS LTD., 524 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles 13, Calif. 

Name 

Address 
SEE COLUMBIA ELECTRONICS AD ON PAGE 367 

PANEL METERS 
large stock gua anteed accuracy 

Legend: G.E.-General Electric, W. -Weston, 
W.H.-Westinghouse, W.E.-Western Electric. 
G.R.-Gruen, W.L.-Western Limited. H -Hoyt, 
S -Simpson, T -Triplet. 

D. C. MICROAMPS 
150 T 2" Rd $6.95 150 S 3" sq.-Rd..$9.95 
200 T 2" Rd 6.95 200 S 3" sq.-Rd.. 9.95 
200 W 2" Rd 9.95 200 W 3" Rd 12.95 

1.95 

500 W 3" itd 16.95 500 WII-GE 3"...19.95 

R F. AMMETERS 
$4.45 
4.95 
4.95 
4.95 

14.95 
18.95 

500 Mils. WL 2" sq 
0. Amps. S 2" sq 
3. Amps. S 2" sq 

Amps. GE 2" Rd 
5 Amps. W 3" Rd 

'30 Amps. W 3" Rd 
*With external thermocouple. 

A. C. VOLTMETERS 
l0V W 3" Rd....$9.95 300V W 3" ßd...$12.95 
10V WH 3" Rd... 8.45 300V WH 3" Rd..10.95 
150V W 2" Rd... 7.95 300V GE 3" sq... .10.95 
150V W 3" Rd...10.95 150V W 3" Rd Rect. 
150V T 3" Rd.... 7.95 type 1000/ohm V. 

150V WH 3" Rd.. 8.95 15.95 

A. C. AMMETERS 
5 A W 3" Rd $8.95 
5 A W 4" lid 1% 12.95 

250 A W 4" Rd. 1% with ext. curr. exform 17.95 

D. C. MILLIAMMETERS 
1 MR W 741 4" Sq $14.95 

I Mil W 301 3" Rd 9.95 
Weston 301 3" Itd. 10-50-100-20-300-400-51000 
each 

W'house NX-35 3^ Rd. 15-25-50-100-150-200-300 
500-750 ea. 

5.95 
Simpson 2" Rd.-Sq. 1 Mil, 10-200-3005 

00 
ea. 4.95 

5 

Hoyt 3" Rd. 0-1 Mil 
5.95 Hoyt 3" Rd. 0-1 Mil 
4 95 Gruen 2" Rd. 0-1 Dfü 
3.95 Triplet 2" Rd. 100-200-300-500 Mil ea 

D. C. AMMETERS 
W'house NX-35 3' ltd. 1A -2A -5A ea 

$5.95 8.95 "W'house 10A -30-50A ea 
12.95 W'house N%-35 3" Rd. 100A -200A -300A. 

"With ext. shunt. 
GE 2" Rd. 30 amp, 

D. C. VOLTMETERS 
'W 741 4" Sq. 2ßV-4KV 1% $19.95 
W 3" Rd. 1000 ohm/V 50-100-150-200 ea 10.95 

"With w/ext. mult. 
12.95 W 500-1KV ea 

Wh. h. 3" Rd. 10-25-50-80 ea 
7.95 WH 3" ltd. 150-200-300 ea 
7 95 W 2" Rd. 25-50-100-150 ea 
8.95 W 2' Rd. 200-300-500 ea 

New York Tel. DI 9-3813 

Some types limited quantity. AU meters subject to 

prior sale. 
Other types available to meet unusual requirements. 
Let us quote by return mail. 

TERMS: 25% with order balance C.O.D. 
Charges. F.O.B. L. 1. 

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS 
29 South Park Ave. 

Rockville Centre, L. I., N. Y. 

Tel. Rockville Centre 6-0207 

4.95 

WHOLESALE ONLY 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT 
HYDRAULICS 
RADIO & ELECTRONIC SURPLUS 

13933-9 Brush St. Detroit 3, Mich. 
Phone Townsend 9.3403 

TUBE REBUILDING 
Large Transmitting and Power types 

Economical Guaranteed 
FREELAND PRODUCTS CO. 
700 DRYADES ST., N. O., LA. 

New Bathtub Condensers Original Pack 
2x.1 -600v-4 top term. 294 
2x.01 -600v-4 side term. 294 
.1-600v-2 top term. 274 
2x.5 -400v-3 top term. 254 
2x.25 -400vß side term. 254 

DRILLICK Electronic Sales Co 
5281 W. Pico Blvd. Los Angeles 19, Calif. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

i 

RECTRO- THE BEST FOR RECTIIOIC SUBPLUS 
Amertran "TRANSTATS" 

liveVoltage Regulator 
11.5 KVA 50/80 cy. Com- 
mutator range 0-115 V. Max. 
Amps. 100. Reconnection dia- 
gram available for 230 V. 50 
A operation. BRAND NEW. 
Factory Cases $225.00 

SUPERIOR POWERSTAT 
Type 1126-3Y, Pri.: 230V, 3 ph, 60 cy. Output: 
0-270 Volts 7 KVA. May be separated and used 
as three 0-115V, 1 ph, 60 cy, 2.0 KVA units 
Brand New $100.00 

Transtat .25 KVA. Fixed winding 115/1/60. Commuta- 
tor range 103-126 V. Max AMPS. 2.17 $9.45 
.5 KVA Fixed Winding 115/1/400 Commutator range 
92-115 V Max Amps. 5.5 $4.50 

TRANSFORMERS 
All have 115V 400 cy Primary 

Raytheon UX8547. Seo: 1000V @ 2.5 Ma; Sec 2: 6.15 
V @ 700 Ma $3.95 
Federal RA6404-I. Seo #1 550/0/165/550 @ 200 MA: 
Seo #2 & 3: 5 V @ 3A; Bec #4: 6.3 V @ 2A; Sec #5: 
25 V @ 2.2A 4.00 
W. E. #1(8-8986. Seo #1: 990 VCT @ 420 MA Sec 
#2: 875 VCT @ 420 MA; Seo #3: 780 VCT @ 420 
MA 7.95 

901695-501. Seo #1: 790 V @ 400 MA; Sec #2: 
5.18 V @ 8 A; Seo #3: 5.18 V @ 2 A 4.00 
Sperry 702523. Sec #1: 740 V @ 12 MA; Sec #2: 2.5 V 

5 
SA; Sec #3:2.5 V@3A; See #4&5: 6.3 V 2.2A 3.25 

Sperry 702719. Sec #1: 700 VCT @ 315 MA; Sec #2: 
200 VCT @100 MA; Seo #3: 6.3 V @ 15 A; Sec#4: 
18 V @ 600 MA; Sec #5: 5 V @ 6 A 7.95 
Thordarson. 2 Volts at 5 Amperes 2.95 
Raytheon UX8302C. Sec #1: 6.3 V @ 4.7 A; Sec #2: 
5 V @ 3 A; Sec #4: 6.3 V @ 600 MA 3.50 
W. E. #D-11646. Sec #1: 5 V @ 2 A; Sec #2: 2.5 V 
@ 5 A 3.50 

TRANSFORMERS 
All have 115V 60 cy Primary 

W. E. #KS -8606. Sec #1: 708 VCT @ 177 MA; Sec #2: 
5 V @ 4 A; Sec #3: 6.3 V @ 1 A; Sec #4: 2.5 V @ 
7.5 A $3.95 Inst. XI100-856600. Sec #1: 11 V @ 2.5 A 2.25 
Sub Sip U-7420. Sec #1: 225 V @ .18 A; Seo #2: 6.3 
V @ 2.5 A. 3.25 
Bendix 530178. Sec 1:1.5 Volts @ 0.005 A 1.25 
Amertran 7180. Sec #1: 2.5 VCT @ 10 A 2.95 

THE FOLLOWING ARE 
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS 

Amertran 1871. Pi -l: 20000/16000/5000/4000 ohms; Sec: 
500/15/7.5/5/3.65/1.25 ohms $1.65 
Amertran 23882. Pri: 4000/1000 Ohms; Sec: 4000 ohms; 
DB Level plus or minus 28 1.35 
Federal RA -6403-I. Pri: 8000 ohms @ 9 MA; Sec: 600 
ohms 1.35 
Federal RA -6408-I. Pri: 2500/2000 ohms; Sec: 600 
ohms 1.35 
Zenith 95639. Pri: 2000 ohms 40 11; Sec: 60 ohms: 
Ratio: 8.3 to 1 1.35 
Hammond 12238. Pri: 3000 Ohms; Sec: 12000 ohms CT. 
Ratio: 1 to 2 1.65 
N. Y. T. C. 5804. Pri: 2300 ohms CT; Sec: 2000/1800/ 
1500/1300 250 MA 2.25 
Pacent 27A. Single Wlate to Single Grid. 3 to 1 
ratio 
CTC #564394. Pri- 3500 ohms; Sec: 7 ohms 1.00 
Hammond 12940. Pri: 3000 ohms; Sec: 12000 ohms CT; Ratio: 1 to 2 1.65 
MWC #12.182-1. Pri: 1500 ohms 50 H. Output to 
Voice Coil. 1.4/0.7/0.3/0.1V 1.00 
Federal W15-40. Pri: 300 ohms; Sec: 250,000/680.000 
ohms; Ratio 1 to 27.3 1.00 
Federal RA6407-1. Pri: Tapped Imbalance, 15000 ohms 
@ 0.006 ADC; Sec: 1770 ohms CT. Response 200 to 
5000 cy. 1.5 DB level. 55 W 1.25 

THE FOLLOWING ARE MISC. TYPES 
Raytheon Interstape UX-8442. Pri: Minus 40 volts: 
Sec: Plus 40 volts 1250 V test $1.00 
W. E. Oscilloscope #ES677584.1. SC#4G1870A/T5 .95 
Bendix Overload Dwp. #CAL -2030-1 1.65 
W. E. Network Assembly D-159989 1.00 
W. W. Network Assembly D-43867 4.95 
Stancor Modulation A-3871. Pri: 4500 ohms; Sec: 8500 
ohms. Class A 1.35 
Raytheon Pulse WX5137. Pri: 4 KV 1 MU; Sec: 16 KV 
16 A 
G. E. #68G457. Pri: 1/1.5/3.6/8/10 Volts; Sec: 50-50 
Volte 100 W 1.65 

GC -9 XMITTER. With spare parts kit. Frequency 
range 3-18 MC and 300-600 KC. Band switching 109 w output. Brand new in original mfg. crates. Comes with 
tubes and spare parts kit. Comes in three units; high 
and low frequency xmitter and rectifier. Dimensions: 
14" deep x 27' long r 29%" high. Netwt . 137 lbs. Shpg. 
wt. approx. 250 lbs. Finished in black crackle shock 
mounted. Has 7 meters for indicating plate and grid 
current, also antenna current. Operates 110V 800 cycles. 
Single phase and 24V DC. Contains 2-803 tubes, 1- 
807, 1-801, 2-837, 1-5Z3. 2-1616. Comes with 
maintenance manual and test data $99.50 

ALL PRICES F.O.B. BOSTON. 

PLUG IN COILS FOR GF XMTRS. 
2000-2500 KC $ 
2500-3200 KC 
3000-3675 KC 
3675-4525 KC 
4000-4900 KC 
4900-6000 KC 
6000-7350 KC 
7350-9050 KC 

.00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 

PLUG IN COILS FOR RU RCVRS. 
SINGLE FREQUENCY 

400- 600 KC 
850-1330 KC 

1330-2040 KC 
2040-3000 KC 
3000-4525 KC 
4000-6000 KC 
9050-13.575 KC 

$1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

DUAL FREQUENCY 
195- 290 KC & 290 435 KC $1.65 
200- 380 KC & 2000-3700 KC 1.65 
530-1000 KC & 2000-3700 KC 1.65 
540- 830 KC & 2040-3000 KC 1.65 
540- 830 KC & 3000-4525 KC 1.65 
400- 800 KC & 6000-9050 KC 1.65 
540- 830 KC & 5200-7700 KC 1.65 

OHMITE R.F. CHOKE, Z-0, 2 Milllhenries, 1000 
60e HAMMAIT,UND It. F. CHOKE, RFC -250. 250 milli - 

henries 950 
TANK COIL, miniature, slug tuned 4397 .5 KC 950 

EIA 100, 
M MO B 

20O-40Ó 
COIL 

C 
& PADDER ASS'Y, f/Super$1.35 

Pro 

REACTORS AND CHOKES 
Raytheon #1111010. Rated 1014 @ 1.2 A DC... .$49.95 
G.E. Cat. #7479974. Rated 2.511 @ 2.3 A DC...537.50 
G.E. Cat. #7479964. Rated 50H @ .025 A DC...527.50 
Ind #CK3018. Rated @ 2011 @ 60 MA DC $2.95 
Thordarson #T48853. Rated 6H @ 80 MA DC $1.50 
Raytheon #11-7423. Rated 1.2-1.6H @ 0.0 MA DC $2.25 
Raytheon #11%8887D, Rated 30H @ .03 A DC $5.25 
G.E.Cat. #7472403. Rated 5H @ .035 A DC 4 KV 

$2.35 
Thordarson #T45521. Rated 7H @ 0.9 A DC 10 KV 
Test $19.59 
Raytheon Ú%9114A. Rated 0.10011 @ 1.4 A DC...53.00 
Zenith 95640. Rated 15011 @ 1.0 MA DC $2.25 
Raytheon 11X9118. Rated 0.3011 @ 2.0 A DC $3.00 
Raytheon WX-5148. Dual. Rated 1.75/1.75 @ 0.25/0.25 
A DC $3.50 

HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMERS 
G.E. Cat. #7479965. Pri: 2311V 60 cy Sec: 16.4/8.2 VCT: 
11/5.5V @ 60A. 8%H 9%L 608W $25.00 
G.E. Cat. #79(3365. Pri: 203.5V 60 cy Sec: 6.3V @ 250 
Amperes $39.50 
G.E. Cat. #7479971. Pri: 230/208V 50/60 cy; Sec: 1385/ 
1300/1235VCT 735VA. 7% x 5% x 8% $29.50 
G.E. Cat. #7479972. Pri: 230/208V 50/60 cy; Sec: 2450/ 
2350/2210VM8. 2.85 KVA $49.50 
G.E. Cat. #7475695. Pri: 115V 60 es,. Sec: 3530/3720/ 
3910 V. M.S. 1.31 KVA $47.50 
Maloney Elec. ItEL10383. Pri: 115/230V 50/60 cy. Sec: 
0/21000 Volts @ 100 MA DC, Halt Wave. 0.1 Filled. 
16"D 16"W eve]. of ins $125.00 

CONTROL BOXES 
BC -450A, Radio Control Box $4.95 
BC -602A, Radio Control Box 1.25 
BC -606C, Interphone control box 950 
BC -451A, Radio Control Box 2.95 
CW-23012, Remote tuning control for RU RCVRS 1.25 
RL -9, Interphone Control Box 1.25 
RM -52, Remote Control Unit 2.95 
CJP-23330, Pilot's Control Unit 2.95 
C2/ARR2 Radio Control Box 1.25 
CRY -62017. Junction Box f/RU Rcvrs 1.25 
MI -22A, Station Control Box 1.25 
CW-23087, Receiver Switch Box f/RU 1.25 
CW-23097, Xmtr Control Box f/GF Equip 1.25 
CW-23098, Exr. Control Box f/GF Equip 1.25 
J23;ARC4, Junction Box for ARC4 Equip 1.75 
C26/ARC5, Remote Dial Assy f/ARCS 1.45 
C51/ARC4, Channel Sel. Sw. f/ARC4 1.75 
C38/ARC5, Rcyrs Control Box t/AItC5 1.75 
C30/ARC5, Channel Control f/ARC5 1.75 
C48/ARC5, Switch Box f/ARC5 1.75 

FUSES AND FUSEHOLDERS 
4 Amp 250V 3AG Fuses $1.50/c 
5 Amp 250V Midget Fuse 2.00/c 
8 Amp 250V Midget Fuse 2.00/c 
10 Amp 5000V Indicating 40.00/c 
15 Amp 250V 3AG Fuses 2.00/c 
15 Amp I25V Midget Fuse 2.00/c 
30 Amp 250V 4AG Fuses 1.50/c 
30 Amp 250V 3AG Fuses 2.00/c 
30 Amp 250V Plug Fuse 4.50/c 
Buss Type DKr Fuseholder 15.00/c 
Buss Type HCM Fuseholder 15.00/c 
G.E. EL -1 60A Fuseholder 

1 35 ea 

RECTIFIERS 
IT&T Selenium. W 6.. KS9020, 20 plates 1" dia. Input 18VAC Output 15VDC @ .25A $2.75 IT&T Selenium, Half Wave, #FE4, 4 plates 1%" dia. Input 18VAC Output 7.5VDC @ .45A $1.00 Westinghouse #103B Copper Oxide, Half Wave. 4 plates 1%" D. Inpput 4VAC Output 3VDC @ .25A.$1.75 
G.E. Model 6R85F10, Selenium, Full Wave, 24 plates 1" D. Input 54VAC Output 36VDC # .2A $3.95 B L #ßL20281, Selenium, Full Wave, 24 plates 1" D. 220VAC Output 180VDC @ .0075A $3.95 
Westinghouse #854029A. Copper Oxide 13 plates 8%' 
D. Bridge, Input 65VAC Output 45VDC @ .32A.$9.95 

HIGH VOLTAGE CAPACITORS 
Cat. #26F628 rated 0.1 Mu -F @ 12KV DC $ 9.95 
#7529 rated 2 x .1 Muf @ 7500 VDC 17.50 
Cat. #14F64 rated 0.25 Mu -F @ 20KV DC 17.50 
Cat. #14F71 rated 0.25 Mu -F @ 32.5KV DC 35.00 
Cat. #A7548 rated 2x.25 Mu -F @ 6000 VDC 12.50 
CD Paper rated 0.5 Muf # 25KV DC 45.00 
#RC -2151 rated 2x.5 Mut @ 9000 VDC 25.00 
Cat. #120063 rated 0.65 Mu -F @ 12.5KV DC 15.00 
Type FP rated I.0 Mu -F @ 10KV DC 32.50 
Cat. #14F63 rated 1.0 Mu -F @ 15KV DC 37.50 
Cat. #AE8734 rated 1.0 Mu -F @ 25KV DC 75.00 
#TK60020 rated 2.0 Mat @ 6000 V DC 22.50 
Cat. #14F338 rated 4.5 Muf @ 7300 V DC 35.00 
Cat. #14F13 rated 5.0 Muf @ 10KV DC 45.00 

ELAPSED TIME METERS 
Mfd. by R. W. Cramer Co. Type RT -2H. 0-10,000 hours 
by tenths. 115 Volts 60 cy $9.75 
Mfd. by G.E. Model 8KTYD33, 0-10,000 hrs. by tenths. 
115 V., 60 cy, 3" sq $14.95 
Mid. by G.E. Model 8KT8Y60. 0.10,000 hrs. by tenths. 
115 V., 60 cy $14.50 

SPECIAL BUYS OF THE MONTH 
METERS 

0-3 VDC, Simpson Model 25 $3.95 
0-5 VDC, Readrlte '2" $1.75 
8-16 VDC, Stewart Warner $1.35 
0-30 VDC. G.E. Type DW-41 $q 

.9525 0-30 VDC, Weston Model 301 $8 
16-32 VDC, Stewart Warner $1.35 
0-100 VDC, Simpson Model 25 $4.95 
0-100 VDC, Westinghouse RX33 $5.95 
0-150 VDC, Hoyt Model 17L Ile 0-1 MADC. G.E. Model DO -40 $7.95 
0-1 MADC, Simpson Model 126 $5.95 
0-1 MADC, Roller Smith TD $6.95 
0-1 MADC, G.E. Type DW-53 $6.95 
0-10 MADC, G.E. Type DO -40 $7.95 
0-10 MADC, Weston Model 267 $14.50 
0-10 MADC, Westinghouse QX37 $14.50 
0-10 MADC. DeJur-Amsco #310 $5.95 
0-15 MADC, W. E. #CW22132 $7.95 
0-20-200 MADC, Westinghouse QX37 (dual move- 
ment) $16.50 
0-80 MADC, W.E. #D -17019R $7.95 
0-100 MADC, Weston Model 287 $14.50 
100-0-100 MADC, Weston 301 $8.95 
100-0-100 MADC, Beede 361A (used) $2.50 
0-200 MADC, G.E. Type DO -41 $7.95 
0-300 MADC, G.M. Labs MT -31C $7.50 
0-1000 MADC. DeJur-Amsco #310 $6.35 
0-1000 MADC, Beede 3"Rd $5.95 
0-1 ADC. Westinghouse NX-35 $7.95 
0-2 ADC, Westinghouse NX35 $7.95 
0-10 ADC. Westinghouse DA -37 $16.50 
0-15 ADC, Hoyt Portable @515 $9.95 
20-0-20 ADC, Jewell #88 (used) $3.50 
0-15 VAC. G.E. Type AO -22 $7.95 
0-150 VAC. Hickok Type 57M $5.25 
0-150 VAC, Westinghouse NA35 $9.95 
0-150 VAC, Weston Model 478 $10.50 
0-250 VAC, Westinghouse QA -37 $16.95 
0-10 MADC, G.E. Type AW-42 $7.50 
0-300 MADC, Burlington 922B $5.75 
9-500 MADC, G.E. Type AO -22 8.95 
0-3 AAC, Burlington #22C .75 
0-50 AAC, Weston Model 476 $10.50 
0-7$ AAC. Triplet Model 331 $7.95 
0-2 ARF, Simpson Model 136 $6.25 
0-2.5 ARF, Burlington #33C $6.25 
0-2.5 ARF, Simpson Model 138 $5.95 
0-3 ARF, G.E. Type DO -44 $7.95 
0-4 ARF. G.E. Type DW-52 $7.25 
0-5 ARF, Weston Model 425 $10.50 
0-10 ARF, Westinghouse NT -35 $8.95 
0-20 ARF, G.E. Type DO -44 28.95 
0-3000 RPM, Stewart Warner 63900 $12.50 
48-52 & 58-62 Frequency Meter JBT Model 30F $12.95 
50-70 Cycles Frequency Meter Weston Model 814 $17.50 
57-83 Cyeles, Free. Meter, Frahm Type 541,7 614.95 

Westinghouse Watthour Meters 
Type CS, 240V/60cy/lph 15 Amp., 3 Wire, new 612.50 
Tyne CS, 120V/60cy/lph 15 Amp., 2 Wire, new $9.50 
Type CA. 120/60ey/lph 15 Amp., 2 Wire, new $9.50 
W.E. Test Set 1-115 $9.50 

ALL MERCHANDISE BRAND NEW UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTATED 
ORDERS ACCEPTED FROM RATED CONCERNS ON OPEN ACCOUNTS NET 30 DAYS. MINIMUM ORDER $3.00 

Dept. E10 110 PEARL STREET 

W.E. Sine Wave Generator KS5913L02 16V 2 Ph. 1725 
RPM, driven by W.E. motor KS5913L01. 115V 60 cy. 
1 Ph. 1/50 HP 1725 RPM $17.95 

G.E. VOLTAGE REGULATOR MOpEL 3GVD11B8, 
for use w/115V 60 cy supply, 23-35KV complete w/10 
Tubes $49.95 

BOSTON 10, MASS. Liberty 2-7890 
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6 -VOLT INPUT 
CARTER GENEMOTORS 

Brand New 
Each $29.95 

Way Below List Price! 
Output Model 

400V;375Ma Int 4037A. 
590V/150Ma lot 5919M 

Each $29.95 
590V/250Ma Int 59.5Aß 

Each $34.95 
All CARTER GENEMOTORS pplied ith 

General -Electric Input Filter FREE! 

" T A B " 
THAT'S A BUY 

Infrared Snooperscope 

TRANSFORMERS 

to 350 lines/1n. Complete data & tube. 1400vet/90ma, ß.3V/4a. 5v/3a, 

0A3/VR75 
1.5ß2J33......39.39 J' TAB" 393A 8.90 956 .39 CK 102P.... 9.95 M azda Pilots 

0Á3/V875 1.47 2.134 38.50 

TAB TESTED 394A 4.90 957 .34 CK1089 ... 4.69 49, box 10. .60 

OA4G.... 1.33 u3ß 120.00 T tJBES &GUARANTEED FP400.... 15.98 958A .67 CK1090... 4.69 55, box 10. .50 
X400 14.98 991....... .39 5638 4.79 64. Each.. .07 

Oß2...... 1.582)37 12.70 S6 T4 3W .18 
0ß3/V890 1.23 2338 17.75 Prises subject to change 417A 8.95 FM1000... 1.50 CK5672... 

0C3/VR105 2.139 49.50 GL434.... 14.98 CK1005... .85 1K5676... 2.98 100W '20V .25 

1.43 2142 250.00 665 1.19 6Y6G .89 14E7 1.09156 . 85 446/2C40.. 1.19 CK1006... 3.49 CK5678... 291, Box 10 .36 

OD3/VR150 .98 2148 28.50 666G. ... .89 6Y7G ... .89 14F7 1.09 57 .79 4466 3.89 CK1007... .89 CK5697... 5.98 311/28V.,. .15 

0Y4 2.53 2.149 39.45 667 1.19 6Z7G .89 14F8 1.29 58............79 450TH.... 39.00 CK1090... 2.69 CK5702... 5.98 313'28V... .15 

024 .79 2J 50 27.50 6ß8G 1.09 6ZY5G ... .89 14H7 .99 RK59..... 1.45 450TL.... 44.00 R1100.... 5.00 CK5704... 5.79 323/3V ... .25 

VS -1 12.49 2Jß2 249.50 6ßA6 .79 7A4/XXL. .ß9 I4J7 1.19 59 1.78 460/ 181130.... 12.00 CK5744... 
CIA 4.75 2356 199.50 6ßA7 1.19 7A5.. .99 14N7 1.49 T60 10.49 HE200.. 15.95 E114ß.... 1.35 1K57ß3... 6.69 Sylvania 

IA301A .69 2362 49.45 6BC5..... .69 7A6 .79 1407 1.09 HY69 4.98 WL468.... 13.95 HY1231Z . 5.39 CK5784... 6.98 

1A3 1.10 2K25 31.95 6ßC7 1.23 7A7 .99 1487 1.19 7OÁ7 1.59 GL471A... 2.69 1612...... 1.98 5829 5.98 W tk e 
.15 

1Á4P .79 2K25/ 6BD5GT.. 1.65 7A8 .R4 1457 1.09 7OL7GT... 1.59 GL502A... 1.79 1613/6F6X .98 CK5875... 1.981 at hs 
C7/ 

.15 
1A5GT... .79, 723ÁB.. 29.45 6BD6 .89 7AD7 1.49 14W7 1.09 71A .79 RH507.... 9.98 1616 .90 C,Rºy Tubes 
1A6 1.49 2K2ß mtd 34.95 6ßE6 .79 7ÁF7 .S9 14X7 1.23 72 .95 GL530.... 22.00.1619 29 2ÁP1 11.90 
IA7GT ... .89 2K29 23.93 66F6 1.49 7AG7 1.99 I5E 1.47 CRP72.... 1.37 531 6.98 1620 5.75 3Áp1 12.95;Á9d Screw Base 

1AE4..... 1.80 2V3G 1.29 6BG6G... 1.19 7A11 .. .. 1 19 15R .89 CRP73.... 1.49 `ÚL532.... 3.89 1622 2.69 3ÁP1Á....14.25 15W125V.. .08 
163/8016.. .89 2W3GT... .98 6ßH6 .89 7B4 .79 8G17 3.98 73 1.67 5í0P1....19.95 1624 1.90 3ßP1 7.95 25W125V.. .08 
IB4P .89 2X2 .69 6616 .99..765 .79 18 .98 NR74 .29 575A /975.. 13.75 1625 ...... .42 3BP1A.... 14.98 Neon Bulbs 
1ßS'255.. .99 2X2A 1.89 6BL7GT.. 2.75,766 .79 19 .69 HY75..... 4.59 WL579.... 10.49 1626 .42 

SCPI . NE16/991.l.40 
1B7GT... .99 3A4 .99 6ßN6 1.49 767 .89 19BG6G.. 1.79 75 .79 WLS79B.. 12.98 1629 .3S 3DP1 4.85 NE20 .10 
1ß21/471A 2.85 3A5 1.69 6ßN7 I7ß8..... .89 19Tß 1.09 75TL 6.89 6016 .19 1630 97 3EPI 5.85 NE21..... .45 
1622 3.23 3A8GT... 1.59 6BQ6GT.. 1.19 7C4/1203Á 79 19Vß..... 1.62 76 .79 HY615.... .2S 1631 1.25 3FP7 1.89 NE32 ..... .35 
1B23..... 9.90 3B4 2.69 6C4 .69 7C5 .79 T20 '1623.. 3.79 77 .69 616 37.00 1632 77 3FP7A.... 14.95 NE45 /2W. .27 
tB24Watng 8.75 3B5 ...... .98 6CSGT ... .79 7C6 .99 TUF20.... 5.19 78 1.05 KÚ627.... 18.00 1633 .73 3GP1 4.70 NE4572W.0 .10 
Iß24 Sylv. 17.49 367/1291.. .69 6C6 .79 717 1.49,TZ20 3.79 79 .89 WL670A.. 11.98 1634 .73 3HP7 3.85 
lß26 2.65 3ß23/8K224.95 6C7 1.26 7C23 72.00 20 1.17 80 .69 7O1Á 5.89 1635 1.49 3HP14.... 14.98 Bull's Eye Lite 
1627.....24.00 3824 5.40 6C8G .89 7029..... 69.95 RK2OA... 8.95 Rl ........ 1.69 7O2Á 3.29 1636 3.19 3JP7 1250 Dialco Type 
íß32/532A 3.98 3625 4.50 6C21 29.45 7E5/1201.. 1.29 RX21..... 3.75 FG81A... 3.90 7026 5.9811644 9S 33812....19.95 
lß35 11,98 3B26 3.70 6Cß6 .89 7Eß . .... .89 22 .99 82 1.19 703A 5.98 200T 149.50 3JP12 ...16.95 Chromed Less 

Iß37 18.00 3628..... 8.80 ß106G ... 2.49 7E7 .8924 .85 82V 1.39 704A ..... .952050 1.79 4ÁP10.... 4.69 Bulb .59:2/ 98 

1640 4.95 
3Cß /XXB. 1.49 604 2.85 7F7 1.09 24k ...... 1.10 83 1.89 705A/8021 2.79 20511 1.19 

3C22 64.25 6D6 .89 7Fß 2.19 24G/3C24. 1.90 83V 1.89 707A 10.49 R4340.... 36.00 SAP1 3.65 

1642 18.00 
3023 12.98 ß07G..... .89 7C.?/1232. 1.29 25A6 1.09 84/624.... .99 707B ..... 17.49 5516 7.75 5ßP1 4.89 Te1SlideLamps 

1642 18.00'3C31 
CIB 3.45 6D86 .89 7H7 .89 25A7 3.17 85 .79 710A/8011 .95 5608A.... 5.95 5BPIA.... 14.98 

IB 

1 3C34 HK245.49 6E5 .891737 1.09125AC5GT. 1.59 87 í713A 1.00.5651 3.30 5ßP4 44.89 .75 ó/12!24/48/55V 

1653 49.95 3145..... 19.851 5FP7 2.95 
Each... .18 

1ßS6 47.00 3D6/1299. -69' 
SURPLUS TUBES & EQUIPMENT - Send List & Prices 58814.... 18.98 Xtºl Diode. 

1660 69.75 3D21Á.... 1.95 Sell Your SHPI 9.75 
ELIC 2.70 3023 4.90; 

99 89 75 NL714.... 5.95'5653 
ISHP4. .... 9.75 Many Late 

1C5GT... .89 3E29 14.95 6E6 1.39 7K7 1.2925AV5GT. 15JP2 24.40 Dates -Latest 
116 .79 3LF4 1.29 6E7 1.39 71.7 1.19 25806GT. 1.19 VR92 .25 714ÁY.... 5.90 5654 4.79 5Lp1 29.95 
1D5G .89 3Q4 79 ßF4 4.90 7N7 .. 1.19 25C6 1.18 FG98 19.95 7I5Á 6.45 5656 9.98,5ÁP1.... 9.75 JAN Specs 
ID7GP... .89 3QSGT... 1.29 6F5 .79 707 .79 25L6GT... .69 100TH.... 8.89 715E 9.65 5658 5NPI 5.55 

11!31311A:.: -: 

N21 .89 
1D8G 

.89 3354 V4 q 686 .99 787 .99 25W4GT.. .89 1020 2.98 715C 24.25 5663 1.85.7681 4.95 1N21Á.... 1.65 
1D8GT... 6F6GT ... .79 7S7... ... 1.09 25Y5 .79 102G 2.98 717Á 1.49 5670 5.9ß76P7 6.75 1N21ß.... 3.98 
IE5 .99 4-I25Á....29.95 ßF7 1.39 IT7 1.03 25Z5 .79 FG104.... 32.98 7t8ß7 - 48.45 5672 3.15I 7684 18.39 1N21C.... 26.70 

.99 4-2S0Á....40.95 6F8G 1.29 7V7 1.39 25Z6GT... .99 FG105.... l8.9ß 7181Y. . 48.45 5684 14.98,9G87 14.89 1N22 1.25 
1F4 .69 4-1000A..134.95 

ßH6 89 
7W7 

1.19 26 79 VUlll.... 1.45 7I9Á 49.95 5686 4.23'9Lp7 10.95 1N23 1.49 
1ß5G..... .79 4627 4.98 6G6G .... 1.29 721k ..... 2.49 5687 5.75 

1F6 .894C25/HK545.986H4GT... .98 7X7/ 27 -69IOBP4. ... 18.291N23Á.... 2.98 

IF7G .89 4C33 59.00 - RXFM . 1.19 FG27A ... 8.70 H7114ß.. .75 722A/2ß7.. 2.45 5692 7.69 10FP4.... 24.50 1N23ß.... 4.98 

1G4GT... .89 4C3ß..... 15.98,C6.1 6.95 7Y4 .69 RK28A... 4.89 HYI15/145 .79 72'A 9.75 5693 7.69 12DP7.... 16.89 IN25 7.45 

IIG5G.... .89 4E27/257.. 14.98 664 6.98 7Z4 .69 28D7 1.39 117L/ 1723A/ß... 14.49 5694 3.65 120p7Á...49.50 1N2ß. 6.45 

1G6GT... .79 4322 148.50,6J5GT.... .59 8DC.15... 4.98 30........ .791 M7GT.. 1.59 724A 3.95 5726 4.39 12GP7.... 16.89 IN27 1.65 

IH4G .... .ß94J31 95.00.ßJ6....... 1.29107 .4931........ .59117N7GT. 1.79 724B 3.45 5751 4.2012HP7.... 16.891N29 3.50 

IHSGT... .89 4334 194.00 637 - 
1.09 12A .89 HY31Z... 2.75 1I7P7GT.. 1.39 725A 5.70 5763 1.70 I2JP4 ... 27.00 1N32 18.00 

IH6GT... .79 4342.700..27.00 638G 1.19 I2Á5 1.39 32 .49 11723..... .S9 72ßA 6.90 5812 2.99 12KP4.... 47.00 1N34 .69 

135G 1.20 4.147 2ß0.0016K4 3.39 12Aß 89 FG32 7.90 117Z4GT.. 1.39 72ßB 24.89 5814 5.49 12LP4 . 21.25 1N34Á.... .89 

IJ6GT.... .79 414717..198.00 6KSGT... 1.09 I2Á7 1.29 32L7GT... 1.49 117Z6GT.. 1.19 72ßG 49.00 X6030.... 4.49 16KP4.... 47.29 1N345 1.95 

IIA .69 4352 350.00 6K6GT ... .79 12A8GT.. .79 33 .59 1I7Z7GT.. 1.49 801Á .45 UX6653... .69 16LP4A... 36.98 1N38 1.62 

ILb .98 4T4/2.... 5.95,6K7 .ß5I i2.%C7.... 1.45 34 .69 F123Á.... 8.49 802 3.98 8002R.... 99.50 16ÁP4Á.. 43.98 1N39 5.65 

1LA4 1.19 4X -500F.. 85.0016Kß .99 12AH7GT. 1.99 35 /51 .89 T125 12.49 803 3.89 8005 5.85 16RP4.... 36.49 1N40 9.98 

ILA6 .99 51X4CT....IJgI6L5G .79 12ÁK5.... 1.98 3SÁ5 .79 F127Á....19.98 804 8.95 8008 6.49 16TP4.... 39.98 IN45 1.39 

1LB4 1.29 5ÁZ4..... 1.35 6L6 2.43 12AK5W.. 2.98 3565 .79 VT127A... 3.90 805 3.90 8012 2.89 1ß7P4....43.98 1N46 .89 

ILC5 .79 5030/C5ß. 3.95 6L6G 1.69 12ÁL5.... 1.11 35C5 .69 CV 148.... 4.98 807 1.67 8013 2.75 17ßP4.... 43.45 1N48 .70 

1LC6 .89 5021 24.30 6L6GA ... 1.69 12AT6.... .59 35L6GT... .79 150T 14.50 808 2.98 80I3Á .... 4.79 17ßP4Á... 36.49 1N51 .52 

ILD5 .99 5023/ 6L6GAY.. 2.29 12ÁT7.... 1.09 35T 4.89 VT158.... 14.49 809 2.43 8014A.... 28.95 190P4Á.,. 67.65 1N52 .95 

ILE3 .99 RK65... 24.95 61.7 1.19 12ÁU6.... .89 35TG 3.45 FG166.... 49.00 810....... 10.98 8020 1.25 20CP4.... 68.25 1N54 .89 

ILE6 5329 12.40 ßN4 2.39 12ÁU7.... .79 35W4 .49 FG172.... 42.50 811 2.90 8025 5.79 902 10.65 1N55 2.99 

ILH4 .89 5R4G Spec 1.49 6N6G 1.69 12AV6.... .69 35Y4 .69 182B 1.20 812 2.90 9001 1.65 905 3.49 1N56 .89 

ILN5 .79 5R4WGY. 2.98 6N7GT ... 1.29 12ÁW6... 1.79 35Z3 .79 Fß190.... 12.80 813 9.65 9002 1.29 912 g9.9ß IN57 .89 

IN5GT ... .99 5T4 1.99 6P5GT ... .8912AX7.... .89 35Z4GT... .69 T200 22.98 ßl4 3.85 9003 1.19 913 11.96 IN58 1.19 

IPSGT... .79 SU4G..... .59 607 .89 12ÁY7.... 5.95 35Z5GT... .59,201A/ !815....... 2.90 9004 9I4Á 45.00 IN60 5 .60 

IP42 4.32 5V4G 1.39 ßR7 .99112BA6. ... .79 REL36 614 .491 CX301A .98,816, 866Jr. 1.09 9006 .29 Vacuum 1N61 1.98 

1 SGT... .895W4 89 
SPEEDY DELIVERY 

Extend Your vo Capacitors Ea. 1Nß3 W3.ß9 
I 26 ..... 69.00 SX4G .... .79 

1R4/1294. 
1.29 5Y3GT... .49 Use YOÚr PriorityforOnd Conlrotl Number 25-7.5. ... 3.49 1Nß4 .75 

.79 5Y4G .79 50-7.5.... 1.98 íN67 1.95 

184 1.19 523 99 6R8 1.39 12ßA7.... .79 36 .65 203A 5.98 826 .95 Sub- 50-15 7.98 1Nß9 1.9$ 

ISS .79 SZ4 1.29 ßS4 .9R 12ßD6.... 1.75 37 .69 205B/VT2 1.69 828 11.29 Miniatures 12-20 9.96 K34 1.39 

1511 6.90 C6A 6.75 657G .89 I2BE6.... .89 38 .59 CE206.... 3.15 829 11.49 IAD4 2.95 50-20 9.95 CK706.... .54 
IT4 .79 6A3 1.59 6S8GT.... .99 12ßF6.... .85 RK39 2.89 211/VT4C 1.59 8296 14.49 2E31 1.49 55-20 9.98 CK707.... 1.80 
l7'5GT ... .99 6A4 1.89 6SA7GT.. .89 12BH7.... 1.29 39'44 .59 CE215.... 8.98 8306 3.49 2E36 1.49 12-32 12.98 Thermistors 
lÚ4/5910. .69 6Á5G 2.39 6SB7Y....1.19 12C8 1.39 CRC40.... .59 RX215.... 9.95 832 5.65 2E43 1.39 Tungar Bulbs WEco LOA .90 
lÚ5 .79 6A6 89 6ßC7 1.39 12FSGT... .79 T40 4.29 WE2t5A.. .18 832A 9.75 C%501X.. 1.26 16X897... 3.49 WEco 12A 1.10 
IV .79 6A7 1.39 6SD7GT.. .99 12H6 .89 TZ40 3.98 217C 8.75 833A 48.90 CK501AX. 1.26 20X672... 2.95 D167019 Vol 
IV2 .70 6ABGT... 1.09 6ßF5 .89 12JSGT... .69 40 1.09 227A 4.98 834 5.95 CK502AX. 1.79 195528.... 2.49Limiter 2.95 
1X2 .99 

6ÁB4 
79 6SF7 .89 12J7GT.. , .99 HY4OZ ... 3.75 231 1.20 836 4.75 1K503Á%. 1.79 217283.... 6.75 

IZ2 3.98 6Á65/6N5 1.33 6ßG7 1.39 12K7GT.. .89',41 .79 242C 8.49 837 1.55 CK505AX. 1.79 289881.... 2.50 DI68391 Ther- 
2A3 1.19 6ÁB7 /1853 1.39 6ßH7 .99 12Kß .9942 .69 244A 4.15 838 3.98 CK506AX. 1.79 859483.... 2.95 mal Comp 2.95 

2Á4G 1.19 6ACSGT.. 1.09 6ßJ7 .89 1207GT .. .79,43 .85 247A 9.95 843 39 CK509AX. 1.26 PM3 .98 0170396 HF 
2A5 .69 6Á16G ... 1.49 6SK7GT.. .89 12S8GT... .98145 .69 250E 9.90 845 4.90 CK512AX. 1.79 PM4 .98 Pwr Meas .90 
2Aß ,69 6ÁC7 99 6SL7GT.. .89 12SA7GT. .89 455/VTS2. .34 250TH.... 22.25 849 29.45 CK522AX. 1.79 4A1 ...... 1.29 IC Bulb Time 
2A7 .69 6Á06G ... 98 65N7GT.. .79 125C7.... 1.39 45Z3 .69 250TL.... 19.90 852 19.98 CK525AX. 1.79 PM5 .98 Delay... .90 
2ÁC -I5... 4.98 6Á07G... 1.49 6SN7WGT 2.25 12SF5GT. .79 45Z5GT... .89 HK254.... 15.49 860 4.90 GK526AX. 1.98 PM6 .98 Varistors 
2ÁS-15... 4.98 6AE5 S9 6S07GT.. .79 12SF7GT. .59 46 .89 262B 3.98 861 23.95 1K528Á%. 1.79 PM7 .98 CW20259/USN 
267 .89 6AF6G... 1.33 6ßR7 .69 I2SG7.... .89147 .99 2746/5R4. 2.59 864 39 CK529AX- 1.98 PM8 .98 381 . 2.95 
21322 3.90 6ÁG5 89 6ßS7 1.09 12ßH7.... 1.10 46........ 2.39 276A 9.89 865 1.29 CK531DX .98 9-3 .49 WEco 40A 1.50 
2021. 1642 .67 bAG7. - 1.99 6ßT7 1.33 12SJ7GT.. .79 RK48A ... 14.85 T300 26.98 866k 1.35 CK532DX .98 10-T1 .... .49 WEco 41A 1.50 
2C22 7193 .33 6AHSG 1.49 6SU7GTY. 3.37 12SK7.... .89 RK49 7.50 304TH.... 13.75 869 36.95 CK533AX. 1.39 10-4B .... .49 Xtal Freq Stds 
2C26 .19 6ÁH6 1.99 6ßZ7 1.05 12SL7GT. .79 49 .83 304TL.... 12.25 872A 2.35 CK534AX. .89 13-4 49 1000Kc... 3.49 
2C26Á.... .47 6ÁJ5 2.16 6T7G .89 I2SN7GT. .89 50 1.19 307A/RK754.85 GE872A... 4.98 CK536AX. .89 20-4 q9 4700Kc... .98 
2C34/RK34 .69 

6AKSW ... 2.98 
6T8 1.09 12SQ7GT. .79 EF50 .98 310Á 6.75 874 1.39 CK537AX. 4.98 23D4 .43 5000Kc ... 3.98 

2C39 33.98 
6ÁK6 1.49 6U4GT ... .89 12ßR7.... .9ß 5OÁ5 1.19 3I1Á 7.90 878 1.95 1K53ß0% .89 L42ß .36 Htr Oven Xtºla 

2C40 9.98 ßU5 /ßG5.. .99 12X3 .90 50135 .79 3131 2.98 8R4'6QSG. 1.80 CK539DX .98 K49Á .36 5010/5025/5055 
2040 JAN. 19.90 

6AL7GT.. 1 29 6Ú66T ... 1.09 12Z3 .89 5005 .69 316Á 1.49 885 1.45 CK541D% 1.98 KL45 .401 Kc. Eº..14.98 
2C43..... 26.756U7G .69 14Á4..... 1.09 5006 1.49 323A 24.25 ß93A 250.00 CK542DX .98 L55ß .36 

2043."4ß4A 9.49 6AN5 5.95 6V6 2.25 14A7/12ß7 .99 50L6GT... .69 327A 4.95 922 .95 CK543DX .98 M55ß.... .36 Tubes Gtd Ezc 

2C44 1.20 6ÁQ5 69 6V6GT... .69 14ÁF7 50X6 .89 3306 5.90 923 1.00 CK544DX .98 L62Á .49 Open Fil & 

2C51 6.95 6AQ6 94 6V8 1.99 XXD... 1.19 50Y6GT.. .79 353Á 4.75 927 CE25. 1.49 CK546DX 1.98 K80ß .36 B'kaóe Via 
2C52 5.98 6A 7GT.. 1.19 6W4GT... .69 1466 .99 50Z?G.... .98 HK354., . 24.98 929 1.33 CK547DX 1.98 100-77.... .49 REzp. Only. 
2021 1.49 6ÁR5 79 6W6GT... .89 14Bß .89 52 .99 3S5Á 14.15 930 .98 1K57ß4... 6.98 WL121A.. 2.61 
2Eß 1.19 6ÁR6 2.98 6W7G ... 1.33 14C5 1.09 53 .69 3716 .90 93IÁ 6.90 CK571AX. 1376 2.98 We ship G, GT 

2E22 1,25 6ÁS5 79 6X4 .49 14C7 1.09 T55 8.79 38OÁ .79 954 2915D828.... .98 28583.... 3.98 or M 
2E24 4.85 6ÁS6 2.79 6X5GT... .49 14E6 .99 55 1.79 38ßA 1.49 955 X40 ;SD969.... .98 876 .29 no choice. 
2E25/HY65 5.15 6Á57G. .. 42.19 

6AT6 
:59 

2E30 6AUSGT . 1.49 
2321 10.69 6AU. .69 
2321A 9.25 6AV5GT.. 1 29 
2122 7.90 6ÁV6 .59. 
2J31 29.75 6A W 6 .... 1.89 
2J31A 79.95 6AX5GT.. .79 
2332 59.95 6B4G 1.39, 

Full -Wave Selenium Bridge Rectifiers 
Amps 18/14 38/28 

1.2 1.98 2.75 
2.40 3.75 

114 V 60 CYo Input 

'- 
i3,jl¡I 

' 8 5.903.85 9.7.93 

2 

TV & CR pwr Xfmr for 7" I,l, 12 7.50 14.00 
to 20" Tubes. Iii VOLTS to 24 14.00 - 27.00 
20KV (w/quadrupler ckt). Other Types -Write for List 
ALL Tubes. PL & FII. wndgs 
divrng: 300 VUC/275Áa COAXIAL CONNECTORS 
Full - Wave, 8.4V/10.3A. 
5.4V/8A. 2.5V/3Á Etyperail 50239/831R Receptacle ,55 

55 

Image -Converter Tube HiSenst- Core. 011 Impreg $8.98 PL259/831SPN Plug .. 
livlty simplified design 2" dia. 2500V for CRT, ß.3V/.8A, 2.5V/1.75A Cod M359/83-141.Angle Flug Adpt. .30 

Willemite screen -Resolution up Kenyon ä $8.9988 ÚG22/U Panel Jack. ....$1.49 
Write for Connector Listing 

OE SIX CHURCH ST. NEW YORK 6. N.Y., U.S.A.-C RNER CNURCN A LIBERTY 575. 
ROOM 200 

Money Back Guarantee (Cost 
of Mdse Only) $5 Min. Order 
FOB NYC. Add Shpg. Charges 
& 25% Dep. Tubes Gtd via 
R-Eap. only. Prices Subject 
to Change Without Notice. 
Phone: WOrth 2.7230. 
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Acheson Colloids Corp 
Acme Electronics, Inc 
Adams & Westlake Company, The 229 
Aeronautical Communications 

Equipment, Inc 235 
Aerovox Corp 34 Aircraft -Marine Products, Inc 163 
Aircraft Radio Corporation 152 Airdesign, Inc 202 
Airpax Products Company 296 
Alden Products Co 82, 63 
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp 67 Allen Co., Inc., L. B 336 
Allen Manufacturing Company 152 
Allied Control Company, Inc 174 
Allied Radio Corp 290 Alter Lansing Corporation 264 American Gas Accumulator Company 242 American Lava Corp 189 American Phenolic Corporation 158 American Smelting & Refining Co. Federated Metals Division 253 American Television & Radio Co 305 American Time Products, Inc 181 Amperex Electronic Corp Third Cover Amperite Company, Inc 222 
Ampex Electric Corporation 308 Amplifier Corporation of America 323 Andrew Corporal ion 302 
Antara Products Division of 

General Dyestuff Corp 32A, 32B Antenna Research Laboratory Inc 330 Anti -Corrosive Metal Products Co., Inc 268 Arkwright Finishing Company 188 Arnold Engineering Company 241 Art Wire & Stamping Co 317 Astron Corporation 307 Atlantic India Rubber Works, Inc 210 Auburn Button Works, Inc 287 Audio Engineering Society 323 Automatic Electric Sales Corporation 225 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
Ace Engineering & Machine Co., Inc.... 320 

52 
326 

Ballantine Laboratories, Inc 184 Barker & Williamson, Inc 228 Barry Corporation 
Bead Chain Manufacturing Co 289 Bell Telephone Laboratories 243 Bendix Aviation Corporation Eclipse -Pioneer Division 206 Bentley, Harris Mfg. Co 169 Berkeley Scientific Corporation 216 Beta Electric Corporation 315 Bird Electronic Corp 324 Birmingham Sound Reproducers, Ltd 149 Birnbach Radio Co., Ine 329 Birtcher Corporation 214 
Bishop Manufacturing Corporation 230 Bliley Electric Company 154 Boeing Airplane Company 279 Bogue Electric Mfg. Co 207 Boonton Radio Corporation 141 Borg Corp., George W 330, 331 Bowser, Inc 311 Brand & Co., Inc., William 180 Bridgeport Brass Co 2S3 Brown Electro -Measurement Corp 329 Browning Laboratories. Inc 293 Brush Development Company 48, 214 Burnell and Company 27 Burstein-Apnlebee Co 331 Bnssmann Mfg. Co 221 

Cambridge Thermionic Corp 18 Cannon Electric Co 272 Centralab. Div. Globe -Union. Inc...9, 10, 11 Chase Brass & Copper Sub. of Rennecott Copper Corp 263 Chicago Condenser Corp 210 Chicago Telephone Supply Corporation 58, 57 Chicago Transformer Div. of Essex Wire Corp 274 Cinch Manufacturing Corp 133 Clare and Co.. C. P 30, 31 Cleveland Container Company 165 Clippard Instrument Laboratory, Inc 258 Cohn Corporation, Sigmund 242 Collins Radio Company 23 Condenser Products Company 7 Consolidated Engineering Corp 262 

Continental -Diamond Fibre Company.... 183 
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp 66 
Corning Glass Works 32 
Cornish Wire Co., Inc 192 
Curry -Jamestown Mfg. Corp 254 
Coto -Coil Co., Inc 178 
Craft Manufacturing Co 194 
Cramer Co., Inc., R. W 212 
Cross Co., H 336 
Crowley & Co., Inc., Henry L 171 
Curtis Development & Mfg. Co 298 

Dalle, Inc. H. L 322 
Dano Electric Company 311 
Daven Co., The 173 DeJur Amsco Corporation 312 
Delco Radio Div., General Motore Corp 211 
Dial Light Company of America 292 Distillation Products Industries 162 
Doelcam Corp 240 
Dow Corning Corporation 44 Driver -Harris Company 6 
Domont Electric Corp 382 
DuMont Laboratories, Inc., Allen B. 

59, 185, 261 
du Pont de Nemours and Co., (Inc.) 

E. L. Electrochemicals Dept 297 Durant Manufacturing Co 234 
DX Radio Products Co 246 

Eastern Air Devices, Inc 321 Eastman Kodak Company 
Industrial Photographic Div 167 Edin Company, Inc 299 Eicor, Inc S8 

Eisler Engineering Company, Inc...331, 336 Eitel -McCullough, Inc 46 Electra Mfg. Co 294 
Electrum Mfg. Co 296 
Electric Indicator Co 287 
Electrical Industries, Inc 226 Electrical Reactance Corp 42 EI-Trenics, Inc. 333, 336 Electrumagnetics Research Corp 202 Electro Products Laboratories 293 Electro Tee Corporation 307 Electra -Voice, Inc 178 
Electronic Associates, Inc 208 Electronic Tube Corp 250 Electrons, Inc 270 Emelofd Co., Inc 334 
Erie Resistor Corp 86 

Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp.. 16 Federal Telephone & Radio Corporation. 170 Ferroxcuhe Corp. of America 16B Five Star Co 336 Freed Transformer Co., Inc 215 Furst Electronics 246 
Fusite Corporation 72 

Gair Company, Inc., Robert 210 Gamewell Company 294 
General Control Co 324 
General Electric Company Apparatus Dept. 247, 285 Chemical Dept. 195 Electronics Dept. 39 

Teleebron Dept. 281 
General Industries Co 33 
General Radio Company 24, 25 Gilfillan Brothers 265 Gramer Transformer Corporation 187 Graphite Metallizing Corp 234 
Gray Research & Development Co., Inc 54 Grayhill 307 Green Instrument Co 223 Gries Reproducer Corp 323 
Guardian Electric Mfg. Co 179 Guthman Co., Inc., E. I 227 

Hardwick, Hindle, Inc 201 Hathaway Instrument Co 332 Haydon Company, A. W 218 

FOR PRODUCT INFORMATION 

Refer to the 1'951-52 Issue of 
ELECTRONICS BUYERS' GUIDE 

development 
and production 

METALLURGISTS 
BASE, RARE AND PRECIOUS 

METALS AND ALLOYS 

SMALL UNITS 

SMALL SIZES 

CLOSE TOLERANCES 

Nickel alloy, filament wire and 
ribbon: flat, grooved, crowned. 

Grid wire electroplated. 

Alloys for special requirements, 
bare or enamelled. 

Further details upon request. 

METALS CORPORATION 
228 East 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

MUrray Hill 7-1594 

::::...?:..Ï; s, m 
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2i2OTECTED AND UNPROTECTED 

SLIDE -CONTACT RHEOSTATS 
MND RESISTORS 220 TO 1000 WATT 

REX RHEOSTAT CO. 
BALDWIN. L. I., N. Y. 
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DUMONT 
NOISE 

SUPPRESSORS 

Here in America space, time and sound bow to man- 
made magic of Electric Power and Electric devices 
which are providing entertainment along with hu- 

man convenience and comfort. Across the broad 
scene of American Industry the high fidelity per- 
formance of such devices is realized by continually 
improved controls developing higher standards and 
economies. Manufacturers and their products both 
benefit when they thus bring increased enjoyment 
and listening pleasure into the home. 

Dumont engineering skill has fashioned such a 
device in a standard noise suppressor for minimizing 
radio and television noise interference introduced via 
power supply circuits emanating from commonly 
used fluorescent lights, oil burners, sewing machines, 
adding machines, electric drills, shaving units, mo- 
tors, etc. 

This proven device is being given wider publicity 
In the interest of benefiting public user and product 
manufacturer. It has come to be relied upon as an 
invaluable aid by application engineers everywhere. 

APPROVED 

FOR RADIO AND TV 
INTERFERENCE 

REFRIGERATOR 

OIL BURNER 

POWER 
LINE 

CONTAINER 

TO 9ALLAST 
AND LAMP 

To get the best in your products write 

DUMONT into your specifications. 

FLUORESCENT LAMP 

m 
R I 

-1 
C O R P 

308 DYCKMAN ST. NEW YORK 34, N. Y. 

Haydon Manufacturing Co., Inc 28, 29 
Heath Company 168 
Reiland Research Corporation 325 
Hell -Coll Corp .. 200 
Heiipot Corporation 203 
1ermetic Seal Products Company 41 

Hewlett-Packard Company 19, 35 
Hexacon Electric Company 326 
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co 194 
Houghton Laboratories, Inc 238 

Illinois Condenser Co 290 
Improved Seamless Wire 8ompany, The 214 
Indiana Steel Products Company 26 
Industrial Condenser Corp 326 
Industrial Timer Corporation 22 
Instrument Resistors Company 309 
International Resistance Co 4, 5 
Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co...31, 209 

JFD Manufacturing Co., Inc 327 
Jel1if Manufacturing Corporation, 0. 0 226 
Jensen Manufacturing Co 78 
Johnson Co., E. F 256 
Jones Div., Howard B. Cinch Mfg. Corp 331 

Kahle Engineering Co 311 
Karp Metal Products Co., Inc 47 
Kartron 336 
Kellex Corporation 827 
Kenyon Transformer Company, Inc, 190 
Hester Solder Company 137 
Kinney Manufacturing Company 45 
Kollsman Instrument Corp 245 
Knights Company, James 266 

Lambda Electronics Corp 298 
Lampkin Laboratories, Inc 336 
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc 49 
Leach Relay Company 196 
Leeds & Northrup Co 60 
Leland Inc., G. H 246 
Lenkurt Electric Co 234 
Lenz Electric Manufacturing Co 261 
Linde Air Products Co., A. Division 

of Union Carbide & Carbon Corp 300 
Link Aviation, Inc 318 

Machlett Laboratories, Inc 205 
Mack Molding Company, Inc 224 
Magnecord, Inc 252, 291 
Mallory and Company, Inc., P. R....80, 135 
Maiming, Maxwell & Moore, Inc 197 
Manson Laboratories 327 
Marconi Instruments, Ltd 296 
Marion Electrical Instrument Co 2 
Markem Machine Company 240 
McGraw-Hill Rook Co., Inc 313, 338 
McIntosh Engineering Laboratories, Inc. 206 
Measurements Corporation 309 
Metal Textile Corporation 298 
Metals & Control Corp General Plate 

Division 273 
Mica Condensers Corp 336 
Mica Insulator Company 167 
Mico Instrument Co 321 
Millen Mfg. Co., Inc., James 320 
Milo Radio & Electronics Corp 172 
Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator 

Co., Industrial Div 219, 326 
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co 58, 283 
Mitchell -Rand Insulation Co., Inc 237 
Mosinee Paper Mills Company 276 
Muirhead & Co., Ltd 8 
Mycalex Corp. of America 74 

National Company, Inc 242 
National Moldite Co 186 
Neo -Sil Corp 61 
New Hampshire Ball Bearings, Inc 316 
New Hermes, Inc 329 
New York Transformer Co., Inc 304 
North American Aviation, Inc 198, 288 
North Electric Mfg. Co. 260 
Northern Radio Co., Inc 306 
Nothelfer Winding Laboratories 382 
Numberall Stamp & Tool Co 290 

Olympic Metals Products Co., Inc 810 
Onan & Sons, Inc., D. W 300 
O'Neill -Irwin Mfg. Co 809 
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Oregon Electronics Mfg. Co 202 
Oster Manufacturing Co., John 181 
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp 223 

Panoramic Radio Products, Inc 321 
Paramount Paper Tube Corp 303 
Patton-MacGuyer Co 803 
Peerless Electrical Products, 

Div. ed Altec Lansing Corp 300 
Permoflux Corporation 286 Phalo Plastics Corporation 284 
Pix Manufacturing Co., Inc 325 
Plaskon Division, Libbey-Owens- 

Ford Glass Co 55 
Polarad Electronics Corporation 36 
Polytechnic Research & Development Co 

71 
Petter & Brumfield 8 Potter Instrument Co., Inc 14 
Precision Apparatus Co., Inc 384 
Precision Metal Products Co. of Malden 294 
Precision Paper Tube Co 317 Presto Recording Corporation 75 
Progressive Manufacturing Company 278 
Pyramid Electric Co 76, 147 

Quaker City Gear Works 317 

Radio Corp. of America 12, 13, 231, 257 
Back Cover 

Radio Materials Corporation 217 
Radio Receptor Company, Inc 20 
Radio Wire Television, Inc 305 
Rahm Instruments, Inc 222 
Railway Express Agency, Air 

Express Division 267 
Rawson Electrical Instrument Co 319 
Raytheon Manufacturing Co 145, 306 
R -B -M Division, Essex Wire Corp 143 
Reeves -Hoffman Corporation 220 
Religious Generations Foundation, The 329 
Remler Company, Ltd 328 
Republic Foil & Metal Mills, Inc 37 
Resistance Products Co 288 
Rex Corporation 292 
Rex Rheostat Co 881 Richardson Company 158, 159 
Robinson Aviation Inc 168 
Runzel Cord & Wire Co 800 

Samco Products Company 149 
Sangamo Electric Company 277 
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc 244 
Scientific Electric Div. of "S" 

Corrugated Quenched Gap Co 226 
Scientific Electronic Laboratories, Inc 311 Secon Metals Corporation 381 Servo Corporation of America 238 
Sessions Clock Company, Timer Div 232 
Set Screw & Mfg. Co 230 Shalicross Manufacturing Co 53 Sigma Instruments, Inc 79 Signal Engineering & Mfg. Co 817 Simpson Electric Company 255 Smockler & Co., Inc., A. F 810 Sola Electric Company 139 Sorensen and Company, Inc 193 Southwestern Industrial Electronics Co 319 pecialty Battery Company 333 peer Resister Corp 269 
perry Gyroscope Co 191 Dincraft, Inc 218 ponga Rubber Products Company 275 Prague Electric Company 16A tackpole Carbon Co 180 tahl, Inc., Michael 323 tandard Electric Time Co 819 tandard Piero Company 328 tandard Pressed Steel Co 218 tandard Transformer Corp 282 tatham Laboratories 331 
Laver Company, Incorporated 321 tevens Arnold, Inc 154 tevens Mfg. Co., Inc., Geo 198 toward Manufacturing Co., D. M 249 toddart Aircraft Radio Co 314 tokes Machine Co., F. J 199 truthers-Dunn, Inc. 248 tupakot Ceramic & Mfg. Company 153 uperior Electric Co 40 uperior Tube Company 43 ylvanla Electric Products, Inc..77, 151, 238 

Taylor Fibre Co 155 Taylor Tubes, Inc 164 Tektronix, Inc. 236 Tel -Instrument Co., Inc 292 Teletronies Laboratory, Inc 336 Telex, Electro -Acoustic Division 222 Transient! Corporation 301 Transradio, Ltd 230 

First with TEFLON 
O AND Q PIN MINIATURES 

High Performance 

TUBE SOCKETS 
Ideal wherever high or low ambient temperatures or fre- 
quency stability are problems. 

Surface resistivity 3.5 x 1013 ohms. 

Loss factor less than 0.0005. 

Dielectric constant 2.0 (60 cycles to 30,000 megacycles). 
Serviceable at -150°F to +575°F with negligible change in 
critical electrical characteristics. 

Won't carbonize under arcing. 
0.0% water absorption (ASTM Test). 
Unaffected by extreme humidity, corrosive atmosphere or fungus. 
Non-flammable. 

Chemically inert-unaffected by oils, organic or inorganic acid, 
alkali or solvent. 

Allocation limits supply to projects with National Production 
Authority sanction. 

Write for catalog No. SO -428-9. 

UNITED 
STATES 
GASKET 
COMPANY 

TEFLONtrin- 
PRODUCTS DIVISION 
600 N. 10TH STREET, CAMDEN, N.J. 
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APPLICATION 
ENGINEERED 
"PRECISION" 

Circuit Tester 
20,000 Ohms per Volt 

THE SERIES 1, 
Compact, laboratory style, high sensitivity test set. 

"Application Engineered" for production, test, lab- 
oratory, school and service -maintenance phases of 
modern radio -electronics -communications. 

20,000 Ohms per Volt D.C. 

1000 Ohms per Volt A.C. 

VOLTAGE RANGES: 0.3.12.60-300-1200.6000 
A.C. & D.C. 

CURRENT RANGES: 

RESISTANCE RANGES: 

DECIBEL RANGES: 

0-120 microamps 
0-1.2-12-120-1200 MA. - 
0 -12 Amps D.C. 

0-6000-600K Ohms 
0-6-60 Megohms. 

From -26 to +70 DB. 

Complete with batteries 
and test leads 

$3995 

PLUS superior physical features: 
* 434" wide angle meter 
* Heavy duty molded bakelite Instrument case, 

size 5tfz x 71/4 x 3" 
* Heavy gauge, anodized aluminum panel 
* Rotary Range and Function Selection 
* Recessed 6000 volt safety jacks 
* Only two pin jacks for all standard ranges 

LC -1 Leather Carrying Case 

Custom designed top -grain cowhide case St 
with tool and test lead compartment. 7 

Sathis and other "Precision" Application En 

gineered instruments on display at leading 
radio parts distributors. Write for latest catalog. 

52-27 HORACE HARDING BLVD. 
ELMHURST le, M. V. 

'Reg. U.S. l'atent Office 

Export:458 B'way, N.Y.C., U.S.A. Cables: M OR H AN EX 
le Canada: Atlas Radio Corp. Ltd., Toronto, Ontario 

Triplett Electrical Instrument Co 177 
Tung -Sol Electric Inc 176 
Turner Company 17 

Ucinite Co 259 
Ulanet Company, George 186 
Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., 

Linde Air Products Div 300 
Union Electric Products Co 210 
United States Gasket Company 883 
United Transformer Co Second Cover 
Universal Winding Company 84 

Veeder-Root, Inc 213 
Victoreen Instrument Company 313 
Vitro Corp. of America 327 
Vulcan Electric Company 298 

Waldes Hohinoor, Inc 51 
Ward Leonard Electric Company 204 
Ward Products Corp 280 
Warren Wire Company 319 
Waterman Products Co., Inc 803 
Weller Electric Corp 325 
Western Gold & Platinum Works 315 
Westinghouse Electric Corp..68, 69, 182, 239 
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp 60 
Wheeler Insulated Wire Co., Inc 176 
White Dental Mfg. Company, 8. 8..182, 327 
Whitehead Stamping Company 327 
Wilcox Electric Company 15 
Williams & Co., C. H 190 
Wilton Tool Mfg. Co 334 
Winchester Electronics Incorporated 313 
Workshop Associates, Inc 271 

Zophar Mills, Inc 288 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 335 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 
(Classified Advertising) 

EMPLOYMENT 
Positions Vacant 337-344 
Civil Service 337 
Selling Opportuunities Offered 342 
Positions Wanted 337 
Selling Opportunities Wanted 337 

EQUIPMENT 
(Used or Surplus New) 
For Sale 345-380 

WANTED 
Equipment 337, 378 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 
Adelman, Nat 374 

Admiral Corporation 340 
Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Inc 340 

Aircraft Armaments Inc 341 

Algeradio Electronics Co 374 

Amber Co. 337 

American Electrical Sales Co 378 

Ames & Day Inc 337 

Applied Science Corp. of Princeton 344 

Archy Electronics 373 

Arma Corporation 337 
Arrow Sales, Inc 371 

Barry Electronics Corp 375 

Bell Aircraft Corp 343 

Bendix Aviation Corp 338 
Blan 370 
Boonton Radio Corp 337 

C & H Sales Co 370, 378 
California Institute of Technology 342 

Capehart-Farnsworth Corp 339 
Chase Electronics Supply Co 368 
Columbia Electronics, Ltd 367, 378 
Communications Devices Co 375 
Communications Equipment Co...357, 358, 359 
Compass Communications Co 366 
Convair 339 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc 344 
Cottone & Co., A 374 
Davies Laboratories, Inc., The 338 
Drillick Electronic Sales Co 378 
Electro Impulse Laboratory 367 
Electro Sales Co., Inc 377, 379 
Electronic Engineering Co., of Calif 338 
Electronicraft, Inc 354 
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co 343 
Emmons Radio Supply Co 368 
Empire Electronics Co 378 
EPCO 372 
F. M. Electronics Co 376 
Forest Sales Co 376 
Freeland Products Co 378 
French -Van Breems Inc 366 
General Electric Co 341 
General Motors Corp., AC Spark Plug Div. 340 
General Precision Laboratory, Inc 342 
Globe Trading Co 377, 378 
Goodyear Aircraft Corp 338 
Greenberg, David 363 
Greene, Leonard 372 
Hall Electric, Ltd 369 
Harmar Co., The 360 
Hatry & Young 371 
Horlick Co., William I 356 
Hughes Research & Development Labora- 

tories 342 
Instrument Associates 349 
J. S. H. Sales Co 372 
Lectronic Research Laboratories 355 
Legri S. Company, Inc 362 
Leru Laboratories Inc 375 
Liberty Electronics, Inc 350 
Lowenthal Co., T. R 369 
Marino Radio Co 345 
Maritime International Co 372 
Maritime Switchboard 364 
Maxson Corp., The W. L 340 
McNeal Electric & Equipment Co 370 
Metropolitan Overseas Supply Corp 376 
Mogull Co., Inc., Alexander 348 
Monmouth Radio Laboratories 377 
Norman Radio Distributors, Inc 378 
Northrop Aircraft, Inc 342 
Overbrook Company 378 
Phillips Petroleum Co 342 
Photocon Sales 376 
Powell, Harold H 364 
Precision Electrical Instrument Co 370 
Radio Development & Sales Co 368 
Radio & Electronic Surplus 378 
Radio Ham Shack, Inc 346, 347 
Radio Surplus Corp 365 
Reliance Merchandizing Co 352 
Rose Co., The 371 
Sandia Corp. 341 
Servo -Tek Products Co., Inc 351 
Soundtronics Labs 373 
Stevens Aircraft Corp 366 
TAB 373, 380 
Tallen Co., Inc 337 
Technical Radio Parts Co 376 
Telemarine Communications Co 374 
Universal General Corp 361 
Universal Marine & Mfg. Corp 374 
University of Chicago 344 
University of Minnesota 344 
V & H Radio & Electronic Supply Co 373 
Vitro Corp., of America, The 343 
Wells Sales, Inc 353 
Westinghouse Electric Corp 343 
Weston Laboratories 368, 378 
West Region Electronics 337 
Workshop Assoc 344 

This index is published ev a convenience to the 
readers. Every care is taken to make it accurate, but 
ELECTRONICS assumes no responsibility for error 
or omissions. 
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AMPEREX 
AßR-9.951 

AGR-9951/5870 

$110.00 

AMPEREX tubes 
Specifically designed for grid -control 
operation at peak anode voltages as high 

as 21,000 Kr for heavy duty INDUSTRIAL 

uses and high power TRANSMITTERS with 
outputs to 150 KW (3 phase full wave) 

CATHODE 
Directly Heated, Oxide Coated 

MAXIMUM PEEK ANODE VOLTAGE 
Inverse 
Forward 

CONDENSED MERCURY TEMPERATURE 
LIMITS (centigrade) 

MAXIMUM PLATE CURRENT (Amperes) 
Peak 
Average 

FREQUENCY RANGE (cps) 

JILAMENT VOLTAGE 

JILAMENT CURRENT (amperes) 

TUBE VOLTAGE DROP (volts, approx.) 

Re -tube 
with 
AMPEREX 

THREE -ELECTRODE, MERCURY VAPOR 

RECTIFYING TUBES 

AGR-9951 /5870 

2 7,000 10,000 
27,000 10,000 

+30° to +40° +25° to +60° 

10 
2.5 

25 to 150 

5.0 

15 

14 
(lb = 10 amperes) 

G 
25 

with NEGATIVE CONTROL characteristics o 

-30 

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP. 
25 1hASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. 

In Canada and New'oundland: Rogers Majestic Limited 
11-19 Brentcliffe Road, Leaside, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

AGR-9950/5869 

13,000 10,000 
13,000 10,000 

-1-25° to +55° +25° to -I-60' 

4 
1 

25 to 150 

5.0 

6.5 

15 
(lb = 4 amperes) 

-20 -10 
AGR-9951/5870 

D -C CONTROL -GRID 

VOLTAGE IN VOLTS 

0 

Data sheets and charts 
available on request 
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The Fountainhead of Modern Tube Development is RCA 

...for UHF services up to 3000 Mc 

THE THREE "PENCIL" TRIODES illustrated 
are significant examples of RCA's pioneer- 
ing leadership in the development of 
special tube types for specialized applica- 
tions. These triodes feature a double -ended 
coaxial -electrode structure in which plate 
and cathode cylinders extend outward from 
each side of the central grid flange. This 
unusual construction results in minimum 
transit time, low lead inductance, and low 
interelectrode capacitances. One type em- 
ploys cylindrical resonators which are 
integral with the tube. 

RCA -5794 is a fixed -tuned oscillator 
triode especially designed for radiosonde 
applications. It has two resonators, one of 
which is attached between grid and cathode 

lelk ' \ 

and the other between grid and plate. The 
latter is tuned to 1680 Mc by means of an 
adjustment screw. The useful power out- 
put is approximately 500 milliwatts. 

RCA -5675 is a medium -mu triode for 
use in grounded -grid circuits up to 3000 
Mc. As a local oscillator, it is capable of 
delivering a power output of 475 milli - 
watts at 1700 Mc, and about 50 milliwatts 
at 3000 Mc. The tube is less than 2%" long 
with a diameter, except for the grid flange, 
of only inch. 

RCA -5876 is a general-purpose, high - 
mu triode intended particularly for use in 
grounded -grid service as an rf amplifier, if 
amplifier, or mixer tube in receivers op- 
erating at frequencies up to about 1000 

Mc; as a frequency multiplier up to 1500 
Mc; and as an oscillator up to 1700 Mc. It 
may also be used as a low power rf ampli- 
fier in mobile transmitters, and in class C 
service will deliver a useful power output 
of 5 watts up to 500 Mc. 

For complete technical data on any of 
these RCA "pencil" triodes, write RCA, 
Commercial Engineering, Section 42 JR, 
Harrison, New Jersey, or your nearest 
RCA field office. 

FIELD OFFICES[ (EAST) Humboldt 5-3900, 415 
S. 5th St., Harrison, N. J. (MIDWEST) White- 
hall 4-2900, 589 E. Illinois St., Chicago, Ill. 
(WEST) Madison 9-3671, 420 S. San Pedro 
St., Los Angeles, Calif. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
ELECTRON TUBES HARRISON. N.J. 
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